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INTRODUCTION
On the 96 rolls of this microfilm publication are reproduced 

the records from the decimal file of the Department of State, 
1930-44, that relate to political relations between China and 
Japan. The records are mostly instructions to and despatches 
from diplomatic and consular officials; the despatches are often 
accompanied by enclosures. Also included in these records are 
notes between the Department of State and foreign diplomatic 
representatives in the United States, memorandums prepared by 
officials of the Department, and correspondence with officials 
of other Government departments and with private firms and 
persons. The State Department divided the decimal file into 
chronological segments to retire inactive records. This 
division has been maintained in this microfilm publication. The 
records for the period 1930-39 are filmed on rolls 1-88 and 
those for 1940-44 on rolls 89-96.

The Lists of Documents or ’’purport lists” filmed on rolls 
345 and 346 (1930-39), roll 532 (1940-June 1944), and roll 628 
(July-Dec. 1944) of M973 give brief abstracts of the documents 
reproduced in this microfilm publication- and serve as a finding 
aid to the documents themselves. The arrangement of the entries 
on these lists generally corresponds to the arrangement of the 
documents in the file.

From 1910 to 1963 the State Department used a decimal 
system for its central files, assembling and arranging individual 
documents according to subject and assigning decimal file numbers. 
The decimal file consists of nine primary classes numbered 0 
through 8, each covering a broad subject area. The records 
reproduced in this microfilm publication are in Class 7, 
political relations of states. Each country had been assigned 
a two-digit number. The country numbers assigned to China and 
to Japan, for example, are 93 and 94, respectively. Thus, 
documents bearing the file number 793.94 concern political 
relations between China and Japan.

When one or more digits follow the second country number, 
they represent a specific subject. This number, in turn, may 
be followed by a slant mark (/). In such cases the numbers 
after the slant mark were assigned to individual documents as 
they were accumulated on a specific subject. For example, a 
decimal file number taken from a document reproduced in this 
microfilm publication is 793.943/5. The number 3 following 
the country number for Japan (94) signifies that the subject 
is extraterritoriality, and the number after the slant mark 
indicates the number of documents on this subject.
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The documents under one subject classification are generally 
in chronological order, coinciding with the assigned document 
number, which follows the slant mark. There are instances, 
however, when a document file number was not assigned until a 
date considerably later than the one on which the document was 
received.

In July 1944 the number after the slant mark began to 
reflect the date of the document instead of the number of 
documents; for example, a document dated November 20, 1944, 
would be numbered /I1-2044. Documents dated as early as 1939 
but not indexed until after July 1, 1944, also have been assigned 
date numbers.

Cross-reference sheets referring to related records under 
other subject classifications in the decimal file have been 
reproduced as they occur, and appropriate cross-reference 
notations appear in the Lists of Documents.

The file contains documents that were security classified 
by the State Department, as well as those received from and 
classified by foreign governments and other Federal agencies. 
Documents that have not been declassified are not available as 
part of this microfilm publication. The National Archives and 
Records Service (NARS) does not have authority to make repro
ductions of such documents available to searchers. Documents 
that remain classified have been removed from the file and 
replaced by a withdrawal notice that identifies the document 
and indicates the reason for its removal.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication are 
part of General Records of the Department of State, Record Group 
59, and are a continuation of the records concerning political 
relations between China and other states, 1910-29, which have 
been microfilmed as NARS M341.

In the same record group are several diplomatic correspondence 
series containing documents on relations between China and 
the United States. They are copies of instructions from the 
State Department to U.S. Ministers to China, 1843-1906 (rolls 
38-43 of M77) ; notes to the Chinese Legation in the United States 
from the Department, 1868-1906 (rolls 13 and 14 of M99) ; 
despatches from U.S. Ministers to China to the Department, 1843- 
1906 (M92); and notes from the Chinese Legation in the United 
States to the Department, 1868-1906 (M98). Also related to 
matters concerning China are communications to special agents 
of the United States from the Department, 1852-86 (roll 154 of 
M77) .

Several series of volumes contain material on relations 
between Japan and the United States. There are copies of 
instructions from the State Department to U.S. Ministers to
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Japan, 1855-1906 (rolls 104-108 of M77) ; despatches from U.S. 
Ministers to Japan to the Department, 1855-1906 (M133); notes to 
the Japanese Legation in the United States from the Department, 
1860-1906 (rolls 66 and 67 of M99) ; and notes from the Japanese 
Legation in the United States to the Department, 1858-1906 
(M163). Also related to matters concerning Japan are communica
tions to special agents of the United States from the Department, 
1823-86 (rolls 152 and 154 of M77) ; and despatches from special 
agents to the Department, 1794-1837 (roll 10 of M37).

Despatches from U.S. consular officials in China and Japan 
before 1906 are available as separate microfilm publications for 
each post. Complementary to the despatches from consuls are 
instructions to consuls.

The method of arranging the diplomatic and consular series 
cited above was discontinued in 1906, when the State Department 
adopted the practice of filing incoming and outgoing correspondence 
memorandums, and other documents by subject in a single numerical 
series. Information on documents relating to China and Japan 
for the 1906-10 period may be found through the use of card 
indexes and Lists of Documents in the National Archives of the 
United States. The Numerical File is available as microfilm 
publication M862.

Several series in the State Department decimal file, 1910-29, 
that relate to Chinese and Japanese affairs are available as 
microfilm publications. In Class 7 there are two series regarding 
Chinese affairs: one concerning political relations between 
the United States and China (M339) and the other concerning 
political relations between China and other states (including 
Japan) (M341); and two series regarding Japanese affairs: one 
concerning political relations between the United States and 
Japan (M423) and the other concerning political relations 
between Japan and other states (M424). Class 8, internal affairs 
of states, has records concerning internal affairs of China 
(M329) and internal affairs of Japan (M422). Additional 
documents are in the remaining classes of the State Department 
decimal file:

Class 0.
Class 1.

Class 2.
Class 3.
Class 4.
Class 5.

Class 6.

General. Miscellaneous.
Administration, Government of the United 

States.
Extradition.
Protection of Interests.
Claims.
International Congresses and Conferences. 

Multi-lateral Treaties. League of 
Nations.

Commerce. Customs Administration. Com
mercial Relations, Treaties and Con
ventions. Commercial and Trade Agree
ments .
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In Records of Boundary and Claims Commissions and Arbitrations 
Record Group 76, there are records relating to the Claims Com
missions of 1858 and 1901 between the United States and China.

In Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and 
Expositions, Record Group 43, are records of several conferences 
in which the United States and Japan participated. There are 
records of the Washington Conference on Limitation of Armament, 
1921-22, which met to consider the limitation of armaments and 
certain questions relating to Pacific and Far Eastern problems. 
There are also records of the Commission To Represent the United 
States at the Grand Exhibition of Japan, 1917. The exhibition 
was planned for 1912 but had been postponed, and the records 
relate mainly to the visit of U.S. Commissioners to Japan in 
1908 and to their conferences with Japanese officials. Other 
relevant records in Record Group 43 are those concerning the 
Sino-Japanese Dispute, 1930-32 (documents gathered by Gen. Frank 
McCoy, U.S. representative on the Lytton Commission), those of 
the U.S. Element, Allied Council for Japan, 1946-52, and those 
of the Far Eastern Commission, 1945-51.

In Records of the Foreign Service Posts of the Department 
of State, Record Group 84, are records originally kept at U.S. 
diplomatic and consular posts. Among these are records of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in China, 1843-1945, and of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in Japan, 1855-1936, as well as 
those of various consular posts in those countries.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication were 
prepared for filming by Ralph E. Huss, who also wrote these 
introductory remarks.
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E) 
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972

■;4 r.

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

HSM Shanghai via N. R.
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased Dated February 5, 1940
before being communi
cated to anyone. (Br.) a Hec’d 2:20 n, n.

Department's February 3, 1 p. m., addressed to me

04

(0

on LUZON.

Comments on results of observations during trip to 

Hankow contained in my telegram of February 5, 6 p. m,., 

which was drafted on the LUZON in conference with members 

of staff, paraphrase is going by mail to Admiral Hart 

through Admiral Glassford. I doubt wisdom my making 

public any part of these comments here. Essential point 

is that river is now controlled military line of 

communications and question of opening will be subject to 

army’s local interpretation of military exigencies of 

situation* I am frankly doubtful of any good which nay 

achieved by any publicity here in view of conditions 
pn a 

d-jjcribed in my comments. co i._A
r

JOHNSON p

01 
0) 
0) 
o



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, Auguat 10, 1972 
By MLtUs 0. MRS. Date I1-I8-7S

PREPARING OFFICE 
"•WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect

Charge Department 
OR

Charge to 

$

Telegram Sent

Bepartnmti of ^fate

TO BE TRANSMITTED 
XCONFIDENTIAL CODlX 

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE 

PARTAIR 

"Brown” plain

Washington, NAVAL RADIO

February 9, 1940

AMERICAN CONSUL, 

HONG KONG,

FOR THE AMBASSADOR.^
^’ns co,- Wore I
-------

i. J from Shanghai J

The Department hasjdeclded^ especially|in view 

your] doubts/as to the a j of (making public/ In

Shanghai (any portion’s | of your report kn regard to/your I 

journey/on ]the Yangtze] to/withhold^Me^aNw^, at least! 

for the time being! any/publicity/in connection with/ 

your report]

Sent to|Hong Kong|only./ 
a Li n z-t

793.94/15660

GA 
FE;GA:MHP

Enciphered

Sent by operator______________ M.,_______________ _ 19_____

I>. O. R.—No. 50 1—1462 U. S. GOVEBMMEBT PRINTING OFFICE

793
 . 94/1566 0

 
F/FG



DECLASSIFIED* 8.0. 11652, See. 3(B) end 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 _ _ 
By _^ARS,Date 12~J8*75

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Chungking, November 19, 1939.

Subject: Transmission of a copy of Pamphlet, 
"A Digest of Japanese War Conduct”. - TTK
Published bjL Council of International Z ’ ■»
Affairs. Chungking. i? 5

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington, D.C.

Sir:

I have the honor to refer
3.f</Despatch No. 379; November 14,

to this Embassy’s

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
division of 

COMMUNICATIONS AND KECOKÜb 
PUBLICATIONS SECfiUN

FT 3 6 194C

793.94/15661

1939, enclosing a copy

S “

of a pamphlet issued by the Department of Intelligence 

and Publicity of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

The Embassy has now received under cover of a

communication dated November 16, 1939, two copies of
P 

another pamphlet from the same Department entitled fe
co V 

”A Digest of Japanese War Conduct”, by Dr. Shuhsi Hstt, jfe

prepared



DECLASSIFIED: S.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (B) 
Department of State letter. August 10, 1972 ____ ,

prepared under the Auspices of the Council of International 

Affairs, Chungking. I have the honor to enclose, as of

1/ possible interest to the Department, a copy of the above

pamphlet.

Respectfully yours, 

For the Ambassador:

Counselor of Embassy.

Enclosure

1/ Copy of pamphlet as stated.

Original and four copies to Department 
(Enclosure with original only) 

Copy to Peiping with enclosure.

020/711.6

HW:MCL

793.94/15661
 

F/FG



DECLASSIFIED: £.0. 11652, See. 3(B) end 5(D) or (E)

EMBASSY OF THE p
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ***

No. 422 Chungking, January 8, 1940

Subject: Correspondence between the President 
and General Chiang Kai-shek and 
Dr. H. H. Kung.

Correspondence between the Secretary of 
State and Dr. H. H. Kung.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State

Washington, D. C.

Sir: 0V
61

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of 

a copy of the Department's strictly confidential 

instruction No. 747, of November 25, 1939, (file 

No. 793.94/15483) transmitting copies of a letter 

addressed to the President by General Chiang Kai-shek 

on July 20, 1939, and the President’s reply of



DECUSSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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038 
November 10, 1939, and of a letter to the President 

from Dr. H. H. Kung dated August 17, 1939, and of 

the reply thereto dated November 10, 1939.

The circumstances attending the delivery to 

General Chiang of the reply addressed to him, which 

was effected on January 2, 1940, were briefly described 

in my telegram of the following day and in my despatch 

No. 419, of January 4, 1940, which is awaiting the 

completion of plans for safe transmission.

While the Department had reason to think that 

these copies would reach the Etabassy, Chungking, in 

advance of the arrival of the actual repliesrand the 

date of their delivery, I venture to invite the 

Department *s attention to the fact that this did not 

occur. This fact is of no special importance, except 

that General Chiang, following his habit, probably 

had, during the conversation that took place when I 

delivered the reply, a photographic record in his own 

mind of the contents of his letter to the President 

of July 20, 1939, end his observations may have been 

colored by that recollection. For example, his 

remarks concerning what I took to be current nego

tiations for an American loan to China may have been 

merely a reference to his request for financial assis

tance, and his reference to the attitudes of 

Great Britain, France and the United States, respec

tively, toward the present hostilities certainly 

indicated an extension of the sentiments he expressed 

in his letter. It has been observed that Generalissimo 

Chiang has a retentive and a continuous impression



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E) 
Department of State letter. August 10, 1972 < D»U Jg-Tfr jy  ___

*

" - 3 -

039 
of an exchange that may be extremely disconnected in 

point of time.

In regard to the delivery to Dr. H. H. Kung, 

Vice President of the Executive Yuan and Minister of 'J 

Finance, of the reply addressed to him by the President 

and of the letter addressed to him by the Secretary of 

State under date of November 13, 1939, answering 

Dr. Kung’s letter of August 17, 1.939, (see the Depart

ment’s instruction No. 184, of November 14, 1939) I 

have the honor to report that both communications 

were handed to him simultaneously and that no impor

tant observations concerning international relations 

were made by Dr. Kung during the conversation that 

took place on that occasion.

Dr. Kung particularly requested, however, that 

I convey to the President and to the Secretary of 

State an expression of his pleasure at the cordial » 

sentiments that characterized their replies.

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

Willys rI Peck 
Counselor of Embassy.

Z" ; . » ■ » «
Original by air mail to the Department /
Four copies to the Department
Copy to the Embassy at Tokyo (through Peiping)
Copy to the Bhbassy at Peiping
877/710/851 1
WRP:tm



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Dqwrtment ofState letter, August 10, 1972 * - NAfe. Date Zn/fr#

c*.c
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

1940.

Reference Chungking’s despatch no. 430 
of January 18, 1940, entitled "Alleged Con
flict of Policies among Chinese in regard to 
the Hostilities with Japan".

Enclosed with the despatch under refer
ence is a copy of notes made by a member of 
the Embassy staff from a memorandum by a 
European news representative. The despatch 
contains a summary of the notes and also 
comment by the Embassy.

In essence the European news representa
tive believes that there is an important 
group of officials in the National Government 
of China which favors a peace by compromise 
with Japan, that Chiang Kai-shek is prolong
ing the war because peace would mean civil 
war, and that Chiang Kai-shek is using the 
war as a pretext for extending the military 
authority of the National Government in 
Kwangsi, Shansi, and other areas where the 
Government's authority hitherto has been -
challenged.

The Embassy agrees that there exists a 
group of officials in the National Government

which



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10, 1972 ~-FlUfen KARS, Daté li-l8>75

Department of State

Division of far Eastern Affairs

-2-

which favors a peace with Japan by compromise 
but expresses the belief that General Chiang 
Kai-shek "is inflexibly determined to fight 
it out with the Japanese on strictly military 
lines and that he will never negotiate a 
compromise through a Wang Ohing-wei puppet 
government".

793.94/5663

FE:A^aQs:HES



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

EMBASSY OF THE C41z 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 430

Subject:

Chungking, January 18, 1940

Alleged Conflict of Policies among 
Chinese in regard to the Hostilities 
with Japan.

CONFIDENTIAL

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

I have the honor to state that the Assistant 

Military Attache on January 9 was permitted to see a 

memorandum written by a European news representative 

in regard to alleged cleavages of opinion among 

Chinese leaders, principally in regard to the policy 

chi na should pursue toward Japan. A memorandum
consisting
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2 - 042

consisting of notes made frcm that document by

1/ Secretary Weil is enclosed. The Embassy has not been 

able to check the assertions made by the news corre

spondent, but believes that they are in the main 

dependable.

Summary of Enclosure.

General Yen Hsi-shan, in Shansi Province, 
two years ago organized a "Leftist" army, 
to obtain additional popular support; this 
new army and his former army are having 
disagreements and General Ho Ying-chin, 
Minister of War, regards these disagree
ments as more serious than quarrels between 
the Central Army and the Eighth Route, or 
"Communist", Army, which occupies a "Spe
cial District" on the border between 
Kansu and Shensi Provinces. So-called 
"Communist" forces in North-west China, 
North China and in Central China, in 
Japanese-occupied areas, now number 
about 200,000, but the Government is 
supplying money and munitions for a 
mere fraction of that number. In Yunnan 
Province the formerly recalcitrant 
General Lung Yun has ostensibly become 
reconciled to control of his sphere of 
influence by the National Government, but 
there are still hidden separatist tenden
cies. There has not yet been complete 
settlement of all questions between 
Lung Yun and the National Government. 
The memorandum lists Chinese leaders who 
are reported to favor "compromise" with 
Japan and others who favor a continuation 
of the war. The leader of the "compro
mise" group is said to be Dr. Wang Shih-chieh, 
Minister of Publicity, and others include 
General Ho Ying-chin, Minister of War, and 
Dr. H. H. Kung, foirner President of the Execu
tive Yuan and still continuing as Minister of 
Finance. Recently there was some thought of 
replacing Kung, because there is increasing 
dislike felt for him, and of replacing the 
Minister of War, but no change was made in 
the Cabinet, because a change might have 
been interpreted as a sign of weakness in 
the Government. The prospects that Wang 
Ching-wei will be able to form a puppet 
"Central Government" are improving; he is 
getting better terms from the Japanese 
Government and is being joined by former 
Manchurian military officers. The news, 
correspondent thinks that Wang Ching-wei 
is right in saying that General Chiang 

'Kai-shek is prolonging the war because 
neace would mean civil war. Chiang is 
using the war as a pretext for

extending
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extending the military authority of the 
National Government in Kwangsi, Shansi 
and other areas where the Government’s 
authority hitherto has been challenged. 
The increasing difficulties in prosecut
ing the war are strengthening the posi
tion of the advocates of "compromise” 
with the Japanese, while General Chiang 
seems to take a neutral attitude toward 
this question. If a compromise peace 
were declared, the "Communist” forces 
and some, at least, of the Government 
forces would continue to fight the 
Japanese under a new democratic govern
ment, the sort of government that, 
according to the commentator, Chiang, 
himself, ought to form in order to 
carry on the war.

Comment on Enclosure.

Yen Hsi-shan; the attempt of this Shansi leader to 

set up a secessionist government in North China in 

1930, with the assistance of Wang Ching-wei, and the 

credible reports at that time that he received finan

cial support from the Japanese seem to have been 

expiated by genuine attempts to resist the Japanese 

in recent years. It may be true, however, that 

certain leaders in the Government fear that his 

separatist tendencies will persist after peace is 

restored and are fomenting the dissension in his 

army, as well as trouble with the Eighth Route Army, 

to weaken those forces and provide pretext for 

seizure of control by National Government forces.

It does not seem at all likely that General Chiang 

is responsible for such tactics, if they are being 

used, because several years ago he renounced the use 

of force against fellow-Chinese and he seems to have 

adhered to that declaration.

The "Communist” forces; foreigners almost universally 

believe that these forces comprise true patriots, 

indomitable
•»
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indomitable fighters against the Japanese, devoted to 

genuine democratic government, while Chinese in the 

Government seem to believe that they are doing more 

talking than fighting, are fostering their military 

strength for political purposes after the war, and 

are under dictation from Moscow. It will be diffi

cult to bring them into the political scheme that seems 

to be evolving in China. It is China’s misfortune 

that mere differences of political belief should 

carry the implication of resort to armed force. 

Testimony regarding the military achievements of the 

"Communist'* forces, including those in the neighbor

hood of Shanghai, seems irrefutable. In any case, 

it is credibly reported that General Chiang has 

ordered cessation of attempts of some army commanders 

to coerce the "Communists" with force.

Yunnan: appearances indicate that the attempt to keep 

Yunnan for the Yunnanese against what the Yunnanese 

have hitherto regarded as the encroachments of the 

National Government has at length crumbled before 

the demands of the war situation. 

"Compromise with Japan" group: the officers of the 

Embassy have personally know for a long time all the 

men listedjl in the memorandum as favoring compromise 

with Japan and they believe that if these men hold 

the views ascribed to them, they hold them only 

because of a conviction that the internal and inter

national situation of China makes further continuance 

of the struggle against Japan hopeless, and not _ 

because they would prefer to live under Japanese con

trol. Even if, in individual cases, they have become 

exceptionally
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_nifen Hffis, Date n-18-78

5 045

exceptionally discouraged by the protracted effort 

and feel that any end to the hostilities is to be 

preferred to their indefinite continuance, they must 

be aware that defection to the enemy would make them 

marked men and subject them to vilification and 

possibly assassination by their fellow-Chinese, and 

on this account it seems very doubtful whether they 

would venture on any overt act of desertion.

Wang Ching-wei: it cannot be ruled out as a remote 

possibility that Wang Ching-wei is in secret consul

tation with Chiang Kai-shek; it is certain that the 

latter has adherents masquerading as "pro-Japanese" 

in the puppet governments. Nevertheless, everything 

known about General Chiang Kai-shek indicates that 

he is inflexibly determined to fight it out with the 

Japanese on strictly military lines and that he will 

never negotiate a compromise through a Wang Ching-wei 

puppet government. 

Continuance of resistance after a hypothetical 

"compromise"; there are strong indications that if 

Wang Ching-wei, or even General Chiang, were to 

negotiate a "compromise" with Japan, enough of the 

country would refuse to acquiesce in the surrender 

to make continuance of disorder, if not of hostilities, 

certain for an unpredictable period. Local French *

and Italian diplomats seem inclined to envisage 

the possibility that China will break up into 

sections, the south-western section remaining

independent

: ■1 w
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independent and the other two coming under soviet 

and Japanese influence.

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

Willy? R.iPeck, 
Counselor of Bnbassy.

V^iclosure:

Memorandum of January 9, 1940
Original to the Department by air mail 
Four copies to the Department 
Copy to the Embassy at Peiping 
Copy to the Bnbassy at Tokyo 

800 
WRPstm

« S-'UiWil:
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Enclosure to 
Despatch No. 430 
January 18, 1940

047
CONFIDENTIAL January 9, 1940

MEMORANDUM

Subject: Notes Taken from, a Memorandum Furnished by 
a Foreign Correspondent--- 
Certain Aspects of Current Political Situation.

Yen Hsi-shan: Yen Hsi-shan, when he found him

self in acute difficulties two years ago, established 

a new army, in addition to his old one, taking into 

the new army younger men with comparatively radical 

ideas. Formed "Sacrifice League", which, superficially, 

borrowed much from Communists. Old army opposed placing 

of political commissars in its midst; recently demanded 

their removal, and threatened to cooperate with 

Fu Tso-yi (Suiyuan) unless commissars were removed. 

On second anniversary of formation of new army, old 

army sent detachments to celebrations to provoke 

clashes; old army actually disarmed about 1,000 

troops of new army. These clashes made it possible 

for Japanese to withdraw one or two divisions from 

Shansi front and send them to Yangtze.

Yen’s present attitude not quite clear, but he 

seems to lean towards old army. He has, however, sent 

circular telegrams to both, in an effort to assuage 

their feelings.

A week or so ago, at a meeting of Standing 

Committee of People’s Political Council, General 

Ho Ying-chin called situation in Shansi serious; 

accused Yen of having developed a heterogeneous and 

unsatisfactory organization; accused new army of 

collusion
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collusion with Eighth Route Army (although new army 

is not Communist). Possible solution of problem may 

be found in placing all blame on radical element in 

new army, and eliminating it if possible.

Communist-Kuomintang Conflict: General Ho has 

described recent clashes between Central troops and 

Communists (Eighth Routers) on Kansu-Shensi border as 

"not so serious as the events in Shansi"; "such things 
there are 

are bound to happen where/Red troops".

Recent clashes seem to have resulted from Eighth 

Routers' occupation of river crossing and pass at 

Suitehiehow through which all communications between 

Special Border District (Communist) and Eighth Route 

forces in North China must pass. Eighth Routers 

obtained permission from Yen, and from the other 

Central Army commander in a neighboring district, to 

place one regiment at this point on ground that it 

was in danger of Japanese attack, but local Central 

Government head of hsien government fled, telegraphed 

Central Government that his district had been invaded 

by Reds. Central Government does not appear to have 

been informed of permission granted by commanders of 

second and tenth war areas. As a result, Central 

troops occupied a number of important places in 

Special District near Kansu-Shensi border. Clashes 

followed; Communists, most of whose troops were at 

the front, withdrew from towns. Several divisions of 

crack Central troops now virtually surround the 

Special Border District.

Total number of men in Communist armies, including 

Eighth and Fourth Route, and cadres in Chahar, Hopei, 
Shantung
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Shantung, and in Japanese-occupied areas, increased 

from about 30,000 at beginning of war to about 200,000, 

in spite of heavy losses. Fourth Route Army has 

tripled in numbers, but is still receiving same pay 

from Central Government as when it had 15,000 troops. 

Eighth Routers treated similarly. Supplies furnished 

to Communists inferior to those supplied to Central 

troops.

Yunnan; Lung Yun, following fall of Nanning, 

demanded appointment of Lu Han, his chief military 

aide, as governor of Kweichow; and demanded that 

Yunnan, Kweichow, and Kwangsi be made a special war 

area under his command. He also asked for return 

from front of six Yunnanese divisions, and money for 

training of new troops in Yunnan. These demands were 

his price for fighting the Japanese, but he also said 

at a memorial meeting: “We are determined to fight 

any enemy who might come to Yunnan."

Lung Yun was made commander of the Generalissimo’s 

Provisional Headquarters in Kunming, but with the 

improvement of the situation in Yunnan, vague promises 

to make Lu Han governor of Kweichow are being for

gotten. The Central Government has, moreover, demanded 

certain assurances from Lung regarding the number of 

troops he will train to fight the Japanese, and regard

ing handing over certain modern foreign arms and muni

tions now in Yunnan.

Central Government Officials: Wang Shih-chieh, 

new Propaganda Minister, formerly a follower of 

Wang Ching-wei, one of very few having immediate access 

to the Generalissimo at present, and main driving force

behind
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behind current attempt» to make peace; is leader of 

’’compromise group”, comprising Tai Chi-tao, President 

of Examination Yuan, Confucian scholar, who has great 

influence on Generalissimo’s spiritual Mobilization 

theories; Chang Chun; Ho Ying-chin; Kung; Chen Li-fu., 

Group favoring continuation of war includes:

Yu Yu-jen, President of Control Yuan; Sun Foy;

T. V. Soong; Li Tsung-jen; Pai Chung-hsi; FengYfrhsiang; 

Yen Hsi-shan; and commanders of Central and Communist 

Armies.

Recent attempt to reshuffle high officials mainly 

the result of increasing dislike for Kung, especially 

in Army. For first time, Generalissimo did not sup

port Kung. Changes were contemplated also in following 

ministries: Foreign Affairs; War (Ho disliked by 

Army); Communications; and various new ministries were 

to be formed. Generalissimo decided, however, that 

change in Government might be regarded as sign of 

weakness. Kung proposed as his successor Chien Ching-tsi 

(if a good banker were needed), K. P. Chen (if a man 

with good international connections were needed), or 

Hsu-kan (if a good administrator were needed), thereby 

Implying that none of his possible successors would _ 

combine all the qualities he himself has. The 

Generalissimo replied to none of these proposals. 

Kung then suggested T. V. Soong, but in the meantime 

other problems had pushed criticism of Kung into the 

background, and the question was temporarily shelved.

Wang Ching-wei: Wang’s prospects once more improv

ing. Japanese are now offering him following: Manchukuo 

to be recognized as independent; North China to be 

governed by a special political committee; Japanese 

troops 
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troops to be withdrawn from Central and South China 

after a time, but garrisons to remain in Nanking, 

Shanghai, Hangchow, Canton, and possibly Hankow; 

Hainan Island to be ceded or leased to Japs; economic 

and cultural cooperation to be guaranteed; Wang to 

be left free to make peace with Chiang without Jap 

interference.

Ku Meng-yu’s recent discussions in Chungking 

were mainly with Wang Shih-chieh and Wang Chung-hui, 

but nothing is reliably known about subject discussed.

Old Manchurian military men are playing an impor

tant role in Wang Ching-wei’s Officers’ School in 

Woosung. Estimated that only about one tenth of 

officers educated at Chang Hsueh-liang’s Mukden academy 

are now in Chungking camp. All others with puppets, 

and getting in touch with Wang. Former chief of 

Mukden academy (one of twenty Chinese officers trained 

at Imperial Japanese Staff College), a very able man, 
appointment 

returned from abroad six months ago. Was refused an / 

by Chungking, and went over to Wang. Another Manchurian 

general, Pao, in Peking until recently has now joined 

Wang.

"Wang Ching-wei is right in one regard", i.e., 

in saying Chiang wants to continue the war because 

peace would mean civil war. Jap invasion in Kwangsi has 

given him excuse to send his troops into that province; 

split between Yen’s two armies being fostered by Central 

Government in order to put Central Armies in control in 

Shansi; similar procedure in Communist areas. 

Generalj ssimo seems to have been afraid that progress 

in these areas was too rapid, and therefore dangerous. 
Increasingly
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Increasingly acute character of financial and 

transportation problems is encouraging compromise 

group, and widening breach between this group and 

those who favor continuation of war. Generalissimo 

seems to take a neutral attitude.

If compromise peace is made Communists will con

tinue fighting; form anti-Japanese, democratic govern

ment, in which many non-Commun!st elements, and probably 

even some Central troops, would participate. It would 

be the sort of government which "it was really the 
Generalissimo’s task to form in order to carry-out the

war
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Reference Chungking* s despatch 

no. 429 of January 18, 1940, en- >
titled "Chinese Theories in regard 
to the Hostilities and Foreign 
Relations". S

An adequate understanding may 
be had of Mr. Peck’s memorandum by ?
reading the summary on page 2 of 
his despatch. It is thought, how
ever, that if you have the time 
you will be interested in reading 
his 8-page memorandum.

793.94/15664
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C43
EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Chungking, January 18, 1940

Subject: Chinese Theories in regard to the 
Hostilities and foreign Relations,——

CONFIDENTIAL

Sir:

1/ I have the honor to enclose a memorandum dated

January 10, 1940 written by the Counselor of the

Embassy at Chungking, on the subject "Chinese Theories

in regard to the Hostilities and Foreign Relations".

In the temporary absence of the Ambassador from 

Chungking it has not been possible to ascertain t.

whether he concurs in the views and estimates
0 embodied in the memorandum.

Summary
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Summary of Enclosure

The Japanese threat to China, for many 
years a oause of discord in China, now divides 
Chinese leaders into a majority which favors 
continued resistance and a minority which 
advocates ccmprcmise with Japan. Plausible 
arguments are available to each side. A 
victorious China will endeavor to conserve 
China for the Chinese. Government monopo
lies in the largest-scale lines of commerce 
and industry will probably be the order of 
the day and American private enterprise 
will be circumscribed along with that of 
the Chinese and of other foreign nationali
ties. If the Japanese are victorious, 
American and other Occidental enterprise will 
be strictly limited, with Japanese in a 
favored position. Chinese who intend to 
continue resistance to an ultimate victory 
are in the vast majority, but defeat of 
their efforts is possible if the friendly 
powers give aid to Japan. In case of 
China’s defeat all nationalities would 
have to yield tp the authority of the 
Japanese Army. \Even those Chinese who, 
because of a feeling of hopelessness, 
advocate compromise with Japan, would 
probably join the ranks of their country
men if more substantial support were given

I by the "democracies" to China as against 
Japan.

Respectfully yours,

Counselor of Embassy.

'Enclosure

Memorandum of January 10, 1940

^Original to the Department by air mail 
Four copies to the Department 
Copy to the Embassy at Peiping 
Copy to the Embassy at Tokyo

800/710 
WRP:tm
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Enclosure to
Despatch No. 429
January 18, 1940

CONFIDENTIAL January 10,

MEMORANDUM

Subject; Chinese Theories in regard to the 
Hostilities and Foreign Relations.

It is notorious that for morethan two decades 

before the present hostilities between China and 

Japan started in 1937 China had been disturbed by 

factional wars. These were differences of opinion 

that found expression in "bullets” rather than 

"ballots". Beginning with strife between leaders 

and provinces for money, power and territory, the 

provincial wars culminated in the successful war for 

Nationalist supremacy and the war between the 

Nationalists and the "Communists", which was waged 

primarily for territory wherein to develop conflict

ing political theories. The last of these wars 

ended in 1937, in deference to the necessity for a 

united front against the Japanese invaders.

""‘''The Japanese threat to China? ever since the days 

of Yuan Shih-kai, who died in 1916, has been an out

standing cause of discord and strife among the Chinese. 

Sometimes the Japanese have incited rebellion against 

the National Government and have subsidized Chinese 

leaders; at other times clashes have been caused by 

divergence of views among Chinese regarding the way 

to deal with the Japanese threat; it will be recalled 

that General Han Fu-chu, Provincial Chairman of 

Shantung, was executed for alleged failure to resist 

the Japanese in 1938. It was only when the nation

decided
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decided definitely for armed resistance that the 

external danger united the country, instead of dividing 

it. in 1933, just before he relinquished his post of 

Foreign Minister, Dr. Lo Wen-kan told the writer that 

there was a faction that might be called the "Alsace- 

Lorraine Party", because it advocated abandonment of 

Manchuria to the Japanese until China could build up 

its military strength sufficiently t o insure a suc

cessful attempt at recovery. Lo vehemently opposed 

this, partly on the ground that Japan would increase 

its strength during this period and would prevent 

China from so doing; but mainly because the Chinese 

are prone to make the best of things. He was con

vinced that it would be dangerous to permit China to 

relax its mood of resistance, 1937 General Chiang 

warned the Chinese that once armed resistance began 

it could not be abandoned short of absolute victory, 

even if the nation perished fighting, for compromise 

would be fatal. General Ho ïing-chin, Minister of War, 

has always been regarded as a secret advocate of 

compromise with Japan, m 1937, shortly after the 

Japanese provocative acts near Peiping, when the 

issue of armed resistance was still in the balance, 

the writer inquired whether China would fight.

General no replied that since the Japanese were so 

"uncivilized", the Chinese had no option but to 

resist with arms.

An attempt may usefully be made to marshal the 

arguments for "compromise with the Japanese" and for 

"continued resistance", m Chunking there is no

open
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open voicing of "compromise" theories, but it is 

constantly rumored that some leaders hold them. 

Thoughtful consideration of the arguments involved 

leads to the conclusion that such leaders are not 

necessarily outright traitors. There is even room 

for the possibility that Wang Ching-wei is not, in his 

own belief, a traitor. But since "compromise" theo

ries are necessarily underground, as held in Chungking 

they can only be deduced from indirect evidence. 

Compromise advocates mi^it reason that Japan is 

chastened and moderate after the trying experiences 

of the last two or three years and would not only 

give China "moderate" terms, but would henceforth 

always respect China. The Japanese have destroyed 

the machinery of government in enormous areas; after 

the hostilities there will unavoidably be confusion; 

it would be convenient at that moment to have the 

Japanese army at hand to assist in restoring order, 

giving Chinese industrialists, technicians and mer

chants freedom to set going the economy of the 

nation. Peace, even with the loss of independence, 

would enable the country to work out its destiny 

along economic lines and China might even accomplish 

the historical process of "swallowing up" the vic

tors. Present hostilities are only an episode in a 

continuing process; even if China dictated a peace, 

the Japanese army would in the future return to its 

^traditional ambition of subjugating China; it would 

be wiser to cane to some sort of understanding with 

Japan that Japan would voluntarily observe, rather 

than enter a period of protracted armed truce,
broken
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broken by spasmodic warfare. In the event of a 

compromise China would have Japan’s protection against 

other possible foes and would share in the glory of 

Japan. The social, economic and political theories 

of Japan are not uncongenial to the Chinese. These 

are some of the arguments for compromise.

The advocates of "continued resistance" may be 

held to feel that if China were to yield to Japan, 

even on nominally "moderate" terms, such terms would 

soon be forgotten and China would forever be a mere 

object of exploitation. The Japanese, in spite of 

fair premises given under stress of difficulties, 

would always regard and treat the Chinese as members 

of a subject and inferior race. Any Chinese of 

leadership rank, especially if he had been prominent 

in resistance, would be a doomed man. The past has 

shown that the Japanese regard any sign of nation

alistic feeling in a Chinese as betraying his 

"insincerity" and unfriendliness. If China were tied 

up to Japan it would be involved in perpetual military 

enterprises, to which Japan’s ambitions of conquest 

have committed the nation. Compromise with Japan 

would mean ruin for China as a whole and for the 

great body of patriotic Chinese. In addition to all 

this, under Japanese tutelage, even if it did not 

amount to outright domination, China could never 

enjoy those free, equal and cordial relations with 

the democratic nations of the Occident to which 

China's rank as a nation and natural tendencies 

entitle it.
There
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There are a^uments for China’s unalterable 

resistance to Japanese domination that appeal strongly 

to Westerners: China has its mission to perfora as a 

world-power in support of international morality, as 

a counter-poise to the predatory aims of Japan and the 

Soviet Union, as a factor for peace in the Pacific, and 

as a useful producer and consumer of goods in its own 

right; when these arguments are advanced by Chinese they 

have more the air of reasons why fb reign nations should 

aid China in resisting Japanese aggression, than of 

reasons why China, at whatever cost of suffering, 

should continue resistance.

Chinese speak of their desire to expel the Japanese 

in order that they may uphold'the Nine Power Treefy and 

accord equality of opportunity to all nationalities in 

China; these objectives need not be doubted, but they 

are merely phases of another aim, the intention of the 

Chinese to be masters in their own house. Such a desire 

is not only inherent in all nationalities, particularly 

in our own, but in the present case seems especially 

useful and laudable. If Chinais to emerge from this 

tremendous struggle strong enough to serve as an impor

tant factor for peace in the group of powerful nations, 

a prerequisite and a result of such strength will be 

the ability to control its own political policies. It 

seems illogical, even fantastic, to suppose that a 

victorious China could serve as a stabilizing factor in 

the Pacific area and still remain powerless to exercise 

its sovereign rights, including the negotiation of trade 

treaties, etc. A weak nation is a source of international 

discord and what is universally desired

except
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except by Japan and possibly the Soviet Union, is a 

China able with its own resources to withstand aggres

sion and disturbance of the equilibrium of the Far East.

However, if China is able to salvage from Japanese 

attacks the full exercise of national sovereignty, it 

may exercise that sovereignty in directions that will 

not prove entirely palatable to the West. The Govern

ment will, in the writer’s opinion, follow the example 

of certain other nations and both limit the activities 

open to foreign nationals in China and also install a 

"managed economy", in the form of Government monopo

lies. There are already monopolies in the export of 

bristles, silk, tea, tung oil, and minerals. These 

monopolies are now ascribed to the necessities of 

warfare and the requirements of trade agreements, 

among them the American credit, but there is reason 

to believe that it is the intention of the Government 

to continue such monopolies for an indefinite period, 

in the belief that they constitute an indispensable 

means of developing China commercially, industrially 

and economically in the shortest possible time, 

somewhat as many Americans believe that large aggre

gations of capital are essential in the United States 

for industrial research, adequate capital investments, 

etc. It is true that Chinese are individualists, but 

they have always had a keen perception of the benefits 

to be derived from collective action.

It may be expected that if China is left with 

power to decide, there will be no discrimination 

between foreign nationals in China, but this will mean 

that all will be under the same restrictions. If

Japan
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Japan imposes its will on China, Japanese interests 

will have many privileges from which other nations 

will be excluded. Since American and European activi 

ties in China will be under hitherto unknown restric

tions, without regard to which country is victorious, 

some foreign merchants profess indifference to the 

outcome of the hostilities. The superficiality of 

such an attitude is obvious. On the one hand there 

is the prospect of an independent China, its Govern

ment staffed in large proportion, as at present, with 

officials educated in the United States and Europe, 

English-speaking and eager to develop China^along the 

lines with which they have became faml11er; on the 

other hand we must anticipate a China subservient to 

Japan, all the present type of officials eliminated 

and their places taken by men educated in Japan, 

sycophantic toward the Japanese, hostile to Americans 

and Europeans, and steeped in the idea that China is 

a member of an Asiatic federation fighting against 

a "White" world, Instead of a member of family of co

equal nations. There can be no possible question 

where the advantage to American and other Occidental 

interests would lie as between "Free China" and 

dominated China.

In giving equal space in this memorandum to the 

"compromise" and "continued resistance" schools of 

thought among the Chinese the writer wishes to deny 

any implication that they are equally powerful in the 

country. The "compromise" advocates are a very small 

minority and dare not come out in the open. They are 

in the main defeatists, who believe that China is

raging
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will be excluded. Since American and European activi 

ties in China will be under hitherto unknown restric

tions, without regard to which country is victorious, 

some foreign merchants profess indifference to the 

outcome of the hostilities. The superficiality of 

such an attitude is obvious. On the one hand there 

is the prospect of an independent China, its Govern

ment staffed in large proportion, as at present, with 

officials educated in the United States and Europe, 

English-speaking and eager to develop Chinajalong the 

lines with which they have become familiar; on the 

other hand we must anticipate a China subservient to 

Japan, all the present type of officials eliminated 

and their places taken by men educated in Japan, 

sycophantic toward the Japanese, hostile to Americans 

and Europeans, and steeped in the idea that China is 

a member of an Asiatic federation fighting against 

a "White" world, instead of a member of family of co

equal nations. There can be no possible question 

where the advantage to American and other Occidental 

interests would lie as between "Free China" and 

dominated China.

In giving equal space in this memorandum to the 

"compromise" and "continued resistance" schools of 

thought among the Chinese the writer wishes to deny 

any implication that they are equally powerful in the 

country. The "compromise" advocates are a very small 

minority and dare not come out in the open. They are 

in the main defeatists, who believe that China is 

waging
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waging a suicidal struggle in a hopeless cause. They 

will be strengthened and their numbers will increase 

if, while the difficulties of the nation become more 

intense, France and Great Britain, because of intimi

dation from Japan, waver to the side of Japan, and if 

the United States continues to supply Japan with 

money and munitions, while doing relatively little of 

a positive nature to assist China. It is China’s 

misfortune that the means by which the United States 

withdrew its assistance from the aggressor nation on 

the Atlantic produces the opposite effect on the 

Pacific. If these conditions continue, the courage 

and persistence of China’s patriotic leaders and no

less courageous masses may be brought down in defeat. 

In that event American educators, missionaries, mer

chants and travelers will be obliged to remove theiç- ’ 
t 

hats before Japanese sentries at every cross-roads Jin 

China, in company with their humble European, Chinese 

and Japanese associates, if, indeed, Occidentals are? 

allowed entrance at all. If, on the other hand, \ 
moral support of China and condemnation of Japan’s Z 

aggression as voiced by the so-called ’’democracies’’, 

were given more practical expression, these advocates. v’

of "compromise with Japan" would probably cease from 

their counsels of despair and join their countrymen V*

under the slogan now seen everywhere, "Determined 

resistance until the ultimate victory". Thete seems 

to be general belief that assistance from the 

"democracies" would not involve China in any political 

or territorial concessions in derogation of its sover

eignty or independence of future action.

/
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SUBJECT:
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

I94OFEB 5 PM 5 12

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, January 9, 1940
DiVtsiCN O'- 

COMMUNICATIONS 
and records

FRENCH-JAPANESE RELATIONS: BOMBING OF THE 
YUNNAN RAILWAY; PROTEST.

I

I

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Sir:

In confirmation of the Embassy's telegram''-No. 6,

January 6, 7 p.m., I have the honor to transmit herewith 

1/ copies and translations of a third-person note dated 

2/ January 5, 1940, and of an informal letter dated Janu-

ary 6, 1940, addressed to the Minister for Foreign Affairs

by the French Ambassador, protesting against the bombing

by Japanese airplanes of the Yunnan Railway.

/ Joseph C. Grew

Enclosures:
1/ Copy and translation of note as stated.
2/ Copy and translation of letter as stated.

710
ESC:nn
Original and 2 copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking and Peiping.
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai.
Copy to Consulate, Yunnanfu.
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch 
No. 4394 dated January 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

(The compliments of the French Embassy to the American 
Embassy.)

The French Ambassador to the Japanese Minister for Foreign 
Affairs.

L’AMBASSADE DE FRANCE

Tokyo

L’Ambassadeur de France, d’ordre de son Gouvernement, a 

l’honneur d’attirer la plus sérieuse attention de Son Excellence 

le Ministre des Affaires Etrangères sur le fait que le chemin 

de fer du Yunnan vient d’être bombardé à trois reprises consé

cutives par des avions japonais.

Le 30 Décembre dernier 27 avions ont lancé des bombes qui 

sont tombées au Kilomètre 98 et au Kilomètre 83.

Le premier Janvier 18 avions ont lancé des bombes au Kilo

mètre 83.

Le 2 Janvier des avions non dénombrés ont lancé des bombes 

au Kilomètre 74.

L’Ambassadeur de France a l’honneur de rappeler que le 

chemin de fer en question a été construit à l’aide de capitaux 

exclusivement français et qu’il est la propriété d’une Compagnie 

française qui en assure l’exploitation.

Le Gouvernement de la République est persuadé que ces 

bombardements, qui ne sont justifiables à aucun égard, sont dûs 

à de _egrettables initiatives locales. Ces attaques se pré

sentent d’ailleurs comme une singulière réponse à l’attitude 

particulièrement amicale adoptée par la France dans l’affaire

de l’avion japonais qui a atterri à Doson. Au surplus, au 

moment
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moment où le Gouvernement Impérial par l’entremise de Son 

Excellence le Ministre des Affaires Etrangères à Tokyo et 

de son Ambassadeur à Paris témoigne d’intentions favorables, 

le Gouvernement de la République ne comprendrait pas que le 

Commandement Supérieur poursuivit l’entreprise la plus propre 

à rendre vain tout effort de rapprochement. Il attacherait 

cependant un grand prix à recevoir du Gouvernement Impérial 

l’assurance qu’il en est bien ainsi et qu’en outre le Gouverne

ment Impérial a pris toutes dispositions utiles pour interdire 

le rétour de pareils attentats.

Enfin l’Ambassadeur de France fait d’ores et déjà toutes 

réserves utiles touchant le droit de la Compagnie de Chemin de 

Fer à obtenir réparation des dommages qu’elle a subis ./.

Tokyo, le 5 Janvier 1940
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Translation by the Embassy of a note in French from the 

French Ambassador to the Japanese Minister for Foreign 

Affairs.

THE FRENCH EMBASSY

The French Ambassador, acting under instructions from 

his Government, has the honor to invite the most serious 

attention of His Excellency the Minister for Foreign Affairs 

to the fact that the Yunnan Railway has recently been bombed 

on three consecutive occasions by Japanese planes.

On December 30 last, 27 airplanes dropped bombs which 

fell at Kilometer 98 and at Kilometer 83.

On January 1, 18 airplanes dropped bombs at Kilometer 

83.

On January 2, an uncounted number of airplanes dropped 

bombs at Kilometer 74.

The French Ambassador has the honor to recall the 

fact that the railway in question was constructed with the 

help of French capital exclusively and that it is the 

property of a French company which is responsible for its 

operation.

The Government of the Republic is persuaded that these 

bombings, which are justified in no respect whatever, are 

due to regrettable local initiative. These attacks fur

thermore constitute a singular response to the especially 

friendly attitude adopted by France in the incident of the 

Japanese airplane which landed at Doson. In addition, 

at the moment when the Imperial Government through the 

intermediary of His Excellency the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs at Tokyo and its Ambassador at Paris are showing 

favorable intentions, the Government of the Republic does

not
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not understand how the High Command could pursue a course 

most clearly designed to render useless all efforts at 

rapprochement. It would accordingly attach great importance 

to the receipt from the Imperial Government of an assurance 

of its good intentions in this matter and further that the 

Imperial Government has taken all the necessary steps to 

prevent the recurrence in the future of similar attacks.

Finally the French Ambassador from this moment makes 

all the necessary reservations relating to the rights of 

the Railway Company to recover compensation for the damages 

which it has suffered.

Tokyo, January 5, 1940.
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch 
No. 4394 dated January , 1940, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

(With the compliments of the French Embassy to the American 
Embassy.)

The French Ambassador, M. Charles Arsène-Henry, to the 
Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs, Admiral Nomura.

L’AMBASSADE DE FRANCE

Tokyo, le 6 Janvier 1940.

Mon Cher Ministre,

Pour faire suite à la conversation que j’ai eu l’hon

neur d’avoir hier avec Votre Excellence je dois Lui signaler 

que le 4 de ce mois entre midi et une heure un groupe de 

12 avions japonais a de nouveau bombardé le Chemin de Fer 

du Yunnan à la hauteur du Kilomètre 83.

Cette quatrième agression dans un espace de cinq 

jours rend de plus en plus urgent l’envoi aux autorités 

locales d’ordres stricts de cesser ces attentats.

Il ne peut échapper à Votre Excellence que si de 

pareils faits continuaient à se produire ils porteraient 

le plus grave préjudice aux rapports entre nos deux pays.

M. CHARLES ARSENE-HENRY

Son Excellence

1*Amiral Nomura,

Ministre des Affaires Etrangères,

TOKYO.
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The French Ambassador, M. Charles Arsène-Henry, to the 
Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs, Admiral Nomura. 
(Translation)

THE FRENCH EMBASSY 

Tokyo, January 6, 1940.

My dear Minister,

Following the conversation which I had the honor of 

having yesterday with Your Excellency, I am constrained 

to inform Your Excellency that on the fourth of the month 

between noon and one o’clock a group of twelve Japanese 

airplanes again bombed the Yunnan Railway at the distance 

of Kilometer 83.

This fourth attack in the space of five days renders 

even more urgent the necessity of sending strict instruc

tions to the local authorities to cease these attacks.

It cannot escape the attention of Your Excellency 

that if such incidents continue to occur it will most 

gravely prejudice the relations between our two countries,

M. Charles Arsène^Henry

His Excellency

Admiral Nomura,

Minister for Foreign Affairs,

Tokyo
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

March 4, 1940

Reference Tokyo’s despatch 4419, 
January 16, 1940, entitled ’’Transmitting 
Newspaper Clipping Entitled ’An Ooen Letter 
to President Roosevelt’.”

The Embassy herein transmits clipping of 
an open letter to President Roosevelt which 
appeared in the January 14 issue of the 
English-language newsuaoer The Japan Times 
over the signature of Mr. Ryozo Asano, a 
uominent Japanese businessman and director 
of many important cpmpani^.s. The letter is 
a well-constructed pïfea^To^ sympathy for 
Japan’s cause and its contents are roughly 
as follows:

Occasional friendly visits between Asano 
and the President at various times since they 
were both students at Harvard are recalled; 
Asano therefore writes as a friend. What Is 
going on in Asia is an analogy to the pioneer
ing from the thirteen American colonies into 
the American west. Manchuria has similarities 
to Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas; Mon
golia to Montana and Nevada. But Asia is 
crowded with peoples of 5,000 year histories 
and the problem is therefore much more complex. 
Even the conflict of peoples in Europe is 
simple In comparison. Americans undoubtedly 
want to measure things in Asia "according to 
the way they do with those obtaining in th°ir 
own towns and villages." It must not be ”

supposed
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supposed that Japan appealed to arms in China ï
without first seeking peaceful means of settle- f 
ment» For two and a half centuries Japan was | 
at peace with the world and resorted to arms 2 
after 1867 only to defend her existence.
Otherwise Japan would surely* have suffered 
the same fate as India, Burma, the Philippines, ; 
Australia, Hawaii, or China. The present 
hostilities in China were brought on by anti- j 
Japanese education, anti-Jananese boycott, 
and Communism in China. Furthermore Japan ;
has resented the squeezing of the Chinese |
masses by the white races. doer not intend I
to block up China in an economic sense. rlWefiMet| 4 
are a big people. . We are the preservers and ‘ 
promoters of Oriental civilization. ... we 
must first clear up the Chinese confusion, 
bring prosperity to the masses, and ... 
develop Chinese culture from a monopoly of the 
upper class to that enjoyable by all.”

793.94/15666

FE: CovlllejLjHP
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c.
T^EFOREIGN SERVICE

.. -'AR TMENT OFSTWr
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

1940 FEB 5 PM 5 37
AMERICAN EMBASSY

DiVIS:ON
COMMUNICATIONS Tokyo, January 16, 1940. 

AND RECORDS

No. 4419.

SUBJECT: TRANSMITTING NEWSPAPER CLIPPING ENTITLED 
"AN OPEN LETTER TO PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT".

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington. 

Sir:

I have the honor to transmit herewith for the De& 

partmenVs information a copy of "An Open Letter To 

President Roosevelt* from Ryozo Asgéo, a prominent 

Japanese businessman and director of many important 

Japanese business enterprises, which was printed in 

The Japan Times & Mail of January 14, 1940.

Respectfully yours,

Joseph C. Grew

Enclosure:

1/ Newspaper clipping as stated.

710
SEG:nn \

Original and 4 copies to Department.

793.94/15666
 

F/FG
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch 
No. 4419 dated January 16, 1940 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Japan Times.

Tokyo, Sunday, January 14, 1940.

'wTOPEN LETTERS.?:;
TO PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT * •

My Dear Mr. President:
The last visit I paid you at the 

White House still remains fresh in 
my memory, as if it were but only 
recently, though fiVe years have 
already sped by. The truth of the 
ancient Chinese saying that time 
darts like an arrow has been never 
brought home to me so poignantly 
than now. And recalling still fur
ther back to the time when I was 
invited aboard your trim yacht off 
your villa at Campobello to enjoy a 
cruise over the calm blue of the 
Atlantic, it is hard for me to believe, 
were it not a real fact,'that 29 long 
years have passed. Time flies 
indeed!

On that cruise, there were only 
four in the party Mrs. Roosevelt, 
yourself, her brother and myself 
all* very young and carefree as the 
sea itself, expressing ourselves with
out restraint and enjoying those 
conversations among ourselves, 
totally oblivious of the surround
ings.

Whenever an opportunity pre
sents itself for thinking of you, 
therefore, what excites my remem
brance is not a picture Of you oc
cupying your exalted office as Presi
dent of the United States of Amer
ica, but that of a young, light-heart
ed yacht captain plying the helm. 
And in writing this letter, I am do
ing so in the same vein, hoping 
that you will read it, though it may 
be a bit lengthy, in that light.

Speaking of the five years that 
have passed since I had the pleas
ure of last calling on you in 1934, 
the period has been laden with 
many weighty occurrences in the 
histories of our respective nations. 
During the interim, both America 
and Japan have undergone funda
mental changes, particularly with 
respect to their International out
looks. For a new foundation has 
been erected on the old in this part 
of the sphere and a. brand new 
structure is about to rise. No one 
will gainsay the fact that a period 
so significant will go down in his
tory as the most important epoch 
of this century.
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While attending Harvard, which 
you also claim as your Alma Mater, 
and in studying American history, 
I learned that the early develop
ment of your country proceeded 
like a rapid-flowing tetream. Blessed 
by nature were the original 13 
States, for they had in their neigh
borhood vast territories which 
proved to be homes of great oppor
tunities and sources of unlimited 
natural resourced. These great 
Western lands, now a part of your 
great commonwealth, awaited the 
coming of your' brave pioneers to 
exploit and develop, eventually to 
rear a new and prosperous world.

Does history repeat itself? It 
seems so, for the same process is 
actually taking place in Asia today. 
Incidentally, it is my sincere wish 
that you will some day visit this 
new country. You will surely find 
that ManChoukuo is very similar to 
Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Da
kotas of yore. You will find in 
Mongolia an exact counterpart of 
Montana and Nevada of the early 
days. These limitless resources and 
opportunities await the coming of 
capable and enterprising peoples. 
As a matter of fact they are even 
now being exploited ^nd developed. 
I am quite positive that a wonder
ful country, something on the or
der of your great West is now be
ing realized on the Asiatic conti
nent.

But, at this Juncture, I must call 
your attention to the fact that a 
fundamental difference exists be
tween conditions in your West of j 
the early days and the Asia of to
day. Your pioneers in journeying 
westward had- a comparatively 
small number of Indians to contend 
with, while the Asiatic mainland is 
crowded with peoples who have 
histories reaching as far back as 
5,000 years. While in your course 
of developing the new lands, you 
met with practically no racial im
pediments, it is unfortunate for us 
Japanese that we must overcome 
indescribable hardships in meeting 
human obstacles that bar peace 
and prosperity in this part of the 
world. T|ie situation that con
fronts us herç may be beyond the 
comprehension of you Americans 
who are used to a rather simple 
and well-ordered condition of life, 
so that on this phase a little ex
planation may be well in order. ,

In your youth, you were very 
fortunate to have been taken abroad 
by your parents to observe things 
in other countries. In this connec
tion, it Ynay be safe to claim that 
there is no other American states
man endowed with as much uni
versal comprehension as you. In 
your travels through Austria, Bohe
mia, Hungary, Italy, Spain and 
other places, you must have ob
served the peculiar customs and 
habits of inhabitants which inter- ' 
ested you greatly. You must have' 
felt that people, no matter where 
they live, cannot be free from na
tural restrictions and conditions of 
life which constitute their land and 
society. The Dutch, the Germans 
and the mountain Swiss farmers, ail 
have histories' going back more 
than 1,200 _ years, through which

they inherited their characters, 
ideas and social orders of today. 
But for you, raised in a new coun- 

, try, free of old restraints, to undex- 
starid all these things must have 
been a very difficult job.

However, cramped as these re
strictions on living conditions in 
Europe may be, , they are mere 
child’s play when compared With 
those found on the Asiatic conti- 
nent. The Chinese civilization, 
hoary and antedated, is so fierce in 
its struggle for existence and so 
complicated in daily life that it far 
surpasses the situation existing in 
the oldest of European countries.

Unless this fact is amply brought 
I home, I am afraid , that there is 

hardly any use in trying to clearlv) 
explain what Is going on in Asia 
today. But to our great disappoint-1 
ment and regret, rnoèt of those who ! 
are here from your country, do not ! 
have, as a rule, a clear understand- I 

. ing of this point. And still more ! 
| ... to ask your people, who have I 

neither seen Europe nor Asia, but | 
depend for their information upon i 
brief newspaper reports and travel
ers’ lectures, to understand the 
psychology of the Orient, the old
est civilization in the world, is in
deed too big an order.

Undoubtedly, they want, and it 
is their habit, to measure things 
out here according to the way they 
do with those obtaining fn their 
own towns and villages. Herein 
lies the gap between America and 
Asia, I think. And unless this gap 
is filled up by correcting whatever 
erroneous ideas each may have of । 
the other,. a real friendship can i 
never be hoped between the two 
peoples.

Recently, I had the pleasure of 
listening to your Ambassador to 
Japan, Joseph C. Grew, one of the 
most esteemed Americans whom I 
have ever known, and was deeply 
impressed with his straightforward
ness and sincerity in conveying the 
impressions of your people on the 
China Affair and my country. 
Though my experience in your 
country had been rather meager, I 
was able to make out his speech as 
being typically American and as ex
pressive of the real thoughts and 
feelings of the American people, 
'here seemed to be no doubt that 

he wanted to promote the best Te
stions between our two nations. 
*ill of my countrymen who attended 
were visibly affected as I was, and 
it was easy to surmise that they 
were all the more profoundly im
pressed because they knew that the 
one who spoke represented a great, 
friendly nation and spoke what yoU( 
had in your own mind.

Mr. Grew said that the happiness 
of mankind depended upon world 
economic advancement and stressed 
that this development was condi
tioned on universal peace. On this 
point I perfectly agree with him 
for manufacturing, foreign trade 
and mining are my lifewo^k. But 
somehow his speech conveyed the 
:dea—at least that was my impres
sion, though he was not explicit on 
this point—that my country had 
appealed to arms in the China Af
fair, without first seeking adequate
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» means for a peaceful settlement.
* If such is the meaning he want- 
j ed to convey as the American view, 
i your people need to be enlightened 
I on a simple historical fact. It is 
true, though painfyUy incorrect, 
that some foreigners have the habit 
of calling the Japanese a war-like 
people. Were this true in sub
stance, how can our historical fact 
be explained that Japan did not 
have a foreign war nor any bloody 
internal strife for two centuries and 
a half, from 1600 to 1868? There 
is no other race or people in world 
history that has lived to see such 
a continuous peace.

Then what were the causes that 
made Japan go to war following the 
Restoration (1868), after the coun
try had been opened up to foreign 
intercourse? The causes were 
many and different; but when boil
ed down it leads to no other than 
that she was invariably forced to 
defend her very existence as a na- Ji 
tion. Had Japan not resisted, she « 
would certainly -have suffered the 
same fate as that of India, Burma, 
Philippines, Australia, Hawaii, or 
China. j

Our critics are apt to disregard I 
the external causes that forced a 
historically peace-loving people to 
fight at great sacrifice to come out. 
a winner, by taking up the fact of (' 
our martial conduct alone, to ac-
cuse us as being war-like. Such 
undeserved censure seems to be I 
concentrated against us in the 
China Affair. Unfortunately our 
relations with China have been al
ways difficult. Particularly -was 
this true after the European influ
ence entered China, thereby increas
ing the difficulties and making the 
situation complicated. It wras un
like America where you have for 
your neighbors, peace-loving Cana- 

► da in the North and friendly Mex- 
। ico in the South, and where you 
haven’t had the experience of war 
scares from the outside. The situ
ation is entirely different out here. 
Especially was this pronounced 
after the Manchurian dynasty fell,! 
as there was no stable government 
in China for some time, offering 
further chances for European in
fluences to penetrate.

The Chinese question became so, 
acute that we could not just sit 
lethargic and indulge in idle talks. 
We were practically pushed agaihst

, while. Perhaps this is the poiht 
of which you are least informed, 

t or maybe it is just the opposite of 
। what you have been hearing. But 
it is a plain fact. Illustrative of 

, this is that when Sun Yat-sen, 
i known as the father of the Chinese 
। Revolution, lived in Japan after his 
flight, he was helped and protected

; by the Japanese friends of China.
As this was expressive of our senti- 

• | ment toward- China at that time, it 
is so how. This feature must be 
tacitly understood or else it is hard 
to comprehend what is meant by 
the New Order in Asia.

For these reasons we cannot 
bow down to the contention that 
in the present affair we are wag
ing a war of conquest or something 
of that order, by challenging the 

■ Chinese to settle our differences by 
the means of arms.

When Mrt Grew asked the other 
a day whether or not Japan intend- 
ii ed to block China up in the econo

mic sense, I considered this as per
haps the foremost question your 
people had in mind. To this I must 

j register an emphatic negative, No 
| such shortsighted plan is in our 

program in straightening up the 
Chinese question. We are a big 
people. We are the preservers and

1 promoters of Oriental civilization. ‘ 
And further, we have for our aim

the wall. Yet the situation might 
not have been so aggravating if 
China had not resorted to a general 
antt-Japanesë education of youngst
ers, boycott of our goods and taken 
up the Communist cause. We were 
confronted with a real menace. It 
was a life or death struggle with

the uniting and bringing together 
i of the civilizations of the East and 

West. In order to attain these ob
jectives we must first clear up the 
Chinese confusion; bring prosper
ity to the masses, and last but not 
least, develop Chinese culture from 
a monopoly of the upper-class to 
that enjoyable by all. Even if this 
will possibly benefit China by hav
ing her opened up to foreign inter
course and trade, we are not so 
small as to keep the benefits only ’ 
for ourselves. Economically, our I 
hope lies in not having our goods ! 
boycotted on the part or China, to | 
the detriment of both peoples, but । 
instead, we hope she will cooperate ! 
with Japan and Manchoukuo to 
bring about general 'prosperity and 
happiness on the continent. This 
can never conflict with your prin
ciples of open door and*equal op
portunity in China. When the pre
sent hostilities cease, your trade 
with her will multiply in size, of 
which I am most confident.

Yours faithfully.
RYOZO ASANO 

At Tokyo

us.
There is still another important 

aspect to the Chinese situation, of 
which you may be already aware. 
We resented the Chinese masses 
being sqlieezed by the white races, 
and to make matters worse her war
lords and moneyed interests took 
advantc'o of it and fattened their 
own chests. We earnestly hope and 
intend to correct Ahis in order to 
make the living conditions of the 
great masses sound and worJjL
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY

No. 4424 Tokyo, January 16, 1940

SUBJECT: FRENCH-JAPANESE RELATIONS: BOMBING OF THE 
YUNNAN RAILWAY; JAPANESE REPLY TO FRENCH 
PROTEST.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Sir:

In pursuance of the Embassy’s despatch no. 4394, 

dated January 9, 1940, transmitting copies and trans

lations of a third-person note dated January 5, 1940, 

and of an informal letter dated January 6, 1940, ad

dressed to the Minister for Foreign Affairs by the 

French Ambassador, protesting against the bombing by
Japanese
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Japanese airplanes of the Yunnan Railway, I have the 

honor to transmit herewith copies and translations of 

1/ the reply of the Foreign Minister, dated January 12, 

1940, a copy of which was furnished to us today by the 

French Ambassador.

In his reply, the Minister for Foreign Affairs 

merely reiterates the position heretofore taken by 

the Japanese Government to the effect that, despite 

French denials, the Japanese Government has indis

putable evidence that arms and other supplies are be

ing sent to the Chiang Kai-shek regime from Indochina 

and that, so long as this condition of affairs contin

ues, the Japanese military authorities will endeavor 

by bombing and other means to put an end to such traf

fic.

/

Enclosure:
Joseph C. Grew

1/ as stated.
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Original and 2 copies to Department 
Copy to Embassy, Chungking 
Copy to Embassy, Peiping
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai 
Copy to Consulate, Yunnanfu
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no. 4424 dated January 16, 1940, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

(With the compliments of the French Embassy to the American 
Ambassador, Mr. Grew, January 16, 1940).

The Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the French 
Embassy.

THE GAIMUSHO Le 12 janvier 1940
TOKYO

I) Votre Excellence par l’aide mémoire et par la lettre 

qu’Elle m’a remis respectivement en date du 5 et du 6 de 

ce mois a bien voulu attirer mon attention sur le bombardement 

du chemin de fer du Yunnan par des avions militaires japonais.

Le Gouvernement impérial est désireux d’éviter dans la 

mesure du possible le bombardement du chemin de fer du Yunnan 

qui appartient aux intérêts français. Il a donc demandé à 

maintes reprises au Gouvernement français de cesser le traffic 

de munitions et de tous autres objets, qui renforceraient la 

résistance, du régime de CHIANG KAI SEEK, à travers l’Indochine 

française et en particulier par le dit chemin de fer; ceci dès 

l’époque où le Général UGAKI remplissait les fonctions de • 

Ministre des Affaires Etrangères. Moi-même je me suis permis 

d’attirer à deux reprises l’attention de Votre Excellence 

sur ce sujet et en même temps je lui ai fait savoir que si 

la France cessait le trafic en question, le Gouvernement 

Impérial serait prêt à résoudre d’une manière équitable les 

problèmes en suspens entre nos deux pays et de contribuer 

ainsi à rajuster les relations franco-japonaises en général. 

Mais, les réponses du gouvernement français n’ont fait que 

nier l’existence du trafic. Or, contrairement à ces réponses 

des informations de source sûre nous ayant convainçu de 

l’existence incontestable de ce fait, le Gouvernement

impérial
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impérial s’est trouvé obligé de répéter sa demande. 

Toutefois, le gouvernement français ne s’est montré 

nullement empressé de prendre des mesures efficaces 

pour la cessation du trafic. Le Gouvernement impérial 

dans ces conditions a été contraint d’entreprendre des 

opérations militaires dans le Kwangsi pour rompre par 

la force le trafic de munitions et d’autres objets 

envoyés en Kwangsi àtravers l’Indochine française. 

Parmi les butins de 1’Armée impériale, on a remarqué 

en abondance des armes et munitions dont la provenance 

indochinoise ne laisse aucun doute. De plus, on a pu 

constater que la Chine renvoyait en Indochine française 

une grande quantité d’objets semblables, afin de les 

soustraire au danger de la capture par 1’Armée impériale. 

Les informations de bonne source et la fréquente re

connaissance par avions nous font présumer que depuis 

les opérations militaires japonaises en question, la 

trafic à destination de la Chine a considérablement 

augmenté.

Si l'on avait laissé une pareille situation telle 

qu’elle est, les opérations militaires japonaises 

poursuivies dans le Kwangsi auraient perdu toute leur 

signification. Au moment où CHIANG KAI SEEK prépare 

une contre attaque dans cette région, il est d’une 

nécessité urgente du point de vue militaire que de 

rompre avant sa contre-attaque le trafic des munitions 

et de tous autres objets qui seraient utilisés à cette 

fin. C’est pour ces raisons militaires que le chemin 

de fer
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de fer du Yunnan a été soumis à un bombardement aérien. 

Le Gouvernement impérial considère ces mesures prises 

par les autorités militaires sur place comme constituant 

un acte indispensable de légitime défense. Il désire 

ardemment que le gouvernement française veuille bien 

comprendre la nécessité pour le Japon de continuer et 

même d’intensifier le bombardement aérien de ce chemi 

de fer, aussi longtemps que le trafic de munitions et 

d’autres objets à travers l’Indochine française à 

destination du régime de CHIANG- KAI SHEK n’aura pas 

cessé.

2) Les opérations militaires de grande envergure qui 

se poursuivent entre le Japon et la Chine. Le Japon 

toutefois s’abstient d’arraisonner les bateaux à 

destination de l’Indochine française et de saisir 

leurs cargaisons qui sont censées être destinées 

au Régime de CHIANG KAI SHEK. J’attire, à cette 

occasion, l’attention de votre Excellence sur le fait 

que la France, puissance belligérante dans la guerre 

européenne, a augmenté notablement les catégories de 

marchandises de contrebande de guerre, et a non 

seulement saisi diverses charges des bateaux japonais 

à destination de l’Europe, mais encore tenté d’empêcher 

le transport par les bateaux japonais de produits allemands 

indispensables pour le Japon, lui causant ainsi des 

dommages considérables.
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3) Si la Gouvernement français,. dans un esprit de 

meilleure compréhension des véritables intentions du 

Japon et prenant en considération l’ensemble des rapports 

entre le Japon et la France, arrête spontanément le trafic 

de toutes marchandises susceptibles d’augmenter la force 

de résistance du régime de Chiang Kai Shek, et prend des 

mesures efficaces à cette fin, nous ne verrons aucune 

nécessité de rompre le trafic par le force ni par le 

bombardement aérien, mais encore nous serons prêts à 

entamer des pourparlers, sur une base amicale, pour le 

rajustement des rapports entre le Japon et la France; 

cette attitude du gouvernement impérial demeure toujours 

la même.

4) Le chemin de fer du Yunnan ayant été utilisé depuis 

le commencement de l’affaire de Chine pour le transport au 

régime de CHIANG KAI SHEK des munitions de guerre et des 

approvisionnements, c’est à dire pour l’intérêt stratégique 

da CHIANG KAI SHEK, nous ne nous considérons pas comme 

responsables des dommages que la voie ferrée et les ponts 

de ce chemin de fer auraient subi à la suite de nos 

bombardements aériens effectués en plein droit dans ces 

circonstances.

5) Le Gouvernement impérial esttrès reconnaissent au 

Gouvernement français de son attitude amicale montrée 

dans l’affaire de l’atterrissage fortuit de l’avion 

japonais à Doson. Les autorités navales du Japon ont 

exprimé de leur côté leurs sentiments de gratitude aux 

autorités indochinoises, par l’intermédiaire de notre 

Consul général à Hanoi. Mais il est de toute évidence que 

cette affaire ne peut être attachée à celle du bombardement 

du chemin de fer du Yunnan.
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Translation by the American Embassy at Tokyo of a copy 
of a note in French received from the French Embassy, 
January 16, 1940.

The Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the French 
Embassy, January 12, 1940.

By an aide-mémoire and in a note, respectively dated 

the 5th and 6th of this month, Your Excellency invited 

my attention to the bombing by Japanese military airplanes 

of the Yunnan Railway.

The Imperial Government is desirous of avoiding, as 

far as possible, the bombing of the Yunnan Railway which 

belongs to French interests. It has, accordingly, on 

repeated occasions, requested the French Government to 

put a stop to the traffic of arms and all other supplies 

across French Indochina, and especially by the railway 

under reference, which might reinforce the resistance of 

the Chiang Kai-shek regime; this has been done since the 

time when General Ugaki held the portfolio of Minister 

for Foreign Affairs. I myself have, on two occasions, 

permitted myself to invite the attention of Your Excel

lency to this matter and at the same time I informed 

Your Excellency that if France ceased the traffic in 

question, the Imperial Government would be ready to 

settle in an equitable manner the problems outstanding 

between our two countries and thus to contribute to a 

readjustment of Franco-Japanese relations in general. 

But the responses of the French Government have merely 

denied the existence of such traffic. However, contrary 

to these replies, information from unassailable sources

has
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has convinced us of the incontestable existence of this 

fact and, accordingly, the Imperial Government finds it

self obliged to repeat its request. Furthermore, the 

French Government has shown no haste in taking efficaci

ous measures to bring about the cessation of such traffic. 

Under these conditions the Imperial Government has been 

constrained to undertake military operations in Kwangsi 

to cut, by forcible means, the traffic in munitions and 

other supplies sent to Kwangsi across French Indochina. 

Among the prizes of the Imperial army, there has been 

remarked an abundance of arms and munitions whose Indo

chinese origin permits of no doubt. Furthermore, it has 

been possible to prove that China was sending to French 

Indochina a great quantity of similar supplies for the 

purpose of saving them from the danger of capture by the 

Imperial army. Information from a reliable source and 

frequent reconnaissance by airplanes lead us to assume 

that, since the Japanese military operations in question, 

the traffic to the destination of China has considerably 

increased. If the situation had been left as it is, the 

Japanese military operations undertaken in Kwangsi would 

have lost their significance.

At the moment when Chiang Kai-shek is preparing a 

counter-attack in this region it is an urgent necessity 

from a military point of view to cut, before his counter

attack, this traffic in munitions and all other supplies 

which could be used to this end. It is for military pur

poses that the Yunnan Railway has been subjected to aer

ial bombing. The Imperial Government considers that these 

measures taken by the military authorities on the spot con 

stitute an indispensable act of legitimate defense. It

ardently
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ardently desires that the French Government be so kind 

as to understand the necessity that Japan continue and 

even intensify its aerial bombing of this railway as 

long as the traffic in munitions and other supplies 

across Indochina destined to the Chiang Kai-shek regime 

has not been stopped.

Paragraph 2. Military operations of large scope are 

in progress between Japan and China. Japan, however, is 

refraining from hailing vessels destined to French Indo

china and from seizing cargoes supposed to be destined 

to the Chiang Kai-shek regime. On this occasion, I 

draw the attention of Jour Excellency to the fact that 

France, a belligerent Power in the European war, has 

noticeably extended the categories of goods which are 

contraband of war and has not only seized several car

goes of Japanese vessels destined to Europe, but has also 

attempted to prevent the transportation by Japanese ves

sels of German products indispensable to Japan, which 

has resulted in considerable damage to Japan.

Paragraph 3. If the French Government, in a spirit 

of better understanding of the true intentions of Japan, 

and taking into consideration the general relations be

tween Japan and France would, of its own accord, stop the 

traffic in all goods susceptible of increasing the strength 

of the resistance of the Chiang Kai-shek regime and would 

take efficacious measures to that end, we would see no need 

of cutting the traffic by force or by aerial bombing, but, 

on the other hand, we would be prepared to undertake con

versations on an amicable basis for the readjustment of 

relations between Japan and France; this attitude of the 

Imperial Government remains unchanged.

Paragraph 4
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Paragraph 4. Inasmuch as the Yunnan Railway has 

been utilized since the beginning of the China Affair 

for the transportation to the Chiang Kai-shek regime 

of war munitions and provisions, that is to say for 

the strategic interest of Chiang Kai-shek, we do not 

consider ourselves responsible for the damages which 

the railway and railway bridges have suffered as the 

result of our aerial bombings which were carried out in 

common justice under the circumstances.

Paragraph 5. The Imperial Government is very grate 

ful to the French Government for its friendly attitude in 

the matter of the forced landing of the Japanese airplane 

at Dosan. The Japanese naval authorities have, on their 

part, expressed their feelings of appreciation to the 

Indochinese authorities through the intermediary of our 

Consul General at Hanoi, but it is quite evident that 

this matter cannot be connected with that of the bombing 

of the Yunnan Railway.
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AMERICAN CONSULATE, 

Tsinan, China, January 11, 1940
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SUBJECT: JAPANESE TROOPS IN NORTHEASTERN SHANTUNG, 
HARASSED TO DESPERATION, MANIFEST ANTI- 

, FOREIGN, ANTI-CHRISTIAN SENTIMENTS BY
?-z_. BURNING BRITISH AND AMERICAN MTSSTON

PROPERTY; HALF OF POPULATION OF LOLING 
<’ DISTRICT DESTITUTE.

g
Î:

I *1 The Honorable

Nelson Trusler Johnson

American Ambassador

t

<0

rzi
Peiping, China.

(0

SljT ! fl In U.S.A. T

.• I j

I have the honor toTefer to recent Reuter reports

Tsingtao, as published in the Shanghai and Tientsin

O'! 
O) O 
oo

iwspapers, copies of which are enclosed, concerning the 

burning on December 25, 1939, of the British Methodist

Missionary Society’s hospital at chu chia chai ( 

Loling district, Shantung, by Japanese troops, and to 

inform the Embassy that these reports are confirmed by 

an American Catholic missionary who returned from north

eastern Shantung on January 9, 1940.

It appears that the excuse for burning the hospital ’ 

was the alleged treatment and asylum afforded by it to 

ex-29th Route Army troops formerly under Sung cheh-yuan, g. 

which informant states are very active at present in that u,-.
ta A4 region, engaging the Japanese garrisons almost daily.

The hospital was in charge of a Chinese doctor and apparently

no
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no foreign missionaries were present when the incident 

occurred.

It is understood that in a radio news broadcast 

by station XMHA, Shanghai, this hospital was represented 

as being American. This is possibly accounted for by 

the fact that the American Methodists do operate hospi

tals and other institutions in some parts of Shantung. 

American Franciscan Chapel also burned.

A small Chinese-owned building at Yang Chia Kow 

( ° )> in Loling district, which was rented by

the American Franciscan Mission and used as a Catholic 

Chapel, was also burned by Japanese troops during Decem

ber. Informant states that the Japanese troops came 

while religious service was being held, locked the door 

from the outside and then set fire to the building. 

Fortunately, however, the native priest and 17 other 

Chinese who were in the chapel at the time were able to 

escape through a hole made in one of the walls. This 

matter has been reported by the Catholic missionaries on 

the spot to the American Bishop at Chowtsun, but it is 

not considered likely that the Consulate will be asked 

to take any action in the premises since the catholics 

apparently feel that no useful purpose would be served 

thereby. 

Reasons for above attacks.

Informant said that if any reason is ever given for 

the burning of the Catholic Chapel it will doubtless be 

alleged that the building was being used by guerrillas, 

which is definitely untrue. He expressed the opinion 

that these attacks were simply manifestations of the

general
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general anti-foreign and anti-Christian feelings which 

prevail among this particular unit of Japanese troops, 

who have recently been so harassed as to become desperate. 

Conditions in Loling and Wutingfu (Hweimin) districts.

As indicated above, the Japanese in Loling district 

are being kept very much occupied at present by aimed 

Chinese, particularly ex-29th Route Army troops, though 

the 8th Route Army units in that area are inactive, when

ever possible avoiding any contact \d.th the Japanese, 

informant states. All roads are torn up to prevent the 

operation of Japanese motor transport and are now impassa

ble even for ordinary animal-drawn carts. Due to poor 

harvests and the requisitioning of food, et cetera, by 

Chinese troops and so-called guerrillas, as well as by 

the Japanese military, about half of the total popula

tion of Loling district are now destitute and must wander 

about the countryside in mid-winter begging for food.

On the other hand, conditions in Wutingfu (Hweimin) 

district are relatively good, informant states. pood 

supplies are more plentiful, a large measure of law and 

order prevails, roads have been repaired and extended 

and a regular bus service now connects the city of Wu

tingfu with Chowtsun on the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway.

Respectfully yours,

Carl 0. Hawthorne, 
American Vice Consul

Enclosures:
1. Article from NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, January 8, 1940.
2. Article from NORTH CHINA STAR, January 9, 1940.

360/800
COH/KCC

Original to Embassy, Peiping,
5 copies to Department,
Copies to Embassies, Chungking and Tokyo, 
Copies to Consulate, Tsingtao.
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no. 197, dated January 11, 1940, 
from Carl 0. Hawthorne, American Vice Consul at Tsinan, China

SOURCE: NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, 
January 8, 1940.

JAPANESE ADMIT BURNING MISSION PROPERTY

"Discrimination" Alleged in Wutingfu Incident

Tsingtao, Jan. 7.

Japanese authorities in Tsingtao admit the burning by 
Japanese soldiers of property of the British-owned Methodist 
Missionary society at Chuchia, outside Wutingfu, in Shantung, 
on December 25, Reuter learns today.

They refuse, however, to give the name of the unit 
responsible for the burning, or guarantees for the future, 
owing to the alleged "discrimination" practised by the 
Mission.

No news as to the extent or nature of the destruc
tion has yet been received in Tsingtao, where the Methodist 
Missionary Society is not represented. It is, however, 
assumed that it was the hospital of the Mission which was 
destroyed, owing to references to the "treatment of guerillas. 
-Reuter

*********
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Enclosure no. 2 to despatch no. 197, dated January 11, 1940 
from Carl 0. Hawthorne, American Vice Consul at Tsinan, 
China.

SOURCE: NORTH CHINA STAR, 
January 9, 1940.

JAPANESE AUTHORITIES ADMIT BURNING MISSION IN 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reuter

Tsingtao, Jan. 8. - The Japanese authorities in Tsing- 
tao admit the burning by Japanese soldiers of the property 
of the British-owned Methodist Missionary Society at chu- 
chia, outside Wutingfu, in Shantung, on December 25, it 
was learned here yesterday. They refuse, however, to 
give the name of the unit responsible for the burning or 
a guarantee for the future owing to the alleged "discrimina 
tion" practiced by the Mission.
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY
Tokyo, December 29, 1939.

No. 4383.

SUBJECT : TRANSMITTING CLIPPING — COMTE NTS OF
MR. YASUZO SHIMIZU, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY 
IN CHINA, UPON HIS DEPARTURE FROM JAPAN FOR 
THE UNITED STATES.

793.94/15669

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Sir:

1/ I have the honor to transmit a clipping of an

article entitled «NIPPON GUIDANCE OF CHINA TO BETTER

LIVING STANDARDS, MISSIONARY SAYS«, which appeared in =s
%) >21the December 29 issue of the JAPAN TIMES. H

The article reports the departure from Japan of £■> —
0Mr. Yasuzo Shimizu for the United States on the TATUTA

MARU
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MARU on December 29 and relates certain comments made 

by Mr. Shimizu in an interview before his departure in 

regard to the purpose of his visit, to the effect that 

he intends to attempt to give to his fellow-countrymen 

in America a picture of what is going on in China in 

order to bring about better understanding between Japan 

and the United States.

Mr. Shimizu is reported to be an American citizen 

of Japanese parentage who has been the director of the 

Tsung Ting Academy at Peiping and who has spent the past 

twenty years in China carrying on Christian missionary 

work. It is said that he has often been called the 

"Saint of Peiping". He is quoted as stating in this 

interview that he honestly believes that under Japan

ese guidance the Chinese will be able to enjoy a better 

standard of living, including higher wages, better food, 

more conveniences, and greater security. Professing to 

know the actual facts regarding the situation in China, 

he is making a trip to the West Coast of the United 

States where he will talk before groups and at churches 

to explain to them Japan’s position, especially where 

China is concerned.

Respectfully yours,

Joseph C. Grew.

Encloîtré:
1/ Asr stated.

Copy to Embassy, Peiping;
Original and 3 copies to Department
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Enclosure No. 1 , to despatch 
No.4383 , datec Dec. 29,1939, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Japan Times.

Tokyo, Friday, December 29, 1939.

SAILS FOR AMERICA

Yasuzo Shimizu, often referred to as “The Saint of Peking,” 
who sailed for the United States Thursday on the Tatuta Maru.

NIPPON GUIDANCE OF CHINA TO BETTER 
LIVING STANDARDS, MISSIONARY SAYS

By STAFF CORRESPONDENT

YOKOHAMA, Dec. 28—Unless Americans of Japanese ancestry 
and Japanese residing in the United States are given the true facts 
concerning conditions in China, it will be impossible for them to 
even attempt to explain Japan’s position, was the opinion expressed 
by Yasuzo Shimizu, Christian missionary who has spent the past
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j 20; Wfg in China and is often call
ed VThe- Saint ^>f -Peking?’ 
Shimizu left this afternoon for 
America on board theN. Y. K. liner 
Tatuta Maru.

“During my 20 years in China, I 
have lived at one time or another 
in so many places there that I feel 
that I am well qualified to give my 
fellow-countrymen in America as 
well as the Nisei a clear-cut picture 
of what is going on there,” said Mr. 
Shimizu.

“For instance, I have witnessed de
monstrations against the Japanese 
as well as actually experienced the 
effects of the antl-Japanese move-1 
ments. And I know that China is 
not a unified country but one that 
was run by warlords who were » 

i more interested in their personal ' 
1 welfare rather than the needs of the ‘ 
1 people. I

“Despite the fact that the Chinese 
troops have ravaged the country
side; I have seen the Japanese 
military forces not engaged in battle 
but in reconstruction work.

“Knowing the status of the 
masses, I honestly believe that un-

• der Japanese guidance, they will be 
j able to enjoy a better standard of 
living which includes higher wages, 
better food, more. conveniences and 
what may be termed most import
ant security.

“Possessing the actual facts, I am 
I making this trip to the west coast , 
of the United States where I will 

j talk before groups and at churches 
' where my friends are in charge 
and attempt to give them facts that 
will enable them to help bring 
about better understanding between 
Japan and America, éspecially 
where China is concerned.”
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AMERICA» EMBASSY, c0^'™t™S

^PARIS (FRANCE). ANlj RECORDS

Jp ^February b /local] correspondents/of th/ Associated 

Press'and the) United Press] acting on/what was/stated) to 

be)a )qU0Te) confidential]tip! UNQUOTE/received by)their 
representative^/in Paris/inquired whether)this Govern

ment {had made{representations)to the Japanese Government/ 

in regard to] the/bombing] of the /funnan) railway and were/ 

orally) informed^for )baokground(use land not\for] attribution/

as follows:
QUOTE ilhis Government) has (during]recent'^ weeks in

formally ^brought to the attention of/both/the French/and 

the Japanese Government/s/ the interest/which the United 
States {has in) the]Hal/pho^ng^/funnanfu1 railway )as an) artery / 

of /normal] commercial) transportât ion./

Goods/destined) tolan<|l fromjthe United States] are I 

carried on/ this /railway (and /American citizens )and of

ficials in) carrying />n) their/: 

over it./ UNQUOTE i
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INFO; AMEMBASSY, CHUNGKING (CHINA). 
AMERICAN CONSUL, SHANGHAI (CHINA).

February 3 local correspondents of the Associated

Press and the United Press, acting on what was stated to

be a QUOTE confidential tip UNQUOTE received by their

representatives in Paris, inquired whether this Govern

ment had made representations to the Japanese Government 

in regard to the bombing of the Yunnan railway and were 

orally informed for background use and not for attribution 

as follows:

QUOTE This Government has during recent weeks in

formally brought to the attention of both the French and 

the Japanese Governments the Interest which the United 

States has in the Haiphong-Yunnanfu railway as an artery 

of normal commercial transportation.

Goods destined to and from the United States are car

ried on this railway and American citizens and officials in

carrying on their legitimate activities travel over it.
✓ UNQUOTE.
® X” I । i )
5 pijl v Sent to)Tokyo vial Peiping, Repeated tcf Chungking) and 

_____

793.94/I 566 9C
 

F/FG
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PREPARING OFFICE 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect
Charge Department 

OR

Charge to

$

Telegram Sent

department nt ^fate

TO BE TRANSMITTED 

CONFIDENTIAL CODE 

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE
HQ II PARTAIR

PLAIN

AMEMBASSY

TOKYO (JAPAN)

Washington,

February 5,;1940

■ This cable was sent u ndential Code. I 
H should be carefulK parSDhras->d Wore 

wngcommunicated to anyone. / /

Department’s 41, January 30, 6 p.m.
For your information,'em February^2,^the Departments 

informed the/Amerloan Embassy at Paris "Chat you had 'bn

In this matter
/ <

to the/japanese Foreign Office

£

•Ml

FE-1Î VW\
•GAjmhp pg pA/H

Enciphered hÿ_______
tosses-

Sent by operator 
....................— -------------------------19._______________

D. 0. TL—No. 50

793.94/ 1566 9D
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RFP

Secretary of State

Washington

178, February 6, 1 p.m

Department’s 95, February

Both Associated Press and

TELEGRAM REC

FROM

•t

GRAY

Paris

February 6,'1940Dated

FEB 10 W

Rec’d 11:20 a.muivision of ffefl £AST£/$ AFFAIRS
5, 5 p.m<

United Press are unable

to understand reference by their Washington bureaus 

to "confidential tip" as flat news stories on our pro

test to Japanese Government and not tips were sent by 

them from Paris February 3. These stories were based 

on Havas Agency and Radio Agency despatches

MURPHY

KLP

rn

CO

793.94/15670
 

F/FG
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j
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Date

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

HSM Hong Kong via N. R
This telegram must be From 
closely paraphrased Dated
before being communi
cated to anyone. (Br.) Rec ’d

.. Division^'' 
Secretary of State ,À

\ 7- 194!
Washington

45, February

Following is

6, 1 p. m

paraphrase

for the Department from Reed

February 6, 1940

1:20 p. m

(SECTION ONE)

of a telegram just received

at Hannoi by air ma ill

February 2, noon. Yesterday afternoon the Yunnan

Railway was bombed at 83 kilometers from the frontier

and considerable damage was done to the bridge and

tunnel. At the moment the bridge was hit there was

a nassenger train on it which was also hit by bombs

Over 150 including only one Frenchman, two French women

and two children are reported to be dead or injured

Of the track at a point 95 kilometers from the frontier

about 50 meters were destroyed. (END SECTION ONE)

SOUTHARD

CSB

m -haco

793.94/15671
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FROM
MJD HONG KONG VIA N. R.

This telegram must be Dated February 6, 1940.
closely paraphrased 
before being communicated Rec’d. 3:40 p. m.
to anyone. (BR)

Secretary of State,

Washington.

45, February 6, 1 p. m. (SECTION TWO).

It is not yet known how extensive the damage is and 

how much time will be required for repairs. However, it 

is believed that for some time to come transportation by 

rail beyond the frontier will be negligible. The Caobang 

road which is of doubtful immediate importance will now 

have to be depended upon for the burden of transportation 

to China via Indo China.

The Chinese are severely criticized by the railway 

officials for failing to provide defence for the railway.

Repeated to Chungking, Peiping and Shanghai. Kunming 

and Saigon informed.

SOUTHARD

CSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
NK  Par 5.3

6, 8 p.ri. (SECTION ONE)

'’’his telegran must be Dated February 6, 1940
'losely paraphrased be- From
■ore being ccr’liunicated lec’d 7:38 p.in.
o anyone. (C)

Secretary of State 

jus king ton

181, February

Chauvel confirmed to me that the news of the bobb

ing of the Faiphong-Yunnanfu railway by 27 Japap£s'e 

planes and a reference to the protest of the French 

Government was given to press representatives by the 

Foreign Office. Chauvel said that as far as the French 

Government :• a concerned there was no secrecy about that 

pho.se <-'3° the matter.

The Chief of the Far Eastern Division also stated 

that the Frai e Minister received the Japanese Ambassador 

at Paris r-r February 3, and expressed to him his intense 

indignation over the Japanese engagement which he char- 

acterized as barbarous. T;re enph-sized that the destrue- 

tion of t' e lives of innocent pa sengers (105 are now £ 

reported killed of whom 5 are French nationals) as well 

as the railroad property in question could not be excused 

on. any hype t?*esis.

Do lo ch. er reviewed for the Ambus ador’s benefit the 

circumstances



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(S) and 5(D) or (E)
Departaent of State latter, Alignât 10, 1972 fr0. SLâfihx- .JSfe» Orta

U;

2 # 181, February 6, 8 p.n., from Paris (SECTION ONE) 

clrcuriatancEs surrounding the Japanese bombardment* 

said that Arsene Henry had made representations to

Admiral Nonv.ro. on January 5 and January 12; that on

January 5 Nomura professed ignorance of tie bomba^d 

ment nf. ich t'-ok place on December 30. On those 

occasions, t3 e French Government inquired whether 

the attack was made with the advance authorization and 

I approval of the Imperial Government; if so, was it 
? justified on tie ground that arms and munitions were bein 

shi med rver tie Haiphong-Yunnanfu railway

£ MURPHY
JRL

g NPL

'1

I
1

r-

i? 
à

•Hi «U'.an».

i
1

Nonv.ro


TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JI
This telegram must b£-----------
clos Ely paraphrased be- 
forE being communicatEd 
to any onE» (C) FROM

Paris

Dated .February 6,. 1940

Rec!d 8:50 p*m

Secretary of State

Washington

131, February 6, 8 p.*m* (SECTION TOO)

The French Government firmly denied that such 

shipments were being made and referred to its voluntary 

decision which was notified to the Japanese Government 

in October 1937 under vzhich the French restricted 

themselves to the shipment of items not included in 

the list of arms and ammunition defined by the 

Geneva Convention* On January 12 Nomura informed 

Henry that evidence of the shipment of arms and 

ammunition over the Haiphong route had been discovered* 

The French .Government offered to make a full and free 

investigation to demonstrate its good faith but the 

Director for Europe of the Gaimusho informed the 

Counselor of the French Embassy at Tokyo on January 

27 that such an investigation would be quite useless^

The Prime Minister stressed his disappointment that 

just at a moment when France was so willing and able 

to demonstrate its good faith it should be met by the

callous



DBCUSSIFIED» 8.0. 11652» Sec. 3(8) end 5(D) or (B)

-2-181, February 6, 8 p.m. (SECTION T'./O) from Paria

callous action of the Japanese Canton command in 

ordering the destruction of French lives and property.

On January 12 Admiral Nomura informed Arsene Henry 

that involving the principle of neutrality the Indo- 

Chinese frontier would be considered as closed. 

The French reply then drove home the point that 

Japan has never relinquished its position that there 

is no state of war in China; therefore a question of 

conquering could hardly arise.

The Prime Minister also referred to the utility 

to Japan of the Haiphong railway for the transport 

of shipments of Indo-Chinese iron ore and rice and 

nickel from New Caledonia to Japan.

MURPHY

NPL



DBCIÂSSIFIED» E.O. 11652/ See. 3(E) end 5(D) or (K)

JI
RECEIVE

forE being communicated Dated February 6* 1940
to any one. (C)

Rec’d 7:43 p.m.
From

Secretary of State

Washington

181, February 6, 8 p.m. (SECTION THREE)

Daladier concluded with a pointed reference to 

the ASSAI1A T.IARU incident and the indignation which 

the British use of the recognized right of search 

and seizure on the high seas had aroused in Japan 

with an appropriate comparison of the present 

unjustifiable murder of innocent French nationals 

by Japanese military forces.

Chauvel said that the Japanese Ambassador had 

been requested to call on the Prime Minister with 

but little warning. Prior to calling his Counselor 

telephoned the Foreign Office to inquire whether some 

intimation of the nature of the discussion could be 

given in advance. Leger answered simply by saying 

it concerned five dea d and forty wounded.

The Ambassador at the termination of the Prime 

Minister’s expose1 contented himself with the comment 

that he was entirely without information regarding the 

incident and unable to reply in the absence of instruc

tions from his Government.

MURPHY



DBCIASSIFIED» K.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (B)
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tt TELEGRAM RECEIVED U 1

This telegram must be Paris
closely paraphrased be
fore being communientEd Dated February 6, 1040
to any one. (C) From

Rec’d 9:02 p,m.

Secretary of State

Washington

181, FEbruary 6, 8 p,m, (SECTION FOUR)

ChauvEl also said that the Foreign Office is 

convinced that present dissension at Tokyo will lead 

to the Early fall of the Abe Government and that he 

did not exclude the assumption of power by a military 

junta with an admixture of a few civilian Extremists,

He added that the Japanese expeditionary force which 

recently destroyed Lengchow had for its objective the 

destruction of railway construction material and 

comparatively important supplies of trucks and other 

equipment destined for the Chungking Government, 

Having accomplished its objective the Japanese 

withdrew and at the moment Chauvel believes there is 

no Japanese force of any consequence along the Indo- 

Chinese frontier. He expressed the opinion that the leitmotif 

of the Nanning drive is the Japanese desire to control 

tungsten shipments,

(END OF MESSAGE)

i.IURPHY

NPL:NK
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
Division of

From

RFP
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (br)

Secretary of State

Washington

Chungking vKl

Dated February 7 1940

Rec’d 8:39 a.m.
rd ( * ‘

SM Ô

69, February 7, 4 p.m.

Yunnanfu’s February 5, 2 p.m. just received, reports

that on February 3 there was an aerial (*) between

Japanese and Chinese planes 

Yunnan Railway and that the 

without having been able to 

on the railway.

in the vicinity of the 

former were driven off 

inflict material damage

Repeated to Peiping, Shanghai, Hong Kong. Peiping 

repeat to Tokyo.

PECK

4^. 
O
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GEORGE HOLDEN TINKHAM 
10th District Massachusetts

COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Congres of tfje ®niteb &tate£ ;
pousse of Mepretfentatfoetfr  airmen t - ■A 'r

BAOFEB ? AM » 35

The Department 
Washington, D;

of State 
C.

jWISION OF
February 5, GATIONS

____ ___ _ AND RECORDS

' Dillon of 
t Mi f ASTtRN MTAIft

\Æ P 7 - 1940
Gentlemen:

lb'<Xi
lit'»1'

tJryçïtW

I note that in the press the United States is 
to have made representations to the Japanese and French 
governments against activities on the Hanoi-Kunming Railway 
"which were held to be detrimental to American interests"

May I ask what were the tenus of this protest by 
the United States and upon what it was based?

With appreciation of your attention and advice, I 
remain

I ' Sincerely yours,

GEORGE HOLDEN TINKHAM

l> *

b

793 . 9 4/15674
 

F/FG
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0. KARS, Date ll-l8'?S

793.94/15674

February 9 1940
In reply refer to 
FE 793.94/15674 -

My dear Mr. Tinkham:

The Department has received your letter of 

February 5, 1940, in which you make inquiry in regard 

to reported representations by this Government to the 

Japanese and the French Governments in connection with 

the Halphong~Yunnanfu railway.

This Government has during recent weeks informally 

brought to the attention of both the French and the 

Japanese Governments the interest which the United states 

has in the Haiphong»Yunnanfu railway as an artery of 

normal commercial transportation. As you are probably 

aware, the railway in question is an Important trade 

route. In recent months a substantial part of the trade 

involved in the normal commercial relations between the 

United States and that part of China not under Japanese 

military control has been transported over that railway. 

Also, the railway provides American citizens engaged 

in 
"H 

The Honorable \
1]

George Holden Tinkham, q

House of Representatives.
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in legitimate nativities in southwestern China, includ

ing the personnel of our Embassy office and our naval 

vessel at Ohnagklng, with their principal means of 

egress and ingress. An additional consideration which 

was brought to the attention of the Japanese Government 

was the fast that boobing attacks cm the railway in 

question might endanger the lives of American citizens.

Sincerely yours.

Sumner

Under Seore^O.

OR
PEB 9 1940

W
FE:GA:REK/HES EE
2-8

(A-
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
HSM  GRAY

Tokyo
From _ , „ „ , „Dated February 7, 1940

A Rec’d 10^25 a. nu 

k-— 
' Divi<ono\ 

Secretary of State, f$ JASWd ÂFF®S qh

Washington, ' . ~

91, February 7, 9 p, m.

Our 86, February 6, 11 a. m.

My French colleague yesterday made further repre

sentations to the Japanese Government with regard to 

the bombing of the Yunnan Railway in the form of a 

letter to the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs of 

which the following is a translation:

"February 6. My dear Minister: Following our 

conversation yesterday I have the honor to inform you 

that according to advices which I have just received 
co 

the number of deaths from the bombing of February 1st 

already mount to 55, but all the victims had not yet
co 

been exhumed at the moment when the Governor General 

telegraphed me.

Furthermore the Governor General informs me that 

on February 3rd at half past 2 o'clock in the afternoon 

the railway from Eannoi to Yunnanfu was again bombed by 

Japanese planes which flew over the territory of Tonkin

between
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——**•«— ... —mu l in.          ....JI. ,     —.    —   . 

hsm -2- No. 91, February 7, 9 p. m., from Tokyo

between 2:45 and 3:15. Their flight was observed over 

the villages of Phobang, Halang, Traling and Trungkhanh- 

Phu.

While protesting again against this new banbing, 

I beg you to bring to the most serious attention of 

the Imperial Government the danger of these inadmissible 

violations of our frontier against which I have repeated

ly protested. Their reptition would lead to the belief 

either that an incident is deliberately being sought or 

that the Imperial Government cannot command obedience 

to its orders.

Accept et cetera".

Cipher text to Hong Kong and Chungking by mail.

GREW

CSB
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DIVISION OF CULTURAL RELATIONS

February 5

Do you have any Information 

on the writer of the attached 

letter (Victor Frêne) which would 

assist in preparing a reply?

S Division r' 
MESSW '

‘ FEB 8-1940
X a* S'Ue. /

RC:HHP

February 8, 1940.
RC: 1

Jf

No, we have no information about ?
Frêne. In the enclosure in Japanese I

/ JIV -i
he says he received a doctorate in 1907 |
from, the university of Munich. j
FEidCK ?

- v 1 * L. . -v • <. ~ -J.*- « , fa Sr it - r S » t .!*>■ ,r S -
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The Japan Advertiser Nov. 18, 1939

READERS IN COUNCIL
cally described in what the sacredness- 
of her China campaign consists. The 
term “New Order of Asia” is a title 
only. General Pai, Messrs. Tsai, Chu, 
et cetera, et cetera, want to know the 
inside of Japan’s textbook.

This is the point where not only 
Japan’s “ignorance” of Chinese psych
ology, but also her unsatisfactory in
terpretation of her own original and 
only real psychology, her traditional 
lack of analytical capacity, become 
dangerous..

It is this lack of analytical capacity 
which has forced Japan, in the past, 
to rely—doubtlessly not to her advan
tage-on Buddhism and Confucianism, 
more recently—to her still greater dis
advantage—on a thoroughly un-Japan- 
ese version of Prusso-Kantian educa
tion, for the cultivation of her origin
al and unique purely dynamic tempera
ment contained in her own Shinto.

If Japan, in the course of her whole 
history, had always had the opport
unity to develop her own psychology 
in her own entirely natural, and there
fore scientifically sound; way and to 
build up an unshakable courage of her 
own convictions, she would, all through 
Jier China crusade, have treated China 
as a patient and have introduced her
self as a doctor, for that is what Japan, 
with hçr incomparable healthiness, 
which no Buddhism, Confucianism ‘and . 
evai Kantianism have bçen able to 
destroy, is called upon j® be in China: 
the doctor, who cures China from her 
traditional psychological. deficiency, 
that may be called a “lack of the sense 
of reality.” What Japan is really. 
bringing to China is the foundations of 
futusre psychological healthiness and 
manual ' efficiency.

An open proclamation of these cir
cumstances, by the cultural bureau of 
the Japanese army and navy, would 
have shown her goodwill and honesty 
toward China, much to the satisfaction 
of every earnest Chinese leader, and 
aroused the respectful attention of the 
whole world.

I have myself diagnosed China’s deep 
psychological deficiency in my Psy
chological Discovery of China in 1933 
and in What is China? published in 
Chinese under the Chinese title of 
Chung Kuo Lun in General Chiang 
Kai-shek’s own Review two weeks be
fore the Lukowchiao incident.

In order to save China, that is, to 
bring China’s abstract artistic mind 
down to earth by means of the natural 
magnetism emanating from Japan’s in
born mobility and realism, Japan will 
have to complete her own interrupted 
ox disfigured self-development with the 
help of a new psychologically scientific 
reconstruction of her own riginal 
inner power station. In this sense, the 
idea of spiritual mobilization, pro
pagated by the Japanese Government, 
if were carried into effect, would be 
of first-class importance.

Premier Abe was right when he said 
that thp solution of the China pro
blem must be brought about by Japan’s 
national renovation, and Mr. Shimizu 
Ikutaro reveals a great truth in his 
statement that this is a period of “a 
second founding of the nation” for 
Japan. I am afraid that, if the China 
affair is not utilized as an opportunity 
for Japan’s cultural self-discovery, 
China wilj mean very little else to 
Japan {han what India has mean to • 
England and Asia, will, also in future, 
be leaderless.

Only a Very earnest admirer of Japan 
can fully realize the immensity of the 
task she has to accomplish. Such a 
one is by race, Mr. ÇJhimizu Ikutaro ’ 
ard, by conviction, resulting from 
scientific analysis of Japan’s tempera
ment, tl}e writer of these lines, who 

‘signs himself, as a devoted worshipper 
of Japan’s unique dynamism,

JAPANOLOGIST
Tokyo, November 15

Japan as a Doctor
To the Editor:

It is a remarkable coincidence that 
your issue today contains an article 
by Santaro, in his Japan Yesterday 
and Today column, in which he says 
“No other people on earth display a 
more abysmal ignorance of 'Chinese 
psychology than do the Japanese,” and 
a translation of an article by Mr. Shi
mizu Ikutaro, editor of the Fukuoka 
Nippon, in which is written “The 
sacred campaign the country is con
ducting in China, should be regarded as 
an attempt to rebuild the country. * * * 
It is admitted by all that the current 
sacred campaign in China represents 
the greatest work undertaken by Japan 
in all its history. But there are few 
who realize the magnitude of the task 
and fewer who are determined to 
overcome the difficulties attending it.”

As a life-long observer and student 
of Japan and China who has spent the 
last 10 months nearly exclusively in an 
endeavor to assist in the rebuilding of 
Nippo-Chinese relations, lecturing to 
Japanese scholars and politicians and 
submitting projects to the military and 
governmental authorities (Quick Peace 
in China, The Scientific Mobilization 
of the National Power of Japan, et 
cetera, et cetera) the undersigned feels 
+rrpx>ted to combine both statements 

^JMulating the thesis that 
.orance” of Chinese psy- 

_d the consequent unwilling-
. take Chinese psychology into 

ant which have rendered it, up to' 
-ow, so difficult to overcome the diffi

culties attending the sacred compaign 
in China. ♦ ♦ *

Mr. Wang Ching-wei should be pro
vided with arguments which would 
enable him to obtain the collaboration 
of influential leaders from the present 
Chungking (Chiang Kai-shek) clique 
for his new Central Government.

Arguments, in China, are more po
werful than bullets.

This is one of the truths only an 
intimate knowledge of Chinese psycho
logy can teach.

Up to now, Japan has not said a 
single word which would convince 
Chungking leaders, like General Pai 
Chung-hsi, Messrs. Tsai Yuen-pei and 
Chu Chia-hwa or others, of the sacred
ness' of her campaign. If Japan, from 
the very start on, would have conduct
ed this China campaign in the form of 
a cultural crusade, the war would have 
been over after the conquest of Han
kow and Canton.

Now no Chungking Kuomintang fol
lower has any confidence in Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei’s Kuomintang, and Messrs. 
Wang Keh-min and Liang Hung-che, 
of the new Peking and Nanking gov
ernments respectively, are, by tradition, 
opposed to the “Three People’s Prin
ciples” of both Kuomintangs.

Therefore, Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s 
“Three People’s Principles” are politic
ally impotent; they fail to attract his 
former collaborators and prevent the 
birth of harmony between Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei and the Peking Wang as, 
well as Nanking Liang.

Why has Mr. Wang Ching-wei no
thing else to‘say in all his talks, broad- 
^âtoJ'^gBg^BMûclamations? Honestly 
speaking, on^Bbecause Japan does not 
give him materials he could use.

Mr. Wang Ching-wei, who, as every
body knows, is a poet by nature, has 
always acted as a kind of loudspeaker 
of'the governments in which he held 
a position. He would be the best 
Chinese loudspeaker obtainable, if 
Japan would provide him with an ef
fective textbook.

Why does Japan not issue such a 
textbook to him?

Honestly speaking again, quite simply 
because Japan herself has not analyti
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Ameri can Truth
by A

Victor Prone
A Hommage to United states Ambassador J.C.Grew and a-Gift to japan’s

Two Thousand Eixhundredth Birthday

At this time, ’hen religious,political,commercial and an other 
methods have once more,and more strikingly than ever,failed to secure the $ 
peace of the Atlantic era,^itjuld not a completely new method be invented 
and applied to the promotion of that of the pacific era ? Aready years ago, 
Mr Aldous Huxley has stated,in one of his novels,that peace can be brought 
about by psychological methods only And is the pacifis era,in which two 
oriental' countries,-with their racial tendencies towards spjitituaiisetion 
of life,-are called upon to play decisive parts,not perhaps that period 
of human history,in which at least the countries surrounding the Pacific 
ocean should gather sufficient moral courage to^pfactïoàï~l)otënTfâïitie C'i 
in a hitherto nearly exclusively theoretical science like psychology ?

A searching end penetrnlhting psychological retriew of the situation 
prevailing around the l’aol fie ocean reveals the following new and welcome 
opportunities:

The only great Western country bordering on the pacific,is the 
UiJlTHP «jTAîeb, The United states are the most up-to-date of the Western 
countries and therefore more open-minded and willing to make a clean slate 
of the past,than the old countries of Europe. The United States have not 
only given life to a hitherto unheard of material ®nd technical advancement, 
but also provided the very best thought of Europe with a hitherto non-exis
ting clearness and intensity. Americans,like Mr.James Harvey Robinson 
("The Mind in the Making’,11 The Humanising of Knowlodge”etc) ,Mr.Wiggam (" 2ie 
Hew Uecalogfce of science") ~and the ia$e G A. Horse y ("«Thy we Behave like Hu
man Beings" ),are the messengers of a new and psychologically sound,scienti
fic morality,not yet practically applied in the West,but fit to replace 
the psychologically fragnentary doctrines of the past and to exercise a 
unifying influence of hitherto unattainable depth and solidity by establi
shing new foundations for human life,which are IHTERaATXOi»AL,BECAUJE THEY ' 
ARE ATUlAL,i .e .psychologically scientific. In her scientifically most matu
re expression of thought and formulation of truth,America is the most un
prejudiced,honest and realistic country of the Western world.

A discussion of the details of the elements constituting the new A- 
merioan truth is out of place here.

Un the other side of the Pacific ocean,we have the most unprejudiced 
honest and veallstic country of Asia,jAj?jfeK.fhat is perhaps a statement,which 
surprises insufficiently informed American readers. But it is an American, 
Hr.Mason,who,already years ago,in his "Meaning of Jiinto”,has pointed out 
thjaX how close the original native thou$it of japan is to modern Western 
natural science. Mr .Holtom has added that every real Japanese is supposed^ 
his god within himself in his own brain and to be free from supernatural 
rules of conduct of any kind. Man and god,emotion and thou$it,piay and work, 
liberty and discipline,are,in original japan,more intimately united than in 
any other country.Psychologically considered,japan*s original morality has 
no other serious defect except that of being one-sidedly injpressionistic and 
therefore sometimes illogical to the point of oonfusion.But American up-to- 
date and international psychological natural science,like ail other Western
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sciences and technical inventions, is all ready made and waiting for ex
ploitation by Japan,to whom it is most congenial. Because this new natural 
science is psychological,it is flexible and multiform and means the end of 
all ty,es of imperial!an,even of the educational aesthetical and philoso- 
sophioal or mor®! and religious types of imperialism,which are more danger
ous even than the military,commercial and political ones. In availing it« 
self of the new natural science of psychology .Japan’s original intuition 
is free to widen and enrich it according to its own impulses,so as not in 
the least to impair its own incomparable and nearly heavenly delicacy and 
mobility.A ven more than that* japan’s original psychological condition is 
so sound that Japan can put the American scientific scale of psychologie®! 
measurement of values to use as a means of clarifjlng her position by se
parating the real and originally Japanese dynamic nucleus from the false 
and insufficiently scrutinised,formerly imported or imposed ingredients 
of her morality and culture,which,at present,are very often rendering her 
real self unrecognisable to untrained or careless foreigners .WITH 'ffilo ii&i 
AUBRICAS ^Cix&TIjrlO OôMôâ 0/ AiYChOLUGluAL IMAJURifi.iaS’i’ 0# VALUjAJ Af hAüh, 
J/^Aii OAn Aï OxiCii BKlhG ABOUT HER (HK hCiaîTIÎFIC AlID ELECTIVE uPIRITUÂL " 
..10BIUnAÏI0i£Eï BY HÙæXBG HEBUELJ' JffîOii UlWAPAfiSUS-lüDIAjs.QilÜ&jB Ajs» EURo 
j?3Ail uUPERùïISIOIlB,It sounds absurd,but it is a fact,which the writer is 
ready to prove at any time before a Court of Psychological Justice,composed 
of the intellectual leaders of the world,that up-to-date,psychologically 
scientific,America is qualified to become Japan’s most valuable assistant 
in the construction of the up-to-date and most hi$ily dynamic spiritual 
power station that will vitalise the Hew Order not only of Asia,but of the 
Pacific era and of the world as a Whole, No two coutries on earth have ever 
come to a point of psychological evolution Where intimate and harmonious 
collaboration is easier and more desirable than Japan and the really modern 
psychologically mature United states.

If you allow me to make another surprising statement,! should like 
to say that up-to-date America is psychologically much closer to Japan than 
her neighbour China. CHINA,the third great country situated erot§d the shores 
of the Pacific,is psychologically *ust as impractical as Japan is practical* 
ns abstract as •'•Span is concrete.as un-scientific ®s Japan is scientific. ' 
not Japanese,but foreigners have demonstrated that,as far as the Chinese 
side is concerned,in many writings . Ur.Rodney Gilbert ("what is Wrong with 
China?") jâr.Nathaniel Pfeffer ("'The Breakdown of a Civilisation!') Ur .Hallett 
Abend ("Tortured China"eto) ,lîrs^Pearl Buck,in her article on China’s lack 
creativeness .published in the London"Time and Tide" - an four Americans, 
if you will kindly take note of that too-,also ll^uxion de Ruffe ("Is Chi
na Had"?) and the writer of these lines as well as many others have.with 
more or less insist,diagnosed China’s psychological deficiencies,which are 
counterbalanced by nothing but aeshetical qualifications manifested in Chi
na’s literature end fine arts.The present Japan-China war has been enginee
red by Chinese returned students,who,as Chinese,naturally suffered from 
all the nation*! defects inherent in their race and culture. It is true th® 
some.and even most of these returned students were from the United states. 
,3ut "these American returned Chinese students,with their deficient Chinese 
psychology,during their stay in America,have instinctively selected the ‘ 

l’»*- most but-fiJï^wfGnwrïcàn and static American technical and mental mater- ‘ 
f iais onljfaate riais,which merely reinforced their native vices,and lamentab^. 

ly failed to discover , in America .up-to-date American .psychologically sci
entific truth. ^uch truth is Dust as uncongenial to real,static,China,as it 
is congenial o real , dynamic Japan,who is the only hüalXKy psychologically 
healthy country of Asia and recognised as such even by î.lr .Rabindranath Ta-
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gore,whose diota on Japan arc naturally clothed in poetical rather than 
psychological terminology .Hot because of an Asiatic Llonroe doctrine or 4-[»c 
for other political,economic ,racial or other reasons,bai: because of/Very, j 
deep and undeniable.psychologically soient!flc,$X££iQ^araMLtual oonditionsl;ch*. 
a success full interchange of energy between between up-te-date America 
and real China has be guided through Japanese channels and fihjnad^y^i_Ufcw.. 
depends for herULTILlATE RACIAL AO PSYCHOLOGICAL REBIRTH ,HOT OHLY FOR HER 
ECOEOMC RECOHSTRUOTIOH,OH JAPAREJE AJSISTAHCEX,to such au extent,that an 
anti-JBpanese Chinese,in peace-time,should psychologically be considered 
as an un-patriotic! Chinese.That sounds again absurd,but the writer has 
proved it ,before the present Japan-China war,to many Chinese leaders to' 
their perfect satisfaction and is ready to prove it to other Chinese lead 
ders and to every Chinese farmer and school-child.

How we have psycho-analysed a situation,existing around the pa
cific ocean,in which Japan needs America,China needs japan,and America 
needs the realisation of her own most up-to-datw psycho logically scientific 
truth,which no other nation is as fit to provide as Japan.

t • i

To recognise .that Japan,still now-a-days,in spite of ail obstacà 
les,is by nature psychologically conform to American standards of up-te- 
date scientific psychology and unconsciously embodies,deep down in her 
psychological structure,in her essential movements,the most advanced ide
als, which America has,up to now only theoretically enunciated as moral 
postulates of science,is up-to-date America’s psychologically scientific 
duty. By this recognition,America would consciously inaugurate the Pacific 
era,in which,for the first time in human history .psychological science 
is applied to the regulation Of international intercourse and to the human
isation of politics. f

p sycholo gi cal/ /
The/tecogintion of Japan by the United states would,through the

. intermediary of japan,redder China’s future automatically secure.That means 
^‘™_TtHâÇ|America needing Japan,japan needing America,China needing Japan, the

se three would form a oircla of mutual helpfulness,which would guarantee 
for ever the peace of tl^PacificFera , 

‘W
Up-to-date American leaders should be mature enough to see that, 

Where real japan holds ssay not only American up-to-date psychological 
truth,but her material and technical advancement are bound to obtain con
tinuous opportunities.

It is now even time for these American leaders to realise that X 
if the peace of the pacific is not now established,it is mainly because 
America lacks confidence in its own scientifically psychological theories 
and depends^till on traditional European political superstitions rather 
than on her own most advanced truth,as if the United States had never is
sued her Declaration of Independence or never applied it to the essentials 
of human life.

In conclusion it must be added that alone the purely dynamic psy
chology of the most modern American science ,in its Japanese orientaiisa-' 
tion,can keep the pacific clean from the psychological perversions of com
munism,which is Khe materialistic counterpart of European out-of-date .un
scientific and abstract,mor®l dogmas.
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OHLY IP THE PACIJÜd HATIONS HAVE THE MORAL COURAGE TO PUT 
THEIS PIHEST EHERGIEü TO WORK,IS ’THERE ANY HOPE OP THEIR BEIHG ABLE 
TO DEPEAT ALL SHE VARI CBS EVIL IHPLUEUCES EMANATING FROM THE ATLANTIC 
AHD OP CREATING A MEN A$D HOPEKJL FUTURE AROUMD THE PACIFIC ALffiOUCM' 
THE COMPLETELY HEW MAY,AT FIRST SIæTrAPPEAR TERRIFYING,IF EOT üRAüK- 
LY aOH-âOEiaAL.OîilH' A VERY W PROCEDURE HAS ARY CHARGE OP BEING REALLY 
DIPPEREBT JROLï THE PASTfSHICH LOOKS AS IP IT HAD BEEN GOVERNED BY HO 
OîHER PSYŒ.OLOGICAL MOTIVE POWER EK.OKPÏ HYPOCRISY.

THE OMSK OP 1HE PACIPEC VS .THE ATLANTIC IS A CASE OP PSYCHOLOGY 
VS«HVPO0aiSY.

Tokyo,iapann,December 2S,I939 (2599)
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I February 21 1940

«0. /f/Z

To th*

American Ambassador, 

Tokyo.

The Secretary of State Informs the Ambassador 

that a letter hae been received from Dr. Victor Frêne, 

Care of Mr. Karahara, 5 of 9 Shiba Park, Shiba-Ku, 

Tokyo, a copy of which is enclosed.

A suitable acknowledgment to Dr. Frêne should be 

made by the Embassy in its discretion and a brief 

report submitted to the Department concerning Dr. Frêne’s 

Identity and professional standing and activities.

793.94/15676

Enclosure:

From Dr. Frêne, 
undated.

* OR
FEB 19 1940 ni

793.94/15676

P.L
RC:PTH;EAS:RAW:SS

2/14, 16
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Tokyo, Japan, Dec. 30, 1939 
c/o Mr. Karahara
5 of 9 Thlba Park 
Thlba-Ku a 
Tel: Ad. Frene

Yamaume
Tokyo

Dr. Ben M. Cherrington
Director, Cultural Division 

Department of State, 
Washington, D.C

Sir:

As a professional psychologist, who has devoted 
28 years to the study of Chlnaand Japan, the undersigned 
begs to be allowed to address you for the purpose of ex
pressing the opinion that the cultural point of view Is 
most Indispensable In the attempt at solving Far Eastern 
problems.

The political future of the Far East seems to him to 
depend on America’s present understanding of Japan. Lack 
of understanding of Germany has brought Europe close to a 
collapse and lack of understanding of Japan would produce, 
In future, continuous upheavals In Asia.

Japan has maintained1 herself against Asiatic cultural 
oppression for more than 1500 years and will never submit 
to Western economic and political impositions which prevent 
her self-development. Therefore the appreciation of 
Japan's particular qualifications is a condition sine qua 
non of future world peace.

May I be allowed to suggest that even the despatch 
of a special American psychological study group to Japan 
or the setting up of a special psychological study group 
In the Cultural Division of the State Department, especially 
for the study of Japan, should not be considered as a 
ridiculous suggestion at this moment of supreme crisis.

I hasten to send you a first sketch of the results 
of my research and shall soon supplement it by another 
more detailed exposition. I am in touch with Mr. Grew 
and attempting to arrange a lecture tour In the States through 
Mr. Edmonds of the International House of New York, now in 
Los Angeles, 2220 Kerwood Avenue.

I am also sending a copy of my sketch "The Peace of 
the Pacific Era" to Dr Stanley Hornbeck, whom I have met 
in Peking, more than 20 years ago, and to Senator Borah.

Because
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Beoause of the Mew Years' holidays, I am forced 
to write this note by hand and must apologize for the 
Inconvenience caused to you by this lack of office 
equipment.

Holding myself at your disposal,

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Yours very faithfully, 

VICTOR FRÊNE

Ph.D.

formerly advisor to Marshals Li Chi-sen 
and Gen. Hsi-shan, General Pal Chung-Hsl 
and Chen Ming-shec, Governor Lin Yun-Kai

P.S. Please find enclosed 
a reprint of a letter 
on "Japan as a Doctor"
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Mr. Truelle, Counselor of the French 
Embassy, dàlleiiht five o’clock this afternoon' 
at his réQû&âtGÀÎ'Hfisread to me a telegram which 
the Frencür^EftbâSftlÿS had just received from the 
French Foreign Office. At my request he 
dictated the substance of the telegram (attached) 
He said that the French Embassy had been asked 
by the French Foreign Office to communicate the 
substance of this telegram to the Department 
as soon as practicable.

I thanked Mr. Tmelle for communicating 
this information to us. I said that we had 
received from our offices in the Far East a 
brief report in regard to the matter but that 
our report did not contain all the details 
contained in the French Government’s message.

Mr. Truelle asked whether the Japanese 
Government had made any reply to the informal 
representations which the American Embassy at 
Tokyo had made on January 31 in regard to the 
bombing of the Yunnan Railway. I replied that 
so far as we knew the Japanese Government had 
as yet made no reply.

793 . 94/15677

^3^

FE:MMH:HJN
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SUBSTANCE OF TELEGRAM DATED FEBRUARY 5, 1940, 
FROM THE FRENCH FOREIGN OFFICE TO 

THE FRENCH EMBASSY IN
WASHINGTON

On February 2 at 2:40 p.m., twenty-seven Japanese 

planes bombed again a bridge at Kilometer 83 of the 

Yunnan Railway just at the moment when a train full of 

passengers was passing. There are a great number of 

victims, among which are a few Europeans. Another 

bombing took place at Kilometer 95 where the railroad 

has been destroyed on a length above 100 meters and 

traffic of the trains is stopped.
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

gUBJECT "General Mobilization in War Zones - Volume I".

Two copies, under separate cover, of Chinese publlcation,- 
Tr an emitting-, suggests possible interest of Library of 
Congress in having copies or copy*

793.94/|5678

For the original paper from which reference is taken

#365
See__________________________________________________

(Decpatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated .Nov 3, 1939 To°m} - ^Bina (Chungking)

File No_____ 893.20/709

O. ». GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1—IMO

FRG*
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

QTTRTpr^T Exchange of correspondence between President
J Roosevelt and Chiang Kai-shek* during November, 1939.

Letters to Chiang Kai-shek were delivered by 
Mr Peck.

aa

For the original paper from which reference is taken

s.„ ’ ................. ...................
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated From| China (Chungking)
To ) (Peck)

File No_________ 851g-77/52

u. s. government mintinc offici 1—1540
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Conditions along the Yangtze and in Central Chinae

Cannent and information on-, expected from Ambassadors 
Inquiring concerning advisability of making such report 
public, suggests that possibility be kept in mind in 
drafting of-,

793.94/ 
15680

For the original paper from which reference is taken

Tel 1pm
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

, Feb 3, 1940 / China (Johnson, aboard Uss LUZCH)
Dated-------------------------------------- <j>o I------------------------

, „ 793.94112/314a
File No------------------------------------------------ --------------------------

0. »• GOVERNMENT MINTING OFFICE 1—1040

FRGe
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UNITED 7TAT.:.o ASIATIC
U. .... JVGU5TA (Flagship)

' ’939 ^6/gwt

China, i
— PO .•,eptembekl93»?'

Float. A V?TrXbt
To :

U3J ..CT?

The Commander in Chief, U.S. Asiatic 
The Chief of Naval Operations.

'eml-monthly news letter for period 16-30 September 1939.|4"'

Sneloeure: Copy of minute» of conference of the International Bofense Force
■ Coasnanders held at the Headquarter® of the Japanese Naval Landing 

Cf Party on 14 September, 1939. L
i yniTAHT D0D DD‘ Drv/z Se?t 27/> ^53
X* &M&SX riAt.» y/^> Z6 Ï

The Japanese renewed their offensive against Chnngsha at the beginning of the 
period under review. Naval and Army unite succeeded in landing in force on the 
southeastern and southern shores of Tungting Lak®, joining the units pushing south 
along the Henkow-Centon railway. Simultaneously the Japanese forces in Kiangel 
launched an offensive along the two intar*provincial highways connecting Kisngsl 
and Hunan. Despite Chinese claims of heroic resistance on the part of the 9th 
rïar one Armies which Inflicted heavy casualties on the Japanese, the letter made 
swift progress and at the month1s end ths fall of Changsha appeared imminent. In 
the cioantime the Chinese had shifted their main supply base from Changsha to

^Jyrom the time that the Japanese drive on Changsha seamed certain of success 
the (Jainese have belittled the importance of that city to their cause, but from 
a i&âJbr of considerations It is difficult to accept their estimate of the

on. The loss of the city itself may not be significant since it has long 
be$h Miserted as a trading center and It may be assumed that the Chinese have 
su^0^fully completed the shifting of their principal military activities from 
thereto Henyang. But if it is captured, the Japanese will have gained another 
considerable stretch of the Canton-Hankow railway, and if the Chinese fcrcwe
nix$F^orth of the chang-Changsha railway have not already btjen routed by the

Changsha falls, their position would appear to be a desperate one, and it 
would seem that they will have no other recourse but to withdraw into the socallod 
southwest defense triangle beyond lienyan^, thus leaving tho ontiro length of the 
Cexiton*H'-nk.ow railway xore vulnerable thon ever to attacks from both north arid 
south.

r L
B 3

^ 
19

40

«part from the military significance of the fall of Changsha, which nay, 
Indeed, ba debatable, its capture trill undoubtedly be of sone political impor* 
tnnee to the Japanese both in Chins and at home.

the Japanese offensive closed in on Changsha the Chinese launched several 
attache in the Cunton area. The timing of these attacks indicate that they 
werte probably œade in an effort to relieve the pressure on Cha^sha, or failing 
in thst, to prevent any northward movement of the Japanese along the railroad. 
To the northward of the Kowloon leased territory the Chinese reported success 
in temporarily pinning the Japanese force® along the British border.
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Fighting also Increased considerably along the Yellow river but no important 
changes in the general situation here been reported.

On 18 September Lieut. Gen. Hayao Tad a arrived in Peiping to relieve Lieut. 
Qen. Suglyama as commander of the Berth China forces. On 24 aeptember Gen. 
Nishio left Tokyo for hie post as Commander in Chief of all the Japanese 
Expeditionary Forces in China. On 30 September both he and Lieut. Gen. Itagaki, 
his Chief of £>taff, were reported in Banking» which city han many times been 
unofficially named by the Japanese press» end referred to by Japanese military 
officials as being the site of the new General Headquarter®.

2. POLITICAL

The public utterances of various Japanese officials both at home and in 
China and numerous press references indicate that the Japanese still cling to 
the plan to sot up Wang Ching*wet’s "Central* government in Nanking in the near 
future. It was the general opinion of our diplomatic, military and naval ob* 
servers in Peiping with whom the Commander in Chief» Asiatic Fleet» held conver
sations on his recent visit there» that the combined influence of Lieut. Gen. 
Kits, the North China army Headquarters, and Wang Keh-mln against the move to 
establish Wang Chlng-wei will bo enough to wreck it. Of the opposition of these 
factions to the Wang Chlng-wei movement there can be no doubt, but if he is once 
established as the head of a Central Government it seems more reasonable to assume, 
unless the Tokyo authorities are hopelessly confused and at loggerheads among 

themselves, that the plans are laid for a real effort at a solution of the 
political problan la that fashion, and that those plans include keeping the North 
China clique in lino for at least long enough to tost what success can be expected 
from Wang.

Humors are circulating that certain members of the Chungking Government ' 
seem to be weakening in their determination to "resist to the end", but the most 
reliable information Indicates that even if awe individuals are losing their 
enthusiasm for continued resistance Chiang Kal-chek is still solidly in power and 
still determined to fight on. h

3. W^mUTXOjUL

The question of the revision of the Shanghai Defense Plan and the status of 
the extra-Settlament roads area continued to be of immediate and major importance.

Pursuant to the arrangement made at the meeting of the Sector Commandants 
on 14 September, the staff officers of the Commandant’s of the International 
Settlement Defense sectors met on 22 September to consider proposals for the 
revision of the Settlement Defense Plan.

-2-
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The Japanese offered their proposal© for revision, which were as follows:

(1) Activities of the foreign garrisons should be confined to t 
the International Settlement only. |

(2) Japanese present WA* Sector to include the oast side of I
North Honan Road. v

(3) Italian Marines to occupy that portion ofpresent "B* I
Sector which lies north of Soochow Creek, with its eastern boundary i
the west side of North Honan Road. This sector to be designated |
as sector *B*. |

(4) British forces to occupy that portion of present sector I
*B* which lies south of Soochow Creek. This sector to be designated as | 
Sector *C*. |

(6) The boundaries of present American sector to remain un- |
changed. Sector designation to be changed to ”D*. |

(6) The foreign garrisons to be withdrawn from extra-settlement | 
defense sector (D sector plus Italian Sector), and be replaced by 
police of the Municipality of Greater Shanghai assisted by Japanese * 
forces.

(7) The abolition of the Shanghai Volunteer Corps as a military ■ 
unit.

In connection with points (2) and (3) it will be noted that the eastern । 
border of sector B would thus revert to that designated in the 1934 Defense 
Plan. In practice this condition already exists, the British having recently 
withdrawn from Klangsa Road to North Honan Road.

The meeting of the defense sector commandants to hear the replies of the 
above proposals will be held about the middle of October. After his arrival 
in Shanghai and conversations with the American Consul General. Commander 
Yangtze Patrol and Commander Fourth Marines, the Commander in thief, Asiatic 
Fleet, will determine what reply is to be made. Unless infoxmat ion is re
ceived that the State Department has adopted, or intends to adopt, a policy 
which would not be supported by the stand indicated by the related despatch 
relayed to the Department, it Is expected that, in general, a reply along the 
lines of the above despatch will be made.

The present tension in the Western Area between the Shanghai Municipal 
Police and the Ta Tao Police, and the indecision of the Shanghai Municipal 
Council greatly complicates the entire situation, since until it is definitely 
known what stand the SW intends to adopt with regard to the policing of the 
extra-settlement roads, it is difficult to arrive at a proper decision on the 
position of the extra-settlement arsa with respect to the defense plan.

Whereas a knowledge of the attitude of the British military is, of course, 
not essential in the establishment of our policy such knowledge is

3
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entirely pre-requisite to our decision on the concrete application of our policy 
to the «pacific problem of the revision of the Defense Plan»

Latest reports indicate that perhaps the British garrison commander may not 
be so adamant in his opposition to the Japanese proposals as was previously re
ported»

In view of the seriousness of the conditions existing in the Western Area 
and in consideration of the adequate protection of our nationals residing there, 
plans are laid to send a detachment of Marines into that area in case our 
nationals are endangered and it ie apparent that sufficient protection can not 
be expected from the SMP and the British garrison» This action is proposed 
whether or not the British garrison commander invokes the clause of the Defense 
plan which authorizes him, in case he deems his own forces insufficient to cope 
with a situation, to request aid directly from another sector commander»

Considerable progress was made toward n settlement of the Kulangsu affair 
and an agreement was expected to be reached on 23 September after which agreement 
the simultaneous withdrawal of the U.S. and Japanese landing parties was hoped 
for» A stumbling block arose, however, principally over the wording of the trad
ing conditions between Kulangsu, Amoy, and the mainland, which existed prior to 
the incident, and which were to be reverted to as a condition of the agreement•

The American Catholic Girls School located in Kaifeng, Honan, was closed 
down by the Provincial authorities when the services of a Japanese "Adviser" 
was refused by the school officials»

The offices of the United Press and the American Radio Service located 
in the British Concession in Tientsin were entered and searched by Japanese
gendarmes on 88 September on the pretext of searching for Chinese terrorists»

In general, however, the Japanesj^in China continued to display a friendly 
attitude toward the U.S. This was particularly true of the Japanese naval 
authorities in Tsingtao who gave considerable aid in the salvage work on the 
U.3.S. PIGIiOM» V.,

4» Ml3C.tfX12iN>Wg

The Commander in Chief, Asiatic Fleet, made a hurried trip to Peiping and 
Tientsin (26-28 September) in order to acquaint himself with the layout of the 
Marine establishments there and with general conditions.

The principal political intelligence gathered on this trip has been pre
viously referred to in this report.
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In Tientsin interviewe were had with the American Consul General, the 
British Brigadier, end a staff officer representing ths Freneh Gtwaaandaat 
id» was in Shanhaikwen. The British end froneh Off leers stated that thojr^... 
had not been approached directly by the Japanese silitary with the “ndviee" , 
to withdraw, or «Usera, their forces, but had received the notifient lea 
through diplomatie channels. So for as they knew their withdrawal was not \ 
being contemplated by their governments. —;

■'’AIt was apparent that the U.S. Marine DeWiehtent at Tientsin had done 
excellent work during the flood in the matte^ of^preventing damage to their 
supplies and installation and in their aid to: Ayerlenn nationals.

/S/ THOS. 0. HAUT.

Copy to: 
ONI 
AmCon Sha’l (without enol.)
Alusna Peiping * "
Alusna Tokyo * "
CO AUGUSTA " “

J
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telegram received

JT
A portion of this telegram- 
must be closely paraphrasera 
before beimig communicated 
to anyone, (br)

CANTON VIA N,R

Dated February 7, 1940

Secretary of State,

7a shing ton

7/3^/ 14, February 7, 6 p,m

(GRAY) According to an informed Japanese source Japanese 

forces in southern Kwangsi, Nanning-Pinyang area, reenforced 

with units drawn from the Canton area are reported to have

completely encircled the Fourth and Ninth Route Armies of

the Central Government comprising about 30 divisions, These ^0

operations are said to be on a larger scale than recent

operations in Northern Kwangtung and to have been much more

successful for the Japanese, General Ando, head of the

Japanese forces in South China, has been in personal charge 

of the operations, and military headquarters here expect to 

be able to announce within a few days the complete defeat 

of the Chinese forces in the above mentioned area.

No information as to the approximate strength of the 

Japanese forces ig obtainable, (END GRAY)
In the light of available information it seems hi^ily^ 

probable that the Japanese drive into northern Kwangtupg wig 

suddenly halted about January 1 and their droops withdrawn *
o
for
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-2- #14, Feb. 7, 6 p.m., from Canton

for use in Kwangsi bccausE thE JapanESE position therE was 

gravEly thrEatsned by incrEasing ChinESE prESSUTE. RECEnt 

prEss reports would seedi to indicatE that JapanESE opErations 

arE proving suocEssful.

Repeated to Chungking, Peiping,

Î.ÎÏERS

CSB

«’■SS, »
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This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased 
before being communi
cated to anyone. (Br.)

Dated February 8, 1940
From

R e cT d 2 s 3<5^a-r--mT“~ -•

Secretary of State
k ^iplon of'-TA AFF» >

‘ B 8~ 1940 ®

VC.OT1ES-.irPAl T’7: 

® T.T.D. li: 7777’—"IÏS COïïS'IDENC
[I

Washington \ JVB8",347k 7 y$artr.eat fe
Xd'l 17 Ml .‘>7 77c
SKÙT TO In 7ASUEÏ

47 February 8, noon

The following is a paraphrase of a telegram jus

received by air mail from Reed at Hannoi for the Department,

February 6, noon. Referring to my February 2, noon>

the damage caused on February 1 by the bombing is not so 

great as first reports indicated. Extent of damage to 

the tunnel which was severely shaken is now the main 

question. Casualties are now listed at 80 and 120 injured 

and probably some of the latter will die.

The bombing at kilometer 235 on February 3 is under

stood to have caused no material damage but seven coolies 

engaged in the transshipment of freight were wounded.

Present Japanese activities along the railway now 

fill the press in contrast to its silence during the 

bombings at the beginning of the year. The burial yester

day of the five French victims of the bombing was marked 

by an impressive ceremony attended by the Governor GeneraHn 
m 

and other high officials.

Repeated to Chungking, Peiping and Shanghai. Kunming 

and Saigon informed. °
DDM SOUTHARD

79d\ 94/
1 5683
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(vUdFlflatiTlAl,)

PARA7HHA S E

A telegren (no. 47) of February «, 1040» fro* th» 

American Consul General at Hong Kong transmit « a ««««ago 

of February 6 fro* Canmil Reed at Hanoi which read» 

substantially as followas

The bobbing of th» railway on February 1 did not cause 

as such danago as was indicated by first reports. Casualtie» 

ar» listed now at eighty. One hundred twenty persons are 

reported injured» some of whoa will probably die. Th» 

burial on February 5 of the five French oitisene killed in 

the bombing of the railway was narked by an l*pree®ive 

ceremony which was attended by high officials, including 

the Governor General. Although eeven coolies who were trans

shipping freight were wounded in the bombing on February S 

at kilo•»ter 335, it 18 understood that there was no 

material daaage as a result of that bombing. In contrast 

to the silence of the press at the tins of the bonbinge 

early in January the newspapers are now filled with 

articles concerning the present activities of the Jenansse 

along the railway.

FE: EGO; mhp 
2/8/40
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

This telegram must be
From „ , Tokyo

closely paraphrased 
before being communi
cated to anyone. (B).

Secretary of State,

Hi-.hington.

Dated February e, 1940

Reo’d 7:43 a, m.

93, February 8, 3 p. m.

CONFIDENTIAL.

Our 91, February 7, 9 p. m.

One. My French colleague told me further today 

that in bombing the Yunnan Railway on February first 

the Japanese had missed by a few yards the down-train

; r00eedi'.ig from Yunnan to Hannoi carrying the Personnel

•f the British gunboats on the Yangtze who were being 

evacuated» It was the up-train to Yunnan which was hit.

Two. The Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs informed 

the Ambassador chat the train which ocmbed carried,

according to prior advices, both passengers and military

supplies. Fe added that while the Japanese Government in

principle would pay damages for loss of life and personal 

injuries, the attacks on supply trains were defensiv^ 
CP

measures and would continue. *"7

Three*")

793.94/15684
 

F/FG
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hsm -2- No. 93, February 8, 3 p. m., from Tokyo

Three. The Ambassador has informed me, also in 

confidence, that the Governor General of Indo-China has 

telegraphed to Paris requesting removal of the present 

prohibition against firing on Japanese planes which fly 

over Indo-Chinese territory.

Cipher text by mail to Shanghai and Chungking.

GREW

CSB

I
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NO. 193.

.or.'RiC;.K oomruTg,

Tsinan, Chinn, January a, 1940.

£ AUBJ3CT: 0HIHFS3 RTSPO’Wr OF RKOKMT ATTACK UH
JAPanESE-occurm city of
HOKAH, GREATLY EX^GOER,ÆED, ACCORD
ING TO JRUTTUL OB'IERWR.

Melson 'busier Johnson,

•■ nori can Arfbasaaaor, 

Peiping, china.

—i - *4 i
, »• t/MfA] Z-M/ '/UM>

tgj X have th® hohen4ta refer-te ■ prees despatches and 

Hjiadio broadoasts froa chunking and London, oonoaming 
MJ
>The Ihinoso attack on <talfeng, Japunane-oocupled cepltul 

Honan, in Deceobar, in which it was alleged that the 
uU
^jhinese succeeded in gaining a foot-hold in the city 
Sind that severe street fighting ensued before the at- 

tnckars were eventually repulsed.

I In this connection, the consulate has learned 

from a responsible foreign resident of Kaifeng that 

these reports were grossly exaggerated. According to 

this observer, who was in Kaifeng at the tine, a aaall 

group of plain clothes oon probably not exceeding 200 

lu number approached the outskirts of Kaifeng one dark 

night and fired into the air causing a certain aaount 
- 

of anxiety to the mall Japanese garrison, which re- * 

turned the fir®. Thu guerrillas withdrew before iajf» 

light and the Japanese suspected that they had QQMO s

FEB 2 0 1940
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frea Chungaww ( )• Aooordlngly, tn® Japanese J
retaliated by heavily shelling that plage with field 
artillery- a few days later,

I

Respectfully yours, |

I
Gnrl 0. Hawthorne, 

junerican vice consul.
800 1
COH/KCC '
Original to gtabassy, pelplng, I
5 copies to Department, 1
copy to Embassy, Chungking, 3
Copy to consulate General, Hankow. $

n. îz-.ib Ti «
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a. rggpoaM «Paîtrai GovtTX-AftV » 

Japanaae plan» for the inauguration on October 10th 
of s new •’Castrai aovamæent’’ for China, postponed 

to Stoveæbar 12th, failed ta ’eaterlaliae. ard the 
formation of the new eaveannant wae »®t tentatively 
for January 1, 1940. !?urther«ore, Xr. ^ang Keh- 

_________________ ___ _________________________2U- 
X. iïeaÿffltoh to : -.ibaaay W. 911, Movembar t9, 1939.
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sla, head of the Me’siag- ^▼erafseat, rr. Liane ';W- 

ohlh, head of ths Kailas aovenvaent, ond Mr. sna 

«hln^-wel, head of th* ’’Orthodox luoalataag 1‘art/*, 

did not ,-aeet at -rflinetao la aooordanos with previously 

unaouAoed plane to dlscuee the establishment of a 

'•Castrai uoverwaent’’. Allegedly these p*etpone%ents 

were caused by difference* between the views of Mr. 

'■«hto and the Japanese ooneemin^ the condition* under 
which th* proposed ^overaaent would be established.^ 

3-'aria*, the entire oonth of November, however, meh 

space In th* local press was devoted to etatassents 

aade by Japanese leaders ooneernins, the desirability 

of th* early establishment of th* u«w ’•Central Oov- 

ernaent* re^Lw.
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( b ) Chine,.

1. yilitery Operations.*

On November 15 the Japanese opened large-scale opera

tions in the Tongking Bay area in estern Kwantung. A lend

ing ’.,'as made against apparently negligible Chinese resistance 

near Pakhoi. The town of Yamchow on Yamchow Bay vzas soon 

captured. Thereafter, a march was started inland, across 

the tip of Kwangtung and through a mountain range on the 

Kwantung-Nwangsi border to Nanning in KVangsi and on November 

24, nine days after the operations were begun, that city was 

captured.

The object of this campaign v/as primarily that of striking 

at the supply routes from the outside world to interior China.

with the investment of Pakhoi the blockade of the China Coast 

'as essentially completed. But of far greater significance, 

by the seizure of Nanning, one of the most important supply

_____________________________ _ routes
■^prepared with the-assist.-ne'e of the of fice of the"5Ti1'1 tary“ 
Attaché.
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routes to the interior of Southwest China was cut. After 

the fall of Canton in the autumn of 1938, this route and 

those from Hanoi to Yunnan-fu and Burma to Yunnan-fu had be

come the nain arteries of communication of China with the 

outside ^orld. A motor highway extended from the Indochina 

border through Nanning to the interior of China. Over this 

highway a considerable amount of war material and equipment 

reportedly had been entering China. Koreover, it is under

stood a railway between Nanning and the border of Indochina 

was at the time nearing completion.

There were, however, political considerations attend

ant upon the execution of these operations. One was, it is 

reported, the intent of the Japanese army to present some 

nen tangible results to the Japanese people after the inde

cisive character of the recent campaigns around Changsha and 

'estern Hupeh, as well as to counteract the unfavorable im

pression left with the Chinese messes as regards the Japanese 

military strength. Others were, as reported by the press, to 

strike a blow at Kwangsi Province with the hope of breaking 

do^m that Province’s strong support of the Chiang Kai-shek 

regime, to attack Chine in a new section of the country ^ith 

the hone of damaging further the prestige and strength of 

the National Cover rment bw demonstrating to the C- irese that 

that ccvernment Trs un-ble to check at any piece J-penese 

attacks on China. Tris last consideration was apparently 

directed primarily to impress the population of Yunnan Prov

ince, which it was reported in Japan had been manifesting dis

satisfaction with the Chungking Coverhment.

Very little was reported of military actions in any other 

area in Ci-ina. 7Tith the exception of sporadic Japanese attacks 

against guerrilla bands and remnants of C.^nese regular troops

in
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in and around the already occupied areas, the period 

vzes a very quiet one. Bombing operations were also 

conducted on a limited scale.

2. General Relations «

The establishment of the new central regime in China, 

previously predicted tc take place in November, did not 

materialize during the month. ’Then it would eventually 

come into being ’.’os not again nublicly forecast. It ap

peared from the continued discussions that were carried 

on during the month that not only the question of timing 

the establishment of the ’’ang Ching-wei regime but as 

well natters of the personnel of the Government, of its 

financing, of the degree of authority it would have and 

of the extent and scope of its jurisdiction — particu

larly as relating to North China end Inner Mongolia — 

had not been completely settled.* Reference is made in 

this connection to the editorial appearing in VTang Ching- 

wei’s press organ, the Chung Hua Sih Rao on November 23 

in which it was asserted the new Government in China must 

be independent and autonomous.** That editorial was re

ported in Japan but no comment made upon it.

In a press interview on November 21, the Prine Min

ister outlined at sone length various aspects of Japan’s 

future relations with the proposed new regime in China, 

and he said that the ^overhment expected to follow in 

settling the China '’incident” the principles laid dovzn by 

Prince Fonoe in the latter’s statement of December 22, 

1938. He said he believed that the new regime would even

tually assimilate the Chungking Government, thus obviating 
_____________ __________________________________________________ any 

^’Embassy’s telegram no. 567, November 1, 7 p.n. 
**Shanghai’s telegram no. 1036, November 24, 5 p.m.
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any need for Japan to have any future dealings with the 

latter. He reiterated the Japanese contention that North

I China andlnner Mongolia should be a special zone for Japan,

I both politically and economically, and that Japan would

I show more concern over those areas than over any other part

| of China. He said thrt Japan probably would conclude an

| anti-Comintern pact with reborn China along the lines of

| the Jananese-German-Italian anti-Comintern accord, and that
I' 
* Japan would,in all probability, keep troops in China as
£ 
I long as that pact was in force.

I A further significant statement vrs made by the I'ini-

ster of ’>r and another by the Prime Ninister during the

month in regard to Japanese relations with Chinn. In a 

press interview on November 10 the rinister of "si stated, 

in nart, that the conclusion must not be drawn that the 

Chine Affair will automatically be settled with the estab

lishment of the new regime. In regard to the same topic, 

the Prime minister, during an address he made at Osaka on 

November 25, is reported to have stated that even after 

the hostilities are concluded it may take "three, five or 

ten years’ to settle the China incident". He further 

emphasized that it ’111 be no easy matter to bring it to 

a nominal close, to saw nothing of the gigantic reconstruc

tion task which must be undertaken afterwards, inasmuch as 

the Chungking Government still has very large regular forces 

in the field, in addition to millions of anti-Japanese 

guerrillas lurking throughout China who are harassing 

the Japanese forces at every opportunity.*

The press noted that the remarks of the ’’rr Tlnister

had disproved a miscorcention held by a large section of

_____________________________________________ _______ ________  opinion
* 3r-.bessÿ's telegram no. 628, November 27, 5 p.m.
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opinion in Japan that, with the establishment of the 

new regime, the ’’incident" 1rould have been settled, 

Pm«sini sn was noted in other comments regarding the Prine 

î’r-ister's prediction of the length of time still antici

pated before a final rounding-up of the Affair could co 

expected^

At the end of the month it was announced that, ef

fective December 1, J- ••aaese army notes would be the sole 

J-.panese currency in circulation in Central Chine and 

that the B nk of Japan notes must be exchanged into army 

notes and that the former would thereafter be withdrawn 

from circulation in China. The object of this regulation 

was undoubtedly directed at combatting the speculation in 

yen, with its deleterious effects on Japanese currency, 

tha-t^-had been aoing on in. China.
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Japanese military activities in area of 
Amoy, China, during month of December, 1939.

aa

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See___________ ------------------------ ----------------------------------
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, eta.)

Dated Jan» 4. 1940___________ ^omJ________ AfflQy_lMacVitty)

File No. 893.00 P.R. .AmoyZ147_______________

793.94 /
।5689
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2. Jaianese Military Activity.

1. activity adjected to Amoy.

There was no military activity of note

around «ntoy during the month. Small numbers of

Japanese planes appeared over Amoy on December 10, 
„ A 11, 12, IS, 16 and 22 and it is understood that some 

interior points were bombed, but no definite in

formation as to the bombing has been received.

Several times during the month Japanese air-craft

carriers appeared in the outer harbor but made no 

effort to launch their planes.

It has been noted that recently Japanese 

Naval vessels at anchor in the outei' liarbor have

shown no other lights than riding lights during 

the evening and night. aS there are no Chinese 

aeroplanes in Fukien, the reason for the bluck-out 

of Japanese Naval vessels is not apparent, unless 

it

Despatch No. 51 dated Dec. 11, 1939, to the Embassy
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it is being done in order to conserve fuel.

2. Re-capture of Chao kb (^&
The Chinese renegade troops from Swatow 

under General Huang Ta Wei and Japanese

officers, which invaded Southern Fukien and captured 
the towns of Jao Ping (4À. and Chao An 

during the latter part of November, were signally 

defeated early in the month by Fukien Protective 

forces under the command of Colonel Chen Wei Chin 
(ï£ , a former bandit chief. It is reported

in the recapture of Chao ^n ( Mr. Lin Chih

Yuan a former prominent member of the

Fukien Provincial Government, was taken prisoner 

together with other Chinese puppets. The prisoners 

are stated to have been brought to Changchow 

and to have included twenty Japanese officers and 

men. It is reported in Kulangsu that the majority 

of the prisoners have been executed and that the 

heads of the Chinese traitors have been sent to 

Foochow and Chungking for identification. Since 

their defeat at Chao <ui there has been

no further attempt by the Japanese to continue 

operations on the Southern Fukien border.
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NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese Relatione»

Operations of Japanese forces reported»

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See__ £2803____________________________
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated From J shanghai (Gauss)

File No. 893*00 P»R* Shenghs1/135____________________
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Japan.

military Activities. Japanese forces ara reported 

to have continued their ‘’aopplisg up” operations against 

Chinese regular and Irregular forces in the lower Yan*;tze 

Valley area. The so-called Chinese ’’winter offensive*4 

a- pears to have been confined largely to the area around 

Anking, Anhwei, and to both banks of the Yangtze Elver 

in that general vicinity. Japanese Military üeadqu&rters 

at Nanking daisied that the ’’feinter offensive" had been 

crushed because of the poor training of the Chinese troops, 

MtU.

«Telegram no. 1090, .December 7, 7 p.a.

-7-

their inadequate equipment, and poor cum unications. 

Five hundred Kwangei troops were defeated near -.nking, 

units of th© New Fourth Route .riay wre defeated along 

tae southern section of the Tainpu R&iluay, and over six 

hundred Chinese troops were shelled by naval vessel* 

east of inking, according to Japanese reports. No in

dependent reports were received during th® «oath regard

ing these activities.
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SUBJECT Sino-Japanese Relations.

Report for month of December, 1939<
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r<wRs»u<m ©f th* new *contr»l Oorerrocnt for ?hlni|”

I 3> ws «.««la postponed mad no aew date has he©» set for * 

its iftaugurwtloa, bub W.S (uaember RS) reported 

that itr, ana 'Thia^-wel sni other pro-Japaneee 

Chinese leader* will hold e •onfereoee during Jnauary 

"to olarlfy the wvemat for a new central CovemKeut 

for china’•

b»

Chlaeee "winter offensir*’’ aow«ll<»d the Japanese to 

roMuw wxteneire ni liter? operation» and there wre 

amorous en^ngcnento in Centrel Hopei, aouthem Shansi 

sad f-ulyuen, with allegedly heery Jejeneee and Chinese 

caeualtles, *?h« Chinese ebdaed the capture of Taiyuan, 

£»1fea^ end "aotou. The yepnueee e&nltted ettnotee on

these «eater», but alleged that the Chinese withdrew 

after suffaring heewy leases.
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from peiping via

Dated February 10, 1940

Rec’d 6:55 a.m, A.
Secretary of State f* Division o?\

Washington Ü FAR EASTER AFFSIRS^ v'
Washington *z *1

'V J/.B 1 0 WUj
47, February 10, 10 a.m.

Following is Shanghai’s February 9, 5 p.m. to 

Peiping.

"February 9, 5 p.m. There has been received under 

date February 6 from the Japanese Consul General the 

following communication:

"I have the honor to inform you that in view of the 

probable development of military operations in southwest 

China, the.Japanese expeditions in China desire to 

obtain plans or maps of those towns and cities in the 

provinces of Kwangsi and Yunnan where exist American pro

perties, indicating minutely the precise location of the 

American properties situated there. I shall be grateful 

if you will be good enough to furnish me with such maps 

or plans as desired at your earliest convenience."

I have replied today acknowledging receipt and 

informing Miura that his reauest was being transmitted to 

the Embassy for appropriate action.
Sent

FEB 14 1940



"'W . ****
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NO -2- No. 47 from Peiping, February 10, 1940

Sent to Peiping. Repeated to Chungking and 

Canton. Chungking please transmit to Yunnanfu.

Following is Peiping’s February 10, 11 a.m. to 

Canton.

"February 10, 11 a.m. Shanghai’s February 9, 5 o.m. 
to Peiping,

Please be guided by Peiping's circular instruction 

to Consular Officers No. 138, dated January 5, 1940. 

"Maps showing‘the location of American property" and the 

appropriate action.

Sent to Canton. Repeated to Chungking and Shanghai. 

Chungking please transmit to Yunnanfu.

FOR THE AMBASSADOR
LOCKHART

-^■USSMMkMMM
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
VM ----------------- Chungking via N.R,
A portion of thia mes
sage must be desely para- -Dated February 11, 1940
phrased before being com- From
municated to anyone.(BR), Rec’d 7:15 a.m. .v

Secretary of State

Washington.

, u >*1 72, February 11,
i < z ~
? Following from Yunnanfu:

? "February 7, 4 p.m. My February 2, 4 p.m. Service on
; M

the Yunnan railway has not yet been resumed following <0

: February 1st bombing, (END GRAY), Officials here state •
(0

railway can be repaired within a short time as damage to

tunnel was not great. (GRAY) Total deaths now given as 67, “
U1

5 of which were French, 40 Chinese and 22 Annamese, 106 O
(D 

persons were wounded, 20 seriously, CH

Embassy will be kept informed of traffic conditions, 

Perkins", Repeated to Peiping, Shanghai, Hong Kong. Peiping 

repeat to Tokyo, 
c£>

; PECK

GW
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telegram rec ARTM
VM
Thia message must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated Fbom 
to anyone. ( BR ).

Chungking via N.R.

Dated February 11, 

Rec’d 7:00 a.m.

1940

Secretary of State

Washington,

73, February 11,

An informant Employed in a confidential position (*)

the Chinese Government stated February 10 that information

had been received from Japan that the Japanese Government

is seriously considering declaring itself at war with China 

in order to obtain blockade rights, etc., as a belligerent^ 

No means here of checking this report.

Repeated to Hong Kong, Peiping, latter please repeat

to Tokyo,

PECK

(-*) apparent ommission

co 3

793.94/15694
 

F/FG
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VM
This message must be
clos Ely paraphrased be
fore being communicated from 
to anyone. (BR).

TELEGRAM REC
Chungking via N.R. 

Dated February 11, 

Rec’d 7:00 a.m.

Secretary of State

Washington.

73, FEbruary 11,

1940

An informant Employed in a confidential position (#)

the Chinese Government stated February 10 that Information

had been received from Japan that the Japanese Government

is seriously considering declaring itself at war with China 

in order to obtain blockade rights, etc., as a belligerent^ 

No means here of checking this report»

Repeated to Hong Kong, Peiping, latter please repeat 

to Tokyo»

PECK

(-*) apparent ommission

rn
°3

c-

793.94/15694
 

F/FG
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Cop^ffi'-GLetter from Madame Chiang Kai-shek to H. J. Timperley

lOUJZ CM
HEADQUARTERS OF THE GENERALISSIMO

£

/ of
,f (AR EASTER AWI*

Dear i'Ar. Timperley

Thank you for your letters 
tude of mind, in Great Britain,, 
the British Islosc

Chungking, Szechuan 
China.
November 30, 1939.

giving us some idea of the situation, and atti
re appreciate the good-will of the people of

As I have said very often; the fact that we know that Democratic peoples do 
sympathise with us consoles us in great measure for the failure of the Democratic 
Governments to render the help which should be forthcoming to a victim of aggres
sion such as we are.

I have just returned from an inspection trip with the Generalissimo to the (D
Hunan frontc It was there that the recent major push made by the Japanese to Chi
capture Chungsha was so signally defeated. Probably this was the greatest set- •
back that the Japanese army has suffered in its history. (0

You will, perhaps, remember that just after they started they announced to 
the world that they had 30 divisions of Chinese troops in pellmell retreat. A 
little later they declared that they had half a million Chinese troops surrounded (J]
and ’’facing surrender or annihilation.” The Japanese were then being lured on at 0)
a rapid pace toward the city they were confident of capturing. But, unlike Lot!s (0
wife (a simile I have previously used) they did not look back. So they did not 01
see the Chinese farmers destroying the highways behind them. When virtually in 
sight of Changsha, the order was given for our troops to counter-attack — and the 
Japanese were caught.

A French officer, who was there, stated that he never saw troops who could 
retreat for days and then, as our troops did, turn around on an order and attack 
like now men who had just come into the lines. He said the assault by the Chinese 
troops was appalling to the Japaneseo They turned and fired in panic, leaving 
12,000 dead upon the field. In a few days? time they had reached the places from 
which they had started, and they are still being harried by our forces.

Ever since we withdrew from Hankow the Japanese have been defeated in al,l-\ 
their efforts to reach new objectives in the provinces of Shansi, Hupeh, Honan'oând^ 
Hunan. That is because we gave up positional operations and are using our armies h 
for mobile fighting — a glorified form of guerilla warfare, What is significant j 
is that our rank and file in these provinces are confident that all other thrus^b 
made by the Japanese will be crushed as convincingly as was the one they launched 
against Changsha.

We do not expect that we suddenly can have success completely on our side. # 
We know that the Japanese can at any time break through to objectives if they con- Ss 
centrate their heavy artillery, mechanized units and thousands of bombing planes TO 
which they have at their disposal. They did just that at Nanning, in Kwangsi, a CD 
short while ago.
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Their landing near Pakhoi was done under the heavy guns of a great array of 
men-o*-war, Their advance to Nanning was conducted under the protection of squad
rons of bombing planes. But before the advance of their troops the country was 
laid bare by the Kwangsi people, who withdrew with all their foodstuffs to the 
mountains•

At the time of this landing General Pai Chung-hsi, who was in Chungking, 
seemed not to be disturbed, and expressed the conviction that the Japanese would 
be trapped just as they were when they endeavored to take Changsha.

Military observers in Kweilin, stated on November 28, that:

’’Although hostilities on the Southern Route have spread to the Yukiang Val
ley, near Nanning, the deep penetration of the enemy force is tantamount to giving 
the Chinese a further chance to score another Changsha victory,” and added that 
’’the loss or gain of one point has no decisive influence on the situation as a 
whole.

”While the invaders have suffered considerable losses in their advance from 
the coastline of Yamchow Bay to the south bank of Yukiang, their future adverses 
will be ten times heavier on account of the fact that the region occupied by them 
resembles a narrow path extending more than 100 kilometers long through which the 
entire area lias been stripped clear of labor and food supplies.

’’Passing through two mountain systems, the Chulou and the Shihwantashan, the 
Japanese line of communication is also traversed by the Yukiang, which will make 
the question of bringing up supplies from the rear an extremely hazardous job for 
the enemy. With fighting extended to the northern bank of the Yukiang, the Japan
ese frontline is now exposed to Chinese attacks from three sides and the invaders 
also have to fight with their backs to the river»”

We knew the seriousness of this capture of Nanning, Not only does it involve 
the cutting of the line of communication from the Indo-China border, but it also 
gives the Japanese a chance to use air fields in the vicinity of Nanning for the 
bombardment of Yunnan cities as well as places in Kweichow and elsewhere® Of 
course the clouds that cover the mountains throughout the winter in this region 
will protect us, for a time, from Japanese indiscriminate bombing. We hope that 
the next few months will see the Japanese once again cut to pieces by our troops.

So far this is the only success the Japanese have had in 1939. Apart from 
that the year will go down in Japanese history as one of great disaster. They 
have been defeated by the scorned Chinese forces in Shansi, Honan, Hupeh, Hunan 
and Kiangsi provinces, to say nothing of costly set-backs throughout the rest of 
the country where their soldiers are operating.

In addition to these defeats in the field the Japanese suffered a disaster 
in materials destroyed by the floods which inundated Tientsin. One estimate puts 
down the actual losses of equipment and commissariat supplies at Yen 400,000,000. 
All the surrounding country is still under water© So what the Japanese continue 
to suffer is in terms of failure to gather the potential crops of cotton, etc., 
which they expected to harvest.

They thought, and based decisions upon the certainty, that this year would 
bring them their first real profits from the exploitation of our soil. They have 
found that nature has intervened as an ally of China,
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Then on top of their losses in China, there are their defeats by the Soviet 
forces on the Mongolia-Manchurian border.

Worse disaster than these, probably, is the curt abandonment of them by 
Germany.

Also, there is the American set-back in the announcement of the abrogation 
of the Commercial Treaty, followed by the downright exposure of American view by 
the American Ambassador to Tokyo.

In addition, Japan has been plunged into isolation such as she has not ex
perienced since her emergence as a world power. She is almost like a pariah.

But what no doubt hurts her most is the fact that the bubble of vaunted in
vincibility has been pricked by the contemptible Chinese army.” It may be said 
that Japan could never have inflicted such losses upon China, and upon the inter
ests of those Democratic Powers concerned in China, had she not been permitted to 
violate treaties with impunity.

The failure of the Democracies to stop Japan when she invaded Manchuria has 
produced war in Europe. All this horror and waste could surely have been avoided 
had the Democracies refused to assist Japan in her aggression. Their fear of 
Japan, their willingness to help her with supplies, set a precedent for the aggres
sors in Europe.

Our visit to Hunan revealed quite a remarkable atmosphere. We found the 
peoples and the troops in harmony, and closely co-operating. We heard no complaint 
from anyone about the behavior of the soldiery. We found rank and file convinced 
that they would be able to defeat any future Japanese thrust. All were confident 
that ultimate victory would be certain. The people and soldiers alike were unwaver' 
ing in their determination to continue resisting until the Japanese were driven 
from our land.

Japanese propaganda has been busy spreading all manner of statements about 
China wanting peace and being a victim of Russian pressure.

There is no truth in any of the Japanese statements. China has not talked 
of peace, and she will not consider peace while Japanese soldiers and their puppets 
are on our soil.

Throughout this western region the foundations are being laid economically 
and otherwise upon which will be built a new China, If, by reason of superior ar
maments, and the ability to pay cash for war materials and carry them away from 
America and elsewhere, Japan can continue belaboring us with bombs and other ex
plosives until this generation passes away, then the next one will take up the 
fight. If that one cannot overcame the invaders then the following generation 
will. As you know, the population of China is some 470,000,000, and I doubt if 
the Japanese could kill 70,000,000. Even if they could, there would still be 
400,000,000 left, and reproduction will goon continuously.

Had China not fougjat as she has been doing during the past 29 months, then 
all Democratic territory south of China, including Australasia would now be in 
process of absorption, or, in course of time, would certainly be assailed by the 
Japanese. That must be obvious even to the most callous person who is ready to 
profit from the blood and ruin that are marking China.
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We have fought all this time the battle which other Democracies are just 
now beginning. We are only wondering how far those Democracies are concerned about 
what is going on in Asia,

We hear much talk of readjustment of relations between Japan and Great 
Britain, and between Japan and Russia. Rumors are circulating everywhere. Fore
casting events with any kind of accuracy has become impossible because expediencey, 
and not honor, now seem to dictate political policies.

Mentioning ’’forecasting” reminds me that from the beginning of the Japanese 
aggression we have kept sounding warnings of its objectives and its possible in
ternational repercussions.

You have the collection of my broadcasts, etc. In a broadcast to America 
two years ago (September 12, 1937) you can read how I emphasized the necessity for 
the exertion of the wisdom and the sense of justice of the nations ”to save the 
world from the consequences of the calculated falsehoods daily emanating from Japan’.’ 
I spoke, too, of the Japanese aims ”to sweep Occidental prestige clean from the 
boards of the Orient;” pointed out that the Japanese ’’were bent upon wrecking or 
eradicating all foreign influences, cultural as well as commercial,” and said that 
"the sooner that fact is understood abroad the better.”

In course of subsequent time I said many other things. And, I must explain 
that what I am now saying in this respect is not in any way on the ”1 told you so” 
order, but merely to draw attention to the terrible consequences that have followed 
the failure of the nations to understand events and their tendencies in this part 
of the world.

I was not writing two years ago as a self-appointed prophet, I was merely ex
plaining what we who have already been menaced by Japanese ambitions knew and un
derstood those ambitions to be. Time has, of course, proved that all that we of 
China said was true. In fact Japanese activities, barbarities, and duplicities 
have far exceeded our calculations®

Although only a fraction of inhumanities, such as those the Japanese inflict 
upon us, has so far been visited by the Germans upon the people in Europe, we now 
see Mr. Chamberlain (in his speech in the House of Commons on November 26) using 
words to describe what the Germans are doing, similar to those which we have been 
using for the past 29 months, to describe the Japanese atrocities. In denunciation 
of Germany’s actions, the Prime Minister uses such expressions as ’’they hope with 
these barbarous weapons to cut off supplies from overseas and squeeze or starve us 
into submission.” He talks of the Germans blowing up néutral ships and thereby 
’’drowning and mutilating citizens of countries -with which they are not at war.” He 
says that Britain’s aim is to defeat the enemy’s military organ ’’which has sought 
continually to dominate their peoples by force, which has found a brutal satisfac
tion in the persecution and torture of inoffensive citizens and which in the name 
and interests of State has justified the repudiation of its own pledged words when
ever found convenient.”

Do not such expressions, now falling from the lips of the British Premier, 
sound pitifully like those that have continually been coming from China, where 
millions of our people have been blasted out of their homes and hundreds of thous
ands have been slain in cold blood? When we used them, they simply bored the 
statesmen of the Democracies® But so far the Democracies have not tasted even a
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fraction of the slaughter that has come so continuously and so relentlessly upon 
our undefended people.

We have appealed to the Democratic statesmen to help stop the Japanese bar
barity, but in vain.

/..Iso we have appealed to the understanding of the Democratic Powers to sup
port China materially and financially to defeat Japan, as a certain means of crip
pling potential enemies in Europe. They refused. Not only did they refuse, they 
went out of their way to show Japan that they were not interested in practically 
applying any brake to the Japanese juggernaut engagea, in crushing the life out of 
China. Indeed, their attitude has helped Japan, and has brought about a war to 
win which they are now expending life and treasure on a colossal scale.

Now, if they are wise, they will immediately see the writing on the wall, 
and will actively assist us to cripple the aggressor who began this type of hostil
ity. If the menace that is still embodied in Japan is not eliminated forthwith, it 
will bring ruin to Europe,, if not to Civilization. We have crippled it, but it must 
be obliterated. The lesson of Germany’s recovery of fighting strength may be re
peated again* If, as proclaimed now by British statesmen, the Allies are fighting 
this war to ensure the harmonious relationships of peoples, free to use opened-up 
markets and world-wide natural resources, then they must help to cirush Japan. 
Japan1s effort to desolate and conquer China, or at least secure dominance in East 
Asia, is solely to secure monopolistic rights over the market and the natural re
sources of this great region. Japan has proclaimed that, and has gone so far as to 
tell the Democracies that they will not be permitted to trade or enjoy interests 
here unless they comply with Japan1s policies.

Whatever happens, we in China will go on fighting - until the end.. So far 
we have endured unparalleled human suffering for 29 months, and we can go on ’’taking 
it.” One thing we will not take is peace on Japan’s terms, or any peace impairing 
our complete sovereignty.

We are doing our best to reorganize to meet the new times. The Generalissimo, 
to override personal rivalries for the governorship of Szechuan pro rince, assuemd 
the post himself. To facilitate administrative reforms he also took over the pres
idency of the Executive Yuan. This allows Dr. Kung to give considerably more time 
to the duties of Finance Ministère.

There was some talk (and of course, many rumors) of Cabinet reorganization. 
This has not been effected yet because of various considerations.

So far as the military side of affairs is concerned, there is every confi
dence in ultimate victory. We have learned a lot since the beginning of this ag
gression. The most important lesson was that we must depend upon ourselves. To 
that end we have been struggling in the heat of battle to build up the means of 
continued resistance. While circumstances prevent us from achieving all that we 
would wish, in the manner that we would like, we are making great strides toward 
success.

The Japanese are now finding it increasingly difficult to maintain themselves 
in China. They are endeavoring to escape responsibility for the future by placing 
it upon the shoulders of the puppet regime under Vang Ching-wei. They also wish 
to plant the costs of their misguided adventure upon the so-called ’’New Government.”
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Even Wang Ching-wei will find it impossible to create anything like the semblance 
of a ’’government” under the dominance of the Japanese» As for creating a puppet 
army to fight the National Army, no knowledge of China is necessary to find the 
answer to the question which the Generalissimo posed a few days ago: ”If the Japan
ese ’invincible’ army cannot defeat the National Army of China, how can any puppet 
organization do so?” Of course it is obvious that if the Japanese are so foolish i 
as to help arm the puppet forces, the majority of the units will, in time, desert 
and join our forces» So there does not seem to be much hope for successful outcome 
of this plan of the Japanese to escape the disaster which they are facing.

We have now over a million new men, trained and equipped, ready for the 
field, and an equal number is being drilled so that we may, when we judge the time 
to be propitious for a counter-offensive on a large scale, launch it with the cer
tainty of victory being won by uso

So far the war in Europe is not yet having marked effects out here» It is 
bound to, of course, in time. But we feel more convinced than ever that if the 
Allies are to win quickly, they must supply us with the means to eject the Japanese 
from our soil, if for nothing else than to place our resources and industrious peo
ple in a position to assist in producing certain needs of the Allies that can chief
ly come from China. The sooner the Allies realize what this means to them, and how 
China’s labor can help them, the better it will be for their peoples.

Whether or not the Allies do help us, we shall continue fighting. If our 
country is desolated in our attempts to save it, then that will be so much the 
worse for the Allies in particular and the world in general. The way to prevent 
the latter is for the Democracies to cease supplying Japan with the means to bring 
eventual chaos to Asia0 That they should do, in any case, as a measure of justice 
to China, who placed her faith in the League of Nations, and in treaties, and — 
lost.

Yours sincerely,

Mayling Soong Chiang.

An interesting description of wartime conditions in the Chinese interior is given 
in"~Tetter written to H. J. Timperley by Mr.~W. H. Donald, Confidential**Adviser" 
to Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, shortly after his return to Chungking from a 
lengthy sea voyage undertaken for the sake of his health. Mf. Donald writes:

”1 expected to see some change in the landscape when I returned after an ab
sence of four months. I did see a change, though not the one I expected. I saw 
hundreds and hundreds of new houses and an air of solidity and activity that was 
surprising, The atmosphere here was one of indifference to Japanese raids and pur
poseful in the drive to keep not only the machinery of Government but the economic 
establishments running full tilt.

Japanese bombing during my absence had, in reality, done no apparent damage. 
At least it did nothing at all to slow down the work of the Government and those 
who are pushing the development of industries.
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The spirit that prevails here may be judged by the optimism shown at the 
recent conference of the Chungking Provisional People’s Political Council. It 
wound up a 15-day session on October 16, and, among the decisions were the opening 
up of new settlements on the outskirts to be supplied with city water and to have 
a park available to the residents $ to develop transportation facilities for commut
ers between the suburbs and the city, and to build a steel bridge over the Yangtze 
River, as well as around the city tramway or an underground railway service to con
nect the terminus of the new railway now being laid between Chengtu and Chungking 
with the city proper.

This program would seem to indicate that peace prevailed and the prosecution 
of resistance was quite^easy, But that is the stuff that has enabled China to car
ry on for 5,000 years in spite of all manner of natural calamities and conflicts 
with the barbarians.

The slump in the dollar, which seriously effects purchases abroad, does not 
seem to have had much influence upon life here. The dollar is still a dollar in 
what it can purchase, though there is a tendency on the part of the merchants to 
push prices of local products parallel with the rise of foreign imported goods. 
The latter are scarce owing to transport costs and difficulties so it is rather 
hard to get all one needs from abroad. However, people are adjusting themselves to 
the new conditions, and are becoming content to go without their coffee or their 
butter and lots of other things that they thought they would never be able to do 
without.

Quite a lot of things are being produced here. The demands for hardware and 
glass for new buildings caused hinges, locks, and window panes to be made locally. 
But even had that not been possible, the new buildings would have gone back to the 
Peking styles where, as you know, the Chinese houses were not blessed with hinges 
or metal latches. Nor was glass used in the windows. Paper windows will appear 
here if anything happens to the glass producers.

Gasoline is high in price.,, but there seems to be no diminution in the number 
of motor cars that are rolling about the streets and highways. Most of the hand
drawn vehicles are now wearing old motor tires, and the coolies are hauling much 
greater loads at a much higher rate of speed with much greater ease. So the war 
is doing a lot for this western country, apart from opening up its spacious lands 
and developing its raw materials.”
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II. Foreign Relations.

A. Relations with the United States.

Nothing to report.

B. Relations with other countries.

1. Japan.

a. Bombing of P’ut’ien. Preceded by a 

reconnaissance plane which guided them to their target 

three Japanese bombing pianos flow into the P’ut’ien 

city air sector at nine o’clock on the morning of 

November 1, dropped approximately ten bombs on and 

around the British-owned Church Missionary Society’s 

St. Luke’s Hospital, and flew away again, ihc Men’s 

Ward of the hospital was completely wrecked, and 

fifteen persons were buried under the wreckage. Foui' 

of these were uninjured, throe were slightly injured, 

and, according to the figures supplied to Reuter’s 

correspondent by the local Anglican Bishop, eight 

were killed, ihis latter statement is at variance 

with that made to this Consulate by an American eye

witness of the bombing, who stated that one person 

was killed and another had subsequently died, cither 

of the shock or of the sickness which had originally 

brought him to the hospital. Ihc Church Missionary 

Society representatives stated that the hospital had 

boon clearly marked by British and Red Ci’oss flags, 

and that the attack appeared to be quite deliberate.

Perhaps because the most clearly 

visible mark on the hospital was a lai'go Rod Cross, 

but more probably through a simple error on the part

of
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of the men in the siren tower over P’ut’icn, the property 

destroyed by the bombing was imported in Foochow to 

have been American, and considerable confusion l'osulted, 

communications even to points vjithin the Province being 

now so slow that the transmission of a telegram to 

P’ut’icn took about ten hours, a slightly shorter' time 

being required for the reply. Bic false report reached 

Nnnp’ing a day late, was wired to Chungking, and was 

there evidently copied by the United Press, before 

a correction could reach the capital.

b. Futsin; foray, On November 8, the 

Japanese supported pirate group which holds Pingt’an 

Island (opposite Futsing District off the const of 

Fukien Province below the mouth of the Min River) 

embarked upon a large-scale foray along the mainland 

across the straits. From three to seven hundred armed 

men arc reported to have effected a landing near Nan 

Ch’eng T’ou, whence they marched to Chiang Ching, one 

of the important towns of the region. There they kid

napped seventeen teachers and pupils from the local 

school, and appropriated the arms and ammunition of 

the troops and militia stationed thereabout. After 

three days on the mainland, and various other adventures, 

they withdi'ow, first to the island of Chiang Yin, and 

then back to their own stronghold. A reliable obsci’Vcr 

close to the scone of this foray states that no action 

against the marauders was possible, the troops of the 

80th Division who arc charged with the defence of the 

area being insufficient to hold it oven against so small 

and presumably ill-organized a force as this pirate gang 

was.

c
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c. ■~1intt*an pledges the Province. 'There 

seems now little doubt but that there was a group of 

Fukicnese - many of them no longer in the Province - who, 

when the defection of Wang Ching-wci first became known, 

honed that he would be able to set up a rival central 

government to that of the Generalissimo. It is evident 

that Chang Hsiung-nan revolted because when he did so 

he thought that there was a chance of delivering a 

fair-sized section of the Province to the puppet Govci’n- 

ment which it was believed was soon to appear. As will 

be noted below, Chang has failed, and all that is left 

to the would-be puppeteers of the Province is the Island 

of Pingt’nn, ruled by the pirate YÎI Ah-huang with the 

support of Japanese mcn-of-war.

But YÜ is not immune to the contagion 

of progress and the wiles of the new world order: in 

early November he established the flimsiest Of puppet 

"Provincial" governments, and hastened to despatch an 

eloquent telegram to Wang Ching-wci in praise of truth 

and virtue and assuring the now leader of all China of 

the complete fidelity of all Fukien.

d. Plot agoinst Fukien ports. In much 

the same spirit, a group of former’ office-holders and 

others ni’c reported to have met in Amoy about the middle 

of November, when they formed a new Provincial Party 

Headquarters and, in the name of that organization, 

issued a manifesto denouncing the deluded individuals 

in northern Fukien who have believed for all these 

months that they composed the actual Provincial party 

Headquarters. At the same meeting they are stated to

have
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have discussed plans for extending the area under the 

control of Chang Hsiung-nan and Yfl Ah-huang. It was 

rumored that one Huang Ta-wci was to be given command of 

a force of militia with which to capture, in coopera

tion with Yii, the ports of B’ut’icn, Futsing, Santuao, 

and Foochow, fliis conference, if in fact it was held, 

was not followed by any startling developments.

c. Melchow recaptured once again. At 

the end of October it was reported in Foochow that the 

island of Melchow was still in Chinese hands, but this 

was evidently not a fact, since on November 20 the local 

press produced a circumstantial account of the island’s 

recapture - for the third time - by Chinese troops 

from Japsnesc-supnorted Chinese pirates. For the 

loader of these latter this last recapture was evidently 

the final one; his head was shipped to P’ut’icn on 

November 16 to be exhibited there.

f. Santuao blockade renewed. In a 

co. muniention dated November 4. addressed by the 

Japanese Consul General in Shanghai to the Senior 

Consul there, the Consul General conveys the notifi

cation of the Japanese China Seas Fleet that the 

blockade of the port of Santuao was being intensified 

as of November 1, the area of the "danger zone" being 

extended to envoi’ the whole of Santuao Bay. ihis 

notification was evidently a part of the Japanese 

effort to prevent the movement of Fukien tea out of 

the Province, but the only shipper who has so far dis

regarded the blockade - one George L. Shaw, half-Japnnese 

British subject - continued to do so, disdaining the

warning
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warning altogether. It apnears to have made no difference, 

in the actual state of affairs.

g. Moral courage and a sense of shame.

To combat the well-known tendency of many Fuklenese 

to place private profit well above such abstract con

siderations as patriotism, some of the outstanding 

figures in provincial life undertook during November 

to promote a singular campaign aimed at promoting 

"moral courage and a sense of shame". Among the slogans 

of the movement arc, "He who betrays his country for 

private profit ends only in disgracing himself", "Moral

courage is essential to the maintenance of national 

existence", and "A traitor is a homeless slave".
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

January 3, 1940

S: 
Mr retary

Mr. Hornbeck and I would 
like, if practicable, to have 
an opportunity to discuss the 
contents of this memorandum 
with you sometime tomorrow

I;
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SUGGESTIONS AS TO ACTION IN ReMi$) 3ft) THEi ! W £ÀSÏE^ AFi^IRS
FiR EASTERN SITUATION j-LP 1 W

: TiCNS s>< **y
There exist at the presex^é'ut/îfite)f<)î®’eral reasons why " “ 

it seems to be important to formulate without delay a 

program of possible future action in relation to the Far 

Eastern situation.

At the forthcoming session of Congress there will 

undoubtedly be presented for consideration various legis

lative proposals relating to the Far Eastern situation. 

Senator Pittman has already publicly indicated that he 

would press for the adoption of the bill introduced by 

him during the last regular session of Congress under 

which the President would be authorized to prohibit the 

export to Japan of various commodities important to Japan 

in the carrying on of its hostilities in China. Other 

legislative proposals such as that presented by X 

Senator Schwellenbach at the last session of Congress —, 
rj 

and which envisages a broader embargo on exports from t^e 0 
ojt ra 

United States to Japan than that contemplated in Sen- -* a 

ator Pittman’s bill are also likely to come up for con- ° 

sideration. It is believed that various definite dis

advantages would attach to and flow from an enactment in
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the near future of embargo legislation. There are likewise 

strong objections to the defeat of such bills should they 

be brought up for active consideration. The proponents of 

such measures could probably not be dissuaded from press

ing for their enactment unless the administration presents 

a clearly defined alternative course of action which would 

appear to be safer and to hold promise of achieving the 

same end, namely, the protecting of American rights and in

terests in the Far East, including the upholding of 

principles common to our foreign policy as a whole.

The commercial treaty between Japan and the United 

States expires on January 26, 1940, thus freeing this 

Government to take various types of action against Japan 

which, if taken before then, would have raised questions of 

our treaty obligations. The Department will be subject to 

strong conflicting pressures, and in order to make the 

wisest use of the freedom of action resulting from termina

tion of the treaty, it would seem to be desirable for the 

Department to plan its steps in advance.

The Chinese Government seems to be approaching a 

critical period in which substantial economic and financial 

assistance from abroad may be essential for maintenance of 

the Chinese currency and for continuation of effective 

resistance on the part of the Chinese Government. Should

the
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the Chinese currency collapse, not only would, it be dif

ficult for the Chinese Government to continue organized 

resistance but the Japanese and the regimes which they 

sponsor in China would probably establish new currencies 

and new trade and exchange controls which would threaten 

American trade and investments in China with virtual 

extinction.

There are given below some suggestions as to action 

which this Government might take (a) to assist China and 

(b) to exert economic pressure on Japan:

I. AID TO CHINA

1. Additional Export-Import Bank credits.

2. Support for China's currency.

3. A Congressional appropriation for the 
relief of civilians in China.

4. A direct loan to the National Government 
of China.

II. THE TAKING OF RESTRICTIVE MEASURES AGAINST 
JAPAN BY EXECUTIVE ACTION AND ON THE BASIS 
OF EXISTING LAW

1. Continuance (and possible strengthening) 
of present policy of discouraging ex
tension of credits to Japan.

2. Continuance (and possible extension) of 
existing moral embargo on export to Japan 
of airplanes, aeronautical equipment, 
material for the manufacture of airplanes, 
and technical processes for the manufacture 
of aviation gasoline.

3. Denial of trade agreement rates to Japan;

•'blacklisting'1.
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"blacklisting". (NOTE; Under the 
Trade Agreements Act the President may 
deny the benefits of trade agreement 
rates to countries whose acts or 
policies obstruct the expansion of 
American commerce.)

4. Imposition of additional duties on im
ports from Japan under Section 338(e) 
of the Tariff Act of 1930. (NOTE: 
Under this Section the President may 
impose new or additional duties up to 
50 percent ad valorem on the products 
of industries of a country when those 
industries benefit by discriminations 
maintained in third countries against 
American commerce.)

The suggestions listed above are not recommended as 

a "program" to be adopted in toto and to be carried in 

definite sequence to completion. It is felt that in 

the present rapidly developing international situation 

where there are involved interplay of many varying factors, 

the carrying out in orderly sequence of a predetermined 

program or schedule of action might not be appropriate to 

a particular moment. For example, the taking of restrictive 

measures against Japan at this time, while conversations 

are taking place in Tokyo between the American Ambassador 

and the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs in regard to 

an improvement in American-Japanese relations, might ad

versely affect those conversations. It is therefore be

lieved that definitive choices of action should be made 

from time to time in the light of all circumstances existing
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at a particular moment. However, it is suggested generally 

that at the present time the extension of aid to China 

appears to hold more of promise toward protecting the in

terests of this country in the Far East than does the 

adoption of economic measures against Japan. Moreover, the 

suggested measures to aid China require preliminary dis

cussion with other departments or agencies of the Government 

and with members of Congress. In the comments which follow 

there are therefore included several specific recommenda

tions in regard to procedure which it is believed it would 

be advisable to carry out immediately.

I. AID TO CHINA

1. Additional Export-Import Bank credits.

Although the Export-Import Bank does not have visible 

funds available for an extension of additional credit to 

China at the present time, it is understood that certain 

adjustments of the bank’s loans may be made in such a way 

as to free the bank from some of its existing obligations 

and put it in position to assume others. Furthermore, it 

is expected that the bank may receive authority from the 

forthcoming session of Congress to Increase the amount of 

its commitments. '‘Asa matter of procedure, it is suggested 

that the Secretary of State communicate with Mr. Jesse Jones, 

informing him that this Department would favor the extension

of
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I of further substantial credits to China.

2. Support for China's currency. 

The Chinese Government has upon several occasions 

called, attention to the fact that its currency reserves 
t are dwindling and has emphasized the extreme importance

I which it attaches to the maintenance of the external and

I Internal value of the Chinese currency. Dr. Arthur Young,

’ American Financial Adviser to the Chinese Government, who

was recently In Washington, is convinced of the necessity 

f of maintaining the value of China's currency if China's

3 resistance is to be continued. It is feared that during

~ the coming months the Japanese will renew their offensive

* against the Chinese currency and that, given the present

meagerness of China's reserves, the currency may collapse 

and prices get out of hand, with consequences injurious 

not only to China but also to the United States.

The circulation of Chinese national currency at 

Shanghai and in the surrounding areas of Japanese-occupied 

central China is the main obstacle to the monopolization 

by Japan of the markets of those areas. The technique 

developed by Japan for the monopolization of the trade of 

large areas has become quite familiar through its use in 

Manchuria and north China. The first step is the military 

occupation of a given area. The second step is the ,,

establishment
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establlshment therein of a Japanese-controlled regime. 

The third step is the creation of a new currency. The 

fourth step is the driving out of existing currencies and 

the pegging of the new currency to the yen coupled with 

the imposition of exchange and Import and export controls 

which permit a comparatively free flow of funds and mer

chandise between the area concerned and Japan but which 

restrict and impede the flow of funds and merchandise 

between the area concerned and other foreign countries. 

In central China the Japanese have accomplished the first 

three of the above-enumerated steps but the continued 

circulation therein (with the assistance afforded by 

the independently policed International Settlement at 

Shanghai) of Chinese national currency has thus far pre

vented the accomplishment of the fourth and last step. 

The collapse of the Chinese national currency would 

remove the last main obstacle to that accomplishment.

Such collapse would result in a lowering of Chinese 
in 

morale and/disorganization which would tend to reduce 

the effectiveness of any assistance which the Govern

ment of the United States might desire, in the protection 

of its interests in the Far East, to extend to the Chinese 

Government.

Under existing legislation the Secretary of the

Treasury
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Treasury Is empowered to engage in currency stabilization 

operations, and there exists a stabilization fund of 

approximately two billion dollars which remains at this 

moment practically idle. However, the Secretary of the 

Treasury gave during the last session of Congress an 

oral commitment to the Senate Committee on Finance and 

Banking that he would not purchase foreign currency 

without collateral. It is understood that the Secretary 

of the Treasury now feels that he cannot engage in such 
operations without Congressional authority. ^A joint 

resolution by Congress authorizing the Secretary of the 

Treasury to buy Chinese currency without collateral up 

to a maximum stated amount, perhaps as much as fifty 

million dollars, would probably make it possible to 

furnish the support which the Chinese currency needs.

xAs a matter of procedure it is suggested that the 

Secretary of State inform the Secretary of the Treasury 

either by letter or orally of his interest in the mat

ter of extending support to the Chinese currency, that 

he say to the Secretary of the Treasury that it is the 

desire of this Department to support a legislative act 

giving the Secretary of the Treasury the authority 

needed to extend aid to China’s currency, and that he 

ask the Secretary of the Treasury’s advice in regard to 

the
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the whole matter and particularly in regard to the type

of legislation which might under the circumstances be 

most desirable and practicable toward accomplishing

the end desired.

3. A Congressional appropriation for the relief of 
civilians in China.

On a number of occasions the Congress of the United 

States has made appropriations for the relief of civilians 

in foreign countries. There are listed below seven such 

acts of Congress:

1. An Act for the relief of the citizens of 
Venezuela, May 8, 1812, appropriated $50,000.

2. An Act for the relief of citizens of the French 
West Indies, May 13, 1902, appropriated $200,000.

3. An Act for the relief of citizens of Italy, 
January 5, 1909, appropriated $800,000.

x 4. An Act providing for the relief of such popula
tions in Europe, and countries contiguous 
thereto, outside of Germany, German-Austria, 
Hungary, Bulgaria, and Turkey, as may be deter
mined upon by the President as necessary, Febru
ary 25, 1919, appropriated $100,000,000.

5. An Act for the relief of the distressed and 
starving people of Russia, December 22, 1921, 
appropriât e d $20,000,000.

6. An Act to authorize the President to transfer 
certain medical supplies for the relief of the 
distressed and famine stricken people of Russia, 
January 20, 1922, appropriated $4,000,000.

7. An Act for the relief of sufferers from earth
quake in Japan, February 24, 1925, appropriated 
$6,017,069.03.

A
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A bill (H.R. 9150) looking toward the appropriation 

of five million dollars for the relief of the civilian 

population of China was introduced into the last session 

of Congress by Representative Culkin of New York.

x It is suggested that the Department lend its support 

to the passage through Congress of a bill appropriating 

a substantial sum of money for relief of civilians in 

China. As a matter of procedure it is suggested that the 

Secretary of State authorize initiation of immediate con

versations with the American Red Cross in regard to the 

amount needed for relief in China, administration of 

relief in China, and the wording of a bill providing for 

such relief.

4. Direct loan to the National Government of China.

There seems to be an increasing public sentiment in 

favor of a loan, through Congressional action, by the 

Government of the United States to Finland. This raises 

the question whether a direct loan to China might be 

authorized by Congress. Both China and Finland are 

victims of military aggression and neither country has 

been classified as a defaulting nation under the terms of 

the Johnson Act.

II. THE TAKING OF RESTRICTIVE MEASURES AGAINST JAPAN 
BY'EjS,fCÜTÏVE”ACTlON ÀND ON THE BASIS* OF EXISTING -j.------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Continuance
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1. Continuance (and, possible strengthening) of 
present policy of discouraging extension of 
credits to Japan.

For some time the Department and the Government as

a whole have been informally discouraging the extension of 

credits to Japan. It is believed that this policy has been 

in general successful in accomplishing the end desired and

that it should be continued and, if need be, strengthened 

by public announcement.

2. Continuance (and possible extension) of existing 
moral embargo on export to Japan of airplanes, 
aeronautical equipment, material for the manu
facture of airplanes, and technical processes 
for' the manufacture of aviation gasoline.

The moral embargo which has been placed on the export 

to Japan of airplanes and aeronautical equipment and technical 

processes for the manufacture of aviation gasoline is believed 

to have the hearty support of the American people. While it 

is realized that the placing of embargoes on moral grounds 

(without basis in law) is open to certain objections, 

especially if the basis for the placing of the embargo should

be on other than generally accepted humanitarian principles, 

it is suggested that consideration might be given, should 

circumstances seem to make such action advisable, to extending 

the existing moral embargo on certain exports to Japan to 

include other commodities, such as petroleum, scrap iron and 

steel, et cetera.

3. Denial of trade agreement rates to Japan: "blacklisting? 

The Trade Agreements Act provides that the Presi

dent may suspend the application of the duties reduced 
in trade agreements to the products of any country 

because
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because of discrimination by such country against American 

commerce or because of other acts or policies which in 

his opinion tend to defeat the purposes set forth in 

the Act. The question whether the acts and policies of 

Japan in China have been such as to defeat the purpose 

of the Trade Agreements Act, namely, the expansion of 

foreign markets for the products of the United States, 
has been studied carefully in the Department and\t is 

believed that, were it deemed desirable to do so, Japan 

might lawfully and with warrant be put on the "blacklist".

4. Imposition of additional duties on Imports from 
Japan under Section 338(e) of the Tariff Act of 
1930.

Under Section 338(e) of the Tariff Act of 1930 the 

President is empowered to Impose new or additional duties 

up to fifty percent ad valorem on the products of in

dustries in a country which benefit by discriminations 

maintained in a third country against American commerce. 

The question whether the discriminations maintained in 

China and Manchuria are such as to Justify action under 

Section 338(e) has been the subject of extensive study 
in the Department and^the conclusion has been reached, 

and is concurred in by the General Counsel of the Tariff 

Commission and by the Department of Justice, that dis

crimination is occurring within the meaning of Section 338(é )

and
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and that action against Japanese commerce may be taken 

under that Section. The industries in Japan which benefit 

from the discriminations for which the Japanese Government 

is responsible in China, including Manchuria, are so 

numerous that 'this form of retaliatory action may be ap

plied, should this Government so desire, to practically 

all of Japan's exports to the United States.

CONSIDERATIONS CONTRA AN ENACTMENT 
OF EMBARGO LEGISLATION

It is believed that, as between enactment of legis

lation authorizing the executive to place embargoes upon 

export trade to Japan and procedure in accordance with 

the suggestions made above, the former would create more 

difficulties for the administration than would the latter 

and, if embargoes were applied, would create greater risk 

of provoking Japanese authorities to acts inimical to 

maintenance of peaceful relations between Japan and this 

country. It is believed,action on the part of this 

Government the effect of which would be to strengthen 

China would give less ground for and be less likely to 

arouse hostility on the part of the Japanese, which might 

easily be given expression in acts of retaliation and 

reprisal, than would measures the direct effects of which 

would be to weaken Japan. The Chinese Government has

been
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been and presumably will be maintaining a substantial 

organized resistance to the Japanese invasion. It is to 

the interest of the United States that China survive as 

an independent and sovereign country. It would seem to 

be a sound strategy for this country to take action cal

culated to contribute toward survival of the Chinese 

Government and of China’s sovereignty. The first four 

suggestions made above envisage and involve support of 

the Chinese Government and of China’s efforts at self- 

defense. The last four of the items envisage and involve 

action against Japan, but action of a type which can be 

based on executive decision under the authority of legis

lation which already exists and which has been in effect 

for many years: they fall within the framework of our 

established commercial policy and require neither new 

legislation nor new machinery for execution. By pro

cedure along that line, the political aspects of our 

action in exertion of pressure could be minimized and 

dangerously great provocation of Japan, to the extent of 

causing the Japanese Government to take retaliatory action, 

might be avoided. The concept of embargo legislation has 

become associated with the idea of economic sanctions; 

further it is associated with popular emotion and with 

national antagonisms: enactment of embargo legislation 

would
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would tend to feature a quality of hostility in this 

country»a attitude toward Japan and cause the Japanese 

to regard this country as a political enemy, whether or 

not the President proceeded to make use of the authority 

granted him in such legislation. Japanese resentment 

might easily express itself in acts on the part of 

Japanese authorities which would in turn push this 

country toward the placing of or the increasing of em

bargoes, and the conflict in the relations between Japan 

and this country would become Increasingly acute. Pres

sure groups in this country would become increasingly 

vociferous in their demands upon the President and the 

Department of State. The question of this country’s Far 

Eastern policy might then, and readily, become a football 

of "politics".

PA/H:SKH
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National Missionary Council of Australia 
Société Belge de Missions Protestantes au

Congo
Confederaçâo Evangélica do Brasil
National Christian Council of China
Conseil Protestant du Congo
Dansk Missionsraad
Deutscher Evangelischer Missionstag
Société des Missions Evangéliques de Paris
Conference of Missionary Societies in Great

Britain and Ireland

National Christian Council of India, Burma, and 
Ceylon

National Christian Council of Japan 
Committee on Cooperation in Latin America 
Concilio Nacional Evangélico de México 
Near East Christian Council 
Nederlandsche Zendingsraad 
Netherlands India 
National Missionary Council of New Zealand 
Norsk MisjonsrAd

Foreign Missions Conference of North America
(United States and Canada) 

Philippine Federation of Evangelical Churches 
CoNFRDERACIÔN DE IGLESIAS EVANGÊLICAS DEL

Rio de La Plata 
National Christian Council of Siam ç .. 
Christian Council of South AfrTC^JJ. 
SuOMEN LÂHETYSNEUVOSTO \
Svenska MissionsrAdet ’ ;
Association of Missionary Societies in Switzers

LAND '

Cablegrams: Intmission, New York
Missions Code
Telephone: CHelsea 2-3233

Chairman : John R. Mott, 230 Park Avenue, New York City
Secretaries : William Paton, 2 Eaton Gate, London, S.W. 1

A. L. Warnshuis, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York City 
Treasurer : S. Frederick Telleen, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York City

156 Fifth Avenue 

New_York, N. Y.
1

Dr. Stanley K. Hornbeck, 
Far Eastern Division 
Department of State 
Washington, D.C.

My dear Dr. Hornbeck

February 8, 1940
Februagàa

MR. HO

FEB 9-1940

•<
g

—1

(D

Simply for your information, to show you how our discussions are 
proceeding and also to give you some evidence of the results of our con
ference with you and your colleagues last week, I enclose another draf^t of 
the paper which is still in process of preparation for the meeting in 
Philadelphia.

In this connection, may I ask a favor of you] You will note that 
reference is made to the Tariff Act of 1930, and I do not have a copy of 
that Act at hand. It is important that we should have the Act for ready 
reference at the meeting in Philadelphia and in preparation for it. .-Can 
you arrange to have a copy sent to me? I have no other easy methodlof 
obtaining such a publication. \

Yours faithfully, 4 \ / \

01 
0) 
(0 
co

"H 
0
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i- STATEJuKM FC*- THE CœiSIÜ?,R-'TÎ« OF m PEOPLE

Uf VUS l-U&'diU TO Ti& 1H Êa&T

m conflict at a vmm stauotb

The sauf Xi et in Lait Asia is nearly three years old. Chinese unity 
has held to a surprising degree end shows little signs of yielding. The 
Japanese have not been successful in their efforts to pacify or to exploit the 
territory penetrated. Qa the other hand, China has not been able to drive the 
Japanese out. The result is a virtual stalcmto. here and there taking on the 
aspect of a blockade.

PISAmOTO EFFECTS OF A CGMTI^MTl^ CF TM CCMFL1CT

The war has cost China a vast toll of suffering and disastrous losses, 
military casualties alone numbering $,000,000. Un the Japanese side corresponding
losses uro estimated at 1,000.000. tier costs In Japan arc mounting and there are 
unmistakable signs of a growing discontent with internal conditions on the part 
of the rnssos of the people.

Further warfare will so weaken both nations that they my easily becomo 
the victim® of predatory forces lot loose by world strife. There is desperate 
danger that the fires now burning on continent® wy coalesce in a conflagration 
T4hlch will engulf the entire world.

THE COMaMB OF TM Av^aiC^ FiùrU

idl through the conflict the people of America have been deeply concerned. 
The losses, insults and indignities which ^moric&ns have suffered by reason of it 
have been important. Reparations and indemnities might repair this draage but 
there wasures &lono will not satisfy. The primary concern of Americana generally, 
and Christians in particular, is for a just settlement in hast Asia. They will 
not be satisfied until justice has been done to China, for they believe that only 
thus can stable peace bo secured. They aro, therefore, becoming increasingly restive 
because of the support which .norloan supplies are giving to the Japanese in the war. 
They do not wish to have any part in the invasion of China.

ATTEBTIC^ F0Ca>bEb œ aMWCa’S hopwibility by
—mm #'w ----------

Th. abrogation of th. CoasBereial Trwty with Japan, whioh bwta» effective 
on January 26, 1940, ha. aervod to intensify th. concern et th. American people, and 
has resulted in acre active discussion of proposals for action. The abrogation of 
this Treaty r,ives th. -merlean &ovemsiMit freedom of actita in th. matter of economic
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sanctions. end thus vn^m a greater decree of uMortaiaty end tone ion la 
merisan-Japnneso relation. At the Mae tiaet it leads naturally te an ex

ploration, ea the part of the Aaerleaa and Japanese gcvemasrats. of an adjust
ment of the relations among the nations bordering on the Pacifie. The guootion 
of riserlea’s relation to the conflict in East Asia and its responsibilities on 
the matter are thus brought mere sharply into focus than at any previous tine 
during the conflict.

It is imperative fro. every point of view that an early and just settle
ment of the eonfllet bo brought about. the tine any not bo favorable for actual 
negotiation to that end. but it la desirable that an attempt bo stade to formulate 
the general tmi of such a settlement so that every proposal for concrete action, 
advocated by Christian people to bo taken either by people or govs went .any bo 
carefully scrutinised from the standpoint of Its effect upon such a settlement.

S. PROPOSALS FOR nCTIOti

There are various actions which have been proposed or which are possible. 
These fall into three main classes>

I. Voluntary action by oitlsons

II. Action by administrative gene les of the Dovemmant

111. egislative Action

Briefly outlined the most important of these uro as follows>

I. Voluntary action by citIsens

(a) Refusal to make or accept any profits arising from the trade 
In war material.

(b) Hofusal to purchase such goods from Japuii as would tend to 
strengths, her flaanoial resources for the prosecution of the war

II. ctloaa by Administrative Agencies of the govoraueent

(a) The further extension of credit te Chinn by the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation and the Export-Import Bank.

(b) The strengthening of Chinese currency through the use of the
* Exchange Stabilisation Fwnd.

- (e) The extension of the "awral eefeargo” to include octane gasoline,
crude oil. motor trucks, scrap iron. etc.

(d) Theiaposltie. by the President of additional or new duties on 
Japanese is^orts wder Bootie. 338 of the Tariff Act of 1930 
In response te discriminations against Aawrioan oohmtos carried 
on by Japan.
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(•) The cutting off of all Imports from Japan under boetion 338 
of the Tariff Act of 1990.

III. Legislative iction

(a) A Discretionary Etebergo. The résolution introduced by 
Key Pittman (Dem.),Wevada, July 11, 1939, eusmarited as 
follows:

’Until May 1, IMO, whenever the President shall find that 
any foreign state which is a party to the ^ine rower Fact, 
is endangering the lives of eitissne of the United states, 
or depriving such eitisens of their legal rights and 
privileges in violation of the express provisions and 
guarantiee in said Treaty, the ‘résidant is authorised to 
restrict or prohibit the export to such foreign state of 
arms, ammunition, implements of war, iron, stool, oil, 
gasoline, acrap-steel, and scrap-metal. The authority 
granted to the ^resident shall be exercised only to the 
extent necessary for the protection of the lives of citi- 
sens of the United States end the rights and privileges 
guaranteed to them under the Bine Fewer Paet.'*

(b) A Mandatory Embargo. Resolutions introduced In the Senate 
by Lewis 8. Echwellenbeeh (Dem.), Washington, Juno 1, 1939, 
and in the Bouse by Monrad C. allgren (Dem.), - ashington, 
June 7, 1939, sussaarised as follows:

"There shall bo denied export to all merchandise, munitions, 
etc. (except agricultural products) which there is reason to 
believe will bo used in violation of the sovereignty, inde
pendence, etc., of any nation the united States is obligated 
by treaty to respect. The President shall issue pro
clamations specifying the article and materials to bo denied 
export whereupon it shall become unlawful to export or attesnpt 
to export such articles or materials. Congress may dis
approve proclamations by concurrent res olut Ions. **

A bROfe-D UMPêSi Tz hPIBO

It is Of the utmost importance that the Christian people of ow churches 
should for® opinions with regard to these lines of action. For in a deraocrutio 
country foreign policy muât depend in largo measure on the attitudes which ere 
taken by the people and the actions which they will. Tho responsibility of the 
ehurehes at this point is an educational one. They must attempt to furnish their 
members with accurate Informâtion, and arm them with tho goodwill end with the aoral
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and spiritual qualities which are essential to right dcoislms.

But if information is to bo accurate it must include a broad under* 
standing of the whole situation. It is net only necessary that Christian people 
bo informed as to spécifia actions which their own government night take, but the 
information on which these actions should bo based la incomplete unless proposals 
for action by the United States Government should fora a part of the total picture 
including actions by other countries. Furthermore, every proposal for action 
must bo scrutinized not only in the light of the exigencies $f the Iwodlate situa
tion but also with a view to a long term solution grounded on Christian principles, 
hi le our emphasis met be upon the responsibility of our own Uoverxusent and 

people» we must also constantly bear in wind that the world is one» that Isolation 
Is impossible and that right decisions by ow government are Inextricably Inter
twined with right decisions by other governments* ngain, actions taken on a 
short range basis or too narrowly conceived from the standpoint of our own people 
and our own government, o.y hinder r«thcr than help in the long term adjustment 
required for a mtv just uad a more Christian order in Mst ^sia It is, therefore, 
important that tm attempt be sade to state the broad lines of a constructive 
settlement of the issues in ~a»t Asin*

m mic pRXhciFWS b aiy pbopos^u foe a

There are two basic principles to which such proposals r?ust conform:

(1) They must call for a strong and independent China, sovereign in 
her recognised territory and strong enough to control her own affairs and destiny* 
Kven assuming that China could be induced to suspend her resistance, a peace which 
did not respoot her sovereignty would only be the prelude to a continuing struggle, 
/n Irredentist movement would bo inevitable, and at some date in the not distant 
future would break out again in an open conflict which would destroy the peace of 
cast sia and threaten that of the world* A truly independent and strong China 
is essential if she is to avoid encroachments of Itussla, o£ the Western imperialism 
&nd of Japan* Io Indemnity for American losses in China, or renewal of rights of 
a strictly eomercial cMr^cter, must be allowed to divert attention froTn thio 
escortla1 point.

The Japanese Government has itself announced th&t it desires no territory 
in chi», thus recognising the principle underlying agremawnts hitherto entered 
into by nations concerned in the Pacific area. a further consequence of this 
principle is seen at once to be the abolition of e>trasterrltoriality and of foreign 
cancesslons in Chins*

(2) They rust also provide for a strong Japan, no loss in control of 
her own destiny* * prostrated Japan would inevitably invite encroachments from 
Russia and possibly retaliation from China* Japan* 1 2 a pressing economic problems 
and needs smst bo recognised and adequate provision made to meet them* Frobsbly
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most important 1* that Japan be given reasonable assurance that she will not 
be denied access to her natural market in China. whose economy so well supplements 
her own. either by Chinese boycott ©r discriminatory measures. or by interference 
from out aide pcuors. the should be guaranteed equal taras with other nations in 
supplying China’s needs and in securing from that country raw materials she o&n 
use In her industries» i>ith her propinquity and the character of her manufactures 
she will still have a real advantage over her cempotltors. Any proposals for a 
settlement in East /tie mat seek to furnish Japan full economic opportunity and 
provide for her « rente of political and économie security.

H. omm OF FftCiCSAU LOûllES x>UtUQT B

There ore certain essential features of a durable settlement in Last 
ala which apply particularly to Japan and China. Those are accordingly indicated 

hero as a part of the total situation. which naturally affects vitally not only 
Japan and China but -merica as well. These features are stated in summary form 
below.

I. Features affecting China

ï " The facilitation of travel and eoBS&uniOMtlan arrangements of all
kinds between China. Japan, hanohuria. and Korea. provided, of 
course, that these arrangements are in no way an emb&rrasament 
to China or an infringement of her sovereignty.

4^. The furnishing to Japan of fair and equal access^through quotas 
certain stipulated raw materials (for example. cotton, minerals^ 
salt), where this can bo done without injury to China’s own economy. 
Japan to pay for the same through the ordinary processes of trade

^nd conferee. $c arrangement is contemplated hur?w. irf TliHiin:^ which 
। ; docs not fully safeguard China’s sovereignty and freedom.

>1 /• Kegotiution of a general commercial treaty with Japan, giving her 
the utmost considération consistent with China’s own interests and 
:rlth her cow it writs to other powers.

V4W **be cessation of **eatl«*JapuneseM agitation. This fessâmes, of 
course. that Japan will take reciprocal measures.

XI. Foaturcs af fecting Japan

1. ^he lifting of the naval blockade.

2. Withdrawal of her troops from China. (The details of withdrawal 
end subsequent reoccupation by Chinese troops should bo worked out 
by a joint Commission specially designated for the purpose. If 
desired, neutrals wight bo requested to act as observers under such 
a Comission. In regard to this section se« also XII. 3. below.)
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II. (oontd.)

3. The return of all prepertlee, both publie and private, expro
priated during the ear.

III. Ameris**s pessible contribution

If Zœerio* could see her way clear to take some or all of the 
following stops, she would undoubtedly thus do such to facilitate a 
settlement of the situation in Eaet Aala.

1. Revise the so-called "exclusion Act” and place both Japan and 
China on the quote basis in regard to immigration. while this 
■ay not bo practical at present it saist be recognised ** an 
essential in any lasting solution of the problems of East Asia.

2. Relinquish extra-territoriality, withdraw our naval and nilitary 
forces, and surrender our inland navigation rights in China, 
within a very early period, say, within throe to five years from 
tne conclusion of the bino-Japanese war.

3. endeavor to obtain the consent of the other powers now enjoying 
special privileges in China also to relinquish then, and likewise 
to withdraw their naval and military forces, within the sane 
period. (Confer aise II, Î, above.)

4. Seek further to secure the consent of all interested powers for 
the return of the concessions end foreign settlements to China, 
should a throe-yoer Unit here seem too short, for example, in 
the case of Shanghai, a "special administrative" status after 
the analogy of Hankow might be arranged for a somewhat longer 
period if desired.

the opening of the Anerlean eayital market to lean* both 
to Chine and Japan at ttos «eeM^|Bfap of peace. ~

£• G err «marnent «redite to both China and Japan sight also be oenslderod
in thio connection if there are no legal or other difficulties 
in the tray.

7. In addition, ^%mriea night offer reciprocal trade agreements to both 
Japan and China, or at least acne arrangement whereby adjustments 
in tariff schedules eould be accomplished sad whereby the exchange 
of ©entrai eraaedltios from both countries could be assured.

XVe further steps

The following measures are worthy of consideration by all parties 
concerned, should they seek together a general settlement of the situation
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1. The making cf a regional agreement among the nations bordering 
°®» cv vitally interested la, the Facific area, designed to con
tribute to mutual security and lasting peace.

1. Consideration of a joint program of naval limitation sad of 
possible non-fortifying of outlying possessions which would 
further promote general confidence.

3. The negotiation of mutual trade-pacts which would foster and 
develop international trade and comveree. (See III, T.)

4. The establishment of a Board of Reference, such as that originally 
contemplated by the Washington Conference resolution dated 
February 4th, 1BB8, with provision for regular stated meetings to 
consider questions which my arise.

S. In a11now treaties that may be made between China, Japan, and 
Azérie*, er between those and other nations bordering on the Pacifie 
the following principles should be borne in mind:

(1) A provision for consultation in disputes.

(2) A prevision for altering the treaty in the light of changing 
conditions. The Beard of Feferones, referred to in the pre
ceding section, mt some such agency, might well bo of help 
in this eomeetlon.

d. Co-operation in the regulation and eventual suppression of the 
traffic in narcotics.

1. SPECIFIC Rj^OM^IIDATlOliS FC® IMMEDIATE ACTIO* BT CHRISTIASS

1. Urge the United States Government

(a) to make use of every opportunity to snplore the possibility of a 
settlement In East Asia along the linac of the proposals made in 
the previews section, and

(b) to give primary consideration as far as practicable to the settlement 
of the whole situation in Bast Asia in all negotiations looking to 
the making of a now oemmeroial treaty with Japan.

2. Seek to develop a publia opinion favorable to the contribution to bo 
made by America in facilitating a settlement In East Asia as outlined in Section III 
of the proposals for a Settlement above*
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5. Urge the extensiaa of g«m«r<ma «redit to China, both by government and 
by private capital. All will agree that China noedn help in her effort to eope 
with the staggering problem of relief fn h— ■efreMwg, in the organisation and 
improvenent of her econorle life by the eotabliohMnt of cooperatives, in the re
habilitation «nd advancement of education, and in the development of industry in

4* Urge Christians to take such voluntary aotira as will dissociate them 
from participation in Japan1» program in China* this implies a refusal to make or 
accept any profits arising out of the trade in war materials» and also a refusal 
to purchase ouch goods from Japan as would tend to strengthen her financial ré
amorcés for tho proeecut1er of the wr*

&• Give more active support to relief work in China* In this connoction 
wo would especially commend the work of tho Church Coasdttoo for China belief, which 
is tho officially recognised agency of the churches*

B«B* a basic assumption throughout thio nemorandum is the friendly 
fooling which tho American people entertain towards Japan* Bern- 
over combined with this fooling of friendliness is also the con- 
vistlcm that it is America*» duty to see to it that her wealth and 
resources are not used by Japan for the injury of China* ^nerioa’s 
friendship is toward both nations alike» and wo cannot be a partner 
to tho injury of either «me by tho other* as to how this ftmde- 
mental conviction can beet be implemented in action» opinions differ* 
Therefore in separate doonsmaks attached herewith various proposals 
are presented from different points of view in order that all aspects 
of the subject nay bo fully presented and receive duo consideration* 
($ee appendix)*

LOW? MOI P?WX

!• The or Id Mos ion of t he Church

Perhaps the wost significant contribution which the churches can stake 
toward a solution of tensions in East Asia is tho vigorous prosecution of tho 
missionary propre? of the churches* Christian groups have eeasi into being in 
the countries of Kaex Asiiyin rest of tho world» and the potential influence 
of these groups for International goodwill is a fact of major importance* The 
madras Conference gave undoubted evidence of this* Tho World Christian **overaent 
is tho one which perhaps of all others offers ths meet hope of international integ
ration in a world which has disintegrated into areas of suspicion» hate and fear* 
Xt io imperative that every effort bo put forth to strengthen the Christian move- 
«wnt in all its varied aspects in the count rise of Bast Asia and throughout the world
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All through our discussion ef thia ocnplieatod problem wo have been 
cwarw ef the feet ef world anarchy. He reeogslso that ae long as each nation 
remains the cole judge of its own cause and so lang as there are no instruments 
available which function in the Be Man's land ef ooaanon Interest, which lies 
between the states, situations such as that which now obtains in Bast Asia must 
recur again and again. to have suggested s«ss sort of a regional agreement 
among the nations arcwic the fheifio, and sons provision tw revising treaties 
which may be made in the Faoif io area lest the status quo beoon* freson and no 
allowance bo nude for the basic huaan fact ef change, ue reeofsise, however, 
that the ultimate solution of such prêtions as these calls for an organised 
world gevenuMnt to which certain forations of national sovereignty shall be 
delegated, and which shall function in the aroacf ooraraa interest between the 
states which is now left unorganised and in a state of anarchy* We could, 
therefore, urge that Christian people in all lands study this aspect of the 
problem of peace aud ^iat every possible effort to bring about a world political 
organisation.
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APPBIDIX

raomsALs aBSARDac traps ana japae

There is ulneere dieagreeiMnk among us with regard to methode to be 
used to implement the desire of the «awrioan people not to bo a party in 
enabling Japan to secure raw or finished products for her military campaign 
In China.

Fire possible linos of action are as follows*

1. The Inposition by the President of additional or now duties on 
Laporte from Japan under Section MR of the Tariff Act of 19S0 
in response to discriminations égalant American oocnoroo carried 
on by Japan.

2. The extension of the "moral embargo" to include octane gas, crude 
oil, trucks, scrap iron, etc.

-•3. The passage of legislation for a discretionary embargo on exporta 
used in the war.

The passage of legislation for a mandatory embargo on exports 
used in the war.

The cutting off of all imports by executive action.

There are those of us who look upon all of these actions as varying 
forms of a unilateral sanction and to this they arc opposed. Others are in favor 
of the gradual implementation of these actions, reserving the more drastic wtil 
the loss so have proven in effective. till others favor comprehensive action 
imnediately.

>ith regard to the legislative embargo, in particular, there io a more 
narked difference of opinion. Throe separate documents are therefore presented 
in connection with this proposait

(a) An argument in favor of the snbargo

(b) *n arguaient against the embargo

(o) a discussion of the Limitation of Government Action as an 
Lxprcaslon of the ”^oral Indignation" of Cltisons

».e are divided on the question of the application of an embargo, but wo 
are agreed that the form of the embargo embodied in the statement given below is
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least objectionable. Even those of us who favor an embargo prefer thia 
suggestion*

Amrtafe should swdoo plain to Japan her desire to ramin an frlandly 
tarai with both haroolf and Cldm, but should also say to her that «he eannot 
longer be a party to supplying her with the raw or finished products which she 
uses in her Military campaign in China. As a practical measure for carrying 
our attitude into effect, *e "night offer to renew our trade treaty with Japan, 
but at the suune tit<a put her «a a reduced basis so far as the sale of supplies 
to her is eonoerned. /- suggested basis is an average %ucta for the period of 
1921*81. It is believed that thia basis would effectively dissociate the 
United States from participation in Japan*a attack on China, while it would at 
the same time show Japan that our attitude towards her io friendly, and that 
our action is intended only to avoid injury to China with whom also we desire to 
be friendly. It is perhaps not too aauih to hope that this policy night make 
clear to all ecnoornod the attitude of the Aneriocn Sovernncat and people, namely 
to bo friendly to both China and Japan, but not to continue longer to bo a party, 
however indirectly, to the injury of the one by the other.
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February 10, 1940.

My dear Dr. Warnshuis:

The receipt is acknowledged of your letter of 

February 8 and of the copy enclosed therewith of a 

further draft of the paper which you tell me is 

still in process of preparation for the meeting in 

Philadelphia. We appreciate your thoughtfulness in 

sending us this further draft.

With regard to the last paragraph of your 

letter, I aa having sent to you under separate cover 

a copy of the Tariff Act of 1930.

Yours sincerely.

UanleyK-

Dr. A. L. Warnshuis,

International Missionary Council,

156 Fifth Avenue, 

New York, New York.

FE : MMH • RKK FE
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT

Editorial in SAO TANG PAO states view that since the US is making 
efforts for world peace, it should first "punish Japan, the 
ringleader of peace disturber in the Far East, and compel it 
to yield before making further efforts to restore peace in 
the world as a whole”.

db

66
99

 1
/^

6 
* S

6Z
For the original paper from which reference is taken

See Tel.#76 5pm_________________________
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated 14,1940 From ।
■ftn | China (Chungking) (Peck)

File No. -J21,84QJil®llej^..Sam9xZsl--------------------------------

0. 5. 6OVSRMNKNT FRINTINQ OFFICK 1~ 1M0
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Td telegram received
DA

This tElEgram must hE_________
closely paraphrased be
fore bEing communicated 
to anyone, (br) From

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

77, February 15, 10 a.m. 

Following is paraphrase of 

2 p.m., to this Embassy.

Japanese planes numbering 27 yesterday bombed the 

Yunnan railway. An unsuccessful attempt was made to 

hit an iron bridge which was badly damaged in a previous 

raid and which was put into service a few days ago. 

No casualties are reported and traffic at this point 

has not been interrupted. Five Chinese pursuit planes 

from Yunnanfu met the invaders at Pohsi and after a long 

chase brought down one Japanese bomber.

Repeated to Peiping, Shanghai, Hong Kong. Peiping

Chungking via N. R,

Dated February 15, 1940

RecTd 8:22 a.m.

•/
RN AFFAIRS/^

^|Æ£B151940 |

Yunnanfu^ s FEDriïêry 14

repeat to Tokyo.

PECK

KLP
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

This telegram must be Chungking via N »R
closely paraphrased be-p^-.
fore being communicated t v Dated February 18, 1940 
to anyone» (Br)

Rec’d 11:25 a.m

Washington fàB 1 9 1940 
partaient of Steit

79, February 18, 10 a<m.

The statement of the military spokesman, which 

was telegraphed to the War Department yesterday by 

Assistant Military Attache, denying recapture of 

Nanning by Chinese, was confirmed by remarks made by 

Minister of War last evening at a reception attended 

by a member of Embassy staff.

Sent to Peiping, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Canton, 

Hanoi, to Yunnanfu by air mail.

PECK

LMS
CSB

m 
oo

793.94/15702
 

F/FGco
o
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Iw TELEGRAM RECEIVED

This telegram must be Chungking via N.R.-
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated™’0*' Dated February 18, 1940 
to anyone. (3r)

Rec’d 11:40 a.m.

Secretary of State j FAR EASTEfiNAFFAi^^^^f/

Washington JtEEB 1 S 1940 i $

80, February 18, noon.

Following paraphrase of telegrams from Yunnanfu: 

’’February 17, 10 a.m.

Japanese planes attacked the railway again yester

day. Officials state slight damage done to tracks which 

have been repaired. February 17, 3 p.m. A bridge 

was attacked by Japanese planes today, no hits being 

made. Railway administration states that damage to 

track will be repaired and service resumed tonight.” 
/

REpEatEcl to PEiping, Shanghai, Hong Kong, PEiping 

94/15703

plEasE rEpEat to Embassy at Tokyo.

PECK

LMS
CSB m 

co
ro 
co

"T|
T| 
0

co
o
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rfp TELEGRAM RECEIVED ,,
A portion of this telegram Chungking
must be closely paraphryrsed
before being communicated Dated February 20, 1940

(GRAY) Following is paraphrase of Yunnanfu’s

telegram of February 19, 10 a.m. (END GRAY)

In an attack by Japanese bombers on the railway 

yesterday, several hundred meters of track were torn 

up and the road bed badly damaged. Traffic temporarily

interrupted, but resumption expected by morning of 20th, 

Repeated to Hong Kong, Shanghai. Shanghai please

repeat to Tokyo,

PECK
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— ~ ~ DEPARTMENT OF STATE
. 

. » -DIVISION OF CULTURAL RELATIONS

March 14, 194ŒcA<

Dr. Hornbeck:

RC will be glad to have an 
Instruction to Tokyo drafted in 
PE regarding the attached letter 
from Mr. Frene, as suggested by 
Mr. Hiss.
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Mak gg a*» umas

department of state

DIVISION OF CULTURAL RELATIONS

March 5, 1940

RO would appreciate

any comment you may care to make 

on the attached papers; and any 

suggestion you may wish to add as to 

advisable reply. -
Charles À. Thomson
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ITS CO ÏÏ TENTS ITS CULT
ITS VALUE

Dy A
Victor Erene

Ph9I>. 
author of

” Music as a Moans of Spiritual Mobilisation”
” Education as a Means of Spiritual Mobilisation”
2 Marriage as a Means of Spiritual Mobilisation”
? japan as A Hootor” 
” "Mho has a Plan?” 
2Versailles and'Washington" 
^Political Back-Stage Secrets of the Ear East” 
ÎWhat’s the Matter with Chin«?B

etc. etc.
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' Victor Prene 
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Dedicated To 
My Mother and sister

■W.viafe3
The Spirit of fl2fs «Saturai Suzuko 
Dr .Matsumoto Kumpei 
Mr Honda Yasutaro 
MrMhmatsu Tatsuijiro 
LIr, Sasaki Kyuchi 
Dr.Tanaka Shohei
Mr .Tanabe Eisao
Mr .Ishikawa Miehiji 
Mr.Hagasawa Masao 
Mr .and Mrs«Sakamoto 
The Teachers and Children of the Nitto Kindergarden
M.Alfred Massenet
M.Allphonse Monestier
M.Louis Lalo y
Hetrn Arvid Balk 
Mr .and Mrs.G«W .-Gorman 
His Excellency Tewfik Pasha El-Sherif

Mr .and Mrs «Harry Edmonds
Mrs«Josephine Budd-Vaughan 
Mt al. Elizabeth Hale 
Mrs JuQui se Gilman

/ Mr .and Mrs. Sei star M.Gunn
•J Dr.Stanley Hornbeck

The Spirit of the late Prince Cassano 
Dr .Maria Montessori 
Count Rivetta di solongjhello

The Spirit of th ft late MT«Sun Huhg-yi 
Marshals Yen Hsi-Shan and Li Chi-sen 
General pal ChungQisi 
Admiral Sah Cheng-ping 
Mr .Wang Ching-wei

Mr .Lin^s Shu-ming
Mr .’Wang Ping-ssu 
Mr.îang Wei-han 
Mr.and Mrs.Tu Tai-wei 
Mr «Hu ChuSn-ru 
Mr .Li Shu-hsiang
Mr .H.BeDoodha
Dr.Rabindranath Tagore 
Mr JLbanindranath Tagore m.- ' 

who symphathetically shared with me different parts of my arduous psycho
logical journey of exploration,at different times,in different parts of 

ttoa^ world -

Tokyo ,Japan,Januâry 27,1
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by zxVictor jfrene
Jth.D.

i'he 'Jest is Palestine-conscious because of Christianity,China is 
.Shantung-conscious because of Confucianism. India Benares-conscious 
because of HindiAwss* The world is EOT Japan-conscious .because the worlq^, 
has,up to now,looked upon japan as upon a country,Which has received 
much from the world,but given very little.

What we intend to do in these lines,as far as that can be done in 
a short introductory article,is.to present japan as a country upon 
which the future well-being of the world as a whole depends. If we sue —f 
oeed in arousing the conviction that Japan is fit to become a driving 
force of human progress,the world will become japan-conscious.

fhe countries,for which japan-consciousness will have immediate va
lue,are the United States of north America and China because the rela
tionship existing between the United States,China ana Bhpan will deter
mine the fate of the Pacific Hra,at the dawh of which we stand to-day, 
in consequence,the writer addresses this analysis of japan particularly 

to the people of the United States and China,to their intelligentsia 
and politicians.

In the United States,technical knowledge has,in the recent past,made 
so much prpgress that the United States will probably be the first coun
try on earth,which will apply its scientific understanding of the uni
verse to the study of the forces of nature,Which determine human life, 
physical as well as mentai,it is the analysis of the forces of nature, 
manifested in Japanese life, will oh forms the subject of this essay.

unly the accurate scientific analysis of Japan,free from an tenden
cies towards propaganda of any kind,can solidly implant into the minds 
of Americans,Chinese and of the other countries of the world,the convic
tion of Japan’s importance,It is probable that,because this japan-re
search has to be purely scientific and the application of science to li
fe is one of the very latest of Western inventions,the application of 
science to the analysis of japan,although japan is an oriental country, 
has to be inaugurated by Westerners,who are the originators of an bran
ches of natural science and also of this latest one.

l^HüCDUQdPxlOaS OOaCERHlUŒ JAîAE

unfortunately even the information on Japan,which has been spread 
by Westerners,was,up to now,rather misleading,mainly because the science 
to be utilised in the analysis of Japan is so new that none of the few 
really earnest students of japan Who came to Japan,was really well equip
ped for his task,

Host of the foreign writers on Japan,like those writing on other or
iental countries,were mere amateurs,officials or missionaries,possessing 
nothing but the average educational background,who filled their spare
time with writings on Japanj Some of them have made great efforts and 
collected valuable philological and historical data,some of them were ar
tists and these artists have sometimes made of Japan,because of her ex
treme mobility and subtelty,a mere plaything of their subjective imagina-
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Japan-consciousnsss 
page 2_____________

tions.'These artistic interpretations of Japan have,from the scientific 
point of view,nearly all been objectionable.

perhaps more detrimental to japan even than the most subjective re
ports of foreigners.was.up to now.the japan-interpretation undertaken 
by the Japanese themselves,not only because they were^ahd oould not be, 
xfflds in possession of the newest science.applicable to life,but because 
of• certain very deep reasons,which have mostly not risen to the level 
of consciousness of the Japanese themselves,although the unsatisfactory 
quality of their results has been noticed by thoughtful Japanese obser
vers.like ür .Ichikawa Hi ko taro, author of a book on "Bunka to Gaiko" 
( Oui'cure and Diplomacy), The causes of the unsatisfactory quality of ja- 
panese self-interpretatioriMJBE have never been taken into consideration 
by foreigners.This it what induces the writer to concentrate his atten
tion in the following on the discussion of these causes.

Scientific observation and co nip ar i son reveals that japan is climati
cally,geologically,geographically HI racially and historically the most 
extraordinary and unique country on earth .The race,which governed the 
country’s destinies for several thousand years.the real Yamato rage,ca
me from Southern Bast Asia and from the South Sea islands.Their facial 
structure is still very evidently that of the South Sea islanders. j*rom 
the south Seas,they brou^it nojf only their physiological make-up,but al
so their psychological features and cultural foundations.

Their minds are deeply imbued with the oldest and most sublime psy
chology existing on earth,that of the very ancient India of the Vedas 
and Upanishafs# In this Indian psychology,life and morality are one,not 
two,and there is in it no contradiction between nature.body and minci, 
Kind was conceived as a magnet and filter,in other words,as a transfor- 
mator of sense-impressions derived from nature and carried upwards by 
the bodyj.n response! to personal requirements. The original founders 
of Japan were,so to speak,South-Sea Indians,who had gone through thou
sands of years of contact with the southern pacific Ocean.and were.af
terwar ds, after their migration to their present habitat in the North, 
put into refrigerators which cooled effectively their former Southern 
overheated emotions.

In the North,on their mountainous and arid islands,they were con
fronted with climatic,geological and geographical obstacles,which for
ced them to put their bodies,together with their brains,very realisti
cally to work and made of them a race of pioneers,quite different from 
their former Southern brethren and endowed with a7capacity of action 
and organisation,the effects of which became,for the vary first time 
in an their hi story .manifest to themselves and all the rest of the 
world at the time of the so-called lleiji Restoration,about eighty years 
ago •

A climate changing from cold to hot,islands regularly kept in motivu 
by earthquakes.a sterile soil,vûiioh did'hot yield any useful product 
without labour,all combined to develop in the original Yamato-Japanese 
a vivacity such as no other race,inhabiting any other country on earth,
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has aver attained and will ever attaints vivacityowhich is never one- 
sidedly sensuous and never one-sidedly spiritual*which mows no primi
tive vulgarity and no impractical abstraotion.Emotions,which were not 
awakened by the climate,the earthquakes and the unproductivity of the 
soil,were,so to speak,subjected to a kind of irresistibly stimulating 
flagellation by the sea,which, al so in the north, continued to surround 
them very closely on all sides.

ifaat forced the Yamato race ,in spite of these manifold forms of 
stimulation,never to abandon their original Indian South Sea-psycholo
gy,with its dearly evolutionary trends leading from nature straight on 
to mental life,was the fact that,on the Japanese isles,ho passive aban^~ 
Xdonment to pleasuable impressions was ever possible and,in this way, 
self-control became for them,at ail hours of day and DJ ni$it,the most 
indispensable of vittaas. The essential elements of this self-control 
were physical,physiological and mental,in other words,materials,emotions 
and thou^it in indissoluble unity.

Jith its combination of self-assertion and self-control,the Yamato 
race was,by nature,quite different from what,for instance,the Latin,Teu
ton and Slavic races,inhabiting Central Europe,were before the invasion 
of Christianity.Up to the fifth century of the Christan Era,Japan had a 
kind of emotionally imaginative culture,the potentialities of whioh were 
limitless,in the direction of technique of action as well as of spiritua- 
lity.iVhat has been preserved of this culture in the "Shinto" Classics,is 
obviously very fragnentary.The one who wants to get the "feel" of it by 
reading the records,must leave his European J ewish-Christian abstractions 
at home and set himself free to swim in the sea of Japanese emotional 
or sensuous imagination.

The Yamato race was at the gates of the creation of an entirely origi
nal culture,based upon the automatic fusion of self-assertion and self- 
control,ignoring all abstract dogna and supernatural.unenjojtable,compul 
sory morality, whei^imported Chinese thought,in the form of the Confucian 
and Buddhist books,deprived them of their god-like evolutionary primiti- 
veness and destroyed the bridge connecting their emotions with the natu- 

/theTrTré^whï'ch'v/as/XIX/foundation and the mental response,whioh was their aim.

Kobody has.since that time,ever raised his voice conscientiously in 
/ôf~th^favour of the resoration ofthe soverei gnt y/vi gourous and all-powerful 

impulses of Yamato tenperament.

To what extent the races,which had migrated into Japan from China via 
Korea,are responsible for the disfiguration of Yamato culture through 
contradictory Chinese doctrines,will perhaps never be verified,

bihat is only all too evident,is, that Confucianism and Buddhism wea
kened the root of Yamato psychology by cutting the Japanese off from his 
former most intimate intercourse and competition with the forces of natu
re .In spite of its adaptation to Japanese tradition,continental Asiatic
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dogna, sc cording to its original nature .emphasised the mind at the expense 
of the body and nature,and erected an artificiel moral edifice,built upon' 
sdlf-denial rather than self-control of the original Japanese entirely en
joyable .realist! o and self-imposed type, de scribed in my article 8n "The 
jfar eastern Crisis” ,published in Drjfatsiimoto Kumpei’s ’’Japan Bulletin" 
of 1939.

Self-denial,of the continental Asiatic type,meant,for Japan,distruct' 
end suppression of natural impulses of an kinds and propagation of life
less and life-destroying.abstract principles of conduct,derived from for
eign books and not from Yamato experience.

Buddhism took hold of the Yamato people ®nd Confucianism of the offie 
oills,so that,every Japanese was cut off from the sources of his own Yamato 
psychology,as far as the climate,the geology,geography,race and history of 
Yamatoiand would admit that.

Ail this long and complicated history must be present in our mind,if' 
we want to understand the very remarkable fact that the present-day Japa
nese, Aen he speaks or writes on Janan,expiains japan in a dry and cold, 
abstract and unimpressive,"mystical” manner,like a Chinese gather than 
like a Japanese,emphasizing the unessential and leaving out the essential. 
Al though,in his discussion of Japan,he may occasionally reveal a slight ' 
perception of the original Japanese dynamism,these flashes are transito
ry and too fragmentary to enlighten his hearers #r readers about the causes 
of the original greatness of Japan.

I

j'or insjpnce ,in his China-war,the Japanese Japan-interpreter,has nothitag 
new and attractive to say to the Chinese intelligentsia,because his Japane
se brain is filled with Buddhistic and Confucian!stic,Chinese,conceptions,  
which are,of course,familiar touA Chinese leaders, ifilhat is not'Buddhistic 
or Confucian!Stic,in his ideas,is Western.because Western out-of-date,jius^ 
sia-bovn,Khnt-ridden education has,since the Meiji Bra,continued the ae-japa- 
ni sa ti on of Japan gtarted by Buddhism and Confucianism, This Western thou^it 
is naturally also known in China and cOnnot impress ÿhe Chinese as 8 Japane
se mental or moral invention.

If an American asks Japan in what the novelty and the Asiatic character 
of the "Hew Order of Asia” Japan plans to establish in China,will consist, 
the Japanese commentator is unable to give him a satisfactory reply,which 
would define both.

Japan’s self-interpretation fails in China just as lamentably to present 
real Japan,as it fails abroad.Consequently,it has to be stated-with very 
great regret,that,at very great expense and with very great effort,the who
le world is,up to now,fed with nothing but misrepresentations of japan,also 
by the Japanese themselves.-

ilobody .neither jaoanese nor foreigner,as far as the writer has been able 
to find out,has ever cleaned the Yamato psychology completely from un-japanc 
se elements and nobody evej*"grasped and Analysed in ^scientific.internatio
nally comprehensible terminology,!ts immense and unique intrinsic valn^.
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liven J apanese specialists of w£hinto"-reasearch are abstract, vague, confu
sed, coldand dogmatic rather than impressive,convincing or scientific 
in their deductions and rules of conduct.

The modem scientist .Who wants now accurately and fully to describe ori
ginal Japan and to'demonstrate her to the£ world,has first to discover the 
nucitUs of Yamato-nature under the debris of falsehood and then to show the 
power,contained in it,at workt an undertaking similar to that of the i>hysicis. 
who splits the atom and releases its energy.

Uhat Japan herself.during these years of China-war,offioially edits "spi
ritual M<?hi lisation" ,of the masses behind the guns,has also no real connectio 
with the Yamato Spirit of old and is neither taken seriously by Chinese or 
foreign observers,nor effective among the Japanese people. It may also be adds 
that the procedures selected for this so-called "Spiritual Mobilisation",are 
very strikingly Buddhistic,!.e.negative rather than positive.

fortunately,althou^i in an apparently perfectly sub-conscious form,the Y«- 
mato-psychology still fills the houses, shops and fields of Japan and walfcjs a- 
long the streets of all Japanese villages and cities,manifesting itself in an 
overwhelmingly great number of pure Yamato faoes,with their subtelty,softness, 
warmth and depjto^in bodily movements aontaining concentrated and self-control
led strength,and in sounds of speech possessing axflBBBQB003btaisicai flexibili
ty. /intensely’

It is the modern scientific psychologist,who,perhaps,more sharply and eocu) 
rately than anybody else,registers,in his consciousness,the vibrations of en
ergy of this Subconscious Japanese psychology ®nd recognises it as the most 
powerful life-force stored up for use by humanity,

'/fhis sub-conscious Yamato-psychology is the souroe .from which the writer 
obtains his materials.

As far as Japan’s official intercourse wijjh foreign nations'Yamato psycho
logy may even be said to have been reduced to the status of a quite impercep
tible "potential" energy.But,for the Western scientist,the analysis of hidden 
"potential" energies of nature,is,just because of its difficulty,a most worth
while intellectual task.

II SPLITTING ÜHE -&TŒL 0? JAPÀNB3ÏÏ ENERGY

If the world wants to become conscious of the possibilities contained in 
original Yamato psychology,the world must look at it from its own point of view 
and measure the distance existing between its own psychology and that of Je&- 
pan.Because the tfestjf- is obviously more different from Japan than China,to 
look at japan with Western eyes,is most revealing.

Westerners must ask themselves^iffhat good can Yamato psychology do the 
./est? or jtfhat is it that the WOnî^l needs most and how can Yamato psychology 
be made to contribute to the -solution of the West's essentiel problems ?

?or instance,concern!ng the latest events of Western current history,we 
should ask : What is it that- throws the West into abysses of self-destruction 
like the one in which it finds itself at present ?

This is the most vital question the West should endeavour to answer in a
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competent manner,with, the help of its science ,and,at the ^ame time,also 
the question,to the sdlution of which the study of Yamato psychology will 
mate the most useful contribution.

Unlfortunately.in matters concerning human life,the West,in spite of 
its science,is still,generally.as deeply imbued with unscientific ideas 
as Japan is with those of Buddhism and Con®ioianismtÇnd it is only too 
probable that a scientifically psychological analysis of the motives of 
the West will be just/ as inacceptable to the average Westerner as that 
of Japan is probably to the average Japanese.

^To attempt to bring thq whole world from its realm of dreamy confus
ion down to the level of science,one has to be more of a giant than Atlas 
was when he took the globe on his shoulders.Without such a nearly super
human effort,there will,however,never be'a chance Of making of Japan-con
sciousness an essential element of world-consciousness,because Yamato psy- 
oology is inaccessible from any other angle except from that of the purest 
and most up-to-date science. Therefore we cannpt afford to be afraid of 
protestations,which will endeavour to drown the following fiagnosis of 
Western ills and our suggestion of a cure*

The psychological constitution of the Western races,after their migra
tion from Central Asia to Europe,with its an too "moderate'’ climate and 
its mcS^Cle favourable geographical position,was neither as emotional nor as 
spiritual as that which the Yamato rave carried with it from the Jouth Sea 
islands to Japan.Because,in Europe.no automatic fusion of self-assertion- 
and self-control provided a foundation for ordered living.an imported or
iental doctrine of morality had to take hold of Europe with much more vio
lence than Buddhism applied to Japan,and to deciare nature straightaway to 
be snT3UL,l)n order to render morality dependant upon the belief in super
natural guidance.

Ttor about a thousand' years,the West was compelled to derive its cultu
ral advancement from life-less and life-destroying dogmatic abstraction 3Q& 
and developed a kind of hqjtility sgainst naturalness and against absorption 
of sense-impressions,such as Japan had never known.

When the West, under Strands Bacon’s leader ship,after hundreds of yëarj 
of effort,slowly and painfully escaped from the prison in which its emo
tions were kept by pre-scientific dootrines,it had no moral motive at «11 
to rely on and no spiritual purposes at3E an to aim at.

Because,as mentioned above,the original racial emotional power of the 
./est,in its European wnvironment,was very much weaker than that which the 
Yamato race derived from its Japanese climate,geology,geography,race and 
history,and therefore léss evolutionary,the vleavage existing between the 
newly emancipated Western sensuality and the un-Western,imported and ab
stract moral dogma,was,in the West,much wider than that caused by any Orien 
tai type of psychological dualism ever was in the East.

The "sublime" Western moral theories were translated into practice 
with so mÿïich ignorance"of human hature,that their realisation became , "a 
priori" , an absolute impassibility .That explains,why the West.with more as,à- 
siduity than any other p&rt of the world,pleaches "love"from its rostrums 
but practices systematised and glorified mqprder .with an elsewhere unknown

Europe.no
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violence and regularity,on its battlefields.

It is the amorality of Western materialism,with principles like "bu
siness is business" ,and its insatiable thirst for money,on the one hand, 
and the abstraot,life-le ss and life-destroying type ofXlï"spirituality1’ 
of the Western moral ideals,onjf the other hand,which are responsible for 
the catastrophioal relapses into barbarian,which pefiodioally destroy the 
We st.

In other words,Western daily life is too vulgar and Western morality 
too ethereal.

The West has not yet discovered a procedure of preventing its very pri
mitive and,by nature,as explained above,HOT evolutionary,emotions from run
ning amok.

How scientific psychology is confronted with the question of whether 
it is the immobilisation and suppression of these primitive emotions,as 
practiced by an moral systems of the past,or,on the contrary,their mobili
sation end intensification,which bring -these primitive emotions under con
trol .

Research has rendered it evident that only a new technique of establish* 
ing self-control',by allowing primitive emotions to evolve into more -Refined 
emotions and ultimately into the most subtle of emotions,which is active 
and Creative thougjrtçoould free the world from the burden of unemotional', 
life-less and life-destroying thou^it and dogna ,which,by their very life- 
lessness,cut the primitive emotions off from any other outlet except that 
obtained by running amok,or,in scientific terminology,SORGE these emotion^ 
to become ^Evolutionary by preventing them from becoming Evolutionary. This 
life-destroying thought,in its effect on^ life,is MISLEADING thou^it and 
very often also dishonest and hypocritical.

Here wer come to the point where the scientific ’West can profitably a- 
vail itself of the ancient Japanese conception of "mind as a filter or trans- 
formator of impressions derived from nature and carried upwards by the body" 
and learn from the pioneers of the Yamato race,who conquered japan,the art o 
evolving a new psychologically healthy culture,in which the HIGHEST D2J3REE ci 
oEHSUOUS MOBILITY.OONOENTRATED IN AN EVOLUTIONARY DIRECTION TOWARDo SHE MINI, 
WOULD AU TOM ATI 0 A L L Y FERTILISE OEE BRAIN,s* that life and morale, 
ty would cease to -be two and every human act would eo ipso be moral.

Only five of the most striking historical manifestations of the original 
strictly evolutionary sensuality of japan,selected at random,need to be re
ferred to here as illustrations/j

Just as for Dorsey,the author of "Why we behave like Human Being^’ ,life 
was,for original japan,not a matter of possessions or technical implements 
of any kind,but a matter of stimulation*

"Shinto"the ancient ritual of japan,had no temples and worshipped trees 
as symbols of the oreatjlveness of mother earth,with infinitely more intensity 
ty than Luther BurbankiJapanepe "Shinto" *may be ©ailed a school of "REVEREN- 
EOR WHAT IE BELOW ONESELF*,essentially different from all the other creeds, 
which only cultivate"reverence for What "Is ABOVE oneself"
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The Japanese hiu.se,as it is at present,is stilljthe most perfect invention 
of a very refined mind working in closest proximity to nature,ever imagined b: 
any human being.

The function of womanhood to aot as intermediary between the male mind an 
feature,was very early understood in japan and forms still at present the fou 
dation of the intercourse between the sexes in Japan.Specialists trained for 
the fulfillment Of this womanly task/,are the real Geishas.

Ancient Yamatoiand,al though it had £ts own writing,resembling Sanscrit, 
did not emphasiskin its daily life,the valut.of writing at ail,because itfe 
mind was too dose to nature to demand other forms of expression except -ma
nual activities of the more technical kind.

How we can split the atom of Japanese energy by releasing the fundamental 
rules.according to which the original Japanese has lived and,in his daily li
fe, without knowing it himself,still lives,in a very concentrated form,as fol
lows :

I) Keep close to natube.

2) Eat and drink as much fresh air as you can possibly get.

3) Avoid waste of physical materials,muscles and braifejdo not use more o- 
anything than is absolutely necessary to seoure its promotion to a higher 
level of enery.

4) SfT your health and long life,rely on bodily activity .tor your thought 
on experience.

5) Welcome obstacles which are big enough to arouse your carefully tuned 
in musdes and nerves,in other words,your will,to overcome them.

6) Consider Comfort^ as dangerous,not as desirable.

7) With everybody relying on natural stimulation,let individualism melt 
down into naturalism and,with heaven and earth aoting as parents,let nations 
become families and «11 humanity be connected by bonds of parentage.

8) See how,with much fresh air for food,useful activity for hygiene,avoi
dance of comforts,money oeases at once to worry you.

9) The evolutionafy type of "reliance on natural stimulation"means what 
we have called above "reverence for What is below oneself**. Shis "reverence 
for What is below oneself" makes of the highest placed personality the most 
reverential one.buch a most reverential ^attitude towards his people ,who are 
hi s " treasure" ,unites the japanase t. "Tenno" ( by foreigneiy mi snamad"ïûâperor" ) 
with-his people and leads,nearly imperceptibly,and without any artificiality, 
the Universal Japanese "reverence ton What is below one sei fH" into "Reve
rence for what is above-onesfl^f".

TbE UNIQUE AND IHIEHSSLY GREA-HTS ntïljTRTWATüON üJ TJù xYEEü vf XEESSBL JttE- 
VEaÆCjfl® is tggmgK what gîtes to jab^h solidarity and
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It is the combination of these two types pf reverence,w$.ioh mates of the 
Japanese”Tenno” the embodiment of the nation and of the state.

Psychologically speaking,by making of this combination of two types 
of reverence the motive power of national life.Yamato psychology defeats, 
like a Japanese St.George,radically,with one blow,the three-headed dragon 
of egoism .compulsion and superstition*

That is the very deep and complex meaning contained in every Japanese 
reverential bow of politeness and mart of respect for one another and for 
everyone who shares his life in his own country. Because of the extreme 
complexity of this meaning^it is unavoidable that i£ remains completely 
below the surface of the consciousness of the Japanese masses and under
standable that most foreigners entirely fail to appreciate its innumerable 
manifestations in the Japanese daily life .which surrounds them on an si
des,during their stay m japan.

But everybody should be able to imagine the happiness to be free from 
egoism,compulsion and superstition.

It is this happiness,which radiates from the eternal smile of the Ja
panese and gives him what a foreigner,in Kobe,has lately called his "con
tagious cheerfulness”.

A Ijâppinasa.aûxloh has enabled japan J;o modernise herself .under the' gui
dance of Meiji 'famjn an amazingly--sitffirt time and with an amazing tho
roughness .and to undersell the Wegjb in its Jfown markets with a sintflood 
of products of the combine cl sensuous imagination of the Whole race.

III. THE JAPANESE EKSRCff AT WORK

You can have that same happiness,without'Jean Jacques Rousseau,without 
the " Ohr ee JPeople * s Principles" of Dr .Sun Yat-sen and without the League of 
Na tiens, quite simply by a little willingness to learn ffom the lend'of pur
ple air,earthquakes,typhoons and devastating fires.poor-tich.littie-great 
japen.how tô BOfTEN YOUR DRY AND GOLD,LIEB-LEES AND LIM-DESTROYING OHOUGETü 
PRINQIPLESLdoCTRINEü AND DOffilAb WITH CURRENTS OP BIOTION DERIVED ffiOLl CON’ 
'TACT WIffi NATURE.

"Reverence for what is below oneself" opens the mind to impressions de
rived from nature and environment facilitating the absorption of every 
movement of nature in its original form.Under the influence of this reve
rence .none of the stimuiations.derived from nature and environment,is exclu
ded or disfigured and the mind acts as a mere REFLECTOR.until it develops 
in itself the urge to select the stimulus ir stimuli producing the easiest, 
deepest and most adequate mental response. In other words.under the new dis
pensation, the variety and depth of mental REACTIONS determines the quantity 
and quality of mental ACHONS«Hwnanity is taught,that only if mental reac
tion precedes action,is the —««■ mental action realistic and fertile.

wpw ■

That is to say that 
Imagination that is i^gt emotional,is sterile, 
2h$ught not derived from experience ?is empty, 
Personality, that doçs not become ifenifest in daily life and work,is 

like dead.
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Personality and work,work and personaiity,in their mutual adaptation 
and interpenetration,constitute What is commonly called"vocational fl■fa
ne ss" «

Our analysis leads us here to the discovery of a new scientifically 
sound law of conduct of human life {VOCATIONAL J I I - 
N E S b DETERMINES THE MORAL VALUS OP 
EVERYBODY’S EXIST ENOE. Your fields,your shops, 
your factories,your offices,an the places Where you work all the day 

| long,become your temples,under this new law. Under this new law,it is XX 
the rough,which makes you fine,the small,which makes you great,the vulgar, 
which makes you divine .According to this new law,the Lord,who creates 
you,is on Earth,not in Heaven.

With the establishment of the connection between vocation and morality, 
everybody’s daily life is spiritualised and ceases to be for sale,like 
that of a prostitute.

Parents,teachers and governments,realising the connection existing 
between vocation and morality.will reconstruct the world by making of mo
rality a visible,tangible,more or less technical procedure.instead of 
keeping it,as is done at present,in reserve for after-dinner speeches and 
Sundays. Quite simply'where there is vocational fj^iess,there is morality.

Mr.Henry ford,the famous manifacturer of the "Lizzies" and "Lincolns", 
says ,in his autobiography, that "as long as we have drufgery,we have no 
civilisation"«But,aithox?*this statement is made by a businessman,it is 
still nothing more than a pious postulate.

Human life is still full of diudgery.because vocational fitness de
mands the invention of a whole new psychology,governed by the very refined 
emotion of "reverence for what is below oneself1 .which makes of the natu
ral universe,and of every object that surrounds him,a source of inspira
tion to ma£*

Vocational misfits are moral cripples and,with human minds daily dying 
from starvation in uncongenial occupations,human life,from the psychologi
cal point of view,is a cemetery. from the medical point of view .uncongen
ial occupations are undoubtedly the main causes of diseases and early 
deaths.

In the present world,every cripple is kept busy trying to preserve the 
outward appearance of healthiness.mental as well as physical,by dolling ‘ 
himself up in fine clothes,providing himself with fine living quarters.o- 
verfeeding himself .riding about in automobiles,and replacing the unattain
able mental creativeness by sexual promiscuity and extravagance.

Ignoring the tender delight of "reverence for what is below oneself’, 
men come to despise women,who are their mothers and the mothers of their 
children,and who have.on^the evolutionary ladder of creation,been the bio 
logical predecessors of fii®n.

Only some tfery few and very exceptional men still derive inspiration 
from women,and their respëct for women is,in most cases,the only type of 
"reverence for what is below oneself’known to them.
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In fact,as already mentioned,an nature,its minerals,plants and ani
mals,should inspire the one,Who has evolved in his soul the new,realistic 
and efficient,type of reverence.

The Japanese .in his bathtub,unconsciously.every day,still practices 
retrogression to the state of fishes,populating the sea,from which an li
fe oame.and derives,from this retrogression,his strength for progress «He 
wears,all during the day,hiwooden clogs,even on his asphalt, roads and' 
on his wooden floors,keeping,in this way,in touch with the places former
ly inhabited by him,Where he had very often to walk through water.

He worships,traditionally,still not only treats,but mountains,rivers, 
and sun and moon: reverential emotions,Which,in other countries,were kil
led by superstjti on.haye remained alive in him,because he ALONS was emo
tionally strong enough to maintain the connection between the simple and 
the complex,the material and the spiritual,at least in his unconsciousness, 
whilst false doctrines tried to milead him,just as theydid mijlead the West 
and China, ,

This type of Japanese cpnservatism,because it is rooted in primitiye- 
ness,is the only type of conservatism on earth,which is progressive./Thit' 
is not absurd nonsense,but absolute,undeniable,scientific truth,

fhe' ceremonial of the daily life of the Japanese mas ses,unconsciously, 
is governed by no other principle except that of£ fitness for work and 
”Shinto”makes of cleanliness a religious obligation.preliminary to manifes
tations, of reverence for invisible and intangible spirits ,one of the most 
prominent of Whom is visibly reflected in the locking class of the”Shinto” 
temple,when the worshipper himself looks into it,

Every human being should learn to consider his vocational fitness as ? 
’’conditio sine qu* non” for the restoration of moral healthiness and effi
ciency.

Vocational fitness creates a real Heaven on Earth for everyone,in his 
daily life,particularly,if it eWolves into INVENTIVENESS.

Where there is originality .everybody is his own God,who creates his ' 
owh world.lt is in this sense,that the Japanese,without being able to ex
plain himself,fcs calling his own country,to the di may of many foreigners, 
who accuse him of self-oonoeit,traditionally the "Land of the Gods",

If he is his own God,|he has,of course,no superstition end needs no com
pulsion and feels no urge of entering into competition with others,in 
an egoistic way because.if everybody is original,nobody can displace anybo
dy and he himself cannot displace anyone.

If he has all he needs for his self-realisation,he is automatically cel..- 
contained and satisfied,

Carriage, family life «education, so ci al and political life,all should h-*v 
to fit in with his God-4ia1tfi±è,The new inoral law defines that marriag^M,fa
mily life .education,sociaiStyjA political life are sound only if'and when 
and as far as they are oai^tributing factors to everybody’s self-realisation 
based upon vocational fi’tne-'ss.

world.lt
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In the new life-worshipping order of life,marital guidance.educational 
guidance,social guidance and political guidance.au have to be subservient S 
to the fundamental moral requirement of attaining and preserving vocation©! 
fitness.

Carriages motivated by sex only,eduog£ion relying on memory alone,soci
ty governed by mere money and polities Inng on exploitation of other nation-. , 
are outlawd by the psychologically sound morality of vocational fitness.

The new morality incessantly reduces composite things to their most mi
nute details/ or units,for instance in the following ways

Harmony between nations is rendered dependant on harmony between hus- 
band and wife,teacher and student,farmer and factory worker.people ©nd govern 
ment .All harmony between human beings is agaiK rendered dependant on harmon; 
between man and nature .And harmony between man and nature is ultimately de
rived from the spiritual motive power obtained through the recognition of 
the bliss fill, evolutionary and scientific.inesdiaustible doctrine of "reve
rence for what is below oneself".

In international intercoursereverence for what is below oneself’ en
genders respect for weaker nations.Because this respect was non-existant in 
Europe in A.D.I9I9 and the American President Woodroxv Wilson too deeply 
poisoned by his traditional religious superstitions to recognise its tremen
dous practical importance .Germany was emasculated at Versailles.That enascù/- 
lation of Germany brought about^a^yeryintense desire for reestablishing ' 
Germany’s natural international positidfiliin that unfortunate oountr y^Pinai- 
ly Versailles led into the second world-war.which is on at present.and the 
end of which nobody can foresee.

Unfortunately impatient demands for a quick remedy cannot be conscient
iously satisfied.

However deep the abyss may be,in which the world finds itself at pre
sent,there is no short cut to salvation.for an nations on earth,the quicke : 
way to progressive recovery ,as far as the writer oah. see after a life-lofag 
journey of psychological exploration,Which has brought him into very intima 
te touch with an nations,is CABE3ULLY AND SCIENTIFICALLY TO STUDY TIE EX- 
AM&LK Of JAP4H,because,of an nations on earth,japan is the only one .who , 

althou^i.at present in a‘ subconscious form only,possessed the essential nu
clei of the psyohologico-ohemiwal substance sub ALfataW,whioh the world need
ier its long and tedious re convalescence and its ultimate recovery of health. 
The writer is convinced that he renders a most valuable service to the who®’ 
le world by recommending japan-consciousness .brought about by the analysis 
of Xhei present sub-consciousness,as a spiritual lighthouse for all the XK 
ships of state tossed about by the mountainous waves of psychological per
version,undermining the lifes of every individual citizen of every country 
outside of japan. - *

It is a great pity that .before japan can effectively and reliably rema
ke the world, she has to become, conscious of her self ÏA subconscious japan ex
ists only for the psychologist.

The root of all reforms required for the purpose of bringing japan,first 
of all,into the lime-light her own consciousness,would be educational. 
“-un and moon,sea and mountains,plants and animals must be freely

guidance.au
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mitted to the ^Innermost chambers of the brain of every Japanese schdol-ohx- 
which,at present,is full to over-flowing with worm-eaten dusty Chinese and fo 
eign,useless and bothersome collections of incomprehensible nonsense.Sterile 
imagination,empty thought,in an their innumerable forms,and drudgery,of all 
kinds^niust^ cease to cripple and to de-japanese defenceless youth in japan.

'The procedure of a thoroughgoing educational reform is lined out for Japa
nese readers,in an article on "Education as a Means of Spiritual Mobilisation" 
written by the same writer.

Educational reform would easily expand into social reconstruction,as de
scribed in the Memorandum on <"The Scientific Mobilisation of Japan’s National 
lower",Submitted by the writer-to the former Premier General Abe.

It goes without saying that the suggested educational and socials reforms 
would both be vocational in character.

finally,for the scientific preservation of Japan’s immensely valuable ori
ginal racial characteristics,marital reform would have to follow,This most es
sential of all reforms is described in the author’s "Marriage as a Means of 
spiritual Mobilisation".

Even the marriage reform,advocated by the writer,Is radioally ^vocational, 
particularly in so far as it deprives parents.who know less than nothing of - 
eduoationJtof the right to oripple their children by rendering them dependant 
on their parents*so-oalled "love"* That sounds harsh-but sentimentality is one 
of the worst of fashionable.crimes^which science must ruthlessly refuge to 
be a party to.

If Japan were once conscious of herincomparable greatness,and able to ex
plain herself to other nations,with a mind that would cease to be bold and dry 
and have the courage of its own emotions,the other nations of Ion®-suffering 
Asia could easily be made to acknowledge ,for their own benefit.Japan’s lea
dership,as I have gaid in my Letter to the Editor of the japan Advertiser, 
published last November uniter the title of "japan as a Doctor" .China would on
ly be too delimited to be favoured with a transfusion of Japanese blood.

The writer makes bold to assert that,if there will ever be li$it,the li$it 
of the world will,some day,again come from Asia,this time not from Palestine, 
Arabia,India or China,but from Japan,who will consciously turn the search
light of the spirit,which,up to now,was wastefully illuminating the clouds, 
deep down into daily life,spreading wordly beatitude for the happiness of 
everyone.

Tokyo ,Japan .January 27,1940 (2600 of the Japanese era)
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March 19 1940

To the American Ambassador,

Tokyo.

With reference to the Department’s Instruction 

no. 1902, February 21, 1940, the Department transmits 

herewith copy of a further letter (without its enclosure) 

from Dr. Victor Frêne addressed to the Chief of the 

Division of Cultural Relations on the general subject of 

Japanese national psychology and the international aims 

of Japan.

The Department requests that the Embassy, unless 

it perceives objection, inform Dr. Frêne that the 

appropriate officers of the Department have read and 

noted the contents of the letter and its enclosure.

793.94/I 5705

Enclosure:

from Dr. Victor Frêne, 
January 81, 1940.

793.94/15705

Gk

MAR 19 ] 94-0

FEîGcÏREK 
3/18/40

VI 
O
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese relations*

Report concerning -, for month of December, 
1939 in Chefoo Consular District*

793.94/15706

For the original paper from which reference is taken

# 114 to Embassy- 
See ____________________________________________

(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated Jan. 12^ 1940 £roml Chefoo (Taylor)
IO |

file No__________________ 8?§*00__P.R.„Chefpo^^^

0. «. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICK 1—IMO
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(1) himuct mtuationt
Japanese alUtazy tarées are reported to have been 

very aetlve la the interior of thia Gcnaular diatriat 
during Deoeaber and tain nativity la expoeted to oon- 
tiauo for sone tine to •». Sto arasa of greatest 
nativity warn the Lalyaag» Ch’i-haia and Kalyang dis- 
triota, where there was ocMuddarehls aerial boeharding. 
Ihe Japanese ro~oe<mpled Gh*l-hsia about Doocnber llth 
and Laiyang shortly afterwards.

ïhe talhalwel-aiafoo highway was aafflalantly 
rahabilitatod ftp Dooanbsr to poadt travel taring the 
south by a Japsneso asval amsd noter aaravan fro» 
Volhalwal to Chefoo and retain.
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

?
SUBJECT "Sino-Japanese peace and the United States”:

ft

fe Summary of editorial in Wang Ching Wei 
organ CHUNG HUA JIH PAO, entitled

aa

793.94/
I 5707

I
I

i 
à

F I

For the original paper from which reference is taken

s tel 135, 3 p»m*
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

a- Dated ..FeÙ.U/J9*0 From | Shanghai (Gaus s)To ।

File No. 893»01/652

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICK 1—1M0

f
31
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

HSM From
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased 
before bElng communi- 
catEd to anyone. (Br. )

Chungking via N* R.

Dated February 20, 1940

Rec’d 3:15 p. m*

Secretary of State, 

Washington*

86, FEbruary 20

Division of EASTER
1 p. m

Sts

division of 
EUROPEAN AFAIRS

CONFIDENTIAL. In convErsation yesterday the FrEnch 

Ambassador informed mE that his government was taking an 

extremely strong stand with the Japanese Government in 

connection with the bombing of the Yunnan Railway and 

in the event these attacks continued was considering the

step of imposing a complete stoppage of all trade between 

Indo-China and Japan « Informant said Japan would feel 

the lack of manganese, tin and other materials it now 

receives from and through the former area» He observed 

FEB 26 1940that the native population in the French possession was 

very nervous, that it regarded attacks on the railroad 

even in Chinese territory as directEd at Francs and that 

the French Government was apprehensive of very serious 

results if the population became convinced that France 

was powerless to protect itself against Japanese attacks.

I

MMilg
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ham -2- No. 86, February 20, 1 p. m., from Chungking

I Inquired whether it was true that the decision of the 

French Government concerning the renewal of the French 

commercial treaty with Japan expiring in March was con

tingent on a cessation of the bombing as reported in the 

press and he replied it was true.

Repeated to Peiping for mailing to Tokyo.

PECK

CSB
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„s»0. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (B)
S?>aM,^OnSt^9 W®r. 10. 1972
By .HlÆn 0,* KARS. Date li-18-15

^ïCntfeb <S>iaieg> ^erutfe
HOMER H. GRUENTHER. CLERK COMMITTEE ON CLAIMS
H. B. STRAIGHT, ASST. CLERK /-V-. ... .. el

1940 FEB 23 AM 9 5 ‘

OF
COMMUNIOAl 'ON1? 
” AHU HECGHOS

February 21, 1940
Lr--- “FMS’ Olvl^fe of 

jf HR FASTER^ AFFAIR N 1JFEB 2 ?: 1940
\9-

Honorable Cordell Hull 
Secretary of State 
Washington, D. C.

‘ MR. HuRÿfi.CK

My dear Secretary Hull:-

I am enclosing herewith a letter from 
Mr. David Simpson of Arlington, Nebraska. 
Will you kindly have someone in your office 
advise me just which answers I should make
to Mr. Simpson. Please return his letter 
with your reply.

Very truly yours

Edward R, Burke, U.S.S

793.94/15709

Encl.

-n

(p
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m

(COPY:FE:HJN)

Arlington, Nebraska 
Feb. 6, 1940

Senator Edward Burke, 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

I would appreciate very much information on the 
following. General Hugh S. Johnson writing in his column 
states that England: "Was not willing to protect 
Manchuria in accordance with a treaty with us and others. 
When we asked her to go in and help us check the Japs 
there, she was busy elsewhere and looked the other way".

My specific questions are:

"Was there a specific treaty between U.S. and 
England to protect Manchuria?"

"When was this treaty made? Was it authorized by 
Congress? What other nations signed this treaty?

"Was Mr. Stimson empowered to use armed forces of 
the U.S. to protect Manchuria from invasion by Japan?"

Sincerely,

(Rev.) DAVID SIMPSON

.W4K'
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February 27 1940
In reply refer to 
FE 793.94/15709 -

Uy dear Senator Burke:

The receipt is acknowledged of your letter of 

February 21, 1940, enclosing a letter from the Reverend 

David Simpson, dated February 6, in regard to certain 

phases of American and British policy relating to 

Manchuria.

The treaty to which reference is made in Mr. Slop- 

son's letter is evidently the "Treaty Between the United 

States of America, Belgium, the British Empire, China, 

France, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands and Portugal 

Relating to Principles and Policies Concerning China" 

of February 8, 1922, which is ooramonly known as the 

"Nine Power Treaty". A copy of the treaty in question 

is enclosed for convenience of reference.

By

The Honorable

Edward R. Burke,

United States Senate.
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•l-

By virtu* of th* provisions of this treaty, ths 

United States is under obligation to reapeat the sover

eignty, the independence, and the territorial and admin

istrative Integrity of China, including Manchuria.

There is not, and has not boon, any treaty between 

the United States and any other country under which the 

United States has undertaken any obligation to "protect" 

Manchuria and the question of the use of tho armed forces 

of the United States for suoh purpose has not arisen.

In accordance with your request, Mr. slap son*a let

ter is returned herewith, a copy having been made for tho 

Department's files.

Sincerely yours,

Cordell Hull

Enclosures:

1. Treaty Series, 
Ho. 783.

2. From tho Hoverend 
David Simpson, 
February 6, 1940.

m ■> ^ '7
VE3 26 1940

FE:GA:JPS FE z
2-23
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TELEGRAM^RECEIVED
GRAY

Tokyo via Shanghai & N.R

FROM Dated February 23, 1940

Secretary of State.

Washington

138, February 23, 
/ ,y7d/

Our 123/ February

My British colleague today handed me a memorandum 

which he addressed on February 21 to the Japanese Govern

ment pointing out "that the railway carries an important 

share of legitimate British trade with China, for it is 

clear that British trade must be seriously injured and 

the lives of British subjects engaged in that trade 

endangered, if the above mentioned bombings continue". 

Referring to the February 1st bombing it was pointed 

out that only by fortunate chance did the British naval 

party traveling on the south-bound train escape injury 

and "a very serious incident between the two countries" 

averted. 2]m co 
In conclusion it is hoped that the Japanese Govern- 

co 
ment will give serious consideration to the danger to^g 

British lives and interests involved by further banbihg

of the railway.

Shanghai please repeat to Chungking, Hannoi.

GREW
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FROM

Nanking
x Division ’v

» fAh EASIER AFylRS (n> Dated February 24, 1940

REo,a 8!42 “•M-

Secretary of State

Washington (0 
01

7, February 24, 10 a.ci.

It is reliably reported that Japanese

civilians In Nanking are being compelled to

move into a restricted area of about one square 

mile for residence.'

Wang Ching Wei is rumored to have visited 

Nanking in the past few days. On February 22 

the main roads were lines with Chinese Peace 

Preservation Corps troops for sone tine, few 

Japanese military being in evidence. Repeated 

to Peiping, Chungking, and Shanghai.'

PAXTON

PEG

■n
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OFFICERS OF THE TRUSTEES
Arthur V. Davis, President
George G. Barber, Vice President 
Sidney D. Gamble, Vice President 
Mrs. John H. Finley, Vice President 
E. M. McBrier, Treasurer
B. A. Garside, Secretary and Asst. f 26 AM 10 OSherican Office 
C. A. Evans, Asst. Secretary and Asst. Treasurer 
J. I. Parker, Asst. Secretary and Asst. Treasurer

akw^nSjçhing University
PEIPING, CHINA

150 Fifth Avenue 
New York, N. Y.

OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY
J. Leighton Stuart, President
C. W. Luh, Dean, Graduate School
T. C. Chao, Dean, School of Religion 
Henry H. C. Chou, Dean, Arts and Letters 
Stanley D. Wilson, Dean, Natural Sciences 
Gideon Ch’en, Dean, Public A ffairs 
Margaret B. Speer, Dean, Women’s College 
Stephen I. O. Ts’ai, Controller 
Mary Cookingham, Field Treasurer

’u?
COMMUNICATION*.-

ANO RECORDS’ebruary 24, 1940

p.
The Secretary of State 
Washington, Do Co

Dear Mr# Secretary.

f

Enclosed are copies of two documents we have 
Ajust received from President Leighton Stuart.

■ '/
The first is a memorandum given by Dr. Stuart 

to Chancellor E. K. Lindley of the University of Kansas, 
- ' on the subject of "The Japanese Invasion of China from

the Standpoint of American Concern*" The third page of 
this document seems to be of special interest and signifi
cance*

The second document is a condensation of a let
ter received by Dr. Stuart from Mr. Ralph Lapwood, a Brit
ish member of the Yenching staff who has been at work in 
the province of Shansi. It gives an interesting first 
hand account of the conditions in that area.

Very sincerely yours,

BAG: ms 
Enclosures 2
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Confidential

Komorandum on the Japanese Invasion of China 
from the Standpoint of American Concern»

Japan has for several decades been preparing for what she de
scribes as her ’’Continental Policy” of imperialistic conquest and economic 
exploitation, r-tionalizcd ns a sacred mission to free the peoples of East
ern Asia from bondage to their own oppressive rulers and from Viestern en
croachments. What it has actually meant for them can be ascertained from 
the wretched plight of the natives of Korea and lianchuria. These condi
tions are being reoroduced in the occupied areas of China as rapidly as is 
feasible according to an uncanny similarity of pattern. Wherever the Japa
nese army has penetrated, there has been a reproduction of the brutal slaugh 
ter of civilians, raping of women, looting and burning, which have been pub
licized in certain localities, as, for instance, Nanking. There has also 
followed profiteering through every conceivable form of racket, protected 
by the army and with ample evidence that military officers of all ranks are 
sharing in the graft, host indefensible is the enforced planting of the 
poppy rnd the open sale of opium and its derivatives ns perhaps the chief 
source of revenue for the army and its puppet governments. The carefully 
authenticated studies by Dr. L. S. Bates of this calculated debauchery of 
an uninformed and physically v<enkened populace in the Nanking area holds 
essentially true of all regions under their control.

The complete failure of the Japanese to achieve any political 
or popular support for their ■rogram is the heaviest indictment against 
their aims and methods. They have attempted this through propaganda, brib
ery, terrorization, and the nretense of spontaneous local movements, but 
have failed ignominiously. Evan the puppet leaders and the most ignorant 
country people hate them more as their savagery end greed become apparent. 
Many observers would agree that any other fate would be better for China 
than Japanese military domination - this because of the record of two and 
a half years of only partial ability to put their characteristic procedure 
into effect.

This period has also convinced those who have lived in the midst 
of it that the openly acknowledged intention is to eliminate absolutely all 
’’third power” interference, by which they mean the influence and interests 
of all other countries. They have no other recourse than to crush out all 
instincts of freedom or sources of knowledge, if they aro to succeed in a 
monopolistic subjugation for tlnir ovn advantage. Any plausible declara
tions to the contrary arc only to deceive unsusp.. cting listeners. Again the 
record in • bnchuria and th. b - innings in occupied oret s arc the most ob
vious proofs.

It is the realization of this fate that has steadied the Chinese 
people, under th.dr present dorr-sirhted and patriotic leadership, to con
tinue th^ir resistance, or th ir struggle for notional self-preservation, 
until the Japanese armed forces are withdrawn completely from Chinese soil. 
No other solution ca?i give th>m any assurance of independence. Any compro
mise would involve repetitions of tin present violated pledges, ruthless de-
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Honorandum on th^
Japanese Invasion of China

struction and lust for conquest. The Japanese, having miscalculated the 
strength of Chinese- capacity and will to resist, and vâth aggravated diffi
culties in continuing their piratical adventure, are seeking desperately for 
a formula by which they con at once be relieved of the ’’China off .ir” and re
tain a part of the plunder. They would gladly give up the rest of their 
spoils if they could hold North China and perhaps the island of Hainan. But 
the folly of agrooing^V) any such peace terms is apparent to the Chinese 
Government and people, \lntil all tre^is^ withdraw from south of the Groat 
Wall there can be no willingly ncgotïhidd peace.

/The\cssential difference between the various puppet lenders and 
General Chi/ng rfui-shok is that the former have from the beginning boon 
defeatists vith/the mental outlook of th^ typical mandarins of an earlier 
generation. Tlfcy hove failed to sense the now patriotic fervor or national 
consciousness which began twenty odd years ago with the educated youth and 
hrs boon rapidly permeating the nation. They are too much impressed by 
Japanese material strength and specious representations. But even they arc 
rejoicing in the recurrent discomfiture of the Japanese armies.

I
 There are several clearly defined alternatives between which
there would scum to be no mediating course. The Japanese must cither con
quer and control oil China by military supremacy, or abandon reliance on

• force for a more untight.nod policy of friendliness and mutual benefits. 
; They have bc^-n trying to mix the two with at best but slight success, and 
* soon must choose on^- or th^ oth.r. China must either succumb to unrestrained 
f weapons of destruction and cede away territory while Japan recovers enough 
? for the next stage of annexation, or fight on until Japan is compelled to 
1 abandon the attempt at subjugation. The United States must admit the Japa- 
} nose claim to this continental policy and abandon all rights and responsi- 
jlbilitics in this part of thv world or insist on her own traditional advo- 
||cacy of the principles inherent in the Nine Power Treaty and the Open Door 
Hpolicy, since those two or<z in irreconcilable conflict.

It may be questioned whether ever before in the history of man
kind any nation has had at once the international idealism and the power to 
make this effective which America now has in relation to this particular war 
of aggression. It is also one that involves so very little loss or danger 
to ourselves relative to the advantages to be rained - the independence of 
China and her progress in democratic reforms, a stable peace in the Pacific 
area, insurance against further Japanese aggression, the repudiation of ir
responsible use of force for national aggrandisement, the demonstration of 

,ja better technique than resort to war for the restraint of aggressors, etc.

I
 All we need do is to cease selling Japan materials she must have to 
carry on this act of nationalized brigandage. VThere is only the remotest 
danger of involving ourselves in war. But if v.ig strt to use this method 
we must do it thoroughly and not be deflected bt either Japanese threats or 
promises. Any evasion or postponement of the ijlsue will be interpreted by 
Japanese militarists as another si^of weoknp/s and will create greater 
| problems lat .r on for all concerned, I'ncludtng ourselves.

4 k A “ “» ' W fes **■» J '«Sr t k : A 4<;
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There is fortunately another and much more constructive assistance 
we can render both countries in this conflict# Among the most influential 
leaders in Japan there are some who are well aware of the futility of the 
present policy of expansion by armed force end who are ready to advocate a 
radically different one the essential points of which are as follows: recogni
tion of the National Government of China as the only properly constituted 
authority with which to negotiate peace; acceptance of Prince Konoyo’s assurances, 
as set forth in his statement of December 22,JL938, that Japan had no intention 
of violating the sovereignty or administrative and territorial integrity of 
China; promotion of economic cooperation freed from military domination and 
voluntary for both parties, as well as better mutual understanding especially 
through educational and cultural processes; immediate withdrawal of all 
Japanese armed forces from Chinese soil; elimination of the Manchurian problem 
from the present negotiations, but with the realization that this has not 
reached a final settlement; cultivation by both countries of friendly relations 
with the United States, Great Britain, and other democratic nations.

In order to placate their own militarists and to remove any pre
text for the continued garrisoning of North China by Japanese troops, they 
would be grateful if the Chinese Government would agree to treat this region 
as one requiring special attention to national defense on the ground that anti
communism has been the fixed policy of Japan and China thereby takes cognisance 
of that fact. The reference is of course to Russia as a political and military 
entity rather than to the social philosophy of communism# For the same reason 
they wish a clause inserted that if both Governments should agree to a delay 
in the removal of Japanese troops from certain localities their own Government 
would pledge itself to complete evacuation in the not distant future. These 
two concessions might well be permitted by China as aiding the more liberal 
element in Japan in an extremely hazardous task.

How large this group is and whether it could successfully defy 
the entrenched might of the military clique it would be impossible to say. 
But they have on their side the growing awareness by the public of the mounting 
costs and other difficulties of this undertaking with consequent misgivings 
and unrest, the economic hardships and fears for the future, a weakening of 
morale among the soldiers, the eager desire to benefit by the European hFar in 
a resumption of their profitable export trade, etc. The army on the other hand 
has a firm grip on the ports and lines of communication in North China and will 
not relinquish this until compelled to do so. Its prestige and future power, 
all its grandiouse dreams of gain and glory, are involved and these are largely 
shared by the whole nation# It means in short the abandonment of the Continental 
Policy.

America can help therefore by open assurances of our readiness 
to negotiate another trade treaty and to renew friendly relations once the 
conflict in China has been concluded on terms acceptable to our Government 
and in accord with pacts to which Japan herself is a signatory. Such an 
emphasis will be especially effective now when their sensitive pride together 
with practical anxieties will make them responsive to any such friendly 
gestures. It would be necessary to guard against being misled by verbal 
assurances, but with this qualification, we can do much to rg,^nfo^ce the 
liberal element in J.apan in this struggle against their own warlords.
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Confidential
Somewhere in Shansi
September 2, 1939

We have been now nearly eight weeks in this Border District, 
and as we have everywhere been very kindly treated and well informed by 
our hosts, we have come to know quite a lot about the local political and 
military situation»

This area - organized as the Border District of Shansi, Chahar, 
and Hopei - presents a very remarkable experiment in democracy in extreme
ly difficult conditions. For all hsien cities but one, and most of the 
big towns throughout the district, are garrisoned by the Japanese, who also 
control the railways and the main roads of communication. The government 
was elected at a delegates* 1 conference in January, 1938, when delegates 
of every group in society, military, tradesmen, farmers, gentry, and even 
monks from Wu Tai Shan came together on the simple basis of Resistance 
to Japan. It is a true United Front Government. 80% of its officers are 
non-party men, 12% Kuo Min Tang, and the remaining 8% all other parties, 
presumably mostly Communist. In the government, parties are forgotten in 
doing the work which is urgently necessary.

We talked with General Sung Shao Wen, head of the government» 
I was very much impressed with him. He is a quiet man with a wise square 
face and very sincere and friendly expression. He lives on the same stand
ard as his hostler, receiving a salary of $16 per month from which he must 
pay $6 for food. He is experienced in administration, having worked for 
Governor Yen Hsi Shan in Shansi, and his workers obviously have very great 
confidence in his wisdom and effective action. Not that the government 
is a one man show; around Sung are many competent and enthusiastic young 
men, working as magistrates. We were able to meet many of them, as the 
government was in session when we arrived.

I A beginning of democracy has been made by electing village
I councils by popular vote. In some cases there has been a vote of 80%, 
' and even women, who previously took no political responsibility, have 
registered as much as 60% vote. The village head is elected by this coun
cil, which also allots shares of the village tax. So far district heads 
have not been elected, though they have been chosen lately purely for 
executive capacity, but the next step to be taken immediately is the or
ganization of their election.

. The people of every village are now organized • The men
I serve as guards in turn, and provide transport of military provisions 
and government supplies (i. e. paper). They also send letters and enter
tain guests. The women, where soldiers are quartered, grind meal and 
wash and mend clothes. Everywhere there is an attempt to teach the people 
to read, and to become conscious of the war. Children are organized into 
groups. They learn songs and slogans, act as servants to the soldiers, 
help to educate their elders, and prepare to be soldiers later on»

In this district there are 12,000,000 people. They are rapid- 
I ly learning to cooperate effectively with the government because they trust 
it. They can see the sincerity of the mon with whom they deal. They trust
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the Government bank, so that Border pi strict money is thoroughly stable 
on a level with legal tender. Government power is steadily extending. 
Their agents operate almost up to the walls of towns occupied by the 
Japanese. Taxes throughout the whole region have been greatly simpli
fied. Now there are only land tax, import tax, and export tax. The 
land tax is less than before and the other taxes are minor ones, for con
trol rather than income. In addition the farmers contribute grain for 
feeding the army. This is their biggest burden, and they bear it be
cause they are convinced that their government by the Japanese would be 
far worse. The peasants say that their burden is now heavier than in 
normal years, but less heavy than in previous years of war (i. e. civil 
war ).

There are two factors which have made the anti-Japanese move
ment a real mass movement here. One is the excellence of the work and 
propaganda of the Border Government, the other is the behaviour of the 
Japanese army. We have during most of our travels been passing through 
villages visited by Japanese troops. It is easy to distinguish them. 
They are practically destroyed by burning. Wherever the Japanese sol
diers go, they burn the village, (and sometimes the crops,too), trample 
the fields, kill the livestock, and perhaps villagers, too, and rape 
any women they can find. This last action makes the Chinese hate them 
worst of all and regard them as beasts. In consequence of this disas
trous behaviour, the Japanese are everywhere called kuei tze or demons 
and feared and hated. So the work of the Border Government;'^as been 
made easier.

The peasants willingly cooperate in a way that would perhaps 
normally be impossible. They spy for the Chinese, carry wounded, join the 
army (80% of the army is composed of local men). When the Japanese come 
now, the people completely evacuate the village, burying food and taking 
away all animals, utensils, etc., into the hills, and all the people leave. 
So the Japanese must bring with them all their necessities. One magistrate 
put in by the Japanese complained, ”My citizens are only beggars and ras
cal si ,T For when the Japanese arrived the people fled, and so the magis
trate offered free relief (food and money) to those who came back. But 
the patriots still did not come. Only the beggars and rascals came.

The Eighth Route Army is very strong here - probably a quarter 
of a million men - and is really a ’’people’s army". The nucleus and the 
commanders are old Red Army men of ten or more years of experience in 
guerrilla fighting. We have rtet many of the officers and very many ordi
nary soldiers in the army, and have formed a very high opinion of them. 
The behaviour of the ordinary soldiers is in remarkable contrast to that 
of the Japanese. They treat the farmers everywhere with the utmost‘con
sideration and kindness. I have not heard any complaints that they take 
food or goods without payment, lhey behave quietly. They take no notice 
of the women at all; one would think that they have no emotions of sex, 
for neither in recreation nor reading do they seem to have any outlet. 
Perhaps they are so given up to the ideal of fighting for China that 
there is emotional harmony. Perhaps the poor food and hard life leave 
no spare energy. For their food must be on one of the lowest standards 
in the world, costing about $5.00 a month (in time of high prices),
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restricted to millet and one vegetable. Sometimes they have corn, and 
in good districts, flour. They have had clothes and equipment, poor 
lodgings, no comforts exeept occasional cigarettes. Yet they remain 
cheerful, loyal, and enthusiastic. Their officers live on almost the 
same scale as the men, only their equipment is rather better, for they 
have more captured Japanese material* The cooperation of army and govern?- 
ment is good, but the government is not controlled by the army.

So you can see that in social, political, and military organi
zation this region is making rapid advances, and even if the Japanese oc
cupy more roads and towns they cannot solve the problem of pacification of 
the countryside. Methods of severe repressions such as they used with suc
cess in East Hopei this year cannot be effective here, where there is much 
more powerful organization against them, unless they have enough men to oc
cupy the majority of the villages - a hopeless taskj

While the good points of this administration have been noted 
above, there remain .some points where improvement is urgently needed. They 
can be summed up by saying that there is no scientific spirit. More scien
tists are urgently needed, for the faults are not fundamental. They can 
be put right by the introduction of people of scientific education and 
spirit, who would put telephone, radio, industry, onto a sound basis. It 
is extremely important, however, that those who go have a thorough grasp 
of fundamentals and can utilise the very simple materials which are avail
able here. For instance, it is no use knowing only the modern methods of 
leather tanning* They are too expensive to use here. Something appropri
ate to the district must be worked out. There are minerals such as mica 
and asbestos in the hills here, but no one knows how to get them and how 
to use them.

There is no hope for industrial development to make the region 
independent of Japanese goods until more skilled workers come in. They 
must come from Peking and Tientsin, where there are plenty. The rest of 
China has such urgent need of them that they cannot be spared to come here 
from the interior. Doctors also are urgently needed. Until recently there 
was only one doctor in the whole region who could perform operations! Now 
he has about four good doctors assisting, but there are still far too few, 
and they are only able to look after wounded soldiers. Public health has 
no one responsible. In agricultural plans the government is better equip
ped, but here again they need technical men to put the plans into effective 
action.

Education here does not exist in the sense we mean at •••••... 
Here everything is subservient to the plan of anti-Japanese activity, and 
what they call "education” is simply propaganda, "History” means the story 
of China’s oppression by Japan, "geography” the account of battles, ”comm*n 
knowledge" means how to help the army, "reading” moans learning slogans. 
It may be that this is all necessary and that anything further would be 
wrong use of energy, but as I see this "education", I wonder about the 
future, i^hat happens after the war?
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This leads on to the general question which seems to me to 
be of very great importance, though people here deliberately ignore it. 
Now there is being built up a democratic system not based on law or obe
dience to the government, but on willing cooperation for a common purpose, 
a common motivating.forbe• The purpose.is to drive out the Japanese and 
the motive is hatred, or self-interest. For the people believe that self-
preservation means that they must cooperate in resistance. What will hap
pen when the war ends, the purpose is achieved, or partially achieved, and 
the hatred and self-preservation no longer force the members of the com
munity into cooperative action? Good democratic habits may survive, but 
they are not enough to build the good society that is our ideal.

It seems to me of the very greatest importance that this single 
motive of hatred of Japan should be replaced by a higher motive of the 
service of mankind and the building of a now China and new world. In that 
new world China and Japan must cooperate; there is no alternative. In the 
future lies the immensely difficult task of healing the material and spir
itual ravages of war and making this cooperation possible. So that oven 
as I admire tho singlemindodnoss and devotion of the people here, it seems 
to me essential that something further bo added: tho contribution which 
a vital Christianity can give, of self-sacrifice and love and forgiveness*. 
I do not moan that fighting should stop. It is unfortunately a necessary 
evil. But I do moan that an unbreakable foundation of future peace should 
now bo built, by replacing tho motive of hatred oven while tho external 
actions may have to remain tho same, or may by choico remain the same.

At present these people suffer more for thoir ideal than we 
do for ours, - thoir self-sacrifice is more complete, and all tho time 
there must bo vital connection between thoir beliefs and actions. The 
demand made by nationalism or communism is very strong and completer in 
this part of China it gets the response of the best spirits. In 
we have had little competition of this kind; it remains to be seen what 
happens when students in the south are faced with the alternatives of 
Marxism and Christianity - for it seems impossible truly to combine them. 
Can we show a kind of patriotism more strenuous than that of the com
munists, and at the same time keep our clear challenge to be citizens of 
a new world where national barriers, prejudices, and hatred are completely 
transcended?

War means that for the time being all efforts at the improve
ment of social structure must be postponed; there is no chance to make the 
change till the war is ended. But the work of life-changing - that is, 
preparing men and women fit for the new society - must go on, and even 
faster than before. It can, because now people are forced to fate the 
realities of life in a new wayt

People all over the world will be subject to a one-sided 
propaganda and emotional stress. But it is essential that we determine 
to find the truth and live by reason, not emotion. In •«••••••• you have 
a splendid opportunity for this, which I am sure you will not waste. So 
as we have learned to face the truth about ourselves we must face the 
truth about our nation, and recognizing sin, see how God can change us as 
a nation - England or China.
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My dear Mr. Garside:

By direction of the Secretary of State, the receipt 

la acknowledged of your letter of February 24, 1940, 

with which you enclose copies of two documents received 

by you from Dr. Leighton Stuart relating to the situation 

in the Far East.

These documents have been read with interest and 

your courtesy in sending them to the Department is 

appreciated.

Sincerely yours.

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief 

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Mr. B. A. Garside, 
Secretary and Assistant Treasurer, 

Yenching University, 
150 Fifth Avenue, 

New York, New
OR /

FEB 29 194Ü York

FE:E(SC:HJN 
2/27
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February 2 1940

His Excellency 
Mr Arita Hachiro 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Tokyo Japan

Your Excellency:-

Having learned of your appointment as Minister for Foreign Affairs 

in the new cabinet of Japan, I feel Impelled to write to you about the 

present situation in the Far ^ast from the point of view of one who, 

though now engaged in activities that may seem hostile to Japan, never

theless considers himself an old and sincere friend of the Japanese 

people.

In explanation I may say that I spent nearly the whole of my 

childhood in Japan, from 1881 to 1897, and later was stationed in Japan 

as a junior member of the ■‘haerican Consular Gervice during tne Russo- 

Japanese war. Still later I was consul in Dairen, when I ’mew the then 

Baron Goto and Mr Nakamura Zeko, a man of fine character whom I esteemed 

very highly. In the interval I had the honor, while serving as U. S. 

Commercial Agent in Vladivostok, of representing Japanese interests 

there for several months after the war with Russia ended, until the 

arrival of the Japanese representative, my old friend, Mr T Kawakami. 

In the fall of 1909, while I was in the United States, I was attached 

to a large commercial commission from Japan which visited my country 

under the chairmanship of the late Viscount Shibusawa, and travelled 

with the party for over two months. On my return to the Far East I 

had the honor of being entertained by Prince Komura as well as by 

Baron Okura Kihachiro and other business men. While serving as 

Consul General at Hankow from 1911 to 1914 I bad the pleasure of 

having as a colleague Mr K Yoshizawa, with whom I renewed my friend-
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ship when he later came to Peiping as Japanese Ambassador.

During the past twenty-five years my work has been in the 

promotion of education and scientific research, and this brought me 

the privilege of friendship with a number of Japanese leaders in 

medical science, including Professor Nagayo Mataro and Professor Inada 

of the Imperial University, and Professors Hata, Shiga and Miyajima of 

the Kitasato Institute. I value these friendships highly, though un

fortunately not all the gentlemen I have mentioned are still living.

Yet at the present moment I am engaged in trying to induce my 

government to prohibit the export to Japan of certain materials es

sential for the war in China.

Since you know so well the attitude of Americans towards the 

unhappy conflict in China, I shall not attempt to repeat the arguments 

whiQh have led most American friends of Japan, including myself, to 

sympathize in this particular matter with China. This letter will in 

any case be too long.

I wish rather to set forth considerations which lead me to be

lieve that the best interests of Jxpan would be most effectively served 

if your government would make peace with the Chinese Government now 

headed by General Chiang K’ai-shek, and withdraw all your troops from 

China south of the Great Wall. I admit that I do this with no expecta

tion that the course which I propose will seem feasible to you, but 

still with the hope that you will recognize it as not wholly incon

sistent with my friendship for the Japanese people.

It has seemed to me that the truly important needs of Japan in 

the present state of the world were for a better economic position and
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for political and military security. If this be true, I venture to 

express the opinion that withdrawal from China would be much more likely 

to conduce to those ends than a continuance of the struggle.

Withdrawal from china would accomplish the following ourposest

1. It would stop the present heavy expenditure on unproductive 

military and naval actions.

2. It would stop the slaughter of tens of thousands of the best 

young men of Japan.

3. It would permit the resumption of peaceful Industries in Japan, 

now crippled by wartime restrictions, and would enable Japan to profit 

by the foreign trade demand caused by the absorption of Europe in the 

war between Erance, Britain and Germany.

4. It may seem difficult to believe, but it is my firm conviction 

that as soon as peace is restored with a truly independent China you 

would find a rapid development of Japanese trade in that country. As an 

experienced diplomat you must have observed how quickly international 

enmities and friendships disappear, once the circumstances have cn<uj0ed. 

The Chinese are a matter-of-fact people, and once Japan began to act in 

a friendly manner, such hostility as must Inevitably remain for a time 

would soon cease to prevent their purchase of Japanese goods, many of 

which are well suited to the Chinese market. It would undoubtedly be 

possible also to bring about a great improvement in Japanese trade with 

the United States and other countries, once the friction in China was 

removed.

5. I believe also, tiough this must be a matter of opinion, that 

if peace could be made soon, you would find China gravitating towards
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very intimate political relations with Japan, and that there would de

velop a strong official friendship between the two governments even 

before the private feelings of the Chinese were entirely reconciled.

You can undoubtedly understand this argument, though you may not share 

my belief. It is, I believe, a fact that the Chinese Government, in 

spite of the substantial assistance which it has received from Soviet 

Russia, is not without anxiety as to the real intentions of that 

government and of the Chinese communist party. So long as the war is 

in progress the Chinese government is bound to maintain as friendly 

relations with the Soviet government as possible, and if the struggle 

continues and becomes even more dsperate, as it well may, it is not 

impossible that the Chinese government may be forced into an even closer 

relationship with Russia. I do not believe that such a development 

would be welcome to your government, and it would be distasteful even to 

many Chinese statesmen who would feel obliged in their extremity to make 

the best terms that they could with Russia. On the other hand, a peace

ful, strong China, friendly to Japan, as the Chinese government would be 

if the Japanese government should go so far as to abandon its Invasion 

of China, would be a far better safeguard aoainst Russia than a puppet 

Chinese state that has no strength of its own and can continue in power 

only so long as it is supported by a Japanese army of occupation. Such 

a China would be a grave liability rather than an asset if Japan should 

ever be Involved in war with Russia, for undoubtedly Chinese patriotic 

volunteers would then be supplied with Russian technical assistance and 

equipment on a much larger scale than hitherto, and would be a constant
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6. You would begin to restore respect for Japan in a world which 

has become unable to understand the true meaning of any official state

ment of a Japanese representative. The Japanese army which in 1900, 

1904 and 1905, won the admiration of the world for its good discipline, 

could begin to reestablish Itself in the esteem of other nations. It 

cannot be to the advantage of any nation to be as friendless as Japan is 

now.

Consider now the consequences of adhering to the policy of the 

cabinets which have preceded that in which you are now taking up your 

post.

1. The present ruinous expenditure must continue for a long time, 

kyen if you should destroy the government of General Chiang K’al-shek, 

it is probable that it would be succeeded by a more violently hostile 

government than his, such as would be created by the Kwangsi group or 

the Communists. Guerilla fighting would in any case long continue and 

until It was ended peaceful trade and Industry would be crippled, so 

that your financial burden would not be much lighter for a long time.

2. You would continue the slaughter of your young meh, leaving 

many homes desolate and causing serious economic loss.

3. You would have no reliable ally if war should break out 

between Japan and Russia. You must be aware that Wang Ching-wei can 

never be a useful ally, and that any Chinese puppet government would 

be ready to betray you in a time of serious trouble.

4. No one can foretell what the American people and their govern

ment will do if the military operations in China continue much longer, 

but until a just peace is establisned I thin» it is not assuming a too
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prophetic role to say thet the Important trade relations between the two 

countries will be on a very precarious basis

To me it seems clear that it is people like myself, who urge a with-

drawal from China, that are the true friends of the Japanese people

rather than

bitter end

your military and other leaders who counsel a war to the 

æhose leaders are more concerned with the prestige of them-

selves and of their country, forgetting that true prestige is enhanced by

a frank recognition of error, and that honor is promoted by a return to 1

observance of treaty obligations, rather than by continued disregard of

pledges. I believe that there is no part of the world where the position

of Japan would not be infinitely improved by the abandonment of the ad-

a

venture in China. It is not impossible that your general staff would

consider the military position vis-a-vis Soviet Russia much strengthened 

also if the Japanese armies could be withdrawn from China

Are persons like myself to be friends both of murdered patriots 

like Takahashi, Inouye and Saito, end of those whose supporters are 

responsible for depriving Japan of the services of such wise statesmen 

not to mention others who are compelled to live almost in hiding for fear 

of similar treatment? That is obviously impossible. A policy which has i

involved the loss of such valuable lives cannot commend itself to sincere 

friends of the Japanese people
3

There have been serious defects in the American policy towards Japan

There needs to be a just settlement of the immigration question, and

other matters require adjustment. Friends of Japan were hoping, prior

to the invasion of China, that a beginning might be made at remedying

4 
a

some of these conditions. While those questions may not seem to you to
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possess much substantial Importance at a time like this, yet the 

principles involved are of great significance, can make no progress 

towards a mutually satisfactory solution of these problems so long as 

the present situation in the ^ar East continues.

Hoping you will understand the motives which have led me to write 

you as I have done,

I have the honor to be, 

Your Excellency’s obedient servant,

g/w
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Adviser on Political Relations 4|
February 8, 1940.

,ÿç*
FE. M
Mr. Hamilton: Ï

I wonder whether it might W

not be advantageous for us to - 4
■W 

send to Grew in strict confidence 
"St- 

a copy of Greene’s letter to -
" '1 

Arita and F. Moore’s letter to 

Greene? ; j

-%
Stanley K. Hornbeck

PA/H:SKH:2MK 4
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February 12, 1940.

To: Mr. Grew

From: Mr. Hamilton

I am sure that you will 
concur in my view that we 
should regard Mr. Frederick 
Moore*s letter as specially 
confidential.

MMHsEJL
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February 12, 1940.

CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Mr. Grew:

With a letter of February 2 Mr. Roger S. Greene 

sent me informally a copy of a letter which he had drafted 

to the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs. A few days 

later Mr. Greene called at my office at which time he told 

me that he had not sent the letter to the addressee. 

Whether he will do so I do not know. Mr. Greene told me 

also that he had sent a copy of the draft letter in question 

to Frederick Moore. Under date February 7 Mr. Greene sent 

me a copy of Mr. Moore’s comment, with request that I 

regard what Mr. Moore had said as confidential.

In the belief that you may be interested, there are 

enclosed for your confidential information copies of 

Mr. Greene’s draft letter to the Japanese Minister for 

Foreign Affairs and of Mr. Moore’s comment thereon.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures:
To the Japanese
Minister for 
Foreign Affairs; 

To Roger S. Greene, Esquire.

The Honorable (
Joseph C. Grew, X-tcir

American Ambassador, '
Tokyo, Japan.

mmh/rek

793.94/15713
 

F/FG
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'Aïtlclpatl&n. in.

Hon. Henry L. Stimson 
Honorary Chairman

Henry I. Harriman 

A. Lawrence Lowell 

Robert E. Speer 

William Allen White 

H. E. Yarnell
Honorary Vice-Chain

' / O Elx V £ vÿ
8 WEST 40TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. U

. /
CHicUring 4-6390 Cob|«: N0PART1 1 ] 0 ;

W division of 
WASHINGTON OFFICE In,.: ftN() XV^.

YORK avenue, n.w., Washington, o. c,
V» *ir. Hohbeck

FEfi 8-1940 '

^'^Roger S. Greene 
\\Chairman

BjJA. Garside
. - Josephine Schain 

Vice-Chairmen
// Mrs. Sidney D. Gamble

s' Treasurer
Mrs. Grover Clark

Corresponding Secretary
Harry B. Price

Executive Secretary

pc

February 7 1940
Maxwell Hamilton &sq 
division Far Eastern Affairs 
Washington G C

Division of JLk a 
M EASIER AFFA$$ IP
aFEB8^1940 '

3=

Gear Hamilton: . üe^.r^eat.<

I enclose copy of Fred Moore1s 
comment on my proposed letter to the 
Japanese Foreign Minister• I suppose you 
should regard this as more or less confiden
tial, but it may be of some minor interest 
to you and your colleagues.

Sincerely yours

g/w 
enc

X1og Greene

CH
CO

o

793.94/15713
 

F/FG
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February 3 1940

Bear hoger:

I have received a copy of the letter you have 
sent Arita and tnink it excellent. It is in line with 
what I have been saying to Japanese for years.

upon them, 
at present

But I don11 xiink it will l^ve much effect 
because, as I said to you yesterday, they are 
incapable of logical reasoning.

Horrible as the prospect is for the Japanese 
as well as the Chinese - I believe the struggle has to 
continue till the Japanese people realize they cannot let 
their army rule them.

'^here are intelligent men at the top who have 
long realized this, ^he people, I think, are now 
beginning to do so. But they will be bled much whiter 
before they give up their childish national vanity and 
admit error.

When that time comes I believe and hope they 
will revive and become again a strong and honorable 
nation.

Yours sincerely

F. Moore

Aoger Cpeene, Esq
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L

Cordell Bill’Son
Secretary of State 
Department of State 
Washington, D. C.

February 1U,

(LMHR EASILY AfFMRS 
■EB19 1940 

Üepftrtnwrt St8i« j

FEB 1 9 Ï94G

Dear Mr. Hull

It has come to ny attention that the United States 
Government, through the State Department, has pro
tested to japan against the bombing of a French 
owned railroad running from Haiphong to Kunming.

In the first place, I wonder if this is an accurate 
report and if it is, what justification other than 
the protection of private trade has been found by 
the State Department to involve itself to this extent?

793. 94/ 
I 57 14

JCM:EC

Very sincerely yours

cp
c*

0
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In reply refer to 
Fl

My dear Mr. Meadt

Tho receipt le acknowledged of your letter of Feb

ruary 14, 1940, In regard to reported representation, 

by this Government to the Japanese Government in con

nection with the Halphong-Yunnanfu railway.

This Government has during recent weeks Informally 

brought to the attention of both the French and the 

Japanese Governments the Interest which the United 

States has In the Halphong-Yunnanfu railway as an 

artery of normal commercial transportation. As you are 

probably aware, the railway In question Is an Important 

trade route. Xn recent months a substantial part of 

the trade Involved In the normal commercial relations 

between the United States and that part of China not 

under Japanese military control has been transported 

over that railway. Also, the railway provides American 

oItIsens 

The Reverend
James 0. Mead, 

First Congregational Church, 
Pontiac, Michigan.

793.94/157 14 
F/FG
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citizens engaged in legitimate activities in south

western China, including the personnel of our Embassy 

offioe and our naval vessel at Chungking, with their 

prinolpal means of egress and Ingress. An additional 

consideration which vas brought to the attention of the 

Japanese Government was the fact that bombing attacks 

on the railway in question might endanger the lives of 

American oitIsens.

Sincerely yours, 

for the Secretary of State:

Harwell M. Hamilton 
Chief

Division of Far Eastern Affaire

FEs^KJjHES 

2-30
FE
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iser on Political

<£>/7 January 13, 1940. 
division of ^^7

($'/z Re?eïènce, marked items here attached 
substance of reports which have been 

coming in from our officers in the Far 
East on the same subject.

The French have on the whole "stood 
up to" Japanese threats, both of words and 
of weapons, in the Far East during the 
period of the "China incident" more *4 
resolutely than have the authorities and (D 
people of most other countries. CM«

Words, gestures and action of the CD 
United States in regard to the Far Eastern*^ 
situation are closely observed not only ">> 
by the Japanese and the Chinese but also — 
by the British and the French. An indica-CH 
tion by the American Government at this -U 
time that it has no intention of refraining- 
from giving "aid" to China might not only CJI 
have a salutary effect in Japan and in 
China but have an influence in tpndon and
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Washington Times-Herald

Japan Sees Threat 
In Plans for Guam

Tokyo Press Also Alarmed by Proposa] 
For 52,000-Ton Warships

By KIMPEI SHEBA
TOKYO, Japan, Jan. 11 (C.T.P.S.).—Charging that the 

recommendation of the American chief of naval operations 
Admiral Harold R. Stark, to Congress for the naval develop^
ment of the Pacific Island of 
Guam indicates that the United 
States seeks to intimidate the 
Japanese people, the Tokyo news- 

> paper Nichi Nichi this morning 
I declares that no one with a shred 
i of interest in international affairs 
J can turn a deaf ear to this warn- 
7 ing.
1 (Admiral Stark on Tuesday in- 
1 formed the House Naval Affairs 

Committee that the hew naval
1 budget includes $4,000,000 for im- 
* provement of Guam, chiefly dredg- 
3 ing for the construction of break- 
? waters.)
L Alarmed by Big Ships

The newspaper also declares 
that the American plan to con
struct 52,000-ton battleships sounds 
like an alarm bell that has roused 
the Japanese people from their 
New Year holiday sleep.

(Admiral Stark Tuesday said 
that the Navy contemplates con
struction pf ships of 50,000 or 
52,000 tons, but no larger. He 
said that the two battleships for 
which the President last week re
quested, starting 7 funds will be 
practically sister ships of the two 
Ï5,000-ton vessels for which funds 
were appropriated last year. These 
four ships, he said, will be equaj

Don’t Aid China, 
France Warned

SHANGHAI, Jan. 11 (U.P.). 
Diplomats not concerned in 
the matter today said that 
Japanese military authorities 
have notified France that 
the shipping of munitions for 
China over the French-owned 
Hapong-Yunnan railway 
must cease by January 23.

A Japanese army spokes
man merely said that “the 
situation is very delicate/’ 
adding that he was “unable 
to deny” the reported setting 
of a time limit. French au
thorities had no comment to 
make.

or superior to anything now con-' 
templated by other countries.)

“The American sense of inse
curity is paper insecurity. Probably, 
not eyen the Americans think it 
possible that a situation will arise 
when both the Atlantic and Pacific 
fleets must fight simultaneously 
against powerful enemy fleets. Of 
course, for those who consider 
hypothetical possibilities the sense 
of insecurity is not unwarranted,” 
Nichi Nichi declares.
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Agreement signed Dec 30, 1939, between Wang Ching-wei and 
the Japanese government, as revealed by Kao Tsung-Wu and 
Tao Hsi-Sheng*

Text of*, enclosed, together with copy of public statement by 
Chiang Kai-shek, Jan 25, 1940; both handed to Ambassador 
Bullitt by Chinese Ambassador to Paris*

793.94/ 
I 57 16

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See --_________________ ____ _____________(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated -/“LSPj _ __ ^om| _
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Adviser on Political Relations

*

March 4, 1940. __

I think that you would be 
interested in noting the marked 
paragraphs of the two despatches 
here attached — which relate 
to the bombing of the Yunnan 
Railway and the attitude and 
reaction of French officials 
in Indochina.

1 
«
1

PA/H:SKH:ZMK
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NO. 51

Bombing of Yunnan Railway

American Foreign Service, Hanoi, Indochina, 
February 6, 1940

3

Subject:
1—1403

- rr?.if.S &

Washington.

1

noon, 1940

regard to the recent bombing of the Indochina-

have caused but little material damage to the rall-

■Jarman Railway, which resulted in more than 200

■ ■ OF STAR

have the honor to refer to my telegrams of 
î/>7/

iQssualties, dead and injured, but which is understood

Itebruary 2,/ 12 noon, and February 6

793.94/15717

Theê Hon

siêS

way. The Consulate at Kunming has, no doubt, reported

the details of the bombing at the so-called ulace

bridge11 at 82.9 kilometers from the Indochina frontier

and at the bridge at 235 kilometers.

K If the Japanese hoped to further hinder trans

portation to China via the railway, or to force the

French to close the frontier to the shipment of gasoline 

and petroleum products, they have apparently failed 
to achieve their purpose, at least for the time being? Q

CF» )tU
While the tunnel at kilometers 82.9 was severely —. nj

shaken, the actual damage does not appear to have ° **

been great and, barring unforeseen damage, the 

engineer-in-chief of the railway assures me that

traffic will be resumed shortly. Absolutely no damage

was
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was done at kilometers 235 where the bridge, dislodged 

in a previous bombing, is being replaced. Other damage

to the railway, at kilometers 95, is comparatively 

slight.

Insofar as the second objective is concerned, the 

intimidation of the French, the contrary seems to have

been the result. In this connection, the Director of

the Section of Political Affairs of the Government

General remarked, during the course of a recent conver

sation, that the attitude of the Government General was 

that there would be no restriction on the shipment of 

gasoline and petroleum products, despite the reported 

Japanese insistence that these supplies are munitions 

of war. He intimated, however, that policy is dictated 

in Paris and that expediency might strongly influence 

policy, especially in the Far East. (My despatch no. 

43 of January 16, 1940)

As mentioned in my telegram of February 6, the 

utmost publicity was given to the bombing on February 1 

and to the great loss of life and number of injured, in 

contrast to the profound silence which characterized the

bombings around the first of the year. This in itself 

may indicate some stiffening of the French policy 

vis-a-vis the Japanese. The burial of the 5 French 

victims assumed almost the proportions of a state funeral, 

extremely elaborate and impressive and attended by the 

Governor General and practically all high officials of 

the Government General.

The Department may be interested in a remark made 

by the Managing Director of the railway, shortly after 

the
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the full extent of the tragic incident of February 1 

was known, to the effect that the Japanese not having 

respected the railway, even though the railway was 

not transporting arms and munitions, there was now no 

reason why the railway should not henceforth transport 

arms and munitions for the Chinese National Government#

Respectfully yours,

For the Consul at Saigon,

Charles S# Reed II, 
American Consul#

In duplicate to the Department (Original by air mail) 
Copies to the Embassy, Chungking and Peiping 
Copies to Consulates General, Hongkong and Shanghai 
Copies to Consulates, Kunming and Saigon 

800/815.4

CSRscsr
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
American Foreign Service, Hanoi, Indochina, 

February 8, 1940.
ç%^Z

;,- - Subject: French Reaction to Japanese Activities
j- uo3 inj^wangsi and Yunnan.

q. ' Division
- - <„ VzfAB BSW &

- S ,.^Vrr <•- ./
I ; , A

S T^ecretary of StaI /^e/ ( i 

œ ~yz .............—— ........................... .
o c Washington.o r^cjP‘ fï vS V&P have the honor to report briefly, as of possible 

1 C7 "T-) Ip• :L irj.fëiqest to the Department, one phase of the French 
I
j f• £?, — rêhcrtfLon to Japanese activities in Kwangsi, the

j ° cutting of the Dong Dang-Nanning road, and in Yunnan, 

? ** y the Ttymbing of the Indochina-Yunnan Railway.

\ From the date of my arrival at Hanoi I have been

impressed by the fact that the Indochina officials, 

almost without exception, have repeatedly emphasized 

in conversation the point that the United States is 

one of the chief sufferers from the Japanese activities 

in Kwangsi and Yunnan, that a very large proportion 

of the freight being transported to China via Indochina 

is of American origin, and that the extension of the 

Japanese activities in Kwangs! and Yunnan will curtail"'
.... :€i 

not only imports into China but also such exports j

from China which are of primary interest to the United"5 

States, notably tin and wood oil.

Each new Japanese attack on a transportation route 

in south and southwest China has been the occasion of 

further articulate speculation as to the attitude of
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the United States towards developments in the Far East 

and I am well aware that the Government General, through 

the medium of a special radio news service, is following 

with the utmost interest such activities in Washington 

as have a bearing upon the situation in the Far East. 

In general the reaction, both in official and non-official 

circles, may be summed up as follows: France and Great 

Britain are not in a position to check Japanese en

croachments in the Far East and the United States, now 

more than eVer affected by the infringement of treaty 

rights, is in such a position.

As I have mentioned in previous despatches, the 

loss of the Dong Dang-Nanning road, the repeated bombing 

of the Indochina-Yunnan Railway, which my lead eventually 

to a complete disruption of railway traffic, and the 

potential threat to the Caobang road, place a definite 

restriction upon the transportation to and from China 

of freight from and to the United States.

Respectfully yours,

For the Consul at Saigon,

Charles S. Reed II, 
American Consul•

In duplicate to the Department (Original by air mail) 
Copies to the Embassy, Chungking and Peiping 
Copies to Consulates General, Hongkong and Shanghai 
Copies to Consulates, Kunming and Saigon

800/83.5.4

CSRîcsr
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| DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
February 29, 1940.

PA^ïry^ ।
Hanoi’s 53 contains little new ’ 

substantive information and contains « 
opinions which appear to be not fully 
justified by the facts. It is never
theless interesting as reflecting in 
some degree at least the atmosphere 
in Tonking.
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Subject:
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CO

S§:

I

AbSiSTANTfcSECREÏARÏ 
OF$WE

gm ta

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
American Foreign Service, Hanoi, Indochina 

February 8, 1940.- k 
^Division -

Recent Developments in Kwangsi

ÈPSECRETARYciOFWî :q °
Zi ■ C ■1 L- J <c . . wasi

have the honor to

of January 20, 1940, and

<te,

IGTON.

.. ~ ;

ch r to I
L Ab’O 1 n. J

refer to my

to previous

to the progress of the SinO-Japanese

despatch no. 46

despatches in regard

conflict in Kwangsi

and to report that such information as is available in

Indochina appears to indicate that the Japanese are

paving some success to the north

ginning despite stubborn Chinese

velopment, if true, is of more

and northeast of

resistance. This

than ordinary interest

friasmuch as a continuance of Japanese successes in

i&fangsi militates against the possibility of the Chinese

capturing Hanning, which would restore transportation

by the Dong Dang-Nanning road, and constitutes a 

potential threat to Pingma, thus endangering the

Caobang route of transportation

According to an officer of the French military

intelligence service, the Japanese have recently captured

and now hold Nov. Ming, Pang Yang and Wang Yuen. This

officer anticipated that renewed Japanese activities

would be directed to the east and northeast rather than

793.94/15719
 

F/FG

to

i
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to the north or towards Pingma# He considered that the 

Japanese were ignoring Pingma and the Caobang road for 

the time being because that road was carrying such an 

insignificant amount of freight, possibly less than 

100 tons of pay load since the road was officially 

inaugurated# As a matter of fact, the Caobang road is 

now closed, due to land slides on the French side of 

the frontier, and there is little prospect that traffic 

will be resumed before a week or ten days from now#

This officer was unable to confirm the story which 

is circulating widely in Hanoi and Haiphong that, 

during a recent Chinese attack on Japanese positions 

near Nanning, Chinese planes inadvertently bombed the 

Chinese troops and tanks and destroyed whatever chance 

the Chinese had of gaining a victory#

Respectfully yours,

For the Consul at Saigon,

Charles S. Reed II, 
American Consul.

In duplicate to the Department (Original by air mail) 
Copies to the Embassy, Chungking and Peiping 
Copies to Consulates General, Hongkong and Shanghai 
Copies to Consulates, Kunming and Saigon

800/815.4

CSRscsr
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Chungking's 414, January 1.

Major McHugh's report makes interesting 
reading but contains little new substantive 
information»

The air service between Chungking and Kami 
is operated by the "China Air Transport 
Company” with 'Chinese pilots using tri-motored 
Junkers which belong^to the Eurasia Company. 
Service is scheduled once every eight days. 
The flight from Chungking to Lanchow is made 
in one day, thence to Kami and return to Lan
chow the second day, and back to Chungking the 
third dayà.

"Control of Kansu, Chinghai and Ninghsia 
is definitely Chinese. Russian personnel in 
Lanchow were said to be less than 100 and 

t?.is number has at no time during the past 
year exceeded 200. Truck traffic was practical- 

t ly non-existent while Major McHugh was in 
jLanchow due apparently to extreme cold weather. 
Traffic appears to have been fairly heavy dur
ing August, September and October but there 
was no evidence that "hundreds” of trucks per 
day had passed through Lanchow as alleged in 
Chungking. Trucks used have been mainly Rus
sian diesels the majority of which have been 
purchased by the Chinese and have therefore 
never been available for return cargo. Incom
ing cargoes have been principally essential war 
materials such as bombs, fuses, detonators and 
T.N.T. Stories of supplies being conveyed to

the
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the Eighth Route Army in Shensi are believed to 
be without foundation.

The total number of planes delivered to 
China during 1939 was 120. Bombers are flown 
by a crew of three, two Russians and one Chin
ese. The aviation gasoline used at Lanchow 
was sent there from Hankow a year and a half 
ago. Future supplies however will be brought 
in by camel caravans whiôh make the trip from 
Sinkiang twice annually. 'Major McHugh was 
assured that conditions in Sinkiang are per
fectly normal and that although Russian politi
cal influence is naturally much stronger there( 
there is no display of military force or any 
large concentration of troops.

The wool trade is suffering from attempted 
over-regulation by the Chinese.

/ Major McHugh does not attempt to estimate 
the actual number of Russian personnel in 
Chungking and at the front but states that they 
unquestionably maintain a much larger group in 
China than the Germans ever did. He states 
that "the Chinese are running this war accord
ing to their own ideas and I doubt very serious 
ly that they are paying much attention to the 
Russians in this respect". 4Ï The bombing raids 
on Lanchow of December 26, 27 and 28 were con
ducted by three groups totalling 99 planes. 
On all three raids they dropped a total of 
some 900 bombs of all sizes (but mostly of the

60
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60 kilogram size). Although the city was 
badly hit Major McHugh doubts if there was 
more than 25 percent of it destroyed and none 
of that was important. The populace had 
ample time to evacuate and the result was that 
less than 30 people were killed during the 
three days. The entire series of operations 
was futile and the results were negligible.

793.94/15720
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No. 414

Subject:

Chungking, January 1, 1940

Report by the Assistant Naval Attache 
on hla Journey to tanchow, Kansu, in 
December, 1939.

Japanese Bombingof Lanchow, 
December 86-28,1939.

Russian Assistance to China in the 
North-west♦

94/15720

mcijsssifo
BO. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) nt ©

OSD letter. May 3, 1372

The Honorable

The Secretary of

Washington,

Sir

D. C

State,
W

I have the honor to state that Major J. M. McHugh,'" 

U.S.M.C., Assistant Naval Attache, returned to Chungking 

on December 30, 1939, from a ten-days* Journey by air 

plane to Lanchow, the provincial capital of Kansu.

Major McHugh
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Major McHugh has already given a brief report of 

his observations by telegraph to the Navy Department 

and the Naval Attache and it is understood that the 

substance of this report will be made available to the 

Department and to the American Ambassador.

He desires, however, to submit a more detailed 

report in the form of a memorandum. This memorandum 

will be drafted and typed in the Consulate General in 

Hong Kong, whither Major McHugh will proceed by air 

plane on January 2, 1940. A copy will be attached to 

this despatch after this is done. He will submit 

copies to the Navy Department and the Naval Attache.

He informs me that the report will describe the 

bombing of Lanchow by the Japanese while he was there, 

December 26-28, inclusive, and some aspects of Russian 

assistance to China in the North-west.

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

Willyfe Rl Peck,
Counselor of Embassy.

Memorandum by Major J. M. McHugh, U.S.M.C., 
Assistant Naval Attache

Original by air mail to the Department 
Three copies to the Department 
Copy to the Embassy at Peiping

710/800/121
WRPstm
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OFFICE OF THE NAVAL ATTACHE

AMERICAN EMBASSY

CHUNGKING

Report No. 1-40. 22 January, l?40

CONFIDENTIAL

RUSSIAN ASSISTANCE TO CHINA

1. In an effort to check up on the actual degree 

of assistance being furnished the Chinese Government by 

Moscow and to attempt to get to the bottom of various 

recent reports concerning the alleged huge volume of 

truck traffic over the Northwest Route into China, as 

well as rumors of Russian political and military pene

tration into the Northwest, the undersigned arranged 

informally a flying trip to Lanchow during the latter 

part of December. Certain officials in the Chinese 

Government have consistently maintained from the out

break of the present conflict that supplies were being 

received only in moderate amounts from Russia which in 

every instance were being paid for by China (admittedly 

on easy terms as far as time although rather expensive 

in terms of bartered goods); that no political quid pro 

quo had ever been demanded or even suggested by Moscow; 

and that Moscow had dealt directly with the Central 

Government in all cases of such assistance (as opposed 

to frequent allegations that help was being rendered 

secretly to the Eighth Route Army). When, however, 

rumors of the huge volume of Russian truck traffic ar

riving at Chengtu during the Fall became persistent,

followed by 



t
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followed by a scarehead report in the New York Times 

from Shanghai of Russian military penetration of Sin- 

kiang (which coincided with the rape of Poland by 

Stalin and concurrent apprehension on the part of 

many Chinese that Stalin might suddenly withdraw as

sistance to China), I asked for and received per

mission to visit the Northwest to see for myself. I 

might remark, parenthetically, that although there has 

always been a very natural tendency on the part of the 

Chinese to respect the Russian desire for secrecy as 

to Russian activity and assistance and although I 

therefore had refrained earlier from pressing for per

mission to make such a trip in order not to embarrass 

my friends in the Government, once I actually made the 

request they not only assented immediately, but actually 

seemed eager that I go and confirm for myself what they 

had been telling me. Telegrams were immediately des

patched by them to General Ch»eng Ch’ien, the Commander 

in Chief of the Central Government armies in the Sian area, 

and to General Chu Shao-liang, Chairman of Kansu and con

currently Commander of the 10th War Area (Kansu, Chinghai, 

Ninghsia and western Suiyuan) and approval was obtained 

in due course.

2. Due mainly to shortage of time and partly to 

the difficult and elaborate arrangements which would 

have been necessary to obtain gasoline for a trip by 

car, I obtained permission to fly via the recently in

augurated air service between Chungking and Kami which 

connects there with a Russian service via Urumchi to 

Moscow. The planes on the Chungking-Hami section are

tri-motored

2
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tri-motored Junkers which were actually part of the 

Eurasia Aviation Corporation’s equipment (Sino- 

German). A separate company has been set up, however, 

by the Ministry of Communications called the "China 

Air Transport Company" with Chinese pilots in order to 

satisfy the terms of the recent agreement with Moscow. 

(The Russians had refused to permit German pilots of 

the Eurasia Corporation to fly the route and had held 

out for a long time for permission to bring their own 

planes (Russian copies of DO-J’s) all the way to Chung

king. ) The service is scheduled once every eight days 

but is subject to interruption from air raids and cold 

weather. The flight is made from Chungking to Lanchow 

in one day, thence to Hami and return to Lanchow the 

second day and back to Chungking the third day providing 

connection is made satisfactorily with the Russian 

service (which appears very undependable.) On the 

occasion of my trip we departed from Chungking at 6:JO 

A.M. on December 19, 1939; stopped at Chengtu for gas; 

flew to within one hour of Lanchow when we received 

reports of Japanese reconnaisance planes in the area 

which caused out-pilot to turn back to Chengtu; then 

received report of an air alarm at Chengtu and had to 

slow down to delay our return until the "All Clear" 

sounded there which put us back in Chengtu just before 

dark at 5:00 P.M. The following morning, December 20th, 

we left Chengtu at 6:00 A.M. and made Lanchow at 9îJ0 

without incident. The service was completely interrupted 

the following week by the air raids at Lanchow on

December
\

- 3 - !

d. : r
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December 26, 27 and 28 and the flight for that 

week to Hami was finally cancelled. The Bank 

of Communications, however, had chartered a 

special flight to forward funds to Lanchow and 

this plane came though on December 29th, re

turning to Chengtu the same day where I again 

had a stopover and proceeded to Chungking on 

December 50th.

J. I was met in Lanchow by the Special 

Delegate of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

Mr. Li T’ieh-tseng, who opened this branch of

fice in September, 1938, after having served 

three years as a Secretary in the Chinese 

Embassy in London. Mr. Li immediately placed 

a car at my disposal and arranged for me to 

meet all of the members of the Provincial 

Government, the majority of whom, incidently, 

I found to be American educated men of mature 

years. I was invited to move about freely and 

inspect the city at will. I was likewise told 

that I could meet anyone whom I wished and 

that all would answer any questions I wished 

to ask. I happened to know personally the 

Commanding Officer of the Chinese Air Force 

at Lanchow who immediately gave me free ac

cess to the Air Field and arranged a dinner 

for me. I kept in close touch with him during

the period
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the period of the raids and saw him daily in 

his office where all information as well as 

contact with his pilots was available.

4. In addition to the foregoing I 

found another personal friend of long standing 

at Lanchow, a member of the Generalissimo’s 

"War Area Service Corps", and the man who 

from the early days of the war in Nanking 

has been in charge of the hostels which have 

been maintained in various parts of China for 

the comfort of Russian personnel since the 

arrival of the first group of aviators. I 

likewise met on several occasions and talked 

freely with the Director of the Northwest 

Transport Bureau who is in charge of all truck 

traffic and supplies on the Northwest Route. 

From these various sources plus frequent con

tact with such missionaries as were present, 

as well as many Chinese in private walks of 

life, I gained the following information:

5. a. Russian Political Influence The 

control of Kansu and of the neighboring 

provinces of Chinghai and Ninghsia is defi

nitely Chinese. I found

no evidence 
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no evidence whatever in Lanchow of Russian poli

tical influence while on the contrary there was 

plenty of indication that the Chinese are running 

their affairs and doing it furthermore in close 

collaboration with Chungking. Commercial rela

tions are naturally oriented toward Russia and the 

majority of articles of foreign origin in the 

shops such as toilet articles, sugar, blankets, 

clothing, etc., are Russian. A good bit of this, 

in fact, has come in as "pidgin cargo" on the 

munitions trucks. As for Russian personnel present, 

they were relatively few. One saw them occasion

ally in twos and threes on the street. I was in

formed that there were at that time less than one 

hundred of all categories— truck drivers, aviation 

mechanics, instructors, etc., and that this number 

at no time during the past year had exceeded two 

hundred. This information came from the man res

ponsible for feeding them and was confirmed by other 

sources so I see no reason to question it. A 

Secretary attached to the Russian Embassy in Chung

king resides in Lanchow to facilitate the handling 

of of personnel and other questions.

b. Truck Traffic Truck traffic was prac

tically non-existent while I was in Lanchow due 

apparently to the extreme cold weather prevailing 

farther northward along the route. From many 

sources, however, I was assured that it had never 

reached the huge figures of "hundreds" per day 

alleged by sources (mainly French) in Chengtu and 

Chungking. Common sense and simple arithmetic

alone
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alone refute such rumors. The road is long and 

arduous and on one stretch of about forty kilo

meters out near Ansi there is nothing but bottom

less sand which is very difficult to pass over. 

On other stretches they have had to mark the 

road with a line of stones to keep the trucks 

from wandering off in the wrong direction over the 

limitless expanse of open country. There like

wise are two very difficult mountain passes bet

ween Lanchow and the Sinkiang border. Trucks 

used have been mainly Russian diesels of the 

three and one half ton variety and usually travel 

in groups of ten with one truck carrying nothing 

but oil (not gasoline). The majority of them 

have been purchased by the Chinese Government 

for further use in China and have therefore never 

been available for return cargo. This form of 

transportation, however, for export cargo was 

decried by all hands as too expensive and only a 

relatively small amount of hides and tea has been 

shipped in this manner. Incoming cargoes have 

been principally essential war materials such as 

bombs, fuses, detonators and TNT (the latter being 

the chief item). Drivers have been Russian who 

until recently drove all the way down into Szechuan 

(hence the road signs in both Russian and Chinese 

which have excited so much comment)• The Chinese 

maintain a total of nineteen hostels for these 

drivers between Kwangyuan (in northern Szechuan) 

to Ansi, five of these being in Lanchow. Foreign 

food, good beds and baths are provided free of 

charge— luxuries which can best be appreciated

by visiting
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by visiting the NorthwestI The staff and equip

ment of an entire hotel in Shanghai was taken 

over and shipped out for this purpose. The 

Chinese, in other words, have done everything 

possible to encourage the maximum possible amount 

of assistance from Russia. Trucks and cargoes 

are now turned over to the Northwest Transport 

Bureau at Lanchow and Chinese drivers supplied 

for the balance of the trip southward. (It was 

stated, incidently, that the Chinese drivers 

find the Russian trucks difficult to handle 

because of their size and weight.) Traffic ap

pears to have been fairly heavy during the months 

of August, September and October when the weather 

was best, but no one would concede that the total 

had aggregated more than "a few hundred" while 

the Director himself asserted that the total 

operating on the entire route was about one 

thousand when conditions were most favorable.

c. Supplies for the Eighth Route Army 

Stories to the effect that trucks occasionally 

slip away and convey supplies to the Eighth Route 

Army in Shensi are totally without foundation. 

In the first place there is no road! They would 

have to go all the way down to Sian and then double 

back to do this. Kansu is a geographic entity 

entirely separated by mountains from Shensi. In 

conversations with many people I found no trace of 

interest in the Communists or evidence of any such 

activity in Kansu. Trucks and their cargoes

furthermore
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furthermore appear to be checked carefully all 

along the route.

d. Aviation The total number of planes 

delivered to China during 1939 was 120 (exactly 

the figure which Col. Chennault had given me last 

October). Of these twenty four were the new ”DB" 

bomber (which is a modified "SB” with greater 

range and somewhat larger motors), thirty six were 

the old "SB” type and the remaining sixty were 

modified E-15 and E-16 pursuits, the modification 

consisting mainly of larger motors, but some of 

the E-16*s carrying two 20 m/m wing cannon. Hie 

above were part of a total order of 200 arranged 

for by the Chinese last January, but Moscow stopped 

delivery in July. The bombers are flown by a crew 

of three, two of them being Russian and the third 

in most cases Chinese (performing the functions of 

rear gunner and bomber). Two squadrons of Russian 

pursuit pilots are still in service (one of these 

being in Chungking and the other in Chengtu as of 

December 1st) the number having been reduced from 

that obtaining a year ago. The aviation school 

at Lanchow was transferred in November to Ining 

in Hi Valley, west of Urumchi, near A-La-Ma-Ta 

on the Turk-Sib railway, primarily because of 

considerations of supply. Graduate pilots from 

the American schools in Yunnan will be sent there 

for further instruction on Russian planes. The 

Russian conducted school for Chinese non-commissioned

officers
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officers at Chengtu is still in operation, how

ever. The aviation gasoline used at Lanchow up 

to the present was sent there from Hankow a year 

and a half ago (which accounts for recent stories 

that it had been coming from Haiphong because 

tins had been seen there with the Standard Oil 

name on them). The supply for the future, how

ever, will be brought in by camel caravans which 

make the trip from Sinkiang twice annually. There 

is also a considerable traffic by mule or horse 

drawn two-wheeled carts of the type seen around 

Peiping and Tientsin. But the man-drawn type of 

cart, seen so much in South China and which my 

friend, the Director of the Burma Highway, had 

bragged that he had instituted in the northwest, 

was conspicuous by its absence and I was repeatedly 

informed that this type of transport is used only 

locally and not at all for through transport.

e. The Wool Trade During the period of 

the air raids while spending the entire morning 

on the mountain overlooking the city I had the 

good fortune to meet a Chinese whom I had met 

some years ago in Tientsin who was then doing 

business in Manchuria and who in recent years has 

been in the wool trade in the northwest. He 

speaks Russian fluently, has made frequent trips 

to Sinkiang and is now employed by the Ministry 

of Communications in connection with the Govern

ment Wool Monopoly. He happened to be an old 

acquaintance also of my companion during the

raids 
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raids, Dr. Y. P. Mei, formerly of Teaching 

University and now head of the Northwest Science 

Institute, who has likewise travelled extensively 

in the Northwest. Our conversations were there

fore completely frank and non-political. The 

wool trade has been practically paralyzed ever 

since the Central Government attempted to 

institute a monopoly for the purpose of the 

control of foreign exchange. Chungking has be

come so alarmed over this condition that Dr. Kung 

has arranged to dispatch one of his American 

advisors, Mr. F.B. Lynch, to the Northwest to 

investigate the situation, especially with regard 

to fears that the wool is seeping out through 

Suiyuan into Japanese hands. (Mr. Lynch, incidently, 

had great difficulty in securing a Russian visa to 

visit Sinkiang and had only just obtained it as the 

year closed.) The answer, however, according to 

the above mentioned Chinese, is perfectly plausible 

and simple. The basic urge of all Chinese is for 

profit. In this case the bureaucracy of the 

Central Government as usual attempted to go too 

far afield. Instead of instituting control of 

wool at the main collecting points, minor of

ficials have been despatched to the smaller points 

to enforce a maze of new regulations. In addition 

to the increased overhead incident to the maintenance 
$of such a staff, the small producer has been scared 

away and simply is not bringing in his wool. My 

informants doubted that much of the wool so far had 

gone
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gone elsewhere but predicted that it soon would 

if the Central Government did not back down and 

let nature take its course.

f. Conditions in Sinkiang These gentle

men assured me that conditions in Sinkiang are 

perfectly normal and are governed primarily by 

considerations of trade. The political influence 

of the Russians is naturally much stronger there, 

but they denied that there was any display of 

military force or any large concentration of 

troops. The Sinkiang Government bows to Moscow’s 

wishes with regard to the presence of foreigners 

because it enhances their relations in other 

fields, but I was assured that the control of the 

province is nevertheless Chinese, differing from 

Kansu only in that it is cimpletely independent 

of Chungking except for lip service. National 

currency is in general use there at an arbitrary 

rate of exchange and as late as October, 1939, 

U.S. dollars could be purchased in Urumchi in small 

amounts at a rate of NC$5.5O for US$1.00. The 

U.S. dollar is the principal yardstick used in 

computing exchange between Chinese National Currency, 

Sinkiang Provincial Bank Currency and Russian 

Roubles, the rates being arbitrarily fixed by the 

local Government.

g. The Mohammedan Question Relations 

with the Mohammedan areas have been peaceful for / 

some time. These areas likewise are thoroughly 

Chinese and have no contact whatsoever with Islam.

Many Chinese
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Many Chinese have professed adherence to the 

faith for purposes of personal safety rather 

than because of any religious fervor, simply 

because during periods of unrest all ’’non

believers” are indiscriminately murdered. 

General anti-Japanese sentiment and respect for 

the Generalissimo was reported in these areas. 

General Chu Shao-liang, who attended the 

annual religious festival of the tribes on the 

shores of the Kokonor last Spring as the perso

nal representative of the Generalissimo, was 

reported to have received a royal welcome. 

Little sympathy for the Communists in these 

areas was likewise reported.

h. Exodus of German Missionaries The 

explanation of the mystery of the order issued 

last Fall after the Berlin-Moscow rapprochement 

for the evacuation of all Germans from Kansu, 

concerning which there had been considerable 

speculation in Chungking along lines of major 

international politics, turned out to be very 

simple. My friend, the Commanding Officer of the 

Air Force, confided in me that he, himself, had 

gotten Governor Chu Shao-liang to issue the 

order and that Chungking had approved. The 

reason was suspicion that the Germans were 

acting as spies for the Japanese and supplying 

them with information on aviation activities. 

The Air Force has probably been responsible for 

more regulations against foreigners than any

other branch
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other branch of the Government during the present 

war although the organization itself has produced 

little or nothing in the way of effective resis

tance. They have long alibied their shortcomings 

by excuses that foreigners have been transmitting 

information to the enemy. In this instance it ap

pears that a military transport plane departed one 

day last September from Lanchow for Chengtu via 

Sian and that a German Catholic missionary hap

pened to be at the airport at the time the plane 

left Lanchow. When the plane reached Sian it 

bumped into three Japanese reconnaissance planes 

which chased it half way to Chengtu. The Comman

ding Officer at Lanchow upon getting this report 

decided that the German had notified the Japs and 

rushed to the Governor and got the order issued 

for the immediate evacuation of all foreigners 

from the province although it was enforced actually 

only against Germans. He complained to me that 

some of the Germans had already begun to filter back.

6. The French Version of Russian Assistance 

During my stopovers in Chengtu on this trip I visited 

the Honorary French Consul there, Dr. J. Bechamps, who 

has resided there for the past twenty years and with 

whom I happen to have had a long acquaintance through 

other members of my family. There is no question in 

my mind that Dr. Bechamps is wise in the lore of the 

Chinese, especially as regards Szechuan politics, for he 

has been personal physician to several war lords and 

has a wide circle of contacts among the Chinese,

especially 
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especially the poorer classes among whom he has 

done a great deal of personal charitable work. It 

is he who was primarily responsible for the stories 

about the arrival of huge convoys of Russian trucks 

during the Fall, the same tale being brought back 

by various individuals all of whom had seen him 

among others. I questioned him closely about the 

reports and he stuck to his story stubbornly even 

going so far as to drive me outside of the city and 

to point out on the road the general location of the 

head and rear of the line of trucks. He claimed to 

have seen these on several occasions when he had 

evacuated the city at night during air alarms. (On 

one of these occasions the French Air Attache was 

with him.) He likewise asserted that many of his 

Chinese friends had brought him similar stories on 

other nights. According to him the trucks always 

came in at night, unloaded their cargo on the road 

where hundreds of coolies were ready to receive it and 

cart it away and then wheeled around across the ad

jacent air field and departed. Other foreigners 

told similar stories, but all of them also know 

Bechamps who is widely known and respected there.

7. It is difficult to refute such positive 

assertions, especially when one is shown a stretch 

of road which is quite capable of accommodating two 

hundred trucks. Nevertheless I am of the opinion 

that it is totally impossible for this to have been 

a nightly occurrence. One has only to count the

stages 
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stages on the long road to the northwest and realize 

that the chain must be continuous all along the 

route; to consider the inherent difficulties in con

ducting a convoy of only a few vehicles over such a 

route; and then do a little simple arithmetic. Had 

convoys of the size reported arrived nightly for 

even a short period, general news of such activity 

would have been bound to have leaked out from all 

along the route and the route furthermore would have 

been covered with disabled trucks. No such informa

tion as this came in, nor did any person with whom 

I talked in Lanchow have information of more than 

a fairly steady flow of moderate numbers of trucks. 

The answer, I believe, is that these smaller con

voys were assembled periodically at some point 

north of Chengtu, probably at Kwangyuan where a 

large Russian air base and general center of activity 

is known to exist, and that large convoys were then 

run from there into Chengtu, possibly bi-weekly, or 

even at greater intervals during the period of 

favorable weather. It so happened, apparently, that 

the arrival of these large convoys at Chengtu co

incided on one or more nights with air alarms when 

everyone was streaming outside the city for safety 

(there being no dugouts there because of water near 

the surface) and that, as usual, people jumped to 

conclusions and struck general averages based on 

insufficient information.

8, Russian Political Activity Dr. Bechamps 

claimed that there is a total of about five hundred

Russians
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Russians of all categories (Aviation personnel) Mili

tary Advisors, Intelligence and Political Operatives) 

centered at Chengtu and that Chengtu is their 

directive center for all China. He asserted that they 

prepare a daily political report in Chinese for the 

Generalissimo’s Headquarters; issue a great deal of 

propaganda; and maintain a close check on all Chinese 

activities. He was inclined to view their activities 

darkly and v.ith considerable apprehension. I do not 

question that there is an extensive Russian organiza

tion in Chengtu. There is also a pretty fair sized 

one in Chungking and I know, for example, that they 

maintain their own intelligence service there with a 

large Chinese staff under instruction. But specific 

details of such activities are almost impossible to 

obtain. Their personnel come and go, for if an indi

vidual fails to get along with the Chinese they ap

parently withdraw him and assign someone else to the 

job. They have likewise used this war as a school 

for their own people and there have been at least 

three general changes in aviation personnel since the 

first group arrived. This constant shifting in it

self creates an illusion of a greater total than 

actually exists. Nevertheless they unquestionably 

maintain a much larger group in China than the Germans 

ever had.

But what it all adds up to in total effect 

is another question. They have, for example, advisors 

and technical men at many of the fronts with the

artillery
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artillery and mechanized equipment they have supplied. 

(One evident purpose of this, however, has been to pre

vent misuse of this materiel.) And there is a group of 

advisors in Chungking the Chief of which I have seen 

frequently at the Generalissimo’s. But he is only one 

of many callers during the day and I doubt that his 

advice is heeded even as much as was that of General 

von Falkenhausen (which the Chinese certainly dis

regarded on many occasions)• My general impression 

has been that the Chinese are running this war according 

to their own ideas and I doubt very seriously that they 

are paying much attention to the Russians in this res

pect. What the ultimate purpose of the Russians may be 

as far as possibly attempting to dominate the West 

politically after the war is a matter for speculation. 

Their immediate purpose to date appears to have been 

to keep the war going as long as possible. But of one 

point I feel certain— that they do not dominate the 

Generalissimo and never will. And I have yet to see 

any evidence that anyone but the Chinese will ever run 

China, even in the far West.

J.'M. McHugh, 
Major, U. S. M. C., 

Assistant Naval Attache.
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OFFICE OF THE NAVAL ATTACHE 

AMERICAN EMBASSY 

CHUNGKING

Report No. 2-40 22 January, 1940

CONFIDENTIAL

Japanese Bombing of Lanchow. Kansu, December 26-28, 1939

The following notes are submitted on the mass 

bombing of LANCHOW, KANSU, on December 26, 27 and 

28, 1939, where the undersigned happened to be pres

ent when the Japanese staged the largest scale 

bombing operations of the present war. Local condi

tions were such as to permit personal observation of 

the raids. It also happened that the Commanding 

Officer of the Chinese Air Force at LANCHOW was a 

personal friend of long standing thus affording ac

cess to official information not normally available 

> foreign observers. Attendant conditions and 

ilient features of the raids are listed below:

1.» G-eneral Situation Lanchow had been raided 

during the previous moonlight period at the end of 

November, 1939, (these being the first raids there 

since February, 1939) so the operations under refer

ne e were not a surprise. Japanese news broadcasts

<a Tokyo had likewise hinted broadly that major 

il operations for the purpose of severing

’s Northwest route to Russia, coincident with 

into Kwangsi to sever the route to Indo- 

d be expected. The city was therefore
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on the qui vive as the moonlight period at the end 

of December approached. The Chinese Air Force had 

received news during the middle of December of the 

arrival in Shansi of two large groups of Japanese 

naval bombers and on December 24th they received 

word that a large concentration had been effected 

at YUN CH’ENG in southern SHANSI which is between 

three and one half and four hours flight from LANCHOW 

These planes were reported to have come from TAIYUAN 

in central SHANSI, from HANKOW and from a field in 

ANHUI (probably HOFEI). In this connection it is 

interesting to note that foreign observers in PEIPING 

had observed two flights of bombers aggregating 

seventy one ships pass over there from the north 

headed southwest during the middle of December and 

that similar formations were observed returning north 

ward early in January» It seems reasonable to assume 

therefore, that the Kwantung Army loaned planes for 

the operations against LANCHOW and it is interesting 

to note in this connection that these planes were all 

naval planes. Chinese reports claimed that there was 

a total concentration of 140 Japanese planes (bombers 

and pursuits) at YUN CH*ENG on Xmas Day. The Com

mander of the Chinese Air Force at LANCHOW asserted 

that he had foreseen this concentration from advance 

information and had strongly urged the Generalissimo 

to send him all available fighters in order to meet 

it and also to attack YUN CH’EHG with bombers during 

this period. The Generalissimo, however, had ordered 

a concentration of the Chinese Air Force in KWANGSI 

early in December to meet the Japanese invasion there 

and had transferred twenty two pursuits from LANCHOW

southward
- 2 -
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southward at that time leaving only thirteen fighters 

at LANCHOW. (These ships were Russian E-15 and E-16 

models manned by Chinese pilots. The only other ships 

at LANCHOW were five SB bombers under repair. There 

likewise were no Russian combat pilots at LANCHOW and 

only a few Russian instructors, the flying school 

having been transferred recently from there to INING 

in the ILI valley west of URUMCHI near the TURK-SIB 

railway where gasoline and supplies are much more ac

cessible.)

2. Details of the Raids The Japanese raided 

LANCHOW successively on December 26, 27 and 28. On 

the 26th they arrived in three groups of J6, 27 and 

?6 starting at 9s00 A.M. and separated by twenty 

minute intervals. They repeated this on the 27th, the 

leading group being minus one plane (which had probably 

fallen out en route). On the 28th they staged what 

amounted to a dress parade, the first two groups ar

riving at 9:57 A.M. (the second group flying just in 

rear and slightly higher than the leading group) 

followed by the third group three and one half minutes 

later. On this day each of the first two groups was 

minus a plane making a total of ninety seven. The 

route of approach was identical each day, the Japanese 

leaving YUN CH’ENG on a westward course until they 

struck the Yellow River, then angling northwestward 

passing LANCHOW well to the Northward and coming in 

from the West against the sun. On this course they 

bombed a field west of the city first, then bombed 

by a slight variation of course either the city or the 

huge field adjacent thereto (this field is three

kilometers
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kilometers long by one kilometer wide) and finally 

a field east of the city as they departed. On each 

of the first two days it was estimated that they 

dropped a total of about JOO bombs of all sizes (but 

mostly the 60 kilogram size) on the airfields and 
' i

about 100 on the city itself. On the third day, how

ever, they dropped nothing on the auxiliary fields 

and a total of less than sixty bombs on the city and 

main field.

3. Technical Points

a. Weather Weather conditions were 

ideal (except for protection to the raiders) - cloud

less sky, no wind and bright sun. The ground temper

ature was slightly above zero degrees, Farenheit.

b. Altitude Bombing operations were 

uniformly conducted from about 9,000 feet net (LANCHOW ? ;
is 5,500 feet above sea level, making the total flying 

altitude about 15,000 feet).

c. Formations The first two groups used 

the standard nine-plane, 3 - V formation* The rear 

group (36 ships) flew in three 12 plane squadrons of 

three 4 plane sections each. Each section flew in a 

diamond-shaped formation. All groups used a stacked 

front formation of squadrons in line, eaeh slightly 

offset in altitude from the other, and eaeh squadron 

with two sections leading and one in rear in a V 

formation. Distances and intervals between planes 

and units were close.

d. Type of Planes All groups were 

apparently naval planes being medium bombers of the 

bi-motored, twin-tail variety. The remains of one

that was
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that was shot down and brought back to LANCHOW 
before my departure showed that it was a Mitsubishi 
copy as modified by the Japanese of a Junkers -86 
model. Various plates in the ship showed that it 
had been manufactured at TOKOSÜKK on August 8, 1939. 
The Chinese claimed that some of the planes were 
Breda -82 models but this was a matter of opinion 
as the two models are so similar that it is difficult 
for the untrained eye to distinguish them.

e« Armament These bombers are appar- • > 
ently armed only with old model, 30 caliber Lewis 
machine guns. The Chinese had one of these which 
had been dropped from a bomber during the November 
raids and the above wreck had nothing but this 
type in it.

f. Bombs All types and sizes of bombs 
were dropped, ranging from small incendaries to a 
few which were possibly as large as 200 kilograms. 
The great majority however appeared to be of the 60 
kilogram variety. There was ample evidence of low 
grade and insufficient explosive, there being many 
cases of poor fragmentation (some of these being 
as large as sixteen inches long by five inches wide) 
while in many other instances the bomb was either 
a complete dud or had only strength enough to break 
the hard clay earth into a series of concentric rings 
around the hole. Metal was also very thin in many 
instances.

g. Accuracy of Bombing - Objectives 
The bombing at best could only be described as area

bombing
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bombing. The squadrons apparently aligned them
selves on the long axis of the oity (which is laid 
out in a perfect rectangle) or along the long axis 
of the airfield and let go at regular intervals.
There were few military objectives, the truck station 
being practically empty and the only worthwhile 
object being the steel bridge over the Yellow river. 
The Japanese did not even come close to the latter 
until the third day when they got two bombs fairly 
close to one end of this bridge but did no damage. 
The airfield had many dummy ships around it with 
mat shed covers, but the Chinese relocated these 
each night which appeared to confuse the Japanese 
somewhat as messages between group leaders were 
intercepted during the raids passing back informa
tion about the location of these planes. There 
was nothing to indicate, however, that the Japanese 
possess a really effective bomb sight.

h. Opposition The Chinese, as previous
ly noted, had only thirteen fighters present all of 
them manned by Chinese pilots. They got eleven of 
these into the air the first day and attacked the 
Japanese from ahead and out of the sun on a wide 
front on a more or less man for man basis. Some of 
them only dived through the first Jap formation but 
four pulled back under the Japs and got in a second 
attack. I personally saw two Jap ships hit the 
first day and one the second. The Chinese lookout 
posts claimed that four came down outside the city

the first

— 6 —
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the first day and three on the second day. Sub

sequently they claimed to have found the wrecks of 

four. I consider the claims quite plausible. ïhe 

Chinese had no difficulty in landing and re-fueling 

between raids, despite the bombing of the airfields, 

because of the huge size of the fields, but were 

unable to regain sufficient altitude for attacks on 

subsequent raids. There was no effective anti

aircraft, the only guns present being of insufficient 

range. One Chinese fighter Was shot down on the 

third day. The Chinese claimed this to be their 

only casualty and I have no Reason to doubt it as I 

visited the air field daily. The funeral of this 

pilot was held the morning of my departure, 

i* Pamae Although the city was badly 
hit in many places I doubt that more than twenty 

five per cent of it was destroyed, and none of that 

was important. The alarms wqre sounded at 6:00 A.M. 

giving the populace ample time to evacuate into the 

surrounding hills which they did en masse. The 

result was that less than thirty people were killed 

during the three days. Damage to buildings was con

fined mainly to shops and dwellings. Fire was 

relatively limited due to the extensive use of dried 

clay in construction plus the fact that regulations 

for the extinguishing of stoves in dwellings were 

rigidly enforced by the police. The early morning 

time of the alarm aided this work as very few people 

were up and about.
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j« Results The entire series of oper

ations was futile and the results were negligible. 

They cost the Japanese about 900 bombs and probably , 

in the neighborhood of 190,000 gallons of gasoline 

in addition to the value of the planes lost. Other 

than making life in the city of LANCHOV? a little more 

difficult through driving the shopkeepers out of town 

they achieved nothing. The Northwest Route, for such 

as it may be worth, is still open and cannot be inter

rupted by this type of operation.
k. Miscellaneous The Com mander of the 

Chinese Air Force at LANCHOW insisted that the 

Japanese are using a delayed fuse in bombs, asserting 

that he had had cases of delayed explosion as high 

as sixty two hours after bombs had dropped. He 

vehemently denied that explosions had occurred 

during attempts to excavate duds. His theory was 

that the Japanese are using an acid in the fuse which 

slowly eats away a wire and eventually produces 

detonation. Whether this is theoretically possible 

is a matter for experts to decide.

The point again 

arose during these raids of the Japanese using 

female personnel, probably as the radio operator. 

The officer who conducted the party which recovered 

the plane brought back while I was in LANCHOW in

sisted that a female torso was found in the wreckage. 

The total of the crew in the ship was seven which 

coincided with many previous reports.

Gas tanks

- 8 -
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Gas tanks in these 

bombers are apparently equipped with rubber gaskets 

and possibly with a complete rubber sack lining to 

minimize leakage and fire hazard, in the event they 

are pierced.

J. M* McHugh, 
Major, U. S« M* G«, 

Assistant Naval Attache.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From
HSM .GRAY

Nanking via N. R.

Dated February 28, 1940 

Recc'd 8:35 a. m.
Division of\ |

Secretary of State, fl FA« AFFAIRS Æ O.N.L

I 1940 kJ ---Washington. \V* VJM
X^Department of 

, /
9, February 28, 4 p, m.

According to local press reports Chu Min-yi has 

returned to Nanking and at a meeting of the "capital 

preparatory committee" held yesterday plans for the 

taking over of certain buildings occupied by the 

Japanese military will be discussed; all buildings 

formerly occupied by the National Government are also 

to be taken over according to these reports.

Repeated to Peiping, Chungking, Shanghai.

STANTON

WC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Secretary of State

Washington

GRAY

FROM Swat0W

Dated February 28, 1940

7, February 28, 4 p.m.

Recfd 8:20 p.m

fab EASTERN AFMIRS
2 9 1940

l l7H0f

According to reliable source Chinese troops 
ten miles northeast

have occupied Chlnghai/of Swatow. No Americans 

reside in that city which had been garrisoned 

by a small number of Chinese merchants and Japanese. 

A French missionary from Chinghai now in Swatow 

reports that the road has been closed by the 

Japanese. This development and news of Chinese 

troop concentration on both sides of the Swatow- 

Chaochowfu highway caused Chinese to close their 

shops yesterday but business was resumed today© 

A Japanese military convoy was unable to reach 

Chaochowfu today and returned to Swatow this 

afternoon. * s

793.94/15722

PEG

Repeated to Peiping and Chungking

YEARNS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
HSM ---------------- GRAY

Swatow via N. R.
From

Dated March 1, 1940

Rec’d 1:40 p. m.

T^> -7/

Division of 
FAR EASTERN AFIA 
/MAR 2- 194

fepa

COPIES SENT TO 
O.N.I. AND MJ.D.

p. m./

Secretary of State, 

Washington, Zr

8, March 1, 2 p. in. 

My 7, February 28, 4

Approximately 1,500 Japanese recently arrived on 

transport today probably caning from Canton. Chinghai 

has been reoccupied by the Chinese mercenaries who 

evacuated that place February 27th but Chinese guerrillas 

have cut the Swatow-Chaochowfu highway at several points. 

Repeated to Peiping, Chungking, Hong Kong.

YEARNS

CSB
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No. 36

Yunnanfu, China, February 17, 1940.

AMERICAN CONSULATE

Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to my telegrams of 

February 2, 4 p.m., February 5, 2 p.m., and February 

14, 2 p.m. to the Embassy, Chungking, concerning the 

bombing by Japanese planes of the Yunnan Railway an <3^ 

to submit further comment on the attacks. S
o

The February 1st attack took place at the time 

when the north-bound passenger and mail train was 

being transferred across the Lace Bridge, 83 kilometers 

from Hokow. According to local reports, the locomotive 

and a car were hit, many deaths being caused by scalding

793.94/15724
 

F/FG
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from steam and by a fire that followed the ignition of 

train cargo. A considerable number of casualties are 

believed to have been due to concussion, as some of the 

cars were in a tunnel, at one end of the bridge at the 

time of the attack. The total casualty list announced 

by the railway here numbers approximately 220, of which 

101 are dead. Among the dead are: M. Alfred, French 

employee of the railway, his wife and son; Madame 

Daviet, wife of a railway employee, and her daughter 

aged 3; 16 Chinese and Annamite employees of the rail

way; 80 passengers, the greater part Chinese. Approxi

mately 120 persons were wounded, 80 seriously. First 

aid and assistance in the recovery of bodies were given 

by two British naval doctors who were part of a con

tingent of British marines transferring from Chungking 

and who were on the south-bound train which had just 

passed.

A hit was also made on the line at kilometer 95.6, 

where about 100 meters of ràils and sleepers were torn 

out and dirt piled on the roadway. It was reported that 

no major damage was done to the bridge at kilometer 83; 

the tunnel suffered badly and considerable repair work 

has been necessary to put it into shape.

A further attack was made on February 3 on the 

railway bridge at kilometer 235, at Hsiaolungtan near 

Kaiyuan, at which place 27 Japanese bombers were inter

cepted by five Chinese pursuit planes from Yunnanfu. 

The attackers were unable to come near their objective 

and dropped their bombs wildly along the countryside. 

Eight Chinese employees of the Southwest Transportation 

Company, who were taking refuge in a village three miles 

from 
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from the bridge, were injured.

On February 13, Japanese planes again attacked the 

50 meter iron bridge at kilometer 235, which had been 

put into night service on February 9, following repairs 

made as a result of the January 5 bombing. Bombs 

framed the bridge without hitting it, and the only 

damage was the destruction of a few meters of track 

and a small telephone cabin, lhere were no casualties 

and service was not interrupted. Five Chinese pursuit 

planes from Yunnanfu again attacked the invaders and, 

after a long drawn-oat fight, brought down one Japanese 

bomber near Wenshan, east of Eengtsz. According to 

Chinese reports, anti-aircraft defense near the bridge 

also caused difficulty to ths attackers. Chinese 

here are jubilant over this success and special meetirgs 

have been held to praise the work of the aviators. Of 

some significance is the fact that Chairman Lung Yun 

sent a gift of NC$5,000 to the defending pilots, and 

NCÿl,000 to the anti-aircraft corps at Hsiaolungtan. 

Civic organizations have als o presented the flyers with 

gifts of food and personal articles.

With the completion of repairs on the tunnel at 

kilometer 83, through rail service is formally announced 

as beginning on February 18th, travel from Hokow-Kunming 

and Kunming-Hokow being performed during two nights, 

with a daytime stop over at Kaiyuan.

Respectfully yours,

American Vice Consul.
In quintuplicate, original by air mail.
Copy to Embassy, Peiping.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to American Consul, Hanoi.

800 TLP:Epy
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
GRAY

From Shanghai via N 

Dated. March 4, 

Rec’d 4 a.m.

Secretary of State 

Washington

PRIORITY.

March 4, 2 p.m.

Division orjrC 
EASTERN AFFAIRS^ 
AR 4- 1940

Department of

Japanese Consulate General

opErations are to be started on

O.N.L AND i-d.b :

statEs that military

Hainan Island and that

for the protEction of lives and property, Americans are 

rEquEstEd to EvacuatE by March 5 Nodoa to Tanhsien and 

othEr coastal towns. It is further stated that America* 

citizens have already bEEn appropriately advised by the,; 

Japanese officer in command on the spot. Assurances are 

given that Every facility will be given Americans to 

return to their homes upon the termination of military 

operations.

Sent to Canton, repeated to the Department, 

Peiping, Chungking, and Hong Kong, To Tokyo by air 

mail.

793. 94/ 15725

NPL

GAUSS

-î| 
0

*
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*• PREPARING OFFICE 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect

Charge Department
OR

Charge to

$

Telegram

AMERICAN CONSUL,

O BE TRANSMITTED 
CONFIDENTIAL COtfe 

' NONCONFIDENTIAL (w/e

•• partair
"<W"

Washington, ^AVAL RADIO 

1940 MAR 4 PM 6 13 March 4, 1940

SHANGHAI (CHINA)

INFO: AMERICAN CONSUL, CANTON (CHINA}. 
AMEMBASSY, PEIPING (CHINA). 
AMERICAN CONSUL, HONG KONG.
AMEMBASSY, CHUNGKING (CHINA).

X

PRIORITY< <2 g7
Ref erence/shanghai’s/March 4, 2 p.m. ^to Canton,/ 

projected^Japanese Military operations ''on/Hainan Island^

While thezattitude/and/position of/this Government'in 
regard to Communications''from the ^Japanese authorities 'such 

as/that/contained zin your telegranf under Reference'’have been 

made 'abundantly''clear ^on a number 4>f/occasions /in the pastf^ 

it is believed/that, you Should/reply to the Japanese Consul 

General/to the effect that although^Amerlean 'nationals / 
generally^have beenzand are “advised Voluntarily^ to withdraw / 

from^places/of special “^danger Vo/places/6f/safety (and to 

taka other -precautionary measures/ obligation Vests dpon the/7 

Japanese^ military authorities/ irrespective/of /whether / 
American Nationals Vo-Pif do not take Vucl/precautionary 

Ensures,^to avoid ^injuring “Imerican lives/and ■'property Z7

Sent to ^Shanghai/ Repeated to Vanton, /Peiping/Hong Kong 
and Chungking^ Peiping/Repeat to/Tokyo.

Enciphered by

Sent by operator______________ M.,__________ , 19 , _ ____
793.94/15725

D. C. R.—No. 50 Ail402 u- s. government printing office

£A VT*\
FE : GA : REK E^ Yk/'S.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

JR
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore be.‘.ng communicated 
to anyone. (br)

'‘0^

SLUT TO 0.2.1. AND 
M.I.D. IN CONFIDENCE 
—— -------- -------------- - S7

Chungking via N.R

Dated March 4. 1940

Secretary of

Washington

Rec’cL 11 a.m

Trip from Hanoi to Kunming made in twenty-Eight

ivision of
ICS

a ;< 0 L . u

0« MUTlCfi

112. March 4, noon.

My 111, March 4, 11 a.m

hours night being spent at Kaiyuan Trip was without

incident of any kind. We inspectEd two or three places

793.94/15726

where railway had been bombed including Lace Bridge 

and the bridge at Hsiaolungtan. Lace Bridge had been 

repaired and was able to accommodate traffic. Bridge 

at Hsiaolungtan which suffered greater damage had been 

repaired and goods and passenger cars were being passed 

across, engines being left on Either side/ Except for 

these two bridges no serious damage has been done to 

railway at any time< END SECTION ONE

JOHNSON

Vi :c

z
o
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

JR
This tElEgram must be 
clos Ely paraphrasEd bE- 
forE bEing commun!catEd 
to anyonE. (br)

Chungking via N. R*

DatEd March 4, 1940

REc’d 11:45 a.m.

SEcrEtary of StatE, 

Washingtone

112, March 4, noon. (SECTION TWO).

JournEy from Kunming to Chungking was madE by motor 

car ovEr nEwly opEnEd highway connecting Kunming with 

LuhsiEn on thE YangtzE RivEr thEncE by connEction with 

ChEngtu road. Highway is in good condition Except for 

small SECtion dESCEnding from high mountain rangE forming 

KwEichow SzEchuan boundary whErE road passES through 

difficult rock formation. JournEy took six days as wepe 

slowEd up by bus v/hich aacompanizd us carrying baggagE 

and gasolinE. (END MESSAGE)

SEnt to thE DEpartmEnt only.*

JOHNSON

KLP
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PAfthPHH» 5 h

fron

FE;&#

A telegram (no. 112) of March 4, 1940, from the 

American Ambassador at Chungking read» substantially a* 

follow»:

There were no Incidents of any kind on the Anbaseador•• 

trip froa Hanoi to Yunnanfu which was made in 28 hours. The 

night was spent at Kaiyttan. The Asbassador and hie p»rty 

inepeotod severe! pointe along the railway which had been 

bombed, including the bridge at Hsioolungtan and Lace 

Bridge. With the exooptlon of those two bridges the railway 

has not at any tine been seriously damaged. The greater 

daoage was inflicted on the bridge at Hsiaolungtan. It has 
cars 

been repaired and passenger oars and goodo/were being sent 

across, engines being left on each side of the bridge. 

Hepalrs had been node on Lace bridge, which was able to 

carry traffic. Fron Yunnanfu to Chungking the Ambassador*» 

party traveled by automobile over a highway which has been 

recently opened between Yunnanfu and Luhden (Luahow) on 

the yangtso and fro» there by connection with the Chengtu 

road, dix days wre required for the trip as the Ass» 

bassador*» automobile was slowed up by the bus which went 

along currying gasoline and baggage. Ths highway was in 

good condition with the exception of a small strip where the 

road penetrates a difficult formation of rock descending 

high mountain range forming the boundary between 

and Steohuan Provinces.
FE 7

the
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* PREPARING OFFICE 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect
Charge Department 

OR

Charge to 

$

Telegram Sent

1940 MW 9 PM2 2Q

of ^fafe

TO BE TRANSMITTED
CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE
PARTAIR

PLAIN

Washington*

March 9 1940

AMERICAN EMBASSYgQVM H IC-ViONb.

_____
For your informât!on/and possible^discreet/use in

PARIS.

official circles:
An American official who'traveled'over the'Yunnan'railway 

in/the third'week of February last/has reportedzthatzhe made*/

the trip'fn "Kunming'in'twenty-eight' hours; that he
found that'the Lace'Bridge had been'repaired and was able'to
accommodate'traffic ; that the'bridge'at had been
repaired and'was being'crossed by goods'and passenger'cars
engines being'left on'either side, and that he understood 
that except for/theseAwo'bridges 'no 
done^o'the railway/

tad been

793
 . 94/ 

I 5726

793.94/15726
J KF

PA/H:SKH:2MK FE ' 1

SA ? 940 p$

Enciphered by

Sent by operator M., 19___ . 0

D. O. TL—No. 60 1—1462 u. S. GOVEKBWEHT mimtihg office
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|l Division of far eastern Affairs

division i>r^cjQÿJoL!T^f^>J'®15I’uary 1, 1940î:î;>^zC/îriON&4H^'^'ho*NU£cif^®\

J*®-* mAp** ivTzvzn 
PA/H:

Reference attached clipping in the
New York Herald Tribune of January 13, 1940, 
in regard to the use of the phrase "Japanese- 
Chinese war" by the House Committee on 
Invalid Pensions in approving the Panay .q 
pension bill. (q

01 If this bill should be enacted into «
law, it seems not unlikely that the use of 
the phrase "Japanese-Chinese war" might wel£ 
be construed, especially by persons who 
might seek to embarrass the Administration 
as a technical recognition by the Congress q, 
of the existence of a state of war between 
China and Japan. |\j

It is accordingly suggested that 
Mr. Hornbeck might wish to give considera
tion to the advisability of making an in
formal, oral and confidential approach to 
a member of the House Committee on .Invalid 
Pensions or, preferably, to Senator iPat^, 
Harrison or some other member of the Seçàte 
Committee on Finance,with a view to the| 
taking by such member of Congress of-in-j 
formal steps to cause the elimination of 
the phrase in question. A list of the "H 
members of the Senate Committee on —

Finance
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Finanoe and of the House Committee on Invalid 
Pensions is attached.

FE;Atcheson:MHP
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Department of State

division of Far Eastern Affairs

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
Pat Harrison, of Mississippi 
William H. King, of Utah 
Walter F. George, of Georgia 
David I. Walsh, of Massachusetts 
Alben W. Barkley, of Kentucky 
Tom Connally, of Texas 
Josiah W. Bailey, of North Carolina 
Bennett Champ Clark, of Missouri 
Harry Flood Byrd, of Virginia 
Peter G. Gerry, of Rhode Island 
Joseph F. Guffey, of Pennsylvania 
Prentiss M. Brown, of Michigan 
Clyde L. Herring, of Iowa 
Edwin C. Johnson, of Colorado 
Robert M. La Follette, Jr., of Wisconsin 
Arthur Capper, of Kansas 
Arthur H. Vandenberg, of Michigan 
John G. Townsend, Jr., of Delaware 
James J. Davis, of Pennsylvania

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INVALID PENSIONS
x John Lesinski, of Michigan 
^Andrew L. Somers, of New York 
Joe L. Smith, of West Virginia 

S-Kent E. Keller, of Illinois 
Monrad C. Wallgren, of Washington 
Orville Zimmerman, of Missouri 
Clyde L. Garrett, of Texas 
Frank W. Fries, of Illinois 
R. T. Buckler, of Minnesota 
‘Ralph 0. Brewster, of Maine 
Leslie C. Arends, of Illinois 
Dudley A. White, of Ohio 
Paul W. Shafer, of Michigan
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I took up today with Representative 
Lesinski of the House Committee on 
Invalid Pensions the question referred 
to in the papers here attached. I stated 
that information had come to our atten
tion regarding the proposed substitution 
of the words "Japanese-Chinese war" for 
the phrase "conflict in the Far East"; 
and further information to the effect 
that he, Mr. Lesinski, had expressed 
apprehension that if the bill were 
enacted in that form it "might constitute 
Congressional recognition" of a war. 
Mr. Lesinski said that all of this was 
correct. He said further that he had 
not yet reported the bill. I said that 
I had been authorized and asked to say 
that in the view of this Department it 
would be preferable that the original 
phraseology "conflict in the Far East" 
be retained and there be not substituted 
for it the expression "Japanese-Chinese 
war". I said that we saw no possibility 
of advantage in the proposed change and 
that we saw the possibility of there 
flowing from it, if adopted, some dis
advantage. Mr. Lesinski said that he 
saw this clearly and that he would try 
to take care of the matter.

Stanley K. Hornbeck

PA/H:SKH:ZMK
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V ■ '■ ■ 'J

New York Herald Tribune /

l.li.W

House Committee Rules 
Japan Is Fighting a War 
Drops Euphemism ‘Conflict* 

in Panay Pension Bill
WASHINGTON, Jan. 12 W.- 

The Chinese-Japanese conflict was 
recognized as a “wai1” today' by the 
House Committee on Invalid Pen
sions in approving the Panay pen
sion bill.In executive session, the commit
tee approved a namendment by Rep
resentative John
lican, of Wisconsin,- BUbstitutingthe 
words “Japanese-Chinese war for 
the phrase 'W&ct in the Par 
East.**^ Chairman John Lesinski, 
crat, of Michigan, expressed fear 
that if the bill is enacted in that 
form it “might constitute Congres
sional recognition” of a war, al
though President Roosevelt and the 
State Department, have not rec
ognized it as such."

Under the bill, already passed by 
the Senate, pensions would be pro
vided at war-time rates for disabil- 
ity or death incurred in the line of 
duty as a direct result of the un
declared war in China.

Representative Lesinski said it 
was particularly designed t0 “ver 
victims of attacks on the Navys 
U. S. S. Panay and U. S. s-/^gusta, 
bombed by Japanese aircraft in,1937.

The report of the Senate 
Committee said the State DWjJ . 
ment had submitted to Japan claims ! totaling $2,000,000, which it is un- ’ 
derstood the Japanese, government 
has agreed to pay.’*

h:
Hfi EASm\ AFTMBS 

 

«15 1940
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New York Times

House Committee Terms 
China Conflict ‘War’

By The Associated Press.
WASHINGTON, Jan. 12—The 

Japanese-Chinese conflict was 
recognized as a “war” today by 
the House Committee on Invalid 
Pensions in approving the Panay ! 
Pension Bill.

In executive session the commit
tee approved an amendment by 
Representative Schafer of Wis
consin, substituting the words 
“Japanese-Chinese war” for the 
phrase “conflict in the Far East.”

Chairman Lesinki expressed the 
! fear that, if the bill (S-1643) were 

enacted in that form, it “might 
constitute Congressional recogni
tion” of a War, “although Presi
dent Roosevelt and the State De
partment have not recognized it 
as such.”

Under the bill, passed by the 
Senate, pensions would be pro
vided at wartime rates for disabil
ity or death incurred in line of 
duty in China, especially in re
gard to victims on the U. S. S. 
Panay and Augusta, attacked by 
Japanese aircraft in 1937.
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76th Congress )
1st Session J

Calendar No. 1063
SENATE f Report

( No. 1020

PROVIDING PENSIONS AT WARTIME RATES FOR DISA
BILITY OR DEATH INCURRED IN LINE OF DUTY AS A 
DIRECT RESULT OF THE CONFLICT IN THE FAR EAST

July 28 (legislative day, July 25), 1939.—Ordered to be printed

Mr. Walsh, from the Committee on Finance, submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany S. 1643]

The Committee on Finance, to whom was referred the bill (S. 1643) 
to provide pensions at wartime rates for disability or death incurred in 
line of duty as a direct result of the conflict in the Far East, having 
considered the same, report favorably thereon, with an amendment, 
and, as amended, recommend that the bill do pass.

Amend the bill as follows:
On page 1, line 10, change the word “the” immediately preceding 

the word “regulation” to the word “this”.
The purpose of the bill is to provide pensions at wartime rates for 

disabilities or death incurred in line of duty as a direct result of the 
conflict in the Far East.

During the recent Sino-Japanese conflict in the Far East three 
persons in the naval service have been killed and numerous others 
injured as a result of the bombing of the U. S. S. Panay or the striking 
of the U. S. S. Augusta by fragments of shell.

Since the death or disability of these persons occurred in time of 
peace and since they were not engaged in actual combat in a military 
expedition or military occupation, they are not entitled to the payment 
of pension benefits for themselves or their dependents at wartime rates.

The bill also provides for the application of the doctrine of subro
gation in all cases of injury or death arising thereunder for which 
pensions or other benefits are payable, where such injury or death 
occurred under circumstances creating a legal liability on a foreign 
government to pay damages therefor.

The Department of State has submitted to the Japanese Govern
ment, and it is understood that the Japanese Government has agreed 
to pay claims aggregating approximately $2,000,000, of which sum
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$268,000 related to indemnities for death and personal injuries of 
members of the crew of the U. S. S. Panay.

No estimate can be made of the cost of this bill since the degree of 
disability and the rates of compensation are determined by the United 
States Veterans’ Administration and are the bases for all payment. 
However, the pension payment to be made under the provisions of 
the bill will be offset by indemnity payments made hyjapan on 
accounToTfTie death or injury for wIîicIiThë Tiff would provide j>en- 
sioHsT
~~ The committee is of the opinion that it would be equitable to pay 
pensions at wartime rates in cases where disability or death was 
incurred in line of duty as a direct result of the conflict in the Far 
East, and therefore, recommends enactment of the bill.

The bill meets with the approval of the Navy Department and the 
Veterans’ Administration.

The following letters are hereby made a part of this report:
Navy Department, 

Washington, July 19, 1939. 
The Chairman, Committee on Finance,

United States Senate.
My Dear Mr. Chairman: The bill (S. 1643) to provide pensions at wartime 

rates for disability or death incurred in line of duty as a direct result of the con
flict in the Far East, was referred to the Navy Department by your committee 
with a request for a report thereon.

During the recent Sino-Japanese conflict in the Far East three persons in the 
naval service have been killed and numerous others injured as a result of the 
bombing of the U. S. S. Panay or the striking of the U. S. S. Augusta by fragments 
of shell.

Since the death or disability of these persons occurred in time of peace and since 
they were not engaged in actual combat in a military expedition or military 
occupation, they are not entitled to the payment of pension benefits for them
selves or their dependents at wartime rates.

It is the opinion of the Navy Department that wartime rates of compensation 
for disability or death should apply to these persons and their dependents. The 
proposed legislation would bring about such a result.

The proposed measure also provides for the application of the doctrine of sub
rogation in all cases of injury or death arising thereunder for which pensions or 
other benefits are payable, where such injury or death occurs under circumstances 
creating a legal liability on a foreign government to pay damages therefor.

No estimate can be made of the cost of this proposed legislation since the degree 
of disability and the rates of compensation are determined by the United States 
Veterans’ Administration, and are the bases for all payments.

The Navy Department recommends that the bill S. 1643 be enacted.
Sincerely yours,

Charles Edison, Acting Secretary,

Veterans’ Administration, 
Washington, July 17, 1939.

Hon. Pat Harrison,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, 

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
My Dear Senator Harrison: This is in further response to your request of 

July 6, 1939, for a report on S. 1643, Seventy-sixth Congress, a bill to provide 
pensions at wartime rates for disability or death incurred in line of duty as a 
direct result of the conflict in the Far East.

The bill provides as follows:
“That paragraph I of part II, Veterans Regulation Numbered 1 (a), as amended 

(U. S. C., title 38, ch. 12, appendix; Executive Order Numbered 6156, dated June 
6, 1933), is hereby amended by adding a new subparagraph (d) to read as follows:

“ ‘(d) Any veteran or the dependents of any deceased veteran otherwise en
titled to pension under the provisions of part II of the regulation shall be entitled 
to receive the rate of pension provided in part I of this regulation, if it is deter-
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mined by Lie Administrator of Veterans’ Affairs that the injury or disease result
ing in disability or death, was incurred in line of duty as a direct result of the 
conflict in the Far East: Provided, That if an injury or death for which pension 
is payable under this subparagraph is caused under circumstances creating a 
legal liability upon some foreign government to pay damages therefor, the Ad
ministrator of Veterans’ Affairs shall require the beneficiary to assign to the 
United States all his right, title, or interest in the indemnity payments made by 
such foreign government before any payments shall be made under this sub
paragraph.’ ”

It is suggested that the word “this” should be substituted for the word “the” 
immediately preceding the word “regulation” in line 10, page 1, of the bill. If 
that change is accomplished, the bill would be identical with the draft submitted 
by the Veterans’ Administration to the chairman, Committee on Pensions, 
House of Representatives, under date of April 28, 1938, as a part of a supplemental 
report on H. R. 8763, Seventy-fifth Congress.

Paragraph I (c) of part II, Veterans Regulation No. 1 (a), as amended, provides: 
“Any veteran or the dependents of any deceased veteran otherwise entitled to 
pension under the provisions of part II of this regulation shall be entitled to 
receive the rate of pension provided in part I of this regulation if the disability or 
death resulted from an injury received in line of duty in actual combat in a 
military expedition or military occupation.” The Navy Department has reported 
to the Veterans’ Administration that neither the U. S. S. Augusta nor the U. S. S. 
Panay can be said to have been engaged in either a military expedition or military 
occupation at the time those vessels were struck by projectiles during their service 
in Chinese waters in August and December 1937, respectively.

The Veterans’ Administration is of the opinion that it would be equitable to 
pay pensions at wartime rates in cases where disability or death was incurred in 
line of duty as a direct result of the conflict in the Far East.

As to the cost of paying pension at war time rates under the provisions of the 
bill, the only cases to which the proposed legislation would apply, of which the 
Veterans’ Administration has any knowledge, are those resulting from the bombing 
of the U. S. S. Panay and those aboard the U. S. S. Augusta, resulting from frag
ments of high explosive antiaircraft projectile. The Acting Secretary of the 
Navy, in his letter of February 24, 1939, addressed to the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives (copy enclosed), stated: “During the recent Sino-Japanese con
flict in the Far East three persons in the naval service have been killed and 
numerous others injured as a result of the bombing of the U. S. S. Panay or the 
striking of the U. S. S. Augusta by fragments of shell.”

In order to make an accurate estimate of the cost, it will be necessary to evalu-
ate the disability of each case and this is not feasible since it is impossible to fore
tell the final outcome in each case, bearing in mind that the jurisdiction of the 
Veterans’ Administration would extend to cases where death occurred or where 
the veteran is honorably discharged and claim for pension is filed. The officers 
who were seriously injured may be retired for disability and paid retirement 
pay under the laws administered by the Navy Department, and consequently 
no pension would be payable to them. However, in the event of their death, 
pensions would be payable to their dependents in accordance with the provisions 
of part I, Veterans Regulation No. 1 (a), as amended.

When this proposed legislation was under consideration during the Seventy
fifth Congress, the Bureau of the Budget called the attention of the Veterans’ 
Administration to the fact that the Department of State had submitted to the 
Japanese Government, and it was understood that the Japanese Government had 

\ agreed to pay claims ^aggregating approximately $2,000,000, of which $268,000 
\related to indemnities for death and personal injuries of members of the crew 

-A of the U. S. S/Panay. The Bureau of the Budget took the position that the doc
trine of subrogation should apply and that the pension payments to be made 
under the provisions of the proposed legislation should be offset by indemnity 
payments manie by Japan on account of the death or injury for which the proposed 
legislation w(fuld provide pensions.

This bill is'identical in purpose with H. R. 4548, Seventy-sixth Congress, on 
which a report was furnished the Committee on Invalid Pensions, House of 
Representati res, under date of June 13, 1939.

Very ruly yours,

uld provide pensions.
identical in purpose with H. R. 4548, Seventy-sixth Congress, on

Frank T. Hines, 
Administrator.
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Bill approved with amendments’-in Executive session January 12, 1940
Not yet reported to the House, altho bill was ordered to be reported in the 
executive session.

76th CONGRESS
___ 1st Session S. 1643

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 7

August 5,1939 
Referred to the Committee on Invalid Pensions

AN ACT
To provide pensions at wartime rates for disability or death 

incurred in line of duty as a direct result of the conflictriir
-the Japanese - Chinese War

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Bepresenta- 

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 That paragraph I of part II, Veterans Regulation Numbered 

4 1 (a), as amended (U. S. C., title 38, ch. 12, appendix;

5 Executive Order Numbered 6156 dated June 6, 1933), 

6 is hereby amended by adding a new subparagraph (d) to 

7 read as follows:

8 “(d) Any veteran or the dependents of any deceased

9 veteran otherwise entitled to pension under the provisions 

10 of part II of this regulation shall be entitled to receive
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1 the rate of pension provided in part I of this regulation, if 

2 it is determined by the Administrator of Veterans’ Affairs 

3 that the injury or disease resulting in disability or death, 

4 was incurred in line of duty as a direct result of the conflict 
Japanese — Chinese War

5 m the Far-East : Provided, That if an injuiy or death for 

6 which pension is payable under this subparagraph is caused 

7 under circumstances creating a legal liability upon some 

8 foreign government to pay damages therefor, the Adminis- 

9 trator of Veterans’ Affairs shall require the beneficiary to

10 assign to the United States all his right, title, or interest in 

11 the indemnity payments made by such foreign government 

12 before any payments shall be made under this subpara- 

13 graph.”

Passed the Senate August 1, 1939. _ ________

Attest: EDWIN A. HALSEY,
Secretary.
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AN ACT
To provide pensions at wartime rates for dis

ability or death incurred in line of duty as a 
direct result of the conflict in the Far East.

August 5,1939
Referred to the Committee on Invalid Pensions

J
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GRAY

From canton via N. R.

Secretary of State, 

Washington•

21, March 5, 6 p.

Rec’d 11 a. m.

Dated March 5, 1940

Reference Shanghai’s March 4, 2 p. m^, concerning

American citizens at Nodoa^

This afternoon I called on the Japanese Consul 

General in regard to this matter. I expressed surprise 

at the request contained in the telegram under reference 

and informed him that whether or not the Americana 

evacuated as requested we expected that the Japanese 

authorities will take suitable measures to ensure the 

safety of Americans and that we would naturally hold the 

Japanese Government responsible for injury to Americans 

or damage to American property should such unfortunately 

occur. He stated that according to information received 

his colleague at Hoihow had informed the mlssionaries^pf I 

the proposed operations. He added that he would briijg & 
o

the matter to the attention of the military authorities» 

Repeated to Chungking, Peiping, Shanghai, Hong Kong» 

MYERS

PEG
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, ? THE FOREIGN SERVICENO. 359, RECEIVED of the. : PART MpN|jrPfE£)r^ATES of America

Division of \ FAB EASTERN AfFA.W 
MAR 5 - 1940 |

(Department of State y<

1940 MAR 5 PM 12 16 
American Consulate General

DI * . . ;i Or 
CGMf.jl.' IXATIONS

AND RECORDS

Comments on

Barcelona, Spain, February 9, 1940

the Far Eastern Situation.SUBJECT:

SIR:

I have the honor to inform the Department that it 

would appear that Spanish opinion is beginning to re

cover somewhat from the shock caused by the German- 

Russian rapprochement, and as reported in recent des

patches is again beginning to swing more and more in favor 

of Germany, Italy and Japan. As regards the Spanish 

attitude toward Japan, I have the honor to enclose the 

translation of an article appearing: in the "Solidaridad 

Nacional" of February 4, 1940, which describes in a 

laudator manner the recent speech delivered by the 

Japanese foreign minister. A perusal of the article 

will also make evident the pro-German-Italian bias.

Enclosure

Respectfully yours,

TT? Jr.
American Cdnsul General

f’AR 
7 1940

1 translation
f,

800
HB:RAM In quintuplicate to the Department 

1 copy to Embassy at Madrid.
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Translation

(From SOLIRARIDAD NACIGNAL, of Barcelona, Spain, 
issue of February 4, 1940)

JAIAN’S STRONG POSITION 

(From TRANSOCEAN agency, exclusive for "Solidaridad Na- 
cional").

The great speech delivered by the Japanese foreign 
minister, Arita, proves that it is Japan’s intention 
to persevere, at any cost, in her policy of broad object
ives. The whole world. realizes that the European con
flict cannot fail to have effects in eastern Asia. For 
that reason all changes which take place in Europe are 
followed in Japan with the closestattention, and it is 
evident that Japan has succeeded in profiting from these 
changes in different ways. While Japsn has not yet 
come to an agreement with Chang-Kai-Shek, it seems 
that the terms which would make such an agreement pos
sible are now considerably more favorable. The western 
powers which had hitherto supported the Chinese, no 
longer have the means efficiently to maintàin their 
policy of interference in China.

In the general statement me.de by Arita concerning 
Japan’s attitude with respect to the western powers, 
he stressed the fact that Japan can distinguish her 
friends from her enemies, he thanked Germany and Italy 
warmly for their sympathy toward Japan. He further 
stressed that the Anti-Komintern agreement continued to 
be regarded by Japan as the basis of her political re
lations. Arita addressed harsh words to the western 
powers which assume the right of a control and a block
ade that cannot be accepted by Japan. Japan protests 
strongly, as it has already done in the case of the 
’’Asama Haru”, against the abuses committed by the demo
cracies, which take advantage of their position illegally 
to hinder Japanese trade. As long as the western European 
powers defend an unjust state of affairs and refuse to 
agree to an harmonious reorganization, there will be no 
lasting peace in the world. Such were the expressive 
words spoken by Arita in the last part of his speech.

RAM

me.de
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T (JF STATE
From

Tokyo

Dated March 6, 1940

Washington

Secretary of State

epartment of S

Divisiog of'
FAR E1—

155. March 6

Our

The

7 p. m.

67, January 31, 6 p

Rec’d 9;40 a, m.

*» IX

following is the text in translation of the

reply of the Foreign Office vAiich was handed to us this 

evening;

"The exclusion of the Hanoi-Yunnan Railway from 

any claim to neutrality in the event of war between China 

and any other power was established in 1903 when an 

agreement was concluded between France and China with 

regard to the laying and operation of that railway. At

the present time the Chiang regime is employing the

railway as an Important route for the supply of arms.

ammunition and other military commodities, and, therefore,
3

1 the Imperial forces may properly take such military x

measures against the railway as they deem necessary, 
aS •

The American Government refers in the pro memoria q

dated January 31 to injury to American trading rights

in China and to the danger to the lives of American

citizens

793.94/15730
 

F/FG
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citizens engaged in American commercé With China which 

will be caused by bombing of the railway! and observes 

that, if such bombing continues, it will be obliged to 

add the dangers to which American citizens are exposed 

and the injury which may be done to American commerce 

to the list of injuries done to American rights as a 

result of the actions of the Japanese forces in China. 

As a part of the military operations which are developing 

on a large scale in China, the Imperial forces are taking 

proper military means against transportation of military 

supplies over Hanoi-Yunnan Railway; consequently, although 

it is regretted that the lives of American nationals and 

American commerce are exposed to danger, the circumstances 

are unavoidable. In view of the legal position above 

stated, it is believed that the American Government will 

appreciate the view of the Japanese Government that the 

question of assumption of responsibility by the latter 

government does not arise.

Reference is made in the above mentioned pro memoria 

to the assurance of the Japanese Government that it will 

respect the interests of third parties in China. It is 

to be added that although there is no change in the policy 

of the Japanese Government to respect such interests, such 

assurances are not to be interpreted as limiting in any 

way proper military action on the part of the Imperial 

forces.,r

Repeated to Peiping. Peiping please repeat to Chung

king and Shanghais 
KLP GREW
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of Far Eastern Affairs

March 7, 1940

Reference Tokyo’s 155, March 6, 
7 p.m., containing a translation of 
the reply of the Japanese Foreign 
Office to a pro memoria left at the 
Japanese Foreign Office by a repre
sentative of the American Embassy on 
January 31, 1940, in regard to the 
bombing of the Haiphong-Yunnan railway.

The reply of the Japanese Foreign 
Office refers to a provision in the 
Chinese-French railway construction 
agreement of 1903 reading as follows: 
"If China has a war with a foreign 
nation, the railway may not observe 
the rules of neutrality; it will be 
at the entire disposal of China” 
(page 460, Volume One, MacMurray’s 
Treaties)• The Japanese reply in ef
fect claims belligerent rights with
out giving*^the rights claimed that 
name.

It is felt that the Japanese 
reply should not be left without fur
ther action by this Government and, 
accordingly, the draft of a rejoinder 
is attached hereto.

FE : Adams : JPS
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PREPARING OFFICE 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Telegram Sent 059
CONFIDENTIAL CODE 

X NONCONFIDENTIAL CODEX 

PARTAIR 

PLAIN

Washington, KAVAL RADIO

Collect

Charge Department 
OR

Charge to 

$

AMEMBASSY,

/94OM4R 9
« '6 March a^- 1940.

Stepariwitf of

TOKYO (JAPAN) VIA PIPING 4 ft^A) 

INFO: AMEMBASSY, CHUNGKING (CHINA).

- i h (J

You: , March 6, 7 p.m.^ bombing of^Haiphong^Yunnan'"

railway; /

Unless you'perceive'objection/ pleaser make an'informal' 

rejoinder^to the/reply of'the Japanese/Foreign Off ice'^along

lines'as follows?

QUOTE 'The Government of the United Stateszhas taken-^lue 
note^f the reply'of the'/Japanese'/Foreign Office^o the^

pro'memoria leftA/ith the Japanese'Foreign Office/by the 
American/Embassy/on January's!^ 1940, in regard to/the/bombing' 
of the^Hai^hong-Yunnan/railwayX Z

In the circumstances'under which^he Japanese^uthorities/ 

are/conducting/nfilitary operations^in China^the Government of 

the United States 'does not'repeat''not "admit the ''relevancy ''to 

the/question/under discussion^of the/reference/made by 4;he

793.94/15730

Japanese'Foreign Office/to the'Chinese-French' railway/construc
tion ''agreement of'/19^)3, nor'aoes it''admit ^.aok of/responsi- 

bility/on the part of/the Japanese Government ^for any'loss 
of ^American^life/jr'damage Ajo'American property /that may be^/ 

caused by the'current^Japanese'military operations^in China. z
Enciphered by________________

Sent by operator M.,________ /p
D. C. R.—No. 5G

1—1462 U. £. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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PREPARING OFFICE 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

(Full rate 
Day letter 
Night letter

Charge Department:

Telegram Sent t0 be transm,tteo
CONFIDENTIAL CODE

--------------------- -— nonconfidential CODE

department nf State ™

l>X« -2- -6C
Night letter

Charge to / / / /

$ The Government of the United States'hereby'makes'rull' 
reservations 'of its /rights'/and of^the rights'of its^citi- 
zens^n the matter/uNQUQTE.^

Sent to Tokyo/via'reiping. Repeated to^ChungAng.

1—1482 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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states Genette
COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE COMMERCE

Afi0 RECORDS' I '

Michael J. McDermott...
Division of Current Ir£gril^|pn 
sflate Department

^Œàshington, D.C.

De r Mr. McDermott:

February 27, 1940

2 9

Division of 
EASTERN AFFAIRS 

"EB 2 9 194 V

Department of

Mart* 5 1940

The Chinese situation is of great immediate importance

to our entire country. Therefore I am requesting that you

and your department Kindly send me at your earliest convenience

the following information concerning China., for my personal

and official use

1 Date of the Japanese invasion and the official

estimate of territory conquered to dace

2. The population ano resources of this conquered

territory

Area and population of the soviet sphere in China

4. The miles of sea coast and important ports therein

conquered by Japan

lour cooperation with this request at your earliest H 
t ?

would be deeply appreciated

Sincerely yours,

793.94/15731
 

F/FG

^L:?P
PHYLLIS P0S1V
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March 5 1940

In reply refer to 
FL

Uy dear Senator Lundeen:

The Departnent has received your letter of Febru

ary 27, 1940, addressed to Mr. McDermott, In which you 

request certain information in regard to China. As of 

possible interest to you in connection with your inquiry, 

the following information in the Department’s possession, 

in part from official and in part from unofficial sources, 

is offered:

With regard to the first question, the Initial clash 

in the present Slno-Japanese hostilities occurred on 

July 7, 1937, at Lukouohiao (Marco Polo Bridge) near 

Peiping. As to the extent of territory actually held by 

tho Japanese forces at this tine, it does not appear 

possible to make an accurate statement beoause Japanese 

military occupation of territory has principally followed 

lines of communication and embraced large cities and 

other

The Honorable

Ernest Lundeen,

IFnlted States Senate,
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other oenters, because extensive regions behind the 

Japanese lines remain In Chinese hands, and because 

other regions are sonotimes in Chinese and sonetines In 

Japanese hands. In general, it is a matter of public 

knowledge that arene In China (not Including ttonchwria 

and Jehol) within Japanese military lines are as follows»

(1) Inland from the coast from a point on the coast 

Just south of Hangchow, Chekiang Province? north to a 

point about 65 ailes west of Shanghai? west for ap

proximately 130 miles (65 allés southeast of Nanking)? 

generally southwest to a point about 65 miles southwest 

of Nanohang, Kiangsi Province? then In a curving line 

north and west to a point Just north of Plngklang, Hunan 

province? then in a curving line north and west to a 

point about 65 miles east of Slangyang, Hupeh Province? 

east by north to a point about 130 miles west of Pengpu, 

Anhwei province? then northwest to Luan, Shansi Province? 

then southwest to Fengllntu, .«haasi Province? then roughly 

north to a point 65 miles west of Tatung, Shansi Province? 

then west to a point about 65 miles southwest of Paotow, 

Suiyuan Province? then approximately north for 160 miles.

(2) South China ooast in the Immediate vicinity of 

the port of Amoy, Fukien Province.

(3) South China ooast in the immediate vicinity of 

the port of Swatow, Kwangtung Province.

(4) Southeast
-&1
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(4) Southeast China around Canton and between Canton 

and the coast and Canton and Hong Kong.

(6) A narrow atrip apnroxluately 60 ailes wide from 

the port of Pakhoi, Kwangtung Province, running northwest 

to and including Nanning, Kwangsi Province.

As stated hereinbefore, extensive and varying regions 

within the Japanese lines are in Chinese hands.

with regard to the second question, there are no 

accurate statistics as to population, but it is estimated 

that the normal population of the areas within Japanese 

military lines is approximately 170,000,000. The question 

of populations of particular areas has been confused since 

the beginning of the hostilities by uncertainties as to the 

number of civilian and military casualties and by the 

substantial migrations which have been caused by the 

hostilities. With regard to the recourons of the area 

under Japanese occupation, it is impossible, for the 

reasons indicated above, to furnish definitive information. 

As of possible interest, however, there are enoloseft the 

general information sheets Issued by the American Con

sulates General at Tientsin, Hankow, Shanghai and Canton, 

and the Anerioan Consulates at Chefoo, Tslngtao, Swatow 

and Amoy, which provide some information in this oon- 

neotion as regards the several consular districts which are 

partially
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partially included in the area in question. Publications 

•uah *« Chine.* * Q£S£X£S^a ISUXÜSSlSUil George Baboook 

*•••••/, £gftf *»â jnâaâjaar la j&î ta taî t»y »• Fo»t*r 

Bain, the Jilna XîfiE && •»& the JMfiMS Xta J&&K 
contain further Information which ai.rbt be of Interest.

5'ith regard to the third question, it my be observed 

that, while this Government doe* not oountenano* the con

cept of "spheres" in regard to any ;>art of China, we ar* 

aware that statement* appear from tine to tlm to th* 

effect that certain countries have special interest* in 

various area* of China, because of ooamorolal Investments, 

nunbar of nationals or other reasons, and that in so far 

«r th«f.e eta tenant a relate to the Soviet Union, the areas 

In question are Outer Mongolia and parts of Sinkiang. 

The whole of Outer i&sngolia. 1* estlmted to contain 

617,000 «quare mile* and 2,000,000 inhabitants. The whole 

of Slnkiang is estimated to contain 695,000 square ailes 

and 4,300,000 inhabitanta.

with regard to the fourth question, among the im

portant ports on the coast of <3ftina which have been oc

cupied by Japanese armed forces are Tientsin (Tangku), 

Chefco, Tsingtao, Shanghai, Amoy, âwatow, Canton and 

Pakhoi. There are extensive portions of th* coastline 

between the ports mentioned a* well as some ports which

are
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are not under occupation, ana no information 1» available 

as to the exaot niloage of ooaetllne which io unAar 

actual Japanese military or naval occupation.

Sincerely yours,

Ënolocuroot

General Infomation 
sheets (8).

mGMMHP 
r yt . *•
3/2/40 ,
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B. Relations with o th er countries.

1. ^2£3SL*
a. Bombingg. On December 11 three 

Japanese planes from a carrier anchored off Amoy twice 
flew over the district city of P’uVlcn, bombing it 
each time; on the sixteenth of the month a single 
Japanese plane dropped six bombs near the Ch*angmen 
Forts, and on the seventeenth two pianos attacked 
the Forts, proceeding from the south across the mouth 
of the Mln River to bomb Mclhua. 'jhere were no 
casualties reported, and no considerable damage 
effected, in any of these bombings. Aerial activity 
for* the rest of the month was confined to reconnoitering 

b• Collapse of a conspiracy. Of 
sufficient importance, and well enough known for his 
patriotism and energy, to bo a member of the Executive 
Committee of the powerful Enemy Resistance Society 
of Fukien, tho Foochow-born Lin Ohih-yuan was yet not
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e ocrron of real mark until the first week in December, 

when, he w report"*’ to ’•or'' been co;"t:.uc;* by Chinese 

troooc In the coirse of their defense ox" Chnoan in 

JCwangtung against the Japanese. Brought. to no • thorn 

Fukien about the 20th of the month, he is stated to 

have made a full confession, and to have imparted to 

the authorities the secrets of the conspiracy In which 

ho, Chang Hsiung-nan, Yu Ah-Luang, and Wang Ta-wei are 

stated to have been involved, and which was alleged, 

to have as its objective the ooncuest of the coastal 

areas of the province, including Foochow, and the 

establishment here of a bogus Government to bo con

nected with the projected Wong Ching-wcl regime. 

Meanwhile, the bnndlt-nupprcssion forces of General 

huang Chen-wu had run Chang Hriung-nnn to earth in 

Tchun Hrien, and his head was suspended high over 

the gates of the provisional capital of the Province. 

Wang Ta-wci had seen his plans defeated in Chacan, 

and had, according to Foochow reports, gone to Canton, 

whereafter he had been seized on suspicion by the 

Japanese at Swatow. Nothing was to be heard of YÜ 

Ah-huang, and in his speech at the public rally wel

coming him back to Foochow on December 26, General 

Huang Chcn-wu reported that the conspiracy - which he 

said the authorities could prove to have been directed 

by the Japanese - had finally collanacd, but that he 

would continue his campaign against ’Chang’s remnants* 

until they had all cither been converted or exterminated.

1
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SIR

1—1221

SUBJECT:

CJ

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,
Shanghai, January 27, 1940.

Intelligence Summaries for 
Month of December 1939.

11
H^IORABLÉl 1

T|ÇE secretary of state, 
s; WASHINGTON,

s
I have

of December

interest to

the honor to refer to my despatch no. 2719

4, 1939, and to enclose, as of possible

the Department, copies of intelligence

summaries for the month of December 1939, prepared by

the Intelligence Officer of the United States Fourth

Marines.

Res ctfully yours,

C. S. Gauss 
American Consul General

Enclosure :
1/- Intelligence Summaries for 

month of December 1939.

800

In Single Cony.

Cony to Embassy, Peiping.

Cony to Embassy, Chungking.

793.94/15734
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RESTRICTED.

INTELLIGENCE REPORT ON THE MILITARY, POLITICAL. AïTD_SÇ2M2M1^

SITUATION IN cHI NA

25 November to 1 December, 1939
gage

I. MILITARY OPUJUTIOITS;

W
$ *

*"
01

1. Japanese Landing at Pakhoi

2. Japanese Aerial Activities in Kwangsi

1.
"%

2
i

1 ■
II. POLITICAL;

1. Japanese Efforts to End. China Incident 3 4
2. Wang Ching-wei1 s Demands on Japan. 4 I

III. ECONOMIC;

1. Rice Situation in Shanghai 5

V. MISCELLANEOUS»

1. Japanese .attempts to Control Crime in Hongkew. 6
%

DECLASSIFIED *
EO. 11652* Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) <* ®
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 . HABS Def '

Major, U. S. Marine Corps 
Regimental Intelligence Officer
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I. MILITARY OPERATIONS:

1. Japanese Pakhoi Landing;

The landing of Japanese Forces in the vicinity of Pakhoi on 

November 15th has again demonstrated the unorthodox tactics of 

uhe Chinese Army. The Chinese had ample time to prepare strong 

beach defences and they were favored by the shallowness of the 

sea off this coast, and the mountainous terrain from the coast 

inland, through which an invading Japanese army would have to 

advance. Moreover, the Japanese plans for landing at Pakhoi 

were known by the Chinese Authorities when the Imperial Airways 

plane was forced down at .Juichow and reported large Japanese 

transport and troop concentrations. The only serious defense 

apparent was the destruction of roeds. This scorns to have been 

no serious handicap to the Japanese for they readily fought 

their way through the mountains and occupied Nanning on November 

24th. This latest invasion, which the Chinese are trying to 

minimize, means for China the loss of Pakhoi through which 80 

Percent of the Chinese oil and gasoline supplies were trans

ported, Nnning, the keypoint on the highway system between 

French .nd Kwangsi territory and it Permitted the Japanese to 

build an airbase within ready striking distance of the Hanoi- 

Yunn ;nf u Rai1way.

The Japanese are now reported by the Chinese to be advanc

ing North of N.lining along the N. lining-Yamchow highway. These 

reports state th..t the Japanese Forces in this advance number 

some 10,000 soldiers while „n additional 2,000 remained in Fin

ning. The immediate objective of the Japanese is understood to 

be Piny.ang, about 50 kilometers northeast of Fanning. The 

Chinese h:.Ve expressed the belief that the Japanese advance has 

the junction of Liu and Hungshui Rivers as its ultimate objective 

The town of Nanning is reported by both Chinese and Japanef-u to 

have bean reduced to ashed before the Chinese withdrew.
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The latest reports from South Chirr. indicate th’t the 

Chincsu resistance is stiffening ns the Japanese progress inland. 

The Chinese are nt present issuing lengthy statements to tho ef

fect th.t the la.rgo scale operation soon to take pince in the 

kwengsi hills will be the most crucial battle in tho present 

Sino-Japaneso Aar. The Chinese General, tho so-called "Ironside” 

loader of th^ Chinese Armies in Lwcngsi, Chang Fo.-I_wei, stated 

that the invasion gave the Chinese an opportunity to tic up an

other large Japanese force.

Had the excellent soldier material, that has always been 

the pride of kwangsi, been used to any advantage the Japanese 

would have had to employ three times the number of troops they 

actually employed and even then the success of the operation 

would be doubtful. However, the Chinese military leaders say 

that by allowing the Japanese to land unopposed they escaped 

the losses that Japanese Naval gunfire would have inflicted. 

Furthermore, in the mountainous interior the use of the Japanese 

mechanized equipment, heavy guns and planes will be minimized, 

thus putting the two forces on a mor^ equal footing.

2. Japanese Aerial Activities in Kwangsi:

Immediately following the landing in the vicinity of Fakhoi, 

the Japanese started construction of an airfield. The Chungking 

authorities believe the Japanese drive inland will not go beyond 

the junction of the Liu and Hungshui Rivers, but that the air

base near Pakhoi will be utilized to facilitate aerial attacks 

against traffic along roads and rivers of kwangsi. The Chinese 

anticipate day and night straffing and bombing of highway and 

river traffic in Kwangsi and Yunnan. The Chinese have expressed 

their determination to keep traffic moving despite the new Jap

anese threat. The recent intensive daylight Japanese aerial 

attacks on Chinese truckers and transport lanes, however, have 

already forced the truckers in Kwangsi to operate only at night.
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Thfc CtoinoBft authorities at Chungking ar$ reported to be plnnn^ 

in g to equip trucks leading motor conveys with radios so that 

caravans would be kept constantly informed of* threatened aerial 

attacks. The Chinese claim that they are operating nearly a 

thousand trucks in kwangsi alone and that during September they 

lost sone 200 trucks due to straffing of Japanese Canton-based 

planes, kith the new airbase near Bakhoi, Japanese planes will 

undoubtedly inflict heavy losses on Chinese transportation. 

II. POLITICAL:

1. Japanese iCf forts to laid China Incidents

Japanese leaders are convinced that the recent Nomonhan 

'Truce, which concerned only the immediate area and not the entire 

Soviet-Japanese Border, gave the Japanese but a reprieve from 

th<, coming show-down with the Russians. The Japanese Mlitary 

Authorities feel that once the Soviet has made her Baltic pos

ition secure, Russia will have a free hand in the Crient and 

that Japan can expect ever increasing pressure from the soviets. 

It is this factor that has prompted the Japanese to attempt to 

secure some sort of peace with China. For Japan, with approx

imately 1,000,000 soldiers strung out from Panel ukuô to Indo

China is in no position to me^t the Russians in a major clash.

The Japanese ar- understood to bu willing to offer the 

Chino su the mildest of peace terms, if the Chiang hai-shuk 

Government would negotiate a pouCu. Another reason behind 

this fervent Japanese desire for pe..c^ is that both the army 

and navy planes have s^cn long service, and new planes are not 

being acquired rapidly enough to insure Japanese command of the 

air in the face of ever increasing Soviet aid to the Chinese. 

Japan is also experiencing difficulty with her artillery which 

is becoming worn with little or no replacements. Ihe Japan coo 

dr^am of using a conquered China for .a vast supply b~.se in her 

war against Russia is as yet but a mirage. Ihe occupied
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territories in Chine, arc yielding no rc .l profits under present 

conditions in spite of the multitude of Japanese monopolies* 

The corner-stone of the Japanese "Now Order” was to divide 

the Chinese into warring factions and to use one group of Chinese 

to subjugate the rest of the nation* On this score Japan has 

been betrayed on every point* The drubbing General Ma gave the 

Japanese in Manchuria, after they had set him up as a military 

power, when he deserted with all the military equipment the 

Japanese had furnished him plus the 2,000,000 dollars in silver 

the Jc.po.n6so had furnished him as a v/..r fund, has been a lessen 

the Japaneso hevo never gotten ovor. Today the Jcpc.nesc c.rc 

extremely chcry cf putting any sort of military power in the 

hands of Chinese. The recent desertions of the Puppet Police 

in the Shanghai Area have again demonstrated to them the im

possibility of using Chinese against Chinese with any degree 

of effectivness.

On the Political Front, the provisional Government in the 

North and the Reformed Government in Central China are total 

failures. Their influence extends only as far as the Japanese 

bayonets and there ià no indication that this condition is 

likely to improve. The grandiose plans of the Japanese,to 

establish ',7ang Ching Jei at the head of a new National Govern

ment,show every indication of failure. Weary as the Chinese 

are of war, Jang Ching ifei has no real following, and with the 

excessive demands he has lately made upon thv Japanese, it ap

pears very possible that reports of his h.ving b<^en sent by 

Chungking in th^ guise of a traitor, for the purpose of gaining 

the support and cf later betraying the Japanese, arc true.

2. Wang Ching-wei's Demands on Japan;

Despite many efforts by Wang Ching-wei and his followers, 

the much publicized puppet "Central Government" has, so far, 

failed to materialize. At first it was reported that this
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zvgimc would havo oeen inaugurated on 12 November . but this plan 

failed., although the Japanese authorities recently announced 

'hat the regime would be established in January, reports received 

here claim that despite several arrangements made by Jang Ching- 

wei and the Tokyo authorities, the view of the Japanese and Tang 

Ching-wei are so divergent that the inauguration of the puppet 

regime will be indefinitely postponed. The major differences of 

opinion arc over the economic-cooperation, withdrawal of Jap

anese troops and the "New Central Army".

Regarding economic-cooperation, Jung Ching-wei requests the 

Japanese authorities to hand over to the "New Central Government» 

all the enterprizes in the occupied areas including railways and 

highways, whether they are controlled by Japanese official cir

cles or seized by private Japanese merchants. To this, the Jap

anese authorities only promise to return those seized by Japan

ese merchants. In connection with the withdrawal of the Japan

ese Army, Jang Ching-wei was turned down flat. The Japanese 

state that the only concession they will make to the "Nev; Cen

tral Government" is to permit them to organize certain "peace 

Preservation Corps", and that the training of regular armies 

will remain strictly prohibited. Ry these stipulations the 

Japanese very definitely belie their much publicized role of 

giving the Chinese a so-called "new deal" under Chinese admin

istration.

III. ECONOMIC:

1. Rice situation in Shanghai:

The supply of rice in Shanghai has been sharply increased 

lately. The stock of rice in Shanghai on November 30, 1939, 

is estimated at some 261,000 "zars". It is reported that rice 

is arriving in Shanghai at the rate of 13,000 zars per day, 

while the consumption rate is approximately 10,000 zars .. 

This leaves a comfortable margin which should have the 3.0 k-t '•
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lowering the price as no rice shortage is apparent. Insre 4
Tt

the manipulators, by buying up large quantities of rice.

r

ve forced the price up to ^40.00 per zar Reports received

•?re state that the rice merchants are able to offer rice stocks

security to banks for loans, thus giving them ready cash with

which to control the market. Information has also reached this

office to the effect that it is not so much the hoarding of rice

és the speculation and buying and selling of fictitious quantit

ies of rice that do not exist. This speculation is done with tho

knowledge, if not the connivance, of certain members of tho

Shanghai municipal Council. To correct the situation several

remedies have been suggested, one being thcxt the Municipal

Council forbid bankers to advance money to merchants who offer

rice as security to prevent the use of such credit being used

to control the market. To prevent hoarding, various local citi-

zen groups are planning to order a consign!ent of 200,000 zars

of foreign rice unless the local authorities do something to

1

control the situation

The police are planning to arrest the principals in the rice 

market as soon as their case is air-tight. Unless some solution

to this problem is reached there is every indication that there

will be a recurrence of the ricu riots staged at the last rice

crisis During this time several shops were broken into and

the ricv> distributed among the mob.

**
 

rd
n^

^Y
»v

T»
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* IV. I-ISCELLAK2CUS :

1. Japanese Attempts to Control Crime in Hongkew;

The Japanese, in an attempt to control the crime situation

in Hongkew, hav~ organized the Naval Landing Party and tb.<., Qon-

sular Police as raiding parties and stationed them at v

important areas in the district. On 27

of Japanese Lhrines in Hongkew admitted

bad and was likely to become "worse. He

November the Com.-.

the crime sit

requested ths

1
4
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">•? tho Hongkew District to co-oporate with the marino-s in./Lsz’: 

u-' ini ng security by giving tho authorities information conc<j.ca> 

ing serious crimes as quickly as possible. To aid in maintain

ing security the Japanese have recently been engaged in laying 

iewn a network of military telephone wires. Vires have been laid 

.long Range Road, North soochow Road, Thorburn Road and Yangtze- 

poo Road, ./hen Completed the Japanese will have the entire dis

trict blanketed with this telephone network.

Information from local Chinese sources state the reason for 

this elaborate system of control is that the hostilities in Hunan 

and Kwangsi have forced the Japanese authorities to transfer most 

of the troops formerly stationed in Joosung, Paoshan, Viangwan, 

Hongkew, Chapei and Nantao to these two provinces. They state 

that only a small number of marines landed from the warships in 

the Whangpoo River are available as replacements. Ihe report 

further claims that sentry duty at the street intersections of 

Hongkew, formerly performed by the Japanese marines, has been 

largely taken over by City Government police, with a small num

ber of Japanese marines as supervisors. The withdrawal of Jap

anese forces they claim is responsible for the increased crime 

in the Hongkew Sector of the Settlement.
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intelligence report on the military, politico AND economic

SITUATION IN CHINA.
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Page

L POLITICAL:

1.Factors Pertaining to China!s Continued

Resistance »

(a) Man-power. 1»

(b) Supply. 2e

(c) Finances. 3.

(d) Counter-Offensive. 4.

2• Situation in the Border Areas of Kiangsu, 

Chekiang and Anhwei Provinces « 4 •

II. MILITARY OPERATIONS:

1. The Nanning Campaign. 10.

III. CRIMS:

1. The Crime Situation in the American Sector. 7.

2. The Crime Situation in the Western Extra

Settlement Area. 8.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS:

1. Refugees in the International Settlement. 6.

2. Ta Tao Police Fire on British Soldiers. 9.

*--------- H. N. STENT
Major, U. S. Marine Corps 

Regimental Intelligence Officer
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I. POLITICAL:

1. Factors Pertaining to China’s vcntinued jesistance, 

(A), Ivan-power.

A survey of the factors in China’s continued resistance 

against Japan shows that China's main advantage in this stage 

of the incident, is her enormous superiority over Japan in man

power. Ever since the outbreak of the war, and increasing 

after the fall of Hankow, China has been drawing on her mal e 

population to build an army capable of defeating the Japanese. 

An intensive program of recruiting and drilling has now pro

duced a force of fully trained regulars totaling three and a 

half million men. Two and a half million more have been con

scripted and are now partially trained, and an additional 

three to four million have drawn lots, passed muster and are 

ready to go to training as they are wanted.

In the Japanese occupied territories another 1,700,000 

men carry on constant harassment against the Japanese. These 

men are organized into small mobile detachments or guerrilla 

bands aided and directed by the large guerrilla armies such as 

the Fourth Route Army (ex-Communist) operating in the Nanking 

area and the Eighth Route Army (Communist) operating in the 

Northern Provinces.

China has ten military academies in the unoccupied 

area which annually graduates 20,000 officers for the regular 

army, while in Hunan the special Military Academy has just 

graduated 25,000 officers specially trained to command guerri

lla units. A new class of officers destined for guerrilla 

command is now being organized. The Chungking Government is 

still effectively ruling throe hundred million out of China’s 

four hundred million pooplo and Chinese Army leaders estimate 

at the rate China’s man-power has been utilized during the 

present incident China will not have to consider exhaustion
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of man-power for the next twenty years. 

(E) supply.

The next most important consideration is that of sup

ply, whether or not China can supply and equip this immense 

army. To this question most military observers answer yes, 

with certain qualifications. Chinese Army Leaders confidently 

state that the supply of arms and ammunition, on the scale 

with which Chinese troops are customarily equipped, are assured 

for the coming year. All 3,500,000 Chinese regulars are re

ported to be equipped 'with rifles and machine-guns and some 

units are equipped with heavier weapons. Chinese arsenals 

in the unoccupied territory are turning out practically all 

of the small arms ammunition being used. The importation of 

heavy guns, tanks, and other weapons is not very great, but 

these imports are being used to swell the quantity that China 

has been hoarding since the fall of Hankow. The steady im

portation of artillery and shells, principally from Russia, 

will soon give China an imposing strength in this category, 

China's air-force has lately bean growing constantly stronger. 

R^li~ble sources state that the planes imported from the 

United States and Russia have brought the Chinese air-force 

to more than 500 pursuit ships and bombers. Hundreds of pilots 

are nearing completion of their training in the various Chinese 

airdromes. All of this strength is being consolidated and pre

served for the counter-attack which the Chinese believe will 

free their country of the Japanese. The weakest point in 

China’s growing military might is admittedly the low state of 

economic development of the Chinese Western Provinces, which 

are now the base of China’s resistance. Yet remarkable pro

gress has been made in creating industries and communication 

systems in these Provinces, which up until the fall of Hankow 

had virtually no industries and only a few main lines of
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communication. The wealth of these provinces was measured 

only in agricultural production, and while the Japanese have 

taken over some of China’s most valuable mineral districts, 

the iron and coal producing areas, the unoccupied territory 

contains supplies of minerals sufficient to supply all the in

dustries the Chinese could hope to construct in the next de

cade. In addition there are rich deposits of tin, antimony, 

wolfram and gold which are being extracted for export. In 

the mills of Szechuan and Yunnan, alone, China produced 80,000 

tons of iron and 33,000 tons of steel and the Chinese claim 

that in the next year the output of these mills will be seven 

times as great as this year's production. This year China 

produced almost all the copper used and about a third of the 

alcohol, lead and zinc and a similar proportion of the chem

icals used. The recently opened oil fields in Kansu may soon 

materially help to solve the liquid fuel problem. 

(C) Finances.

The Chungking Government still controls most of 

China's basic export producing areas. China’s exports of 

antimony, wolfram, tea, bristles, hides, furs, wool and tung 

oil at the present high prices on the world market have brought 

in large amounts of foreign exchange. The gravest difficulty 

to China's exports is the problem of communications. It is 

conservatively cAtimatod that only 100,000 tons of cargo a 

month can be transported over the three land routes to Indo

China, Burma and Russia. The cost of transporting goods over 

those routes is many times higher than th^ normal cost, and 

the Chungking Government is making every effort to improve 

these routes. Although there are few figures obtainable re

garding the actual financial position of China, authoritative 

sources assert that China has enough credits abroad already to 

pay for the war materials to be imported for the coming year.
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The import restrictions plus the low level of the Chinese dol

lar which is encouraging exports has made for a fairly stable 

Yuan internally despite a present forty percent inflation, 

u'ith this year's bumper crops and the increased production in 

all lines there is general confidence in the Chinese currency. 

For while there is wide-spread suffering and isolated famines 

through-out the country, the domestic unity of the Chinese and 

the good crops have combined to keep foreign credit open to 

China.

(D) Counter-Offensive.

All China's plans for the future revolve about tho 

projected large scale counter-offensive, which is to take 

place sometime next year. Men, machines and supplies are be

ing accumulated as rapidly as possible in preparation for the 

drive. Even the most optomistic Chinese leaders do not expect 

this counter-attack to sweep the Japanese out of China, how

ever they do believe they will be able to deal a number of 

heavy blows to the Japanese Forces and perhaps retake some 

major cities. The Chinese feel that it is possible for such 

reverses to provoke a political upheaval in Japan resulting 

in a change in Japanese policy towards China. Almost since 

the war began Chinese leaders have realized that China will 

be unable to drive the Japanese out of China by purely military 

means. They believe, however, that the present anti-war sen

timent among the Japanese people, the severe economic strain 

which the Japanese are experiencing, plus Japan’s poor stand

ing internationally, which precludes much h-lp from abroad, 

will combine with the Chinese counter-attack to and Japan's 

China venture.

2. Situation in the Border 4cca$ of Xiangsu, Chekiang 

and Anhwei Provinces.

Following the Sino-Japanese hostilities in the border 

areas of the three Provinces of Kiangsu.,. "Chekiang and Anhwei, 

these districts have practically returned to normalcy and
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most of the inhabitants have again settled in their former 

abodes. The districts of Ishing, Li-Yang, Kwangteh and Chang 

Shing, which make up the joining borders of these Provinces, 

are under control of the authorities owing allegiance to the 

National (Chungking) Government. Administrative functions 

have been carried on for some time past and government efforts 

directed at the pacification of the war-stricken areas arc in 

progress. To prevent undesirable elements from entering the 

areas, the pre-war "Pao-Cha" system (A system of mutual guar

antee) is being unforced through various district and village 

guilds and inhabitants ar- required to apply for "Good Citizens 

Certificates" to prove their identity when called upon to do 

so. Should they fail to produce those certificates, they are 

detained by the District magistrate ponding an investigation.

National Government armed forces operating or garr

isoned in these districts consist of three full central div

isions, namely the 68nd, 73rd, and the 108th Divisions and 

also the 33rd Independent Brigade, totalling 35,000 strong, 

equipped with light guns, machine-guns,rifles. They are active 

in the mountainous regions on the border areas, especially in 

the vicinity of Ishing and Li-Yang. The headquarters of these 

regular units of the Chinese National Array is located in Tsang 

Tse San of the Ishing District. Uninterrupted communications 

are being maintained between the various bases and the head

quarters of the Chinese High Command.

Observation has revealed that strict discipline is 

being maintained among th- Chinese regular units, which has 

gained for th-m the support of th- local inhabitants.

Ruc-ntly, circulars w-ro posted in Ishing, calling 

for recruits to join the Central Gendarmerie. Recruits for 

this New Central Police organization are to be sent to Hunan 

for training.

Apart from the Chinese regular units mentioned above
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there are guerrilla bands which have now been reorganized into 

numerous mobile units, with a total strength of approximately 

50,000 men under the command of General nei.

In the Japanese occupied areas, the number of Japanese 

troops are far from adequate. Only a few hundred soldiers are 

deployed along the Ishing-Ju sieh Highway, and sane 500 garri

soned in the walled city of Ishing. Ihese troops remain be

hind strong defense -orks and are reported to maintain under

ground communication with military posts along the Ishing- 

Jusieh Highway. In an effort to capture this city, Chinese 

regular units havv launched several offensives on th- garri

son in Ishing but no tangible results have been achieved, and 

it has b-on decided to leave the city alone. Occasional skir

mishes, ho /ev-r, are inadvertent since tax collectors of the 

administrative organs under the Reformed Government, accom

panied by small squads of Japanese soldiers, visit the country

side from time to time to impose land tax on the villag-. rs in 

the form of ten catties of rice for each ’mow-' of land, no 

cash being accepted for payment of tax. Upon receipt of in

formation regarding the activities of these tax-collectors, 

troops are despatched by the Chinese regular units to effect 

their expulsion which inevitably results in the Japanese with

drawing to the fortifications.

So far, the Japanese have made no attempt to launch 

any attack upon the Chinese positions and appear to be satis

fied with what they have obtained and occupied.

TV, MISCELLANEOUS:

(1) Refugees in the International Settlement.

It is estimated that there is a total of 42,005 re

fugees in the shanghai International Settlement. This figure 

represents a decrease of 304 since last month.

Statistics of refugees classified according to three
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headings are as follows :

(a) Living in Refugee Camps ------------- 37,31g 

(b) Living in Alleyways and Open spaces ------- 3,983 

(c) Living in Emergency Hospitals ---------- 703

Of the refugees living in Refugee Camps 27,319 are in 

the American Sector, while 118 of those living in alleyways 

and open spaces are in this sector.

During the past month, three Refugee Camps were closed 

and the inmates housed therein removed to the Refugee Camp of 

the Shanghai Refugee Relief Association on Tunsin Road, as 

compared with last month, thu number of refugees housed in 

camps show a decrease from 37,792 to 37,319; the number of 

refugees living in open spaces show a decrease from 4,020 to 

3,983 while the number of refugee patients in the 5 emergency 

hospitals has increased from 497 to 703.

CRIME:

1. The Crime Situation in the American Sector.

The crime increase in the ^m^ricae Sector as reported 

last month shows little sign of decreasing. The below table 

gives the number of crimes committed in the American Sector,

as reported by the Police, during Nrvbtbcr ;; ,’ith the number of

crimes committed in the same area during th<■> previous two months.

CRIME NOVEMBER OCTOBER SEP T EIoBER

harder - -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 4 6

Attempted Murder - -- -- -- - 2 3 3

Armed Robbery- --------- 22 17 11

Robbery- ------------ 4 1 0

Armed Highway Robbery- - - - - - 10 7 2

Highway Robbery- -------- 6 3 5

Attempted Armed Robbery- - - - - 2 0 1

Attempted Robbery- ------- 1 0 0

Possession of Arms ------- 1 0 0

Possession of Explosives - - - - 0 1 1

Total- - -- -- -- -- -- -- 56 36 28

4MO
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diticns responsible for this increase in crime

romains unehang Th Toe Authorities arc still refusing

to ce-operate with the Municipal Police in apprehending cri-

minais who have committed crimes in the Settlement. The con-

ference held by Major Bourne of the Municipal Police and Gen

eral LSiuta, Commander of the Japanese Gendarmerie, failed to

reach a solution t_ the problem. General Liura once again

asked that the Municipal Police be withdrawn from the extra-

Settlement r.ads until the .hole question is settled. In the

meantime the lawless elements in Shanghai are still given im-

munity for crimes committed in the Settlement once they re-

gain the Ta Tao Districts

t-s

-4

It is entirely possible that the Japanese nay, in the

future, use the statistics on the prevalence of crime in the

American Sector to refute the contention of the American Auth

orities that the Shanghai Municipal Police are effectively

curbing crime where they have sole policing rights, while in

the Western Area where there are joint policing rights crime

is rampant

2. The Crime situation in the Jestern Extra-Settlement

Area.

In the jester n extra-Set tie me nt ..rea, for the month of

November the following crimes hav. been reported by the Muni

cipal Police :

Murder 0

Attempted Murder 0

Armed Robbery 7

Robbery- 0

Armed Highway Robbery* 9

Highway Robbery. 1

Attempted Armed Robbery* 0

At tempted Robbery 0

ihl
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Pcssession of Arms 1

Total- 18

At first sight it would appear that orime in the

western extra-settlement Areas is well under control but it

must be remembered that the ab^ve reported crimes were only

those committed on the Municipal Reads or in buildings abutting

on these roads and at times when the Municipal Police were on

the spot to males the arrest. By no stretch of the imagination

can the above figures be taken as a true picture of the situa

tion

There are several reasons for this apparent better

policing of the Extra-Settlement Areas, but the most import

ant is that by agreement with the Municipal Police the Jap-

anese Gendarmerie are permitted to accompany thu Municipal

Police into the Settlement to apprehend criminals who commit

crimes in the Ta Iho District, whereas this courtesy and co

operation is not extended by the Ta Tao to the settlement

Police in the extra-Settlement Areas

IV. MISCELLANEOUS:

2, Ta Tao Police Fire on British Soldiers

On the evening of 3 December the Th Tao Police ar

rested a British soldier and a British Civilian in the back

room of a fish and chip shop on Great ««estern Road for sus

pected complicity in a previous brush, occuring the same even-

ing, between the British soldiers and the Ta Tao Police. As

they 'were leaving the shop with the prisoners, several un

armed British soldiers from another cafe a few steps away

came out with the intention of effecting the release of the

too prisoners. The Ta Tao patrol then arc reported to have

opened fire on the British soldiers. Hie soldiers withdrew

to the cafe and the Ta Tao proceeded to the Ta Tao Headquarters

on Jcssfiold Road with their two prisoners. la the firing one

Chinese woman was fatally shot in the abdomen, but none of the

soldiers wcr^ injured
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On hearing the shots reinforcements from the Ta Tao

and Japanese Gendarmerie arrived and surrounded the cafe, 

while two trucks of armed soldiers from the Last Surrey Regi

ment arrived and took up position on the outskirts of the area

The I unicipal Police arrived with the riot vans and all traf

fic in the area was held at a standstill until it was ascer

tained just what happened. The arrested soldier and civilian 

were later released on demand of the British Military Author

ities

The Japanese ijciay spokesman, in giving the Japanese

version of the affair, stated that a group of four intoxicated

Britons, three of them soldiers, approached a Ta Tao police 

patrol and tried to take away the rifle of one policeman. In

the struggle that ensued the rifle was detonated, and two

members of th^ Tao p..trol fired six shots into the air

hereupon the Britons ran into the co.f e. Jhcn the Tn Tao

men,with reinforcements, surrounded the cafe and searched it

they c ull not find the other culprits. Hie Japanese could not

account for the death of the Chinese woman as they claimed all

the shots fired by the Ta Tao were fired into the air

As far as can be determined no definite settlement

placing the responsibility has been arrived at and negotia

tions arc still proceeding between the British Authorities and

the Special Kunicipality

II. LILIT^RY OPERATIONS;

(1) Nanning Campaign

During the ^conference of the High Japanese Military
ft
I authorities on 14 October, 1939, it was decided to launch at

f' tacks from the north in the Changsha area and from th-- south

in the Canton area. The purpose of these simultaneous drives

was to give the Japanese complete control f the Eankow-

Canton Railway, thus cutting off the Eastern Provinces from 

communication with the Chungking forces. This plan fell through

i
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with the unexpected Chinese resistance at Changsha. The Jap-

anese then revamped their

into the interior through

Pakhci in an effort to sc

plans and decided to launch columns

Foochow, swatow, Canton, Amcy and

disperse the Chinese forces as t”

prevent effective resistance and thus attain their goal cf

isolating the eastern Provinces. The first cf

has been launched on Pakhci. After landing at

column captured Nanning and are new proceeding

c’ity. The

Provincial

Provincial

these attacks

Pakhoi this

north cf that

Province cf Kwangsi was defended entirely by the

troops. The bad bleed that has existed between

troops of Kwangsi and Contrai 'Government troops was

climaxed by the Kwangsi troops refusing to fight any further

in the North after the fall of Canton. Now, however, large

Central Army Forces are proceeding from Hunan to Kwangsi, but

their effectiveness will not be felt for another two weeks

In the meantime the Provincial troops are withdrawing to take

up positions North of the Hung Shui River, approximately 75
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miles north of Nanning

The next drive was t' have been n F'ochow, but the

Japanese believe they have the General commanding this area

bought over. He has a Japanese wife and the Japanese feel 

that their "silver bullet" campaign will result in this Gen

eral withdrawing his troops from this area and permitting the

Japanese t^, occupy the greater part of Fukien Province with

out a c_stly landing operation
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HEADQUARTERS, FOURTH MARINES 
SHANGHAI, CHINA

16 December, 1939

INTELLIGENCE REPORT ON THE MILITARY, POLITICAL aND ECONOMIC

SITUATION IN CHINA

9 December to 16 December, 1939

Page.

«

le POLITICAL:

1, The Rice Situation in Shanghai.

(a) Attempts at Price Controls

(b) Japanese Withhold Rice Stockse

(c) Rice Disturbances in the Settlement.

Ils MILITARY OPERATIONS :

1. Japanese Armed Pressure on Shanghai.

2. Chinese Open Offensive on Three Fronts.

(a) Shansi Offensive.

(b) Chinese Attack on Hangchow.

(c) Hupeh Operations.

111. MI SCELLaNEQUS:

1.

2.

2.

3.

6»

7.

7.

1. Ta Tao Police - Relations With Foreigners. 5.

Majors 
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Intelligence Officer
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la THE RICE SITUATION IN SH.JTGH^I. 

(A) Attempts at Price Control»

The micipal Council took action against the rice mani

pulators in Shanghai, on the 14th, by publishing proclamations 

to the effect that any person engaged in hoarding, speculating 

or in other ways manipulating the rice supplies of Shanghai 

would be liable to expulsion from the Settlement and the French 

Concession. The Council is also supporting a ruling of the 

Shanghai Rice Dealers Guild sotting u price limit of ;45.00 

per "zar” for the best grade of rice and .>38,00 for inferior 

grades of rice. These maximum prices are not to be exceeded 

under pain of expulsion.

The above efforts of the Council to control the rice sit

uation, is ironic. For the manipulating of the market has 

been done with the knowledge or connivance of the Municipal 

Council and one Chinese member is one of the leaders in the 

pool buying and selling fictious quantities of rice in order 

to maintain the high cost of this grain. The setting of the 

J45.00 limit for rice is merely a device for the protection 

of the speculators in official positions who have large sums 

of money tied up in paper rice stocks. There is no necessity 

for the high price, for while the record price of n;45.00 per 

:’zaru is blamed on the Japanese, the Japanese are but partly 

to blame. The price of rice in WUhu is plS.OO but by the time 

it gets to shanghai it costs about ^29.00 and the disparity 

between ^29.00 and ^45.00 represents the profits that are made 

by the manipulator of the Shanghai market.

The stock of rice in Shanghai is at present estimated to 

be some 355,000 "zars". This represents an increase of some 

20,000 "zars" over the rice stocks on hand during the first 

of the month, which should have normally caused a reduction in
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(B) Japanese Withhold Rice Stocks.

Commencing from 8 December, all consignments of rice, 

wheat and other cereal which have arrived here from the inter

ior by rail, have been held up at I.arkham Road Junction and 

prevented from entering the settlement. The amount of rice 

held at the junction now totals some 12,000 bags and a similar 

quantity of other cereals are being detained at the same place 

On December 11th, the Shanghai City Government notified 

the dealers concerned to supply the City Government with the 

quantity and costs of the detained commodities. This rice has 

been sold on demand to the City Government at the price of 

,?24.00 per ''zar". Negotiations are underway at present for 

the sale and release of another consignment totaling some 

1,500 bags from the same source,.

The Rice Guild has requested the Municipal Authorities to 

make representations to the Japanese Authorities for the re

lease of the consignments now being hold nt the Markham Road 

Junction. They also requested the Municipal Authorities to 

secure permission from the Japanese for the rice dealers to 

import 50,000 to 100,000 bags of inferior grade of rice from 

ffuhu, the price to be fixed by the Municipal Authorities.

On December 10,1939, copies of a circular order issued 

by Tsu Ngoeh Tsung, Chief of the Pootung Administrative Office 

were posted on important tn r? ughfares in pootung, prohibiting 

the people in Pootung from transporting rice into the settle

ment and French Concession. The notice also notifies rice 

shops that the sale of rice be limited to half a "zar*1 to 

each purchaser. This action is being adopted in order to 

prevent hoarding by the people. 

(C) Rice Disturbances in Settlement.

About 30 disturbances occured at Shanghai rice shops dur

ing the afternoon of Friday, 15 December.
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The Municipal Police state that they believe there was 

no organized rioting but that it was an attempt by the beggar 

and poorer classes to grab a little rice and run. In most 

instances an argument started over the pric^ and in t short 

while thm rice dealer found his shop full of people who were 

helping themselves.

On Thursday evening, 14 December, five Chinese were ar

rested in the Pootoo District for stealing rice. Friday morn

ing the Judge who was sitting on their case gave them a sus

pended sentence. It is believed that this "was more or less a 

signal for the execution of the disturbances which occur.rt><i 

during the day.

It is of interest to note that all of the disturbances 

reported took place in the American Defense Sector. There 

were two cases reported from the Badlands and a few from the 

French Concession.

There Wore a number of participants injured by being 

trampled under the foot of crowds. Tho Police met with little 

difficulty in dispersing the crowds and in only one case were 

there any shots fired. Cne Chinese Police Constable, on duty 

close to the Seymour Road Larket fired five shots in the air. 

These shots had the proper effect for the crowd immediately 

broke and ran.

It is believed that this is only a beginning of the rice 

rioting, and that the situation will assume serious proportions 

if the present price limit of .45.00 per "zar" is allowed to 

stand.

It is conceivable that, as soon as the rice speculators 

have "covered up" on their speculations, the price will be re

duced, but how soon this may occur is a matter of conjecture. 

II. JAPANESE ARI ED PRESSURE ON SHANGHAI.

About 12,000 Nanchukuo Troops were reported to have been 

transferred, on 7 and 8 December, tc shanghai from 7’uhu by
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the Japanese i.J.litary Authorities. Of the total, 3,000 ./ere 

stationed at the Civic Center (Kiangwan), and the remaining 

9,000 are stationed in Nantac ever an area from the South East 

Gate to the South of Rue Pere Robert.

These troops are natives of Ljanchuria and wear uniforms 

similar to th_se of the Japanese Army. The officers are Jap

anese and Formosans. The discipline a mong the troops is re

ported to be very lax, and upon arrival they searched the re

sidents near whore they woro quartered for bidding, causing 

a panic among the Nantao population. Unconfirmed reports 

have been received that these troops had mutinied. They were 

reported further to have left this area on the 13th for un

known destinations.

Further reports, from a usually reliable source, but taken 

with great reservation, states that a total of 90,000 Manchukuo 

troops are to be concentrated in Nantao before December 15, 

1939. The idea behind this concentration being to intimidate 

the French Municipal Authorities and so accelerate the negot

iations between tho shanghai City (Puppot) Government and the 

French Authorities over the re-opening of the iron gates a- 

long the French Concession boundaries. Should no success 

attend these negotiations the iron gates will be broken open 

by these luanchukuo troops after the inauguration of the new 

"Central Government" of Jang Ching lei.

The French Police state that these soldiers are part of 

the 106th and 101st Divisions wfro have been sent down from the 

Hupeh area for a rest. Part of these troops are quartered in 

Nantao.

On the night of the 14-15 December the Japanese moved 

between 150 and 200 light tanks from north of soochow Cruok 

via Chung Sun Road to one of their billets on Lincoln Avenue 

in the Hungjao area.
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During the past wc^k an increase in the number of Japanese 

troops in the Hungjao area has beun noticed. ’Thether or not 

this increase has any significance is not known. It is pces

sible that they were transferred to this area for maneuvers. 

III. UISCELIANEOUS.

1, Ja Tao Police -Relations with Foreigners, 

’’L-iayor” Fu of the Ta Tao Government recently announced 

that he had ordered the Ta Tao police to refrain from reckless 

arrest of Third Power Nationals. His announcement implied 

that Foreign Nationals would be accorded every consideration 

in the Western Extra-Settlement District. The ’’Lîayor’s” 

stated policy was echoed by several Japanese officials in

cluding the Consul General and the Chief of the Japanese Gen

darmerie.

During the past two weeks the Special Shanghai City 

Government Police in the .western Extra-Settlement area have 

been observed to be somewhat less truculent and threatening 

in their attitudes.

In apparent .ppositi: n to this the following ^rder issued 

to L-o Ying, Chief of the Western District Police Bureau was 

obtained from a usually reliable scurse. Whether this is an 

old order, since superseded, or a new one as yet held in 

abeyance, is not known, but from observations during the past 

week its provisions are not being carried out.

The chief of the Shanghai City Government Y/cstcrn Dist

rict Police Bureau is reported to hove recently received a 

confidential order which included the following points :- 

(1) To arrest members of the ’’Police" or ’’Defence Forces” 

who attempt to obstruct the activities of the Shanghai 

City Government Authorities in the extra-3ut.tlei.ient 

Roads in the Je stern District.

(2) To resist at once in self defence when interfered with by 

members of the ’’Police” or ’’Defence Forces”.
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(3) To adopt a hostile attitude towards the "Police»- and 

"Defence Forces".

(4) lien on sentry and post duty are strictly prohibited from 

retreating during incidents with the "Police" or "Def

ence Forces" irrespective of consequences.

(5) Officers and policemen of the western District Police 

Bureau should endeavour to persuade the "Police" to 

join the Shanghai City Government Police.

(6) whenever an opportunity avails itself, the outdoor staff 

should insult and find fault with foreign Nationals 

with the exception of Japanese, Germand and Italians.

Upon receipt of this confidential order, the Chief of 

the «estern District Police Bureau has instructed his sub

ordinates to act accordingly.

II. MILITARY OPERATIONS:

2, Chinese tpen Offensive on Three Fronts. 

(A) Shansi Offensive.

Chinese reports claim that the Chungking Government has 

ordered a general offensive on all fronts. It is believed to 

be somewhat early for the long planned general counter offen

sive by the Chinese, but three major battles are reported to 

have been fought in the past two days. In Shansi the 8th 

Route Army, with their increased strength, have been fighting 

the Japanese in th« vicinity of Taiyuan, the capitol of Shansi. 

The 8th Route Army is reinforced by National Government Troops 

and guerrillas. About two months ago they crossed the Yellow 

River between Yungho and Linhsien. They made excellent pro

gress for a short time, and then the 8th Route Army withdrew 

into Shensi. Since the Chinese forces remaining in Shansi 

have been reinforced by the 8th Route Army the Japanese hold 

on the Province of Shansi has become very precarious. The 

Chinese troops in Shansi are based in the Chungtiaoshan moun

tains and arc attacking in force the numerically smaller and
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widely spread Japanese garrisons throughout the Province. 

(B) Chinese Attack on Hangchow.

Chinese troops are reported by the Chungking Government to 

have attacked the Japanese Garrison at Hamgchow killing more 

than 100 Japanese soldiers. This is the second such report to 

reach this office, neither of which could be verified. These 

attacks, however, are believed to be the action of Chinese 

troops in plain clothes from Ningpo districts. The troops 

infiltrate through the Japanese garrison lines and meet in tho 

city for concerted attacks on Japanese controlled "puppet" 

activities in the city. 

(C) Hupeh Operations.

The Chinese opened thoir Central China operations by an 

attack on Tungchcng, on the highway near the Hupeh-Hunan bor

der. According to the Chinese reports, Central Government 

troops based at Pingkiang drove north capturing Tungcheng and 

arc now engaged in attacking the Japanese garrison at fsungyang. 

The main objective of this drive is reported to be Puchi on 

the Hank-, w-Canton railway. The Japanese are sending reinforce

ments to this area according to Chinese dispatches. These dis

patches state the Japanese morale is very low throughout central 

China. Reports received here from excellent sources state that 

the Chinese sank a Japanese warship near Kiukiang. No details 

regarding the identity of the ship could be obtained.
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I. MILITARY.

(a) Japanese Fortress at Shanghai,

With reference to a report forwarded in August, 1939, 

regarding the construction of a fortress by the Japanese 

Military Authorities near Lotien, further enquiries have 

been made and it is found that the site in question is loc

ated about 3 11 (one mile)to the East of LIUHONG VILLAGE, 

south of Lotien, and on the Shanghal-Taichong Omnibus High

way. This is the former site of the Government Wireless 

Station which was destroyed during the recent Sino-Japanese 

hostilities and is approximately 4 miles to the South-East 

of Lotien.

The site is now encircled by a wooden fence strung with 

barbed wire and stands 6 feet high. The entrance faces 

South-East and a number of Chinese masons are still engaged 

in erecting a gateway.

At the entrance to the enclosure, there is an ordinaiy 

Chinese single-floor house on the right-hand side, occupied 

by four Japanese sentries who carry out guard duty by day 

and night. Pedestrians are not allowed to go near the place.

In the South-Western corner, there are three foreign 

sytle buildings in two rows: one covered with red tiles and 

the other with black. Each building contains about ten rooms 

all of which, in the three buildings, are interaccessible. 

The building in front is reported to be the offices of a 

Wireless Station and is connected with subterranean structures.

An Observation Station, about 40 feet high, equipped with 

night signals and capable of accomodating four or five persons, 

is located to the West of the aforementioned buildings.

Within the enclosure, five aerial projectors have been 

erected, stretching from the South-Western corner towards 

the North-East in a semi-circle. Each projector stands on
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a cement base and is approximately 180 feet high. There is 

also a semi-circle of some thirty wooden pillars erected be

yond the projector-stands, to a height of over 120 feet.

At each of the four cardinal points within the enclosure 

stands a cement gun-platform, each of which measures about 

25 feet high and 8 feet in diameter, mounted with a 6H gun. 

The platform near the South-Western corner is located t© the 

east of the above-mentioned buildings. By the side of each 

platform and at an equal distance of approximately 8 feet 

apart, there stands an anti-aircraft gun which is allegedly 

used for the purpose of safeguarding the Wireless Station 

from enemy aerial attacks.

(b) Chinese Counter-Attack on Nanning.

The Chinese have been on the offensive in the Nanning area 

for the past four days. They have been to date successful in 

keeping the Japanese from capturing the strategically favorable 

terrain west of Nanning, and most important, the Kunllng Mount

ains twenty-five miles northeast of Nanning. As long as' the 

Chinese can hold these mountains the Japanese position In 

Kwangsl remains precarious. The.Japanese are now approximately 

20 miles north of the metropolis and for the last four days 

have been giving ground steadily. The Chinese recaptured 

Patang, a small village thirty miles Northeast of Nanning and 

the furtherest point of Japanese penetration.

The Chinese claim to have surrounded Nanning and cut the 

Japanese off from the sea, except by means of air transportat

ion* While this report has not as yet been verified it is 

true that the Japanese are being seriously harrassed by guer

rilla attacks on their communication and supply lines. The 

Japanese forces in-Kwangsl are insufficient to guard their 

supply routes and at night the guerrillas tear up the roads 

or place obstructions across them which is causing consider

able delay to the Japanese.
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The Japanese military authorities in Shanghai refuse to 

make any statement in regards to the Japanese position in 

Nanning. It is estimated that the Japanese have two divisions 

in the Nanning Area, including those guarding their supply 

and communication lines. These forces are not believed ruf- 

ficient to guard against a determined Chinese counter-attack» 

The Japanese action in stating that there is no Information 

from their forces, which is the same attitude they adopted dur- 

the engagements at Taierchwang and Changsha, leads to the be

lief that the Japanese are in serious difficulty at Nanning.

(c) Shansi Operations»

Heavy fighting has been progressing in the extreme south

west of Shansi at the elbow of the Hwang Ho (Yellow River)• 

The Japanese are being dislodged from the mountainous area 

that they have held since the opening days of the war. They 

are now withdrawing, under attack from Chinese regular troops 

who crossed the river at Shlhiow, to the Chungtaio Mountains» 

Reports from North China claim the Japanese have already lost 

control of the southern part of the Linfeng-Peiping railway.

The guerrillas in this area have been ha: rassing the Jap

anese both in their withdrawal and in their counter-attacks 

in this province. Reports on their activities state that dur*- 

ing the past year these guerrillas have wrecked 63 locomotives 

and 400 passenger and freight cars. For their train wrecking 

activities the guerrillas get explosives from the miners who are 

supplied by their Japanese bosses. The most common method 

used in destroying trains is to place the explosive under the 

track in the form of a land mine to explode as the train passes 

over.

(d) MiJscellaneous Military Operations»

In Honan the Japanese attacked and captured the Chinese 

positions near Miyang, a small village 80 kilometers North

west of Slnyang, on the Peking-Hankow railway. The Japanese 

detachment is now moving toward Hwangshan.
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In Hupeh the Chinese troops attacked the Japanese defen-

ses north of Anlu on the Han River without success. The Jap

anese counter-attacked on the 17th and are continuing their

pursuit. Their present position is now about 30 kilometers

north of Anlu

In Hunan the Japanese attacked Chinese troops operating

in the Kiata mountains 30 kilometers east of Yochow, These

Chinese troops have been engaged in harassing the Japanese and

making it impossible for the Japanese garrison to live off the

land

In Klangsi Chinese troops attacked, on the 18th of Dec

ember, the Japanese defenses at Shihchakai, on the Chin River

45 kilometers south of Nanchang. A simultaneous attack was

made on Jenkiang, on the Fu River about 30 kilometers to the

south-east of Nanchang. These attacks were repulsed after

three days of intensive fighting and on the 21st the Chinese

started a general retreat on both sides

II- POLITICAL:

Proposed Opening of the Lower Yangtse

The Japanese spokesman in Shanghai emphatically stated

that the Japanese proposal to reopen the lower two hundred

miles of the Yangtse river ^ithin two months was not a Jap-

anese gesture of appeasement to the United States. He declared

that the proposal was the Japanese recognition that the oondU>

ions prevailing in this region at present justify that the for

eign trade rights be to some extent restored This attitude

is considered in Shanghai as merely an attempt at face-saving

so as not to be discredited in the eyes of the Japanese public

and the Chinese Puppets. Observers here point out that Jap«

anese spokesmen have on manj^ occasions declared the Yangtse

would be kept closed as long a the Chiang Kai-shek govern-

ment continued to resist Japan Therefore the present pro

J

s

posed partial relaxation on the present restrictions is
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considered as a transparent attempt to appease the United 

States in view of the forthcoming abrogation cf the Trade 

Treaty.

Business men in Shanghai are unimpressed by the Japanese 

proposal as they do not believe the Japanese will openJthe 

river without placing such restrictions on ship movements as 

to stifle trade. There is undoubtedly good ground for this 

belief as the Japanese could not, if they wished, open the 

river to unrestricted third power trade even as far as Nanking 

without seriously Jeopardizing their control of the area, r 

Guerrillas arc operating along both banks of the Yangtse

?.s long an major hostilities continue in the Yangtse valley 

the Japanese must take every precaution to prevent third pow

ers from supplying the Chinese forces. Opening the Yangtse to 

third power trade would in effect be supplying not only the 

guerrillas with arms but eventually the Chinese army itself. 

Therefore the only relaxation of the present restrictions 

possible would be an arrangement similar to that enforced in 

southern ports where third power ships are permitted to trans

port into the ports only cargos comprised of necessary supplies 

for the immediate needs of the third power nationals.

III. RICE.

(a) The Rice Situation in the International Settlement» 

Following the rice looting, that was reported on last 

week, trading at the Rice Market was at a standstill. Mer

chants refused to augament their stocks until they were given c 

security against mob raids.

To ease the situation the price limit of $45.00 was 

reduced to ^40.00 Maximum by the Rice Dealers1 Guild. This 

price reduction combined with extensive police patrolling has 

eased the situation and at present no more raids are being 

reported. •
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The retail price of rice at present is $40*00 per ”zar” 

for best quality and $33.00 for the inferior quality*

Rice Authorities after investigation into these lootings 

declare them to have been organized. In the majority of 

cases, the initial move was made by one or more individuals 

of the better dressed loafer type, who disappeared immediat

ely after their lead had been taken up by the crowds. These 

crowds consisted mostly of mill workers and others of the 

poorer class.

Following the rice looting the Rice Guild met ostensibly 

to ease the situation. In addition to arbitrarily reducing 

the price of rice, which they could have accomplished before 

the trouble, they addressed a letter to tthc authorities of the 

two foreign areas requesting the nreal sense of rice hoarding 

and speculation” be defined. Since this request was made to 

a Municipal Council member known to be engaged in wide spread 

rice speculation it is believed that the entire Rice Guild 

is engaged in rice speculation and that the anpeal to this 

member was merely an attempt to protect themselves should their 

manipulations become known.

Lack of confidence in the Rice Guild has been demonstr

ated by the leading citizens of Shanghai, who, to correct the 

present evils, have formed a "Staple Food Regulation Committee” 

presided over by Mr. Yu Ya Ching, Shanghai’s most prominent 

Chinese citizen. The purpose of this committee is to take 

the active control of the rice situation in Shanghai out of 

the hand of the Guild, and place the sale and distribution under 

the control of the prominent citizens.

(b) Rioe Situation in the Western Extra-Settlement, Area.

Copies have been recleved of a circular notice, purport

ing to have been issued by Wong Teh Ling, Shief of the West

ern District Police Bureau of the Shanghai City Government,
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which was found posted In the extra-Settlement area on 18 

December. The notice limits the price of rice to i$37.00 per 

’’zar”. Since rice can be bought in the areas adjacent to the 

Settlement for ^29a00 per nzar”, this notice may be a prelude 

to the kind of price control, in the extra-Settlement area 

that is at present going on in the foreign controlled areas. 

IV. MISCELLANEOUS;

(a) Ta Tao Police - Relations with Foreigners.

A week ago the chief of the Shanghai Cltj^ Government 

Western District Police Bureau was reported to have received 

a confidential order, the substance of which was to adopt a 

hostile and aggressive attitude toward the Police, Def'ense 

Forces and Foreign Nationals with the exception of Japanese, 

Germans and Italians.

The authenticity of this order was questioned at first, 

(See last week’s report) but during this past week there have 

been several incidents which would seem to indicate that this 

order is not only authentic, but is actually being carried out.

The morning of December 17th a Foreign Bus Inspector was 

assaulted by members of the Shanghai City Government Police. 

According to reports, a quarrel arose between two civilian 

Chinese and a Bus Inspector over the former’s refusal to re

move their bicycles obstructing the path of the stalled bus 

on Yu Yuen Road. The Chinese left the scene and shortly re

turned with several members of the S.C.G. Police who seized 

the Foreign Inspector, and after assaulting him, removed him 

to the S.C.G. Police Station at 13 Jessfield Road.

The two men who had assaulted the Russian Bus Inspector 

were attached to 76 Jessfield Road. The S.C.G. Police 

stated that the Bus Inspector would be compensated for his dam

aged spectacles, and that the two men would be strongly cau

tioned by their Superior.

The following is quoted from a British Intelligence 

report on the situation in the western area regarding the
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Shanghai Special City Government Police:

"The Shanghai Special City Government Police first appear

ed. in armed, force on the Settlement roads in the Western Dis

trict at the beginning of September, 1939. At this time they 

took over various buildings as sub-police stations and began 

to duplicate the traffic control duties of the Shanghai Mûn- 

iclpal Police at main road intersections. In addition, they 

produced strong armed patrols on Council roads. These patrols 

moved on foot and in motor vehicles. At this time the attitude 

of the Shanghai Special City Government Police was not unftiend 

ly to the British Military. There has, however, been a marked 

deterioration in their attitude in the last four weeks, chiefly 

attributable to tho strong attitude adopted by the British Mil

itary in settlement of various incidents which have occurred. 

There are four major incidents which have caused the Shanghai 

Special City Government Police to lose some measures of pres

tige and face. These major incidents are summarised as fol

lows : -

(1) A British subject arrested and detained. Released 

at once on demand by British Military a.nd apologies 

tendered.

(2) A British subject who failed to see a traffic signal 

fired at by Shanghai Special City Government Police. 

Considerable publicity given the case and official 

number of Shanghai Special City Government constable 

who fired obtained. Official protest made by Con

sulate and British Commander.

(3) British unarmed soldiers on pass fired on in Great 

Western Road. Shanghai Special City Government aut

horities refused to produce evidence to enable Brit

ish Military Authorities to bring soldier alleged to 

have assaulted Shanghai Special City Government con

stable to justice. Official protests from Embassy,
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Consulate and British Commander were made.

(4) A British Military patrol was interfered with by a 

Shanghai City Government Police party on Keswich Road. 

British Officer threatened with pistol; Shanghai Spe

cial City Government constable tried to drag British 

soldier from motor truck. Strong protest submitted 

by British Commander and Consulate»

The above incidents are the major incidents which have 

occurred affecting military personnel. There have been at 

least ten other minor incidents in which British soldiers or 

civilians have been involved. In all such cases the Shanghai 

Special City Government Police have given ample proof of their 

inaptitude for police work, their obvious lack of training and 

inadequate control. One of the difficulties encountered is the 

complete inability on the part of the Shanghai Special City 

Government Police to produce any official with authority to 

discuss or decide matters in the event of an incident taking 

place. Everything has to be referred to the Japanese advisers, 

usually the Japanese Gendarmerie, who if they do not approve 

of the action taken disclaim all knowledge or right to assist. 

This system is excellent from the Shanghai Special City Govern

ment aspect, but extremely unsatisfactory from any other point 

of view.

There is no doubt that since the 1st of December, 1939, 

the attitude of the Shanghai Special City Government Police has 

become more truculent and insolent on the roads. Patrols are 

more active and there is an increased tendency to obstruct and 

aggravate foreigners. The foreigner who rides in a car probably 

fails to observe such an attitude unless his chauffeur offends 

or appears to offend a traffic sign controlled by a Shanghai 

City Government ponstable. The Briti'sh soldier who walks on 

the pavements has noticed a definite tendency to obstruct him, 

aggravate and annoy him. Shanghai Special City Government
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patrols on foot and in lorries constantly visit the perimeter 

and endeavour to make an impression on the British troops» 

It is not within the scope of this summary to discuss

I the relations between the Shanghai Municipal Police and the 

Shanghai Special City Government Police» It is noticeable that 

the Shanghai Special City Government Police have lost, to some 

extent, the smart (?) appearance attributed to them in Sept

ember - October. This is due certainly to bad pay, long hours, 

boredom and the weather. There have been desertions and there 

may be more as soon as the weather gets colder. Standing at 

windy corners for dollars eight per month is not worth while. 

There is no love between the Shanghai Special City Government 

Police and the "terrorists’1 resident at 76 Jessfield Road. 

In fact it is considered the Shanghai Special City Government 

stand in some degree of fear of these "thugs” at 76 Jessfield 

Road.

The British Military at present hold six Chinese, four 

of whom were armed, who were arrested on 4 December in Tunsln 

Road. These men are known to belong to the organization de

signated as 'the "Armed Police H.Q. of Zau Woo Kying” (Outside 

Perimeter) whose chief is a Chinese called "HANCHUN” who works 

under the orders of a Japanese "Colonel” called "NISHIMURA”, 

believed to be connected with the Special Service Section of 

the Japanese Army. This armed corps is an unofficial rival 

to the Shanghai Special City Government Police and tends to 

"steal their thunder" when opportunity occurs. No claim for 

these men has yet been made.”

With reference to incident number four in the above 

quotation, Major General Simmons, Commanding the British 

Military Forces in Shanghai wrote a strong letter of protest 

to Major General S. Muira, Commanding Japanese Gendarmerie.

In this letter he protested most strongly at this un

warranted interference with British soldiers and demanded an
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apology for the insulting and menacing attitude adopted by 

the S.S.C.G. Police, towards.a British Officer. He further 

stated that in the future British troops when on duty would 

not tolerate such interference, and that they have authority 

to arrest and detain any persons who commit a similar offense

In regard to the cooperation which the S.S.C.G. Police 

demand, Major General Simmons stated that these police do 

nothing at present to enable any confidence to be placed in 

them as a means of preserving law and order. He suggested 

that if tthe activities of this force were directed more to 

improving the state of the traffic and the general prevention 

of irrègularities in this area, their existence might be more 

justified.
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I. SURVEY OF RUSSIAN PENETRATION INTO CHINA.

(a) First Russian Attempts to Sovietize Northwest China.

Well confirmed reports over a long period of time Indicate 

that Russian influence, while usually considered as taking place 

in the provinces of Shensi, Suiyuan, Kansu, Chinghai Ninghsia 

and Sinkiang, began in Slnkiang soon after the Russian Revolut

ion when China signed a treaty with the U.S..S-Bgiving the 

Soviets right to have Consulates at Urumchi, Kashgar, Ining, 

Tarbagtai and Altai.

Soviet dominance over Sinkiang dates from 1931 when the

Russians concluded a treaty with the semi-independent Chinese 

warlord of the province. The treaty permitted Russia to estab

lish commercial agencies in Urumchi, the capitol of Sinkiang, 

and in Kashgar, Ining and Tarbagtai. It also provided for the 

development of Sinkiang1s economic life with the use of Russian 

equipment and experts.

Soviet influence was further strengthened in 1934, when 

General Sheng Shih-tsai, the present Pacification Commissioner 

emerged in control of Sinkiang after a period of civil war.

Aided by refugee Chinese troops from Manchuria who had been 

allowed by the Soviets to make their way through Siberia to Sin

kiang after the Japanese conquest of the Northeast Chinese prov

inces. Sheng, in aiding the Russians In their plans to Soviet

ize the Northwest provinces, has allowed the Russians a free hand 

in Sinkiang. The Chinese Central Government, needing Russia’s 

aid in her war with Japan has done nothing to counter-tact Russia’s 

complete dominance over this province.

(b) Soviet Political Control in Sinkiang.

While Russia does not directly rule Sinkiang, control is 

exercised to the end that ddminlstratlon is in accordance with 

the Russian plan. In many phases of provincial life organiza

tion parallels thrt of the U.S.S.R.
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Tight control of political activity and thought

ained through policing agencies officered by Chinese

Moscow and organized along the line of the G/U. The

are naint-

educated in

Kuomintang

is permitted, but the dominant political group is the provincial

"Anti-Imperialist Party", which is the instrument of Soviet in-

fluence in all walks of life

The

Sinkiang

as it is

Policy.

closely

rigidly

few independent, first-hand reports obtainable from

indicate that free speech is permitted only in so far

not anti-Russian and not outside the line of Soviet

Political espionage abounds, the nails and press are

censored and communications with the rest of China is

supervised.

The link-up of the political machinery in Sinkiang with

that of Moscow is evidenced by the reaction in Sinkiang to the 

recent purges of the deviationlsts (Trotskyist) in Russia. Pur

ges in Russia*are accompanied by parallel clean-ups in Sinkiang

As an example, when Yagoda ^as shot in Russia, the head of the

Bureau of Public Safety,

wise executed

Today Sinkiang is a

Russians and Chinese who

ernment controls only in

that they know only in

iang. All travel into

ough the famous Baboon

ese

has

out

a

who was Yagoda*s appointee, was like-

forbidden land to all but those approved

hold Soviet passes. The Chinese Gov-

name. Chungking Officials admit wryly

general way what is going on in Sink-

Slnkiang from the rest of China is thr- 

Pass on the Kansu Border. Even the Chin

going in are closeljr watched and no non-Russian foreigner.

entered Sinkiang in several years. None are likely to with-

the approval of Moscow or the Russian diplomatic agent in

Lanchow

(c) Sinkiang* s Economic Development

Russian hegemony over Sinkiang has brought the territory 

into the Soviet economic orbit. The province isz reported to

be rich in iron, saltpetre, gypsum, salt, gold, coal, oil, but 

how rich, probably only the Russian engineers know. However,

iW
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the fact stands that under the Soviet system of “liberation’' the

trade of 3,000,000 Sinklang natives - Chinese0Turkis, Mongols,

Moslems, Kasaks, and Uzbeks Is solely with Russia

Hand in hand with the large measure of Russian control in

Slnkiang has gone notable material progress and. political mod

ernization. Roads, sraall factories, arsenals, powder plants 

have all been built, cities improved and modern sports Introduced.

(d) ";he Northwest Highway.

Russian domination of Slnkiang is reported on in detail 

because this process of Sovietizing is being repeated in the 

provinces of Shensi, Suiyuan, Kansu, Chlnghai and Ninghsia with 

varying degrees of success. Russian penetration into these last 

named provinces is a development born of the China-Japanese war. 

Russia no.de agreements "ith China to provide the latter with 

aviators, airplanes and general war supplies in return for Chinese 

wool, woodoil, pig bristles, tea, pig intestines and camel wool.

These agreements called for the development of communication 

from Siberia through China's Northwest.

Thousands of Chinese coolies have been employed in the con

struction of the Northwest Highway. Although built by Chinese 

labor it is at least as far as Lanchow virtually a Russian road, 

Russian trucks driven by Russian army men, often carrying Rus

sians for service as fliers in China or advisers with the Chin

ese Army, monopolize its 1,500 miles. Along it fron the Russian 

border all the way into Shensi, hotels have been erected for the 

use of the Russians. These places are staffed with Russian, 

speaking personnel and serve Russia.n style food.

(e) RVaalon Air. Bases in China.

To protect this highway from the alleged danger of Japan

ese straffing and bombing raids, the Russians, again with Chin

ese labor, have built large air bases at Lanchow, Liangchow, 

Anal, Hami, Urumchi and Ill. These bases, steming out from the 

huge Soviet Aviation center at Alma Ata on the railway just

no.de
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inside the Russian border from Slnkia.ng, constitute a spear

head of immense power. From these bases and others in the pro

cess of construction Russian planes dominate China’s entire 

Northwest.

(f) The Chinese Communists.

Flanking Russia’s directly controlled Sinklang province and

Northwest Route are the Chinese Communists. From their base at

Yenan in Shensi province the Chinese Communists control a pop

ulation of 1,500,000 in Shensi, Kansu and Ninghsia. The Chinese 

Red Army which is in reality Russian colonial troops, is sup

plied by both Russia and Chungking, but boT'rs only to the desires 

of Russia* The Chinese Reds in reorganizing the Northwest have 

introduced widespread reforms. The taxation burden has been 

lifted from the farmers, income tax has be.n made the chief 

source of revenue. Village rnd district elections have been 

introduced and many other steps towards local democracy have 

been taken.

(g) The Eighth Route Army.

Tho Eighth Route Army, backbone of the Chinese Communist 

Forces, numbers more than 100,000 men. They are ^ell equipped 

and trained. It is they that direct the hundreds of thousands 

of communistic guerrilas and although they are technically a 

part of the Chinese National Armies, and are partially supported 

by Chungking, they are in reality responsible only to Russian 

representatives of the Special Russian Far Eastern Army.

(h) Present Soviet Endeavours in China.

Russia today is busily engaged in consolidating her pos

ition in the Northwestern provinces, while they keep the Chinese 

Red forces far in the East harrassing the Japanese. The Russian 

consolidation consists of constructing Soviet highways and air 

lines from Outer Mongolia and Siberia, cutting tho frontiers of 

China in all directions; and along with the quasi-assistance to 

China tho infiltration of Soviet troops, propagandists, military
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and commercial advisers ’rho are preparing tho country to take! 

its part in tho struggle to come. Tons of thousands of Chinese 

coolies are ,Torking under thv guidance of Soviet Instructors, 

building roads, constructing tunnels and bridges. Officially, 

in ord^r to facilitate the transportation of arms to China - 

but unofficially, to prepare for the passing of Soviet troops 

in case of resistance on the part of China or in case of ’-rar 

with Japan.

(i) Russian-Japanese Relations,

There is every indication that the crisis between the U.S. 

S.R. and Japan is nearing its end and the two countries have 

either to clash or divide China between themselves. Japan, in 

her struggle with China, seems to have reached a point where 

it is clear that she alone is unable to bring the war to a suc

cessful conclusion. She must, therefore, arrive at some arran

gement with someone for the division of the spoils, and although 

the U.S.S.R. is Japan's ancient enemy, the Japanese military are 

all for a German-Russian-Japanese block. The Japanese Navy and 

civilian lenders are reported to be bitterly opposed to such a 

plan because they consider that such a union with the U.S.S.R. 

would undermine the government in the eyes of the Japanese people 

and seriously weaken their country internally.

The Navy leaders are reported to be in favor of an agree

ment with Britain and France at the expense of Chinn. While the 

civilian lenders consider that some sort of understanding with 

the United Sta.tes should bo rea.ched.

(j) Possible Political Developments in China.

Some I-iilitnry Observers point out thnt since Russia's 

diplomatic defeat in the Near East, which aligned Turkey with 

Britain and France and the more recent Soviet reverses in Fin

land, open wr.r between Japan and the Soviet has become improbable 

Instead they believe the German General Staff Plan for the div

ision of Chinn will be the final outcome. The German plan ns
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If

sr as it can be pieced together is that the U.S#S.R. shall
e

jjrec to recognize Japanese sovei/ignty in the present occupied

in exchange for Northwest China plus the provinces of

Szeehuen, Yunnan and Lwcichow* This would put the Russians on 

the border of both the French and British Colonial Empires 

whereby the Soviets could put pressure on Britian and France 

for fr.vorr.ble settlement of the present European conflict

II# ÎÎILITARY.

(■ ) Nnnnin,t Campaign.

The Chinese claim that thousands of Central and Yunnan Army

Troops are pouring daily into Kwangsi as the Chinese attempt 

to over-power the Japanese drive in Kwangs1# Three divisions 

of the 11th Chinese Group Army are reported to have arrived at

Liuchow on the 20th

The Chinese command claims that the Chinese troops have 

completed the occupation of a 12 mile stretch of highway up to 

a point 13 miles Northeast of Nanning# The reports state that 

the Japanese troops holding parts of the highway about 30 miles

North of Nanning are isolated and that efforts are being made 

to mop-up these Japanese forces before the attack on Nanning 

is launched

These reports are discounted as the Japanese, after the 

fall of Nanning, sent a detachment Southwestward from Nanning 

toward the French Indo-China borders On the 19th reports were 

recieved here that the Japanese had captured the terminal city 

of Lungchow after having fought their way through the border 

pass of Chengnankwan. The Japanese claim that in taking Lung

chow they captured huge stores of military supplies that had

a 
£ * 
ê

piled up

The

Ing that

awaiting shipment to the China interior

Chinese deny

the Japanese

that the Japanese captured Lungchow, claim-

attempted to reach the Indo-China border

had ended in disaster after a 24 hour battle in which they 

claim the Japanese lost over 1,000 killed and several thousand

C
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wounded. These counter-claims by the Chinese arc considered as 

exaggerated for the purpose of dispelling the uneasiness that 

has permeated the Chinese populace since the Japanese drive in

to Kwangsi began.

III. ECONOMIC<

(a) French Finance Yunnan-Szebhwan Railway»

After a full year of surveying and planning negotiations 

have been concluded and a contract signed for a French financed 

railway linking Szechwan and Yunnan Provinces. The cost is 

estimated at 480,000,000 francs, which has been subscribed to 

by various French banks.

The length of the projected railway will be 720 kilometers 

It will pass through the mountainous districts of Yunnan, Kwei

chow and Szechuwan, connecting Kunming, capitol of Yunnan Pro

vince with Suifu on the Yangtse, 230 kilometers above Chungking 

From here supolies can be carried down the Yangtse to Chungking 

in junks.

(b) Motor Highway to French Indo-China.

The French are also reported to be considering the finan

cing of construction of a motor highway from Kunming to the 

French Indo-China border, the estimated cost of the highway 

being &5,500,000. Such a road has been necessitated by the 

Japanese invasion of Kwangsi which destroyed the value of the 

railway the Chinese were building from Nanning to Kweilin, the 

capitol of Kwangsi, for the purpose of transporting imported 

supplies to the Chinese armies in Hunan. 

IV. MISCELLANEOUS.

(a) Rice Situation»

With the price control regulations going into effect, the 

rice market seems to have settled down and there have been no 

more reports of rice ship lootings during the past week.

To offset any future emergencies the Shanghai Citizen Fed

eration are planing to establish graneries within the settle-
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ment by buying up large quantities of staples following th 

harvest periods.

However, the price of rice remained high during the week 

and numerous strikes wore called in local factories for the 

purpose of securing a rice allowance, varing from five to ten

dollars pur month for each worker in consideration of
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S, the high prices of rice have met those demands while other..

companies, notably the China Aluminum Rolling Mill Co», refuse 

to grant such an allowance

(b) The Situation in the Western District

That the situation in the Western District is causing the

British Forces considerable concern, is shown by the fact that

Major-General Simmons asked Colonel Igarashi, Japanese Gendar

merie, and Lieutenant Colonel Utsunomiya, Japanese Liaison

Offleer, to a conference, in order to explain his views on

the situation and to enlist their aid

He particularly deprecated the unnecessary use of firc-

4rms and the irregular arrest of Third Party Nationals for trivial

alleged offences»

He further stated that the attitude of the Shanghai Special

City Government Police towards the British Forces was most pro-

vocative and that he was very concerned lest this should lead

to further incidents

Finally, the General asked if some method of direct and

rapid communication could be tablishod with someone in a res

ponsible position, with whom contact could at once be made, so

that in the future incidents could bo dealt with summarily and

satisfactorily

Colonel Igarashi assured the General that he had already

given the S*S.CoG. Police careful orders regarding their be

havior, and particularly their dealings with Third Party Nat

ionals

Some of the incidents in which British troops were concerned
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were in his opinion due to these soldiers having had too much 

to drink, and he asked that the British Troops should not treat 

the SeSoC.G-. Police with contempt.

Finally he expressed his sincere desire to cooperate and 

that he would arrange for some means of direct communication 

with a responsible party.

That same morning h'ajor Suwa, advisor to the S.S.C.G-. Police 

called and complained that some members of a British Patrol on 

a truck had pointed their machine gun at the S.S.C.d. Police in 

a threatening manner. He also expressed his desire to cooperate 

and asked that the British Forces cooperate by not beha/ing in 

the provocative manner just described.

From all the information available it would seem that the 

Japanese have again created a Frankenstlen; that the lawless 

element which they gathered and put in uniform are not only 

untrained as police, but are not carrying out the orders given 

by the Japanese officials.
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CC!MMUN;CATIC!SS
AND RECORDS

AMERICAN EMBASSY
Nanking, China, 

February 9, 1940•

SUBJECT : Chinese Reactions to Japanese Propaganda•

cj

Honorable

The Secretary of

I have the honor

Washington,

State,

D. C.

to enclose a copy of a "Report

on Popular Understanding of Japan’s Policies in China,

with Especial Reference to Concepts Reiterated in

Propaganda" which was prepared under the direction of

Dr• ^earle Bates, an American professor at the Uni

versity of Nanking, copies of several of whose previous

reports have been made available to the Department.

The report consists of an analysis of the reactions 

of a number of representative Chinese in and near Nan

king to the following four questions:

W
AR 25 1940

1. What is "The Nev/ Order in East Asia"?

. y 2.
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2. Who is China’s ’’Good Neighbor”?

3. What is meant by ’’Cooperation with Japan”?

4. What does Japan want in China?

The report is chiefly interesting in its demonstra 

tion that Japanese propaganda appears to have signally 

failed to produce the inculcation of the desired ideas 

as shown by the replies given.

Respectfully yours,

For the Consul General 
at Shanghai:

1/ - ’’Report on Popular Understanding of Japan’s 
Policies in China, with Especial Reference 
to Concepts Reiterated in Propaganda.”

JHP/ha

820.02

In triplicate to the Department
Copy to the Embassy, Peiping
Copy to the Embassy, Chungking
Copy to the Embassy, Tokyo
Copy to the Consulate General, Shanghai
Copy to the Consulate General, Hankow
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REPORT ON POPULAR UNDERSTANDING OF JAPAN’S 
POLICIES IN CHINA, WITH ESPECIAL REFER- 

ENOS TO CONCEPTS REITERATED IN 
PROPAGANDA

Procedure: With the help of dependable Chinese friends 
in and near a large city of East China, 80 
persons of varying occupations, ages, and 
degrees of education, were asked the follow
ing questions:

1. What is "The New Order in East Asia"?

2. Who is China’s "Good Neighbor" (the term publicized 
and sometimes required by the Japanese in 
reference to themselves)?

3. What is meant by "Cooperation with Japan?” (Some of 
the questioners used the common version of 
"Economic Cooperation" as the key term)»

4. What does Japan Want in China?

-x- - * - * - - w - - * - * - * - *

1. WHAT IS THS NEW ORDER IN EAST ASIA?

19 persons stated that they did not know, including 
3 of some education; a number of vague or confused answers 
were also thrown out as impossible to classify or report.

Although one might expect from a great many persons 
either a cautious or a parrot-like repetition of words and 
phrases used by Japanese agents, as indicating the meaning 
of the novel term, the actual answers were astounding in 
two respects; First, in that the actual experience of 
many persons welled up so strongly in resentment and dis
tress, as to displace all thought of words and formal con
cepts by a report of what they have suffered and are suffer
ing under the Japanese Army. Second, in that many persons, 
particularly the educated, understand by "The New Order" 
not a political situation, but the new manners and customs 
forced upon them by the bayonet — bowing and doffing the 
hat to sentries, showing passes and varied certificates 
in order to pass through the city gates, deferring in all 
points to Japanese. Often these two types of answers 
were combined, because a recital of murder, rape, robbery, 
burning, confiscation, exclusion from normal work, and so 
on, included the ever-detested indignity of required 
"courtesy" and of imposed petty controls, as part of the 
hated new conditions. 34 persons gave answers of the 
types mentioned in this paragraph.

23 persons said plainly that the New Order means 
Japanese rule.

5 said that the New Order means the exclusion of 
white persons from East Asia; 2 said that it means op

position
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position to coitounism} ~2 said that it means opposition to 
Chiang Kai-shek.

Comment. In view of the daily repetition of the 
main term Tn every publication, on the radio, in every 
speech, for more than a year, it is remarkable that more 
than 25% of the persons questioned had no ascertainable 
idea of its meaning. Only 9 answers, or 11^, comprised 
ideas which the Japanese have lavishly tried to get across 
(and these answers, of course, do not imply agreement or 
approval — merely comprehension). Better than four in 
ten had in mind only their hard lot at the hands of the 
Japanese; while an additional three in ten (nearly) also 
understood and stated, less concretely and dramatically, 
that the New Order meant rule by Japan.

Note: On this question and others a few answers were 
compound in such a manner that they are most fairly reported 
under two headings; thus the apparent total of answers 
slightly exceeds the number of persons answering

Examples :
(farmer) 11 The Japanese have come. That’s the New 

Order•”
(Farmer-laborer) ’’There is no order now. Arbitrary 

oppress.on and interference with dailv work.”
(Former shoemaker, now peddling) ”1 do not under

stand the meaning. I only know that now I cannot make a 
living.”

(Gardener) ’’Rice last year at this time was $7.20. 
Now it is $22.15".

(Literate landowner) ’’This is the New Order 1 Extreme 
prices, no freedom, undignified treatment. Our life is 
not our. own.”

(Property-holding teacher) ”lt means conditions we 
have never before had to endure: high prices; restricted 
travel; excessive and arbitrary searches; boom in prostitu
tion, begging and opium; manipulation of our money; eleva
tion of the worst elements in Chinese society.”

(Educated landowner, gentry class) ”It means that 
the Chinese are no longer a free people. We are under 
complete subjection.”

(Literate farmer) "It means their New Order. We are 
to become slaves in it.”

(Unemployed clerk, educated^} "It is Japan’s order, 
not China’s”.

(Farmer) ’’Probably it’s some big shot.”
(Farmer) ”l’ve just now heard people talking about it 

Probably it means they will tell us to obey them.”
(Businessman) TThe New Order means no white men in 

Asia.”
(Scholar) "Their idea is to have no white men in 

China. The New Order is a Japanese proposition.”
(Merchant) ’’The yellow race is to combine and drive 

out the Influence of the white race. Japan herself comes 
forth as the eldest brother of the yellow race, and acts 
as our master. China is therefore to be her servant.” 

(Schoolboy) "It is only a screen for the savage 
conquest of the Japanese.”

(Educated youth) ’’The New Order in East Asia is a 
nickname for swallowing China whole."

(Tailor) ’’That’s a Japanese lie to trick the Chinese 
people. Don’t you pay any attention to it J”

II. WHO
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II. WHO IS CHINA’S "GOOD NEIGHBOR"?

21 persons, all with some degree of education, asserted 
that China has no good neighbor, often remarking with 
bitterness upon the aggressiveness or the indifference 
of those who should be good neighbors.

2 said that the term refers to Japan, while 2 implied 
it by saying something about the familiar cliché, "same 
race, same culture". 11 savagely launched into criticism 
of Japan by charging that she is the exact opposite of a 
decent neighbor.

5 said that China had various or many friends among 
western nations; 25 named the United States, 9 Russia, 8 
England, 4 France. 2 favored those who help against Japan.

10 did not know an answer for the question (all of them 
were uneducated persons); while 14 educated persons gave 
generalized or abstract answers, indicating the qualities 
of a good neighbor (one or two questioners used a Chinese 
phraseology which invited a definition rather than gave a 
concrete answer).

Comment. It is plain that the concept of the "Good 
Neighbor" has made a less clear Impress on the public mind 
than have "The Nev/ Order" and "Sino-Japanese Cooperation"; 
and in fact it is less common in print and other propaganda. 
Again experience is too strong for words. It is not ap
parent that even one person regards Japan as an acceptable 
neighbor, much less a "good" one; and only four recognize 
that the term is intended to suggest Japan. There are 51 
distinct references to western countries, individual or 
collective. Also noteworthy are the more than 25 per cent 
who see no good neighbor (i.e., friendly country), and the 
14 per cent who cannot bear the implication that the words 
might be used of Japan.

Examples :
(Sardener’s wife) "What kind of friendship is this?

Our young men have been killed, our young women ruined, and 
what recourse have we? Only traitors and rascals welcome 
them."

(Ricksha puller) "China’s Good Neighbor -- that 
means Japan. Other countries have not called themselves 
that • "

(Gentry class) "Mere empty words. Nothing to it.
By their acts you can see what kind of friends they are."

(Literate farmer) "China has many good friends among 
the nations, but Japan is not one of them."

(Foodseller) "Except for Japan, they are all friends 
of China."

(Former teacher, whose brother was carried off by 
soldiers) "There isn’t any country that’s a good neighbor 
to China. Even America is nothing good."

(Clever cook in a restaurant) "No country is good to 
China. America is the country of cultural imperialism; 
England is the country of economic imperialism; Russia is 
a robber country; Japan is still worse, without humanity."

(Farm laborer) "l was beaten twice by Japanese 
soldiers, for no reason at all. I don’t wait that kind of 
friend."

(Shoemaker)
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(Shoemaker) ”1 see no indications of friendliness 
or improved relations on the part of Japan. It looks 
as if they are trying to win the children; they go to 
nearby schools and distribute candy, fruit, and whistles.”

(Tailor) ”A11 the countries that are not making 
war upon us are our friends.”

(Schoolboy) ”I hate them. My brother is a college
graduate, who disappeared in the slaughter when the Jap
anese entered the city-. My mother is almost blind with 
crying.”

III. WHAT IS THE MEANING OF COOPERATION WITH JAPAN?

40 persons stated in clear but varying forms that 
the so-called cooperation is utterly one-sided, usually 
to the injury of China; while 6 others declared that the 
facts are the exact opposite of cooperation. (All degrees 
of education held these views in about equal ratios).
20 others said that ’’cooperation” meant economic advantage 
for Japan.

11 persons considered that ’’cooperation” is a program 
put forward by the Japanese Army as a secondary tactic, 
since military conquest has not been successful.

6 persons did not have any grasp of the term as pre
sented to them.

Comment. Well over 80$ of those interrogated were 
prompt and plain in their understanding that exploitation 
is the game, whether or not it is called ’’cooperation”. 
The answers indicate plenty of direct experience and ob
servation as the basis for this remarkable unanimity. 
Not a single person, literate or illiterate, man, woman, 
or child, holds a concept corresponding to that which the 
Japanese propaganda desires to spread.

Examples :
(Well- educated clerk) ’’Their method of cooperation 

is that of robbers.”
(Ricksha puller) ”It means requiring Chinese to 

help Japan make war or do work.”
(Literate farmer) ”It means working for them to 

give them all the profits. They now have a monopoly on 
all buying and selling.”

(Tailor) ’’The government and the military affairs 
of China must all be put into the control of the Japanese.”

(Uneducated mother of three sons) ’’They want us to 
like them and work for them. They are terrible. When my 
son works for them they beat him and kick him.”

(Leather worker) ’’China’s business must all be 
given to the Japanese to do. People of other countries 
are all refused permission to do business here.”

(Literate landowner) ’’Cooperation means working 
for them, becoming their slaves, their running-dogs. Only 
a traitor can do that.”

(Ricksha puller) ”Cooperation is this: Chinese 
cannot sell their own stuff, but have to let Japanese 
sell it.”

(Foodseller)
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(Foodseller) ’’When we have fish to sell, we have to 

sell them in the Japanese fish market. Only when we have 
got a ticket from them can we sell. Otherwise we are 
breaking the law of Sino-Japanese cooperation, and they 
fine us or take away our goods.”

(Industrious gardener) “They have robbed our country# 
What is the basis for cooperation?”

(Teacher) ’’Cooperation in name, but seizing ad
vantage in fact.”

(Landowner) ”It means following them. We are the 
inferior ones. They lord it over us.

(Fuel seller) ’’The Japanese are unwilling to cooperate 
with us. If they could really cooperate with us, things 
would be all right.”

(Scholar, owning property) ”Yes, they cooperate, but 
with all our rascals. Now the status of rough floaters is 
graduatlly being elevated.”

(Gardener, whose land has been confiscated by the 
military) ”It’s only Japan, not China.”

(Farm laborer) ’’The Japanese cannot help China.
They cannot cooperate.”

(Fuel seller) ”0n the hills by my home the Japanese 
have prepared the trees to take away. They won’t let us 
cut them, but they have cut them all down. And to this 
day they haven’t given a cash.”

(Farmer) ’’They bring paper and give to us for things 
that are worth money.”

IV. WHAT BOES JAPAN WANT IN CHINA?

29 persons specifically (and often solely) say, ’’Land.” 
This number is relatively higher among farmers and laborers, 
but is considerable among the educated. It reflects both 
the generality of confiscation and the universality of 
controls over property and means of livelihood, of which 
latter, land is the common symbol. Some answers said, 
”0ur land”, whether thinking of the nation or of the 
neighborhood; others said, "The land of China”.

36 replied, ’’They want to take everything”, sometimes 
specifying so many interests, resources, forms of property, 
and means of authority, that it is impossible to list or 
classify them in a brief report. Many of these answers 
were based upon observation of robbery and confiscation; 
others turned to general views of Japanese policies; some 
comprised both methods of reply

20 said, ’’They want to control everything”. 12 more 
mildly emphasized economic advantage in some form, and 
2 economic monopoly.

4 answered in terms of destruction or enslavement.

Of replies that might give any satisfaction to Japanese 
propagandists: 1 mentioned destruction of Chiang Kai-shek 
as an aim, 1 the amalgamation of Japan and China into one 
country, 1 the establishment of a family relationship 
between the two nations.

Comment. Again experience destroys mere words.

Acquisition
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Acquisition and domination have been so completely revealed 
as actual programs, that the ordinary slogans are not 
entering the thinking of the people. Not one person in 
twenty-five even approaches an acceptance of views cor
responding to the advertised aims of Japanese activities 
in China.

Example:
(ÿood selle r ) "They control China. Whatever they 

want, they take."
(Farmer) "They want our grain."
(Farmer) "They want all kinds of things; they even 

come for chickens. Every day they remain is one more day 
of trouble."

(Shoemaker) "She wants our land. She already has 
a small piece I owned. There is no compensation." 

(Literate landowner) "They want to enslave us." 
(Ricksha puller) "They want our country to be under 

their management."
(Farmer) "They want our cities and railroads. They 

want to destroy our race."
(Foodseller) "They want to have all of us Chinese 

perish, so that Japanese can come here to live."
(Ricksha puller) "They want our China. If not, why 

should they come and make war on us?"
(Literate farmer) "She has no real love for the 

Chinese people, and would just as soon see us all die. 
She only wants what we have."

(Vegetable seller) "They want our land. Our family 
planted a big plot. It was all taken by the Japanese, who 
gave us no money and now prevent us from planting."

Ricksha puller) "They’ve killed a great many ordinary 
folks in China. That shows they want our lives." 

(Fuel seller) "They don’t want the Chinese earth, 
because they can’t move it to Japan. Sut everything else 
has been carried off by them."

(Barber) "They want our land, our sovereignty, and 
still more they want our economic life. In their mouths 
are words of not wanting; but in fact, they do."

(Merchant) "They want the Chinese people; that’s 
why they desire cordial relations with China. They want 
China’s industry and "commerce ; that’s why they desire 
economic cooperation. They want China’s territory; that’s 
why they want cooperation against communism, so they can 
station troops wherever they like.""

CONCLUSION

As tested on the basis of acceptance or understand
ing of four of the most commonly pushed slogans or concepts 
Japanese propaganda in the occupied areas of East China 
seems plainly unable to surmount its denial in deeds. 
Experience comprises much of military brutality, confis
cation, exploitation, and galling interference with normal 
life. That is ample check to the ballyhoos for a some
what nebulous New Order and for a cooperation found in 
practice to be predatory. Indeed, the Nev/ Order and Sino- 
Japanese cooperation can be made even verbally attractive 
only by flying in the clouds of fancy, far from actual 
earth. Chinese are generally realistic and practical. 
One of them has said: "Japanese propaganda is of no ef
fect whatever. In fact, for fifty years to come the people
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2^" this region cannot be convinced by any words in 
favor of Japan. What their army has done has cut too 
deeply into the life of every family, including those who 
now save themselves from starvation by working in the 
puppet administration."
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL, 
Shanghai, February 12, 1940.
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œ WASHINGTON.

SIR:

I have the honor to refer to my despatch no. 

1/ 2154 of January 27, 1940, and to enclose, as of

possible interest to the Department, copies of 

intelligence summaries for the month of January 

1940, prepared by the Intelligence Officer of the 

United States Fourth Marines.

Respectfullyvours,

0. E. Gauss 
American Consul General

Intelligence Summaries for 
month of January 1940.
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In Single Copy. 0V
61

 0 S

Copy to Embassy

Copy to Embassy

Peiping.

Chungking.
R^C’Clved -
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I. economic;

A. Japanese Industrial and Agrarian Activities In the Occupied 

Area:

(1) Foodstuffs,

(a) Manchuria:

After eight years of Japanese rule and even with 

Improved transportation, the inauguration of barter agreements, 

government substities and with a greatly increased population, 

Manchuria’s agricultural production is steadily declining. The 

total production for 1939 is reliably estimated to be 10 percent 

below that of the previous year.

This decline in agricultural production is attributed by 

third power observers to the discouragement the farmers are ex

periencing due to the Japanese oppress Ivo mu'-sures. These measures 

include price fixing, impressment of men, a.nimals and vehicles for 

military needs. In addition the Japanese Military Authorities are 

exercising full control of all livestock, including distribution, 

export, import and slaughter. The Military also divert to their 

own needs all desired foodstuffs at arbitrarily fixed prices, re

gardless of needs of the non-Japanese civil populace.

In order to supply the Japanese nationals with low cost food 

stuffs, while retaining and in some instances increasing the pro

fits from food exports, the Japanese have set up various monopo

lies. An example is the Manchuria Cereals Company. This company 

possesses the sole right to purchase cereals from producers for 

export. In addition it has exclusive right to retail cereals in 

Manchuria. By being the sole export agency this company is able 

to dictate, the price to be paid producers, and as there is no' 

competition they are able to fix the price third powers must pay 

for these products. The exclusive retail rights permit this 

company to retail cereals to Japanese nationals in Manchuria nt 

low cost while compensating, for this loss, by a relatively high 

price charged third power buyers on the retail market.
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The Japanese Authorities have set up the Manchuria Staple 

Produce Company for the control of all staple goods produced in 

Manchurian Third power exporters can only obtain stocks through 

this monopoly at exorbitant prices.

The Japanese have recently monopolized the soya bean business 

and the Occidental Companies have been denied membership to the 

monopoly association, which effectively rules these companies out 

of business.

In all the Japanese have set up 74 distinct monopolies in 

foodstuffs alone, with severe penalties for illegal selling or ex-, 

porting. These monopolies have made the attempt of third power 

nationals to conduct legitimate business in this field a farce, 

(b) North China.

The 1939 wheat crop is estimated at only 60 percent of the 

normal production. A serious shortage is reported in this and in 

other cereals throughout North China. The Japanese have done littl 

toward relieving the distress of the rural population which is the 

result of this food shortage. The arrival of agricultural export 

products at Tientsin is but a fraction of the volume of previous 

years. This reduction has been caused by the shortage of trans

portation facilities and the restrictions on the purchase of raw 

materials by non-Japanese business men.

North China cotton crop for export through Tslngtao is esti

mated at 225,000 American bales as compared with an average 900,000 

bales for previous years.

Other crops throughout North China show a similar decline. 

The leaf tobacco croo is estimated at 65,000,000 pounds, or about 

forty percent below normal. The peanut crop is about eighty per

cent below that of previous years. The Japanese continue to ex

port foodstuffs from North China in order even to obtain foreign 

exchange through a large bloc of the North China population face

starvation
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(c) Central China,

Central China has had excellent crops during 1939. All in

terior towns report an abundance of cereal stocks. In Shanghai 

rice prices have attained highest price on record in spite of 

plentiful supplies, in the Yangtse Valley. This is caused by 

Japanese military restrictions which prevents the normal flow of 

rice to Shanghai, thereby encouraging hoarding and profiteering. 

The price of rice in the interior is kept up by the Japanese de

mands for export. During the latter part of 1939 the Japanese 

Military Authorities exported three million bushels of rice, 

(d) South China.

In China’s nfreen territory crops have been generally good 

with the exception of Yunnan, which is suffering from a rice short 

age, following the recent floods. Conditions in this province 

have improved by arrangements for imports of rice from Indo-China 

and neighboring provinces.

Szechuan has a large surplus of rice and has stored large 

quantities for future military use. Reports from the country dis

tricts adjacent to Canton indicate that the second rice crop is 

about seventy five percent normal, with prices some thirty percent 

above last year’s. The sugar cane crop is reported good through

out South China with the exception of Kwangtung where the harvest 

is reported far below normal, although no figures are given. 

(2) Industry.

(a) Manchuria.

The Japanese Cotton Spinning Company has started con

struction of a large wood pulp factory, which is to commence oper

ations about 1941. At Kalyuan the Japanese have completed con

struction of the 10,000,000 yen rayon plant for converting bean 

stalk into rayon. No date has been announced for the start of 

■production.

The Manchurian Mining Company, a subsidery of the South Man

churian Railway, has the Manchurian monopoly on mining and has
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promoted 45,000,000 yen for the development of Manchurian mines 

dirlng 1940. So far mining developments in Manchuria have bean 

disappointing as the refining of the low grade ore so far mined 

has proven too costly.

The Manchurian railways claim to^ have handled thirty million 

tons of freight during 1939. This represents an increase of 27 

percent over last year. However, no differentiation was made re

garding the percentages of military and commercial traffic making 

up this total. The Japanese Cabinet, in December, approved an in-t 

crease of 600,000,000 yen. This capitalization is largely being 

psed bysubsidiarios to develop the many Japanese industrial mono

polies in Manchuria, 

(b) North China.

The Japanese are organizing industrial monopolies in North 

China as rapidly as conditions permit. They are now in the pro

cess of organizing an Electric Power Syndicate with a reputed 

capital of ' 100,000,00(7 yen. All privately operated electric 

plants in North China are being taken over, including those owned 

and operated by Japanese. The Syndicate plans to eventually de

velop 800,000 kilowatts in order to meet the rapidly expanding 

use of electricity in North China.

The increased demand for electric power is caused by the 

acute coal shortage which continues to curtail manufacturing 

operation, especially in the Tientsin area.

The cotton mills of North China are reported to be running 

about 60 percent normal. This reduction is attributed to the 

difficulty in securing raw cotton. Japanese mill owners are 

agitating to have the restrictions against the importation of raw 

cotton lifted. However, imported cotton must meet an unpreced- 
the 

entedly unfavorable currency situation wlth/cost almost prohibitive.

The monopoly rights vested by the Japanese Government in the 

North China Development Company, include railways, motor bus lines, 

inland water navigation, electric light and power, water works and
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gas plants, telephone and radio communications, real estate op

erations, marine products, silk industry',, mining operations and 

the salt industrye These monopolies operate as twelve subsidiary 

Sino-Japanese companies under the control and direction of the 

parent organization. The North China development Company in turn 

is controlled by the Japanese Military Authorities in the field, 

(c) Central China.

Central China is experiencing a serious decline in industry 

due to difficulties in transportation. Sales of manufactured 

products in the interior areas are practically at a stand-still. 

In Shanghai, the center of Central China industrial activity, 

silk mills are operating at only 10 percent capacity. This is due 

to their inability to secure cocoons from the Japanese occupied 

areas.. The Japanese Rayon Company, under the direction of the 

Central China Development Board, is erecting plants at Soochow 

and ’Wusih using Japanese machinery. In Hankow there is consider-» 

able industrial activity in expropriated industrial plants, which 

are operated by their original owners under the direction of 

Japanese. 

(d) Conclusion.

It appears from the above reports that the Japanese are due 

to experience the same results from their China conquests as they 

have experienced with both Formosa, Korea and Manchuria. In 

short, regardless of whether or not the Japanese are at war the 

mere holding"of.vast territories dofcs not denote wealth. It is 

more likely that the possession of the Chinese occupied areas 

will complete the bankruptcy of Japan. Both Korea and Formosa 

have been and continue to be liabilities to the Japanese. The 

Japanese maintain that possession of these colonies is necessary 

to Japan’s scheme of national defense, Irrespective of the eco

nomic losses entailed. The harsh oppressive measures adopted by 

the Japanese authorities over their subjects in foreign controlled 

areas are mainly responsible for the poor results the Japanese 

have attained to date in their attempts at colonization. The
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losscs that the Japanese will undoubtedly continue to experience 

in their attempt to make their China venture pay, can be largely 

contributed to this inability of the Japanese to grasp the funda

&
I

mentals in the art of colonization, and the losses entailed in

ontrolling the vast Chinese territory cannot even be attributed 

to the necessities of national defense

II, POLITICAL:

(a) Shanghai

The Chief of Staff of the Japanese Naval Landing Party

approached the British Commander, this week, for permission to 

open the perimeter barriers on North Thibet Road. It is the

British Commander’s opinion that the Japanese Naval Landing Party 

is acting as go between for the Shanghai Special Municipality 

Government from which the request originated. The Japanese stated 

that access to the Settlement was desired so as to permit a new 

vegetable market to be opened in Chapel* The British contend 

that the vegetable market is in reality a Japanese attempt to 

monopolize the vegetable trade, not only in the Japanese o’ontrollqd 

area but also in the International Settlement.

Although Commander Toma, the Japanese Chief of Staff, offered 

the explanation that the new market was part of the scheme for 

the rehabilitation of Chapei and that it was also Intended to 

serve the large and rapidly increasing Chinese population now 

living in the area controlled by the Japanese, the British Com

mander remained adamant. The British Commander called the atten

tion of Commander Toma to the situation existing at present in 

i'
the Western Extra-Settlement Area, which he contended is the major 

problem of the moment, and continued that until the situation 

there improved relaxation of the present protective measures on 

the perimeter could not be expected. The British Commander sug

gested thrt should the Japanese use their good offices to bring 

^bout a settlement of the Western District, the authorities con

cerned would undoubtedly be inclined to give the Japanese proposal 
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sympathetic consideration#

Commander Toma agreed that the attitude of the British Com

mander towards the opening of the roads into Chapei was most rea

sonable and stated that, while the Naval Landing tarty was not 

directly concerned, that they would use their influence to amel

iorate the problems of the Western District. 

(b) Western Extra-Settlement Area - Summary of Events for 

December, 1939.

The tense situation in the Western District of Shanghai 

continued throughout the month of December, 1939.

The Western District Police Bureau was reported to have re

ceived instructions from their superiors to adopt a hostile attitude 

towards the Settlement Police, the Defence Forces and third power 

nationals in general with the exception of Japanese, Germans and 

Italians. The several incidents that have occurred lead to the 

belief that the Western District Police are carrying out these orders. 

The Special Service Corps of the Kuomintang Anti-Comintern 

and National Salvation Army ( pro-Wang Ching Wei organization with 

headquarters at 76 Jessfield Road), formed two new organizations 

during the past month. The first of the organizations is the 

’’Secret Assassination Group" which calls itself the "Youth Group". 

This group is under the direct control of Ting huh Tsung, Director 

of the Special Service Corps of the above mentioned National Sal

vation Army. The group is organized along lines similar to those 

adopted by the "Blue Shirts" of General Chiang Kai-shek, for the 

purpose of detecting the movements of anti-Wang Ching Wei and anti

Japanese elements and carrying out the assassination of those 

people. The second of these is the Western District Factory Owner’s 

Federation. The main object of this group is reported to be the 

guarding of factories in the Western District against acts of ex

tortion from undesirable elements and also to prevent workers from 

agitation. In December there commenced the registration of fact

ories in the Western District Area. Upon registration of factories
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each was required to pay a registration fee of §6.00.

The Armed Police Headquarters at Zau Woo Kying, a small 

hamlet in the Western District, was dissolved on December 1, by 

order of the Japanese Military Authorities on account of the 

undesirable activities of its members# This organization came 

into existonce during April, 1939, under the auspices of the 

Special Service Section of the Japanese Military and had some 

1,000 members of unscrupulous character#

In the beginning of December, the Bureau of Finance of the 

’’Shanghai City Government” commenced collecting house rates equi

valent to 11 percent of the house rent from residents occupying 

premises in terraces abutting the extra-Settlement roads in the 

Western District and this is the first attempt on their part to 

extend collections to houses abutting the extra-Settlement roads.

The Western District Section of the Japanese Military Police 

took over the matter concerning the issuance of ’’good citizenship 

certificates” to residents in the Western District, which was hither' 

to carried out b*y the Western District Administrative Office of the 

Shanghai City Government. A total of 30 cents for each certificate 

was collected from each applicant to defray expenses.

By order of the Japanese sponsored Shanghai Amusement fi.per- 

vison Department, gambling dens in the Western District ceased 

dealing with Japanese, Formosans and Koreans. This order was be

lieved to have been issued as a result of an incident which occurred 

in the Zao Yoong Club, a gambling den situated in Yu Yuen Road, 

opposite Jessfield Park, on December 3, in which three Japanese 

gamblers were Involved and for which the den was ordered closed 

for six days. The incident arose out of the den operator refusing 

to return the money lost in gambling by the three Japanese who 

eventually resorted to firing their pistols as a demonstration. 

There are 25 gambling dens in operation in the Western District 

at the present time, while the opium hongs remains at 42»
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I. JAPANESE-CHINESE RELATIONS.

A. POLITICAL.

la Chungking's Appraisal of the Present Political 

Situation.

Doctor vang Hung-hui, China's Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, declared privately that there was a strong possi

bility of the present Chino-Japanese war ending during 1940. 

In his estimate of the present situation Wang stated that it 

was the belief of the Chinese leaders that the Japanese 

were at the end of their rope. He claimed the Chinese leaders 

are firmly convinced that the present year will see the mil

itary and economic collapse of Japan. The Foreign Minister 

predicted that the Japanese, fearing internal rebellion at 

home, would agree to negotiate a peace on China's terms, 

probably with the United States acting as mediator. When 

pressed as to what terms the Chinese would accept, T,Tang 

reiterated that the only peace terms acceptable to the 

Chinese would be the withdrawal of the Japanese troops from 

China, and the restoration of China's status previous to the 

commencement of hostilities.

The ideas of China's Foreign Minister, as expressed 

above, are of importance chiefly because they indicate that 

China is depending more upon the weakness of Japan than on 

the strength of China for ultimate victory. In enumerating 

the principal factors in Japan's eventual downfall, Irang 

placed the international isolation of the Japanese with the 

attendant acute economic difficulties, foremost. Among the 

World Powers who are isolating Japan, Wang declares, America, 

by terminating the 1911 trade treaty with Japan, is chiefly 

Responsible for the precarious position in which the Japanese 

now find themselves. The Foreign Minister claimed he was 

particularly gratified by Japan's inability to impress the 

United States with the "puny gesture” of offering to open
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the Yangtse as far as Nanking.

In pointing out the weakness of the Japanese Military 

Wang called attention to the Japanese Imperial Guards Divis

ion which has been sent to China, an unprecedented action 

which indicated the Japanese acute shortage in trained men.

The Foreign Minister was then questioned regarding the 

possible rapprochment of .Japan and Russia. He declared that 

such a rapprochment was unlikely since, unlike German-Russian 

interests, Japan and Russia conflict in a fundamental way and 

therefore Russia could never afford to strengthen Japan for 

continental expansion. When questioned as to whether or not 

China did not fear that Russian help was but a prelude to 

Red Imperialism, W^ng stated that he believed Russia had no 

designs on Chinese Sovereignty.

The Foreign Minister was then queried as to the probable 

attitude China would take in the forthcoming negotiations, 

for which London announced the British Ambassador was being 

sent to Chungking to initiate, concerning the Tientsin 

issues. He stated, "I have always insisted that the British 

Government must confine any agreements with the Japanese 

regarding Tientsin to purely local issues of peace and order. 

He asserted the Chinese consent could never be given to a 

fundamental change in the Concessions affecting the Chinese 

Sovereign rights. As regards to the turning over of the 

Chinese Government silver at Tientsin to the Japanese, the 

Foreign Minister pointed out that the silver, which is now 

deposited in French and British banks in Tientsin and Peiping 

is silver reserve for Chinese Legal Tender Notes and China 

could never consent to their being diverted to other uses. 

B. MILITARY.

1. Nanning Offensive.

Although the Japanese have experienced what appears to 

have been temporary setbacks, the recent Kwangsi offensive
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has made Chinafs position for 1940 somewhat less favorable 

than it was two months ago. Chungking, however, expresses 

the belief that there is little likelyhood of any serious 

Japanese military operations during the coming year. The 

Japanese position in the Nanning area is being made precarious 

by the constant Chinese counter-attacks, while any attempt 

to advance further inland to make their position more secure, 

leaves Japanese flanks exposed to attacks from the Chinese 

mountain strongholds. Following the capture of Kunlungkuan 

the Chinese have been counter-attacking Nanning. The Chinese 

deny the heavy Chinese casualties that the Japanese have been 

reporting in the Nanning sector and claim that these reports 

were circulated by Japan in an effort to hoodwink the Amer

ican public with the hope of influencing the American Far 

Eastern policy. Reports from Chungking claim that the recent

ly launched counter-attack by the Japanese north of Nanning 

has been repulsed. The Japanese are now reported by third 

power nationals to be improving the harbor at Lungmen, near 

Yamchow , where the original landing was made. With the 

completion of this harbor the Japanese are expected to commence 

landing reinforcements and equipment on a large scale. Obser^ 

vers have reported that the Japanese have already begun to 

land reinforcements at Lungmen.

2. Canton Operations.

The Japanese South China Forces started the new year 

with a drive in the Canton Sector. This drive consisted of 

three divisions advancing to the north along throe routes. 

One division pushing along the Canton-Hankow railway, another 

along the Yungyuen-Sunkai Highway through Tsunghau and the 

third along the Eastern Highway through Lungmen on what 

appears to be a wide flanking movement. The Japanese advanced 

to the Chinese positions in the Chungtiao Mountains where the 

drive seems to have stopped.
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Reports from that area state that the Japanese lines 

are now slightly north of Lungmoon and Tsungfa, about 80 

kilometers north of Ccnton. Two new Japanese divisions 

were recently landed in the Canton area, one being the 

Imperial Guards Divisions The recent apparently unprepared 

offensive in the Canton area is only an attempt on the part 

of the Japanese to relieve pressure on the Nanning sector 

until reinforcements could be landed. A total of 12 attacks 

were launched on the Chinese positions in the Chungtiao 

Mountains, each of which was repulsed. The Chinese state 

the reason for the recent Japanese offensive in the Canton 

area was to usher in a new Vrang Ching-wei South China Gov

ernment. This report has not as yet been verified. 

3* Central China.

The Chinese National Military Spokesman in a private 

interview denied that there had been any plan formulated to 

date for concerted action by the Chinese army for the pur

pose of cutting Japanese communications in the Yangtse 

Valley. He stated, however, that as a result of the per

sistent attacks by regular and guerilla units in Central 

China, the J panese communications in Central China had 

been badly disrupted along the river. He stated that the 

Japanese are losing on the average of two ships per week. 

He denied the reports that have been current to the effect 

that the Chinese forces had repulsed the large scale Japanese 

offensive that had been launched in Central China. He said 

this offensive had never materialized and had been purely 

propaganda. Yesterday the Chinese attacked the Japanese 

positions at Puchi on the Canton-Hankow railway. They re

ported severe street fighting throughout the day, but admitted 

that they were unable to capture the city.
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0, Japanese Aerial Activity.

le Lanohow Bombings

During the week the Japanese staged the feiggest air 

raid of the present China incident on Lanchow, capitol of 

Kansu Province. The raid was witnessed by Major McHugh, 

U.S.M.C., Assistant Naval Attache, who reports that approx

imately a quarter of the city was destroyed. The raid was 

carried out on three successive days. During the first day 

99 bombers participated, during the second day 97 bombers 

comprised the raiding party and on the third day 98 planes 

participated. During the three days approximately 1100 

bombs were dropped. The casualties, however, as reported 

by Major McHugh, did not exceed thirty. Tris low casualty 

rate is attributed to the long advance warning which per

mitted practically the entire population to evacuate to the 

surrounding countryside. The Major reports seeing Chinese 

pursuit ships engage the Japanese bombers over the city, 

during which time he counted seven Japanese bombers shot down, 

2. Aerial Attack on Hanoi-Yunnanfu Railway*

This week also witnessed the first direct attack by 

Japanese planes on the French owned Hanoi-Yunnanfu Railway. 

This attack was staged on Mengtze, a treaty port on the 

railway, approximately fifty miles from the French border. 

According to French reports the Japanese raid was directed 

at the vital railway bridge at Mengtze. Destruction of this 

bridge, the French admitted, would paralize the railway for 

an indefinite period. The latest reliable reports received, 

however, state that the bridge was not damaged, but that the 

Mengtze station was destroyed as well as considerable lengths 

of track on the outskirts of the city. Observers believe

that with the construction of the air base near Pakhoi nearing
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completion, frequent plane attacks on this important route 

of Chinese communications can be expected.

D. Chinese Finance.

1. 1939 Trade Balance in '.’Free1' and Occupied China.

The preponderance of the Chinese imports through

J apanese controlled ports or subject to Japanese inter-

ference, has been largely responsible for China’s unfavor

able trade balance for the past year. ’’Free China”, accord

ing to statistics of the Central Bank of China, shows a

favorable international trade balance of roughly 54,000,000

yuan. In the Js^anese occupied areas or those areas under
i:
I partial Japanese control, the past year shows an unfavorable 

trade balance of 521,000,000 yuan. Chinese financial leaders 

claim this difference is largely due to Chiang Kai-shek’s 

regulations forbidding the importation into ’’Free China1- of 

I
any foreign products not actually necessities. This policy

has permitted the Chinese to export without the usual drain

of buying imports at an unfavorable exchange rate. Chinese

financial leaders admit that the system of exporting China’s

products, while at the same time forbidding imports could 4

only be successful with the cooperation of friendly nations.

IX. POLITICAL.

1, Japanese Political Views on China Incident. i

in an "off the record” conversation with a prominent

American civilian in Shanghai, a Japanese Minister gave some 

interesting views on the present Japanese dilemma.

He stated during his conversation that he was returning 

to Tokyo this week very disheartened. Continuing in this 

pessimistic vein he deplored the actions of the '’loud-mouthed 

and violent-acting1’ section of the Army, whom he contends is 

still in control. This section, he explained, is a minority, 

even an army minority, but they have a power entirely
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unjustified by their numbers, such power being maintained

by the constant threat of violence.

?

In the threat of this violence the Japanese moderates

do not dare to advocate nor attempt to carry out policies

too much in opposition to this violent and vocal group. Any

attempt to curb the power of this group might easily lead to 

£ *I

another ’'February uprising” in Tokyo. He further said 

peoples and governments abroad do not realize how this 

* group always holds the sword of threat-ened violence over

the heads of moderates.
ft

The Minister claims that today the Japanese Foreign

Office is all for moderation and for genuine and sincere

appeasement of the democracies, but that the Foreign Office •

is weak. Nomura, he explains, is weak because he opposes

the extremists. The only encouraging sign, he explained,

th^t at last most of the important Army leaders realize

that Japan has gone as far in China as they can - farther

than they should have gone, but that the Army leaders are

powerless to call a halt.

The subject of v ang Ching-wei and the proposed "Central

Governmentwas then discussed. The Minister agreed that

the whole show had been run wrong, as Wang had no chance to

gain prestige nor ’’make face" with his own people. He said

that he would be particularly sorry to see this puppet regime

R

F !

1

I$

founded, because once Japan recognizes this creation and

exchanges Ambassadors, she will have committed herself 

irrevocably. Japan, he declared, could never afford to
r jeopardize her national honor by later disavowing her own

creation to appease third powers

He then stated that to him, the recovery of American-

Japanese cordiality was the most important issue involved

in this Wang Ching-wei scheme. He admitted that he could

r not understand how the United States, or any other of the

a
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Nine Power Treaty Powers, could ever recognize such a

creation, or concede to Japan the legality of such a step

In conclusion he further stated that he believed the Jap

anese had better drop the whole plan -of a ’’Central Govern

ment” on the pretext that Chinese harmony could not be

achieved, and that Japan was waiting for a stronger leader

to emerge before pledging Japanese support.

III. MISCELLANEOUS.

I. Terroristic Activities in the Western District.

On January 6, l?40, an unsuccessful attempt was made

on the life of Mr. G. Godfrey Phillips, Secretary and

Commissioner General of the Shanghai Municipal Council.

Discreet enquiries show that the crime was instigated

by Vang Ching-wei’s party and the Japanese Military Police

with the following objects in view:

1). To frustrate the conclusion of an agreement between

Mr. G. Godfrey Phillips and Mayor Fu Siao-en over the admin

istration of the extra-Settlement roads area in the Western

District

2) . To bring about the eventual resignation of Fu Siao-

en and the appointment of Chu Ming Nyi, Vang Ching-wei’s

Secretary, to the post of Mayor of Shanghai. The Japanese

Authorities, it is said, have altered their views towards

the proposed agreement and intend to revise the terms of

same. They also intend to give Chu Ming Nyi, the proposed

'mayor”, instead of Fu Siao-en, the credit for the conclusion

of the said agreement

J) And the most important reason after the

which was expected to be successful, to lay the

Chungking Government by fostering propaganda to

assassination

blame on the

the effect

that the case was perpetrated by agents of Chungking on

account of Mr. Phillips* attempt to conclude an agreement
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with the puppet regime which is opposed to Chungking and 

which is not recognized by foreign powers. By means of 

such propaganda, it was expected that sympathy of the foreign 

community, at least a section of it, would turn from the 

Chungking Government towards Wang Ching-wei.

Three of the would-be assassins were attached to the 

Intelligence Section of the Japanese Military Police at 12 

Yung Loh Tsung, Jessfield Road, 0.0.L. It is reported that 

they are at present detained at 94 Jessfield Road, the pre

mises of the Western District Section of the Japanese Mil

itary Police, who have demanded a statement from them as 

to why they failed in their mission after coming so close 

to their object.

From a reliable source it is learned that these three 

prisoners will be sent to Nanking, from.where they will be 

set free. (The story that they will be liberated at Nanking 

is hardly feasible and may h^ve been put forward by the 

Japanese Gendarmerie to cover up execution of the culprits.) 

Rigorous investigation is being made into leakage of 

information in the case and offenders will be dealt with 

according to martial law. Instructions have also been 

given by the Japanese Gendarmerie that persons detected 

making enquiries in connection with the incident shall be 

interrogated at> 76 Jessfield Road..
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I, JAPANESE PLAN FOR DOMINATION OF EAST ASIA.

The Japanese Kwangtung Army which for several years 

past has controlled Manchuria and for all practical purposes 

been a law unto itself is reported to be secretly plotting 

to grab Outer Mongolia from the Soviets and found a buffer 

state of vital strategic importance.

The plan for this maneuver is credited to Ataman 

Semenoff, notorious n White” Russian Cossack leader in 

Siberia following the World War. Since 1920 Semenoff has 

been adviser to the Japanese military. From all indications 

the plan was submitted to the leaders of the Kwangtung Army 

by Semenoff in an attempt to justify his existance, and prob

ably to prevent his liquidation. For Semenoff is an astute 

man well versed in the Far Eastern situation and while accepts 

ance of the plan under present conditions is a sad commentary 

on the intelligence of the Japanese Kwangtung Army leaders, 

Semenoff must have known the Impracticability of the proposed 

maneuvers at this tine. Semenoff is reported, to have presented 

his scheme to the heads of the Kwangtung Army in Hsingking, 

the capitol of lianchoukuo, on September 19, 1939, where it is 

understood to have been approved by the Japanese leaders at 

a secret conference.

Semenoff^ plan, which is known by the innocent title 

of ”A Plan for a iiongol-Mo^iannedan Federation”, is designed 

to create a Japanese dominated state including an area of 

2,512,500 square miles with a total population of 10,555,000 

people. This huge sparsely populated country is situated 

so close to the heart of Asia that from it Japan plans to be 

in a position to dominate radiating trade routes and strateg

ical lines going to India, Afghanistan, Russian Turkestan, 

Inner Western Siberia and to the Lake Baikal and Amur River 

regions.
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The plan envisages forcing Soviet Russia out of Outer 

Mongolia, combining Outer and Inner Mongolia once more and 

then grabbing the vast Chinese Province of Sinkiang, which 

is now falsely reported under Soviet domination.

If Semenoff’s scheme can ever be carried out, and the 

attempt would certainly precipitate a first class Russian- 

Japanese war, Japan would be in control of a stretch of East 

Asia 2,500 miles long and 900 miles wide with a population 

of approximately 70,000,000 peoole.

According to the plan presented to the Kwangtung Army 

the Japanese must take the following steps to achieve this 

dream empire:

1 .) Demand that Moscow withdraw all Soviet Troops from 

Outer Mongolia. (Foolish to even consider.)

2 .) Then create, under the protection of Japan,a new 

buffer state out of Outer and Inner Mongolia.

3 .) The Russian emigrants win become subjects of the 

new state. The Russian emigrants consist of 27,000 Buriat 

Cossacks in Mongolia, and 120,000 White Russians in Manchuria.

4 .) The buffer state, created in accordance with the 

above plan, will exist under the official or unofficial 

control of Japan.

Semenoff then discusses possible coalitions of powers 

with and against Japan. A rough translation of his plan 

on this subject reads as follows:

”In view of the fact that Germany gave a free hand to 

the Soviets in Eastern Europe, the Soviet Government declares 

that it is the destiny of the Red Army to liberate the nations 

from the yoke of the capitalistic government.

Independent of the fact as to whether a non-aggression 

pact will be signed between Japan and the Soviets, the possib

ility will remain that the Soviets may call upon the Asiatic 

nations to liberate themselves from the oppression of Japan.
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CABINET INTENSIFIES CONTROL , 
OF 32 ESSENTIAL MATERIALS

TO HELP IN WINNING WARFARE
Munitions and Export Goods to 

Have Priority in Distribu
tion Program , ,

SIMPLER LIVING WANTED

Statement Points Out End of
Fighting Stilt Is Remote

Despite 'Progress .

GOVERNORS TO ASSEMBLE j
__ ____ __ . i

The Cabinet approved and outlined | 
for the public in a statement yester- î 
day plans for further mobilization of ! 
raw materials to help in winning the 
hostilities in China. The use of 32 j 
materials, both imported and pro
duced domestically, is placed under i 
more stringent control.

The plans were drafted by the 
Cabinet’s Planning Board with the 
co-operation of all the Ministries 
concerned and will be elaborated on 
in detail by a group of representa
tives of the War, Navy, Finance and 
Commerce and Industry Ministries 
and other quarters concerned meet
ing under the Planning Board, ac- , 
cording to Domei.

Admitting that the new restrictions 
are likely to cause more or less incon- ! 
venience to the people, Finance Min- ! 
ister Seihin Ikeda voiced hope to re- . 
porters yesterday that the people will i 
co-operate with the Government be- i 
cause of “the great mission of achiev- j 
ing the goal of the hostilities in 
China.”

Exports Get Consideration
The plans are designed, says the 

Government’s statement, to place na
tional defense on a solid foundation ; 
and to strengthen national economy. In | 
the distribution of raw materials, ex- 
port goods are to share priority with ; 
war supplies. |

When the Cabinet met in special ses
sion in the Premier’s official residence I 
yesterday morning, President MaSao I 
Taki^of the Planning Board explained | 
the plans. Among those who express- g 
ed views on them, Domei reports, were g 
Premier Konoe, Foreign Minister Ka- fl 
zushige Ugaki, Finance Minister Ikeda, | 
War Minister Seishiro Itagaki and 1 

I Navy Minister Mitsumasa Yonai. At || 
the end of a two-hour meeting, the || 
Cabinet approved the plans unani- 
mowdy. 1

At 2 o’clock, Chief Secretary Akira 1| 
Kazami met with newspapermen and w 
issued the following statement: I

“Marked progress is being witnessed | 
iin the China incident because of the* 
fall of Hsuchow, but the end of the £ 
hostilities still is distant. To bring! 
about the collapse? of the Nationals 
Government, which relies on the as-f 
sistahce of. foreign Powers and advo-I 

cates prolonged warfare, our fighting 1 
[strength has been increased until vast |m 
I land, sea and air forces without pre-! 
I cedent in the history of our nation ! 
have been mobilized. !

Fighting Must Be Aided ■ 
' “Ini order to assure adequate pre- ■ 
parafions at home so that operations! 

J in the field may be conducted without ! 
hindrance and the goal of the hostili-! 
ties achieved for the sake of eternal! 
peace in the Far East, the many in-! 
dilutions of the State must be concen-! 
trated on the task of facilitating the !
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The Soviets will have no difficulty in taking this step under 

the flag of a Mongolian National Republic, or with the assis

tance of the Chinese Communist Party»

The Japanese Government must forget about an alliance 

with the Soviets and Germany because, duo to Gorman expansion 

to the east, the Soviets win be forced to pay closer atten

tion to the situation in the Far Erst and it will lead to 

an armed conflict.

The present situation leads either to a Russo-Gorman 

bloc, directed against Japan, or to a Russo-Japanese bloc 

directed against Germany.

Germany understands this, and is trying to create an 

armed conflict between Japan and England. Japan must find 

cooperation with the enemies of the Russo-German bloc, vThich 

is the only way Japan can keen her prestige as a great nation 

in Asia.**

As mentioned above Semenoff is not unacquainted with 

the situation in the Far East and while his plan for the 

creation of a buffer state is considered more in the light 

of a smoke-screen, his commentary on possible or probable 

alliances is considered sound and based on intimate knowledge 

of present world conditions effecting the Far East. The 

plan itself, especially under present conditions, can best 

be described as fantastic. For the maintenance of a line 

of communication for war supplies from Korea to Outer 

Mongolia even through friendly territory would be a gig

antic undertaking and through hostile territory,while Japan 

is bogged down in China, obviously impossible.
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II. POLITICAL»

A, Chungking and Communist Relationship.

Relations between the Communists in eastern Kansu and 

the Chungking Government Troops are reported to remain tense, 

although the actual fighting is no^r reported to h^ve subsided. 

Nothing seems to have been settled in regards to the original 

differences that led to the armed clash. The Communist 

forces’ version of these differences is at complete variance 

with Chungking’s account of the affair. The Communists charge 

that the Eighth Route Army garrisons were subjected to num

erous surprise attacks and constant harrassment within the 

legally constituted boundaries set for the Communist forces 

by the Koumintang. Chungking is reported as claiming the 

break in the harmonious relations,that have existed between 

the Koumintang and the Communists since the outbreak of the 

present war, came when the Communists occupied five Hsien 

adjoining the Special Communist District. The Communists 

are reported to have occupied those Hsien in an attempt to 

enlarge the area under Communist control and to occupy and 

fortify the famous baboon Pass in Kansu, which controls one 

of the most important routes linking Russia and China.

The Chungking Government Troops, reported to have been 

employed against the Communists, total seven divisions, c 

numbering hpmu 34,0(D0riieh and co; landed' by ' Gqn or al Hu Tsang- 

Nan. These forces are further reported to have included 

the crack Ninety Seventh Division. These troops are reported 

as still being deployed for possible action against the Reds 

in the event of a break-down in the current negotiations. 

Central Government planes are understrod to be making daily 

reconnaisance patrols over the Special Communist Areas.
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Information from Chungking states that the Eighth 

Route Army has been steadily recruiting to enlarge their 

forces during the course of the present war. They claim 

that the Red forces are now two to three hundred percent 

greater than two years ago. The remittances which Chungking 

furnishes for the sunport of the Red Army are based on the 

old strength, which according to Chungking makes the Red 

Army drastically lower paid than other units of the Chinese 

Army and also forces the Communist troons to live off the 

country.

B. American«Observers* Reaction.

The most recent information from American official 

sources at Chungking states that the differences between 

the Central Government and the Communist forces are grossly 

exaggerated. This source admits that there wore minor polit 

ical clashes between the two parties, but that the Communist 

forces are equipped only for guerrilla warfare and could not 

conceivably hope to engage in positional warfare such as 

holding the Baboon Pass in Kansu would demand. This source 

also points out that th.; Governor of Kansu Province is a 

Chinese who is loyal to Chungking and who is in complete 

control of the Province. irhilo reports of the Chungking- 

Communist struggle are being wiccly circulated especially 

in the United States, they arc believed to bo largely 

fabricated by American press reporters.

III. MISCELLANEOUS.

A. Wang Ching-Uei^ Central Cadet Corps.

The military review of the Central Army Cadet Corps 

on 15 January 1940, which was a Japanese sponsored puppet 

show, designed to conceal the fact that the Japanese- boast 

of a new Central Government on the 15th remained unfulfilled, 

was held at the old Japanese barracks between Tazang and
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Klan^ran.

This is the site of the now school, which is directed 

by General Yeh Pong.

All the foreign military representatives were invited. 

However, only the Italian Military Attache, Lt-Colonel 

Principini attended.

The guests were received by General Yeh Pong and Dr. 

Chu Ming Yeo, representing ’rang Ching-Vei. Six companies 

of cadets were drawn up in the central compound between 

the barracks for inspection. The cadets did not pass in 

reveiw, as General Yeh Pong explained, the cadets had had 

insufficient training.

The corn’s strength is 828 cadets, 235 former officers 

undergoing refresher courses and 174 teachers, instructors, 

etc. (Including Japanese instructors.) The uniforms and 

equipment of the cadets, judging from the inspection aro 

perfect. The barracks are on Italian style, which *n;ro 

found in a perfect state of cleanliness.

As to armament, this is reported to be heterogeneous 

and insufficient (German, Austrian and Japanese rifles.) 

Each company has but one automatic rifle of Czechoslovakian 

manufacture and tho entire school possesses but three 

machine guns.

The cadets arc drawn princino.ily from the Northern 

and central provinces, there being, however, a few from 

the south. The course is of 12 months duration.

B. Increase in Shanghai Punnet Police Force.

Reports have been received here from Japanese sources 

during the week that the Shanghai City Government Police 

will recruit about 2,000 additional policemen. The Puppet
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Finance Bureau has agreed to issue $280,000 to cover the

* -

$

cost of recruiting and training of these men. The report

states that the additional police are being recruited in

order to facilitate the maintenance of peace and order in

the extra-Settlement Roads. Area. It is at present unknown

whether or not this is to be another Japanese attempt to

intimidate Third Power Nationals living in the Western

extra-Settlemcnt Area.

4

1
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I> SHANGHAI:

A* Proposed Fruit and Vegetable iiarket in Chapei.

For the past two months the Japanese Naval Landing 

Party has been trying to get the British to open a gap in 

the perimeter wire on North Thibet Road (Yu Ya Ching Road),

in order to give the new vegetable market access to the

Settlement a

With this point in view Commander Toma, Chief of Staff/ 

Naval Landing Party, arranged a conference with Major Hunt 

of the British Army* Toma explained that the new market 

was part of the scheme for the rehabilitation of Chanel, 

and it was intended to serve the large and rapidly increas

ing Chinese population now living in the area controlled by 

the Landing Party. Access to the Settlement was desired in 

order that goods could be brought in to the market from the 

Settlement without having to make a long and inconvenient 

detour around the British Sector.

The plan of the market is as follows:

(a) The market extends over the area bounded by Kulun

Road, North Thibet Road, Soochow Greek and Hinchow Road.

(b) The market will deal only in fruit and vegetables 

and is a wholesale and not a retail organization.

(c) The market would be a meeting place for merchants 

from the Settlement and Chapel; it would not be a thorough

fare for the general public.

According to the available information, the Japanese 

are progressing rapidly in their rebuilding program, but as 

yet there has been no great influx of Chinese into this arear 

The Naval Landing Party is apparently acting as a go-between 

for the Shanghai Special Municipal G-overnment, whose project 

it is, and the Settlement authorities.
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A report from the British Military Headquarters says 

that it is probable jf the Settlement authorities and the 

British Military continue in their attitude of refusing to 

open the wire, an attempt might be made to utilize a ferry 

across the Soochow Creek or possibly the use of all èxisting 

bridges between the American Sector and Chapei.

The Commanding General of the British Military Forces 

in Shanghai is fully determined not to allow any opening 

to be made in the perimeter wire.

A recent letter from the Commander of the Japanese 

Naval Landing Party to Major General Simmons is of consider

able interest. It is quoted below; 

"Sir,

With reference to the recent conversation between your 

liaison officer, Major Hunt, and our Staff Officer, Commander 

Toma, I have the honour to inform you that we have received 

an application from the Shanghai Special City Government and, 

after investigation, we consider their request for the open

ing of a wholesale vegetable and fruit market fully Justified 

to meet the requirements of the rehabilitation of Chanel. 

It is clear that the removal of your barricade in front of 

the main entrance (facing North Thibet Read) will be neces

sary for the full wor ing of the market, and I have the 

honour to request that you will be so kind as to remove the 

requisite section of the barricade end so enable the opening 

of the market to achieve its object' which is purely cultural.

I should be grateful if you will favour me T'rith a reply 

to the foregoing.

I have the honour to be, etc."

The Japanese were informed that no action could be 

taken until the return cf Major General Simmons from North 

China.
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Obviously the real object of this Market is to monop

olize the vegetable trade not only in the Japanese controlled 

area but also in the Settlement. Also it is quite possible 

that this request is but another fora of putting forward 

their recent request for the opening of direct communication 

between Chapei and the British Sector. 

B* Increase in Shanghai Puppet Police Force.

Last week the report from this office contained a 

statement from a Japanese source alleging that the Shanghai 

City Government Police Force would be strengthened by 2,000 

men. It has been determined since then that this allegation 

is untrue.

Prior to June, 1939, the strength of the Shanghai City 

Government Police was 5,352 and the monthly expenditure was 

$250,000. The strength was increased by 1,000 men during 

August, 1939, and the monthly expenditure was raised to 

$280,000. When the control of the Shanghai City Government 

Police was taken over by the Ministry of Interior of the 

’’Reformed Government”, in September, 1939, the minister 

warned the Chief of the Shanghai City Government Police 

Bureau against further increase in strength on the grounds 

that the monthly expenditure of $280,000 wrs already a 

heavy burden for the Ministry.

The present strength of the Shanghai City Government 

Police is estimated at 6,213.

C. City Government Police Activities.in Western Area.

The City Government Police continue to duplicate the 

Shanghai Municipal Police on traffic duty and maintain a 

small guard at each traffic post. Patrols continue but 

never appear to function as police, i.e., searching pedest

rians and cars. These patrols merely march along the streets 

at various times during the day. The City Government Police 

attitude towards the British troops and foreigners remains

s
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about the sr.me although no incidents between troops and 

police have taken place.

The recent cold weather has not added to the smartness 

of the City Government Police. Many of them look wretched 

and inactive. Continuation of the cold weather will prob

ably lead to further desertions from the force.

Unconfirmed rumors state that there are differences 

of opinion between the City Government Police and the Mang 

Ching-wei followers. It is reported that the Wang followers 

seek to diminish the influence of the present City Government 

officials in favor of their own candidates.

D. Crime in the American Sector.

The amount of crime in the American Sector has shown a

steady increase during the months of December and January. 

The below table gives the number of crimes in the American

Sector, as reported by the nolice , during January with the

number of crimes committed in the same area during the prev-

ious two months:

CRIME : NOVEMBER: DECEMBER: JANUARY:

Murder 1 1

(through the 
26th.)

2

Attempted murder 2 4 7

Armed robbery 29 34 27

Robbery 4 2 5

Armed highway robbery 10 17 21

Highway robbery 6 8 16

Attempted armed robbery 2 3 2

Attempted robbery 1 0 0

Armed kidnapping

TOTAL

__ 0 4__ 1

55 73 81
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Conditions responsible for this Increase in crime 

& remain unchanged. The Special Municipal Police are still 

? refusing to co-operate with tho Municipal ?olic< in.apnfei 

heading criminals who have committed crimes in the Settle

ment. After e. criminal regains the Tn Tao Districts, he is 

given immunity for crime committed in the Settlement, and 

the only way the Settlement Police can arrest this criminal 

is to take him into custody ™hen he again comes into the 

settlement.

E.,Opening of Nantao District.

Following closely the agreement recently reached between 

$
the French Consul-General and the Japanese Consular and h'ili- 

tar.]'' authorities, the Japanese issued a proclamation regard

ing the opening of Nantao as of January 24th.

The gates between Nantao and the French Concession were 
a closed during the latter part of 1937. At this time the

Japanese had a large number of their troops billeted there

% Before the hostilities Nantao wag governed by the Shanghai

City Government, the same as Chapel or Hungjao<

The recent proclamation provides that all bona fide 

residents of Nantao must possess either "citizens certifi

cates" or "residence certificates". These certificates are 

t issued free of charge by the Shanghai Special Municipality

The time limit of such applications is one year. Upon 

expiration of tho one-year period, unless application to

return to Nantao is property and residence rights 

will be officially considered forfeited. ’’Citizen" certi

ficates are issued to those wishing to visit Nantao and 

"resident" certificates to those wishing to reside in the
e

Prior to the recent proclamation the Nantao District

Administrative Office (Chinese puppets with a Japanese 

advisor) had the power to issue ’’citizen certificates” and
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had issued 9,000 certificates up to the end of September, 

1939. Recently the Japanese sentries in the Nantao area 

began destroying certificates issued after October, 1939. 

This action "as taken because it was found that the new 

certificates have been obtained by bribery, at <pl.00 or 

si>2.00 for one certificate from the Nantao District Adminis

trative Office. It may be mentioned here that the issuing 

of forged passes to Chinese desiring to travel in the in

terior or for other activities requiring Japanese permis

sion has become quite a profitable business, engaged in by 

both Chinese and Japanese.

The Proclamation urged all former Nantao residents to 

return to their places as the Japanese authorities would do 

them no harm but it provided that "bad" elements would be 

severely punished. A similar proclamation has been issued 

by Mayor Fu Siao-en and is posted in Nanta.o.

The French Concession authorities win require no 

passes from Chinese pedestrians entering the Concession but 

in order to prevent a further shortage of staple foods in 

the foreign areas, special permits for supplies of rice a,nd 

flour which are to be taken into Nantao from the Concession 

will be required.

F. Rice.

The supoly and price of rice continued during the week 

to be one of the pressing problems of the local authorities.

Last Sunday, January 21, the sale of "cheap" rice to 

the poor was begun under the auspices of the Shanghai Cheap 

Rice Sale Committee of the Shanghai Staple Food Regulation 

Committee. Sixty shops in the Settlement and forty in the

French Concession cooperated with the committee by donating 

the use of their premises.
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Each person is allowed to buy only $1.00 worth of this 

rice. The amount given for $1900 is figured at 925.00 per 

’'picul’.’ This is a great relief to the poor who have during 

the past month paid on the average over $36.00 a ’’picul” for 

the same rice, which is Saigon rice, the cheapest on the 

market. The best quality Chinese rice or ”Kan Mee” ranged 

from $39.00 to ^43.00 per ’’picul” while the inferior Chinese 

rice, or ”See Mee”, sold between $34.50 and $36.00 for the 

same amount. It is interesting to note that the best quality 

Chinese rice can be purchased just outside the Settlement in 

the Hungjao area for $32.00 per bag, the same rice which 

has been selling for $39.00 to 43.00 in the Settlement. 

However, there are restrictions against bringing rico into 

the foreign areas, thus precluding the possibility of 

importing large amounts from areas surrounding Shanghai.

The ’’Cheap Rice Sale Committee” is composed entirely 

of Chinese, its chairman being Mr. Yu Ys Ching. A contri

bution campaign for funds to buy more of the ’’broken” 

Saigon rice for sale to the poor has been launched by the 

Committee. During the first five days of the ”cheap” sale 

8,710 bags were sold and 255,000 people made purchases. 

No untoward incidents occurred at any of the selling points 

although some trouble was expected in handling the crowds.

It is a relief to see that somebody besides the Sal

vation Army is taking an interest in supplying rice to the 

poor, even if they are charging for it while the Salvation 

Army donates theirs.

The Shanghai Staple Food Regulation Committee on January 

24th issued a statement in the form of a letter addressed 

to local citizens advising industrial concerns, business 

firms, organizations and and educational institutions to 

import rice direct from abrord on behalf of their members
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or employees, instead of making -ourchases from the local 

markets, in order to reduce the demand and so relieve the 

situation.

II. POLITICAL.

A. Ambassador Johnson!s Life Reported in Danger.

The Japanese press spokesmen in Shanghai issued a 

startling statement last Thursday in which they said that 

the Chungking Government was going to make an attempt on 

the life of the United States Ambassador, Nelson T. Johnson, 

with the intention of making the crime appear as being engi

neered by the Japanese.

If the blame could be shifted to the Japanese it would 

preclude the possibility of another Trade Treaty being made, 

it was said. The Japanese say that they are now doing every 

thing in their power to protect the Ambassador.

It is very interesting to note that although there 

have been no reports of mines being found in the Yangtze 

for some time past that all of a sudden there were three 

such cases reported by the Japanese in one week. This in

formation was published by the Japanese in Shanghai just 

before the Ambassador had returned from Peking. There is 

a strong possibility that this was an attempt to discourage 

lir. Johnson from taking his proposed trio up to Hankow.

If the Chinese actually had a scheme to harm Ambassador 

Johnson in an attempt to discredit the Japanese, it seems 

logical that Peking would have been an ideal place, as 

that city is more under Nipponese domination than Shanghai. 

Here, such a scheme successfully carried out would only 

greatly embarrass the Shanghai International Settlement 

Municipal Authorities, something the Chinese surely do not 

want to do at this time.
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It has been learned recently that two male Chinese 

purchased from a Nanking Road shop, a photo of the Ambass

ador the day he returned here from North China. At first 

the proprietor hesitated to sell the photo but when the 

Chinese produced a card of a Japanese member of the Gendar

merie he made the sale. Later he called the Japanese 

Gendarmerie and turned the card over to trfen. The Japan

ese to whom the card belonged, upon being questioned, said 

that he knew nothing of the matter and that he allows no 

one to carry his cards. When the Japanese heard about this 

incident, they said it was further proof that the Chungking 

Government was bent on harming the Ambassador.

It would seem apparent that, since all the above 

reports are of Japanese origin, and are without known 

substantiation from other sources, an effort is either 

being made by the Japanese to discourage further travell

ing by the Ambassador, or — what seems improbable — are 

paving the way for an attempt on his life themselves. 

Ill- HILITARY OPERATIONS.

A. Nanning.

Although there have been no extensive operations in 

the Nanning area of late there have been some interesting 

reports of French source reaching here.

Chinese Central Government ïroo’os have driven to with

in thirty kilometers northeast of the city and within sixty 

kilometers on the northwestern side. These troops are well 

equipped and have quite a number of tanks and some artillery 

supporting them. The Japanese appear content to hold what 

they have and wait for the Chinese to make the moves.

Concerning the number of Nipponese Troops in the Nanning 

Area the French set the number at six divisions. It is 

believed that this estimate is considerably too large and
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that an estimate of three divisions, or about 60,000 men, 

is nearer the actual number.

The guerillas have succeeded in harassing the Japanese 

troops engaged in transporting supplies and ammunition 

from the coast up to Nanning destroying roads, bridges 

and occasionally making attacks on convoys.

It will be recalled that soon after Nanning w?.s taken 

by the Japanese, a column was dispatched by them to Lungchow, 

on the Indo-China border, about 100 miles northwest of 

Nanning. It has now been learned that this column, which 

can truly be called a ”flying” column was composed of only 

1,000 men. At Lungchow they destroyed large quantities of 

Chinese Army supplies and then turned about and returned 

to the main body safely..........
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RECEIVED

• • ^Âl^ERiê^ Consulate general,
1940 m5gW’3C&na’ February 5> 1940.

CONFIDENTIAL ' J IONS 
.JJRÛS

SUBJECT:

T^Ttj- 
sion of

Transmitting Letter m spector
General of Customs Concerning Conditions 
in Canton#

' I î:î. i

the HONORABLE M
THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

M

WASHINGTON.

<z SIR:

SENT TO O.N.I
M.I.D. IN CON ICEa 

£ 

rj I have the honor to transmit herewith, as of 
§]'Obable interest to the Department, copy of a letter 

Suited January 31, 1940, together with the enclosure 
cn
whereto, received from the Inspector General of Customs

k

01

04

—It will be noted that the enclosure to the Inspector

General’s letter consists of a communication addressed

to him by the Commissioner of Customs at Canton in re

gard to the military situation in the Canton area, to

various customs matters, including "extra customs trade" 

and to a report prepared by a Japanese concerning

Japanese business and shipping activities at Canton.

In regard to customs matters, the Conjnissioner

reported that as of January 17th no new developments gg&'S 

had occurred regarding the reopening of the Pearl River;

that the Japanese authorities would not permit Customs
XT I 

officers to board the occasional foreign vessel per-

mitted to enter Canton; and that the reason given by S “0
o 0

the

'u?
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the Japanese Consul General for such refusal was that 

until Japanese Customs officers are appointed to Canton 

the Customs cannot resume normal "outdoor” functions 

because there would be danger of "friction" between 

Chinese or European officers and the Japanese Navy and 

gendarmerie.

The Coronissioner also reported the existence of a 

considerable import and export trade carried on by 

Japanese vessels which is entirely beyond customs control. 

The Commissioner described the various expedients resorted 

to in the conduct of this trade and the exorbitant freight 

and other charges indirectly levied by the Japanese military 

and naval authorities on non-Japanese shipments.

Of considerable interest is the report appended to the 

Commissioner’s letter which was written by a Japanese who 

is described as being in close touch with commercial circles 

but not in the Customs service. The report in question 

indicates that all types of business are controlled by what 

is described as the "Three Department Conference", namely 

the Japanese Army and Navy Special Service Sections and the 

Japanese Consulate General. It is stated, however, that 

the "China Affairs Board" may supersede the triumvirate 

mentioned. The report indicates the diversity of Japanese 

commercial and economic interests in the Canton area, which 

include shipping, banking, mining, utilities, industries, 

transportation, fisheries and the export-import trade, 

exports amounting to approximately 7,000 tons monthly and 

imports to 15,000 tons exclusive of military supplies.

The
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The report refers at some length to the currency 

situation at Canton and points out that fluctuations in 

Japanese currency at that port may be attributed not 

only to fluctuations in the exchange markets of Hongkong 

and Shanghai and to the balance of trade, but also to 

the expenditures of the Japanese military. In this 

latter connection it is pointed out that when the 

Japanese military made extensive purchases in October 

and November, 1939, in preparation for their military 

offensives in Kwangsi and Kwangtung, the value of the 

Yen dropped to Y2.70 to the Hongkong dollar.

The report concludes with the interesting but 

somewhat cryptic statement that "the Japanese military 

is selling 100 million Yen of opium monthly, which is 

confiscated by the Japanese authorities". The Inspector 

General indicated that he had asked the Commissioner to 

elucidate this statement.

Respectfully yours,

Enclosure: ,
1/ - Copy of letter, dated January 31, 1940, 

with enclosures, from the Inspector General 
of Customs.

620

In 0„uintuplicate.
Copy to Embassy, Peiping, (by Marine 
Copv to Embassy, Chungking, (by pouch) 
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo (by safe hand).
Copy to Consulate^ General, Canton (by safe hand]
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. , dated February 5,
1940, from C. E.Gauss, Consul General at Shanghai, China, 
on the subject: "Transmitting Letter from the Inspector 
General of Customs Concerning Conditions in Cm ton."

COPY

CONFIDENTIAL
Shanghai Office of the' 

Inspectorate General of Customs 
421 Hart Road

Shanghai, 31st January, 1940.

My dear Mr. Gauss:

I attach hereto for your information a copy of 
a confidential report from the Canton Commissioner, 
regarding the situation in Canton. Mr. Little has 
been requested to elucidate the remarks in the final 
paragraph of the enclosure appended to his report.

Yours sincerely,

(Sgd.) F. Maze

C. E. Gauss, Esquire, 
American Consul-General, 

. SHANGHAI.

Copied by FC
Compared with JLM
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COPY
Sub-Enclosure to Enclosure No. 1

Copy of Confidential Letter from Canton Commissioner to 
Inspector General, dated 17th January, 1940.

THE SITUATION AT CANTON

1. Military, It is practically impossible to get any 
information regarding the military situation in the 
Canton region. Chinese reports claim the defeat of the 
Japanese in the North River (Cant on-Hankow Railway); 
the Japanese state that they have withdrawn after gain
ing their objective, viz., the destruction of the 
Chinese "winter offensive".

There is constant movement of Japanese troops 
into and out of Canton. One day the city is denuded 
of soldiers; the next, it is again full. Much aerial 
activity is also taking place.

Every day for the past week, a large number 
(possibly totalling 100) of the Japanese military trucks 
has passed the Custom House loaded with household furni
ture of all sorts - chairs, beds, desks, etc., etc. 
This furniture, which is undoubtedly loot from private 
Chinese houses, is being loaded on Japanese transports 
at VJongsha. This development may or may not prove of 
significance.

2. Customs. No further developments regarding the re
opening of the Pearl River have occurred since my 
ICS No.22 was written (12th January).

The Japanese permitted lighters with about 1,000 
tons of fuel oil for the ^ocony-Vacuum and A.P.O. to 
come in on the 13th January, le have treated the 
importations in the usual way: lighters entered and 
cleared; tanks measured; duty paid; etc.

B. & S. have obtained Japanese permission to bring 
in a coaster - the "Hoihow" - tomorrow. She will have 
200 tons of coal aboard, and will take a;, ay a shipment 
of Yee Tsoong Tobacco Company’s factory stores, etc., 
for Shanghai. The "Hoihow" vlll enter and clear and 
cargo will pay duty, in the usual way. I attempted to 
get permission to send Customs Officers on board to 
collect import manifest and supervise discharge, but 
the Japanese Consulate (after consultation with military 
and naval forces) refused. Matsudaira said that until 
Japanese Customs Officers ere appointed to Canton we 
cannot resume normal Outdoor functions, because, he 
went on, there would be too much danger of "friction" 
between Chinese or European Officers and Japanese 
naval and gendarmerie.

3. Extra-Customs Trade. As you already knov. , there is a 
large import and export trade carried on by Japanese 
vessels which, when they enter the Pearl River, cover 
up the house markings on their funnels and hoist the 
Japanese "transport" flag. This trade, both at Canton 
and Uhampoa, is, of course, entirely outside Customs 
control.

These

<■
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These Japanese "transports" cannot, however, take 
cargo to and from Hongkong. In order to provide 
direct shipping facilities for exports to Hongkong, 
tugs and lighters leave Canton under the Japanese flag, 
and are met at the mouth of the river by British or 
Portuguese tugs, which take the lighters in to Hongkong. 
The extent of this clandestine traffic is unknown, but 
believed not to be very important.

Another clandestine outlet for exports has recently 
been opened, viz:, by shipment to Macao on the Portu
guese s.s. "Shing Cheong" through a Chinese intermediary, 
who secures permits from the Japanese military authorities. 
The following is a specific case: a foreign firm exported 
by this method 73 bales of Silk Taste (223 piculs) and 10 
bales of Raw Silk (8 Piculs). For this they paid Hkg.?’5,800 
(dollars five thousand eight hundred) freight. The normal 
charge for freight on this shipment would have been about 
Hkg."70 (dollars seventy). The shipping permit bore the 
chop of Japanese Military Headquarters; the cargo was 
towed from wharf to the "Shing Cheong" by a Japanese-owned 
tug; and a Japanese sentry in naval uniform supervised 
the loading.

The universal opinion among foreign and Chinese mer
chants in Canton is that the Japanese army and navy 
officers, up to the very top, are taking all. the "squeeze" 
they can get. They are reputed to live handsomely and 
expensively in the local hotels. Possibly the emoluments 
they are receiving explain in part the reluctance of the 
Japanese army and navy to retire from China.

4. Report on Japanese business and shipping at Canton. I 
append copy of a report on Japanese business and shipping 
activities, etc., at Canton. This report was written by 
a Japanese (not in the Customs) in close touch with 
commercial dries. I may not divulge its source.

Yours truly,

(Signed) L. K. Little

appfhde:
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APPENDIX

TEP0PT ON JAPANESE BUSINESS AND SETTING ACTIVITIES AT CANTON 
(N.B. This report v.Titten by a Japanese)

Roughly estimating, the Japanese residents at present 
in Canton are about a little over 9,000 excluding the 
military staffs and soldiers as veil as non-commissioned 
staffs. Out of the 9,000 population most of them are 
connected with some sort of business, such as banking, 
import and export, shipping, building contracting, utilities, 
transportation, godown, fishery, hotels, cafes, tea-houses, 
restaurant, local markets, publicity, etc.

Every business is controlled by the Three Department 
Conference which is represented by the Japanese Army Depart
ment, i.e. the Army Special Service Section; the Navy 
Department, i.e. the Navy Special Service Section; and the 
Foreign Department, i.e. the Japanese Consulate General at 
Canton. In addition, a branch of the China Affairs Board 
whose headquarters is in Tokyo headed by the Premier of Japan 
has been dispatched in Canton recently. This Board manages 
civil affairs in China and in the future it may assume the 
duties of the Three Department Conference.

Classifying the business, in banking corporation 
there are Yokohama Specie Bank, Bank of Taiwan and Bank 
of South China, in shipping companies there are N.Y.K., 
East Asia Navigation (Towakamu), and Canton Inland Shipping 
Association.

N.Y.K. has only a branch office in Canton although no 
ship comes to Canton, East Asia Navigation Co. has the 
Canton-Swatow-Amoy-Shanghai-Tientsin-Dairen line operated 
by five 2,000 ton steamers, and the other line of Canton/Takao 
Kilung vith four 1,500 ton steamers, almost all of Canton’s 
export and import for the Japanese civilians are done by 
this steamship company. Canton Inland Shipping Navigation 
Association concentrates only for passengers between Canton 
and Macao, also Canton and Hongkong route; Nitto Merchant 
Vessel Association is chartered by M.B.K. and Japanese 
Sugar Mill Association.

Export and import are done for mass consumption by 
M.B.K./Mitsubishi, Fukudai, Taiwan Exploitation, Sugihara 
Sangyo, the last two named are also engaged in mining; 
Building contracting are Kat sura-shokai, Hachidai-gumi, 
Shimizu-gumi and Tamura-gumi; Utilities - Electric plant, 
Vater works and Telegraph; Transportation- International, 
Taiwan, Maruichi, Fukudai and South Canton; Godowns - 
Nanyo and Taiwan; Hotels - White House, Nev/ China, Inter
national and Canton; Fishery - Nippon Suisan and Taiwan 
Suisan. Other large industries are sugar mill, brewery, 
iron factory, cotton mill, paper mill and cement works.

The expenditure in addition to the supplies euid imports 
from Japan by the Japanese Military Authorities in Canton 
is roughly estimated as 300 million Yen monthly.

Japanese
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Japanese business activities in Canton is mainly based 
on this military expenditure.

/< In understanding the fluctuation of the Japanese currency
| in Canton, one must consider in addition to the effect of the
I* Shanghai and Hongkong exchange markets - the relation between

imports and exports as well as the large expenditure by the 
fe Military. Clearly stating, last January in Canton when there
1 were hardly any imports, Japanese currency was two and one
| half times as much as Hongkong currency (Hkg.^100 s Y 250).

By March when the imports and exports were balanced, the 
Japanese currency (Hkg.ftlOO = Y 160) which may be called 
somewhat normal. As Canton became rehabilitated so did the 
exchange market remain quite settled for some months. Then 
in September when the political condition made its effects 
which caused the outbreak of the present European war, the 
Hongkong currency due to this crisis became very cheap all 
of a sudden (i.e. Hkg.ÔlOO = Y 130), but within a short 
period of time, Hongkong currency recovered its present condi
tion.

In October when the South China Expeditionary Army began 
preparing for new military operation for Pakhoi, Nanning, 
Kwangsi regions and along the Canton-Hankow Railway, the 
military expenditures locally increased tremendously, which 
caused the Japanese currency to become very cheap (Hkg.?‘100 s 
Y 230). Mhen November’ came, the military concerned still 
increased its expenditure in buying up and taking in stocks 
locally and imported goods such as rice, sugar, salt, soy 
bean, sauce, flour, tobacco, tea, etc., which greatly affected 
the exchange market causing the Japanese currency at its 
lowest as almost three times as much as Hongkong currency 
(Hkg.$100 = Y 270). In addition to this reason, there was 
the closure of the Pearl River until the end of last year due 
to military operations.

By the middle of December when the Military Headquarters 
ceased to buy local goods for the preparation, the Japanese 
currency became a little better (Hkg.P-100 s Y 230).

Prom now on until the Japanese military operation along 
the Canton-Hankow Railway completes its aim - it is supposed 
to be three months - the local expenditure of the Japanese Army 
is increased compared with the previous expenditure of 300 

f million Yen monthly. It means that the exchange rate of the
Japanese currency against Hongkong currency will remain around 
200 to 250, because the imports from Japan to Canton cannot 
be expected to increase to compare favourably with the increase 
of the local expenditure of the Military.

j Tonnage of the monthly imports from Japan to Canton is
* roughly estimated 15,000 tons, which are of course excluding

the military supplies. A rough estimation of the tonnage of 
exports from Canton to Japan is 7,000 tons monthly.

It is very interesting that the Japanese Military is 
selling 100 million Yen of opium monthly, which is confiscated 
by the Japanese Authorities.

Dated: 4th January, 1940.

Copied by 7C
Compared with JLM |

1
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

,, Tientsin, China, January 86, 1940.
- ?MMUK.CATIONS

AND RECORDS
SUBJECT:

The Honorable
Melson Trusler Johnson

American Ambassador
Peiping<$lr;

ftrom

-Vw - <iw

I have the honor to transmit a newspaper clipping
the NORTH CHINA STAR of January 26 1940, report

ing an interview granted on January 25th by Lieutenant'
General MaSahara Houma, Commander of the Tientsin Gar-
rison, to a representative of that newspaper.

General Hoiœna, according to the report, stated 
that the lapsing of the Japanese-American treaty "even 
in the absence of a modus vivendi would not necessarily
result in the restriction of United States trade in
North China, but that if all efforts to improve 
American relationship should fail, the Japanese would 
see no further reason to extend special privileges to 
American citizens in Morth China".

Whereas, according to the newspaper article 
transmitted in my despatch no. 952 of January 16, 1940 
to the Embassy (a copy of which was sent to the

793.94/15738
 

F/FG

Department)
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Department), General Homa is reported to have denied, 
on January 15th, the probability of an anti-American 
campaign by the Japanese, he is now reported to have 
said, on January 25th, that in the event of failure 
of Japanese-American relations to improve "there would 
at least be no further reason for treating American 
nationals in North China more favorably than other 
nationals".

The General Is reported to have said further, 
that Japan could not look upon .American naval expansion 
in the Pacific as a friendly gesture; that no amount of 
pressure could induce Japan to abandon the establishment 
of a New Order in East Asia; and that while connections 
with the Comintern were not desirable, Japan must get 
materials somewhere.

Respectfully yours,

J. K. Caldwell, 
American Consul General.

Enclosure:
1. Newspaper clipping from the 

NORTH CHINA STAR of January 
26, 1940.

710
SJFsHK
Original to Embassy, Peiping.
Five copies to Department without 

covering despatch.
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai.
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JGARRISON COMMANDER 
COMMENTS ON U, S.,
JAPANESE RELATIONS
If All Efforts Fail No Further 

Reason To Favor American 
Nationals, Says General 
Homma On Eve Of Treaty 
Expiration

On the eve of the expiry of the 
United States Treaty of Com
merce and Navigation with Jap
an, Lieutenant-General Masaharu 
Homma, Commander of the Tien
tsin Japanese Garrison, yesterday 
said in an interview that the laps
ing of the treaty even in the ab
sence of a modus vivendi would 
not necessarily result in the re
striction of United States trade 
in North China, but that if all j 
efforts to improve American re
lationships should fail, the Jap-I 
anese would see-no further rea
son to extend special privileges 
to American citizens in North 
China.

A failure to extend the pre- 
j sent treaty until negotiations on 

a new’ one cam be completed 
would be looked upon with con
tinued disappointment, 
Homma said, but added 
continue to hope for 
relations and a change
American attitude toward 
an. Should all the Japanese ef
forts toward this end fail, he said,, 
the military would be forced to | 
review the situation and recon-I 
sider the steps to be taken. y 

Qualifying his statement to | 
the North China Star of a week | 
ago in which he said that the I 
failure to improve relations be-1 
tween the two countries would j 
not be the cause of an anti-Am- ] 
erican campaign, the General • 
said that in such circumstances | \ 
there would at least be no further , 
reason for treating American na- 1
tionals in North China more : ferred to, 
favorably than other nationals.

General 
he would । 
improved 

in the >
Jap-

'War Not Possible "
It having been brought to 

General Homma’s attention that j 
the American press has recently; 
reported some circles as believing 
that a war between the Wo 
countries is possible, he said: 
“I would like to ask the 

•people of the United States 
. if there exists any seri
ous reason why our differences 

' cannot be settled by negotiation, 
j I do not think that war between 
the United States and Japan ~Hs 
possible.” <

However, he added, Japan could 
not look upon American naval 
expansion in the Pacific as a 
friendly gesture and recalled that 
Japan had never menaced Am
erican shores.

(General Homma said that there 
would be no difficulties between 
the two countries if the United 
States would have a better un
derstanding of Japanese aims and 
realize that large scale hostilities 
are being engaged in in China. 
No restrictions, he said, were im
posed on Americans in China but 
if the existing restrictions are 
felt by them they must under- ’ the American attitude may throw 
stand these circumstances. Such I Japan into the arms of Soviet 
restrictions as on the exports of Russia, General Homma said that 
some furs and skins, he j 
were of military necessity — 
those items were needed in China.

General Homma went on to 
say that it was his personal opin
ion that Americans were inclined 
to construe as “malicious” the 
actions of the Japanese military 
in North China, and that there 
was a tendency to intentionally 
misunderstand 
tions,

May Turn 
He cited the

But no amount of pressure 
can induce Japan to abandon the 
establishment of the New Orner 
in East Asia, he r<aid, ind added: 
“Think of the sacrifices ' made 
during the present incident. If 

you were in our shoes, would you 
go so far as to nullify all that 
had been accomplished because 

* pressed to do so by another coun- 
( try?” ■ |

In fact, he commented, Ameri- | 
can and Japanese vital interests 
do not clash in the program of 
the New Order, although Japan 
needs the cooperation of the Unit
ed States.

In regard to the belief current ! 
in some American circles that ।

added, I connections with the 
y as were not desirable, b

s Comintern 
were not desirable, but that they 
must get materials from some

where, intimating that if Ameri
can embargoes were enforced 
they might have to turn to Rus
sia for a new trade market.

Japanese inten-

To Russia 
instance of an 

anonymous letter which he had 
recently received frem New York 
in which it was reported that a 
group of Japanese 
New York wore 
themselves as the Headquarters 
of the Japanese Imperial Army 
but were 
should be 
executed.

officers in ' 
representing |

in fact spies 
recalled 'to Japan 
The- officers thus 

General Homma

and 
and
re- 

said, 
were merely in the United States 
on a mission of purchasing mili
tary supplies.
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY

No. 4465 Tokyo, February 5, 1940.
SUBJECT: BOMBING OF YUNNAN RAHWAY

□n of
il AFÎA'ÜS

MAR 9 - 1940 „

ARTME
NT OF SfAlE vo m

• 00

LO

TheSHonoYable
§ The Secretary of State

«psrtrâCf.! cf

-i

!

Washington
Sir

to the Department's tele< 
//

graphic instructions no. 25/ January 19, 6 p.m. and no. 
//Fl *7

40/ January 30, 6 p.m. and to the Embassy's telegrams
1 / >4 ?£•
anuary 31, 6

I have the honor to refer

no •m. and no
p.m., concerning the bombing of the Yunnan Railway.

There is enclosed a copy of the pro memoria. in the 
sense of the Department's instructions under reference 
which was delivered to the Foreign Office on January 31
1940

Respectfully yours,

Joseph 0. Grew
Enclosure:

1/ as stated. 
350 
ESC:wg 
Original and 3 copies to Department 
Copy to Embassy, Peiping; Copy to Embassy, Chungking 
Copy to Consulate, Yunnanfu
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch 
No. 4465 dated February 5, 1940, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Japanese Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs.

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

PRO MEMORIA

The United States Government is informed that the 
portion of the railway between Haiphong and Yunnanfu 
which lies in Chinese territory has recently been sub
jected to frequent bombings by Japanese military air
planes. This railway in recent months has carried a 
considerable part of the trade involved in the noimal 
commercial relations of the United States and China. 
American commerce must, therefore, necessarily be in
jured and the lives of American citizens engaged in 
that commerce may be endangered as a result of the 
Japanese bombing of that railway.

This danger to our nationals and injury to our 
commerce comes at the very time when Japan desires, 
according to our understanding, to indicate to the 
United States its intention to avoid injuring the rights 
in China of third Powers. The United States will have 
no other choice, if the bombing continues, than to add 
this to the extensive list of injuries, commercial and 
otherwise, which has been suffered by it as a result of 
the actions of the Japanese forces in China.

The United States Government assumes that the Japa
nese n-nva-rnmant. is aware that, to the personnel of American

official
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official establishments at Chungking, the railway is 

an important means of ingress and egress, and that the 

lives of Americans lawfully engaged in the pursuit of 

their official duties may therefore be endangered by 

bombing attacks on the railway

1

Tokyo, January 31, 1940

Copy to British Ambassador, Tokyo, February 1, 1940.
Copy to French Ambassador, Tokyo, February 1, 1940.

1

I

1 ;

à*

. »
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the foreign service 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 4469.

SUBJECT:

IA

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, February 6, 1940

ARTICLE IN CONTEMPORARY JAPAN BY NAOTAKE SATO, 
FORMER MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, REGARDING 
JAPANESE AIMS IN CHINA.

. co
§

793

ID

COPIES SENT TO 
O.N.I. AND MU D- Ü1

•£>

' pEr-’4=fTMr'r or- si mi-
> WHWUHlCAÏiOHS AM? '

' “UK O - .
The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to invite the attention of the De

partment to an article regarding Japanese aims and aspira

tions with respect to the China conflict, entitled "Future 

Relations between Japan and China", which appeared in the 

January 1940 issue of Contemporary Japan, a copy of which 

is appended to this despatch, written by Mr. Naotake Sato, 1

Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs in the Hayashi Cabinet

in

V
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in 1937 and subsequently adviser to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, and most recently active as a publicist and critic 
on foreign affairs.

According to Mr. Sato’s article, there are two Japa
nese interpretations of the “New Order in East Asia”: one 
is that Japan is to arrogate to itself all the rights and 
privileges now enjoyed by the western powers in China; and 
the other, to which Mr. Sato subscribes, is that the Open 
Door and Equality of Opportunity may be permitted to operate 
within the framework of the "New Order” in so far as such 
operation does not interfere with the "existence” of the 
peoples of East Asia. In the opinion of the author the 
latter principles have been abandoned throughout most of 
the world to such an extent that Japan cannot be expected 
to be satisfied with the continued application of these 
principles in unlimited form in China, particularly in view 
of the fact that certain conditions in China are essential 
to Japan’s national existence. These conditions comprise 
control of China’s iron, coal, and other essential raw 
materials and its power, communication, and transportation 
facilities; the principle of the Open Door and Equality of 
Opportunity may be applied to the management of "other less 
vital enterprises". However, foreign capital need not be 
excluded from those enterprises in which Japanese interest 
is paramount, in the opinion of the author, unless national 
defense (whether Japan’s or China’s is not stated) is 
jeopardized.

In any case, writes Mr. Sato, it is necessary to make 
clear that, in conformity with the tenus of the Konoe state
ment of December 1938, there are to be no territorial cessions 
or indemnities. Once China has consented to "cooperate" with 
Japan, Japan has only a "few more requests" to make of China: 

recognition of "Manchukuo", assurance of anti-Comintern
solidarity,
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solidarity, and economic cooperation. When foreign rights 

and interests come into conflict with the exercise of Sino- 

Japanese cooperation, they will perforce be abrogated or 

suspended, and taken over by the "new order" regime irres

pective of protests.

In closing, Mr. Sato expresses the opinion that strict 

adherence by Japan to the letter and spirit of the Konoe 

statement will cause China to abandon its resistance to 

Japan and will cause the United States eventually to recon

sider its attitude with respect to the Treaty of Commerce 

and Navigation. Nevertheless, in order to break the immediate 

deadlock in Japanese-American relations, it is incumbent 

upon the United States to abandon its anti-Japanese attitude 

and to give sympathetic consideration to the "new order".

The present article is interesting from several aspects. 

In the first place, the author is one of Japan’s more moder

ate statesmen and diplomats and has demonstrated on several 

occasions, notably during his tenure of the Foreign Office 

portfolio, outspoken opposition to the methods employed by 

the Japanese army in China. Moreover, he is sufficiently 

familiar with the formulators of Japan’s present-day foreign 

policy to regard his utterances as a fairly accurate reflec

tion of official thought on the subject. It will be noted 

that in Mr. Sato’s article Japan is conceived as host and 

the western powers as guests in China’s house, the implica

tion being clear that the guests may be asked to depart at 

any time. In fairness to Mr. Sato it should be said that 

he is probably sincere in his belief that a China thus con

ceived could still be an independent state. The article 

also illustrates the persistent inability of the Japanese

to see that the impasse now facing Japanese-American relations



Respectfully yours,

4

Joseph C. Grew

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, See. 3(S) «nd 5(D) or (E)

is the direct result of their own actions, and that initia- 
tive in surmounting that impasse must come from them.

I

I 
r

Enclosure
1/ January 1940 issue of Contemporary Japan
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Original and 3 copies to the Department
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on page 7 entitled"Future Relations between 
Japan and China" by Naotaké Sato who, you will 
recall, was Foreign Minister in the Hayashi 
Cabinet shortly before the outbreak of the con
flict with China and who caused a sensation by
advocating dealing with China on the basis of 
equality.

"''•The article in my opinion represents the 
utmost in the direction of moderateness to 
which a Japanese statesman can with safety go 
today, at least in public utterance. Briefly, 
Mr. Sato’s thesis is as follows:

The time has come for Japan and China to 
pass philosophical judgment on the future of 
East Asia. The sacrifices on both sides have 
been too heavy to warrant a patched-up policy. 
Up to the present moment the "New Order" has 
not been precisely defined. The writer favors 
giving it a broad interpretation and is willing 
to proceed along the lines of the Open Door and 
equality of opportunity so long as the exist
ence of the peoples in this area is not threat
ened. There are some indispensable conditions^ 
for a nation to maintain its existence and 
Japan claims priority in satisfying the minimum 
indispensable conditions for her national!. 
existence. Important changes have taken^lade 
since the Nine Power Treaty was concluded'^

The
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The rise of economic nationalism has run count
er to its principles as the Open Door and 
equality of opportunity have vanished from 
practically every part of the world. Tariffs 
are so cleverly manipulated that merchandise 
from any particular country can be accorded 
discriminatory treatment. Japan can hardly 
agree to the preservation of a system in China 
which has ceased to be observed elsewhere 
especially when that region provides essentials 
for the satisfaction of Japan1s needs.

Japan must not lay at the doors of Chiang 
Kai-shek all the blame for the rise of anti
Japanese sentiment which he sought to capital
ize. We must not overlook the shock which the 
Manchurian incident may have given to the 
Chinese people as well as the extension of Jap
anese influence into north China which would no 
doubt serve to stimulate further Chinese senti
ment. Japan has to assume partial responsibil
ity for the Chinese boycott against her if her 
high-handed way of dealing with the Chinese 
Government needlessly stimulated Chinese senti
ments. Should Wang Ching-wei succeed in organ
izing a new Chinese Government in cooperation 
with Japan it is likely that Chiang Kai-shek 
would continue in his anti-Japanese campaign 
and the war will go on. Hostilities, then, 
will merely assume new form and Japan must be 
determined to fight on until this anti-Japanese 
attitude is abandoned. If the Wang Government 
is to become a central government worthy of the 
name it is essential for this new administration
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to win the confidence of the Chinese people and 
to win such national confidence Wang would find 
it necessary to safeguard the sovereignty and 
territorial integrity of China; he must positive
ly refuse to consider territorial cessions or 
the payment of indemnities. Japan has clearly 
indicated that she wants China’s cooperation, 
not China’s submission. It is imperative that 
Japan should abide faithfully by her declara
tions. No attempt should be made on the part 
of Japan to monopolize the entire economic 
field of China and any attempts to compromise 
the independence of China under the cloak of 
economic cooperation must be strongly depre
cated. The economic cooperation which Japan 
seeks of China is compatible with the interests, 
of third powers in China except for that part 
of the Japanese program which covers the in
dispensable conditions necessary for Japan’s 
national existence. Peace ceux never be 
.established between nations when one nation pos
sesses a superiority complex. The Japanese 
nation should discard all its prejudices which 
it has held toward the Chinese since the Sino- . 
Japanese war of 1894-95 and should fraternize 
with them on an equal footing. There is 
unfortunately strong opposition to such a 
program based in part on the heavy sacrifices 
Japan has made since the outbreak of the hos
tilities. We already have too good an example 
of a peace treaty imposed under duress. Where 
is the Versailles settlement today? Should we 
start a third war with China within six years

of
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of the termination of the present hostilities 
we would have no word of apology for the souls 
of the war dead, rie should strive to build up 
a lasting peace between the two countries by 
settling the basic misunderstandings through 
channels other than armed force. If Japan’s 
fundamental attitude toward China contained 
nothing designed to compromise the independence 
and territorial integrity of that country her 
claim to priority in the management of certain 
enterprises will be of secondary importance and 
will hardly justify the existence of a non
treaty situation between Japan and the United 
States. Now that the United States has abro
gated the 1911 treaty in protest against 
Japan’s action in China it can not be expected, 
for the time being at least,that Japan should 
turn to the United States but the fact remains 
that Japan has never stood aloof from America, 
rt'hat is especially required at the present 
moment is for Japan to follow a path of justice 
and fairness along the lines of the Konoe 
statement while the United States on its own 
part should abandon its anti-Japanese preju
dices and give sympathetic consideration to 
the "New Order".
Comment

It is inferred from Ivir. Sato’s comments 
that he is doubtful whether the Japanese Gov
ernment’s expressed intentions to adopt a 
liberal policy in respect to China will be 
literally carried out.
FE:Ballfeine:)^
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PRODUCERS
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SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

The Foreign Affairs Association of Japan 
Osaka Building, Hibiya Park, Tokyo, Japan

Please enter my subscription to CONTEMPORARY JAPAN, a 

Monthly Journal, for one year (or 12 consecutive issues) for which

I enclose.

and have filled in below my name and address:

TERMS POSTAGE PREPAID Name.

One Year Address

Japan—China—Maachoakuo ¥10.00

U.S.A. 114.50 Elsewhere 17s

BINGOMACHI, OSAKA, JAPAN 
TOKYO, TIENTSIN, HEIJO, MUKDEN

NOMURA & CO. (S. S.) LIMITED
SINGAPORE, SOERABAJA, JAVA

COMPAHNA AGRICOLA NOMURA LIMITADA
SAO PAULO, BRAZIL

JOHNSTON RUBBER CO.
NEW YORK, U.S.A
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JAPAN
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SALES AGENTS 
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above PRODUCTS &. TRADING in general goods

YAMATO SANGYO KAISHA LTD. :
BINGOMACHI, OSAKA, JAPAN 

TOKYO, TIENTSIN, HEIJO, MUKDEN

NOMURA & CO. (S. S.) LIMITED
SINGAPORE, SOERABAJA, JAVA

COMPAHNA AGRICOLA NOMURA LIMITADA
SAO PAULO, BRAZIL

JOHNSTON RUBBER CO.
NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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GOSHO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (LTD.)
Gosho Building, Nakanoshima, Osaka, Japan.

(Central P. O. Box No. 35.)
Capital .................................... ¥18,000,000

Chairman of the Board of Directors : H. NOSE
Importer:—Cotton, Pulp, Wool and Miscellaneous 

Exporters:—Cotton, Woolen, Rayon piece goods and 
yarns and Sundries

The Oldest and the Largest Rayon Company in Japan 
ESTABLISHED 1918

TEIKOKU JINZO-KENSHI KAISHA, LTD.
(IMPERIAL RAYON CO., LTD.)

Head Office:
NAKANOSHIMA 2-CHOME, OSAKA, JAPAN

Capital .......................................¥36,000,000
Paid-up Capital..........................¥32,250,000

Factories :
HIROSHIMA, IWAKUNI, MIHARA, MARIFU

Products :
Regular 
Filament

120 denier
150 „
200 „
250 ,,
300 „

Filament FineFnSnt
(Diafil) Fine Filament

50 denier 30 denier
75 „ 75 „

100 „ 100 „
120 „ 120 „

150 „
250 „

Dull Lustre 
Superfine 
Filament 

(Super Diafil) 
100 denier 
120 „

Ultra Dull 
Fine 

Filament 
(Shiro-Diafil) 

75 denier
100 „
120 „
150 „

VISCOSE YARN—Daily Production : 100 tons
ARTIFICIAL HEMP YARN

STAPLE FIBRE—Daily Production : 50 tons

II
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Manufacturers & Exporters of 
All Insecticide

“COCKSEC” Brand Mosquito Killers 
“COCKSEC" Brand Insect Powder 

“KINCHOL” Liquid Insecticide 
“COCKTHRIN"’ Pyrethrum Extracts 

Japanese Pyrethrum Flowers
*J. M.” Brand Japanese Menthol Crystals 
“J. M.” Brand Japanese Peppermint Oil 

“ Pei-Mel Home Remedy & Toilet
Member of the Osaka Chamber of Commerce & Industry

UEYAMAYEI'S JAPAN INSECTICIDE MFG. CO., 
C.P.O. Box No. 48, Osaka 

29, Tosabori-dori 3-chome, Osaka

Cable Address : 
“INSECTCID” OSAKA 
All principal codes used 

Factories : Branches :
Yamadahara, Kuise Tokyo, Onomichi,

Nagasu, Hidaka Asahigawa, Nokkeushi

TOPMOST in CHINA WAR LITERATURE
Ashihei Hino’s

Barley and Soldiers 
Mud and Soldiers 
Flower and Soldiers

Translated 
by 

Lewis Bush

Now on sale at major bookstores throughout Japan.
Price ¥1.20 each postage ¥0.14

Published by KENKYUSHA Ltd* Kojimachi Tokyo
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SHIONOGI & CO..LTD.
OS AKA. JAPAN 

FINE&HEAVY CHEMICALS 

DRUGS 

PHARMACEUTICAL SPECIALITIES

ESTABLISHED 1854MARUBENI SHOTEN, LTD.
Capital (fully paid)............................... ¥10,000,000

36 Hommachi Nichome, Higashiku, Osaka

Branches :
Tokyo, Kyoto, Nagoya, Kobe, Fukui, Ashikaga, Seoul, Dairen, Mukden, Harbin, Peking, 

Tientsin, Tsingtao, Shanghai, Hankow, Bombay.

Manufacturers, Exporters and Importers 
Specializing in

ALL KINDS OF TEXTILES AND YARNS
AND GENERAL GOODS

Cable Address:
APPOLICO OSAKA

Codes Used :
Schofield’s 3-Letter 
Paramount 3-Letter 
Oriental 3-Letter 
Oriental Improved 
Bentley’s Complete & Second 
Private

THE 
ONE HUNDREDTH DANK, 

LTD.
Head Office:

Tori-1 Tchome, Nihonbashi-ku 
TOKYO

President :

ZENSAKU SEKINE, Esq.

BRANCHES & AGENCIES:

Approximately 100 Branches or 

Agencies in important cities in 

Japan, including principal Branches 

in Tokyo, Yokohama, Kobe, Osaka, 

Kyoto, Nagoya, Hiroshima, and 

Others.

Every Description of Banking Business 

Transacted

The
Yasuda Bank, Ltd.
(YASUDA GINKO, LIMITED)

HEAD OFFICE :
Ohtemachi, Kojimachi-ku, Tokyo.

Capital Subscribed ¥150,000,000

Reserves..............¥ 75,000,000

Chairman of the Board :
HAJIME YASUDA, Esq.

Deputy Chairman :
HIROZO MORI, Esq.
Managing Directors :

HISOMU SONOBE, Esq. 
YUZO HAMADA, Esq. 
SHIRO FUJISAKI, Esq.

The Bank is now in command of not only 
One Hundred and Thirty Branches through
out Japan, but also of the services whicli it 
has secured from many correspondents over 
the world, and is able to offer accommoda
tion for all kinds of banking facilities, 
foreign and domestic.

FOREIGN BUSINESS :
Tokyo Head Office:

Nagoya Branch : Minami-otsu-dori, Naka ku.
Kobe Branch : Sakaemachi-dori.
Otarn Branch : Ironai-machi.
Knshiro Branch : Ohmachi.
Yokohama Branch : Honcho, Naka-ku.
Osaka Branch : Koraibashi, Higashi-ku.
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EVERY STATESMAN, diplomat, journalist, banker, exporter, 1-1 T A importer AND STUDENT of international affairs

SHOULD HAVE AT HAND

THE JAPAN YEAR BOOK
1939-40

WITH MAP OF JAPAN AND MANCHOUKUO

IT CONTAINS

Obtainable at

Entirely Revised 
Edition

Ready for 
Sale in 

November

Maruzen and Branches, Kyobunkwan.
The Imperial Hotel Book Store, Mitsukoshi 
The Oriental Economist 
Azakaini & Co.. London
The Columbia University Press, New YorK 
Kelly and Walsh, Shanghai and Hongkong 
International Booksellers, Shanghcû 
Chinese American Pub. Co., Shanghai 
Thacker & Co., Bombay

ABOUT THIRTEEN 
HUNDRED PAGES, OCTAVO

the facts 
about

Japan, 
Manchou- 

kuo and 
China in 
forty-six 

closely but 
brightly written 

chapters
120 Pages of

Appendices

PRICE
In Japan, Manchoulrao and 

China....................... ¥15.00
In the United States of 

America ................  I 7.00
Elsewhere .................... 30/—

The French Bookstore, Peking 
H. A. Goddard, Sydney 
Akateeminen Kiriakauppa. Helsingfors 
J. H. de Bussy, Amsterdam 
G. Koeff & Co., Batavia 
The Oriental Bookstore, Tientsin 
Fratelli Treves, Rome 
Joseph Kiew Agency, Bangkok

Published by

THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN
The Osaka Building, H.biya Park, Tokyo
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Annual Events
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APPENDIX
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Thailand-Japan Air Service—Opening of 
new air route between Tokyo and Bang
kok, F< r Eastern terminus of inter
national air routes.

Thailand—The land of the white elephant, 
and its industries, national defense, 
education, etc.

The 2,600th Anniversary—Japan celebrates 
the 2,600th anniversary of the foundation 
of the Empire.

New power plants—The Tokyo Electric’s 
new power station on the Shinano River, 
said to be largest in the Far East.

Comfort kits—The comfort kit service 
department opened at department stores 
for convenience of soldiers’ families and 
friends.

Canton—Young Cantonese cooperating 
with the Japanese in rehabilitation of the 
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Prize winning photographs—Photographic 
Salon of Japan of 1939.

New movie stars of 1940

Manchoukuo—New Year celebration and 
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THE EUROPEAN WAR
By KENKICHI YOSHIZAWA

IN point of size the present European struggle is nothing like 
the last World War. Yet there is a possibility that its 

present scope may be considerably extended. Italy and the 
United States have so far stood aloof from the conflict, and the 
Soviet Union has only participated on an exceedingly small 
scale. But as the general situation becomes more tense it may 
not be safe to predict that the struggle will remain confined to 
its present limits.

This war did not come as a bolt from the blue ; nor is it 
anything like an accident. It is the logical and inevitable con
sequence from conditions which followed their course of develop
ment with inexorable force. The root cause of the present 
conflict must be traced to the World War of a quarter century 
ago. Technically speaking, the World War came to an end 
with the Versailles Treaty. But the European peace edifice 
brought forth upon this basis proved effective so far as and 
as long as the countries which imposed its terms could domi
nate by force or pressure the countries upon which the terms 
were imposed. But once their grip was relaxed the whole 
structure was bound to crumble. This was the inherent weak
ness of the Versailles Treaty and it was proved when Germany 
regained its power. It was for this reason that Hitler rose 
with the avowed intention of overthrowing the enforced terms
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of the Versailles Treaty and he was able to lead his country to 
its present position.

Hitler dealt the first blow at the peace structure when he 
renounced the armament restrictions. This was in 1935, two 
years after he had set up the Nazi régime. The second blow 
was the remilitarization of the Rhineland. Germany had been 
forbidden either to send troops within fifty kilometres of either 
side of the Rhine or to fortify the same area. But under the 
Nazi régime this restriction was thrown aside. This violation 
of the Versailles Treaty was made under the impact of the mutual 
aid pact that France and the Soviet Union concluded in 1936. 
France found this pact attractive because of her fear of German 
retaliations. The Soviet Union, for its part, had reason to be 
apprehensive of Germany’s growth under the leadership of a 
man who made little secret of his intentions toward Communism 
in his book, Mein Kampf. Moreover, Hitler had on more than 
one occasion declared that in his lifetime his country would settle 
its score with Russia. It was not surprising, therefore, that 
France and the Soviet Union fell into each other’s arms. Ger
many, however, considered their mutual assistance pact a viola
tion of the spirit of the Versailles Treaty and retaliated by 
occupying the Rhineland.

The third and fourth blows were the annexation of Austria 
in 1938 and the acquisition of the Sudeten district in the autumn 
of the same year. The latter issue was accomplished when the 
leaders of Britain, France, Italy, and Germany met in council at 
Munich and reached an understanding. As a matter of fact, if 
Hitler’s demands had been rejected then there would have been 
war. Britain and France were averse to this, especially when 
the issue did not directly involve their own interests, but only 
those of Czechoslovakia. At the same time, Germany was no 
more disposed to fight on this occasion than were France and 
England, and had these two Powers displayed sufficient deter
mination at Munich they might well have succeeded in gaining 
their point. France had a mutual aid pact with Czechoslovakia 
but had no intention whatever of implementing it at that time.
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When the Sudeten issue was settled, Hitler said that this 
was the last territorial demand Germany would make in Europe. 
And this assertion was accepted at its face value by both Cham
berlain and Daladier. But in March of that year, only six months 
later, Hitler made Bohemia and Moravia a German protectorate 
and Slovakia a German vassal state. This was the fifth blow 
dealt at the Versailles structure and in sheer boldness of concep
tion surpassed anything that either Chamberlain or Daladier 
could have imagined. Britain and France have always looked 
upon the Versailles Treaty as the only instrument by which the 
peace of Europe can be maintained on their own terms, and 
therefore guarded it jealously. When this mainstay of their 
peace structure was given five successive sledge-hammer blows 
they realized that the sword of Damocles hung over their heads. 
Their hope was then to secure the diplomatic encirclement of 
Germany.

This was attempted by trying to enlist the support of the 
countries surrounding Germany. The new front against Hitler 
began with Poland. Since this country held parts of the former 
German Empire and cut off East Prussia from the homeland by 
the Corridor, it was regarded as the next German objective. 
Britain and France, therefore, concluded mutual assistance pacts 
with Poland, thinking that such measures would certainly forestall 
any German thrust in that direction. That the plan was in
complete and that Poland ran too many risks was only proved 
by what happened later. Meanwhile, Britain and France suc
ceeded in their encirclement plans by taking Greece, Turkey, and 
Rumania into their fold. Since Rumania is rich in agricultural 
resources and petroleum, its inclusion in the encirclement plan 
was hailed as an outstanding diplomatic victory.

But the encirclement of Germany was not complete without 
the Soviet Union. Moscow’s participation was most important 
because this, from a geographical standpoint, would be the 
most effective check to any German advance into Poland since 
both Britain’ and France were too far from the scene of opera
tions. From April to August, 1939, the British Government

3
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negotiated with the Kremlin for such a political understanding. 
When these negotiations broke down, Britain proposed a mili
tary agreement instead, indicating a drastic departure from its 
previous diplomatic policy. In less than three weeks after the 
proposal was made the Soviet-German Non-Aggression Pact 
was concluded. Not only Britain and France but the world 
were electrified by the announcement of the conclusion.

It was subsequently learned that Moscow had been ne
gotiating with Berlin while it was dealing with the British 
Government, and in the last moment took the world by sur
prise with a diplomatic coup at the expense of Britain. 
Germany’s hand was materially strengthened by this under
standing. Immediately German diplomacy toward Poland 
demanded plebiscites in the Free City of Danzig and in the 
Polish Corridor. When Poland, presumably emboldened by 
Anglo-French assurances, rejected the German demand, a state 
of war ensued as of September i, 1939, between Germany and 
Poland. Britain and France, by virtue of their treaty obliga
tions with Poland, declared war on Germany on September 2, 
but proved in practice utterly incapable of providing any 
succour for Poland which, after eighteen days of fighting, was 
removed from the map of Europe. The completeness of the 
German military victory was only matched by its swiftness. 
Yet it was in reality Russia’s support that made this sudden 
and swift victory possible, and it is not an exaggeration to say 
that this was “ Stalin’s war.”

Thus began the present European conflict. As far as 
developments to date indicate, none of the belligerents seems 
fully determined to force the issue to a decision. Even if 
determined enough, they seem hesitant to take decisive action. 
Germany seems least enthusiastic of all, with France second, 
while Britain strikes us as most seriously engaged in the 
contest. More than once Germany has made peace overtures, 
among which not the least important was the proposal for an 
Anglo-German alliance. Nevertheless, due allowance should 
be made of the fact that these German peace bids are in good
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measure for domestic consumption, and such gestures are no 
doubt necessary since the German people too well recall the 
last war and are not anxious to plunge into another. They had 
to be convinced that a fight was necessary.

All of these German peace overtures were doomed to 
failure because they were based on the presupposed condition 
of ceding Poland to Germany, or at least the acquisition of 
Danzig and the Corridor. That Britain and France could 
never retreat to such a premise was a foregone conclusion. On 
the other hand, the minimum peace terms that the Allies would 
consider would necessarily postulate the return of Poland and 
Czechoslovakia to the status quo ante. This means that when 
Germany made its peace gesture, it took its position on just as 
impossible grounds as when Britain and France countered them 
with their own demands. That nothing can be expected from 
either suggestion is only too evident.

Such being the case, this war, with all hopes to the con
trary, is evidently bound to become a protracted struggle. In 
Parliament Chamberlain declared that Britain would prepare 
for a three years’ war at least, and Hitler must no doubt have 
prepared for no shorter a contest. Since a prolonged struggle 
means an economic war, superiority in economic power will 
prove the decisive factor in the end. The conclusion is that 
Britain and France, which seem well equipped to endure the 
strain of economic warfare, will prove no mean adversary for 
Germany to overcome. Moreover, the general belief is that 
Germany has not fully recovered from the economic effects of 
the last war, and although this is also true of the Allies, it 
is to a less severe degree. Taking this into consideration, it 
must be admitted that Germany is fighting under a material 
handic . although allowance has to be made for the admirable 

of ingenuity and endurance of the German people. Again 
jn and France possess numerous overseas colonies from 

vmch they can draw supplies, and they apparently have a firm 
friend in the United States, one of the world’s greatest producers 
of materials. This friendly supporter, moreover, now has
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better facilities for aiding Britain and France, having revised its 
neutrality legislation so as to open its ports to countries which 
can afford to accept the “ cash and carry ” terms. Just how 
Germany intends to overcome these handicaps is not yet 
known. In any event, Germany has no doubt explored fully 
the possibilities of securing supplies from the Soviet Union. 
But it is not known to what extent the Soviet Union is in 
a position to give Germany effective assistance in this form. 
Because of this pressing situation, it is rumoured that Germany 
will enter Holland and establish advance bases of operations 
against England there. The advantages of such a position are 
only too obvious, but so far these rumours have not been 
substantiated. Germany may well be hesitating to undertake 
such a step for fear of arousing the United States and all 
other neutrals which might undertake some form of economic 
retaliation for the violation of Holland’s frontiers.

Economic assistance from the Soviet Union has not ap
parently been what Germany expected when the war broke out. 
In this respect, it might be said that Russia holds the most 
strategic position in the present war. Just what course this 
enigmatic Power will pursue is about as unpredictable as the 
volte-face which resulted in the Non-Aggression Pact with 
Germany.
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FUTURE RELATIONS BETWEEN 

JAPAN AND CHINA

By NAOTAKE SATO

fpWO and one half years have passed since hostilities broke 
I J. out between Japan and China. Both countries have paid
I enormous sacrifices. Japan has lost thousands of men and
] spent billions of yen, but the nation is solidly united in con-
| structing the New Order in East Asia. China’s anti-Japanese
I policy has in turn cost her millions of lives and vast territory
(which is now occupied and controlled by Japan. The anti- 

Japanese Kuomintang Government, now reduced to a mere 
provincial administration, has taken up its headquarters in 

I Szechwan Province in the hinterland from whence it still pur
sues a desultory military campaign.

j Viewed objectively, it would now appear that the China
) affair has reached a stage where there is a limit to much further 

Japanese expansion of military operations, while at the same 
time it has become absolutely impossible for China to emerge 
victorious. If this be the case, the time has certainly come for 
both Japan and China to weigh the outcome of the affair calmly 

| and pass philosophical judgement on the future of East Asia.
The sacrifices on both sides have been too heavy to warrant 
any patched-up policy on the part of either party.

i Up to the present moment the New Order has not been
| precisely defined. Some interpret it in a narrow sense, imply-
| ing that it is a plan whereby the positions occupied by the
) Western Powers in East Asia are to be replaced by Japan.
I Others, however, give the idea a much broader interpretation,
j They agree with the narrow versionists that East Asia is for the 
i East Asiatics, but they are broadminded enough to recognize
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the interests of Westerners in East Asia so long as the existence 
of the peoples in this area is not threatened, and are accordingly- 
willing to proceed along the lines of the Open Door and Equa
lity of Opportunity. The writer agrees with this latter view. 
While fully contending that the Orient should be for the Orien
tals, it is but natural that a too narrow interpretation of this 
view would shut the Orient off from much of the outside world 
from which it is possible to derive many benefits in economic 
intercourse. Considered in this light, it would be the height 
of folly to pursue a purely exclusionist policy in East Asia at 
the risk of exclusion from other parts of the world. Yet the 
writer is thoroughly opposed to the unconditional opening of 
East Asia so as to make the Open Door and Equality of Oppor
tunity an absolutely inflexible doctrine by which to govern the 
affairs of this region. There are some indispensable conditions 
for a nation to maintain its existence, and Japan claims priority 
in satisfying the minimum indispensable conditions for her 
national existence. There is no reason whatever why the 
conditions essential for national existence should be completely 
contingent upon a set of rules which is primarily for the benefit 
of other non-Asian Powers which have only a secondary interest 
in this part of the world.

Although Japan is a signatory of the Nine-Power Treaty, 
important changes have taken place since that agreement was 
drafted. The rise of economic nationalism has run counter to 
the principles of this treaty, and it is little wonder that Japan 
has become dissatisfied with its terms, since the principles of the 
Open Door and Equality of Opportunity have vanished from 
practically every part of the world. Everywhere foreign com
merce threatens to become exclusive and discriminatory. In 
some cases it would appear that no discrimination is actually 
made against any foreign country, but the tariffs are so cleverly 
manipulated that merchandise from any particular country can be 
accorded discriminatory treatment. Viewed in this light, Japan 
can hardly agree to the preservation of a system in China which 
has ceased to be observed elsewhere, especially when that region
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is essential for the satisfaction of the conditions necessary for 
her national existence.

The question naturally arises : What are the essential con
ditions for Japan’s national existence ? It is difficult to give a 
definite reply in such brief space, but the essential conditions 
will certainly include an adequate supply of such resources as 
iron, coal, and oil, and such agricultural products as raw cotton 
and wool, as well as power resources and communication and 
transportation facilities. There are also essential conditions for 
China’s own national existence. In developing these resources 
and managing these enterprises, botlxjapan and China—not 
necessarily Japan alone—must claim priority before the 
Western Powers, though the principle of the Open Door and 
Equality of Opportunity may be applied to the management of 
other less vital enterprises.

In those economic fields, however, where Japan and China 
claim priority, Japan should limit her claims to a minimum 
without being so greedy as to grasp things beyond her legiti
mate wants and capacity. In undertaking such enterprises 
where Japan claims priority, there is no need either to exclude 
the participation of foreign capital, unless national defence is 
jeopardized. In any case, it is necessary to make clear that 
Japan and China are masters of the Far East and that the West
ern Powers are guests.

This argument is certainly counter to the stipulations of the 
Nine-Power Treaty, but developments in East Asia since 1922 
have made it necessary for the provisions of that pact to be 
completely readjusted to conform more closely with the fact 
that Japan and China are now the actual masters of the Far 
East.

Turning to the question of the Kuomintang’s anti-Japanese 
policy, it is obvious that this has only led China to incredible 
hardships and served the people no useful purpose. General 
Chiang Kai-shek has a claim to greatness in the fact that he 
achieved some form of unity in warlord-ridden China, but he 
committed an irrevocable blunder in basing his national

9
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unification upon an anti-Japanese policy. At the same time, 
however, Japan must not lay all the blame at the doors of 
Chiang Kai-shek for the rise of this anti-Japanese sentiment 
which he sought to capitalize. We must not overlook the 
shock which the Manchurian incident may have given to the 
Chinese people as well as the extension of Japanese influence 
into North China which no doubt served to stimulate further 
Chinese sentiment.

Even before the outbreak of the Manchurian incident, 
Japan suffered from frequent boycotts which materially impaired 
the development of Japanese interests. The means employed 
by the Chinese in their anti-Japanese movement were often im
proper and in some cases even inhuman, at which Japanese 
feelings ran high. But even in these cases Japan should reflect 
upon her own attitude. Japan must be fully entitled to lodge 
protests with the Chinese Goverment when wrong lies on the 
Chinese side, but she has to assume partial responsibility for the 
Chinese byocott against her, if her high-handed way of dealing 
with the Chinese Government needlessly stimulated Chinese 
sentiments. Be that as it may, the cumulative effect of these 
circumstances appeared in Chiang Kai-shek’s out and out anti
Japanese policy which in turn led to the present hostilities. 
China has gained nothing thereby. And Japan, too, has paid 
dearly. It will be no easy task to restore order in this chaotic 
situation and lay the foundation of a lasting peace, but it is 
incumbent upon both Japan and China to reflect upon their own 
attitudes in the past and devote their energy to reconstruction.

So long as Chiang Kai-shek’s anti-Japanese policy is con
tinued, Japan must fight to crush it. Japan wants China to 
reverse this attitude and co-operate with her, and peace can 
never be restored until this is done. Therefore, it might be 
argued that if China reconsiders her stand, there is a basis upon 
which peace can be negotiated with Chiang Kai-shek. It so 
happens, however, that General Chiang is in no position to 
change his anti-Japanese course, since he has compromised 
himself too fully with the Communists and the Soviet Union.

io
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On the other hand, Mr. Wang Ching-wei, who jointly 
ruled China with Chiang Kai-shek, taking charge of civil affairs 
as Vice-President of the Kuomintang and concurrently as 
Chairman of the Central Political Council, while Chiang took 
charge of military affairs, has seceded from the Chungking 
Government and announced his desire to co-operate with 
Japan. It is quite likely, however, that should Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei succeed in organizing a new Chinese government in 
co-operation with Japan that General Chiang Kai-shek will 
continue in his anti-Japanese campaign and the war will go on. 
Hostilities then will merely assume a new form, but Japan 
must be grimly determined to fight on until this anti-Japanese 
attitude is abandoned.

It is to be hoped, of course, that some steps can be made 
toward settling the China affair with the establishment of a 
new government under Mr. Wang, which will also form a 
corner-stone for the New Order. If it is to become a central 
government worthy of the name, it is essential for this new 
administration to win the confidence of the Chinese people. 
And to win such national confidence, Mr. Wang will find it 
absolutely necessary to safeguard the sovereignty and territorial 
integrity of China. He must also take every precaution to 
avoid the appearance that China is a vanquished country as a 
result of the hostilities. In other words, he must positively 
refuse to consider territorial cessions or the payment of in
demnities. There should be no difficulty in arriving at such a 
settlement, for Japan has clearly indicated that she wants 
China’s co-operation, not China’s submission. This attitude 
was set forth in Premier Konoye’s statement of December 22, 
1938, by which Mr. Wang fully understood Japan’s real inten
tions. It led to his secession from Chungking and his devotion 
to the cause of establishing a new central government. Such 
being the case, it is imperative that Japan should abide faith
fully by her statement.

In addition, however, to China’s co-operation after the 
suppression of the anti-Japanese policy of Chiang Kai-shek
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which precipitated the current hostilities, Japan has a few more 
requests to make of China for the termination of the China 
affair. They are the recognition of Manchoukuo, co-operation 
between Japan and China against the Comintern, and economic 
co-operation between the two countries. With regard to this 
third point, the writer insists that such economic co-operation 
should be limited to what Japan requires for her national 
existence, and within such limits China should give Japan 
preference in the development of certain economic fields. But 
no attempt should be made on the part of Japan to monopolize 
the entire economic field of China. Furthermore, any attempts 
to compromise the independence of China under the cloak of 
economic co-operation must be strongly deprecated. Other
wise, Japan will fail to win the all-important confidence of the 
Chinese masses, while the new central government will become 
a mere puppet administration. Such a government can carry 
no authority with the Chinese people. It will not be recognized 
by the foreign Powers, nor will it be instrumental in restoring 
peace and order. In all this activity, the Konoye statement 
must be the guiding principle for the disposal of the China 
affair. Mr. Wang Ching-wei has launched his drive for peace 
and national salvation in response to this statement, and his 
confidence must not be betrayed.

Mention must also be made of the interests of the foreign 
Powers in China. The economic co-operation which Japan 
seeks with China is perfectly compatible with these interests 
except for that part of the Japanese programme which covers 
the indispensable conditions necessary fot Japan’s national ex
istence. When strategic necessity demands, the exercise of 
foreign rights and interests in China will be suspended, regard
less of the protests that may be forthcoming. In such cases 
those rights and interests must be returned to their original 
beneficiaries, the Chinese.

Lasting peace can never be established between nations 
where one possesses a superiority complex. The writer there
fore counsels the Japanese nation to discard all its prejudices

12
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which it has held toward the Chinese since the Sino-Japanese 
War of 1894-95 and to fraternize with them upon an equal 
footing. The Chinese nation must also give up its prejudices 
toward the Japanese. When this form of reconciliation is 
effected, peace will return to East Asia and the construction of 
the New Order will really be under way. It is no exaggeration 
to say that this is the only way by which mutual friendship and 
prosperity can be attained between the two countries.

There is, unfortunately, strong opposition to this conten
tion. It is based in part on the heavy sacrifices Japan has paid 
since the outbreak of the hostilities. Sections of Japanese 
opinion assert that such leniency toward China would not be 
consistent with the sacrifices Japan has made. This may be a 
plausible argument which would be subscribed to by the be
reaved families who have lost their members during the war, 
but would the souls of those Japanese who fell victims to such 
a gigantic conflict repose in peace by being satisfied with 
material compensations such as territory and indemnities ?

We already have too good an example of a peace treaty 
imposed under duress. Where is the Versailles settlement 
today ? War is raging over Europe only twenty years after the 
conclusion of this treaty. And Japan, too, started fighting with 
China again only six years after the Manchurian incident. 
Should we start a third war with China within six years of the 
termination of the current hostilities, we would have no word 
of apology for the souls of the war dead. We cannot afford to 
seek a patched-up, short-sighted peace with China. Instead we 
must strive to build up a lasting peace between the two 
countries by settling the basic misunderstandings through 
channels other than armed force.

Japan is now faced with the most critical problems she 
ever tackled. She must not only dispose of the China affair, 
but must also adjust her relations with the foreign Powers. If 
the Government strictly adheres to the principles and the spirit 
of the Konoye statement, the Chinese nation will realize the 
futility of keeping up its anti-Japanese resistance, while the
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United States will undoubtedly reconsider its attitude toward the 
abrogation of the 1911 Treaty of Commerce and Navigation. 
If Japan’s fundamental attitude toward China contains nothing 
designed to compromise the independence and territorial in
tegrity of that country, her claim to priority in the management 
of certain enterprises will be of secondary importance and will 
hardly justify the existence of a non-treaty situation between 
Japan and the United States. Moreover, if relations with China 
are adjusted amicably, Great Britain and France, now engrossed 
in the European War, will wash their hands off Far Eastern af
fairs for the time being. What remains for Japan is to adhere 
to the Konoye statement and to persist in the policy announce- 
ed by Premier Abé of keeping aloof from the European War.

Japan may find a good lesson in an article, as reported by 
Domei, by Mr. Walter Lippman in the New York Herald-Tribune 
of November 50, 1939, which points out that rapprochement with 
the Soviet Union would prove a dangerous policy for Japan. 
Mr. Lippman also states that

Japan would find a more attractive and safer alternative by turning 
to the United States who undoubtedly would be willing to meet Japan 
halfway in the general efforts to establish a genuine new order in Asia. 
Though some Americans would object, the majority would support a 
project of peace in China, which, while restoring China’s sovereignty, 
would recognize Japan’s special position.

Now that the United States has abrogated the 1911 Treaty in 
protest against Japan’s action in China, it cannot be expected 
for the time being at least that Japan should turn to the United 
States. But the fact remains that Japan has never stood aloof 
from America ; on the contrary, the United States has deliberate
ly disassociated itself from Japan.

If the United States is prepared to make mutual conces
sions and co-operate in the general efforts toward the recon
struction of the new East Asiatic order and is willing to re
cognize Japan’s special position in China with China’s sover
eignty restored, as stated by Mr. Lippman, there is certainly a 
favourable change in American opinion. As a matter of fact,
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Japan wants only a minimum special position necessary for 
safeguarding her national existence in the sovereign state of 
China, and an understanding with the United States regarding 
such an issue might eventually be reached. But what is special
ly required at the present moment is for Japan to follow a path 
of justice and fairness along the lines of the Konoye statement, 
while the United States on its own part should abandon its 
anti-Japanese prejudices and give sympathetic consideration to 
the New Order.
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SHOZO MURATA: SHIPPING MAGNATE

By BARON RYUTARO FUKAO

WHEN Shozo Murata, President of the Osaka Shosen 
Kaisha, was offered the portfolio of Commerce and 

Industry in the cabinet being formed by Baron Hiranuma, many 
people in Tokyo were surprised. And they were further 
surprised when Murata, shortly after the Hiranuma Cabinet 
came into being, was appointed a member of the House of 
Peers. Few recalled that while the Konoye Cabinet was in 
power Murata had been offered the important post of President 
of the North China Development Company, and that he had 
declined, just as he declined the cabinet offer. His friends 
consider that his nomination as a member of the Upper House 
is a fitting public recognition of his outstanding position in 
Osaka financial circles and of the growing financial and political 
importance of that city, while at the same time they consider 
his refusal of the cabinet offer to be only in keeping with what 
they know of him. For he has often said, “ One should never 
undertake anything one is not confident of ; at least I never do. 
I hate to be a figure-head.” It is not surprising, therefore, 
that he turned down offers to work in a field to which he was 
little attracted. Moreover, he knows that his foster-child, the 
Osaka Shosen Kaisha, is now at a very important stage of 
growth—the stage of transition from adolescence to maturity. 
And that means the company needs him. It is patent also, to 
those who have followed his career, that the importance he 
attaches to his own position as a leader in the shipping world 
outweighs the attractions of a ministerial post or the presidency 
of a semi-official corporation.

With this man, who has amazed Tokyo people with his
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sudden emergence into the limelight, the present writer has 
been on intimate terms for more than forty years ; few perhaps 
can claim a better knowledge of the man or his career in the 
business with which he has grown up. As a child Murata had 
to put up with plenty of hardships. His father died when he 
was quite young and the family was left in such straitened 
circumstances that he was not able to pay his middle school 
fees beyond the third year. He had to leave school, but he 
continued studying on his own. He went to the public library 
every day, and in the following year sat for the higher com
mercial school entrance examination. He passed successfully 
in the face of strong competition, thus entering the higher 
school a year earlier than the regular middle school student. 
The Murata family fortunes were very little improved, however, 
and he had to teach English at the local Y.M.C.A. night school 
in order to pay his way.

But Murata, although he had to struggle so early in his 
life, never became morose, as is the case with so many boys 
under similar circumstances. He was always cheerful and out 
for all the enjoyment he could get. He was a good sportsman 
and managed to get on the school rowing crew, eventually 
becoming stroke. The present writer, who was coxswain of 
the opponent boat at the time, can recall vividly what a good 
race he used to row. In 1900, at the age of twenty-two, he 
graduated from the school and immediately entered the Osaka 
Shosen Kaisha. That company, although the second largest 
shipping enterprise in the country, was capitalized, at the time, 
at a modest ¥ 5,500,000, and was operating only a coastal ser
vice. But Tokugoro Nakahashi, who became president of the 
company about two years before Murata entered the company 
—and still later Minister of Education—had plans for a major 
expansion of the company’s activities. One of his projects was 
for the development of navigation on the Yangtze River, 
China’s main artery of trade and communication, and he was 
looking for some one to send to Chungking, which was then 
the most important commercial centre in the Chinese interior.
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Young Murata was chosen for the job, and in 1905, accompanied 
by two colleagues who were even younger than himself, he left 
Japan for the Szechuan capital.

The Yangtze River of those days was closed to steam 
navigation above Ichang. Some small steam-powered craft 
designed by a Britisher named Archibald Little and two British 
gunboats, the Woodcock and the Woodlark, had made trial trips 
up river from Ichang, but the boats plying between that city 
and Chungking were still hauled by man power, with intervals 
of sailing. It generally took thirty-five to forty days to cover 
the 350 mile course, so it was with good reason that Chungking 
was called the furthest place within the nearest distance. Murata 
stayed there for about one year and a half, making visits from 
time to time to important places in the province of Szechuan 
and thus familiarizing himself with the country that was to be a 
background for his business plans in later years.

The future president of the O.S.K. next turned his attention 
to North America. As a result of arrangements made with the 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad, the company 
inaugurated a North American service with Tacoma as the 
terminal port. The Tacoma Maru was commissioned in 1909 as 
the first ship to serve on this run, and at the same time Murata 
was chosen to represent his company in the United States where 
he went the following year. He set up offices in Chicago, 
from where he handled all his company’s business over a period 
of some years. From Chicago he returned to the company’s 
head office in Osaka and in 1914 was made chief of its Deep 
Sea Service Section. The World War broke out soon after
wards, and Murata was one of the first to foresee the beneficial 
effect it would have on Japan’s shipping industry. He proved 
himself a valuable man to his company in the years that followed 
and in 1920 was appointed managing director, while later in 
the same year he accompanied Keijiro Hori, president of the 
Osaka Shosen Kaisha, to Geneva, where the International 
Labour Conference was being held.

Upon his return from the Geneva Conference he found the
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shipping business suffering from the effects of the world 
depression. He met this difficult situation by launching a 
progressive policy. Surplus shipping, instead of being left 
lying idle, was put to work on new commercial routes of which 
the first were those to the South Seas, the Philippines, Bombay 
and Calcutta. Then in 1926 the East Africa service was 
inaugurated ; so that for the first time in the history of the 
Japanese merchant marine vessels flying the Rising Sun flag 
were found plying between Osaka and Mombasa, Zanzibar, 
Beira and Lourenço Marques. This line, by the way, has now 
been extended to take in ports on the West Coast of Africa, all 
the way round to Dakar.

When this shipping service to Africa was started Japan 
was practically unknown to the people of that continent. It 
was partly to help dispel this ignorance of Japan and partly to 
help remedy a situation in which Japanese nationals were denied 
the same treatment as Europeans that Murata started the service. 
He realized that the most effective way of bringing about a 
better understanding of Japan and her people was to provide 
an object lesson in the form of an efficient cargo service and 
was fully prepared to operate at a loss, if necessary, for the first 
ten years. Actually, however, the new service was out of the 
red within two years, and today it is one of the most profitable 
operated by the company. Where only one vessel a month 
was sufficient, four are now in regular operation ; while the 
value of export goods carried every year has risen from ¥1,- 
500,000 to ¥30,000,000. The African service moreover proved 
effective in winning recognition in that part of the world for 
Japan and Japanese ability. Good work in this connection 
was done right from the beginning by Captain Katsuye Mory 
of the Canada Maru, the first vessel to be put on the line. 
Captain Mory, who had the happy knack of making friends 
easily, was soon on excellent terms w’ith the Governor of 
Uganda and other important officials ; he was aided too by 
Consul Sakaye Yamasaki, then at Capetown, and by other 
Japanese who had been equally sensible of the discriminatory
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treatment meted out to them. Murata, who had been the chief 
sponsor of the new shipping service, was able, before long, to 
look back with pride on the change it had helped to bring 
about in the status of his fellow-countrymen.

In 1929 he became Vice-President of the company. An 
outstanding development of the following period was the 
inauguration of a fast freight service between Japan and New 
York. The first of the present fleet of six fast motor vessels 
now on this run was placed in service in 1930 and on its maiden 
voyage covered the distance between Yokohama and New York 
in twenty-five days and seventeen hours. The same voyage up 
till then had taken from thirty-five to forty days. Once again 
the Osaka Shosen Kaisha had been pioneers, this time in a field 
that was later entered by such lines as the Kokusai Kisen, the 
Mitsui Kisen, the Kawasaki Kisen, the N. Y. K. and the Dollar 
Steamship Company.

While he was Vice-President, however, Murata was guilty 
of one miscalculation. This happened in 1932 when the ship
ping business of the country was at a very low ebb, mainly 
because of the world depression, partly because of the anti
Japanese boycott in China, and also partly because of the con
servative policy of the Government. Murata not only stopped 
advance in the pay rates, but also cut extra allowances and 
retirement allowances, and in some cases even provisions. But 
despite these slashes in expenditure the company’s deficit con
tinued to increase. Murata began to have nightmares in which 
he saw his men being discharged one after another and the 
company going bankrupt ; though had he known it the O. S. K. 
was faring little worse than the Nippon Yusen. It was at that 
time that he hit upon the idea of a merger with the N. Y. K. 
He saw Kenkichi Kagami, President of that company, and put 
forward a plan aimed mainly at a fusion of the two companies’ 
branch offices in foreign countries, at purchasing materials on a 
joint basis, and at an adjustment of service routes. The plan 
fell through because of Kagami’s opposition to joint operation 
in the shipping business and because of his conviction that the
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shipping of this country should be made government-owned. 
It was unlike Murata to make such an apparently impracticable 
attempt ; but perhaps, though fully acquainted with Kagami’s 
ideas, he had been hoping against hope that he would be suc
cessful. Be that as it may, it was just as well that he failed to 
bring about the merger, for what seemed like a misfortune 
turned out to be a blessing in disguise ; the shipping business 
took a turn for the better in the following year and has never 
looked back since.

In 1934 Murata succeeded Keijiro Hori as President of the 
company. He was far-seeing enough to have new ships laid 
down even in the depression years, with the result that a series 
of modern cargo vessels has been coming out of the company’s 
shipyards at a cost per unit that seems ridiculously low today. 
The latest addition to the company’s commercial fleet was the 
Argentina Maru which is to serve on a round the world route 
via South America. She has just returned from her maiden 
voyage to South America where her luxurious equipment and 
fast speed won general approval. The company has announced, 
moreover, that her sister ship, the Brazil Maru will soon be 
completed. And besides expanding its own merchant fleet the 
Osaka Shosen has been extending its influence through acquisi
tion of a controlling block of shares in the Kokusai Kisen and 
the Kawasaki Kisen, hitherto independent companies.

A remarkable thing about the Osaka Shosen has been the 
willingness of its employees to work for comparatively low 
wages or salaries. But this is only one aspect of their loyalty 
to the company, which they would like to see the equal of the 
Nippon Yusen Kaisha. They have already had the satisfaction 
of seeing the O. S. K. shares outstrip those of the N. Y. K. in 
value on the stock exchange, and are prouder than ever of their 
President. Murata, since he became President, has found public 
duties of one sort and another making an increasing claim on 
his time. He is the same hard worker that he always was and 
just as conscientious as ever. He keeps himself well informed 
on every subject that might bear on the job in hand and quite
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evidently relishes extending his interests, not only in financial 
but also in political and military circles. His wide information 
and many contacts make him eminently worthy of his member
ship in the House of Peers.

Physically, Murata is lean and short of stature. But the 
eyes in his expressive face burn with an intensity expressive of 
the indomitable spirit that has got him where he is today. 
Unyielding in matters of business, he is, on the other hand, 
warm-hearted to a degree with his friends. Many suddenly 
orphaned children have found in Murata a kind advisor ; and 
he has helped, financially and otherwise, quite a few of the 
families of friends of his who have died unexpectedly. Even 
when he was young, and not earning very much, some of those 
who knew him found him a true friend in need. He has a 
positive genius for arranging successful marriages, and what is 
more, he periodically invites all the young couples he has 
brought together to a party, at which he gives them a little 
friendly counsel. He is as simple in his tastes as he is abstemi
ous in his habits. Even after he became President of the com
pany he stayed on for some time in the old hundred yen a 
month house he had been in for years, and when told that the 
house was neither his own nor worthy of the head of a concern 
capitalized at ¥100,000,000, he would reply that his family of 
four found it sufficient for their needs and that he saw no reason 
why he should live in an imposing mansion just because he had 
become chief man in the company. Significant, too, was his 
contention that if a man had to move into a bigger house just 
because he had risen to higher position, then he would have to 
move out of it and back to it when he left the job ; an idea that 
he could never find logical or attractive.

His only recreation is golf which he plays at the Ibaragi 
Golf Club of which he is now president. His handicap is 20 ; 
although this figure is more than anything else in the nature of 
a tribute to one of the club’s oldest and most active members. 
Throughout his life Murata has worked in the interests of the 
shipping business, convinced that it was at the same time an
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important factor in, and index of, the fortunes of his country. 
When the China affair broke out, he looked far ahead as usual 
and lost little time in organizing an autonomous shipping regu
lation league for control of the freight and charter markets and 
adjustment of shipping supply, thus anticipating the inevitable 
control measures of the Government and at the same time saving 
the shipping business from what would have been serious 
wartime handicaps.

Murata has thus grown up with the shipping business of 
the country. His position as its leader is moreover unchalleng
ed. His eventual retirement is nonetheless certain, the only 
question being when that will be. The present writer considers 
his retirement possible under the realization of two conditions, 
of which the first is the rise of Japan’s merchant fleet to at least 
second place in world ranking. Murata thinks Japanese in
dustry stands on firm ground and that its strength lies in the 
absence of a capitalist class such as exists, for instance, in 
Britain. Democracy in industry is how Murata describes the 
system existing in Japan, under which even a junior clerk may 
work his way up to be a company chairman. He is determined 
to utilize this system to the best possible advantage in develop
ing the business of which he is leader and will not rest satisfied 
until the Japanese shipping industry is at least second to that of 
Britain.

The second of the conditions under which his retirement 
is possible is his discovery of an able successor as President of 
the Osaka Shosen. Murata remembers the internal strife that has 
been the cause of weakening and often undermining big com
panies and wants to avoid anything like that in the Osaka Shosen. 
It is quite uncertain how soon these conditions will be satisfied, 
but judging from some remarks this captain of the shipping in
dustry has himself made, it is likely to be six or seven years more 
before he comes down from the bridge. And from the shipping 
business to what ? Most of his life his activities have been 
centred in Osaka, but of late he has had to spend more and 
more time in Tokyo, where his attendance in connection with
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control measures over industry has been increasingly in demand 
from official quarters. In view of his own attitude it seems 
likely that Tokyo’s political and financial circles will see more 
of him once he leaves the shipping business. He would be just 
the right man to bring about closer and more harmonious 
relations between the country’s two major centres, Tokyo and 
Osaka. And if only he could once be induced to assume some 
public rôle in this connection, there is every chance that in time 
he would be more favourably disposed toward entering some 
future cabinet.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CHINESE
j ARCHITECTURE

I By Chuta Ito

] j 4HE architecture of each country has its own special features,
j A but the buildings of no country are as quaint and fantastic
| as those of China. Adapted to the peculiarities of China’s 
j country, people, and history, Chinese architecture has developed 
| distinctly multifarious and polymorphic characteristics which set 
| it in a class by itself. Each period in the history of China’s 

development has contributed certain features to the building art 
I of the country, thereby setting certain architectural standards 
j which have been characteristic of each historical period.
t This is, of course, a type of development which is not peculiar
j to China alone. For example, in ancient Japan, the construction
j of Imperial Palaces dominated the architectural field of develop-
? ment. From the introduction of Buddhism down to the Muro-
J rnachi Period, the construction of Buddhist temples set the stan-
| dard of architecture. In the Momoyama and Yedo Periods, the 
j construction of Imperial edifices was again the dominating note, 
j while since the Meiji Period, the architectural talent of the nation

This article summarizes a section of a publication by the same author tentatively entitled 
Decorative Arts in Chinese Architecture, which is expected to appear in English in the near 
future. The Toho Bunka Gakuin (the Oriental Culture Institute), of which he is a mem
ber, was inaugurated in 1929 and has for its purposes the scientific and systematic study 
of Chinese culture, such as philosophy, literature, laws, arts, history, religion, etc., and 
the propagation of the results of such studies through lectures, publications and other 
means. Originally there was another institution of a similar nature in Kyoto and the two 
organigations worked together, but in 1938 they discontinued such callaboration. While 
working together, they published twenty-five works, Tokyo thirteen and Kyoto twelve, 
two of which won doctorates for the authors from Tokyo Imperial University.
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has been concentrated in the construction of public buildings. 
In China, however, with certain exceptions, the construction of 
Imperial Palaces has consistently set the standard from earliest 
times. In most other countries religious architecture has been 
looked upon as the standard, leading to some of the world’s 
most beautiful buildings.

In Japan the Todaiji Temple at Nara was the most outstand
ing representative of Buddhist architecture ; in the Momoyama 
and Yedo Periods the Castles of Yedo, Osaka, Juraku, and 
Fushimi were the most magnificent buildings. And in the 
present age, the Imperial Diet Building may be regarded as the 
most impressive architectural achievement of modern Japan. 
The most beautiful building Italy has ever produced is the S. 
Pietro of Rome ; England’s highest achievement is St. Paul’s ; 
while India’s most impressive edifice is undoubtedly the Taj 
Mahal. These buildings are quite different from ordinary 
dwelling-houses in mode, construction, appearance, and treat
ment of decoration. They are primarily for religious purposes.

The principal aspects of Chinese architecture, on the other 
hand, are quite different. The most splendid and beautiful 
buildings through all ages have been the Imperial Palaces. They 
are far superior to the Buddhist temples, Taoist halls, and godly 
shrines. Many buildings have been modelled after these palaces, 
for there is no mode or style of architecture in China which may 
be called purely religious. If any Buddhist statues were installed 
in these palace-like buildings, the house would at once become 
a temple ; or if any Taoist statues were installed, it would im
mediately become a Taoist hall.

The greatest and most splendid building in all China is the 
Tai-hai Palace in Tzu-chin-cheng, Peking. It was the main 
Imperial Palace for the Ming and Ching Dynasties. It covers 
an area of 613 tsubo and is a little more than 90 shaku in height. 
It is far from being a gigantic structure, but it is nevertheless the 
greatest building in China. Another impressive edifice is the 
Lung-en Palace of Chang-ling, the most outstanding of the 
Imperial Mausoleums of the Ming Dynasty, situated in the north-
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ern suburbs of Peking. It covers an area of 5 80 tsubo. But it 
should be noted that scarcely any Buddhist temple, Taoist hall, or 
shrine, covers more than 400 tsubo.

Just why has Chinese architecture always been based upon 
the standards of Imperial Palaces ? Originally in China there was 
no religion in the strict sense of the word, and there was no 
possibility for a religious architecture to originate. Ancestor
worship may be looked upon as a primitive religion in ancient 
China, but the shrines for this purpose were built entirely in the 
style of Imperial Palaces. In Japan likewise, the shrines where 
we worship the Emperors and their ancestors are built after 
the style of Imperial Palaces. In ancient China ceremonies were 
performed to worship the objects of nature. On such occasions 
altars, without any buildings, were erected. Temporary en
closures were also built in Japan in ancient times to worship the 
dieties of heaven and earth. Thus in ancient China there was 
no special form of architecture developed for religious purposes. 
In all the fields of architecture, the imperial-palace style was used.

In later periods when godly shrines were built by Taoists, 
and still later with the appearance of Buddhist temples, the 
palace style of construction continued. The residence of the 
sovereign was, of course, the ranking palace. In China the 
Emperor was called the Son of Heaven and had absolute power 
to rule the world on behalf of Heaven. He was vested un
conditionally with the power of life and death, and in compen
sation for this privilege he was responsible for everything that 
occurred in the universe. For this reason what was most 
dreaded and most revered by the Chinese people was not a god 
or Buddha, but the Son of Heaven. Thus his palace was far 
superior to any other building in the country, and if there was 
any religion in ancient China, it would not be too much to say 
that it was emperor-worship. In view of this fact, the Em
peror’s Palace was considered the embodiment of architectural 
beauty and achievement, and thus its type of construction set 
a standard for the entire country.

The plan of primitive dwelling-houses in ancient China was
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merely an oblong or rectangular structure. Gradually, how
ever, it developed into several rectangular blocks. On either 
side of the main house a divisional block or wing was constructed. 
Each of these wings was attached by a corridor to the main 
building, so that the whole was symmetrically arranged. The 
method of construction subsequently made further progress, 
as is represented in the more complicated plans of the Imperial 
Palaces. Shrines and temples and various other kinds of build
ings were patterned after this style, but as a rule religious 
buildings were never large, being merely sufficient to meet the 
requirements necessary for the holding of religious services. 
The fundamental principle in all buildings was to arrange a 
number of rectangular houses on both sides of the main structure, 
connecting them with corridors. It was deemed appropriate 
that the main entrance should always face to the south.

It is customary with buildings for ceremonial or solemn 
purposes to arrange gates, corridors, and hallways in sym
metrical order. This is common to most countries, but in China 
it was a fundamental principle, which is still rigidly observed. 
The Chinese passion for architectural symmetry is indeed an 
interesting point. It would seem that this strict observance is, 
after all, derived from the tenets of Taoism. According to these 
doctrines, all things in the universe move in conformity with the 
five-element theory. These five elements originated from two 
basic elements, the positive and the negative, these forces in turn 
evolving from the absolute. In other words, the absolute is 
the centre of everything, from which the other elements emanate 
and are accordingly arranged on the right and the left. In 
architecture, the main building corresponds to the central 
absolute, while its wings are the positive and negative forces. 
This doctrine was also introduced to Japan, and was especially 
prevalent in the Nara Period. In the reign of the Emperor 
Kammu a splendid suite of Imperial Palaces was con
structed. The main hall in the outer enclosure was named Tai- 
kyoku-den (Absolute Mansion). On the south-eastern side was the 
Sô-ryu-rô (Blue Dragon Tower), while on the south-western side
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was the Lyak-ko-rô (White Tiger Tower). The former tower 
symbolized the positive force and the latter, the negative force. 
Each tower was connected with the main building by a corridor. 
Blue is the colour of the positive, while the dragon is a positive 
animal symbolizing the east. White is the colour of the negative, 
while the tiger is a negative animal symbolizing the west. In the 
inner enclosure of the main hall was the Sbi-shin-den, which 
symbolized the Polar Star. To the east of the front corridor 
there was a gate named the NiÆÆa-n/on (Sun Light Gate), 
representing the positive element. To the west there was 
another gate known as the Gekka-mon (Moon Light Gate), re
presenting the negative clement.

There arc many other similar examples to show the arrange
ment of buildings in this fashion. The absolute, the positive, 
and the negative are a trio, or trinity, from which, according to 
Chinese theory, the five elements and all other things may be 
comprehended. The following passage from Lao-tszc illus
trates this point : “ The Way produces one ; one produces two ; 
two produces three ; and three produces all things.”

It thus seems that the figure three is the sacred unit that 
governs Chinese civilization, and when considering Chinese 
architecture we find that the standard for the most part consists 
of the figure three, or multiples of three. According to regula
tions mentioned in Chon Li, for instance, it was ordained that the 
area of the capital of the country should be nine square ri ; the 
main roads nine in number ; the wall gates twelve in number, 
with a width of nine fatei. Each number, of course, is a multiple 
of the sacred three.

This idea of symmetry always appears in architecture and 
decorations. The decorative sign-boards hung at the entrances 
of common peoples ’ houses, the characters represented upon 
them that form antitheses, and the furniture arranged in reception 
halls, not to speak of the entrance decorations, such as flagstaffs 
and stone images of lions that are found in the Imperial Palaces 
and government offices—there is not a single instance where the 
display of symmetry is absent. There are, of course, some ex-

'Ihc Stone Cave Temple at Yun Kang near Tatung, Shansi Province, 
Discovered by the Author. Note the Conspicuous Ionian and 

Corinthian Influences.
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ceptions. In the plan of gardens and the arrangement of archi
tectural objects therein we find winding streams, a bridge, a 
perspective arbour or a kiosk in a picturesque position, or a 
meandering wall. All of these objects harmonize with towering 
rocks, their sharp points in equilibrium with the winding cor
ridors, breaking the symmetry at points. Yet as a whole it will 
be found that such exceptions from the rule maintain a certain 
balance of beauty. *

The external appearance of Chinese buildings is also unique 
and unequalled in the world. What attracts most attention is 
the roof line. Chinese roofs, as a general rule, are divided into 
four classifications : the tetra-style, the purlin roofs, the barge
roofs, and the hip-roofs. In each case, however, the lines are 
concave and curved. -At the eaves, except in the case of barge
roofs, the lines are turned up sharply at both ends. It is common 
also for the ridge line to be curved upward a little at both ends. 
Each end is always crowned with some sculptural ornament, and 
to the end of each hip a similar ornament is fitted. If the roof 
is double-hipped, the image of a tiny fantastic animal named 
kuei-lnng-t^u or chao-feng is fixed to the smaller hip. When 
the roof is fitted with complicated ornaments, the ridge, 
the sloping hips, and the corner hips are all adorned with gorge
ous pieces of sculpture. This adornment is often extended to 
the gables and sometimes to the walls. Azure stone tiles are 
used for high-class buildings, but the colour of roof tiles differs 
according to the classes of architecture. They are yellow, blue, 
green, azure blue, and purple. Occasionally tiles of different 
colours are used to cover the same roof, and in palace buildings 
or temples eddypatterns and arabesque tiles are frequently used. 
On the surface of each tile some ideographs or fantastic represen
tations of plants or animals are inscribed.

Such unique methods of roof covering have never been 
found in the West, and Westerners are often puzzled to under
stand the purpose of Chinese roof ornamentation. This type of 
architecture was brought over to Japan together with Buddhism. 
It was thoroughly adopted and subsequently modified. But 
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Chinese architectural principles never played such a dominant 
rôle in Japanese life, especially the keen desire for ostentation.

The origin of the method of hollow-faced roofing is not 
clear, but it is certain that this type of construction began at a 
very early period in Chinese history. One theory contends that 
the style was dervied from the lines of a tent, but this argument 
cannot be well supported. Perhaps certain geographical and 
religious factors had more to do with this style of roof than any
thing else. In Central and South China, where it is believed the 
style originated, the climate is warm, with a very hot summer 
season. There is also much rainfall with a high humidity, and 
the land is fertile and woody so that an abundant supply of 
timber was available. In view of these facts, we can imagine 
that the buildings in these districts needed protruding eaves, as 
in the case of Japan. Roofs with such long eaves had a straight 
outline in the primitive ages, but in the course of cultural develop
ment and greater proficiency in art, they acquired the hollow
faced form. If a house of rectangular plan is capped with 
a roof of rectilinear slopes with deep eaves, the roof will 
look too large and too heavy. If a curved outline is used, 
however, the roof will be less in volume and gain a greater ap
pearance of lightness. In order to have the rain run down 
swiftly the roof must be steep, but in order that there will be 
sufficient sunshine beneath the projecting eaves, the lines of the 
eaves must be high and elevated. To achieve both ends, the 
roof must be steep near the ridge with a more gentle slope near 
the bottom and with the eaves having an upward curve so as not 
to cut off the sunshine. This would seem to be the most satis
factory explanation for this unique type of roof line.

The main materials for the construction of buildings in 
ancient China were wood and clay. Clay was subsequently 
replaced by tiles . Later on stone was used as part of the material, 
along with metal, pottery, textiles, paint, and paper. The com
monest form of material is a mixture of wood and tiles. The 
all-stone building is limited to special purposes and is not in
tended for general use. Of course, both tiles and stone are
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used for some parts of all-wood buildings, and some of the 
fittings of tile buildings are wood. In special buildings, tiles 
alone are used, as in the case of the Wu-liang Palace.

There is also in China an architecture of grotto dwellings. 
These are found chiefly in Honan, Shansi, Shensi, and Kan
su. Such dwellings are made by digging a cave in the side of a 
steep cliff of loess, or yellow clay. It is easy to dig into this 
kind of material, and the clay or loess is sufficiently packed to 
prevent cave-ins. These cave dwellings are specially suitable 
where the climate is dry. In summer the cave is cool while in 
winter it is warm, and if the particular dwelling is found to be 
too small, it can easily be enlarged by digging further into the 
cliff.

In wooden dwellings much importance is attached to the 
pillars which support the roof. The roof and eave lines are also 
given much attention for they will determine whether or not the 
building will have a light and airy appearance. In the case of 
tile and stone structures, importance is attached to the walls. 
A house of this kind has the appearance of being sealed up. 
The caves are short and the roof corners are turned up only a 
little. As a result, the house looks firm and heavy. It is a very 
strange phenomenon that house of such heavy, solid appearance 
exist side by side with the lighter appearing dwellings. The 
accompanying illustration of the Hsiao Hsi Tien, a Buddhist 
temple on the north side of the Tai-i Pond in Peking, and the 
pavilion standing before it, shows the heaviness of the temple 
contrasted with the lightness of the pavilion. This is largely 
the result of the different kinds of materials employed in the two 
buildings.

It is probable that chuan (a kind of tile) were invented 
between the Hsia and the Yin dynasties. When building a wall 
with chuan, it is necessary to make arches at the openings. The 
exact date of the invention of the arch in China is not known, 
but it was probably between the Yin and the Chou dynasties. 
With its perfection, vaults were also probably constructed next 
to arches. This was possibly at the beginning of the Chou
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Dynasty, and if so, the use of such architectural methods had a 
very early origin in China.

According to the account of Marco Polo, the bridge which 
spanned the Yellow River in 1190 was 350 steps in length and 
18 steps in width. It had eleven arches and was supplemented 
by wooden bridges. There were 140 balusters and each of the 
main pillars was crowned with a lion’s statue one shaku in height. 
The space between the pillars was wainscotted with marble. 
The four main pillars at the approaches of the bridge were 
adorned with sculptured elephants. It is evident from his 
account that the use of arches in China had been thoroughly 
perfected for major construction purposes at that time. Other 
examples show that the entrances and windows of castle-gates 
and palaces, as well as bridges, employed arches from ancient 
times.

It is noteworthy that the ancient Chinese arches were not 
semi-circular in shape, but oval or parabolic. Just why this 
shape was preferred has never been determined ; perhaps the 
Chinese were influenced by similar parabolic arches which they 
may have seen in Western Asia, especially in Persia. It is pos
sible, too, that their dynamical conception of the arch coincided 
with that of the Persians. With the introduction of Moham
medan art after the Tang Dynasty, the Chinese style of arch 
construction underwent a gradual change, and it is possible that 
many of the arches built in China in this later period were wholly 
of foreign inspiration.

In wooden buildings the construction of the eaves presents 
the most important problem. In order to support heavy pro
truding eaves, the tou arch system was devised. This was a 
great invention and it was mentioned in the Analects of Con
fucius, a fact which would demonstrate that the technique had 
been perfected in the Chou Dynasty. The gate of the Sung-yo 
Palace in Honan and many sepulchral gates in Szechwan show 
certain traces of this method. There are also some pictures on 
the stone images in the Wushih Shrine and the Hsiao-tang-shan 
in Honan which suggest the ancient tou arches.
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Where wood and tile are used together, it is customary to 
erect wooden posts first and fill in the spaces between them with 
tiles. The posts are sometimes covered with tiles, but occa
sionally they are left exposed. Frequently just the outer sides 
of the posts are covered and the inner sides left uncovered. In 
most cases the front of such buildings is entirely of wood, with the 
sides and rear covered with tiles. In this type of architecture, 
the front of the building reveals the structure of the beam system, 
while the openings of the arches in the tile portion of the sides 
are also visible, giving the building a rather strange appearance 
with beams and arches co-existing.

If the posts are covered with tile they will often rot easily 
in damp districts. But this problem does not exist in the semi- 
arid regions of North China, where the author has found wooden 
posts thus covered preserved in perfect condition after more than 
two hundred years. It would seem, therefore, that tile walls 
with wooden frames were probably invented in the drier dis
tricts of the north.

It is generally conceded that the styles of architecture are 
dependent to a considerable degree upon the type of materials 
available. On the other hand, we cannot overlook the factors 
of taste and thd&ght. The building materials of China are for 
the most part wood, tile, and stone, and as a result the form of 
architecture differs with the type of material used. Neverthe
less, there is a consistent form which pervades all the types of 
construction found in China, whatever the materials may be. 
Here is how the characteristic tastes of the Chinese have been 
asserted in the unique architecture of their country.
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OVERSEAS TRADE AND COM
MERCIAL NEGOTIATIONS

Bj SHI KAO MATSUSHIMA

THE laissez-faire doctrine that trade is conducted because 
traders consider it profitable and thus does not require :

governmental support is still entertained in some quarters. In 
the past there was some basis for this contention, but today this 
argument has become incompatible with the economy of the |
state. Before the European War of 1914-1918 this opinion claim- J
ed a certain validity because the doors of all countries were kept |
open to commerce, and there were no restrictions or barriers |
against trade which was then conducted independently of 1
government control. There was no room for interference from }
above and when governments did attempt to interfere with the i
management of business this action raised serious political I
opposition. |

Before the last European War there was no government I
office in Japan having special charge of foreign trade. The ]
Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce did have a Commercial 1
Affairs Bureau with a section devoted to commerce and industry, 
but it was engaged more in the conduct of domestic commercial ■
affairs rather than in handling foreign trade matters. The 
Commercial Affairs Bureau of the Foreign Office has been in 
existence for some seventy years, but the members of its staff 
before the last European War were less than half the present 
number. Furthermore, they were charged with the task of *
handling matters relative to emigration and overseas enterprises, |
including the fisheries in the Maritime Province of Russian |
Siberia, along with the trade affairs which the present bureau |
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now manages.
But times have changed. The Ministry of Commerce and 

Industry now has a special trade bureau of its own. The 
Ministry of Overseas Affairs also handles trade problems 
concerning the overseas territories of the Empire, while the 
management of such key articles of commerce as raw silk and 
marine products are placed under the jurisdiction of the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Forestry. The promotion and protection of 
trade with foreign countries are among the problems within the 
jurisdiction of the Foreign Office. All branches of the Govern
ment now desire to have a share in the management of com
mercial activity, and the increased activity on the part of the 
Government in this direction motivated the decision to create a 
new Ministry of Foreign Trade.

There is no need here to go into the circumstances which 
have led to the present official interference with foreign trade. 
On all sides and in all countries the trend toward economic 
self-sufficiency has enforced all sorts of restrictions and erected 
all sorts of barriers. At first these restrictive measures were 
centred mainly upon articles of import while efforts were 
made to encourage export trade. But eventually there also 
developed a tendency to restrict exports as well, or to channel 
both imports and exports into certain categories which were 
deemed most advantageous to national economy. In such 
circumstances where governments restrict their trade in both 
directions, it has become necessary to enter into special negotia
tions in order to facilitate any kind of exchange at all.

It would seem at once inconvenient and unnatural that 
such negotiations should be required when ordinarily the law 
of supply and demand would govern commercial intercourse. 
But such are present world conditions, and Japan is no excep
tion to this rule. It follows, therefore, that the conduct of 
these commercial negotiations is now of utmost importance to 
the economic well-being of a state. It is impossible to gratify 
one’s desire to increase sales or purchases unless the other party 
is disposed to buy or sell. In order to bring about such
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favourable disposition, it is essential to make the other party 
recognize the merits of one’s products and demonstrate the 
advantage of such intercourse. But it often requires more than 
a mere presentation of the merits of one’s products to induce 
sales in these troubled days. This alone will often not complete 
a transaction, and it is often necessary to place the other party 
in such a position where he must agree to receive some of your 
commodities. In other words, nations must refuse to purchase 
certain goods from other nations unless they agree to purchase 
certain goods in return. The threat of such economic retalia
tion is a weapon which no nation today can afford to overlook.

Another method to foster trade under the adverse circum
stances of present-day restrictions is by offering some form of 
compensation as a reward for the purchase of one’s commodities. 
Needless to add, this method is preferable to that of retaliation, 
for this is only apt to provoke counter-retaliation on the part of 
the other party. But the method of compensation is also not 
without its difficulties, for it is not always possible to provide 
compensation which will be considered adequate by the other 
party, and compensation often injures a country’s own position. 
Both the methods of retaliation and compensation may imply 
sacrifices, and if these methods are to be used, nations must be 
prepared for the sacrifices which they are apt to entail. Such 
being the case, negotiations with foreign countries on trade 
matters frequently necessitate important domestic adjustments 
at the same time. To put it in another way, the authorities in 
charge of such foreign negotiations cannot expect them to be 
satisfactory unless such internal adjustments can also be made.

There is no doubt that the present trend toward trade 
restriction has gone much too far, and has reached a point 
where such restrictions are imposing too heavy sacrifices. Some 
nations today are actually restricting the importation of articles 
which they actually need merely with the view of selling 
luxuries. They put restrictions on the importation of such 
necessities as cotton cloth on the ground that other countries 
do not buy enough beef or wine from them. It is because one
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needs articles that one seeks to get them, but prevailing con
ditions are such that unreasonable restrictions are almost too 
numerous to enumerate. This is attributable to the fact that 
various governments are inclined to interfere in foreign trade 
arbitrarily without really appreciating the actual demands of 
their peoples, and it is only natural that the peoples in question 
are becoming restive under such unreasonable restrictions.

In her recent negotiations with foreign countries, Japan 
has had to face a number of cases in which unreasonable trade 
restrictions have been imposed. Japan is not always in a 
position to make the sacrifices which are demanded in order to 
achieve a satisfactory arrangement. In such cases it is imperative 
that the Government ascertain whether the measures taken by 
the other parties are reasonable or unreasonable from the stand
point of Japan’s own economic policy and economic well-being, 
and if other parties insist that their measures are reasonable, as 
they are naturally inclined to do, these facts cannot be kept 
from the people. When this country knows that the measures 
taken by other nations are unreasonable as viewed from the 
aforementioned standpoint, the people must know why they are 
being called upon to make sacrifices in order to overcome these 
difficulties.

On the other hand, those in charge of a government’s 
negotiations must bear in mind that the imposition of sacrifices 
upon the people should be undertaken only as a last resort, and 
that every effort must be taken to assure the success of negotia
tions without necessitating either side to make sacrifices.
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STUDIES IN BUDDHISM IN JAPAN

Bj REIMON YUKI

SPRINGING from the cultural background of India in the ;
sixth century B. C., Buddhism spread over a good part of 

Asia in the course of the next twelve centuries, thanks to the 
enthusiastic missionary activity of its believers. The propaga
tion of this faith followed two routes. To the north it was !
introduced into China by way of Central Asia, penetrating into 
Tibet, and spreading as far east as Manchuria, Korea,, and 
Japan. To the south Buddhism spread into Burma, biam, 
Annam, Borneo, and Java, with Ceylon as the centre of this ;
southern missionary activity. By the middle of the seventh 
century the faith embraced believers scattered over most of 
Asia, and the religion developed a distinct Buddhist culture 
which assumed forms peculiar to the various countries in which 
it had taken root.

Generally speaking, Buddhism is divided into two broad 
categories, the Northern and the Southern after the two princi
pal routes along which the religion spread from its Indian 
origin. There are certain ideological differences between |
Southern Buddhism, or the Hinayana school (the Lesser J
Vehicle), and Northern Buddhism, or Mahayana (the Greater I
Vehicle). The latter is richer and deeper in ideas and freer and i
more advanced than the former, although it possesses many 
similarities to the Hinayana school. Material for studies in 
Southern Buddhism are to be found in the Tripitaka^ a bulky 
collection of sutras. There are various texts of the Tripit aka y 
including the Sinhalese Printed Text, the Burmese Printed 
Text, the Siamese Edition by Prince Chandaburi, and an edition 
by the Pali Text Society. These various texts are now being
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translated into Japanese by Japanese scholars. q
Material for the study of Northern Buddhism is more I

varied and voluminous, including the Sanskrit Text, the <
Chinese translation of the Tripitaka, mountains of commentaries 
and studies on the Chinese Tripitaka by both Chinese and
Japanese scholars undertaken during the past ten centuries, and |
also the Tibetan Tripitaka which contains valuable literature 1
not translated into the Chinese text with some of the original |
Sanskrit texts which have been lost. There is also a Mongolian I
and Manchu Buddhist literature, which, however, consists j
mainly of translations from the Tibetan. 1

Students of Buddhism in Japan are making systematic |
studies of the Northern and Southern schools in the hope that a •
material contribution will be made to world culture. Generally 
speaking, however, Buddhism in Japan belongs to the Northern 
school with the result that Japanese students take more interest 
in the Northern studies with the exception of a few noted 
Buddhist scholars. In studying the Northern school with 
China as the centre, the problem may be approached from 
several angles. First to be considered is the effect exercised by 
Buddhism as it came from India across Central Asia on Chinese 
culture and also on the Chinese Buddhist doctrines which had 
already been introduced into the country. This contact pro
duced a new Chinese culture, modifying much of the older back
ground. The second problem centres around the interrelation- ■
ships between Buddhism introduced from India and the older M
Chinese religious beliefs, including Confucianism and Taoism. 
The third point is that the high cultural value of Chinese 
Buddhism may be studied in connection with the faith and ideas 
embraced by the Chinese Buddhists themselves. A fourth con
sideration is the mode of life adopted by Chinese Buddhists in 
carrying out their faith under the peculiar social background of t
their country which was quite distinct from that of Buddhism’s 
homeland. Finally, great interest is attached to the influence 
which Chinese Buddhism has exercised on other countries, 
notably Korea and Japan. There are still other ways to
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approach the problem. For example, in considering the funda
mental principles of Chinese Buddhism, one must consider the 
dozen or so different sects which have existed in China. Some 
of these sects derived their doctrines from principles which 
were formulated entirely in India and brought to China as full- 
grown faiths, while others have been worked out by the 
Chinese themselves from their own religious and philosophical 
viewpoints.

Japanese students of Buddhism are prosecuting their 
studies from these five angles, including the writer. The most 
prominent student is Dr. Taijo Tokiwa, Professor of Tokyo 
Imperial University and author of a large number of books on 
Chinese Buddhism. He is also well known for his Exploration 
of famous Buddhist historical sites in China. Dr. Tokiwa is 
the author of Yakkyo Sorokii (Comprehensive Studies on the 
Canon Translated into Chinese) which is published by the Toho 
Bunka Gakuin (The Oriental Culture Institute). This book 
embodies the first authoritative piece of research ever under
taken on the subject of the introduction of the Buddhist Canon 
into China and its translation into Chinese over a period of 450 
years since the Eastern Han Dynasty (25-221 A. D.). It was 
during this period that Buddhism was first brought to China 
from India by way of Central Asia, so that Dr. Tokiwa’s work 
is of major importance among Buddhist studies.

Mr. Itano, a member of the Toho Bunka Gakuin is making 
an exclusive study of Northern Buddhism from the second 
angle, namely, the inter-relationships between Buddhism and 
the older Chinese religions, such as Confucianism and Taoism. 
He has not only taken up the ideological relationships but has 
also devoted considerable emphasis to the social and economic 
aspects as well.

Most Japanese students of Buddhism are keenly interested 
in the third angle, namely, the fundamental principles of 
Buddhism as formulated by the Chinese Buddhists themselves. 
Mr. Ohcho of the Oriental Culture Institute is devoting his 
research to this subject. My own works centres around the
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Vijnaptimatra School which originated in India in the fifth 
century and dominated the Indian ideological world for a time 
and which also flourished in China during the Tang Dynasty. 
The Vijnaptimatra School was organized at the final stage of 
development in Indian Buddhism and represents the most 
systematic of all Buddhist philosophies or ideals born of medita
tion. After its introduction to China it was brought to Japan 
during the Heian period. Fifteen centuries have since passed, 
but it is still flourishing in Japan. In 1935 I published the 
result of this research in the form of a history of the Vijnapti
matra School, the first book of its kind in this country.

Of those Chinese Buddhist sects which were originated 
and elaborated by Chinese themselves, the most philosophical 
are the Huayen school which was built around the Avatamsaka 
Sutra and the Fahua school, developed around the Saddharma- 
pundarika Sutra. Of the two, the latter has exercised a strong 
influence on Japanese Buddhism. It is true that all the Buddhist 
sects of Japan have a distinct Japanese complexion, but they 
may all be traced in one way or another to the Chinese Fuhua 
school. Mr. Ohcho of the Oriental Culture, Institute is under
taking a study on the ideological evolution of this particular 
Chinese school.

The fourth approach to Chinese Buddhism, namely, the 
mode of life adopted by the Chinese Buddhists in carrying out 
their faith in a Chinese social atmosphere, forms the subject of 
Mr. Ryuchi’s study. He is also a member of the same institute. 
There are many Buddhist scholars in Japan who have studied 
the Chinese Buddhist orders up to the Tang and Tsung 
dynasties, but there are only a few who have devoted any 
attention to the orders which came into being after the Yuan 
or Mongol dynasty. Mr. Ryuchi is exceptionally well qualified 
to work in this neglected field, for he spent two years living 
with a Chinese Buddhist order of this latter type. He is now 
examining the structure of Buddhist orders in China after the 
Mongol dynasty and is demonstrating that this long abandoned 
field is yielding valuable results.
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JAPANIZATION OF MODERN 

CHINA

By KEISHU SANETOJT

SINO-Japanese political and economic friction is no new 
thing ; but, on the other hand, in the field of culture, 

education, literature and the like, there has always been close 
contact between the two countries. For, while economic 
relations have to do with tangible and finite things, which 
means that if one side advances the other is apt to retreat, 
culture, by reason of its infinite possibilities, can, like the wine 
in the magic pot of the well-known Chinese legend, never be 
exhausted. Acquisition of the culture of another land does not 
lead to any cultural impoverishment of that land. Thus, even 
if there should be friction in the political or economic field, 
there is little danger of a severance of the cultural ties linking 
China and Japan.

It is a law of cultural movements that they flow from a 
higher to a lower level. In ancient times Japan acquired her 
culture from China ; now China is learning from Japan. This 
reversal of the cultural flow between China and Japan started 
in fact after the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-5. Until then 
China had been obsessed with the idea of an absolute superiority 
based on the possession of a civilization 5,000 years old, and 
had neither the enterprise nor the capacity to absorb the civili
zation of the modern outside world. She merely held foreign 
nations in contempt.

Japan, on the other hand, had sufficient initiative to absorb 
on her own account the civilization of the Western world, and 
steadily raised her standing as a modern State. Upsetting the 
predictions of many foreign Powers she fought and defeated
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China, her huge continental neighbour, greatly to the latter’s 
amazement. The Chinese reflected on Japan’s military and 
naval victories and came to the conclusion that the essential 
elements behind them were the modern constitutional govern
ment and sound national education system which Japan had 
adopted. They decided that in these matters China must learn 
from Japan ; hence from that time on China began to send 
students to Japan.

Thus, in 1896, a group of 13 students came to Japan to 
study at the Government’s expense. The first students ever 
sent from China to Japan, they came not only because of the 
reason given above, but also because of the short distance and 
small expense involved, because national conditions in both 
countries were similar and because Japanese and Chinese were 
written in the same characters.

Year by year the number of Chinese students coming to 
Japan increased, so that by 1901 there were 280 in this country, 
and in the following year some 400 or 500. There were women 
as well as men students, and students paying their own way as 
well as those sent by the Government. Then in 1904 Japan 
declared war on Russia and in the following year defeated that 
powerful country. As a result of Japan’s success and partly 
because of domestic conditions in China the number of Chinese 
students coming to study in Japan shot up to 1,300 in 1904, to 
3,000-5,000 in the first half of 1905 and to at least 8,000 in the 
latter half of that year.

At about the same time, too, the Chinese Government 
invited between 500 and 600 Japanese teachers to go over and 
help in its new schools for which it could not find suitable 
Chinese teachers. Teachers of every kind of subject went over, 
many of them going to cities as far in the interior as Kweichow 
and Yunnan. Upon the outbreak of the Republican Revolution 
of 1911, these teachers all withdrew from China, while most of 
the Chinese studying in Japan returned home. With the 
establishment of the Chinese Republic, however, a large number 
of students came over again to Japan ; while as a result of the
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failure of the Second Revolution many refugee intellectuals 
poured into Japan. In 1914 there were some 5,000-6,000 
Chinese studying and in 1918, even though commodity prices 
were high due to the post-war inflation, the number of such 
students was not less than 1,000.

After the Manchurian incident, when the Sino-Japanese 
exchange rate was in favour of China, students again began 
coming to Japan in large numbers and immediately prior to the 
outbreak of the China incident there were some 6,000 Chinese 
students in this country. The total number of Chinese, there
fore, who studied in Japan in the forty years since the end of 
the Sino-Japanese war must have been enormous. Tai Tien- 
chiu, who was private secretary to Dr. Sun Yat-sen, in his 
book On Japan written in 1928, estimates the total number for 
the period to be no less than 100,000. This figure is perhaps 
too large, but there can be no doubt that China has sent, and 
Japan received, more students respectively than any other 
country in the world.

With so many Chinese coming over to Japan to study, and 
given the fact that both countries use the same sort of written 
characters, it is only natural that many Japanese books should 
have been translated into Chinese. The first series of Japanese 
books to be rendered into Chinese were Japanese law texts. 
By 1902 the greater part of the Japanese laws had been trans
lated, and in 1906 an 80 volume series of Japanese Lœws and 
Regulations was published in China. Among the translators, 
most of whom were Chinese staying in Japan as students, was 
none other than Wang Ching-wei, then a student at Hosei 
University, Tokyo.

Next to be translated were several kinds of correspondence 
courses in law and politics, each comprising scores of volumes. 
There are also four huge books that I know of, each of them a 
dictionary having to do with Japanese law. It is interesting to 
note in this connection that most of the modern Chinese legal 
terms are the same as the Japanese. This, of course, is because 
the Chinese learned their law from the Japanese.
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Educational works have also been translated, and even the 
rules of the Peers’ School, the Higher Normal Schools, the 
Military Academy and other Army Schools. The various 
provincial authorities adopted many of the textbocks used in 
Japanese primary, middle and normal schools ; as a result one 
can find Chinese school books with illustration, reproduced 
from Japanese textbooks, showing customs and manners which 
are not Chinese at all, but Japanese. An 'Educational Series 
comprising scores of volumes has been published, while there 
is a ioo-volume Encyclopaedia of Common Education compiled 
from translations of the works of a number of Japanese 
scholars.

The Chinese, again, have been assiduous in translating 
Japanese books to serve both as textbooks and as general read
ing matter. There is a large Encyclopaedia of Agriculture ; there 
are even translations of works on Chinese history, Chinese and 
Far Eastern geography and Oriental history, including the 
Essentials of Oriental History by Tozo Kuwahara and three other 
volumes. The Japanese language has also been studied inten
sively. There now exist books written on the subject by 
Chinese themselves, but at first Japanese textbooks of grammar 
were used. There are apparently several different translations 
of the Japanese Grammar for Secondary Schools by Chuzo Mitsuchi, 
who became subsequently a State Minister.

In the early days, that is up till about the end of the Manchu 
Dynasty in 1911, there was a well-known group of Chinese 
students in Tokyo who used to translate books, publishing 
them either in Japan or in China. Even when they published 
in China, however, they entrusted any photographic cuts and 
illustrations of technical difficulty to Japanese printing shops. 
At that period there were more Chinese magazines published 
by Chinese students in Japan than there were Chinese magazines 
circulating in China itself; and the former, moreover, were 
superior in content—largely consisting of translations—and in 
make-up.

Then there came the revolution in China ; but even after
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the founding of the Republic, that is, after 1912, translation 
from the Japanese went on unabated. Especially during 1930 
and 1931, Chinese newspapers day after day carried advertise
ments of books translated from Japanese. But whereas in the 
time of the Manchu Dynasty the demand was mainly for law 
books and textbooks it has since been largely for works of 
general literature. Establishments such as the Commercial Press 
have taken over on a business basis the publishing of books on 
natural science, social science and literature and have been very 
successful.

In brief, there is hardly a book written by any Japanese 
scholar of note which has not been translated into Chinese, 
while even among ordinary authors there are very few who 
have not had at least one of their works translated. The 
present writer has on record more than 2,000 Japanese books, 
not to mention newspaper or magazine articles, translated into 
Chinese. And translations from Japanese appear continually 
in every Chinese magazine.

People often say that the Chinese are better than the 
Japanese at mastering foreign languages, but in making such a 
statement they confuse written and spoken language. The 
Chinese, because of the tonal and accentual peculiarities of their 
language, find the pronunciation of foreign words comparatively 
easy; they may therefore learn to speak English, French or 
German more quickly than a Japanese. But when it comes to 
mastering a book on science or literature they cannot compete 
with the Japanese. Although a Chinese may understand a 
European book he is handicapped in translating it into his own 
language because, although there are a vast number of 
ideographs in Chinese, there is a lack of appropriate terms 
with which to express modern cultural ideas. The Chinese 
have come to rely on the Japanese for the creation of such 
terms ; hence it happens that instead of directly translating a 
Western book into Chinese, they wait for it to be translated 
into Japanese first and then translate into Chinese from the 
Japanese.
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Some of the Chinese are practising this. Among the 
Chinese who follow this double translation method there are 
some, such as the well-known writer Lu Hsün, who very 
honestly wrote : “ Original book by so-and-so, Japanese 
translation by so-and-so and retranslation by so-and-so.” 
There are others, however, who make a secret of the fact that 
they have retranslated from the Japanese and in extreme cases 
they even state expressly that a work has been translated 
directly from the original, whereas its retranslated nature is 
quite obvious.

The Chinese writer Joh Sü drew attention to this practice 
in an article entitled “ Criticizing Some Writers and Trans
lators,” and published in the January, 1931, issue of the China 
New Book Monthly. “ It is easier,” he said, “ to translate 
Japanese into Chinese than to translate an occidental language. 
Thus a questionable translator will often look for a Japanese 
translation of a good foreign book and turn the translation 
into Chinese. Then on the jacket of the book or in newspaper 
advertisements he eloquently assures the reader that it is a 
direct translation from the original. . . . When one opens a 
new translation one finds in nine cases out of ten that the book 
has come from Japan.” This statement is rather sweeping, 
but there is, nevertheless, a large element of truth in it.

There seem to be a great many Chinese who think that 
Japan acquired its ancient culture from China and has been 
importing its modern culture from the West, and that it has 
therefore no culture of its own. A single instance will suffice 
to prove the mistakenness of this idea. The Tale of Genji, a 
novel written a thousand years ago, can still hold its own 
among modern literature. A novel of this calibre is, in fact, 
rare in the literature of the world ; moreover, nothing to equal 
it has ever been written in China.

Chinese have come to Japan to learn Western culture, but 
they have learned many things Japanese in the process. The 
influence of the literature of Japan over that of China has been 
particularly marked. Thus Kuo Mei-jo has said : “ The
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literary world of China today has been built up largely by 
Chinese who have studied in Japan. Thus the leading authors 
of the Chuang Tsao-she school were all formerly students in 
Japan, and the same can be said of the U-ssu school. There 
may be a certain number of authors who studied in America or 
Europe and of new authors of the pure Chinese school who 
have had a meteoric rise to fame, but their work cannot equal 
in importance that of the writers belonging to the two schools 
mentioned above. And they have, moreover, been influenced 
by these schools. In this way, the new literature of China has 
become deeply imbued with Japanese culture, while at the same 
time it has absorbed the poison of Japanese literature.”

As an instance of the influence of Japanese literature on 
that of China, I may cite the phenomenon of “ lovers’ double 
suicide,” which the Chinese at first puzzled over and later 
began to imitate. In a novel depicting the life of Chinese 
students in Japan, entitled : IJn-tung-wai-sbib (The Tale of a 
Man Who Studied in Japan), which was written in 1914, the 
students are described as unable to understand why Japanese 
lovers commit double suicide. But Tai Tien-chiu, in his On 
Japan, mentioned above, defends the institution. “ Lovers’ 
suicides,” he writes, “ develop out of a combination of 
passionate sexual love and gracious sympathy. The idea of 
such suicides could never occur to men and women who were 
corrupt, weak or content only with ephemeral pleasures. They 
are an expression of the sincerity of faith of the Japanese race.”

Chang Tzu-ping, a graduate of Tokyo Imperial University 
and the most popular novelist in China, in his novel Tbai-li, 
published in 1926, handled the theme of double suicide, and 
with evident success. The novel, which ran into several 
editions, appealed tremendously to young Chinese of both 
sexes. The Chinese, who twenty years before, did not under
stand the meaning of lovers’ suicides, have grasped the meaning 
so well that in the last few years they have even been practising 
such suicides. Apart from the moral question involved, this is 
certainly a vivid illustration of Japanese influence on Chinese
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literature. This is only one instance, but many more could be 
cited.

The Chinese, before they were exposed to Japanese 
influence, lacked an objective and scientific attitude in their 
pursuit of learning. Thus even in the study of their own 
philosophy, literature, history, etc., they were unable to compete 
with the Japanese. They were especially weak in the fields of 
philosophy and literature ; fields in which Japanese scholars 
wrote-excellent books, including systematic histories of Chinese 
philosophy and literature, all of which were translated into 
Chinese. More recently, of course, with these pioneer works 
to refer to, the Chinese have turned out their own philosophical 
and literary histories. Yet even today there are some Chinese 
who are using a translation of a Japanese book on Chinese 
prosody as an aid to writing verse in their own language.

Again, in the case of the ideographs, which were a Chinese 
invention, China is adopting certain Japanese usages. Thus, 
having found that .these characters, as turned into designs by 
the Japanese, offer something new in the way of artistic feeling, 
they are using imitations of such designs on signboards and 
book covers.

The Japanese give more flexibility and variety to the 
written language by using their own alphabet in addition to 
the Chinese ideographs. The Chinese have no such alphabet ; 
but, recently, in order to imitate the element of variety in 
Japanese writing, they have taken to mixing the principal 
ideographs with characters in small type, which thus correspond 
in appearance to the Japanese kana.

The individual ideographs, it is true, were invented by the 
Chinese, but words formed out of two or more such characters 
have not always been the same in Chinese and Japanese. 
Because the Chinese have, however, translated so many Japanese 
books, they have come to use Japanese compounds in place of 
their Chinese equivalents. A glance at any one of the numerous 
modern Chinese dictionaries reveals that most of the compound 
words listed were taken over from the Japanese. In the past
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the Japanese took over many words from the Chinese, but 
recently the process has been reversed and probably as many 
words have been taken over into modern Chinese from Japanese. 
The sentence structure in Japanese and Chinese is still different, 
but the increase in the number of words common to the two 
languages must be considered an important element in bringing 
ever closer the cultures of the two countries.
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By KAN KIKUCHI

EDUCATION for women in Japan has made considerable 
progress in recent years. Girls who have graduated from 

a “ girls’ school,” which is equivalent to the junior grades of 
ahigh school, and who have any confidence in their scholastic 
ability, usually desire to enter college. From the standpoint of 
marriage, however, a college education is not considered neces
sary since it often proves a hindrance to a successful marriage.

By the time a girl has graduated from a women’s college 
she has generally passed the customary age of marriage, and 
hence her choice of a husband is apt to be more restricted by 
reason of the masculine sense of superiority and higher cultural 
attainment. Women college graduates naturally feel that they 
deserve husbands with higher incomes and disdain to contract 
unions with small-salaried clerks. On the other hand, men with 
high incomes are usually already married because of their econo
mic security. Unable to find suitable husbands after graduation, 
women frequently remain unmarried until they are about thirty 
years old, which still further complicates their opportunities to 
marry.

In John Galsworthy’s play, The Fugitive, there is a passage 
stating that women’s education in England is “ too fine, but not 
fine enough.” By this Galsworthy meant that women’s educa
tion was too fine for a housewife but not fine enough for a 
woman seeking a professional career. In the same way, women’s 
college education in Japan is not quite adequate for a professional 
career while it is too good for the requirements of a housewife. 
And in this respect, I don’t think that college education for 
women is essential for a happy marriage and in some cases it is
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a positive obstacle. A woman with a college education is apt 
to acquire a too complete personality with her tastes and charac
ter so completely moulded that there is no room for suitable 
adjustment to married life. When a man marries he much pre
fers an incomplete personality for his wife, for it is part of his 
happiness to convert her into the sort of woman he likes. This 
is impossible if he receives a finished product. In my opinion, 
a woman with good common sense and native intelligence makes 
a better wife than one with a full complement of learning.

Cases are extremely rare in which learning alone is demand
ed of a woman. Good sense, tact, care, gentleness, and gene
rosity are all part of intelligence and these attributes are much 
more useful in a housewife than learning. Moreover, this sort 
of intelligence cannot be inculcated by education alone. There 
are many intelligent maid-servants who have only received a 
primary school education. Intelligence with a background of 
learning is, of course, quite desirable, but stupidity with a back
ground of learning is simply impossible. If a woman is to 
become an attorney, a teacher, or a member of an office staff, 
then education is essential, but for a housewife who must cope 
with tasks of home life, good sense alone is sufficient.

Even the girls’ school today stresses learning too much. 
They do not seem to teach enough about the things of daily life. 
For example, how many girls’ school graduates can remit, say, 
thirty yen to one’s relatives by going to the post office, filling 
out a money order form and mailing it registered without making 
a mistake ? There are many cases of suburban housewives being 
made victims in petty swindles. How many graduates of a girls’ 
school know how to take proper care of their husbands when 
they are ill ? How many of them have the wit and prepared
ness to deal properly with attempts at seduction and the like ? 
These are some of the practical, everyday problems for which 
girls just out of school have received little or no preparation.

The most important part of a housewife’s equipment is 
knowing how to create a happy home life. Foremost, perhaps, 
is skill in cooking. It makes all the difference between a good
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and bad wife whether she will make her husband eat trash all 
his life or delicacies fit for the gods. A half-baked knowledge 
of English or mathematics from girls’ school days is useless in 
married life. All the mathematics needed would be the ability 
to take the correct amount of change when marketing or to keep 
an account of month-end payments. About all the English need
ed for a housewife would be enough to serve as a foundation if 
she happened to become a diplomat’s wife or went abroad with 
her husband. Of much greater importance than either is the 
art of cookery. For the first few days of married life cooking 
does not become an issue. But a husband fed with refuse day 
after day begins to change his attitude toward his wife in time. 
On the morning after a quarrel, for instance, it makes quite a 
difference if the wife serves a bowl of fine miso soup or sheer 
dish water.

A second important consideration is that a housewife should 
have an abundance of cultural interests. She should know some
thing about the theatre, motion pictures, sports, literature, music, 
art, et cetera. At least she should be able to discuss these things 
with her husband. It is quite an asset for a wife to be able to 
discuss sports with a sporting husband, or to say a word or two 
of criticism about a popular novel if her husband has literary 
inclinations. These interests can be hastily acquired after mar
riage, but it is more advisable that they be regarded as the proper 
equipment for married life and from this point of view be given 
greater consideration in women’s education.

Another necessary attribute is the ability to display grace
ful feminine taste in decorating the rooms in the home. And 
equally important is proper taste in the selection of clothes. 
A wife should know exactly what style and colours are most 
suited to her personality ; what sort of handbags, parasol, sash, 
haori, and slippers can be best harmonized with her clothing. 
Too many people think that the more an article costs the better 
it is, and there are women who buy costly clothing and acces
sories with no regard for individual tastes, and such disregard 
for proper selection will in many cases depreciate a woman’s
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standing in the eyes of her husband.
Cleanliness, too, is an important quality. That the rooms 

of the home should be kept clean, tidy, with everything in its 
proper place is no small matter in achieving a happy married 
life. I remember reading a novel in which the main theme was 
based upon the estrangement between a man and his wife 
because the ash tray was always untidy. In extreme cases, even 
such a little item as this could shipwreck an otherwise success
ful union.

In many cases it is much easier for a girl to get married if 
she is able to assist her husband in making a living. For this 
purpose women ought to cultivate the ability to earn their own 
living so that even if they are married they can help their hus
bands out in a pinch. It has been the conventional idea that 
men should provide for the family, and today there are many 
working girls who look forward to marriage only as a means to 
escape from continued employment. This is a mistaken idea, 
for marriage does not constitute a change of vocation at all. 
Marriage is not a place of refuge for women who are tired of 
making their own living. As can be seen in magazines and 
newspapers, many modern men want working girls for wives 
so that they can work together. This is not because men have 
lost the grit to support their wives but because economic 
conditions of modern society have made such co-operation 
necessary in order to maintain a decent living.

Another factor that is delaying marriage for some women 
is a belief that marriage is something irrevocable, that when a 
woman marries a man, she is tied to him for the rest of her life. 
But I think that women in particular and society in general 
should entertain a warm and broad-minded feeling that there is 
no reason why a woman should not get a divorce if the hus
band proves a rotter or if a couple find themselves tempera
mentally unsuited to each other. “ A chaste woman never 
marries twice,” is a good maxim in so far as married life is thus 
regarded in a holy light and it should be borne in mind by 
every woman. But today when life has become so complex
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and when it has become increasingly difficult to make a living, 
such rigid and formal ideas will only tend to make marriage all 
the more difficult for women.

No matter how morally superior, learned, cultured, and 
rich in taste, a woman sexually deficient cannot be considered a 
good wife. We often see or hear of a wife of whom it is said 
that one cannot understand what makes the husband so dissatis
fied with such a flawless and fine woman. In such cases, it is 
frequently sexual shortcomings that are responsible for this 
dissatisfaction. This peculiar attribute depends upon the innate 
qualities in a woman, and it is difficult to approach this problem 
by education. One important point, however, can be stressed. 
There was a book published during the Tokugawa era entitled 
Modesty in the Bedroom in which, in the form of a parent giving 
advice to a daughter, a girl is told how she should behave on 
the night of her wedding. In the very first passage it states : 
“ Once a girl has become a wife, she should always carry herself 
in the manner of a bride on the first night.” In other words, 
she should always preserve the same modesty of a new bride if 
she is to hold her husband’s love, for this feeling of shyness is 
the basis of feminine charm. As Stendhal said, shyness in a 
graceful woman is an attempt to speak to her lover in a lan
guage more eloquent than words of her love for him. If this 
modesty is discarded, a husband will soon lose interest in his 
wife, and the precept given in Modesty in the Bedroom that a wife 
should spend all her life with the same feeling of the first night 
of marriage is the best advice that can be given to a girl before 
her marriage.

When marrying or after marriage there are many women 
who are worried over their past. It is the morals of the man
made world that no question is raised regarding the past of 
men, but a woman’s chastity is most solemnly subjected to 
scrutiny. This is a shameful and unfair way to deal with 
women, but the fact stands. There are various secrets of the 
past, and if a woman has given her chastity to a man before 
marriage because she loved him she is morally responsible for
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her act and it is morally sound that she should confess the 
matter to the man she is to marry before the wedding. But it 
happens that many women marry without confessing such past 
secrets because they cannot bear to have a good match destroy
ed. If a marriage proves a success, I personally do not see any 
need to bring up the past through such a confession and there
by destroy the newly-found happiness. What purpose can be 
served by making both herself and her husband unhappy? 
Whether to follow the dictates of conscience or whether to 
safeguard the happiness of all concerned by stilling the voice of 
conscience used to be a favourite theme of fiction toward the 
close of the last century. When a confession of the past makes 
both parties unhappy, results in a divorce, and subjects the 
children to untold misery, it certainly cannot be justified even 
on the basis of a troubled conscience. If the confession were 
not made before the marriage, there is even less reason to make 
it at a time when its consequences will be even more disastrous.
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GRAMOPHONES AND RECORD 

MUSIC IN JAPAN 

By MIKITARO MIHO

THERE has always been a natural and instinctive desire to 
store and reproduce sounds. That this human desire has 

often been expressed in strong forms even in primitive ages is 
clear from ancient tradition. It is sufficient, however, for the 
present purpose to say that the era of sound reproduction began 
in 1877 when Thomas A. Edison developed his phonograph.

This invention seems to have been brought to Japan in its 
second year, for it is on record that Edwyn, an Englishman, on 
March 28, 1878, gave an exhibition of a phonograph at the 
Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and his explanation was heard 
with astonishment by all those who were present. Also, when 
Count Munemitsu Mutsu, one of the most distinguished diplo
mats and statesmen of modern Japan, then Ambassador to the 
United States, returned home in 1886, he brought with him a 
phonograph. It does not seem improbable that some of those 
who went abroad around at that time made a point of bringing 
home what was one of the sensations of the time.

When the phonograph gradually ceased to be a novelty, at
tempts were made to commercialize the new device, but it was 
not until 1896 some time later that phonographs were first im
ported by Horne & Co. of Yokohama, the Ohsawa Shokai of 
Kyoto, the Yamanaka Import Company of Osaka, and the Ishi- 
hara Clock Company of Kyoto followed with imports, which 
increased as time went on.

This trend had its stimulating effect, the first enterprise be
ing seen in organization of the Sankodo, the first store to deal 
exclusively in phonographs and records. This undertaking is
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important as the cradle from which the native industry was de
stined to spring. The Sankodo was brought into being in 1899 
as a joint enterprise of Messrs. Buichiro Matsumoto, Sen Kata
yama, and Shinichiro Yokoyama, and its business was to sell 
tallow tubes on which sounds were recorded and the machines 
to reproduce those sounds. Their idea, however, was far too ad
vanced for the times, and their business proved so difficult that 
two of the partners withdrew. Buichiro Matsumoto, alone, 
struggled on. One of his ideas which was more or less success
ful was to provide phonographs with a number of rubber listen
ing tubes attached to them. These devices were taken by street 
hawkers and merchants and installed wherever people thronged. 
Later Matsumoto achieved his second success by producing the 
tallow tubes on which native music was recorded, but he died 
in 1907 before his persevering efforts were well rewarded. His 
achievement, however, laid the foundation for a new industry 
in Japan.

Imported phonographs and records found an increasing 
market although no attempt of any importance to manufacture 
in Japan was seen until the Nichi-Bei (Japan-America) Phono
graph Company was brought forth as a joint stock company to
ward the close of 1907. This undertaking was sponsored by 
E. W. Horne who had for many years been engaged in import 
trade at Yokohama. Because Victor and Columbia phonographs 
and records happened to be among his import items, Matsumo
to of the Sankodo Company suggested the idea which was later 
to develop into the present Japan Gramophone Company.

The Nichi-Bei Phonograph Company established its factory 
at the town of Kawasaki in 1909. This plant set up there a gen
eration ago had the extremely modest capacity of 100 records 
a day compared with the present production in Japan of more 
than 30 millions a year. The initial production was also made 
under very difficult conditions for the operatives employed were 
without skill or experience. When these factory workers after 
some training, either dissatisfied with their work or its result, 
left the shops, they could be replaced only with much difficulty.
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The Nichi-Bei Phonograph Store which was originally the sales 
organ of the Nichi-Bei Phonograph Company was closed in 
August, 1910. This was replaced by the Japan Gramophone 
Store in October of the same year, organized as a joint stock 
company under the title of the Kabushiki Kaisha Nippon 
Chikuonki Shokai.

The new organization, like the Nichi-Bei Phonograph, was 
headed by E. W. Horne. The first move was to adopt the uni
form trade name “ Nipponophone ” for all records that the Ni
chi-Bei Phonograph had been producing. Also at about the 
same time the Kawasaki factory began to manufacture gramo
phones and marketed them at prices within reach of those who 
had found the imported machines too expensive. These na
tive made machines met with instant success, and in 1912 the 
Japan Gramophone was financially strong enough to carry out 
a merger with the Nichi-Bei Phonograph Company, the newly 
formed organization being capitalized at one million yen.

The Japan Gramophone Company on its new basis de
veloped rapidly under the influence of boom conditions. But 
its prosperous career some time later terminated mainly for 
three reasons : (1) uncontrolled piracy : (2) increasing com
petition, and (3) the outbreak of the World War. The possibil
ity of piracy was not foreseen and no action towards protection 
against such an emergency was taken. Piracy entered the field 
overnight and when one of the native artists made a “ hit,” his 
records were reproduced by a multitude of large and small scale 
manufacturers. Every possible means was taken to suppress 
these illegal record manufacturers, but the law of the country 
proved helpless and when this was made known piracy became 
so unscrupulous and universal that the original manufacturers 
were reduced to financial straits. They were forced to struggle 
under these conditions for more than a decade until in July, 
1920, a revision of the authorship law was approved by the 
Diet.

The next difficulty was the increasing competition from the 
number of record manufactures which rapidly multiplied. Some
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of the more important of these were the Nisshin Chikuonki, the 
Osaka Chikuonki, the Sankodo, the Tokyo Chikuonki, the Toyo 
Chikuonki, and the Teikoku Chikuonki. Of these manufacturers 
none remains today in the field, but during their existence, they 
were competitors of importance which the Japan Gramophone, 
itself financially none too well circumstanced, had to contend. 
The last mentioned three units were later merged with two 
other manufacturing companies and afterwards taken over by 
the Japan Gramophone.

The effect of the World War that broke out in 1914 was in
stant and severe, especially since the infant industry was almost 
entirely dependent on external sources for its supply of raw ma
terials. A keen shortage developed in iron, steel, tinplate, car
bon black, shellac, and most important of all, the supply of 
mica, essential for the diaphragms of the sound-boxes, was sus
pended.

To add to the difficulties of those times, the demise of the 
Emperor Meiji in 1912 plunged the whole nation in mourning. 
From all these years of trial and hardship only those of enduring 
power were to emerge, and the manufacturers who survived this 
period were able to share the boom conditions that developed 
in the earlier part of the post-war period.

In 1927 the Columbia Gramophone Company of London 
startled the entire industry by buying out the Japan Gramophone 
and its affiliates, adopting a policy which took the trade by surprise. 
This new company at once began to make and sell ruminated 
records, later inaugurating electric recording and introducing 
educational records. Its sales were conducted through a system 
of specially appointed retail shops and an export department 
was organized.

The Columbia, however, was soon to meet with strong 
competition from the R.C.A. of the United States which entered 
the field about a year later in collaboration with the Mitsubishi 
and Sumitomo interests, founding the Japan Victor Gramophone 
Company. Intensive competition soon developed between 
these two major organizations and while this was still in pro-
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gress, new manufacturers entered the field : namely, the Japan 
Poly dor Company founded at Tokyo in 1927 and the Teikoku 
Chikuonki K.K. at Nara in 1934. The former tried to win 
new markets by special productions while the latter directed its 
policy toward winning the custom of the working people. As 
a result of the keen competition that followed, canned music 
soon became the fashion throughout the country.

This development of gramophones and record music was 
not to escape the attention of capitalists. In October, 1935, 
the whole industry was given one of the biggest surprises in its 
history when both Columbia and Japan Victor were purchased 

I by the Japan Industrial Corporation, more commonly known
I as “ Nissan.” Under this unified control the two producingI units continued to operate and even improve in many ways.
I One of the most noteworthy achievements was the acquisition1 of rights and the commencement of research on television.1 Patent rights were purchased from the E. M. I. of England and

< the R. C. A. of the United States, and, in addition, the systemI devised and patented by Professor Takayanagi was likewise secur- 
ed. Under these arrangements the Japan Broadcasting Corpo- 

* ration was charged with experimental work. A high tower was 
1 completed to carry on field tests, and the manufacture of
I receiving sets was started to meet the popular demand which itI is hoped will follow.I The final alignment of the industry took place when theI two major units which had been under unified control for twoI years were again transferred to the Tokyo Electric Company.I This change took place in December, 1937, shortly after theI Japan Industrial Corporation had assumed the title of the Man-j churia Industrial Development Corporation, and as its newf name indicates, decided to operate as one of the semi-official
I enterprises in Manchoukuo.I Meanwhile new manufacturers had appeared on the sceneI to add to the intensity of competition. In 1931 the publishersI of the monthly magazine King created a new organization underI their arrangements with the German proprietors of the Tele-
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funken rights. Through the special literary connections they 
possessed these new manufacturers were able to secure new 
talent whose productions were marketed by the chain of whole
sale and retail stores handling their publications. In the year 
following, the Nitto Chikuonki, by fusion with another unit, 
founded the Dai Nippon Chikuonki Kabushiki Kaisha. The 
field at present is largely shared by six organizations : namely, 
the Japan Gramophone Company (Nippon Chikuonki Shokai), 
the Japan Victor Gramophone, the Japan Poly dor Gramophone, 
the Teikoku Gramophone, the Dai Nippon Yubenkai-Kodansha 
“ King ” Record Section, and the Dai Nippon Chikuonki.

In addition to the six major organizations above mentioned, 
there are at present a fairly large number of small scale enter
prises, mostly in the form of household industries. It is esti
mated that there are forty-eight of these small manufacturers 
distributed as follows : Tokyo 3, Osaka 28 and Nagoya 17. 
The total production for the year 1937, half of which preceded 
the outbreak of the China trouble, was given at 290,000 
machines and 25 million records.

The first attempts at export trade were made more than a 
decade ago in the directions of China, India and the South Sea 
Islands, but these were of little importance until 1933 when 
the Columbia turned its attention to markets abroad. Japanese 
manufacturers at present hold markets in all parts of the world, 
the exports for 1937 reaching around ¥2.5 million in value.

The Japanese people have always been knowh for their 
fine arts and literature, but hardly for their music. That this 
neglect has been unwarranted may be seen from the develop
ment of the gramophone business. It is noteworthy that the 
musical pieces recorded until some 15 years ago were exclusively 
native and only native musical instruments were used for 
accompaniment. The musical selections offered for general 
appreciation in these early years were chiefly stage music which 
is often in the form of direct sounds and has but a limited 
appeal.

The musical pieces recorded some fifteen years ago, when

GRAMOPHONES AND RECORD MUSIC IN JAPAN 

the business began to expand, were for the most part selections 
from “ Nagauta,” Kabuki stage music, “ Gidayu,” “ Yokyoku,” 
“ Tokiwazu,” “ Biwa ” music, “ Kiyomoto,” “ Hauta,” “ Ko- 
uta,” “ Naniwa Bushi,” Folk songs, “ Shakuhachi ” music and 
Children’s songs. They were mostly classics or ancient tunes 
handed down from generation to generation. In not a few 
instances, they were offered in the form of music played as ac
companiment to dramatic acting or to dances expressive of 
romantic emotions. In other instances, they were played as ac
companiment to ballads of romantic or heroic tales. All these 
varieties were sung or played for recording by a number of 
artists and marketed under several different labels each of which 
accounted for 30 to 40 and sometimes 50 selections.

As already mentioned, canned music began its period of 
expansion fifteen years ago, this movement being stimulated by 
the fertility of native artists who gave new interpretations to 
native music, and by the popularity of imported motion picture 
theme songs as well as jazz songs.

The rise of native music was seen in the increasing recog
nition give to the folk songs and local music as they are pre
served in different parts of the country. These were given new 
musical interpretations in the rhythmic form of what is popular
ly known as “ondo.” The record manufacturers vied with 
each other in producing new songs set to this particular rhyth
mic movement, and their keen competition culminated in a race 
for new “ Sakura (cherry) Ondo ” pieces. This keen competi
tion also caused record makers to scout the field for new talent 
who, in turn, busied themselves in new productions, thus 
ushering in a new era in the history of music in Japan.

The next development was the growing popularity of 
songs known as “ ryukoka ” (songs for popular fashion). This 
trend of popular taste quickly found favour with the masses of 
people whereas the classical varieties of native music remained 
popular with only a limited section of society. This popula
rization of new musical productions resulted in enormous in
creases in the sales of records.
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It is also to be noted that with this development of popular 
musical taste, record music became much richer in variety. 
From the field of pure entertainment and amusement it entered 
the fields of education and classical productions. In the earlier 
stage of record music the more popular songs were generally of 
romantic and lyrical themes, offered sometimes as theme songs of 
motion pictures or set to the captivating swing of jazz numbers. 
More recently, especially since the beginning of the Manchurian 
and Chinese campaigns, popular taste has swung in favour of 
patriotic tunes and war songs.

“ Ryukoka ” which is at present most popular is marked 
by the following characteristic features (i) The songs are set to 
new arrangements of native rhythms and cadences (the Japa
nese have since early times developed a keen rhythmic sense) : 
(zj The harmonies are native in character but new in arrange
ments which are made possible by study of European music : 
(3) The adaptation of European musical instruments to native 
music : (4) The development of a new vocal art by the com
bination of native and foreign ideas.

In more than one instance, a single record production has 
accounted for sales of more than a million pieces. The most 
outstanding “ hits ” in recent years and the sales of their records 
are as follows :

1930, “That’s okay,” 70,000: 1931, “ Wine with Tears or 

Sighs,” 500,000: 1931, “Over the Hill,” 250,000: 1932, “The 

Maid of the Isle,” 700,000: 1932, “Tokyo Ondo,” 800,000: 

1933, “Spring when She’s Nineteen,” 150,000: 1934: “ Sakura 

Ondo,” 1,000,000 (the total for two companies) : 1935, “ The Poor 

Sailors,” 320,000: 1936, “A Camp Song,” 1,200,000: 1937, 
“The Patriotic March,” 1,500,000 (the total for 6 companies): 

1938, “Aisen Katsura,” 350,000: 1939, “Daddy, How Strong 

You Were,” 700,000.

It may indeed be a surprise to learn that the Japanese 
demand for records of European music, especially classical 
music, is equalled in no other country in the world, and this 
demand is steadily increasing. That this is not to be explained 
as a mere fad may be seen from the fact that a keen sense of
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appreciation is shown in the purchase of records. Generally 
speaking, popular demands are distinctly classified for classical 
music and for light music. What is most remarkable is that the 
sales of records of the former class are far greater than those of 
the latter.

Taking Columbia records, for instance, in the field of clas
sical masters, Bach, Beethoven and Chopin are decidedly most 
popular, and of these three the second named leads the others 
by a large margin. Among varieties of music, orchestration is 
in the highest demand. For example, Beethoven’s Fifth 
Symphony as played by the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra 
under the direction of Furtwangler has since 1938 accounted for 
sales of nearly two million pieces. The same symphony played 
under the leadership of Mengerberg and Toscanini has also been 
in good demand. There has also been appreciation of such 
grandiose compositions as the Ninth Symphony, especially as 
played with Weingartner as conductor. The most popular 
among all symphonies is Schubert’s Unfinished Symphony, in 
the orchestration given under the direction of Henry Wood. 
Next, Tschaikowsky’s Pathétique and Mozart’s Jupiter, directed 
by Furtwangler, are most popular.

From the standpoint of instruments, Mendelssohn’s Violin 
Concerto, as rendered by Szigetti and the London philharmonic 
Orchestra, are by far in the highest favour. Among the violin 
soloists, Kreisler and Elman are best favoured. In cello, Casals, 
Marechai, and Feurman stand above all others. Among the 
pianoforte masters Gieseking, Cortot and Schunabel command 
the largest followings. In the field of vocal art, Chaliapin 
formerly used to be the most popular, although his place is 
now taken by Dalmonte, Lotte Lehmann, and Ninon Vallin. 
In the urban area French Chansons are decidedly popular, the 
common favourites being Boyer, Damia, Gauty, Baker.

Lastly, in the field of light music, salon orchestras, ac
cordion ensembles and Hawaiian guitars are best appreciated. 
As for jazz, preference is generally for European pieces rather 
than American. Rumba and Tango also come for their shares
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of popularity.
The present situation resembles that which existed before 

the last Great War, with shortage of materials looming as an 
obstacle to further immediate expansion. To those companies 
able to weather the emergency, however, it may carry some 
benefit in that the output being restricted, greater caution will 
be taken in selection of both artists and music. This is indeed 
a period of changes but to the phonograph industry of Japan, 
it is the preliminary step towards new forms of music and higher 
technical standards.
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Neither the Association nor the editors assume responsibility for 

matter appearing in the magazine, as is clearly defined by the editorial 
policy printed on page IX. It runs : The articles in “ Contemporary 
Japan ” do not represent any consensus of opinions ; nor should the views ex
pressed in them be taken as those of“ Contemporary Japan ” or the Foreign 
Affairs Association of Japan. We therefore print here a correspondence 
from Captain Giorgio Giorgis of the Royal Italian Navy concerning Mr. 
Masa-atsu Yasuoka s article entitled “ Impressions of Pre-war Europe f 
which was carried in the November, 1939, issue of the magazine, regretting 
at the same time the fact that some parts of the said article may have 
created unintentionally impressions unfavourable to Italy and her people.

To the Editor of “ Contemporary Japan : ”

In the article “ Impressions of Pre-war Europe ” printed in the 
November, 1939, issue of Contemporary Japan, some opinions are 
expressed on the internal political situation of Italy and on its leaders, 
together with a derogatory criticism of the military and civil qualities 
of the Italian people.

It is not my intention to enter into any argument on the political 
side of the article, for any reader may put his own valuation on such 
superficial opinions on Fascism and on the no less idle utterances directed 
against its leaders.

Concerning the military qualities of the Italian people, the author 
himself has sent you a letter stating that “ sometimes words and phrases, 
such as unheroic, Italian débâcle, etc. that he did not employ, are used 
in the translation, while sometimes opinions of others he is citing are 
given as his own.” Therefore we must conclude that such judgements 
are due partly to errors in translation from the original into English, 
and partly to impressions hastily gathered.

Notwithstanding this, in order to avoid false impressions, detri
mental to the Italian Armed Forces, from being spread through your 
publication to readers who are unaware of the true facts, I trust you will 
publish the following recorded facts.
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In the same article mention has been made of the King of Italy. 
The author himself states that “ he had no intention of speaking dis
respectfully of His Majesty the King of Italy.” As your Japanese 
readers know the deep respect that every subject has for his sovereign, 
they will understand and appreciate the reason why I refrain from making 
any comments here.

J

“ Italian people > particularly unheroic”

It being impossible to measure the bravery of a people, it is better 
to leave such judgement to the enemy who fought against it.

The war, started on May 24th, 1915, was protracted until September, 
1917, on the Isonzo Front, where the Italians with eleven fierce battles 
conquered inch by inch the way to Trieste. The following is the manner 
in which the generals of the opposing army spoke of the troops with 
which they were confronted.

The Austrian General, Krauss, gives this testimony of the fighting 
spirit of the Italian troops in the first battle of the Isonzo (June, July, 
1915):

“ The troops of the Carso, in the preliminary fighting from the 6th 
to the 22nd of June had to repel forty-one attacks, and in the sixteen 
days of the great battle from the 23 rd of June to the 1st of July, they had 
to drive back eighty-six dangerous attacks, many of these attacks were 
pushed home, after whole units had remained under fire of heavy 
artillery, behind poor shelters. In frequent engagements from hour 
to hour, sometimes in counter-attacks by night, it was necessary to 
drive back the enemy who had penetrated into our lines. This battle 
will always be of the greatest honour to the troops who took part in it.”

And then, on the 3rd battle (October, 1915) :
“ In the zone of Mount Nero, the splendid Alpine troops operated : 

the Italian Infantry at Plava, on the Sabotino, on the Carso. The 
energy with which the Italians advanced is proved by the fact that they 
attacked opposite a battalion sector seven times, leaving there eight 
hundred dead. On the Carso, the peak of San Michele passed from 
one to another and the fight was so bitter that the 3rd Honved regiment 
lost a thousand men on the 31st of October and the brave troops of the 
20th Hungarian Division were so exhausted that they had to be relieved.”

And again on the 4th battle (November, 1915) :
“ In forty-seven days the Italians attacked the Sabotino fifteen times, 

the Pogdora, forty times, the Oslavia thirty times.”
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Archduke Joseph, commander of an Austrian army corps, tells in 
his memoirs of these battles in the following way :

“ And what of the Italians ? Already the greatest achievement 1 
Savage and desperate struggles took place between us and them, death 
alone spoke. The Italians came on to the assault in compact masses 
and suffered untold losses ; they were massacred in masses, but even 
then they continued to fight on as long as a few men remained standing. 
And this struggle continued without a pause, scattering death and 
destruction ...”

And further :
“ I must recognize here the immense work performed by the 

Italians, who hurling themselves daily against the circle of steel of my 
heroes, with unheard of scorn of death and undergoing terrible losses, 
almost got the better of our heroic resistance. What the Italians did 
will be written in immortal characters in the golden book of History. 
These two Nations, compelled by Fate, fought with savage desperation 
a life and death struggle ; it would have been better that, being neigh
bours, they should be friends. Between the Italians and the Hungarians 
there are few causes of discord.”

On November 15 th, 1915, the Archduke again writes :
“ I must admit that the Italians attacked with incredible determina

tion and Cadorna can well be proud of his men. In front of my lines 
are real hecatombs of Italians’ and Hungarians’ corpses, who in heroism 
have concluded peace and eternal friendship.”

On November 29th, 1915 :
“ With all my heart I must express my wonder at the Italians : such 

patience and determination in their attacks, and under similar losses, 
is something I have never seen before.”

And on the 6th battle of Isonzo (August, 1916) :
“ In line with the determination of our defences stands out the 

determination of the attackers, who without pause and in compact 
masses delivered an endless number of attacks on certain days. The 
conduct of the Italians was simply stupendous. Notwithstanding the 
immense losses and our murderous fire, their troops attacked with 
always greater élan. Such a thing has never been seen on any other 
front.”

General Pitreich, Chief of the General Staff of Field-Marshal 
Boroevic, speaks, dealing with the 10th battle (March-June, 1917) of 
the “ fury with which the Italians after the conquest of Gorizia, sought 
to extend their occupation towards the East.”
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And so on :
“ With an obstinacy which must be recognized, the Italians continu

ed, on the 24th, 25 th and 26th March, their efforts to open by force the 
road to Trieste. Day and night, especially on the plateau of Carso, the 
fighting was hand to hand. One cannot heip being amazed at the 
obstinacy with which the enemy sought with ever renewed efforts to 
conquer their objectives, not only in the Quota Zone of 600 and 5 2 of 
Monte Santo, but also in the valley of Vippacco, and also the massed 
attacks against the solid defences of the plateau of Comen, were, to 
tell the truth, utterly regardless of human life.”

And finally,1 this is the judgement on the military virtues of the 
Italian soldier given by Archduke Joseph on August, 1916 :

1 For complete foreign documentation on the Italian War 1915-1918 see the publica
tion of General Adriano Alberti. Testimoniale strnniere sulla Guerra Italiana 191J-18.

“ I sincerely admire the Italians, who in spite of untold losses, 
attacked repeatedly under our murderous fire with always greater élan. 
Deberdo is a plain of corpses on which Italians and Magyars have 
written what is true patriotism and true heroism.

Judging impartially we must point out as worthy of admiration the great 
courage and dash of the Italians. A courage so marvellous that, even though 
they are enemies, it must be remembered with the most profound respect.”

The Italian people, who well know how many lives and sacrifice 
these judgements have cost, remind the people who like to criticize 
from a comfortable seat of the sentence used by the Archduke in his 
memoirs : “ The Italian troops ? Take off your hat when speaking of 
them.”
“ The traditional weakness of the Italian Army ”

In October, 1917, after three years of war, the military situation 
was as follows :

Towards the east, the Russian front had been brought to final 
collapse under the hammering of the German and Austrian armies 
and of the Red Revolution. Towards the west, the German front had 
established itself on French territory. Only the Italian front, through 
eleven battles of which we have spoken previously, and the victorious 
counter-offensive in the Trentino, had advanced deeply into enemy 
territory, beyond the Isonzo River, at a point only 16 km. from 
objective : Trieste.

The German and Austrian General Staffs decided that a powerful 
offensive was necessary to counteract the menace of an imminent Italian 
victory. Ludendorff writes :
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“ On the Isonzo front, at the end of August (1917), the eleventh |
battle of the Isonzo, commenced on seventy kilometres of ground, |
ending with the success of the Italians. The Austro-Hungarian army |
had, it is true, stood firm, but their losses on the Carso had been so ।
heavy and their morale had suffered so much that in competent Austro- 1
Hungarian circles the belief was gradually gaining ground that the |
Austro-Hungarian armies would not be able to sustain a continuation |
of the battle nor a twelfth attack on the Isonzo. The Austro-Hungarian |
army on the Italian front required assistance from German troops.” i

In fact, German troops had been sent to the Italian front, and the i
battle began on the 14th of October, 1917. The front that formed an j
ample curve from the Alps to the sea, was broken in the centre, near |
a village called Caporetto. The Austrian Bulletin of the 25 th of that |
month says : “ The enemy defended itself bravely ” and the Ludendorff |
Bulletin of the same date confirms : “ in spite of the ferocity of the j
defence. . . . ”. Nevertheless, to avoid encirclement, the Italian com- j
mand was compelled to retreat to the Piave River, where the front could j
be straightened. The difficult manoeuvre was rendered more hazardous |
by the swollen rivers crossed by few bridges and imposed great sacrifices j
especially on the heavy artillery. The covering troops fought with *
desperate bravery in the face of overwhelming odds even when occupy- |
ing hopeless positions. These are the testimonies : ?

The Austrian Bulletin of the 27th of October, 1917 : f
“ On the plateau of Bansira the Italians defended the ground at |

close quarters.” J
The German Bulletin of the same date : J
“ The German and Austro-Hungarian divisions had advanced, |

repeatedly breaking through the stubborn resistance of the enemy.” |
The Austrian Bulletin of the 29th of October 1917 : I
“ Gorizia was recovered after fierce fighting on the roads : later on |

in the evening Pogdora was occupied. The sectors of Oslavia, Monte |
Sabotino, and Coroda, were the scene of fierce fighting.”

The German Bulletin of the 6th of November, 1917 (Ludendorff) : j
“ The Allied armies of Field Marshal Archduke Eugene with \

untiring persistency pushed on yesterday as far as the River Livenza. J
The enemy at all points offered a furious resistance to the crossing of the |
river. On the mountains also, the Italians offered determined resistance J
in many places. At the south of Tolmezzo, behind our front, supported |
by the work on San Simone, a bold Italian group, under the order of 1
the commander of the 56th division, was able to maintain itself for ?
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several days against the encircling attacks of our Alpine troops and 
German Jaegers. Only the day before yesterday in the evening the 
Italian artillery ceased fire ; yesterday the enemy, completely cut off, 
blew up their defence work and their attempts to open a passage failed. 
After an honourable struggle the enemy, several thousand strong, laid 
down their arms.”

The German Bulletin of the same date :
The columns of assault by means of an encircling movement cut 

off the retreat of the enemy which was still defending itself desperately.” 
Behind these gallant covering troops, the Italian armies retired and 

formed a strategic front on the Piave. There the Austro-German 
attacks immediately (November 10th) launched with the rabidness of 
one who sees victory slipping out of his hands, were all driven back 
notwithstanding the scarcity of artillery. The Italians alone repelled 
these attacks : four Anglo-French divisions arrived on the fire line one 
month later (at the beginning of December) and in localities (Monfenera 
and Montello) which were not attacked by the enemy.

At the end of this arresting battle, fought by the Italians with epic 
gallantry, Ludendorff himself was obliged to state :

“ I had to persuade myself that our troops were not strong enough to pass 
through the Venetian Alps that overlook, a great part of the Venetian plain and 
thus break the Italian resistance on the Piave. The battle had reached a deadlock. 
The greatest determination of commanders and troop r, faced with this reality * 
had to desist from any ulterior attack.”

Judging impartially one must then conclude that Caporetto was in 
reality a military reverse wherein the Italian army displayed the rarest 
of quality : moral resistance in face of misfortune. This quality stopped 
at the Piave a much stronger enemy.

We have recalled this unfortunate, but not inglorious, page of the 
Italian war because it has more than any other been used by the anti- 
Italian propagandists, who have instead completely forgotten that the 
fifth English army division was reduced to dust on March, 1918, while, 
at Chemin des Dames, as related by General Nordacq, Clemenceau’s 
Chief of Cabinet, “ entire units, regiments, brigades and even divisions 
were caught in the storm and the divisions sent to restore the position, 
were not long in crumbling away and being reduced to dust.” As 
also has been forgotten that a year earlier, in France too, after the 
offensive of Neville, a wide movement had taken place to break up the 
French army. And nobody, including the Italians, on account of these 
facts, has doubted the military virtues of the British and French army.
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But unfortunately propaganda has two really powerfull allies : 
ignorance and superficiality.

“ The Italian ‘ débâcle ’ in the World War ”

As a matter of fact, this malicious propaganda has even tried to 
destroy the most beautiful gem of Italian glory : the victory.

The Anglo-French vainly tried to obtain on the French Front with 
the help of Italian troops (an army corps that was praised by Gen. 
Magin and Gen. Petain), of British Dominion’s and Colonial troops 
and troops of United States of America, the decision of the War. Few 
people know that the decision was obtained by the Italians, and 
precisely on the Piave.

On the Piave River, during a whole month, from June 15 th until 
July 15 th, 1918, fifty-four Austro-Hungarian divisions fought against 
fifty Italian divisions, three English and two French divisions. The 
figures of the losses of belligerents, show in their crudity that this 
battle was one of the fiercest in history : Austro-Hungarians : 149,042 
Italians : 84,614—English : 1,759—French • 488—Total : 235,903.

This battle, as asserted by the leading enemy Chiefs, was decisive 
for the European War. Ludendorff thus states regarding this battle :

“ ... The decision which till then has been sought on the Western 
front, was no longer to be looked for there, but on the Italian front 
which hitherto had been regarded as of secondary importance. More 
serious reports of the defeat of the Austrians reached us during the 
following days. Austria has suffered a defeat which might well be 
decisive. There could no longer be any question of bringing up 
Austrian-Hungarians troops to strengthen the German front and it 
was even doubtful whether they could withstand a determined Italian 
attack. If Austria* as we had only too good reason to fear* fell* the war was 
lost. For the first time we had the feeling of defeat. We felt ourselves abandon
ed. We saw disappear in the mist of the Piave that victory we had been so 
certain of winning on the french front. With the feeling of death in my heart* 
I saw our hopes fall like dead leaves.”

No less emphatic is the opinion of Hindenburg :
“ The calamity to our ally was a disaster for us also. The enemy 

knew just as well as we did, that Austria-Hungary, in that offensive, 
had cast her last die, and from that moment the Danubian Monarchy 
had ceased to be a danger to Italy.”

And the final blow to the Central Empires, as the enemy leaders 
feared, was given, three months later (October, 1918) on the Piave :
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at Vittorio Veneto.” On the mountains between the Brenta and the 
Piave there developed a struggle which lasted four days and which in 
violence is not inferior to the great battles of the World War, and which 
became one of the most terrible tragedies in the history of war 
......... On every rock, around every cavern, in every gallery, they 
fought with a fury beyond description ...” so wrote Col. Glaise 
Hordtenau, now Director of the War’s archives in Vienna.

Only the three Italian army corps of the Grappa lost on the attack 
24,000 men and the enemy infantry—General Horsetsky certifies—lost 
forty per cent, of their effective forces. The enemy front was broken 
and the success was developed in such a way as to cut off the retreat 
to the enemy.

Austria was compelled to ask for an armistice without conditions 
(November 3rd).

The results of the Italian victory were irreparable for the Central 
Empires. The German General von Bernhardi declared laconically : 
“ In Italy came the decision.” Less laconic but not less eloquent, is 
the judgement of Ludendorff : “ After June of 1918 the feeling that 
we had lost the war became every day definite and in that bitter state 
of mind we continued the exhausting struggle on the Italian front, 
because no General would consent to declare himself beaten, so long 
as there was a possibility of being in a suitable position to treat for 
peace. In October of 1918 once again on the Italian front a mortal 
blow was dealt. At Vittorio Veneto Austria did not lose merely a battle* 
but the whole war* dragging down Germany also with her in her ruin. Without 
the disastrous battle of Vittorio Veneto* in conjunction with the armies of the 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy* we could have continued a desperate resistant 
during the whole winter.”

Germany, in consequence, asked the Anglo-French some days 
later (November nth) for an armistice for the cessation of hostilities.

“ Italian people naturally la^y ; . . . need to gain confidence and courage ”

The Italian people did not rest long upon its laurels. After hav
ing got rid the country, through a Revolution, of the post-war 
influences introduced by the Reds, the people, united under the banners 
of Fascism, marched again towards the future.

Italy never had overflowing gold. Her land, in comparison with 
the ever-increasing population, is scarce, especially in the south where 
dry climate prevents the intensification of production. Nature has not
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been generous in her bestowal of minerals and oils. Many essential 
raw materials are lacking completely.

To compensate these natural deficiencies, the Italian people have 
but one wealth : it's work. With work, Italy has provided a good 
standard of living for 44 million people, maintains defensive forces, 
that in proportion to her population, are not inferior to those of any 
other country. New towns have sprung up, marshes have been 
reclaimed, the Lybian desert has been irrigated and transformed into 
fertile soil, highways have been built, Abyssinia was conquered ; Spain 
was helped in its fight for national salvation, Albania was occupied.

In two years and a half only, notwithstanding the European crises, 
Italy has built in Abyssinia 4,000 kilometres of good roads, has estab
lished there 4,007 industrial firms, undertaken 4,785 commercial 
enterprises, besides shipping there 22,000 trucks, 7,500 cars, 
enormous quantities of materials, and sending 200,000 nationals as 
colonists.

As a matter of fact, the Italian people is one of the most sober and 
labourious in the world. This fact is well known by some Trade 
Unions, who have, with philanthropic spirit, asked their Govern
ments to stop Italian immigration, whose competition in the work 
market of their countries, was feared.

But an active people such as the Italians, do not beg for a place 
in the sun : they earn it. A century ago, history said that Italy was 
a “ geographic expression.” In less than one hundred years, Italy, 
through seven wars, in spite of either hidden or open rivalry of her 
powerful neighbours, evidently all wishing to mantain the status quo, 
has reached her present condition. History also notes that she has 
destroyed in six months a coloured army one million men strong and 
situated 5000 km. from her shores ; furthermore, she has resisted 
successfully economic sanctions enforced by 52 nations. This remains 
an example in history to all peoples poor in raw materials, that still 
waits to be followed.

'The Tuture .

The future will tell where this “ lack of confidence and courage ” 
will lead this “ lazy people.” Perhaps some think that it would be 
better if the Italian people possessed less “ confidence and courage.” 
Many hope so in the present European crisis.

But they are wrong. Italy is not a small, materialistic nation,
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that sits brooding on her accumulated treasure. She is alert, dynamic, 
anti-birth control, tending towards the future. She has some political 
and economic problems to solve and something to say in the European 
new order of tomorrow. She cannot therefore be absent, she cannot 
be “ neutral ” and she is not. Italy, with arms ready at hand, is vigi
lant, and meanwhile, in order not to lose time, works in silence to 
increase her strength.

Because, after all, until now, relations between nations have been 
only relations of strength.

December 5, 1939 Tokyo G. Giorgis
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READJUSTMENT OF AMERICAN-JAPANESE 

RELATIONS

Disposal of the China affair is a focal point in any discussion of 
Japan’s diplomacy at the present time. It is the pivot around which all 
national affairs are revolving. When Japan first began her struggle 
against the Chiang Kai-shek régime, Britain, France and the Soviet 
Union were her diplomatic adversaries. Following on the fall of the 
Wuhan cities before the advancing Japanese armies, however, a change 
came over the Far Eastern situation. The period of major battles ended 
and a policy was thenceforth adopted of concentration on construction 
enterprises. The war is not yet over, but since the areas of predominant 
military and economic significance came under Japanese control the 
Chungking régime’s power of resistance has been greatly weakened. 
Japan has thus been concentrating her attention on the “ construction 
of a new order in East Asia ”—which is a kind of post-war readjustment 
—rather than on military operations. And following on this change in 
the Far Eastern situation itself a change has occurred in the line-up of 
Powers opposing Japan. This change is a result of the outbreak of war 
in Europe ; expressed bluntly it consists in the assumption by the above- 
mentioned Powers of minor rôles in the Far Eastern diplomatic drama 
and the transfer of the major rôle to the United States.

Britain, France and the Soviet Union, because of the European War, 
are changing over gradually from a positive to a negative policy in 
East Asia. They are rapidly reducing the extent of their aid to the 
Chiang régime and seem bent on compromise with Japan. Early esta
blishment of peace in the Far East is to their advantage, for it will en
able them to concentrate their attention on the war in Europe ; they may 
therefore feel less reluctant to sacrifice to some extent their interests in 
the Far East in order to advance the cause of peace between Japan and 
China. British and French confidence in Mr. Josef Stalin was destroy
ed when the German-Soviet non-aggression pact was concluded, and it is 
not hard to imagine that London and Paris would like to see the China 
affair brought to a rapid conclusion, merely because this would stop the
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expansion of Soviet influence in China. As for the Soviet Union, some 
quarters consider it likely that the Kremlin will adopt a more vigorous 
policy in the Far East ; so far, however, this threat has not materialized. 
And it may not materialize so long as the European War continues. 
On the contrary, the Soviet Union may turn its attention to the Balkans 
or the Near East. The Soviet Union’s absorption in its attempt to 
secure a dominant position in the Baltic and its concern over develop
ments in Central Europe will surely interfere with any plans it may have 
to strengthen its Far Eastern policy.

It is hardly possible, however, to believe that the Soviet Union will 
ever really abandon its aid to the Chiang régime or relinquish its efforts 
to increase its influence in the northwestern part of China. The only 
assurance that can be made is that it will not adopt a positive policy in 
the Far East so long as the European War continues.

But while Britain and the Soviet Union are thus retiring into the 
background, the United States is coming boldly and impressively 
forward. Its attitude is so pronounced that it has already served notice 
of abrogation of the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation of 1911, 
concentrated its fleets in the Pacific, strengthened its forces at Hawaii, 
the Aleutian Islands, Midway and Wake Islands, and sent submarines 
to the Philippines. It is not unnatural that Japan should look askance 
at all this, for the impression is easily gained that the United States thus 
completed its “ wartime setup ” against Japan before causing Ambassador 
Grew to deliver his recent outspoken speech at the welcome reception 
held in his honour by the America-Japan Society. In some quarters it 
used to be predicted that were war to break out in Europe, America 
would be obliged to concentrate her attention on that war and would 
most likely refrain from activity in the Far East ; but to the confusion 
of such prophets the United States now appears unusually determined 
to intervene in this part of the world.

It is not known whether there was any previous understanding or 
not on this matter between the United States and the other two democra
cies, Britain and France ; but in any case it now appears that the former 
country is committing itself to the rôle of “ watchdog ” over the rights 
and interests of the other two in China. America’s Far Eastern policy, 
as a matter of fact, has come to assume such importance in connection 
with the disposal of the China affair that readjustment of American- 
Japanese relations is now a matter of cardinal interest to Japan. Is a 
readjustment of relations possible at the present time ? Intrinsically 
there exists no problem between the two countries which cannot be
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solved. As Mr. Yakichiro Suma, director of the Information Bureau 
of the Foreign Office, declared, “ readjustment of their relations will 
benefit both countries and the present is the best time to attempt it. 
The problems arising now are such as can be solved by direct negotia
tions.”

To judge from Ambassador Grew’s speech the problems at present 
confronting Japan and the United States, can be summed up in three 
main points. First, American rights and interests in China are unduly 
oppressed and American nationals in that country are unnecessarily 
molested. Secondly, Japan has violated the principle of the Open Door 
and Equal Opportunity, which is the mainstay of America’s policy in 
the Far East, and has established control over a vast extent of territory 
in China with the intention of organizing a system of closed economy 
solely in its own interests. Thirdly, Japan’s actions in China are an 
infringement of the provisions of the Nine-Power Pact, an international 
commitment to which both America and Japan are parties.

The first problem is the least important of the three. Respect for 
the rights and interests of third countries has been part of Japan’s 
invariable policy since the beginning of the present affair and every 
possible precaution has naturally been taken to avoid infringement of 
such rights and interests. Large-scale warfare is, however, being waged 
in China and some trouble with third Powers is inevitable. Japan has 
hoped that the United States would recognize the existence of a state of 
hostilities in China and admit that the rights and interests as well as the 
fives of Americans in that country were exposed to some risk, just as they 
now are in Europe. Unfortunately, even in cases where the infringe
ment of rights and interests is not very serious, much public indignation 
is liable to be stirred up when the report is circulated at home. The 
difference between Japanese and foreign customs and manners more
over often complicates matters. The Japanese military authorities 
in China must take every possible precaution against the occurrence of 
undesirable incidents in the future.

On the second point frequent declarations have been made by the 
Japanese Government. Owing to the fact that Americans have not been 
able to understand fully the meaning of the term a new order in East 
Asia,” trouble has inevitably arisen over the principle of the Open Door 
and Equal Opportunity. If Japan were really closing China’s doors 
against other countries it would be an entirely different matter ; but 
Japan, on the contrary, has repeated on several occasions her willing
ness to co-operate with any third countries which desire her to do so.
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We wonder why there should be any cavilling at this pledge on the part 
of Japan. The question of navigation on the Yangtze River is certainly 
an urgent one, but this gives promise of being solved if opening of the 
river to shipping is carried out gradually. The point, in short, lies in 
the interpretation given the phrase “ a new order in East Asia,” a matter 
which will be referred to again later.

It is no use to dwell at any length on the third question. The 
United States gave Japan notice of abrogation of the Treaty of Com
merce and Navigation for the reason that it would have to be revised 
so as to conform to a changed situation ; that country should therefore 
realize more fully than it does that the Nine-Power Pact is no longer 
practicable in view of the new situation in process of creation in the 
Far East. If America persists in its contention that the pact must be 
upheld, it would be better for it to consider a renewal on the basis of 
a new situation. The tragedies brought on in Europe by the attempt 
to apply in toto the provisions of the Versailles Treaty are only too well 
known. Should America, then, desire to see the pact concluded anew 
in a changed atmosphere, Japan would do well to support the move.

There is nothing between the two countries that could not be 
settled by frank negotiation. The United States makes a point of 
declaring that the principle of the Open Door and Equal Opportunity 
is at the basis of its traditional Far Eastern policy, but in reality its 
investments in the Far East are only $750,000,000, or roughly 5 per cent, 
of its aggregate overseas investments. Americans spend more in a 
single year for chewing gum than the $750,000,000 which is the total 
amount they have invested in the Far East over a period of several 
decades ; they also pay out much more than $750,000,000 every year as 
football and other sporting admission fees. Moreover, this $750,000,- 
000 does not represent the value of American investments in China alone, 
but includes the value of those in Japan, the Philippines, the South 
Seas, and all other parts of the Orient. The net worth of American 
investments in China is $200,000,000, or less than the $225,000,000 
invested in Japan. These investments in China are incomparably 
smaller in amount than those of Great Britain. The fact, however, 
that the United States has a far smaller amount invested in China than 
Britain means that it can follow a much freer and less constrained policy 
in the Far East. Britain may well be concerned over the protection of 
its enormous investments, but the United States is in quite a different 
position. Japan must not forget this fact. What we wish to point 
out is that United States Far Eastern policy is not affected so much by
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monetary considerations as by the American conception of justice and 
humanity. Japan, therefore, in seeking to readjust relations with 
America, must make its own stand on the basis of the Japanese concep
tion of justice and humanity.

America is a country where public opinion carries great weight, 
and where the effects of mob psychology must be taken into account. 
One satirical European critic has said that the terms “ democrazy ” 
and “ mobocracy ” should be used instead of democracy in describing 
that country. That may or may not be true, but if it is true then Japan 
should map out her plan for readjustment of relations accordingly. 
Many Japanese are not familiar with conditions in America and are apt 
to make light of the force of public opinion in that country. It is 
necessary for the Japanese people to realize that no American adminis
tration, however powerful, can carry out a policy opposed by public 
opinion.

As far as real economy is concerned there is virtually nothing in 
the way of the betterment of relations between the two countries. 
Each, in fact, is a good customer of the other. Since before the out
break of the China affair Japan has been selling goods worth more than 
¥500,000,000 to America and buying from that country goods worth 
more than ¥800,000,000. America is at one and the same time Japan’s 
most important customer and supplier ; thus 36.2 per cent, of the total 
value of Japan’s exports used to go to America, while 32.2 per cent, of 
Japan’s imports came from that country. Since the outbreak of the 
China affair these ratios have changed, because Japanese exports to 
Manchoukuo have increased. Thus only 15.9 per cent, of Japan’s 
exports now go to America, but on the other hand the proportion of 
imports to Japan from America has risen to 34.3 per cent, of the total. 
This increase in imports from America, in spite of the severe restric
tions imposed since the outbreak of the China affair, is due to the fact 
that Japan is concentrating on America as a source of supply for 
munitions, war supplies, materials for expansion of productivity and 
raw cotton, which is, in a sense, a kind of wartime material because it 
is made up chiefly into cotton cloth which is then exported to obtain 
foreign currencies.

Examining this question from the American angle, we find that 
Japan is America’s third biggest customer, coming next to England 
and Canada, while in point of view of purchases America buys more 
only from Canada. Many Americans are still dreaming of the “ huge 
China market,” making calculations which look marvellous on paper
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but are unrealizable in practice. They forget that China is buying 
from America less than one-tenth of what Japan is now buying. Ame
rica’s exports to Japan, in fact, are larger than those to South America 
and China combined. The importance of Japan in the American 
economic scheme is quite considerable, though of course not so great 

j as the importance of America in Japan’s economy.
i Japan’s unshakeable policy was proclaimed by Prince Konoye.

Needless to say, the readjustment of American-Japanese relations 
should be negotiated on the basis of this proclamation. Unfortunate-

1 ly, however, the term “ construction of a new order in East Asia ” is
Itoo abstract and is not understood at all by Americans. The expres

sion of an important national policy in such an abstract manner is liable 
to lead to unnecessary misunderstanding and encourage all kinds of 
conjecture. Smooth international relations are impossible if one 
country alone merely assumes that its own interpretation of justice and 
humanity is the correct one ; it must convince the other country by 
its actions that this is really so. In this sense I believe it would be 
wise for Japan to make an effort to let Americans understand the real

i meaning of “ construction of a new order in East Asia.”
What the United States would like to know is how far China’s 

I doors will be opened under the new order, what economic opportu
nities will be made available to the Powers, to what extent Japan will 
exercise control over any new central régime in China, what will be 
Japan’s attitude to the Powers’ stationing of their troops in China, 

j what Japan is thinking about the foreign concessions and the like.
■| The American character is such that if these points are made clear,
I America may understand the situation much better than Japan expects
| her to. Japan should go ahead, pursuing the course she believes to
J be the right one ; she need not change her policy, nor assume an atti-
| tude of flattery toward other countries. But if Japan really wishes to

readjust her relations with the United States, it is absolutely essential 
that she convince that country as to the justice of her intentions. And 
I believe that a concrete expression of the Konoye proclamation is the 
first essential in this connection.

i —Ken Sawada (The Konnichi no Mondai, December, 1939)

; BUSHIDO AND JAPANESE WOMANHOOD

j In all phases of their life, the Japanese people seek not only a
] synthesis of intellect and morality as their ideal but also attach im-
! portance to sentiment. In other words, a blending of intellect, virtue
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and aesthetic sentiment is set up as the form of idealism characteristic 
of their racial life. One may ask, however, whether this interpretation 
will be adequate to account for the development of the distinct and 
forceful traits with which they have pursued their national career on 
the international stage—a career of vigour and progress. This article 
is devoted to answering this question.

When, in its inner life, the Japanese mind stresses its outstanding 
idealism, there always is a distinct attitude to be noted. It is less given 
to emphasizing the importance of instinctive force, the force innate 
and primary in man which makes for life and development. Instead, 
there is a stronger effort to adjust this force to moral phases of life. 
This attitude of mind has been traditional since antiquity. But this 
does not mean that the Japanese people have ever divested themselves 
of the instinctive force as individuals or as a nation. That is to say, 
the Japanese always have shown the capacity to control their instinc
tive force, regulate its impulsive moves and balance the mental delicacy 
to refine and sublimate it. However, they have not on that account 
lost or reduced their power of life. They always have recognized this 
force and have tried to find how it may be turned and directed to the 
best planes of human activity.

The characteristics of this traditional attitude of mind are apparent 
in the conception of Bushido, or the way of the warrior. It commonly 
is said that this conception known as Bushido originated in the middle 
ages, when the warrior class rose to power, and was completed in the 
Tokugawa period. It probably is true that the conception of Bushido 
itself assumed its form in the middle ages, but the idea and its expres
sion in the conduct of life that constitutes the cardinal element of 
Bushido’s spirit did not date from the period of the warrior régime, for 
it was seen clearly even in the history of remote antiquity.

For example, Prince Yamato Takeru was regarded as a paragon 
of Bushido, the essence of native idealism, but this was somewhat 
different from the Bushido of the feudal period, which was a relation
ship between suzerain and vassal. The Prince was worshipped as a 
peerless type of the warrior tradition of the country not only because 
he represented the highest order of courage, valour and military leader
ship but because he typified that refined order of the mind and body 
which represented the heights of racial ideals. Bushido, later in the 
feudal ages, like the knighthood of Europe, was reduced to a relation
ship between overlords and retainers. But Bushido must be dis
tinguished because of its distinct characteristic of orderly adjustment
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and refinement of mind and body as compared with the warrior life of 
courage and valour. This fundamental spirit underlying the national 
attitude of mind, as seen in Prince Yamato Takeru, has come down 
from antiquity.

Bushido, as it developed through the régime of military power, 
represented a development of morality under the influence, first, 
of the Zen sect, a branch of the Dhyana School of Buddhism, and 
then of the teachings of the moral school of Chu Tzu, which sprang 
from Confucianism and was brought across the sea by Buddhist 
monks who had gone to China to study the Zen faith. But the 
primary spirit of Bushido was purely of native origin and almost 
as old as the history of the Japanese race itself. Bushido took the 
colouring of Buddhism and Confucianism only to give finishing touches 
to its outward form. What Bushido stressed most of all were what 
were called rites and music in Confucianism. However, there was a 
clear distinction between the two schools of thought. Whereas the 
rites and music as taught by Confucianism involved highly intricate 
theories that were intelligible only to scholarly minds, Bushido, instead 
of seeking higher planes of philosophic thought or doctrine, developed 
as an attitude of mind and as forms of conduct in everyday life and 
even in emergencies—ideas within easy reach of soldier minds, which 
generally were trained for arms rather than for letters. Expressed in 
letters or presented in the form of theories, Bushido was less impressive 
than the corresponding ideals of China, but translated into mental 
attitudes and actual actions of soldiers, it rose to heights never seen in 
China. In this respect, Bushido stands above the extraneous conditions 
under which it developed, a distinctive trait of the Japanese race.

This characteristic feature of Bushido, for example, may be seen 
in the fact that its principle of soldierly training stresses two elements, 
shitsuké andyohgi, both of which correspond to the //, or rites of the 
school of Confucius. These two elements are regarded as being so 
important that when a school for training warriors was established in 
the Tokugawa period they formed one of the courses for younger 
students. Shitsuké, a Japanese term, is formed by a combination of the 
word “ body ” and the word “ fairness,” signifying the fairness of the 
body. That this idea was held so important shows a distinct side to 
the moral conception represented by Bushido. Saho, or the rules of 
manners, today are taught at all schools for girls as an important phase 
of training for womanhood. This was known in the past as “ rites ” 
when applied to the training of women and as shitsuké oryohgi when
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applied to the training of warriors. These terms have a deep meaning 
in that they refer not only to outward forms but also the form of the 
mind. It is held that this form of the mind should find its expression 
in the outward form of the samurai and in his address and deportment.

The idea itself is by no means peculiar to Japan or to the East. 
The chivalry of Europe involved similar ideas. It should be noted, 
however, that the fairness of body and mind as conceived and taught 
by Bushido was something quite different in conception and expression 
from anything found in China, India or the West.

Whereas the knighthood as generally conceived by the people of 
the West as well as of the East was the cultural expression of the 
instinctive impulses of human nature in intensified and elaborate forms, 
the fairness of body and mind as idealized during the military 
feudalism of Japan restrained instinctive impulses, avoided their 
shocks by refinement of emotions and sought the presentation of 
sentiment in its truest form, shunning intricacy for simplicity, and 
impurities for purity. This is seen in the refinement of sentiment 
understood by the native words of miyabi and aware, the refined sensi
bility which discountenances pompous display, gorgeous effects, 
elaborate design and imposing dimensions. It is true that the senti
ment predominant through the ages of military rule was something 
foreign to the traditional conception of the people, its pomp and 
exuberance reaching a peak in the cultural attainments of the 
Momoyama period. But even the cultural achievements of those ages, 
with all this brilliance of colour, were much simpler and plainer as 
compared with those of China or of European countries. It is seen, 
therefore, that the shitsuké of Bushido aimed at restraint of emotional 
impulses by discarding exaggeration and seeking the beauty and 
simplicity of nature.

Leaving the notion of rites, we find next that music was repre
sentative of one of the phases to which the Japanese since early times 
have attached much importance. This idealism of music dates from 
the introduction of court music from China in ancient times. Whereas 
this form of music has passed away in its home country, it has been 
preserved on this side of the water.

An example will show how this form of cultural accomplishment 
in this country has been found more attractive in practice than in 
theory. The warriors always regarded music as part of their profes
sional culture, a custom traceable to the traits of the people. For the 
Japanese, either of high or low station, always have been familiar 
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with some forms of music, and in this they are comparable with 
civilized people anywhere in the world. The samurai, especially, as 
seen in the Noh and Kabuki plays, were well accomplished in the art, 
as a rule, and often arranged for the performance of dances on festive 
and other occasions for the entertainment of guests.

It can be seen, therefore, that Bushido attached importance to 
the bodily form and mind of the samurai as a true expression of their 
honoured profession, the way of the warrior and the art of war (It was 
called a fine art in those days). One of the cardinal principles 
impressed upon the warrior was that in wielding his rapier, in holding 
his spear and in bending his bow he should never lose sight of the 
fairness of form and of mind. This principle was emphasized in 
everyday training not as an end in itself but as a means to the end 
of expression of morality and personal conduct on the field of battle.

By the same principle, all conduct contrary to this rule on the 
battlefield was condemned as unfair or as unseemly. These terms 
prove that morality and physical fairness are one and the same thing 
in the Japanese mind. This attitude of mind was of particular 
importance in Bushido. As seen on the Kabuki stage, scenes depict
ing samurai life almost always are given picturesque settings. The 
artistic effects, although sometimes intensified for dramatic purposes, 
generally were realistic presentations, free from artificial designs or 
exaggeration. This may be seen by comparison with the scenes in 
which plebeian life is presented. There the backgrounds, as realistic 
and artistic effects, are sought principally for the art with which the 
play is developed, and the characters are made alive. Realism is fol
lowed in the presentation of life in one section of society as that of 
the other. The artistic side of samurai life practically was as true in 
life as now seen on the stage.

One may now ask where these characteristics of Bushido came 
from. For the answer he should be referred to one particular point 
which those who have taught Bushido or studied it seem to have 
overlooked, namely, that these characteristics of Japanese knighthood 
were fostered and developed under the strong influence of Japanese 
women. It commonly is said that the Japanese civilization of the 
Heian period, civilization in its fullest and purest form of develop
ment was characterized by femininity. And this cannot be denied. 
This is because Japanese womanhood, since the dawn of Japan’s 
history, has played an important rôle in the development of the 
national mind.
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History shows that when the people of this country had no 
letters of their own, education was carried on by word of mouth in a 
language now known as the Yamato. Through this medium education 
was conducted chiefly by women. The cultural attainments of those 
remote times were in the form of numerous romances, which told of 
the history of racial development and showed characteristic elements 
of the race from its earliest time to the achievement of racial unifica
tion. It was the rule of the cultural life of those days to tell of those 
romantic tales in the dialect used in the Yamato district, which was 
the centre of female civilization at the time.

It was for this reason that the people of those early times had 
their literature presented in the one language which was common to 
all sections of society, as shown in the case of the Mannyoshu, the 
oldest anthology in Japanese literature. As a matter of fact, the 
nagauta, poems of many stanzas, and the tanka, poems of brief lines, 
both of which represented the forms of literature prevalent in the 
towns where the seat of Imperial rule was placed, were but later and 
more advanced forms of ancient poetry and common among all classes 
of people in early days. This means that the central culture of 
ancient Japan was based on the cultural activity that had been national 
in the sense that it was common to all sections of social life.

Among the musical dances performed at the Imperial Court there 
are people’s verses, which bring in songs sung in certain local com
munities or dances performed by inhabitants of other towns. This 
was not because the upper class of ancient times took a fancy to these 
songs and dances of the commoners but because of the traditional 
background against which they were developed. Similarly, because of 
the same traditional background, some of the songs and tunes popular 
among the middle class today are based on local songs and folk music 
of one part of the country or another.

Furthermore, the life and soul of Japanese culture, since the 
earliest days, has been in the care of women. For this reason, women 
were the ones who gained command of the kana letters when these 
phonetic symbols were devised and who employed them for free 
expression of the Japanese mind in its true native language. Because 
men continued to depend on the Chinese characters as a vehicle for 
their expresson and indulged in poetical and other literary compositions 
of foreign style, they failed to be exponents of the national mind. This 
consequently resulted in women writers giving birth to the literature 
of the race in its true and pure form.
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In these circumstances, the form of Japanese civilization that was 
developed in the Heian period for the first time in Japanese history 
came to assume a character which was branded as effeminate. For the 
same reason the civilization of the Heian period was marked with 
forms akin to those of Greek culture and even with a higher order of 
delicacy and refinement, a distinct type of culture that has won its own 
niche in the history of world civilization. On the other hand, this 
age, developed under such conditions of social and cultural life, 
necessarily had great defects of its own. These were seen in the form 
of the decadent literature of the Fujiwara period. A change likewise 
was seen in internal politics. The regime of the court nobility fell and 
the rule of military power rose in its place as the age of weakness was 
replaced by one of force.

In China as well as in European countries, political changes of 
this type generally were brought about through extraneous circum
stances, invasions of foreign barbarism and its subjugation of the effete 
native culture. Thus countries rose and later weakened under the 
enervating influence of culture until their people were replaced by 
barbaric invaders who had more vigour. In the case of Japan, however, 
the decadent régime of the Fujiwaras was overthrown not by a foreign 
invader but by another section of the Japanese race that had risen to 
power. The peculiar conditions under which this great internal change 
took place made the middle ages in Japanese history unique, something 
without parallel in the corresponding periods of other countries. Here 
there was no period wrapped in the darkness of barbarism. The 
beacon of cultural life, undisturbed and unquenched, was handed from 
generation to generation as it burned on its pedestal in the centre of 
national life. What is more, it was in this period that new forms 
of learning were absorbed from China and an impetus was given to 
new forms of art in this country.

The middle ages of Japan had a distinct feature of their own in 
the form of Bushido. Since the characteristics of Bushido as indicated 
above were developed when the country, under military rule, strove 
to simulate the cultural life of the Heian period that had just passed 
away, Bushido from its very inception came basically under the influ
ence of Japanese womanhood. It was not without reason that the 
men of those and later ages, even while pursuing the way of arms, 
studied the art of poetical composition and sought pleasure in 
romantic literature. In matters of apparel and appearance, harking 
back to the times of court nobility, they tried to express their bodily
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forms in terms of miyabi refinement, and awaré sentiment, as scholars 
of Japanese history can show.

It would be wrong, however, to say that our warriors became effete 
or less valiant on this account. As already stated, the warriors as in
dividuals and their reign itself became refined through attentiveness to 
these elements of cultural life, but their influence was far from enervating. 
Even during the period of civil wars, when truculence perhaps was 
apt to be overemphasized, the warriors were disgraced unless they 
were well initiated in the art of tea ceremony, an art in which the 
spirit of reserve and modesty is stressed above all others. And the 
warriors of these ages were matchless in courage and valour throughout 
the history of the country. Perhaps the most formidable among them 
was Kiyomasa Kato. He was above all a good soldier, but at the 
same time he possessed the most refined sensibilities, a supreme capacity 
for combining moral sublimation and aesthetic appreciation. Born and 
bred in the time when wars were almost incessant and men had to be 
proficient in the art of war, he nevertheless not only was well learned 
in letters and well trained in moral philosophy but he even was a well 
accomplished artist. It was he who created the feudal castle of Nagoya 
that to this day remains as a monument of the architectural art of the 
middle ages.

The development of Bushido under the influence of native 
womanhood is not unlike the knighthood of Europe, which also came 
under the influence of womanhood. But the virtue of womanhood in 
the case of Bushido found its expression in different forms. Further
more, Bushido, unlike the knighthood of Europe, never adopted the 
outward form of worship of womanhood. The moral life of woman
hood as expressed in its form and mind was taken as a means of 
regulating the instinctive impulses of male life. Bushido, therefore, 
found no reason for the adoration of woman or the worship of woman 
as expressed in a social institution. Bushido found in womanhood 
virtuous beauty with which the soul of the warrior should be blended 
and fused in sublimation.

—Nyozekan Hasegawa (The Shin Joy en, December, 1959)

A TURNING POINT IN JAPAN’S ECONOMY

In the early aftermath of consternation, a section of the Japanese 
public was justified in thinking that abrogation of the Japanese-Ameri
can Treaty of Commerce and Navigation, signed in 1911, amounted
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to nothing more than another domestic gesture by the Roosevelt 
Administration. Some received the news light-heartedly enough to 
characterize it as a political manœuvre and a popularity stunt.

For one thing, it was contended that America would stand to lose 
far more than Japan if the step were permitted to take legal effect at 
the end of the period of notification. Last year, for example, Japa
nese exports to the United States, mainly raw silk, totalled ¥425,000,000 
against imports from the United States of ¥915,000,000, leaving a 
balance of nearly ¥500,000,000 in favour of the United States. Japan 
took 30 per cent, of America’s cotton exports, 38 per cent, of iron and 
steel and a similarly substantial proportion of machinery and petroleum 
products. Such figures were considered ample to warrant the predic
tion that Washington itself would not suffer a treaty-less situation to 
come about between the two countries.

Now Japanese opinion has progressed to a point where it no longer 
can hold to this optimistic view. There has been a sharp awakening 
to reality on this side of the Pacific, most of all, to the fact that the move 
occurred as a sequel to Britain’s concessions, slight though they were, 
made at the Anglo-Japanese parleys in Tokyo last summer. Japanese 
now realize that Washington meant precisely what was implied by the 
abrogation notice : that, treaty or no treaty in the future, America is 
determined to salvage the nine-Power structure, which Japan has 
declared obsolete, and with it the millions of invested capital the United 
States holds at stake in China.

To make matters worse for Japan, the European War started less 
than a month after Uncle Sam’s diplomatic, but nonetheless exceedingly 
businesslike, brandishment of his clenched fist.

Hitherto Japan had been purchasing the bulk of her metal ore, 
machinery and other essential materials for “ Asiatic development ” 
from European sources. These suppliers automatically bolted their 
doors to neutral customers when the war broke out. Consequently al
most overnight Japan found herself confronted with infinitely greater 
economic and commercial dependence upon the United States. The 
Government soon found it necessary to scrap the old connection be
tween the yen and sterling, and to substitute it with a newly forged link 
with the American dollar. Simultaneously the Japanese-U. S. trade 
balance was deprived of a great deal of its former significance as a dip
lomatic 'weapon. At present Japanese cotton purchases in the United 
States are expected to continue heavy, but her purchases in other fields 
are likely to be overshadowed by a rush of wartime orders for steel,
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iron, petroleum products and the like from European countries.
Responsible Japanese, as already mentioned, realize their dis

advantageous position and have been reiterating the need of readjusting 
Japanese-American relations in order to pave the way for a new agree
ment. But no concrete suggestions have been proposed yet. All 
that is being said is that Japan should undertake to respect American 
rights in China and to furnish concessions after giving prior considera
tion to all of Japan’s avowed objectives on the Continent. Such 
abstractions have been repeated for years and, although undoubtedly 
tendered in a spirit of sincerity and goodwill, have never really served 
to furnish ground for a practical compromise. Nor is it conceivable 
that the United States will agree to lend Japan a helping hand for the 
sole aim of developing Asia into a self-contained economic unit elimi
nating the present deficiencies of the Japanese Empire ; in which case 
America, in the long run, would be undoing whatever basis there 
exists for Japanese-American trade.

Let us briefly examine the immediate results that would occur if 
the United States Government were to allow the 1911 treaty to lapse 
altogether at the end of January. These may be listed in three items : 
(1) the loss of rights to Japanese businessmen and concerns in the 
United States, (2) the imposition of a 10 per cent, discriminatory tariff 
on all goods discharged from Japanese vessels, and (3) an embargo on 
exports to Japan, including iron, copper and petroleum products, as 
provided by the Pittman measure.

There is reason to believe that the Administration would never 
let the first step materialize. For, if it did, Japan could immediately 
retaliate with similar measures, only on a much wider scale, against 
American business interests, not only in Japan proper, but in the whole 
continental territory under Japanese control. The 10 per cent, tax 
would not prove a telling blow even if adopted. Japanese exports to 
the United States consisting principally of raw silk and this commodity 
being practically immune from foreign competition, a higher selling 
price to some extent in the United States would not cause serious reper
cussions here.

On the other hand, if the third course were taken—and there is 
at present no assurance to the contrary—a far graver situation would 
arise. This, in all probability, would compel Japan to undertake a 
complete reorientation of her economic and industrial system and to 
replace it as rapidly as she could with a closely co-ordinated economy 
embracing Japan, Manchoukuo and China as a single unit.
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Speaking strictly, a wrong impression is liable to be imparted by 
mentioning this replacement as something in the nature of an expedient 
national programme to be held in readiness until the threatened crisis 
occurs. Actually the reconstruction has been in effect ever since 
Japan felt the need of simultaneously waging war in China, strength
ening her international defences and perpetuating her goal of introduc
ing a new order in East Asia. Only the process thus far has failed to 
register any spectacular progress due to several adverse reasons. 
Haphazard planning at the outset was one of them ; more recently, the 
snapping of economic ties between Japan and Germany proved to be 
another. Not the least has been the sheer vastness of the whole 
undertaking.

Yet if such an emergency as that mentioned should arise as a 
result of the United States precipitating the laws of embargo against 
Japan, this country would have no other plan with which to cope with 
the situation. The task in hand would cease to be one of economic 
experimentation, but a vital struggle on the success or failure of which 
would depend the very existence and destiny of the Japanese nation. 
Every ounce of the country’s energy would have to be poured into the 
task and no sacrifice, whether individual or collective, would be too 
dear in order to guarantee its eventual achievement. Japan would be 
fighting squarely with her back to the wall. She would have to 
succeed in providing herself with a new source of motive power to 
keep her economy functioning or else face the alternative and, in the 
economic sense at least, admit the bankruptcy of her programme in 
China.

—Shinsaku Shimada (The Tairiku* December, 1939)

THE KUOMINTANG KT. THE COMMUNIST PARTY

Following on the outbreak of the European War, the Soviet Union 
has reorientated its Far Eastern policy, as evidenced by its efforts to 
effect a rapprochement with Japan on the one hand and on the other 
to bring further pressure to bear upon the Chungking Government.

The Soviet Union used to seize every available opportunity to 
check Japan’s advance on the continent by engaging in armed clashes 
on the border between Manchoukuo and the Soviet Union or Outer 
Mongolia. The Nomonhan truce agreement, however, marked the end 
of this Soviet policy. The intention of the Soviet Union is now to take 
advantage of the war between Germany and the Allies in order to 
strengthen its position in Europe. It has already partitioned Poland
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with Germany, brought pressure to bear upon the Baltic States and 
undertaken various operations in the Balkans. The European question 
is far more vital to the Soviet Union than the Far Eastern issue ; hence 
its desire to avoid meeting Japan in border clashes which are always 
potential precursors to a full-dress war.

One must not jump to the conclusion, however, that the European 
War has induced the Soviet Union to suspend all its activities in the 
Far East. Quite the contrary ; for the Soviet Union, while out to 
reap a maximum of gains in Europe, is still active in the Far East but 
under a new guise.

The Soviet Union, in reorientating its Far Eastern policy, has 
taken into account the following considerations, namely : (i) the 
European War, (2) the marked weakening of the Chungking régime, 
(3) the decline in Anglo-French influence behind Chungking as a result 
of the European War, and (4) the steady progress of the Wang Ching- 
wei movement for reconstruction of China and Japan’s determination 
to give this movement its unstinted support, as demonstrated by the 
establishment of general headquarters for the Japanese expeditionary 
forces in China. While pursuing a policy of appeasement toward Japan 
so far as armed clashes are concerned, the Soviet Union has started, out 
of the reach of Japan, a vigorous advance in the hinterland of China.

The Soviet Union has long had troops stationed in Sinkiang 
Province (Chinese Turkestan) and officers in the Chinese Communist 
Army ; and of late there has been a remarkable recrudescence of Soviet 
activities in this field. The Hankow correspondent of the Niehi Niehi 
reported on October 22, 1939, that a number of Soviet officers and 
soldiers were, in accordance with a Moscow decision, being newly 
assigned as volunteers in the Chinese Communist Army and Red 
guerilla forces, and this story was corroborated in later reports from 
Hankow, Nanking, Shanghai and Hongkong.

There is no denying the fact that this new Soviet move will act as 
a powerful stimulus to the Chinese Communist Party, which has been 
exercising strict vigilance over the anti-Communist and peace factions 
in Chungking and has carefully kept in mind its clash with the Kuomin
tang in 1927. The Chinese Communist Party has now thrown off its 
mask and is voicing openly its grievances against the Kuomintang. Its 
leader, Mao Tze-tung, is quoted by the Daily Herald in its issue of 
October 22, 1939, as declaring in an interview with that paper’s cor
respondent, Edgar Snow, that the Chinese Communist Party has never 
surrendered to the Kuomintang and means to continue its resistance
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against Japan by forging closer connections with the Soviet Union. 
Mao Tze-tung further states that his party absolutely refuses to be 
controlled by the Kuomintang ; that it means to pursue its own course 
with the ultimate object of bringing about a social revolution ; and that 
the territory under the control of the Communist Army is entirely 
independent of the Chungking Government.

This interview not only sheds light on the present state of Kuo
mintang-Communist relations, but is also eloquent proof of the fact 
that the Communist Party has abandoned the waiting policy it has been 
pursuing since the outbreak of the China affair, in the belief that the 
longer the hostilities dragged on the weaker the Chungking Govern
ment would become, with the result that China would ultimately fall 
into Communist hands.

The Chinese Communist Party in fact, backed by the Soviet Union, 
is now turning its back on the Kuomintang in Northwestern China, 
which is being rapidly converted to Communism. Incidentally, it is 
reported in a press message from Peking that the Communist Party is 
transferring its headquarters from Yen-an in Northern Shensi Province 
to Paoki in the western part of the same province. It would be unwise 
to place too much credence in this solitary report, but what is at least 
certain is that the Chinese Communists now mean to secure sole control 
of Northwestern China by removing their base of operations as near the 
centre of that region as possible.

In the face of all this Communist activity, however, the Kuomintang 
has not been idle. A Domei report dated Hongkong, November 2,1939, 
has it that a nation-wide drive is under way to strengthen the Kuomin
tang fabric against a possible serious aggravation of Kuomintang- 
Communist relations. Senior rightist members of the Kuomintang, 
including Tai Tien-chiu, Chen Kuo-fu and Chou Chia-hwa have 
started organizing nationalist party members under such slogans as 

Strengthen the foundation of the Kuomintang ” and “ Exalt the true 
Three People’s Principles.” And at the same time the central head
quarters of the Kuomintang have instructed the provincial and city 
organs of the party to control strictly all such propaganda, activities 
and agitation not in conformity with the Three People’s Principles.

With regard to the situation in Northwestern China, the Peking 
message adds that the central headquarters of the Kuomintang have 
strengthened the party organization in the two provinces of Shensi and 
Kansu, by mobilizing the Kuomintang members there and also the 
members of the Young Men’s Three People’s Principles Association.
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Moreover, Ho Chung-han, leader of the Blue Shirts Society, has proceed
ed to Lanchow, the capital of Kansu Province, to superintend personal
ly the activities of the Kuomintang members there and at the same time 
keep an eye on the activities of the Communist Party.

A general survey of the situation reveals, however, that the Soviet 
drive is extremely vigorous, whereas the Kuomintang attitude is rather 
of a negative character. For, while the Kuomintang has taken steps to 
counteract Communist activities, it has neither the determination nor the 
power to sever connections with the Soviet Union and the Chinese 
Communist Party, toward both of which it has in fact adopted a policy 
of appeasement, at the same time appealing to the United States for 
intervention in the Sino-Japanese conflict.

In asking the United States to exert its good offices in order to 
bring about peace between Japan and China, the Kuomintang was 
apparently actuated by the desire to check the Soviet Union and the 
Chinese Communist Party and also shake Japan’s determination to 
uphold the movement for establishment of a new central government 
headed by Wang Ching-wei. The United States, however, has shown 
no readiness to mediate between Japan and China ; while Japan, for her 
part, has remained adamant in her determination to support the Wang 
Ching-wei movement. The only effect of the Kuomintang’s peace 
gesture, therefore, has been to reveal its own heightened difficulties.

The Chungking Government has also failed to all intents and 
purposes in its policy of appeasement toward the Soviet Union and the 
Chinese Communist Party. Apparently dissatisfied with the activities 
of Sun Fo, pro-Soviet leader in the Chungking Government, Chiang 
Kai-shek sent General Ho Yao-tsu, one of his braintrust, to Moscow. 
General Ho Yao-tsu, assisted by General Yang Chieh, has been active 
for some time in Moscow, but so far has apparently not been successful 
in his appeasement mission.

Meanwhile, Viacheslav Molotov, Soviet Premier and Commissar 
for Foreign Affairs, speaking before the Supreme Council on October 
31, 1939, announced the Soviet Union’s readiness to readjust relations 
with Japan. This announcement, obviously intended as a feeler to 
sound out the Japanese attitude, certainly does not intimate any intention 
on the part of the Soviet Government to suspend assistance to the 
Chungking Government ; it must nevertheless have been very un
welcome to the latter which has been counting both on the Soviet’s 
assisting it directly and checking the activities of Japan.

In short, it may be seen that the Chungking Government is now at
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the beck and call of the Soviet Union and the Chinese Communist 
Party. Chiang Kai-shek is not in a position to break with either 
although he is harassed by the Soviet demands and hampered by the 
critical state of Kuomintang-Communist relations ; he has in fact been 
compelled to emphasize the necessity of strengthening the Kuomin
tang’s ties with the Communist Party. This provides a significant hint 
as to the probable future tactics of the Chungking Government.

But in this connection it must be observed that there is a limit 
beyond which the Soviet Union cannot advance in China. The Soviet 
Union, by its action in concluding a non-aggression pact with Germany 
and marching into Poland, has placed itself in opposition to the Anglo- 
French camp ; and it is now attempting to strengthen its position in 
Eastern, Northern and Southeastern Europe to the disadvantage of 
both Germany and the Anglo-French bloc. This accounts for the 
delicate situation developing between Britain and France on the one 
hand and the Soviet Union on the other, not only in Europe but also 
in the Far East.

Should the Soviet Union therefore start a bold drive in China it 
is easy to imagine that Britain and France would seek a rapprochement 
with anti-Comintern Japan since they themselves are fully occupied in 
the West. In other words one could envisage an anti-Comintern com
bination among Japan, Great Britain, France and the United States. 
The Soviet Union is just as afraid of an Anglo-Japanese rapprochement 
which might lead to a joint alignment of the four Powers just mentioned, 
as it was of any strenthening of the original anti-Comintern pact.

But it will nevertheless become increasingly aggressive in China 
so long as it makes light not only of Japan, but also of Great Britain 
and France, and so long as it attaches undue importance to the difficulties 
in the way of a combination among Japan, Great Britain, France and 
the United States. Everything depends on the future Soviet attitude 
in this regard, but not even the boldest of prophets would at the present 
juncture venture any predictions as to what this attitude is likely to be.

—Kanayé Tanaka (The Kai^o, December, 1939)

WAR AND CRIME

A decrease in crime, a decline in suicides, and a scarcity of domestic 
help have followed in the wake of the China affair. Regarding the 
decrease in the number of suicides, the Asahi Shimbun in its issue of 
May 12, 1939, reports that there were 2,681 suicides in 1936, but the
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number fell to 2,376 in 1937, the year in which hostilities with China 
broke out. A further drop was recorded in 1938 when only 1,884 
cases were registered. The first quarter of 1939 witnessed a further 
decline, when, from January to March, there were only 379 suicides of 
which 240 were males and 139 females. Various explanations have 
been advanced for this phenomenon which is apparently not peculiar 
to this country. A similar decline in cases of self-destruction was 
noted among the belligerent Powers during the early stages of the World 
War. In 1913 there were 10,339 suicides in France, but the number 
dropped to 8,386 in 1914, to 6,652 in 1915, and again to 6,363 in 1916 
and 5,982 in 1917.

A scarcity of domestic help was also experienced among the 
European countries during the World War, for, as a German authority 
on criminology has pointed out, male and female servants are invariably 
drawn to the higher-paying munition industries during wartime. Of 
these wartime phenomena, the number of suicides kept declining until 
the end of hostilities, but soon increased again to pre-war levels after 
the restoration of peace. During the early stages of war, crime also 
decreased, but this tendency did not last long. On the contrary, a 
crime wave soon swept over not only the belligerent countries but the 
neutrals as well, while a large number of prostitutes and cases of female 
delinquency sprang up among the female workers who had been 
absorbed and later discharged from the munition industries.

As statistics show, crime usually declines during wartime. During 
the Austro-German War of 1866, there was a remarkable decrease of 
crime in Prussia, contrary to the general expectation, for in that year 
Prussia had suffered from crop failures, industrial depression, and a 
cholera epidemic. The same decrease was noted during the Franco- 
Prussian War of 1870. In 1869 one out of every 175.6 of the population 
was prosecuted for crimes and one out of every 97.4 was punished for 
police offences. In 1870, however, prosecution decreased to one per 
176.8 for crimes and those punished for police offences fell to one per 
118.1 of the population. The following year there was a still further 
decrease in the number of prosecutions.

A similar phenomenon was seen during the Sino-Japanese War 
of 1894-1895 and the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905. In 1893 
prosecutions for crimes except police offences totalled 358 per 100,000, 
but the figure fell to 323 in 1894. The same figure in 1903 was 210, 
declining to 168 in 1904 and to 129 in 1905.

Why does crime decrease during wartime ? A high patriotic senti-
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ment is undoubtedly one factor, but this is not the solely responsible 
one. There is also the relaxation of the control of crime as a result of 
war and the enlistment of young men into the services is also important, 
since the strongest propensity to crime is found among youth. These 
two factors are operative in both the victor and the vanquished countries. 
In both the Franco-Prussian War and in the World War the decline in 
criminal activity among young men was noted. In 1913 the number of 
crimes among men between the ages of 21 and 24 was 269 per 100,000. 
This figure for this age group dropped to 193 in 1914 and to 114 in 
1915. The number of crimes between the ages of 25 and 29 were 376 in 
1913, 247 in 1914, and 120 in 1915, while crimes between the ages of 
30 and 39 dropped from 514 in 1913 to 384 in 1914, and to 177 in 1915.

It is obvious that high patriotic sentiment is not the only factor 
responsible for this decline. What is also of importance is the extent 
to which this declining tendency continues. During the World War, 
for example, the crime curve began to swing upwards in both belligerent 
and neutral countries after 1916. It might be assumed, therefore, that 
crime will decline during the first two years of a conflict, and then begin 
to regain its former position. Those crimes which decreased during 

s the early stages of the World War were mostly such personal cases as
murders and assaults, and this class of crime continued at lower levels 
even after the termination of hostilities. One explanation is the re- 

•. markable shortage of alcoholic drinks during wartime. But in strong
contrast with crimes of a personal nature, those relating to property 
showed a decided increase during the World War. It is true that they 
fell off during the early stages of the conflict, but it was this group which 
increased so remarkably after 1916. In Germany cases of petty larceny 

j totalled 65,747 in 1914, but had increased to 75,257 in 1916 and jumped
J again to 95,010 in 1917. Cases of larceny increased from 13,958 in
; 1914 to 28,103 in 1917, and a similar tendency was noted in France.
4 Crimes relating to property top the list even in peace time, and it
Iis perhaps only natural that they should increase during wartime when 

people are forced to live under more trying circumstances. During 
the World War, however, statistics show that malignant cases predomi
nated among crimes relating to property, including offences committed 
by the desire to profit at the expense of others. Some were prosecuted
for stealing daily necessities and selling them at exorbitant prices, some, 
for adulterating sugar with sand, some, for blackmailing people who 
had hoarded provisions beyond the prescribed amount, some, for 
violating economic control regulations, and some, for profiteering. In
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this connection, it is noteworthy that not only the crime wave itself 
took an upward curve in the third year of the war, but new criminals 
made their début in the person of women and boys. Those found 
guilty in the juvenile courts of France numbered 15,194 in 1915. There 
was a slight decrease in 1914, but 1915 witnessed an increase to 14,204 
cases. In 1918 the number reached 22,549, nearly double the pre-war 
figure. Similar phenomenon also occurred in Germany and England.

There were 88,462 female criminals in Germany in 1913, but this 
figure jumped to 127,906 in 1918. In France the figure was 33,645 in 
1913 and 45,284 in 1918 with the percentage of female crimes to the 
total increasing from 14 to 28 per cent. In Austria female crimes 
totalled 1,074 in 1913, increasing to 2,089 *n I91^ an<^ again to 4,245 
in 1918, four times the 1913 figure. Female crimes in France included 
interference with government officials in the performance of public 
duty, larceny, fraud, and illegal speculation. Cases of female inter
ference with officials increased from 16 in 1913 to 25 per cent, in 1919 ; 
thefts from 23 to 29 per cent ; while illegal speculation showed a 50 
per cent, increase. Similar trends dominated the cases of female 
crimes in Germany and Austria. No less noteworthy was the marked 
increase in prostitution, especially among middle class women.

Two factors are largely responsible for this increase in delinquency 
among women. One cause was the replacing of adult male workers 
by women and juveniles ; and the other was the new temptations created 
during wartime which beset women and juvenile workers. During 
hostilities boys are deprived of the necessary protection and guidance 
of home and school. Women are often compelled to support their 
families and through economic necessity are driven to crime. In other 
cases, women who have profitted by higher wages in munition industries 
acquire luxurious habits and are exposed to greater temptations by 
being removed from the standards of home life. This phenomenon 
occurs in not only the victorious countries but in the vanquished as well, 
and this deplorable tendency continues for some time after the termina
tion of hostilities.

The criminal situation has been comparatively satisfactory in Japan 
since the outbreak of the China affair. But it may be well to remember 
that Japan now stands at the threshold of a new stage in wartime crime, 
although this does not necessarily imply that Japan is predestined to 
face the same crime situation which prevailed in Europe during the 
World War. Crime among females in Japan is likely to present a 
different situation from that in European countries due to the different
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social organization which prevails here. Nevertheless, undue optimism 
> is not warranted, because we have already observed an increase in the
| number of juvenile crimes which marks the second stage of the criminal
3 situation during wartime. It may be well to recall that in April, 1939,

the Tokyo Asahi sounded a warning against the increase in juvenile 
crimes despite a falling off of general crimes due to the pressure of 
a wartime emergency. The paper pointed out a marked increase in 

? juvenile delinquency in the farm villages as well as in the factory and
i urban centres. Some 70 per cent, of the juvenile cases involved thefts
< with trespass, with frauds and blackmailing also occupying a conspicuous

share.
It is our ardent hope that these signs of the second stage of 

ç a wartime criminal situation will remain a “ strange phenomenon,”
4 a term which the Asahi used to characterize these cases of juvenile
* delinquency. Nevertheless, in the formation of a sound crime preven-
J tion policy, careful consideration must be given to the wartime condi

tions which were responsible for the crime waves in European countries, 
j —Kameji Kimura (The Chuo Koron, December, 1939)

1 
I
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Suye Mura, a Japanese Village. By John F. 
Embree. The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1939. pp. xxv, 
3 J 4- $3.00.

Few foreign writers succeed in penetrating the linguistic and other 
barriers which shield so many aspects of Japanese social life from the 
Western world. Despite these handicaps, Professor Embree has 
produced an unique record of everyday forces and conventions in 
Japanese rural life. His main purpose is to add a new chapter in the 
story of social anthropology under a comprehensive programme 
sponsored by the University of Chicago. In this specialist’s assign
ment he has made a remarkable contribution toward a better under
standing of the reactions of a non-primitive but essentially agricultural 
community in its contact with the modern world. But Professor 
Embree’s book will prove of interest to others besides the social an
thropologist, for anyone seeking to understand the working forces in 
Japanese life today will find this study of great value.

Suye Mura is, as the author explains, “ an attempt to present an 
integrated social study of a peasant village in rural Japan.” Objections 
might be raised that a detailed study of a single community even in 
such a homogeneous country as Japan would be an inadequate index 
to determine the social phenomena of a nation. This, to be sure, is 
a handicap, but for the want of a study upon a more comprehensively 
geographical basis, the reasons advanced for the selection of this par
ticular village are entirely valid.

Suye Mura is essentially a rice-growing community with sericulture 
as the principal subsidiary occupation, and in this respect the village is 
typical of much of rural Japan. Moreover, the village has no unusual 
features, either to its advantage or disadvantage, that would distinguish 
it from the average rural community. Located in central Kyushu, it 
is sufficiently removed from any large town or industrial centre so as to 
be free from any unusual social and economic impacts, while at the 
same time the village is close enough to railways and small towns so 
that it has not experienced complete isolation. At the time of this study
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(1935-1936) Suye Mura had a population of 1,663 inhabitants living in 
285 houses. It is this small community of farmers with a few shop
keepers and non-village individuals such as the school teacher that is 
subjected to a searching analysis.

Throughout this study emphasis falls upon the buraku rather than 
the mura (village) as the principal administrative unit which governs the 
lives of the rural inhabitants. The mura organization undertakes the 
broader and more political administrative functions, such as taxes, the 
school system, and the official Shinto Shrine. But the main activity and 
affairs of each individual are centred in the buraku rather than the mura. 
The buraku is merely a division of the mura, although there is evidence 
to show that buraku may at one time have been independent communities. 
Today it is a self-contained social unit with its own headman and 
religious centre. Each buraku forms the cluster of houses which distin
guishes the Japanese countryside, and several of these clusters go to 
form the village. Within the buraku are many smaller subdivisions, 
the kumi. These are groups of three to five households. Into these 
two units are focused the main life and affairs of the village. The 
various forms of co-operation—for rice-planting, harvesting, house
building, road- and bridge-repairing, et cetera—are all undertaken 
through the buraku and kumi. A good part of the book is devoted to 
these forms of co-operation and the unusual social results which grow 
out of such widespread household interdependence. Much space, too, 
is devoted to tracing the individual’s life history within this peculiar 
social pattern, how the landmarks in one life-span are determined and 
conditioned by membership in this society. Birth, entering the barracks 
(in the case of a man), marriage, and death are all cared for by co
operation among these unusual social units.

This system with few minor changes has survived from feudal times, 
but new forces today are exercising a tremendous influence on the old 
structure. There are the non-native elements which have entered the 
village, such as the school teacher, a few of the shopkeepers, and the 
nefarious broker. But of even more importance are the new ways of 
thinking and doing things which have crept in with the vast industrial 
changes of the country. As the author points out, “ The outstanding 
element in Japan’s response to Western civilization is the controlled 
form in which the Government has allowed it to reach the countryside.” 
Thus many of the changes which have taken place in rural life are the 
direct result of a deliberate and systematic policy on the part of the 
Government. Such changes include the modern educational system,
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universal conscription for the Army, agricultural improvements, and 
various enterprises to promote greater national consciousness. Most 
of these changes have benefited the individual villager, but they have 
also brought other problems in their wake. Education, especially 
beyond the grades, makes both men and women discontented with 
village life ; service in the Army or Navy broadens the young man’s 
outlook, but also makes the village seem dull and monotonous on his 
return ; agricultural improvements, while helping the farmer make both 
ends meet, have also made it necessary for him to work harder. Extra 
crops and new subsidiary occupations cut down on the leisure which 
was formerly devoted to festivals and social gatherings. These gave 
rural life a certain colour and personality which the more mundane 
programme of today is destroying.

But along with these controlled and government-sponsored 
changes, are a great many changes which are not controlled. The 
most important is the penetration of money economy and the gradual 
breakdown of “ the old mura system based on rice and co-operation.” 
The use of money for the purchase of goods and services is gradually 
rendering obsolete many of the old co-operative units, and so far no 
adequate substitute has been devised to preserve the corporate unity of 
the village and the buraku. Another important change is the fact that 
the all-important subsidiary product, silk, has tied this village with the 
world-market. While rice gives the village its chief means of sub
sistence, the price of silk in foreign markets determines whether or 
not the village enjoys prosperity. And with the growth of money 
economy, the cash paid for cocoons is becoming a vital factor in the 
life of the village.

Thus Professor Embree has not only presented some unique 
material for the study of social anthropology, but he has also struck 
upon some of the significant problems which confront Japan’s economic 
and social life today. The author speaks with authority for what he 
writes. In a study of this kind the printed word is all too often an 
inadequate source of material, and to overcome this difficulty, Professor 
Embree spent a full year in Suye Mura. Even with the advantage of 
such first-hand information and personal observation, it is to the 
author’s credit that he has been able to present such an analytical and 
comprehensive study considering the personal factors which must ac
company such a penetrating investigation of this kind.
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The Japan Year Book, 1939-40. By The Foreign Affairs 
Association of Japan, Tokyo, pp 1,230, Octavo. 13yen in Japan, 
China and Manchoukuo, $7 in the U. S. A., and 30 s. FJsewhere.

Several years have passed since I first met the editor of this work. 
He was at that time in the birth throes of his first volume and was just 
as anxious as any expectant father as 'to the child he was about to thrust 
upon the world. His detailed trials and tribulations were, I am afraid, 
poured into unsympathetic ears, for we were then at a time when Japan 
was just awakening to her deficiencies in the field of propaganda and 
seemed, it appeared, to be making up for lost time and opportunity. 
I was, then, unkind enough to remark that perhaps we were in for just 
a little more.

“ Our object is to present Japan as she is, factually, not factitiously, 
neither adding to nor detracting from things as they are,” was his 
reply.

Well do I remember these words and I ask no pardon for recounting 
them, for though I rarely meet the editor I oft-times consult his work, 
and as each new volume appears put it to the test to see if he still main
tains the standard he set himself in his first work. I have not caught 
him out yet, but when it fell to my lot to review the 1959-40 edition 
I visioned success around the corner, for an additional chapter, 60 
pages closely printed, on China, a country with which this country has 
been at war in everything but name for two-and-a-half years, is a new 
feature and must contain something at which exception could be taken. 
But here again was failure, a more well-balanced sober evaluation of that 
country could not have come from the most neutral of pens. In 
keeping with the main part of the book—1,100 pages on Japan and 60 
on Manchoukuo—the new chapter deals, in an encyclopaedic though 
comprehensive and succinct manner, with all phases of China, from its 
ethnology, through its geography, politics, commerce, industry and 
social conditions to the events which led up to the present incident 
with its results, losses and gains, and the efforts at rehabilitation.

Attempts at valuation of such a book of reference must normally 
follow well-worn tracks. It cannot be read in toto—though one often 
wishes the time were his to do so, for so well-written and entrancing 
are many of the chapters that one feels reluctant to pass over the piles 
of information that he considers he ought to possess but doesn’t, even 
after long years of residence in the country—so one’s first effort is at 
unearthing something that ought to be there and isn’t. Yet many
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were the searches before any such were brought to light in any of the 
43 numbered chapters and the additional 3 on The Imperial Court, 
Manchoukuo and China, and then I am not sure that I am quite fair 
in quoting the chief, but do so, as in conjunction with several friends, 
I have suffered from ignorance of such a point. We are told in the 
chapter on Foreign Exchange Control, pages 315 and 346, that ¥100 
a month may be remitted abroad ia foreign currency to pay for imports, 
but we are nowhere told that the Department of Commerce and Industry 
Regulations nullify this by restricting imports of certain goods to ¥50 
per month.

Extenuating circumstances may be pleaded in that ordinances come 
and go so quickly at present that it is difficult to keep up with them, but 
be that as it may, one likes to have all the latest rules and regulations on 
tap and the fact that the basic laws and amendments are contained in 
the book should not preclude up-to-the-time-of-printing amend
ments from being contained on, say, an insert slip as a kind of 
“ stop press.” A revolutionary suggestion for a year book maybe, but 
a sound one.

The addition of the chapter on China called for a map of that country 
—I was hoping to catch the editor out on this, but didn’t—so must 
content myself with suggesting that in future the map printed should 
show more of China and a little less of Japan and the sea.

One other omission I came across was on page 1212, the name of 
a newcomer to the newspaper world, the one-year old weekly, the 
Japan News-Week. But apart from a few minor points like the above 
there appears to be nothing on which a reviewer can hang his criticism, 
even misprints are conspicuously rare, and one cannot even point with 
scorn at the new spelling which many locally published works are 
effecting, for wisely and fortunately the publishers leave this bewilder
ing method alone.

Annual experience, review and past criticism have not been wasted 
on the editor. He has not stood by and hoped to reap the rewards 
of past successes. Hard work in plenty is necessary to keep such a 
book up-to-date and much has had to be put into this new and revised 
edition. Japan never was to be congratulated on its statistics as any
body who has had to do any research in the country will readily testify. 
Congratulations must, therefore, be extended to the editor on the way 
his figures have been brought up-to-date, especially when the Official 
Secrets Act can be made to cover anything and everything. All but 
military and naval strengths, which stop at 1936, seem to have been

no
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I modernized.
J However, it is not merely on statistics that the book is worth its
] money. It is a mine of information on things geographical, historical,
J governmental, political, literary and social, right through the whole
: gamut of everyday life. It not only tells how many girls marry as
j young as eleven and at what age the first males take on marital respon-
s sibilities, what numbers of families live in less than one room, and where
4 Japan’s goods come from and go to, but it informs us on the care being

taken of the wounded soldiers, and even gives the themes of the out- 
standing literary works of the year. Nothing seems to have been 
neglected.

No review, however meagre, could conclude without calling 
attention to the 120 pages of appendices. Herein, particularly interest
ing and valuable at the present time, is to be found the Treaty of Navi- 

7 gation and Commerce with the United States which that country has
lately seen fit to abrogate and which in future months is going to find 
itself increasingly in the public news. The other chief treaties and

1 agreements which de jure., if not de facto, regulate Japan’s foreign 
J relations commercially and culturally are also to be found.
I A more comprehensive, well-chosen, well-balanced, source of
J reference on Japan could hardly be found and I can only endorse what
J its publishers claim, “ that every statesman, diplomat, journalist, banker,
I exporter, importer and student of international affairs should have a
Î copy at hand.” It should make a much appreciated Christmas present.

t A Hina-Jin (The Chinese People). Compiled by the Tokyo
1 Nichi Nichi Shimbun, Tokyo, 1939. pp. 279. 1.30yen.
I In the preface of this compilation, the Japanese attitude toward the
j present conflict in China is stressed : “ The Japanese are fighting against
I Chiang’s Government and the Chinese Communist, who have reduced
IEast Asia to chaos and disorder ; and against those European Powers 

that are assisting them directly and indirectly.” On this basis the 
writer maintains that the conflict transcends any type of aggressive war, 
and points out that the people who are generally called the Chinese are 
a population with whom Japan has every intention of establishing a 
lasting friendship. Nevertheless, it is indisputable that the peoples of 
Japan and China are actually at war, for on the battlefield it is impossible 
to distinguish between “ people ” and the avowed enemies of Japan. 
Then why is it that these two great nations, which have enjoyed such
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close contact and to a large degree shared the same cultural heritage, 
should be involved in such a desperate and disastrous conflict ? Shina-jin 
attempts to answer this question.

Much emphasis is therefore placed upon the character of the Chinese 
people. The character of a community or a nation may not be sum total 
of the character of the individuals who compose it, but a careful study 
of individuals is necessary to understand the whole. The problem is 
therefore attacked from various points of view by ten different writers, 
each of whom has had considerable experience with China and Chinese 
affairs. Mr. Tomoyuki Murakami, the author of the first article, was 
born in a remote village in Fukushima prefecture. With little education, 
he struggled against poverty and finally went to China, lived among the 
Chinese people and married a Chinese woman. He is now living in 
Peking, and his views of China and the Chinese are derived from his 
personal experiences. “ The Japanese and Chinese differ in the mode 
of fife,” he writes. “ This difference is derived from different mental 
processes owing to different social backgrounds.” Japanese society 
has a greater degree of stability and is arranged in a precise and business
like manner. Chinese society today is far less systematized and there
fore far less stable. It would be unthinkable in Japan for a university 
professor’s salary to be left unpaid, but in China this is not unusual. 
Therefore, while Japanese society is based upon businesslike considér
ions for the most part, Chinese society tends to be more political, with 
a constant shifting and realignment of forces to gain advantage. Thus, 
those who lack business training fall behind in Japan, while those 
deficient in political acumen lose out in China.

Mr. Murakami considers this political character of the Chinese 
partly a result of the complicated family system of the country which 
calls more for political ability than for business ability. Although 
both countries have a family system based upon the Confucian teach
ings of filial piety, the system in China has become extremely formal. 
When a powerful man of the military clique celebrates his mother’s 
birthday or performs his father’s funeral ceremony, he boastfully shows 
his own power by performing the rites upon a grand scale, and too often 
this occasion degenerates into a means of collecting money. The 
family system to be sure has given the Chinese patience and perseverance, 
but in becoming so formalized the system has lost much of its original 
significance. Their perseverance, often amounting to stubbornness, 
has rescued the Chinese from frequent foreign invasions and enabled 
them to remain a nation, and their patience has generally enabled them
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to find a solution for problems by mutual concession. But at times this 
latter virtue degenerates into indifference and allows the Chinese to 
tolerate misgovernment and other abuses. Another strong point which 
has resulted from their patience and generosity is self-possession, but 
this, too, frequently degenerates into sluggishness. Mr. Murakami in 
conclusion suggests that it will be advisable to re-introduce to the 
Chinese people these fundamental characteristics which in recent years 
have degenerated so deplorably. The unhappy conflict cannot be 
settled by the businesslike efforts which are so typical of the Japanese 
outlook.

Mr. Shinzaburo Fujii has contributed an article entitled “ Chinese 
Nationality and Communism,” in which he discloses that in the com
munist movement of China a certain metamorphism is demanded owing 
to the individualistic character of the people. Thus the communist 
movement has been compelled to compromise with the orthodox com
munist principles in its campaign in China. In the article entitled 
“ Chinese Nationality ” Professor Fumio Ohtaké of the Tung Wen 
College forewarns those who intend to deal with China of the unique 
power of absorption which the Chinese have displayed in assimilating 
their conquerors in the past. Mr. Motonosuké Amano of the South 
Manchuria Railway, who is well versed in Chinese agricultural problems, 
gives some interesting material on certain private circumstances, such 
as servants, concubines, money lenders, coolies, and methods of extor
tion, which have played such an important part in Chinese life since 
ancient times.

Mr. Hayao Uyeda, an authority on the Concessions, describes how 
these imperialistic remains have distorted the outlook of the Chinese 
people by harbouring various undesirable influences. Mr. T. Yoneyama 
of the Department of Foreign Affairs in Tokyo discusses Chinese women 
showing the disastrous part they have frequently played in influencing 
political leaders. Mr. M. Hara takes up the question of the Chinese 
intelligentsia, while Mr. Kanayé Tanaka, chief of the East Asia Section 
of the Tokyo Nichi Nichi, makes a critical analysis of Chinese leadership 
in the present conflict. The article by Mr. Yo Ting-tung, secretary 
to the Bureau of Foreign Affairs in the Nanking Renovation Govern
ment, is the only work by a Chinese contributor. He also discussed 
the modern Chinese intelligentsia. The article by Bunroku Yoshioka, 
chief of the Political Section of the Tokyo Nichi Nichi, criticizing the 
present Chinese leaders, has concluded that one of the main characteris
tics the Chinese have acquired during their long history is a thick pro-
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tective membrane of realism, and he is convinced that any policy toward 
China on the part of any country, including Japan, which does not 
take into consideration this characteristic will end in failure.

This compilation makes no claim to possess the solution to the 
China question. It does, however, bring to light certain qualities in 
the Chinese which are all too frequently little known or poorly ap
preciated by the average Japanese, and it is only through a compre
hensive understanding of the people of Japan’s populous neighbour that 
Japan can ever achieve permanent peace with that country.

Bunk a to Gaiko (Culture and Diplomacy). By Hikotaro 
Ichikawa. The Ohkura Shobo, Tokyo, 1999. pp. 909. 1.60yen.

The author’s purpose in this book is to present the reader with 
“ the profile of Japan viewed from the standpoint of cultural 
diplomacy,” rather than to expound any theory of culture and diploma
cy. The book is thus a collection of observations and criticisms on 
the manner in which Japanese civilization has been introduced to 
other countries.

The book differs from the memorandum of an ordinary traveller 
to foreign countries in that the author is not a mere observer but a 
diplomat who must constantly realize that he is a representative of 
Japanese civilization on every occasion. Considering the direction of 
international cultural enterprises in general, he insists that what Japan 
should do for China is not to impose abstract Orientalism or Japanism 
upon her, but to teach her the true method of learning Western civili
zation, that by taking this attitude we can for the first time give a prac
ticable method to Chinese cultural enterprises. In other words, Japan 
should attempt to synthesize the East and the West.

This view is, in short, that Japanese civilization should be given a 
more rational and scientific form of expressing itself, so that it can be 
made more comprehensible to foreigners. This could be accomplished 
by expressing Japanese thought through the means of Western methods 
of reasoning. The reason why Japanese civilization has often been 
misunderstood and why our international cultural enterprises have not 
made any remarkable progress is partly due to the fact that the tech
nique of expression has hitherto been ignored. As an illustration that 
Japanese civilization has not been rightly interpreted abroad, the 
author notes that that while visiting foreign countries he was often 
asked if there were any tramcars in Japan.
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It is indeed strange that much is known abroad about the 
national power and political side of Japan—so much indeed that Japan 
is often regarded as a menace. As matter of course, the greatness of 
a nation’s power is possible unless there is a certain development of 
cultural knowledge laying behind it. But it would seem that almost 
nothing is known abroad about Japan’s cultural life. While politics, 
economics, and diplomacy are discussed in accordance with a rational 
Western reasoning and interpreted in a type of diction common to the 
world, this method is almost completely abandoned when attempts are 
made to explain Japanese civilization and instead mystic expressions 
are often used. Keenly perceiving this fact through his experience as 
a diplomat, the author insists that the starting point of a cultural 
enterprise in altering this form of expression.

In the last chapter of his book, the author discusses Buddhism, Con
fucianism, the principle of relativity, and atomism, and comparing the 
East and West, he has sought to find the features which are common to 
both. C£ I am glad to find, as Russell says he did, that the realm which 
was intuitively arrived at by the ancient sages of the East perfectly coin
cides with the world which the scholars of the West have attained 
through mathematics and logic.” As he continues, “ Is it not a task 
imposed upon us to read the classics of the East by the lamplight of 
Western science ? In order to inherit this lamp rightly, however, it 
seems to me that we must first peruse the classics of Greece and Rome, 
and grasp the scientific spirit.”

Associating this idea with the tenets of Mahayana Buddhism, the 
author’s particular faith, he concludes by describing the ultimate 
object of cultural diplomacy as follows : “ The flowers arranged in a 
vase, each displaying its own individuality, represent an harmonious 
and beautiful form—there is the philosophy of synthesis and harmony.”

London no Yu-utsu {Melancholy of London). By 
Tetsuro Furugaki. The Sanseido^ Tokyo, 1939. pp. 434. 2.30yen.

The European armed struggle represents a clash of tactics so com
plicated, so unpredicted and so delicately administered that eventually 
these factors may completely transform the traditional conceptions of 
war. The deportment of this conflict of 1939 has proved puzzling to 
many. Numerous aspects of it are, to say the least, bewilderingly un
orthodox. One of the most strikng features of all is the extent to which 
military propaganda has replaced old-fashioned military pressure in-
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flicted with the use of explosives and projectiles. The combatants 
thus far without an exception have kept their powerful air fleets moored 
to the ground and, instead of bombing the enemy’s capital, have admin
istered them to a ceaseless bombardment of words, by censorship of the 
press, by rumour-mongering, by the radio and by every other means 
available to them. The motive behind all this is clear. Paradoxical 
as it may seem, it is to minimize bloodshed and to achieve the fruits of 
war with minimum human sacrifice on all sides. For, there can be no 
argument, propaganda is the cheapest of all the branches of war.

It is natural all the more, then, that neutral observers should wish 
to acquaint themselves with an unbiased version of the facts underlying 
the conflagration—as it were, to take a peep into the greenroom in 
between acts so as to get a glimpse not only of the mechanical facts, but 
also of something of the general atmosphere in which the drama is 
being staged.

For anyone embarked on this quest, Melancholy of London by Mr. 
Tetsuro Furugaki should serve as an admirable guide. The author, 
who is foreign editor and editorial writer of the Asahi Shimbun, has 
been the newspaper’s correspondent in Geneva and London and in that 
capacity and others has spent more than ten years of his time in various 
parts of Europe. Gifted with an unusual faculty for observation, he 
presents in this volume a subtle yet comprehensive picture of political, 
economic and social phases of life in the British capital. The chapters 
do not pretend to offer a composite delineation of wartime conditions 
in London. In fact they are more or less fragmentary reminiscences of 
the author’s experiences during his stay abroad.

The work is a collection of free verse, epics and unrestricted com
ments on men and life presented to the reader very much with the 
delightful spontaneity of a fireside talk. The author’s mature criticism, 
his lyrical expressions and refinement of diction make themselves felt 
throughout the book, especially in the chapters “ Melancholy of 
London ” and “ Father and Daughter on Saturday.” Composed of 
material more directly interesting are the sections “ Harley Street,” 
“ Savile Row,” “ Japanese in London ” and “ The Atmosphere of a 
British Election.”

“ On Amending Japanese Foreign Policy ” is an essay of more 
ambitious proportions in which the writer, with convincing argument, 
warns against the dangers of what he terms “ amateur diplomacy,” 
which he holds to be one of the causes of the present European situation. 
He points out that disaster is the inevitable outcome of wresting dip-
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lomacy from the hands of professional diplomatists. The seeds for 
pre-war Germany’s collapse were sown in fact, he says, when the 
direction of foreign policy was divorced from the Wilhelmstrasse and 
placed at the disposal of the ex-Kaiser and Chancellor Beethmann Hol- 
Iweg.

Contrasting to this exposition are two sketches executed in a 
minor key and titled, “ Last Days of Disraeli ” and “ Falling Leaves of 
Tuileries.” Taken all in all, the work is a happy composition of refined 
literary craftsmanship, the authenticity of the reporter and material that 
bears a direct interest on the unsavoury circumstances prevalent in 
present-day Europe.
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October j The Navy Ministry 
announces that Commander Jin 
Ikeda has been appointed personnel 
affairs director at Sapporo, succeed
ing Captain Teisaburo Fukuda, who 
has been stationed in China. Captain 
Giichi Azuma has been assigned to 
the Kuré naval station and Captain 
Tadasuké Hamanaka has been made 
personnel affairs director at Osaka.

October 6 The Cabinet votes the 
Foreign Minister a free hand to 
attempt to settle the Foreign Office 
personnel situation arising from the 
approval of the projected Trade 
Ministry in his own manner, despite 
some talk of possible disciplinary 
action.

The Agriculture and Forestry 
Minister suggests to the Cabinet that 
compulsory restrictions on the con
sumption of food and commodities 
should be enforced. In an interview 
the Agriculture Minister warns that 
unless effective checks are devised, 
commodity prices will continue to 
soar and that increased State control 
is inevitable under the influence of the 
war in Europe.

October 7 The Japanese Army 
headquarters in South China an
nounces that Japanese forces have 
occupied Chungshan, between Can
ton and Macao, birthplace of Dr. 
Sun Yat-sen. The announcement 
explains that the capture was made 
without difficulty and had been 
hitherto delayed deliberately because 
of the spiritual and historical signi
ficance of the place. However, it is 

said, continued anti-Japanese agita
tion and resistance had forced military 
action against Chungshan.

October 9 It is decided to abandon 
attempts to rehabilitate the volcanic 
Torishima island, according to the 
Yomiuriy as volcanic rumblings and 
earthquakes continue to disturb the 
area following a severe eruption in 
August. Residents will be urged to 
move to Hachijo Island.

The Government is reported to 
have advised saké brewers to cut 
production for the coming year by 
one-fourth as a measure to economize 
on the consumption of rice.

October 10 The United States 
Ambassador, Mr. Joseph Clark 
Grew, returns to Tokyo from a 
lengthy furlough in America. His 
principle work, he says, will be to 
seek improvement in Japanese- 
American commercial relations.

Also passing through Japan, on 
his way to Manila, is the Philippines 
Vice-President, Mr. Sergio Osmena, 
who has been in Washington seeking 
modification of the terms of the 
Philippines Independence Act.

October 11 One hundred and 
thirteen members of the Foreign 
Office staff submit their respective 
resignations, following the failure 
of a compromise move by the Foreign 
Minister in attempting to ameliorate 
personnel opposition to the Trade 
Ministry project approved by the 
Cabinet. Those resigning include 
several bureau directors and the 
chief of the information section.
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Mr. Francis B. Sayre, the new 
United States High Commissioner to 
the Philippine Islands, visits in Tokyo 
for luncheon with the Ambassador. 
Mr. Sayre says he hopes to promote 
better commercial relations between 
Japan and the Philippines.

October 12 The Foreign Vice- 
Minister submits his resignation to 
the Foreign Minister, reportedly in 
an attempt to halt the mass resigna
tions from among the Foreign Office 
personnel in protest against the Trade 
Ministry project. He also transmits 
to the Foreign Minister the sheaf of 
resignations given him last night by 
staff members. Foreign service men 
abroad begin telegraphing en
couragement to those opposing the 
Cabinet-approved Trade Ministry 
plan. Former veterans of the 
Foreign Office confer on measures to 
settle the issue. At a conference 
called by Premier Abé, it reportedly 
is decided that all resignations shall 
be returned to the senders, including 
those of consular officials abroad, and 
the men will be requested to continue 
their duties, in return for which no 
one will be asked to account for his 
actions.

October 13 Foreign Minister No
mura informs the Premier tonight 
that all permanent members of the 
Foreign Office staff have agreed to 
remain in their posts, accepting the 
Cabinet decision to have the Premier 
evolve a satisfactory method of 
appointing commercial attaches a- 
broad, in consultation with the 
Foreign Minister, the question over 
which more than a hundred had 
submitted resignations. The affair 
thus is considered finally settled.

Mr. Toshio Shiratori, former Am
bassador to Italy, arrives in Japan 
from his post in Rome. Mr. Shiratori, 
known as an advocate of a Japan-

Germany-Italy military alliance, de
fends Germany’s rapprochement with 
the Soviet Union, saying Germany 
signed an agreement with Moscow 
“ because an agreement was not 
reached with Japan.”

October 14 Domei announces that 
Lieutenant-General Otozo Yamada, 
former Commander-in-Chief of the 
Japanese forces in Central China, has 
been appointed Inspector-General of 
Military Education, one of the three 
most important army posts. He 
also has been named to the Supreme 
War Council. Lieutenant-General 
Korechika Anami, who also recently 
returned from China, has been made 
War Vice-Minister, succeeding 
Lieutenant-General Masataka Yama- 
waki, who has been assigned to the 
Army General Staff.

October 16 Count Tadamasa Sakai, 
president of the Imperial Agricultural 
Association, is invested formally as 
Minister for Agriculture and For
estry, relieving Commerce and 
Industry Minister Takuo Godo of 
his concurrent duties. Count Sakai 
promises immediate measures to 
alleviate the fertilizer shortage and 
to increase farm production through
out the country.

October 18 United States Marines 
and Japanese naval landing forces, 
which have been stationed on 
Kulangsu Island off Amoy for the 
last five months as a result of the 
tense situation centring around the 
International Settlement there, are to 
be withdrawn immediately, it is 
announced, following last night’s 
agreement among the international 
authorities concerned for the future 
security of peace and order on the 
island. The agreement is said to 
differ only slightly from the original 
Japanese proposals made some 
months ago. British and French
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forces which had followed the Amer
icans to the island last May, were 
withdrawn upon the outbreak of the 
war in Europe.

The Foreign Office has announced 
the appointment of Mr. Tateki 
Horiuchi as director of the East 
Asia Bureau ; Mr. Tatsuo Kawai, 
hitherto chief of the information 
section, as Minister Plenipotentiary 
to travel in Europe and America ; 
Mr. Yakichiro Suma, until recently 
counselor at the Japanese Embassy 
in Washington, as Mr. Kawai’s 
successor ; and Mr. Teruo Hachiya 
as Japan’s first Minister to Bulgaria. 
Foreign Vice-Minister Tani is being 
urged to rescind his resignation 
submitted at the height of the recent 
controversy over the projected Trade 
Ministry.

The Yasukuni Maru reaches Yoko
hama via Panama with 184 Japanese 
from war-torn Europe.

Imperial ordinances invoking sec
tions of Articles 6, 11 and 19 of the 
National General Mobilization Law 
are promulgated in the Official Gazette 
for enforcement, starting tomorrow, 
of strict control of wages, prices, 
rentals, fees and other charges at 
levels prevailing on September 18.

It is learned in Tokyo that 38 
persons were killed and 900 houses 
were destroyed during a typhoon 
which swept over a part of Shikoku 
Island during Monday afternoon 
and Tuesday Morning.

October 19 The United States 
Ambassador, Mr. Joseph C. Grew, 
in his first public utterance since his 
return from a furlough in America, 
tells an America-Japan Society 
luncheon meeting in his honour that 
American public opinion of Japan is 
strongly unfavourable and that, unless 
early action is taken to improve it, 
highly undesirable consequences may 

arise. Vigorously urging an im
provement in relations between 
Japan and the United States, the 
Ambassador claims that Americans 
“ understand the projected * new 
order in East Asia ’ fully as well as the 
Japanese ” and believe that there is 
every indication of potential harm to 
America therein. He says American 
public opinion has been shocked by 
Japanese bombings in China and 
injury and death to American citizens 
and interests. “ It is my belief,” he 
says, “ that many of the things which 
have been done to the United States 
in China were wholly needless.” The 
Ambassador emphasizes throughout 
his speech that his many years in 
Japan have given him a real affection 
for the country and its people and 
that his only desire is to establish 
better terms between his country and 
Japan.

October 20 The Nichi Nichi news
paper’s twin-motored monoplane 
arrives at Haneda airport amid a 
tremendous ovation after completing 
a flight around the world which began 
from the same place on August 24.

The American Ambassador’s 
speech on American sentiment to
ward Japan creates considerable stir 
in Japanese newspapers, private and 
official quarters. The general trend 
of comment appears to strike a note 
of resentment and it is freely charged 
that both the Ambassador and the 
United States still fail to appreciate 
the sincerity of Japan’s intentions in 
its China campaign.

October 21 The Asahi reports that 
the Japan-Manchoukuo-China Eco
nomic Council, which has been meet
ing in Tokyo for several days, has 
decided in favour of establishing a 
unified economic bloc of nations in 
East Asia.

The Navy Ministry announces the
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appointment of Vice-Admiral 
Mineichi Koga, Vice-Chief of the 
Naval General Staff, as Commander 
of the Second Fleet. Vice-Admiral 
Nobutaké Kondo, who recently re
turned from service in China, is to 
succeed Vice-Admiral Koga, while 
Vice-Admiral Soyetaké Toyoda, 
heretofore Commander of the Second 
Fleet, is to be director of the Naval 
Materials and Technical Affairs 
Department.

October 22 The Foreign Office 
spokesman, questioned by foreign 
correspondents on the American 
Ambassador’s speech last week, 
denies that the United States is well 
informed on conditions in the Far 
East. He says the Ambassador failed 
to take into account the part emo
tionalism and sentiment play in 
forming public opinion in America.

It is widely reported meanwhile 
that the Foreign Minister may soon 
initiate discussions with the American 
Ambassador looking toward im
proving relations between the two 
countries.

October 24 The Cabinet decides 
formally to link the external value 
of the yen with the United States 
dollar instead of the English pound 
sterling, pegging the foreign ex
change rate officially at $23 7/16 
(twenty-three and seven-sixteenths 
dollars per one hundred yen). The 
change is said to be intended to 
facilitate the operation of Japanese 
exchange funds abroad, in view of 
the pound sterling’s uncertainty 
under the influence of the war. 
Manchoukuo follows suit.

The Nippon Yusen Kaisha 
announces that three luxury liners 
now under construction for European 
service will be placed on trans
pacific service instead, owing to 
the war in Europe.

October 26 Preliminary negotia
tions to arrange for delimitation 
of boundaries by Japan and the 
Soviet Union are reported under 
way in Moscow, with the prospect 
bright for formal discussions to be 
taken up soon.

Mr. Toyotaro Isomura, of the 
Japan Economic Federation, dies in 
Tokyo from heart disease. He was 
71 years old.

October 27 The British Ambassador 
calls on the Foreign Vice-Minister 
and reportedly declares his readiness 
to resume discussion of pending 
issues between Great Britain and 
Japan over the Tientsin affair.

October 28 The Foreign Minister 
is reported to have discussed with 
the Premier matters he intends to 
take up with the American Ambassa
dor during the meeting anticipated 
soon.

October 29 Prince Chichibu, 
brother of the Emperor, formally 
opens a nation-wide sports meet at 
Meiji Shrine Stadium in Tokyo, 
in which more than 12,000 athletes 
from all parts of the Empire will 
participate during the coming week.

October 90 Despite a denial by the 
Foreign Office spokesman that the 
Government is preparing to open 
discussions with the United States 
Ambassador on points of difference 
between the two nations, leading 
Japanese newspapers insist that a 
meeting today among the Foreign 
Minister, the Vice-Minister and the 
Minister-at - Large to China centred 
chiefly on the course the Foreign 
Minister should follow in the antici
pated talks with the American Am
bassador. One of the main Japa
nese wishes in this respect, it is said, 
is to have the United States accord 
formal recognition of the extent of 
the hostilities in China and the
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consequent abnormal conditions pre
vailing there.

October 31 The War Minister 
reports in detail to the regular 
Cabinet meeting on the progress 
toward establishment of a new central 
government in China. The Cabinet 
Advisory Council also hears a report 
on the same subject and after consul
tation with the China Affairs Board, 
a concrete policy vis à vis the projected 
new regime in China is expected to 
be adopted by the Cabinet.

The Foreign Minister continues 
discussions with his advisers on pos
sible approaches toward adjusting 
Japan’s relations with Great Britain 
and America, while expectations are 
that he will open conversations soon 
with the British and American Am
bassadors in Tokyo. The Nicbi 
Nichi reports that the Minister-at- 
large in China, Mr. Sotomatsu Kato, 
will hold coincident talks with the 
British and American officials in 
China. The newspaper also predicts 
that both conversations will be broad 
in scope, taking into consideration 
the views of the Army, the Navy and 
the China Affairs Board on the rights 
and interests of third Powers in 
China.

The Nippon Yusen Kaisha 
launches a new 16,500-ton luxury 
liner, the Yawata Maru, for European 
service. The new vessel is a sister 
ship of the Nitta Maru, launched last 
May and now being fitted for service.

November 1 The Navy Ministry 
announces that the port of Maizuru, 
in Kyoto Prefecture on the Japan Sea, 
is to be recommissioned as a naval 
station. First established as a naval 
station in 1901, the site was made an 
ordinary seaport in March, 1923.

The 5 oth anniversary of the found
ing of the present judiciary system in 
Japan is observed with appropriate 

ceremony in courts throughout the 
nation. Highlight of the observance 
is a visit by the Emperor to the Tokyo 
Supreme Court, where His Majesty is 
greeted by the Justice Minister and 
the Chief Justice.

It is reported that the Soviet 
Foreign Commissar and Chairman 
of the Council of People’s Commis
sars, Mr. Viacheslav M. Molotov, in 
an address to the extraordinary 
session of the Supreme Soviet of the 
U. S. S. R., hinted openly at the pos
sibility of improved relations with 
Japan. Referring to the liquidation 
of the border conflict between Man- 
choukuo and Outer Mongolia, Mr. 
Molotov went on to say that “ the 
possibility has been established for 
the commencement of Soviet-Japa
nese trade negotiations which would 
be greatly to the interests of both 
countries.” The Kokumin, only in
fluential Tokyo newspaper to offer 
comment, strongly urges the Govern
ment to take advantage of the im
plied Soviet offer for trade negotia
tions, in view of the present strained 
relations with the United States. 
The Nicbi Ni chi, however, considered 
Mr. Molotov’s failure to mention the 
rumoured German-Soviet military 
agreement as the most significant 
feature of the talk.

Lieutenant-General Hiroshi Oh- 
shima, outgoing Ambassador to 
Germany, sails from Naples with 
Mrs. Oshima on his way back to 
Japan via the United States.

November 2 The newly formed 
Institute of the Pacific, consisting of 
many high Government leaders, 
issues a prepared statement to foreign 
newspapermen in Tokyo in reply to 
the October 19 speech by the Amer
ican Ambassador, who warned at 
that time that the United States 
Government and people are highly 
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incensed over Japan’s actions in 
China which they hold have been in 
disregard of existing treaties. The 
Institute statement declares that 
Japan’s China campaign is an ex
pression of the just and legitimate 
right to expand its power, “ by 
fairly sharing the fruits and oppor
tunities offered by Mother Earth.” 
The United States Ambassador’s 
speech, the Institute says, was guilty 
of the “ glaring omission of the word 
‘ justice ’.”

November 3 The new Soviet 
Ambassador, stopping at Seoul 
(Keijo), Korea, en route to Japan, 
emphasizes to newspapermen that 
the Soviet authorities attack all 
problems, in the Far East and else
where, with “ the ultimate object of 
maintaining peace.” He blames the 
Nomonhan fighting on the uncertain
ty of the border in that area and 
expresses hope that, with the conclu
sion of a truce, Soviet-Japanese 
relations may soon be restored to 
normal.

The Asahi reports that the Agri
culture Vice-Minister has announced 
that the Korean rice crop this year 
is 42 per cent, below that of last year, 
thereby precluding normal shipments 
of rice to Japan proper.

The Times of India, influential 
Bombay newspaper, in an editorial 
today declares that no time could be 
better than the present for improving 
Japan-India trade relations, especially 
in view of the European War which 
restricts Japanese import and export 
markets in that direction and yet has 
no effect on the sea lanes between 
Japan and India.

November 4 The Foreign Minister 
holds a “ surprise ” conference with 
the American Ambassador. Accord
ing to a Foreign Office announce
ment, the meeting was simply the 

result of a mutual desire of the two 
statesmen to get together and talk 
things over. “ The meeting was in 
no respect of a formal character,” 
the announcement said. Newspaper 
reports of the meeting can add little 
to the official account of what actually 
took place at the meeting, beyond a 
common exchange of views on pend
ing issues between the United States 
and Japan. It is said that, pending 
a fundamentally new understanding 
between the two countries, both 
agreed that efforts must be made for 
the settlement of approximately 600 
incidents arising out of Japan’s 
operations in China and allegedly 
affecting American nationals there, 
consequently calling for official atten
tion. The Nichi Ni chi understands 
that most of these incidents have to 
do with alleged Japanese damage to 
schools and churches operated or 
maintained by Americans in China.

The United States Department of 
State issues a denial of reports that 
the American Ambassador in Tokyo 
suggested to the Foreign Minister 
that America may apply economic 
pressure to Japan if the latter conti
nued its present policy in China. 
The Ambassador’s talk is held to 
have been wholly objective, suggest
ing neither in tone nor substance any 
threats of economic pressure.

November j Two Japanese naval 
air squadrons raid three Szechwan 
Province cities in China and destroy 
30 Chinese warplanes.

The Navy Minister officiates at 
ceremonies held at Haneda Airport, 
Tokyo, christening 50 Japanese 
planes purchased with civilian funds 
and contributed to the fighting 
service.

November 6 United States Senator 
Key Pittman declares in Washington 
that Congress certainly will approve
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his own resolution to authorize the 
President to impose an embargo on 
trade with Japan, unless Japanese- 
American relations improve mean
while.

The Soviet Ambassador Mr. 
Constantin Smetanin, arrives in 
Tokyo to take up his new duties. 
Mr. Smetanin formerly was chargé 
d’affaires in Tokyo.

The Cabinet holds an emergency 
session and approves a ¥5 increase 
in the official maximum price for one 
koku of unhulled rice, bringing the 
charge from ¥38 to ¥43 per koku. 
The measure is said to have been 
designed to encourage selling to 
alleviate the threatened shortage 
resulting from a reduced crop. A 
Cabinet statement promises that the 
new maximum price for unhulled 
rice shall remain unchanged through
out the current rice year (starting 
from November 1). The new price 
becomes effective at once.

Japanese naval air units continue 
bombing Szechwan Province points, 
reportedly inflicting serious damage 
on a number of Chinese airfields.

Mr. Renzo Sawada, former Foreign 
Vice-Minister, leaves Tokyo en route 

to Paris to assume his new post as 
Ambassador to France.

In reply to Senator Pittman, 
Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg issues 
a statement warning that any United 
States embargo action against Japan 
might “ too easily lead to war.” He 
urges that instead of threats the 
Government should continue, 
through the judgement of its Ambas
sador in Tokyo, to make common- 
-sense efforts in a spirit of “ give and 
take ” for the conclusion of a new 
treaty with Japan.

November 7 The Social Mass Party 
presents a petition to the Government 
urging the establishment of a State 
monopoly on rice and general invo
cation of the provisions of the 
National General Mobilization Law.

Mr. Kanichi Ohtaké, 80, second 
oldest member of the House of 
Representatives in point of service, 
is reported to have resigned in protest 
against the “ idleness ” of Japanese 
leaders in the face of the current 
situation confronting the nation. Mr. 
Ohtaké has been returned to the Diet 
16 times, being second only in that 
respect to Mr. Yukio Ozaki.
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STATEMENT OF THE FOREIGN OFFICE SPOKESMAN CON
CERNING THE BRITISH BLOCKADE OF GERMAN 

EXPORTS, NOVEMBER 25, 1939

Since the outbreak of the present European War the British Govern
ment, exceeding the rights of the belligerent, have been interfering with the 
legitimate trade of neutral Powers with regard to contrabands of war and 
other matters. Protests have frequently been lodged by the Governments 
of Scandinavian countries, Belgium, Holland as well as of Japan. Now on 
the 21st of this month Prime Minister Chamberlain declared the intention of 
the British Government of inaugurating the so-called de facto blockade such 
as was adopted in the last Great War, namely, of preventing the export of 
German goods by neutral vessels, as a retaliatory measure against Germany 
on the assumption that the recent successive sinking of neutral vessels by 
mines in British waters is due to German action.

Even if granted that the aforesaid sinking of neutral vessels in British 
waters were due to German action, the proposed measure of the British 
Government not only exceeds the limits of reprisal recognized under interna
tional law, but violates also the undertaking of the British Government 
made to the Japanese Government not to interfere in any way with the 
exportation of German goods. The British measure inflicts really greater 
losses upon neutral Powers than upon Germany.

Just to what extent the British Government intend to prevent the 
exportation of German products is not yet clear in the absence of an 
Ordinance in connection with the matter. However, it is possible that the 
proposed measure of the British Government may cut off the importation 
to Japan of important articles from Germany, in which the Japanese Govern
ment can never acquiesce. Accordingly, instructions have been sent to 
Ambassador Shigemitsu in London yesterday, the 24th instant, to present a 
vigorous protest to the British Government.

In case the vital interests of Japan should be affected by the proposed 
British measure, Japan would be compelled to take appropriate counter 
measures.

AGREEMENT FOR THE OPERATION OF REGULAR AIR 
SERVICES BETWEEN JAPAN AND THAILAND, 

SIGNED NOVEMBER 30, 1939

Article 1 A Japanese air transport company to be designated by the

1*5
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Japanese Government may operate regular air services between Taihoku 
and Bangkok, with a regular landing at Udorn, and any other points in 
Thailand as may subsequently be agreed upon between the competent 
authorities of Japan and Thailand.

Article 2 The Japanese air transport company’s aircraft shall in Thailand 
fly over routes approved by the Thai Government. Deviations therefrom 
may be made only in case of emergency or with the consent of the competent 
Thai authorities.

Article 3 The Japanese air transport company’s aircraft may, along 
the routes approved as aforesaid, land on and take off from any landing
ground in Thailand approved by the Thai Government and open to com
mercial aircraft, under such conditions and subject to such charges as govern 
civil aerial operations at each such landing-ground.

Article 4 The Japanese air transport company shall comply with the 
laws and regulations now or hereafter in force in Thailand as well as such 
treaties as are entered into by the two countries.

Article 5 The Japanese air transport company shall transmit free of 
charge between Bangkok and Udorn the mails which the Thai Government 
may tender to it.

Article 6 The Japanese air transport company shall not transport 
mails, other than those specified in the preceding Article, passengers or 
goods between points in Thailand except as part of a continuous journey 
originating or terminating outside Thai territory.

Article 7 The Japanese air transport company shall hand over to the 
Thai authorities at such regular landing-place in Thailand as the Thai 
Government may fix, any air-mails carried by its aircraft for delivery in 
Thailand.

Article 8 The agent of the Japanese air transport company in Thailand 
shall be a suitable Thai company approved by the Thai Government.

Article 9 The Japanese air transport company shall transmit the mails 
which the Thai Government may tender to it, and the rates of payment to 
the Japanese Postal Authorities for the conveyance of such mails, exception 
being made for the mails specified in Article 5 for the conveyance of which 
no charge is to be made, shall not be higher than those charged to other 
Postal Administrations which do not contribute to the costs of the service.

Article 10 The Japanese air transport company shall convey officials 
of the Thai Government at the same rates as in che case of Japanese 
officials.

Article n The Aerial Transport Company of Thailand, Limited, may 
operate regular air services between Bangkok and Taihoku and any other 
points in Japan as may subsequently be agreed upon between the competent 
authorities of the two countries.

Article 12 The Aerial Transport Company’s aircraft shall in Japan fly 
over routes approved by the Japanese Government. Deviations therefrom 
may be made only in case of emergency or with the consent of the competent 
Japanese authorities.
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Article 13 The Aerial Transport Company shall comply with the laws 
and regulations now or hereafter in force in Japan as well as such treaties as 
are entered into by the two countries.

Article 14 The Aerial Transport Company shall not transport mails, 
passengers or goods between points in Japan except as part of a continuous 
voyage originating or terminating outside Japanese territory.

Article 15 The Aerial Transport Company shall hand over to the 
Japanese authorities at such regular landing-place in Japan as the Japanese 
Government may fix, any air-mails carried by its aircraft for delivery in 
Japan.

Article 16 If requested to do so by the Thai Government, the Japanese 
Government will allow as many as four students at a time to undergo 
courses of training in military aviation to which foreigners have been or 
may hereafter be admitted, provided that this obligation shall cease to have 
effect if and when a Thai aerial service shall have been in operation in or 
over Japanese territory for a total period of three years.

Article 17 This Agreement shall come into force ten days after the 
date of its signature and remain in force for two years. In case neither 
party shall have notified the other of its intention of terminating the 
Agreement six months before the expiration of the said two years, it shall 
remain in force until the expiration of six months from the day on which 
either party shall have denounced it.

STATEMENT OF THE FOREIGN OFFICE SPOKESMAN 
CONCERNING THE SAME, NOVEMBER 30, 1939

The agreement concerning the inauguration of regular aerial service 
between Japan and Thailand was signed at Bangkok today, November 30, 
by the Japanese Minister, Mr. Kuramatsu Murai and the Thai Foreign 
Minister, Major-General Luang Pibula Songgram.

A plan for such aerial service has been under consideration since 1935, 
while actual negotiations with Thailand were begun in April of 1936. It is, 
therefore, a matter for great satisfaction that these negotiations have now 
resulted in the conclusion of the agreement between the two countries.

The inauguration of regular aerial service will still further enhance the 
existing cordial relations between Japan and Thailand. Moreover, it is 
greatly significant for the future development of Japanese aerial activities 
that Japan has come to be connected with Thailand, which occupies an 
important position on the aerial route between Japan and Europe.

COMMUNIQUÉ OF THE FOREIGN OFFICE INFORMATION 
BUREAU REGARDING THE NOMURA-GREW 

INTERVIEW, DECEMBER 18, 1939

The Foreign Minister, Admiral Kichisaburo Nomura, requested the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Joseph C. Grew, to call on him at 3 : 30 p.m.
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today, December 18. Continuing their discussion of the various questions 
which have arisen between Japan and the United States in the course of the 
China affair for one hour and a half, they held conversations in a mutually 
constructive spirit for the purpose of surmounting obstacles of Japanese- 
American friendly relations.

In the interview Foreign Minister Nomura communicated to Ambassador 
Grew that, in view of the fact that the absolute military requirements calling 
for the closure of the lower Yangtze River area have become amenable to 
gradual modification, the Japanese forces have accordingly decided to make ]
preparations with a view to lifting the ban on the navigation of the Yangtze ’
from Nanking downward under certain restrictions for the maintenance of 
peace and order and for military operations.

REMARKS OF THE FOREIGN OFFICE SPOKESMAN 
CONCERNING THE SAME, DECEMBER 18, 1939 ;

In his interview with Ambassador Grew today, Foreign Minister
Nomura explained to the latter to the following effect : :

Various restrictions placed on American rights and interests in China in «
the course of the China affair have arisen either as unavoidable consequences 
of military operations in China or as a natural corollary of the reforms 1
which have been in progress simultaneously with the long-term reconstruc- j
tion in China. J

The Japanese Government have hitherto put forth their sincere efforts |
for the settlement of the so-called pending questions between Japan and |
the United States and it is their intention to continue such efforts. 1

It is greatly regrettable in this connection that Japan is misunderstood 
in some quarters as if she were intending to act in an exclusive and I
monopolistic manner. The Japanese Government are not acting with a J
view to shutting out in the future the economic activities of other Powers *
in China. As a matter of fact they are not reluctant to open even the
Yangtze and Pearl Rivers at a proper time and under appropriate conditions.

It is hoped that in the light of the above explanation made by the 1
Foreign Minister Japan’s real intention will be understood not only by the =
United States but by other Powers. $

Published hy Tokunosuké Suebi, The Foreign Affairs Association of Japan, 
j 56-7 The Osaka Building, Hibiya Park, Tokyo. Printed by K. Kosakai the 
Kenyusha, 2 Kaguracho i-chome, Ushigomé, Tokyo.
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THE JAPAN ADVERTISER
Foremost English-Language Newspaper 

in Japan
Read not only by the foreign residents of the country but by the 
more prominent Japanese in finance, business and politics. 
The Japan Advertiser, because it is independent and unbiased, 
is the outstanding interpreter of the East to the West and of 

the West to the East.

The Trans-Pacific
Vfeekly Réview of Far Eastern Political 

Social and Economic Developments 
PtebUalMxito

The Japan Advertiser

Only English-Language Export Magazine 
in Japan

This weekly edition of The Japan Advertiser contains a digest 
of the most important news events in every field. In recent 
years it has been growing in importance as an organ for Japa
nese exporters, for it circulates into every corner of the globe. 
If you are interested in Japanese export lines or if you merely 
wish to keep abreast of events in Asia, The Trans-Pacific 

is indispensable.

Foreign Subscription Rates are ¥73 a year for The Japan 
Advertiser and ¥21 a year for The Trans-Pacific. Inquiries and 
subscriptions may be addressed to P.O. Box F-58, Tokyo.

If you are planning an advertising campaign in Japan, 
THE TRANS-PACIFIC ADVERTISING & SERVICE BUREAU 

will handle all details with the efficiency bom of
25 years experience.

Address: P.O. Box F-58, Tokyo
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THE JAPAN TIMES
___________ & MAIL

Mirrors The Far East . . .
THE JAPAN TIMES & MAIL, the oldest daily newspaper in this country, is 

ths only journal in the English Language to be published in Tokyo under the 
management and editorial supervision of Japanese.

As a mirror of Japanese opinion and as a chronicler of major events occurring 
in Japan, Manchuria and China it is without a peer.

It is also an authoritative source of information on the economic and financial 
progress of the Far East.

Best Advertising Medium
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

Within Postal Union Foreign With Postage
DAILY EDITIONS

1 Year ... ....................... ¥30.00 ¥55.00
6 Months ....................... 16.50 29.00
1 Month ....................... 3.00 —

JAPAN TIMES WEEKLY
POST PAID

1 Year 6 Months
Domestic ................ ¥17.00 ¥ 9.00
Foreign......... ................ 23.00 12.00

THE JAPAN TIMES & MAIL
H1B1YA. TOKYO

Tel. Ginza 303, 403 & 5931

Date_________________ 193-----
The Japan Times Pub. Co.

HIBIYA, TOKYO. JAPAN
Gentlemen :

Please send THE JAPAN TIMES & MAIL, Daily or Weekly 
Edition, to
Name____________________________________________________
Address -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------
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The Japan Chronicle
DAILY & WEEKLY EDITIONS

ESTABLISHED 1891 & INCORPORATING 
THE HIOGO NEWS ESTABLISHED 1868

RELIABLE FINANCIAL AND 
COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE

The Best and Widest Advertising Medium
Specimen Copy, Advertising and Subscription Rates sent 

on application to the Business Manager:

“JAPAN CHRONICLE,” KOBE

SUBSCRIPTION:

DAILY EDITION: 

¥ 3.50 per month ¥ 38 per annum 

Post free in Japan 
Postage abroad ¥ 5 extra per month

The WEEKLY EDITION of the JAPAN CHRONICLE 
contains all political, commercial, financial and general news and is well 

adapted  for mailing abroad, and for filing as a local record

Published Every Thursday 

¥ 5 per quarter ¥ 18 per annum 

Post free in Japan 
Abroad: ¥25 per annum, including postage
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A National Newspaper For International 

Readers

& She SakjwMicMXithi
Published in English, Daily Except Mondays

History is today being made at lightning tempo.
In addition to speed, the Osaka Mainichi and Tokyo Nichi 

Nichi offer to their English Edition readers the following:
JAPAN: An insight into what the Japanese are thinking. 

A day-to-day record, with many photographs, of what the 
Japanese are doing.

EAST ASIA: Full coverage of the news from the front 
and of the momentous events occurring in East Asia.

EUROPE & AMERICA: Reports from own correspondents 
in the key cities to cover the rapidly moving events. Greater 
linage of foreign news than in the Japanese-language news
papers.

Subscription Rates: 
Single Copies 7 sen 

(Delivered by Carrier) 
¥1.40 per month 

(By Mail, Payable in Advance)
¥1.50 per month in Japan, Manchoukuo, and China

¥2.60 Elsewhere

(By the Year, Payable in Advance)
¥16 GO in Japan, Manchoukuo, and China 

¥29.80 Elsewhere

The Osaka Mainichi Publishing Co.
Osaka Japan Tokyo

Head Office : Taipeh

THE BANK OF TAIWAN, Ltd
Established 1899

Presidents YAKICHI SUITSU, Esq. 
Vice-Presidents MASAHIRO WADA, E«q.

Directon : 
KENJI YAMAMOTO, Esq. HYOTARO MOTOHASHI, 

TOZO HIRANO, Esq.

Tokyo Branch: 
No. 2, 1'chome Marunouchi, Kojimachi-ku. 

F. NARITA, Esq., Manager

Kwantung : 
China: 
Java: 
Others :

Branches and Agencies:
Japan: Kobe, Osaka, Tokyo, Yokohama, Giran, Heito, Kagl,

Karenko, Keelung, Makong, Nanto, Shinchiku, Shoka, 
Taichu, Tainan, Taito, Takao, Tamsui, Toen.
Dairen.
Amoy, Canton, Foochow, Hankow, Shanghai, Swatow. 
Batavia, Semarang, Sourabaya.
Bombay, Hongkong, London, New York, Singapore, 
Manila.

Correspondent* in the principal cities and town» 
throughout the world.
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Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, Ltd.
(Mitsui &. Co., Ltd.)
ESTABLISHED 1876

Capital................. .. . • ¥150,000,000
Reserve Funds (March, 1939) ♦ ¥ 75,000,000

General Exporters & Importers, Insurance & Ship Agents, 
General Contractors, Shipowners, Sawmill Owners, & 

Wharfingers

HEAD OFFICE: TOKYO, JAPAN
Branch Offices and Representatives :

HOME—Otaru, Hakodate, Niigata, Kawasaki, Yokohama, Yokosuka, 
Shimizu, Nagoya, Osaka, Maizuru, Kobe, Okayama, Hiroshima, 
Kure, Moji, Wakamatsu, Karatsu, Miike, Nagasaki. Sasebo, 
Taihoku, Keelung, Takao, Keijo, Heijo, Kunsan, Seishin, Etc.

ABROAD—Dairen, Antung, Chinchow, Newchang (Yingkow), 
Mukden, Hsinking, Harbin, Tsitsihar, Botanko, Tomon, Tientsin, 
Peking, Tsingtao, Chefoo, Tsinan, Shanghai, Nanking, Hankow, 
Amoy, Canton, Hongkong, Saigon, Manila, Cebu, Davao, Iloilo, 

, Sydney, Melbourne, Singapore, Medan, Palembang, Bangkok, 
Sourabaya, Semarang, Batavia, Calcutta, Rangoon, Bombay, 
Karachi, Madras, Teheran, London, Alexandria, Casablanca, New 
York, San Francisco and Seattle.

Correspondents :
Deutsche Mitsui Bussan Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin and Hamburg.
Société Anonyme Française Bussan, Paris and Lyons.
Mitsui Bussan—South Africa—(Proprietary), Ltd., Cape Town and 

Johannesburg.
Nambei Compania de Importation y Exportation Sociedad Anônima, 

Buenos Aires.
Mitsui & Co. (New Zealand), Ltd., Wellington, New Zealand.
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, February 7, 1940
No. 4470.
SUBJECT: FRENCH-JAPANESE RELATIONS: BOMBING- OF YUNNAN 

RAILWAY — FRENCH REPRESENTATIONS.
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The Honorable
The Secretary of State, 

Washington. 
Sir:.

f * ’ I have the honor to refer to our telegram No. 86, 
February 6, 11 a.m., and to transmit herewith a copy a

1/ translation of the aide-mémoire presented on February 5, 
1940, by the French Ambassador to the Minister for Foreign 
Affairs protesting the renewed bombing on February 1 by 
Japanese airplanes of the Yunnan Railway.

The
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The Ambassador states that one of the bombs struck 
a passenger train causing a great number of casualties, 
and that to date there had been recovered the bodies of 
forty dead, of whom five were French, and 184 wounded 
Annamites and Chinese. He points out that the attack was 
aggravated by the fact that the airplanes, both on the 
outward and on the return journeys, flew over Indochinese 
territory. He reserves the right to claim indemnity.

Respectfully yours,

Joseph C. Grew

1/ Copy and translation of aide-mémoire as stated.

710
ESCtnn
Original and 2 copies to the Department.
Copy to Embassy Chungking.
Copy to Embassy Peiping.
Copy to Consulate General Shanghai.
Copy to Consulate Yunnanfu.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch 
No. 4470 dated February 7, 1940, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

(With the compliments of the French Embassy to the American 
Embassy. Received February 5, 1940.)

The French Ambassador, M. Charles Arsène-Henry, to the Japa
nese Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hachiro Arita.

L’AMBASSADE DE FRANCE

Aide Mémoire

Pour faire suite aux diverses démarches qu’il a eu 
l’honneur de faire auprès du prédécesseur de S. Exc. le 
Ministre des Affaires Etrangères au sujet des bombardements 
par l’aviation japonaise de la ligne de ®hemin de fer de 

Hanoi à Yunnan-Fou, l’Ambassadeur de France a l’honneur 
de protester contre deux nouveaux attentats commis contre 
cette propriété française.

Le premier de ce mois un groupe de 27 avions japonais 
a lancé des bombes en deux endroits: Au kilomètre 83 et 
au kilomètre 95. Le second bombardement a causé des dégâts 
matériels mais au cours du premier un projectile a été 
lancé au kilomètre 83 à deux heures quarante cinq de l’après- 
midi sur un train de voyageurs et a fait de très nombreuses 
victimes: on a jusqu’à présent dégagé des décombres quarante 
morts dont cinq Français; cent quatre vingt quatre blessés 
annamites et chinois ont déjà été dénombrés.

Cette nouvelle attaque est aggravée du fait qu’à 
l’aller et au retour les avions japonais ont survolé le 
territoire de l’Indochine. Ils ont été signalés entre 
midi quarante cinq et une heure quarante en de nombreux 
endroits et notamment au dessus des villages de Ta-Lung, 
Trung-Khang-Phu, Tra-Ling, Ha-Giang, Dong-van, Man-Mei et 
Movong-Khu-Ong et entre trois heures cinquante quatre et 
quatre heures sept au dessus des villages de Pho-Bang,

Dong-
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Dong-van et Chan-Poung

L’Ambassadeur de France se réserve de faire tenir au

Ministère impérial des Affaires Etrangères, lorsqu’il les 

aura reçus, les états de dommages et intérêts aux fins 
d’indemnités.

Tokyo, le 5 Février 1940

*
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Translation by the American Embassy at Tokyo of an aide- 
mémoire in French presented to the Japanese Minister for 
Foreign Affairs by the French Ambassador.

FRENCH EMBASSY

Aide-mémoire

In pursuance to the several representations which he 

has had the honor to make to the predecessor of His Ex

cellency the Minister for Foreign Affairs relating to the 

bombing by Japanese airplanes of the Hanoi-Yunnanfu Rail

way, the French Ambassador has the honor to protest against 

renewed attacks upon this French property.

On the first of this month a group of 27 Japanese 

airplanes dropped bombs at two places: at Kilometer 83 and 

at Kilometer 95. The second bombing caused material damage 

but during the course of the first a bomb was dropped at 

Kilometer 83 at 2:45 p.m. upon a passenger train resulting 

in a great number of casualties: there have already been 

recovered from the wreckage 40 dead of whom five are French; 

184 wounded Annamites and Chinese have already been counted.

This new attack is aggravated by the fact that on the 

outward and on the return journey these Japanese airplanes 

flew over the territory of Indochina. They were noticed 

between 14:45 noon and 1:40 p.m. in many places and notably 

over the villages of Ta-Lung, Trung-Khang-Phu, Tra-Ling, 

Ha-G-iang, Dong-van, Man-Mei, and Movong-Khu-Ong and between 

3:54 p.m. and 4:07 over the villages of Pho-Bang, Dong-van 

and Chan-Poung.

The French Ambassador reserves the right to forward to 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, when received, the account 

of damages and interest to the end that indemnity may be re

covered.

Tokyo, February 5, 1940
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* DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

March 11 1940.

Tokyo's 4478, February 10, 1940, 
entitled "French-Japanese Relations : 
Bombing of Yunnan Railway — French Protest.

The closing sentence of the British 

protest of February 6, 1940 against the 
bombing of the Yunnan Railway is worthy 
of note. It is to the effect that repeti
tions of such Inadmissible violations of 
thefJLÛflJiJtf’ would lead to the belief 
that either an incident is deliberately 
sought or that the Japanese Government is 
unable to obtain obedience to its orders.

793.94/15742

FE:Covllle:MacD:SS
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No. 4478

1940 DEPARTMENT OF SI AÏE

<5 F

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, February 10, 1940

DIVISION OF 
EUROPEAN AFFAIRS 

MAR, 2 i/WO

THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

- S dp—J

Divï^011

French

SUBJECT: FRENCH-JAPANESE RELATIONS: BOMBING OF YUNNAN 
RAILWAY — FRENCH PROTEST.

W*t

1

RECEIVED

MAR 8
DIVISION 01

The Honorable
The Secretary of State 

Washington.

«•

Sir

1/ 2/

With reference to our despatch No. 4424 dated Janu- 
our telegram No. 102 

i 
to transmit herewith 
addressed by the

ary 16, 1940, and in confirmation of
February 9, 7 p.m., I have the honor
copies and translations of two notes

793.94/15742
 

F/FG 
'<7^

*IS'« « , « > 4^,4.1 u V
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French Ambassador to the Japanese Vice Minister for For

eign Affairs, dated February 6 and February 9, 1940, 

respectively, protesting against further bombings and 

violations on February 3 and February 5 of Indochinese 

territory by Japanese airplanes.

The Department will no doubt observe with interest 

the language employed by the French Ambassador in conclud 

ing his note of February 6 in which he states that a con

tinuation of the violations of Indochinese territory by 

Japanese planes would "lead to the conclusion either that 

it is desired to provoke a deliberate incident or that 

the Imperial Government cannot make its orders obeyed**.

Respectfully yours,

Joseph C. Grew

Enclosures :

1/ Copy and translation of note dated February 6, 1940.
2/ Copy and translation of note dated February 9, 1940.

710
FSC;nn

Original and 2 copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy Peiping.
Copy to Embassy Chungking.
Copy to Consulate General Shanghai.
Copy to Consulate Yunnanfu.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch 
No. 4478 dated February 10, 1940, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

With the compliments of the French Embassy to the American 
Embassy. Received February 7, 1940.)

The French Ambassador to the Japanese Vice Minister for 
Foreign Affairs.

L ’AMBASSADE DE FRANCE 
TOKYO

6 février 40

Mon cher Ministre,
Pour faire suite à notre conversation d’hier j’ai 

l’honneur de vous faire savoir que, d’après les renseigne
ments que je viens de recevoir, le nombre des morts du 
bombardement du 1er février monte déjà à cinquante cinq. 
Toutes les victimes n’avaient d’ailleurs pas encore été 
dégagées au moment où le Gouverneur Général m’a télé
graphié.

D'autre part le Général Catroux me signale que le 3 
de ce mois à deux heures et demie de l’après-midi la voie 
ferrée de Hanoi à Yunnan-fou a été de nouveau bombardée 
par des avions japonais qui ont survolé le territoire du 
Tonkin entre deux heures trois quarts et trois heures et 
quart. Leur passage a été constaté au dessus des villages 
de Pho-Bang, Halang, Tra-Ling et Trung-Khanh-Phu.

En protestant encore contre ce nouveau bombardement, 
je vous prie d’attirer la plus sérieuse attention du Gouverne
ment Impérial sur le danger de ces violations inadmissibles 
de notre frontière, au sujet desquelles j’ai déjà maintes 
fois protesté.^Leur répétition conduirait à penser* soit 

que l’on recherche un Incident de propos délibéré, soit que

le
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le Gouvernement Impérial ne puisse pas se faire obéir de 

ses sous ordres.

Veuillez agréer, eto. ...

Signé: Ch. Arsène-Henry

Son Excellence

Monsieur Tani, 

Vice-Ministre des Affaires Etrangères,

Tokyo
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Translation by the American Embassy at Tokyo of a communi
cation in French addressed by the French Ambassador to the 
Japanese Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs. Received by 
the American Embassy February 7, 1940, with the compliments 
of the French Embassy.

FRENCH EMBASSY 
Tokyo

6 February 1940
My dear Minister:

In pursuance to our conversation of yesterday, I have 
the honor to inform you that, according to information 
which I have just received, the number of deaths resulting 
from the bombing of February first has already risen to 
fifty-five. Furthermore, all the victims had not been re
covered at the time the Governor General telegraphed me.

In addition General Catroux informs me that on the 
third of this month at 2:30 p.m. the Hanoi-Yunnan Railway 
was again bombed by Japanese airplanes which flew over the 
territory of Tongking between 2:45 and 3:15 p.m. Their 
flight occurred over the villages of Pho-Bang, Halang, 
Tra-Ling and Trung-Khanh-Phu.

In making a further protest against this new bombing, 
I urge you to draw the most serious attention of the Imperial 
Government to the danger of these inexcusable violations 
of our frontier, against which I have already protested many 
times. Their continuance would lead to the conclusion either 
that it is desired to provoke a deliberate incident or that 
the Imperial Government cannot make its orders obeyed.

Please accept, etc. ...
(signed) Ch. Arsène-Henry

His Excellency
Monsieur Tani,

Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Tokyo.
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch 
No. 4478 dated February 10, 1940, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

With the nompi-tmanta of the French Embassy to the .American 
Embassy. Received February 9, 1940.)

The French Ambassador to the Japanese Vice Minister for 
Foreign Affairs.

L*AMBASSADE DE FRANCE 
TOKYO

9 Février 40

Mon cher Ministre,
Le Gouverneur Général de l'Indochine me fait savoir 

que le 5 de ce mois un avion japonais a lancé des bombes 
en territoire tonkinois dans la proximité immédiate du 
village de Ngai-Kho-Kai. Il n'a fait heureusement aucune 
victime mais son acte n'en est pas moins hautement répré
hensible et s'ajoute à la liste déjà beaucoup trop longue 
des violations de notre territoire contre lesquelles je 
n'ai cessé de protester. J'ai de nouveau l’honneur de 
vous demander de faire donner des ordres précis aux avia
teurs japonais leur enjoignant de ne pas survoler le ter
ritoire français.

Veuillez agréer, Mon cher Ministre, les assurances 
de ma haute considération.

Signé: Charles Arsène-Henry

Son Excellence
Monsieur Tani, 

Vice-Ministre des Affaires Etrangères,
TOKYO.
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Translation by the American Embassy at Tokyo of a communi

cation in French addressed by the French Ambassador to the 

Japanese Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs. Received by 

the American Embassy February 9, 1940, with the compliments 

of the French Embassy.

FRENCH EMBASSY 
Tokyo

9 February 1940 

My dear Minister,

The Governor General of Indochina has informed me 

that on the 5th of this month a Japanese airplane dropped 

bombs within Tongkingese territory in the immediate 

vicinity of the village of Ngai-Kho-Kai. There were 

fortunately no casualties but this act was none the less 

reprehensible and must be added to the already much too 

long list of violations of our territory against which I 

have continued to protest. I have the honor again to 

request that you cause specific instructions to be given 

to Japanese aviators enjoining them from flying over 

French territory.

Please accept, my dear Minister, the assurances of 

my high consideration.

(signed) Charles Arsène-Henry

His Excellency

Monsieur Tani,

Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

TOKYO.
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AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, February 17, 1940
No. 4507
SUBJECT: FRENCH PROTEST REGARDING FURTHER BOMBING OF 

YUNNAN RAILWAY AND VIOLATION OF TONGKINGESE 
TERRITORY BY JAPANESE AIRPLANES.
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The Honorable
The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to state, with reference to oiir 
despatch no. 4478 dated February 10, 1940, and in cbh- 
firmation of our telegram no. 123, February 17, noon, R 
that on February 16, 1940, the French Ambassador ad*“ 
dressed a note to the Japanese Government protesting 
the further bombing of the Yunnan Railway and the vio
lation of Tongkingese territory by six Japanese airplanes 
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on February 13, 1940.
In conclusion the note states: "In protesting 

again to Your Excellency I am constrained to refer to 
my previous correspondence and to my previous oral repre
sentations in order to call attention to these repeated 
violations of our territory and to emphasize how danger
ous they are to the good relations between our two coun
tries”.

A copy and translation of the note under reference 
are enclosed.

Joseph C. Grew

1/ Copy and translation of French Ambassador’s note 
to the Japanese Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs 
dated February 16, 1940.

350 
ESC:wg
Original and 2 copies to.Department
Copy to Embassy, Peiping
Copy to Embassy, Chungking
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai
Copy to Consulate, Yunnanfu
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch 
no. 4507 dated Feb. 17, 1940 
from the Embassy at Tokyo

With the compliments of the French Embassy to the American 
Embassy.

The French Ambassador to the Japanese Vice-Minister for 
Foreign Affairs.

16 Février

Mon cher Ministre,

Le Gouverneur Général de l’Indochine me signale 
un nouveau cas de violation du territoire de la Colo
nie par l’aviation Impériale. Six avions japonais 
ont bombardé le 13 de ce mois la ligne ferrée du Yun
nan et à l’aller et au retour ils ont survolé le Tonkin. 
Entre deux heures vingt et trois heures cinq de 1*après 
midi ils ont été aperçus à Than-Thuy, Ha-Giang, Bac-Mé 
et Ngason.

Cette nouvelle infraction aux coutumes internation
ales et aux droits de la France est d’autant plus ré
préhensible que les localités survolées sont à une si 
grande distance de la frontière que le pilote le plus 
mahabile ne pourrait prétendre y être allé par erreur.

En protestant encore une fois auprès de vous je ne 
puis que me référer à ma précédente correspondance et 
à mes précédentes démarches verbales pour qualifier ces 
violations répétées de notre territoire et faire ressor- 
tire combien elles sont dangereuses pour les bonnes re
lations entre nos deux pays ./.

Veuillez agréer, Mon cher Ministre, les assurances 
de ma haute considération, 

Son Excellence 
Monsieur Tani (ARSENE-HENRY)
Vice-Ministre des Affaires Etrangères 
TOKYO
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Translation by the American Embassy at Tokyo of a 
note in French sent by the French Ambassador to the 
Japanese Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs.

February 16, 1940

My dear Minister,

The Governor General of Indochina informs me of a 

new instance of violation of the territory of the Col

ony by the Imperial air forces. Six Japanese airplanes 

on the 13th instant bombed the YUnnan Railway and on the 

outward and on the return journeys they flew over Tong- 

king. Between 2:20 p.m. and 3:05 p.m. they were seen 

at Than-Thuy, Ha-Giang, Bac-Mé and Ngason.

This new breach of international customs and of 

French rights is even more reprehensible in view of the 

fact that the localities flown over are at such a great 

distance from the frontier that the most unskilled pi

lot could not pretend to have done so by error.

In protesting again to Your Excellency I am con

strained to refer to my previous correspondence and to 

my previous oral representations in order to call atten

tion to these repeated violations of our territory and 

to emphasize how dangerous they are to the good rela

tions between our two countries.

Please accept, My dear Minister, the assurances of 

my highest consideration.

(Arsène-Henry) 
His Excellency
Mr. Tani, Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Tokyo
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»
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

March 11, 1940

Tokyo's 4509, February 17, 1940, 
entitled "Transmitting Newspaper Clipping 
with Regard to Radio Broadcast to the 
United States by Mr. Noboru Ohtani."

On February 15, 1940 there was broad
cast from Japan to the United States a 
speech by the President of the Nippon Yusen 
Kaisha steamship line based on the usual 
argument that the "new order" will mean 
trade and prosperity in which America will 
have a profitable share. The Embassy con
siders that the speech was officially 
inspired.

793.94/15744

GC/
FE:Coville:MacD:SS
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY

No. 4509.

/J'lZ'
,/?■

SUBJECT: TRANSMITTING- NEWSPAPER CLIPPING WITH REGARD 
TO RADIO BROADCAST TO THE UNITED STATES BY

8^

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

Washington
Sir:

I have the honor to transmit for the Department* s
information an excerpt from The Japan Times of Febru-
ary 16, 1940, giving the substance of a broadcast to
the United States made on the previous day by Mr. Noboru
Ohtani, President of the important Japanese shipping
company, the Nippon Yusen Kaisha

The

Tokyo, February 17, 1940

ri>.

"H

0

«
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The radio address, which was obviously officially i 

inspired, asserts the unshakable determination of Japan 

to establish permanent peace and "the new order* in East 

Asia and appeals to Americans to understand that Japan 

was forced into the Sino-Japanese conflict against its 

will, and *to judge the present objectively*. The argument 

as naively advanced by Mr. Ohtani may be summed up in the 

following quotation from his broadcast, which contains a 

veiled threat that economic reprisals will be taken against 

American interests in the event of the imposition of an 

embargo: *Since therefore the Japanese people so unani

mously believe in the righteousness of their cause, it 

seems to them not only totally irrational, but wholly 

unjust for any nation to apply economic pressure with a 

view to causing them to change a policy so fixed, and 

which they believe so just. Moreover, any third power 

which applies such unwarranted sanctions to Japan should 

bear in mind that the economic sufferings involved will 

not be limited to the victimized people, but that all alike 

must suffer."

Respectfully yours,

Enclosure:

1/ Newspaper clipping from The Japan Times of 
February 16, 1940, entitled ^N.Ÿ.K. President 
Asks Americans to Accept Inevitable in Far 
East."

710
SEG:nn

Original and 3 copies to Department
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Enclosure No. / , to despatch 
, dated Feb. '7 ,1940 

from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Japan Times.
Tokyo, Friday, February 16, 1940.

N.Y.K. PRESIDENT ASKS AMERICANS 
TO ACCEPT INEVITABLE IN FAR EAST

In Overseas Broadcast Ohfani Avers 
By So Doing All Will Mutually Profit

jl Japanese people. But all are will- 
’ ing, and even happy, to make such 
sacrifices, heavy as they undoubted
ly are, to achieve what the Japan
ese people have come to regard as 
a sacred national mission.

“Our people appeal therefore to 
their American friends to under
stand that they were forced into 
the Sino-Japanese Conflict against 
their will. It was China’s blind 
anti-Japanese policy which was the . 
pause. This has obligea Japan to 
fight for nearly three years for her 
very national existence. Her sacri- 
fices have been untold. And yet, 
what is her main policy? Nothing 
more than to establish peace in the 
Far East whereby China and Japan 
may live as neighbors in common 
strategic safety against Bolshevism, 
and in common economic prosperity. 
ALL MUST SUFFER

“Since therefore the Japanese peo- ! 
pie so unanimously believe in the 
righteousness of their cause, it 
seems to them not only totally ir
rational, but wholly unjust for any 
nation to apply economic pressure 
with ,a view to causing them to 
change a policy so fixed, and which 
they believe so just. Moreover, any 
third power which applies such un- 
vzarranted sanctions to Japan should 
bear in mind that the economic 
sufferings involved will not be limit
ed to the victimized people, but that 
all alike mus.; suffer. History has 
proved this repeatedly, and never 
more than since the first Great War. 
And was it not a great American 
who wrote:

In the loss or gain of one nation 
All the rest have equal claim.

“As a businessman I am convinc
ed that reason must rule internation
al commercial relations. There is 
no room for unrestrained emotion. 
When therefore I see that the most 
powerful leaders in China are now 
cooperating with Japan to establish 
peace and build up a stable situa
tion in the Far East, I am persuad
ed that the way to prosperity for 
America and Japan lies in the wis
dom of according their support to 
the new order. All China is slow
ly coming to see the sincerity and 
wisdom of Japan’s aims, in which 
all the Far East is involved.

“But how does ail this affect 
American prosperity? Well, Amer-

“America, Japan’s 2600th Anniver
sary and the New Order” was the 
title of a talk broadcast over JOAK’s 
overseas program Thursday by No- 
boru Ohtani, president of the Nip
pon Yusen Kaisha, the text of which 
follows:

“I am greatly honored to be per
mitted to speak this evening for a 
few minutes to our American neigh
bors on points concerning the Unit
ed States, Japan and the new order 
in the Far East.

“Now, on the 11th of this month 
Japan celebrated the 2600th anniver
sary of her Empire’s foundation. 
You will, I am sure, understand 
that such a celebration is one of 
unparalleled significance in her 
history. This is especially so, see
ing that the celebration comes at 
a time when Japan is engaged in 
a national life-and-death struggle 
which has now lasted nearly three 
years.

“Japan had intended to invite the 
world to share in her jubilation this 
year. She had planned to hold the 
Olympic Games and an Internation
al Exposition in Tokyo'-. We all 
deeply lament that the Sino-Japan
ese Incident has made this impos
sible.
GIVEN TO INTROSPECTION

“Instead therefore of making the 
celebration of this great historical 
year an international event, as they 
had hoped, the Japanese people 
have been forced to become intense
ly introspective. This has stimulat
ed to the very inmost core Japan’s 
national consciousness and the de
termination to carry out her plans 
in the Far East, cost what they 
might. It has resulted also in a 
unity of purpose, and an empire- 
wide spiritual mobilization, such as 
the Japanese people have never 
been called upon to demonstrate 
during their eventful 2600 years of 
history. »

“Let us then see what are the 
major results of this spiritual mobi
lization, and how they affect Amer
ica and Japan.

“First and foremost is her grim 
determination to set up .permanent 
peace in the Far East. I say grim 
determination, since so far-reaching 
a plan for reconstruction in this 
part of the world cannot be achiev
ed without heavy sacrifices by the
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lea has already seen, an increase in 
her trade with the new Manchou
kuo. is it therefore irrational to as
sume that she;would enjoy increas
ed trade with a re-established China, 
in which peace reigns and the trade 
door is opened wide? It cannot be 
disregarded that during the past ten 
years America’s trade with Japan 
has increased by some 8 per cent. 
It is not difficult then to imagine 
the enormous trade boom which will 
result to America in the work of 
reconstruction and economic exploi
tation of the countries involved in 
the new order.

"Concerning this potential pros
perity, may I speak for a few mo
ments of marine transport, with 
which I am most familiar. Under 
restored peace, America is certain 
to share in the resulting marine 
prosperity. Japan is planning to 
build a mercantile fleet of several 
million tons. But this will mani
festly be quite inadequate. to trans
port all the materials required from 
America to reconstruct under the 
new order, or to carry normal ex
ports in the trade boom. America’s 
shipping is certain therefore to be
nefit considerably.
BROADER WORLD ISSUES

"Now, may I beg your leave to 
glance for a moment at the broader 
world issues affecting Japan. There 
is of course the European War. 
This inevitably affects Japan close
ly. But at its outbreak Japan de
clared her intention to remain neu
tral, and insofar as possible she will 
certainly do so. For the present 
she is content, to concentrate on her 
spiritual and economic mobilization, 
and to establishing peace in the Far 
East. This necessitates the success
ful prosecution of the Sino-Japanese 
Incident and the far-reaching work 
of reconstruction. In carrying out 
this colossal program, it is of course 
natural that Japan should begin to 
feel a shortage of certain materials.

"This shortage has been inter
preted by the misinformed as imply
ing the possibility of an economic 

] collapse in Japan. But nothing is 
\ further from the truth. Only those 
totally unacquainted with Japan’s

"In conclusion, may I say that the 
JajJanese cordially invite their 
American friends to cross the Paci
fic during this eventful year to see 
for themselves what Japan is doing. 
We believe that it is by seeing for 
themselves that our American 
friends will come to understand 
Japan’s aims. In understanding 
them, Americans will see that Japan 
is justified in her mission of creat
ing a New Order in the Far East. 
(We believe that mission is one in 
’which America also has her respon
sibilities, if she is to share in its

I rewards, which will be great.”

economic resources and capacity for 
self-sacrifice to achieve what she 
conceives as a sacred mission could 
make $o dangerous a blunder. Her 
inexhaustible moral resource is in
deed the most potent virtue of the 
2600 years’ of history which today 
Japan is celebrating. Nothing can 
break its spirit!

"The Japanese people appeal 
therefore to their American friends 
to judge the present objectively. 
It is a time for the wise and far- 
seeing leaders of America to accept 
what is inevitable in the evolution 
of the Far East, and to strive how 
best to collaborate in building the 
New Order, so that in it all may 
mutually benefit.
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No. 2503

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, February 7, 1940

Subject: Activities of Mr. Yasuzo Shimizu.
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The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington, D.C.

I have the honor to refer to Tokyo’s despatch 

No. 4383 of December 29, 1939, entitled "Transmitting 

Clipping - Comments of Mr. Yasuzo Shimizu, Christen H 
£=• tel 

Missionary in China, upon his departure from Japai^g 

for the United States".

Mr. Shimizu and his wife are understood to be 

graduates of Oberlin University. They are not regis

tered as American citizens in this office. He has 

resided in Peiping for some twenty years and has 

conducted a small mission just outside the city walls.
V

Since

/
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Since the commencement of hostilities in 1937, 

however, he has devoted more time to political ac

tivities on behalf of the Japanese military than to 

his Christian missionary endeavors. American mission

aries here have had the feeling that he has been at

tempting to obtain for the Japanese military informa

tion in regard to their work, particularly as regards 

the Chinese personnel of their missions, and his acti

vities in this connection led to one fairly bitter con

troversy with an American educator in Peiping. Ameri

can missionaries here who know him well generally con

sider him to be a Japanese agent.

So far as is known to the Embassy or to Ameri

can missionaries here, Mr. Shimizu has never been called 

the ’’Saint of Peking" except in Japanese or Japanese con

trolled publications. Among the local Japanese military, 

with whom he is on excellent terms, he is sometimes re

ferred to as "The little God of Peking".

The impression prevails among American missionaries 

here that Mr. Shimizu has been sent to the United States 

by the Japanese military for propaganda purposes.

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

Counselor of Embassy

Original and 4 copies to 
Department.

Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.

710 U.S.-Japan/710 Sino-Japanese'360

RLS-SC
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Dear Mr. Secretary

Attached hereto are two letters from

President Stuart dated January 18 and February 12

giving important information as to the situation

in North China and in Japan at the present time

and expressing Dr. Stuart’s views as to America’s

interest in these developments

Very truly yours,
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Confidential

January 18, 1940

To the Board of Trustees :

Some weeks have elapsed since my last report to you on the war situation. 
This is paradoxically because there have been no major changes and because things 
have been happening so rapidly. What I mean is that the developments have been 
in general along lines with which you have already been made familiar but without 
as yet any decisive results, while on the other hand there have been shifts or 
trends which might at any time take a new turn thus nullifying forecasts or 
creating altered possibilities. I shall try briefly to summarize the most recent 
tendencies, realizing that what I write may reach you long after cabled dispatches 
or be disproven by some at present unknown factors.

I have indicated more than once that th^ànswer as to when and how this 
conflict will end seems to lie in Japan rath^v^than in China. This is even more 
true now. The Abe Cabinet has fallen, as had been predicted for some time, it 
being unable to end the China war to the satisfaction either of the more moderate 
elements or of the military extremists. The former of these had become organized 
with the intention of putting forward a relatively liberal army officerj General 
Ugaki, on a general policy of ending the war through direct negotiations with 
Chiang Kai-shek, yielding as much as necessary iniecognition of Chinese national 
independence, postponing the Manchuria issue, advocating the cultivation of better 
mutual understanding through cultural contacts and education, recovering the 
goodwill of the United States and Great Britain.

Meanwhile the army leaders seem to have threatened one of their tours de 
force by which they would seize control, enforce further totalitarian measures 
and negotiate at once with. Russia (and Germany) in a desperate effort to neutralize 
American economic ”interference”. The dissension seemed sufficiently serious to 
draw the Emperor into appealing personally to intransigent militarists. Prince 
Konoye, who is supposed to be succeeding the/Sged Prince Saionji as the Emperor’s 
adviser, apparently induced Admiral Yonai t/ servel as premier rather than sacri
fice the moderate leadership prematurely. A navy .han can also curb the army 
better than civilians, and it is hoped that ne can placate the United States. 
To give point to all this it had come to light that army agents were maneuvering 
to win party leaders and thus get their huge appropriations passed by the Diet, 
then in March to throw aside these allies and establish a more thoroughgoing 
military despotism. This rather colorless Cabinet will probably be short-lived 
and will institute no radical changes in policy. What type of cabinet will 
succeed depends mainly on public opinion. This somewhat new element within 
Japanese life seems to me the most interesting and significant phenomenon that 
is emerging from the conflict. It may prove to be the decisive one. It will be 
influenced chiefly by four factors.

(1) Steadily augmenting economic and other causes of internal discontent 
or anxiety.

(2) Lack of military successes and weakening in man power and morale from 
the Chinese policy of attrition. The Chinese estimate of Japanese casualties 
on all fronts during December was 100,000. With due allowance for exaggeration 
this is at a much higher rate than previous estimates from the same source. 
Chinese theory is not to attempiZtoXrecapture cities for the present but to 
endeavor unceasingly to reduce rhe numbers of the enemy, waiting until they think 
the time has come for attempted\recqvery of lost territory.
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(3) The outcome of the Wang Ching-wei movement. The Japanese people have 
been duped into thinking that with the inauguration of this supposedly Chinese 
government the var would be ended happily for both sides» The Abe Cabinet tried 
desperately to bring it into being and fell largely because of this failure. 
Mr. Wang, who.Jias,neve^rjjeen a traitor in thecrass sense but rather a timid and, 
disgruntled^opportunist politician with a defeatist complex toward China’s hopes 
for ‘^winning independence , is’ not at all pleased with his present predipjim^nt^ 
He"Ts“ clutchiiïg at any1 method of regaining public support and his lost position 
in the government. Many influential Japanese army men have always disapproved 
this palpably puppet device and the sentiment is spreading. His own supporters 
have insisted that he must stop the fighting by negotiating for them with the 
Chungking Government or in whatever way he can; otherwise they will have no fur
ther use for him. The strongest of these, General Itagaki, has always been on 
unfriendly terns with the new premier which makes it all the more probable that 
he will soon be recalled from set ive service. This would react very unfavorably 
on Jang’s movement. The one hope for Mr. Wang and his group is to come out 
openly and courageously for the complete independence of China involving as this 
must the withdrawal of all Japanese armed forces from the country, including 
North China, but this would be a humiliating loss of face. Should he make such 
a decision before it is too late his friends could intercede for him with General 
Chiang, and in any case his place in history would be improved. Even if the 
present Cabinet or a more violent succeeding one coerces him into attempting to 
set up a figment of a government it will not have the allegiance of the North 
China puppet leader and could not therefore cover even the whole of the occupied 
areas. In fact it would be limited to the lower Yangtse Valley and be wholly 
dependent on Japanese protection. When, however, the scheme collapses, as some
how it will, the Japanese public will havé one njore disillusioning shock which 
ought to help them toward an awareness ofythe futility of political solutions 
for militaristic objectives.

(4) American policy. This is giving the Japanese no slight uneasiness. 
I have already argued so insistently in favor of economic pressure on our part 
that I shall refrain from further comment. The action by Congress is due in 
any case long before this can reach you. But the form it takes will have a very 
large part in shaping Japanese opinion. Mp re t h§,u. e ver I believe that strong 
action by us now. will not only aid China and avert more serious consequences for » z V 
ourselves, later, but ^that it will also have a beneficentWffect_in rWlying \ ' Y,
tKis“'nascent Japanese public opininto become articulate aiick to assert iitself• /zj t 
As~is true no doubt^of all other nations, the Japanese people want peacb, and as 
they come into greater power they will demand it. Witness the popular détermina- ’ k 
tion in our own country not to be drawn into the European War.

V-'
The secret agreement that Wang Chii^g-wed made with his Japanese associates 

has no importance in so far as his own al|ility\to ’’deliver” is concerned. But 
it does have interest as revealing the aims or the present rulers of Japan. One 
item was of course the treatment of North China as ’’special area” which meant 
for practical purposes a colonial status. Another was the permanent opening of 
the Yangtse River exclusively to Japanese shipping. Another was the establishment 
of naval bases on the island of Hainan, in certain designated southern posts and 
islands off the Chekiang coast, China to organize a navy with vessels purchased 
from Japan and under her tutelage, all this in order to ’’protect” China from 
further western aggression. The real intention is to utilize Chinese resources 
and to implicate its government in the further Japanese aggressive designs against 
the Philippines, and the British, French and Dutch colonies further south. It 
is worth remembering that whatever fair promises the new premier may make, he is
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an admiral and is committed to the navy program to secure Hainane This would 
encourage the army in turn to hold out for Morth China as its share of the spoils. 
But more than that, it confirms the already well-founded fears that those who 
have been dictating Japanese policy are*all*atone in an^expansionist program 
by force of ams7^*They differ âs'^o the direction this should take at any given 
timeV'^IT^to*"the speed and recklessness with which it should be prosecuted, but 
not as to the essential objective.J What will be the consequences is sufficiently 
apparent from the fate of thhse -régions already subjugated and exploited.

Every instinct of altruistic sympathy for China and of international decency, 
as well as of far-sighted national self-interest, should lead us Americans at 
the very least to give no further aid to a ruthlessly determined imperialistic 
policy so -sinister in conception and so savage in execution. Be tolerant with 
me if again my emotions seem to make me tediously or even uncharitably repetitious. 
My defense is, as always, not only that all that Yenching means to you and me 
is literally quivering in suspense but that Yenching is a single instance, or as 
it were a symbol, of the immeasurable catastrophe which would befall this country 
and mankind should the Japanese army ad navy succeed in their ambitions. The 
gallant Chinese resistance despite the vast welter of destruction and misery this 
has brought on them, and the failure of the Japanese to win any reputable associate 
despite all their blandishments and mass terrorization, give conclusive evidence 
of how clearly they realize what is at stake.

Meanwhile livelihood problems in ifhis Vegion are very bad and rapidly be
coming more so. Over large tracts in jhe southern part of this province and in 
Shantung the virtual famine conditions\are ^palling. Between guerillas, bandits 
and Japanese punitive methods the plight of the country people is pitiable. In 
the cities prices are soaring to nearly 300% above normal, but it is difficult 
to get staples at any price. It all reveals the breakdown of the military ad
ministration, and is aggravated by the racqueteering they and their Chinese 
followers carry on.
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Confidential

February 12, 1940

To the Board of Trustees:

I^ha^ seemed increasingly true of late that the Japanese irar 
against Onina i|s being fought in Tokyo and throughout Japan itself* Be
cause oy this j sent one of my capable young lieutenants there last 
month iA order to gain dependable information which I can take with me 
to Chungking* He returned a clay or two ago* having spent nine days in 
Tokyo and returned here by way of Shanghai, This is to share with you 
o_brief summary of his impressions» He was in direct touch rrith tho 
most authoritative sources thoughhad best avoid mentioning names*

Japanese opinion as to the adventure in China and its conse
quences to their own economic and other interests is becoming acutely 
conflicting. The usual tension between army and navy is more violent 
than ever, especially under the present cabinet headed by a navy man* 

is.therefpre in strong disagreement with the trend An policy* 
'Ithin the army itself the factional divisions always active are being 
exacerbated by tho unfavorable military and other developments, The 
real power has always been ,ritlvthe younger officers and a group of 
those is actively promoting a/reform movement aiming at making of the 
army a purely military instrwnent of government policy rather than being 
itsolf concerned with politic®.!-issues. This group vigorously oppose 
efforts such as that of General Itagaki and his following to organize 
a rival Chinese Government under rrang Ching-yei* T^oir ideal for the 
army is to be colorless politically* Hata, the 1 ■ar/llinistar, is try
ing to keep a balance among all these contending groups with the army 
itself*

There are of course the normal differences in outlook among 
political parties and others, all intensified by the disillusionncnts 
in their grandiose dreams of imr^rialist expansion* But t&£jAO.at. sig
nificant of these tensions is that between government and populace as 
the latter awaken to the futility alike of military conquest of China 
and of the puppet devices for political domination, together ‘r'ith tho 
economic hardships and the th reatoning disasters ahead, They turn to 
nrince Konoyo as the only, one ..nuulifiqd toassume loader ship and yet 
there is wide spread criticism of him, chiefly on the ground that he - 
and tho Government generally - do not sefem to be consistent or clear- 
cut in aims, causing confusion and perplexity to the ooonle*

The discharged soldiers arc adding to the d‘sordor, > fter 
their orgy slaughter, raping and] plundering in China they find life 
at home and its restrictions irksome, They are also constantly util
ized by those who wish to incite disorders for political purposes. They 
are largely responsible for the recent doubling of the police force*

The Government attempt at nationalization of resources, indus
tries, agriculture and economic life in general seems to have broken down 
mainly because of the human factor rather than the material difficulties. 
The Japanese docility or disciplined acceptance of established proce
dures becomes paradoxically the hindrance to a oolicy of increased rogl-
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mentation* Discharged soldiers and bthers are loathe to find employment 
in munition works rzhich they regard as temporary rather than in their ac
customed occupations from which many of thorn are now debarred because of 
’.nr conditions* But this process of economic mobilization is obstructed 
also by material causes such as the lack of coal, electricity, and other 
basic requirements*

Economic consequences of the war are on the whole becoming decid
edly more serious. Business is bad. Usually at this season the nation 
has 70,000,000 piculs of rice to last until the next hr.rvost as against 
30,000,000 piculs this year. The major topic is no longer ’^r novs from 
China but internal problems affecting livelihood. The fear of violent 
outbreaks within the next few months is openly expressed. This explains 
the effort to persuade Ikeda, perhaps their ablest financier, to assume 
the post of Premier and lead the nation out of the impending ocononio 
chaos. This he cannily declined and the nan who finally took it is not 
of outstanding capacity*

There is a sobering realization of the possible consequences of 
American policy in not renewing the trade treaty and in more positive 
economic measures. As one clear-thinking deader among them summed it up, 
they have only two courses, one boing to satisfy the American demands 
and the other defiance backed upJby force*.1 There is no likelihood of 
the latter, despite certain intemperate propouncoments in their press* 
It is extremely improbable therorore that tliere will be officially pro
moted anti-American agitations, \ven though sporadic instances of this 
occur, especially in localities away fromrnigher control*

The more intelligent and liberal loaders, including many in the 
army and navy, are well aware shat the foisting on China of a uupnet 
travesty of the Kuomintang Government under ang Ching-vei is fatuous. 
But apparently with an understandable reluctance to be realistic they 
are trying to boliove that peace can be achieved by inciting him to organ
ize a government into which General Chiang Kai-shek and his associates 
could be induced to include themselves. Other prominent Japanese naivo- 
ly imagine that something of this sort can really be worked out, or that 
General Chiang could be oorsvaded to retire temporarily while the Japanese 
troops are being withdrawn. There seems to be a defect in Japanese men
tal habits which prevents them from facing or evon seeing unpalatable 
facts or from conceiving how these arc regarded by others (in this caso 
Chinese natriots). I might add that my representative returned through 
Shanghai because of Japanese urging, presumably to study the ‘,rang Ching- 
wei movement. He wisely decided not to risk any direct approach to hr. 
1Tang or his satellites. Any one calling on political agents of an op
posing faction in Shanghai risks the danger of being followed and shot 
by gunmen who do not as a rule bother to verify their suspicions., But 
he learned from his Japanese contactas that yr. r’ang is feeling quite pes
simistic, which is not surprising.

young nan is entirely at oase in the Japanese language and 
their customs. He made a similar trip for me last summer. This time he 
went not merely to secure authentic information but also to follow up pre
vious conferences with Japanese in which I had tried to make clear the 
only peace toms that General Chiang could consider as well as my owp 
readiness to serve as an unofficial intermediary once responsible Japanese
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were willing to begin negotiations on such terms» They are obviously 
both grateful and eager but^ have thej^uite definite impression that 
the time 1s japt yet rip®» Tfiey must not only abandon all hope of manip
ulating a figment of a Chinese government under their patronage and mil
itary coercion, but also any compromise that enables them to hold under 
plausible phrases their desired political and economic control of Morth 
China by garrisons of their own troops» To sacrifice those long cher
ished dreams of continental entire, schemes of economic exploitation, 
national prestige, compensating gains for their vast expenditure, will 
not be easy. Chinese policy must therefore be one of patiently continued 
and determined resistance, whatever sufferings and losses this requires, 
until the Japanese are convinced of the futility of any other solution 
than that of recognizing China’s national independence vdth all that 
this involves. Concretely this means, as is equally true of the main
tenance of American rights in China, the complete withdrawal of Japa
nese troops south of the Great 'all. '"hen they are ready to discuss 
a settlement on this basis, I hope that America will be sought by both 
nations for helping toward a rational and equitable peace.

As to more personal matters, I an lo ving in a few days 
to attend a conference in Chungking called by the Rockefeller Founda
tion to discuss its program of rural reconstruction training courses. 
The special share Yenohing has had in this is In such subjects as local 
government, social organization, rural economics, and education. I 
must also attend the annual meeting of the Trustees of the China Foun
dation (American Boxer Indemnity) and a conference of the presidents 
of the Christian Colleges. Transportation facilities are so deranged 
by war conditions that returning here, unless for urgent reasons, would 
be costly both in time and money. All travel into free China requires 
going through Hongkong and ten days is considered quick time from here 
to that port» From there travel by air is expensive, has an element 
of danger, and usually requires booking long in advance. I shall 
therefore probably spend the six weeks between my first and final meet
ings In unhurried observation of general conditions in free China, vis
iting our graduates who are scattered all through that area, and other
wise trying to keep frosh and vital our relationships with that section 
of the country» This should supply material for my next report.
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In reply refer to 
FE 793.94/15746

March 12 1^4U

My dear Mr. Garelde:

By direction of the Secretary of State, the receipt 

is acknowledged of your letter of March 7, 1940, en

closing two letters of January 18 and February 12 from 

Dr. J. Leighton Stuart In regard to the situation in the 

Far East.

Dr. Stuart* s letters have been brought to the 

attention of interested officers in the Department and 

your courtesy in making the letters available to us is 

very much appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

■'•î.V'v'/

Maxwell M. Hamilton
Chief 

/ Division of Far Eastern Affaire
7 ,4-^ ' /

793.94/
I 5746

Mr. B. A. Garside, 
Secretary and Assistant Treasurer, 

Yenchlng University, 
150 Fifth Avenue, 

New York, New York. “H 
0

3/11
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

JT
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone, (br)

Secretary of State, 

Washington•

March 8, 10 a.in.

Dated March 8, 1940

Japanese troops arriving in this area during the past 

fortnight totaling perhaps 15,000 (Chinese estimates 50,000) 

lend some substance to widespread rumors of a Japanese 

spring offensive. The objective of the anticipated drive: 

is variously designated as Ichang and Changsa. This office 

believes that the Japanese cannot hope to take either of 

these cities unless their present forces in this area 

are considerably strengthened.

Sent to Chungking. Repeated to the Department, 

Peiping, Shanghai,

SPIKER

JRLiNPL
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PARAPHRASE

A telegram of March 8, 1940, from the American 

Consul General at Hankow reads substantially as follows:

Widespread reports of a spring offensive by the 

Japanese are somewhat substantiated by the arrival in 

the Hankow area during the last two weeks of perhaps 

15,000 Japanese troops (50,000, according to Chinese 

estimates)• Changsha and Ichang are variously mentioned 

as the anticipated drive’s objective. Unless Japanese 

troops in the Hankow area are reinforced considerably 

the Japanese cannot hope to capture either Ichang or 

Changsha, in the opinion of the American Consulate General.

F£:E®C:JPS 
3-11
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
NC
This telegram must be HONG KONG VIA N. R>
closely paraphrased From
bEforE being communicated Dated March 9, 1940

The combined naval and military operations on a small

scale by the Japanese against the Chungshan district during the 

past week have now resulted in the occupation of Shekki and the 

cutting of the much used highway from that town to Macao. 

Refugees reaching Macao are estimated by the authorities 

there as at least 50,000 but Hong Kong sources believe the 

number exaggerated.

There has not been found in Hong Kong any well-defined

opinion as to the significance of this renewed action against 

Chungshan but the suggestion has been made that it has been 

taken because of increased exportations from Macao into 

China via the devious waterways of the Pearl and West Rivers. 

The Japanese occupied Chungshan in October of last year and 

withdrew a few days later for no reason of apparent importance 

(See our ^939 numbers 366 and 373). The Japanese forces par

ticipating in this reoccupation of Chungshan are estimated at 

about 3,000. The only immediate effect in Hong Kong is 
h % 

reduce at least temporarily the considerable supplies .of 4-- O 
vegetables
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
NC -2- #72 from Hong Kong, ^arch 9, 11 a,m.

From

vegetables and other foodstuffs which come to this colony 

daily from Macao'* and the Chungshan district.

Repeated to Canton, Chungking, and Peiping,

SOUTHARD

NPL
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A telegram (no. 72) of March 9, 1940, from tho 

American Consul General at Hong Kong reads substantially 

as follows:

The much traveled highway between Shekki and Maoao 

has been out and Shekki has now been oooupied as a result 

of the small scale Japanese combined military and naval 

operations which have taken place during the week of 

March 3 against the Chungshan district and in which it 

is estimated that approximately 3,000 Japanese took part. 

The authorities at Maoao estimate that SO,000 refugees 

at least are coming into Maoao. However, this is an 

exaggerated estimate in the opinion of persons in Hong 

Kong. In October 1939, Chungshan was captured by the 

Japanese who a few days later withdrew for no apparently 

important reason. Rather large amounts of foodstuffs, 

including vegetables, go each day from the Chungshan dis

trict and Macao to the Colony of Hong Kong and a reduction 

at least temporarily in the amount of these foodstuffs 

is the only immediate effect in Hong Kong of the Japanese 

occupation of Chungshan.

No well-defined opinion concerning the meaning of 

this new action against Chungshan has been found in Hong 

Kong. However, it has been suggested that the operations

were
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were undertaken on aooount of growing shipments into 

China from Macao by way of the winding waterways of tho 

West and fearl Rivera.

3-12
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 061

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

March 11, 1940

Chungking’s 120, March 8, 2 p.m.

Of special Interest Is Ambassador 
Johnson’s statement in section 5 of this 
telegram which indicates that the success 
of the Chinese in retaining economic con
trol over large areas of the country 
nominally occupied by the Japanese is due 
in large measure to the high-handed 
methods of the Japanese themselves* It 
thus appears that the Japanese could, by 
changing their tactics, almost immediately 
start to increase the economic benefits 
which they obtain from China and at the 
same time greatly increase the difficulties 
of the Chinese Government’s economic 
problem.

793.94/15749

FE:PenJfield:HJN
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

corrected copy
EG
This message must be From 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone, (Br)

Chungking via N, R

Dated March 8, 1940

Secretary of State

Washington,

Rec^d 9:12 a,m, 
■ .1

or ■<

120, March 8, 2 p,m,
194Ü-

I offer following comments on observations made

during recent visit to Peiping, tour of Yangtze and

journey Shanghai to Chungking via Hanoi and Kunming,

OnE, Great numbers of Japanese have followed

army into North China and are engaged in operating

communications services by rail, air and motorcar

telephone, telegraph and radio; public facilities

such as electricity and water and there is much plan

ring for the future, Chinese population seems less

793.94/15749

afraid of Japanese than was reported to be the case

in the beginning of trouble and evidence little in

terest in state control plans which Japanese appear

to be prepared to carry forward with or without

Chinese cooperation. All activity based upon uncon-

vertible currency issued by Japanese agencies and kncwri^

as B currency which gives unstable economic background

to whole business and state control structure. Link
o

system
T|

T| 
0
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-2* #120j Màrch 8, 2 p.m. from Chungking via Ni R.

system now enforced plus blockade of British concession 

has killed normal trade leaving B currency entirely de

pendent upon business with Japan and ability of holders 

to convert it into Chinese national currency still only 

currency with exchange value.

(END SECTION ONE)

JOHNSON

WWC
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jrt -------------------
This telegram must bE
closely paraphrased be- from Chungking via N< il. 
fore being communicated
to anyone. (br) Dated March 8, 1940

Rec’d 3:05 p.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

120, March 8, 2 p.m. (SECTION TWO)

Communication facilities and public utilities of 

Yangtze VallEy from Woosung to Yochow are held in iron 

grip of Japanese army and all commerce on the river is 

in the Japanese array’s control. The Japanese army 

through its special service section has been busy 

preparing for the setting up of a political Chinese 

machine with its seat at Nanking the old capital of the 

Chinese Republic to serve as a legal facade for the 

setting up of so-called Sino-Japanese companies to 

operate these public utilities as monopolies.. Thus 

' far the Ja panese army has refrained from any attempt to

introduce into this area a printed currency of its own 
(whi ch?) 

paying for its purchases with military script with 

Chinese holders convert into Japanese made goods as fast 

as they can. (END SECTION TWO).

WWC JOHNSON
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as TELEGRAM RECEIVED 065
This. telegram must be__________ Chungking via N. R.
closely paraphrased be
fore being cqihmunicatEd Dated March 8, 1940 
to anyône* (BR) From

Rtc’d 5 p. m« 

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

120, March 8, 2 p. m. (SECTION THREE)

Three. The Japanese army aided by the navy have 

blockaded or occupy all treaty ports along the coast 

of China and have attempted to cut all normal routes 

from the interior into such ports apparently for the 

purpose of cutting off all access to Chinese products 

or to Chinese markets except through channels controlled 

by them.

Four. In spite of this blockade large quantities 

of Chinese products are finding their way out of 

various unopened Chinese ports along the coast by 

junk and other small conveyance to Hong Kong sold 

for the account of Chinese merchants, such transactions 

involving considerable amounts of exchange between 

foreign currencies and Chinese national currency. 

Chinese national currency still prevails throughout 

Chinese territory except in areas immediately adjacent 

to Japanese garrisons, supported by Chinese confidence



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) «nd 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By Mite»» Q, tUiAHffte—NABS, Date

Gf.fr
LMS 2-Noi 120, March 8, 2 p, m,, Sec, 3, from Chungking 

in the if oWh government, considerable amounts of exchange 

derived from the exports above referred to, large re

mittances from Chinese living abroad which continue to 

come through Chinese controlled banks, and by Japanese 

goods bought in China with Japanese military notes 

which add to the country’s stocks of needed materials 

from the outside the importation of which constitutes 
(on?)

no burden of the Chinese currency, 

(END OF SECTION THREE)

JOHNSON

NPL
(*) Apparent omission.

Gf.fr


DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) Or (E)
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OF?

Thia tElegra JW?AM REWoBfc VIA N.R. 
closely paraphrased b4*--------------
fore being communicated Dated March 8, 1940
to anyone. (br) ~From RECtd 5:50 p.me

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

120, March 8, 2 p.m. (SECTION FOUR)

Five. Communications between interior China and the 

outside world through French Indo-China are being increased 

by additional roads now under construction, inability 

of Japanese permanently to injure the Yunnan Railway, 

present through connection by railway and road between 

Haiphong and Lu Hsien on the Yangtze with cheap waterway 

connections between Lu Hsien and other parts of Szechuan.

' 'ü * i îè| s

The Burma road is being developed and gives direct connec

tion between Szechuan and Burma. The roadway between

Szechuan and the Russian border is in operation throughout^

/Six. The Japanese invasion with its attack upon

Chinese cultural and industrial development has driven into

this section of China all of the trained Chinese engineers, 

chemists, and cultural leaders vho are settling down and 

working hard at developing the latent mineral and agricul

tural resources of this area. They are busily at work de- 

velping mines, increasing wheat, cotton, and vegetable oil 

crops, opening motor roads, (END OF SECTION FOUR)

EMB

JOHNSON
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED 068

SSM
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased 
before being communi- 
catEd to anyone. (Brr)

From Chungking via N. R* 

DatEd March 8, 1940 

Rec’d 10:4'8 a. m., 9th

SEcrEtary of State, 

Washington «

120, March 8, 2 p. m. (SECTION FIVE) 

Developing mEthods of producing fuel from vEgEtablE oils 

dEVEloping oil we Ils in Kansu and Sinkiang, smElting 

coppEr, lEad and tin, and dEVEloping hydroElEctrie power. 

ThEy are making a beginning which is already showing 

results* Dependent upon their ability to win the support 

of the people they have resources in man power and of a 

natural kind area sufficient to create a power of 

considerable weight* Up to the present they have been 

meeting with success because of the high handed methods 

of the Japanese military, which have created a feeling of 

hatred against Japan and Japanese among all Chinese that 

dominates their minds to the exclusion of everything else 

when a Japanese is concerned* It is conceivable however 

that guided by wiser counsels the Japanese, possessed of 

China’s chief lines of communication and the principal 

treaty ports of entry, might open these facilities in such 

a way



DECLASSIFIED» E.Ô. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By MLttw. 0. MARS. Daté n-^rs

069

hsm -2- No. 120, March 8, 2 p.m.(Section 5) from Chungking

a way as to make them once more the easiest and cheapest 

way for products of China to reach the outside world in 

which case it would become exceedingly difficult for 

Chinese authorities in the interior to prevent Chinese 

merchants and farmers from selling their products in the 

markets giving them the most for their labor, (END SECTION 

FIVE;).

JOHNSON

CSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

HSM from Chungking via N. R.
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased Dated March 8, 1940
before being communi
cated to anyone. (Br.) Rec’d 10:50 a. m., 9th

Secretary of State,

Washington.

120, March 8, 2 p. m„ (SECTION SIX).

The Japanese up to the present have been handicapped 

in their use of the facilities which they have taken over 

by lack of capital and an unwillingness to share what 

they have taken either with the Chinese or with nationals 

of third powers who have the capital to invest.

Seven, My observations convince me that this year 

will be a critical one for both Chinese and Japanese in 

the solution of their present difficulties and that at 

the moment Chinese difficulties appear from this angle of 

observation to be less critical than those facing the 

Japanese because of the current domestic situation in 

Japan. The Chinese can still feed and clothe themselves 

without difficulty, and the Government still has the 

support and confidence of its people.- (END MESSAGE)*

Repeated to Peiping and Shanghai* Shanghai please 

mail to Tokyo.

JOHNSON 

CSB



DECLASSIFIED: £.0. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State latter, August 10, 1972 _ _
By Dat*

793.94

CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT
Trend of Japanese thought and feeling 

toward the Chinese people.

Encloses copy of memorandum recording 
conversation of Jan. 31 between 
Admiral Nomura and a member of the 
Embassy staff, regarding -.

aa

793.94 /|5750

For the original paper from which reference is taken

s«______ __ .___ _______________ ____ ......
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated 1-940 Fromj Japan (Grew)

File No..........."______________ ________________________

Ü. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE J—1540
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Dated March 12, 19

JR Z

RECEIMgBong via N. R. 
fore being communicated 
to anyone* (br)

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

77, March 12, noon.

Referring to the Consulate General’s telegram of 

March 9, 11 a.m., travelers from Chungshan and Macao 

indicate the Japanese reoccupation of Chungshan has 

produced comparatively little disturbance and that local 

government at Shekki and other places is about to be 

restored with Japanese approved Chinese officials in 

control. The Macao frontier customs stations have been 

reopened and many of the refugees have returned to 

Chinese territory. Observers say that there are apparently 

very few actual Japanese in the small forces of occupation 

which are composed mainly of Chinese mercenaries who have 

committed a few excesses. Observers here thought that the 

Japanese would carry off the important supplies of rice 

available in Chungshan but such does not now appear to be 

their intently.

The Japanese have issued proclamations inviting the 

return of those who evacuated and indicating pacific : 

intentions with the exception of operations to eliminate 

the guerrillas and bandits who have been preying on the

population

3 2 
194H



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) end 5(D) or (E)

........

-2* #77, March 12, noonj from Hong Kong.

population during recent months<

This Consulate General is inclined to credit local 

opinion that this Chungshan operation is one of a series 

in adjacent territory (including developments in the 

Hong Kong frontier zone) to install local governments of 

Chinese officials favorable, or at least not antagonistic 

to the Wang-Ching-Wei enterprise.

Repeated to Chungking, Canton and Peiping for Tokyo.

SOUTHARD



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) end 5(D) or (E)
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TELEGRAM7 RECEIVED

EG ----------------- GRAY

From Tokyo via Peiping & N.R

Secretary of State 

Washington.

167, March 12 

Department’s 85

Dated March 12, 1940

Haiphong-Yunnan Railway. Action taken yesterday.

Peiping please repeat Chungking.

GREW

KLP

1
6 

194Q
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
HSM

From
GRAY

Tokyo

Dated March 13, 1940

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

176, March 13,

Reç’d 8:50 a, m.

8 p.

The Prime Minister made today a statement on China 

policy which is being covered by an Associated Press 

despatch. As it is couched in general terms I shall 

not telegraph the text unless instructed to do so.

GREW

KLP
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New York Herald-Tribune ,—

Japan to Speed 
Recognition of 
Wang’s Regime
Yonai Pledges Assistance to

Proposed Government, 
Hopes for Chinese Amity

By Wilfrid Fleisher
By Telephone to the Herald Tribune 

Copyright, 1940, New York Tribune Inc 
TOKIO, March 13. — Japan will 

render “wholehearted assistance” in 
the formation of a new China gov
ernment to be set up by Wang 
Ching-wei and is prepared speedily 
to extend recognition to it after its 
establishment, Premier Mitsumasa 
Yonai declared in an official state
ment this * morning in reply to a 
statement issued by Wang Ching- 
wei in Shanghai last night announc

Division of 
;a EAStE.ia AFCA&S

In accordance with this program, 
he said, the three countries \hati., 
“respect one another’s racial and national endowments, cultivate friendly*' 
relations of mutual aid and good 
fellowship, stand guard against the 
menace of Communism to insure the 
peace of East Asia, and practice the ; 
principle of ministering to one an-i 
other’s needs by setting up a re-j 
ciprocal economic system.” Premier) 
Yonai pledged to respect China’s 
“independence and freedom.”

Although Japan and China were 
now engaged in hostilities, Yonai 
said, the two peoples “retain in their 
hearts the spirit of mutual sym
pathy and tolerance.” He expressed 
the hope that the “far-sighted” 
Chinese who were trying to “help” 
China, among them Wang Chlng- 
wei, would go forward with the work 
of restoring peace for the “regenera
tion of Asia.”

The Japanese government will 
appoint an ambassador to the new 
Wang government within the next 
few days, it was announced. The last 
àct of the Abe Cabinet before its 
downfall in January was to approve 
an agreement with Wang, the con
tents of which have not been re-

ing his plan for establishing the new 
China regime.

Premier Yonai’s statement is under
stood to have been prepared by the 
China Affairs Board and to have 
been approved at a meeting of the 
Cabinet yesterday. In it the Premier i 
declared that the construction of a I 
new order in East Asia must be j 
founded on a new relationship be- 1 
tween Japan, Manchukuo and China | 
in accordance with the Konoye state- I 
ment of policy of Dec. 22,1938, which g 
has since stood as the basis of 
Japan’s policy.

vealed, although they were com
municated to a secret session of the 
Diet here.

Foreign Minister Hachiro Arita 
told the Budget Committee of the 

» House of Representatives yesterday 
I that Japan was prepared to abolish 
f extraterritoriality in China as soon 
I as possible after the establishment 
ï of the new regime, but that various 
j preparations made it impossible to 

carry out this step simultaneously 
with its establishment.--------- •------- —
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preparing office 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

{Full rate 
Day letter 
Night letter

Charge Department:

Telegram Sent

B^artintéhi of ^tate PLAIN

Full rate 
Day letter 
Night letter

B»»»* » 606 Washington,

Charge to 

$

March 14, 1940»

amembassy, AHU •° °

TOKYO (JAPAN)♦

Your 176/ March 13, 8 p.m.f
Full-text of/statement/does notJ repeat J not /appear 

tojhave been/published here^ Please/telegraph^ text/via 

Shanghai. /

793 . 94/ I 5753

793.94/15753

Enciphered by----------------------------------------

Sent by operator----------------------M.,----------------------- , 19------ -------------------------------------------

m Si
0

1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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PREPARING OFFICE 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER Telegram Sent

{Full rate 
Day letter 
Night letter

Charge Department:
Beparinwnt nf ^iate

CONFIDENTS
UKJNCONFIDENTI

PLAIN

TO BE TRANSMIT

Full rate 
Day letter 
Night letter

Charge to 

$

Washingion,

March 14, 1940.
AMERICAN CONSUL, _

SHANGHAI (CHINA). 1^4.WÇ

Press/reports f rom/î'okyo'in regard to''a statement 
by the Japanese/Prime MinisterAent ionAef erenceAherein/ 
to a Statement/issued An Shanghai Am Marchais zby Aang / 
Ching^wei'énnouncingzhis planAor thé establishment Af/A"

/ ''' b*i f '
new régime/ Please /yelegpaplf text^of/"Wang’s 'statement.

zz \ 793,94/15753

793.94/15753

FE:jWB:HES pa/h .

Enciphered by

Seni by operator__ 19.

1—1402 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTINS OFFICE
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HSM TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Shanghai via N* R. *,

From Dated March 13, 1940 >

s Rec'd 11sl5 a. m.

D i vi s i on4(f\
Secretary of State^ » AIuVDSfij

1 3 194Û/J.
Washington.

200, March 13, 2 p.. m. 
i Jl s 

Department’s 95, March 4, 6 p. m. y* 

This Consulate made reply to the Japanese Consul 

General in accordance with the Department’s instructions.

A letter received under date March 12 from the

Japanese Consul General states that he has now received 

a communication from the Japanese naval authorities to 

the following effect: "the officer in command of the 

local naval forces approached, through the good offices 
//>//$*<</

of the Japanese Consulate General at Han lew, the Com

missioner of the Customs there, an American citizen, who

succeeded in getting in touch with American citizens 
(Na. cL <?a \

residing at Nata.^ On March the fifth three pf those

Americans left Nata for Tiengmaihsien (97, 6701, 4905)

two others remaining there. When the Japanese naval 

landing party entered the town of Nata on March the sijgth

they paid every attention not to cause any inconvenience <£5 
?^i<i

to these remaining American citizens, who, hy their left^t er



1
DECLASSIFIED* B.O. H652/Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E) 
Department of 10, 1972

. Djr ...Muffin—£. » w2w .».■

hsm -2- Ko. 200, March 13, 2p. m., from Shanghai 

of March the ninth, expressed their gratitude for the 

kind attitude shown to them by the naval landing party."

Repeated to Canton, Peiping, Chungking, and Hong Kong, 

to Tokyo by airmail,

GAUSS

CSB
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese Conflict.

Large Japanese Force in Tsingtao.

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See ®nb® s
(Despatch, tel^raxn, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated JjWLuA,.„l®W--------------- ‘relartno (Sokobinl

File No. --???A-Q.Q„?AR»___T3ingtao/138

N
0. ». government printing office 1—IMO
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By . IHUAn Date ...

Lang» Barces in Tsingtao»

There ms considerable Japanese military activity tn 

Tsingtao during December, apparently in connection with the 

campaign against the guerrillas in the taiyang and ^hl Hsia 

districts- The Japanese claimed to have occupied Laiyang 

city and to have embarked on a campaign which they hoped 

would once for all eradicate the guerrillas in the Lalyang 

area who have given then considerable tremble in two years 

of occupation of Shantung-



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, See. 3(B) end 5(D) or
Department of State letter. August 10, 1972 _ _
By D*te

CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese conflict.

Report regarding military operations.

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See.../?.'_____________________ __ __________ __  .......
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated Jan* 1940 ^romJ Hankow (Spiker)

File No 893 •00 P<Re Hankow/150

N
U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1—1540
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-MLttivs 0. logs. Daté

a. Military operations*
There were no Important allitary fievolopnents in 

Central Chine. The Japanese do not have sufficient 
forces 

ï‘ Mtvms, ho. 1:5• 4 ?nd 2<Jd, “
Jeo. 19, 4 p.a. ; despatch Ko. 79, Deo. zz.

Political report
Decamber 1939 
Hankow, China

forces In China to conduct successful major operations 

Ln more than one theatre at a tisie snfi their energies 

wsi*e being expended in S®anssl during this asntb. The 

Chinese initiated sinon operations in the Han F.ivar 

area, on the Hupeh-auaan border east of the Tung Ting 

lake, and around îîjsnchung which, while causing the 

Japnaoso sose trouble, failed either to dislodge them, 

from on/ In. octant position in these areas or to 

wofcken. their effort In Kvmgsi. So far as Central 

China «rus conoameâ the so-called Chinese winter 

offensive to which ths Japanese press mdo frequent 

allusions appeared to be an intensification and. 

extension of guerilla activities •■'hose object was as 
mioh political as ailitarr.3-



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Bombing of the Yunnan Railway by Japanese planes.

Same which took place o n December 30, 1939 marked a 
serious turn in Japanese military policy toward this area.

793. 94/)5757

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See____/AÊ---------- --- ----------------------------
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated Jan’ £rom I

File No 893 •00 Yunnan/133

N
U. «■ GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1—1540
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0 Date

5. bombing by Japanese Planes of Yunnan

The bombing of the Indochina-Yunnan Railway on 

December 30 by Japanese planes marked a serious turn in 

Japanese military policy toward this area. Two groups 

of bombers entered Yunnan fron Kwangsi Province on that 

date, one group bombing the Chinese traiaing field at 

Lengtsz, while the other attacked the Yunnan-Indochina 

Hallway at various points south of ùengtsz. Th© Con

sulate learned that damage at the Lengtsz airfield con

sisted of the destruction of one plane and a group of 

houses near the field, us well as injury to about fif

teen Chinese villagers.

The principal attacks on the railway took place 

from kilometer 45, near Laofanchai, southward toward 

Hokow. An attempt to bomb the important steel bridge 

at kilometer 83 was also reported. " hils the actual 

damage done in t .is raid was small, the Japanese attack 

on strategic points furnished evidence that the action 

was not a mere gesture of warning to the French or the 

Yunnan Provincial Government, but was for business 

purposes. In some quarters it is regarded as an answer 

to reportedly unsatisfactory attempts by the Japanese 

to persuade the French Indochina authorities to stop 

shipment

**

shipment of Chinese war supplies, particularly motor 

fuel, over the railway, and as an earnest of further 

pressure to this end. It is possibly of some signi

ficance that this serious attempt to cut the lino cane 

shortly after the announcement of Chairman Lung's new 

military ai filiation with the Generalissimo.
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I CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Japanese iiilitary activity in and around Amoy district 

Beport regarding for month of January, 1940.

795.94/ 
15758

For the original paper from which reference is taken

#104_____________________________
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated From | Amoy (ifecVitty)
To j

File No__ 893» 00 Amoy/148

N
U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1—IMO
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2. Japanese Military Activity.

There was no military activity of any 

importance in or around the Amoy district during 

the month under review. It is reported that the 

Japanese puppet government in Amoy is conscripting 

young Chinese between the ages of 16 and 20 for 

military service and that between 600 and 600 are 

already undergoing military training.

For some time past it has been reported 

that the Japanese authorities in Amoy greatly fear an 

attack by Chinese guerrillas, some evidence of this 

fear was expressed at the end of the month when four 

Chinese escaped from the prison in Amoy and were 

not re-taken. Almost immediately after this in

cident, barbed entanglements appeared In the streets 

and sand bags were placed at all jetties.
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese Conflict.

Report regarding military operations.

793.94/ 
15759

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See ____________________________
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated IQ, 1940 From I Shanghai,(Gause)
To |

File No.
N

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1—1540
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-PlUfin p! Date l2.-l8'1$ __

-7-

olty o£ itei/ÿhfe®. a., it * , ah «own the Ch»k

.'lA.ru:wi 4i4K.iX ay a distance t.-f approx lately »ix «!!«« &hd 

eeoupiod . ,inpu. It w** lawu4.‘ttl©o*Xly that tao Jai’-anese 

R tended V- eut cc betweer. h’lu^>-o -^od tiw

r;i?it»rlù3â &î.<ï taws wl this outlet far export^ fros-t «art 

jUjf.rt» lato "free" <•«.!««• acoordl.-.^ to a oot.-

nuni-^ue issued by J u:paneiw .; l-tltor/ iie^.i^uartar» at Kub- 

icing tftis spenitlon dealgned i-y i&;ms ccmditî '^.s lu 

the iian^chow distrlet by e'.^rlng t* «mil ares south of 

the chlctit».ug -ilver Caposite ^^ngahow.* In any tvwt' 

tiw Japutwh-.ç, sium offensive op»rutl«aa, la purt

^suauwe of the despatch Qt heavy Chinese re LufiMWhwnts 

to that area «hi oh it was reported wuls to recup-

ture ■ ia-jehan driva tna vu^uneae bauk aurons the 

-■i;lent&w: -• iver» Veooels continued to pl4 irregularly 

between 1 v»s hingpo <ind it .>&'» r^ysrtau Uwt thé

;:i$iwsy fr<M) Fin^-a Into taa \ xnt- rlond vU ..inhw 

sd open.

■ .Ge&rtiis^; to yup«xe»G report» ustc' ?iv_ up”

ape rations >^re currie-t t.r©und i«an.:«iK>w, (caenifcag), 

Kaoyu, UUassa), «ittkwuBg on the aautaern, sootioa of the 

Tientsin-.•«&■©*■’ hallway, several basse of the fe« Fourth 
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ed* ■■SSsiA
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>,«p«a&teâ to i^ibae^r.
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casuel ties -4ill© their own looses ver« fl1»» hundred kill- 
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no. 7?» Jun. is noon, to the &ept« 

nepe&ted to âabssay. Z
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J My dear Dr. Hornbeck
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Arthur rugh

treasurer 
e. M. mcbrier

executive secretary

B. A. Garside

Boards for Christian Colleges in China has 
extended study, formulated a statement of the views of its officers, mem
bers, and constituents on the conflict in Fastern Asia and the attitude 
which we as American citizens should take toward that conflict. \)r. John
W. Decker and I have been directed to seek an opportunity to discuss this 

« statement with the representatives of the Department of State.

Div.
£ASW ÂHï-iv

J

Dr. Decker and I would therefore welcome an op ortunity for at 
least a brief conference with you and perhaps some of your colleagues. Ye 
would certainly hope that Mr. Hamilton could participate in such a confer
ence, and possibly you may think it desirable to bring in others. Ye might 
be able to bring one more member of our special committee responsible for 
drafting and presenting this statement, depending upon the date of our meeting.

The time for such a conference that would best fit our schedules 
would be ExdLdav^March dth^up to 4x0.0.. P.M« (when Dr. Decker would have to 
leave to catch a train). Our second choice would be any time on March 7th. 
If neither of these days is satisfactory for you, some date earlier that week, 
or during the following week, might be fitted into our schedules.

For your nerusal in advance of such a conference, I enclose a
* draft of the proposed statement. You are already familiar with the Colleges, 

but to provide up-to-date details I enclose copies of our last annual rerort 
and also of an illustrated booklet Just published. I enclose also a precis 
of the addresses given at a recent dinner here in New York under the auspices 
of the Associated Boards, at which the work of these Colleges and of their 
American friends was given recognition. This materia1 is in duplicate, so 
you. can share one set with Mr. Hamilton or others who may be interested.

Our attitude in asking for such a conference is not that of making 
• a pronouncement but rather is that of desiring consultation. Ye all admire 

the wise and capable way in which the Department of State has handled the 
difficult and delicate problems which have arisen in Asia during the last 
two and a half years, and are grateful for the innumerable courtesies which 
the Department end also our Ambassadors in China and Japan have extended to 
the Colleges throughout this trying period. We are anxious that all the 
forces represented by the Associated Boards give intelligent and effective 
support to the constructive policies of our government in dealing with the 
situation in ^astern Asia.

Dr. Jtanley K. Hornbeck, 
Department of State, 
Washington, D. C.

Very sincerely yours, .

Executive Secretary
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A STATEMENT ON THE CONFLICT IN EASTERN ASIA

from the standpoint of

THE FORCES ENGAGED IN CHRISTIAN HIGHER EDUCATION IN CHINA

1. The Place of the Christian Colleges in the Conflict*

The thirteen Christian universities and colleges now at work 

in China have been built up during the past seventy-five ye?rs. Twelve 

of them hold charters granted by four states in the United States, one 

a charter granted by the Dominion of Canada. Their physical plants are 

valued at more than U.S» $10,000,000. Their endowment funds, held al

most entirely in America, exceed U.S. $7,000,000. They normally en

roll over 6,000 students. Nearly 25,000 of their graduates and former 

students are scattered all over China. Among these are an amazingly 

large percentage of the leaders in every sphere of the nation’s life - 

education, the professions, business and industry, social and religious 

service, and governmental posts. These Colleges, with their graduates 

and constituencies, form one of the strongest and most productive ties 

of friendship and understanding between China and the United States. 

During the two and a half years of the conflict in Eastern 

Asia all of these Colleges, despite very serious difficulties, have suc

ceeded in maintaining their work. Despite the necessity of transferring 

much of their work to temporary locations, of operating under disturbed 

conditions, and of carrying on with greatly reduced income, their academic 

programs have been continued and extensive relief activities conducted. 

The Colleges have not only won widespread confidence and gratitude from 

the Chinese people, but have gained the respect of some of the best Jap

anese leaders, and have been at many points instruments of mutual under

standing between the two countries.
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Within the United States, the supporting constituencies of 

these Colleges include thirteen mission boards, four foundations, and 

groups representing twenty-seven American universities and colleges. The 

membership of the churches and other organizations sharing in the support 

of these Colleges comprise more than one-fourth of the adult population 

of the United States. American supporters annually provide more than 

U.S. $1,000,000 toward the maintenance of these institutions.

Since the beginning of the present conflict American friends, 

in addition to providing this regular support, have sent out to the Col

leges each year more than $250,000 in emergency funds. Local sponsoring 

committees have been formed in a score of American cities, and individual 

contributions have come from every state in the Union.

It is our judgment that the Christian Colleges in China con

stitute an important outpost of democracy, that they are vital centers of 

international understanding and cooperation, and that their maintenance 

during and after the nresent crisis is of immense importance not only to 

the Chinese people but also to the people of the United States. The 

maintenance of this work requires not only the physical safety of person

nel and property, but also surroundings where democratic ideals are pre

served and academic freedom maintained. Under any prolonged Japanese 

military domination it would probably be impossible either to maintain 

academic freedom or to retain the presence and participation of Chinese 

members of staff.

2. Present Status of the Sino-Japanese Conflict.

The American leaders of these Colleges - both in China and in 

the United States - believe that the Sino-Japanese conflict has now reached 

a stalemate that may be of long duration. Such a prolongation of hostilities
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is likely to have increasingly disastrous effects for all concerned. Eanh 

side’s losses will probably mount steadily. A growing economic maladjust

ment may be expected, and the possibility of serious social and industrial 

disintegration will increase. Both nations may thus become sources of 

international disease and contagion in the field of political economy.

If the Japanese militarists should succeed in maintaining a 

foothold in China, any peace resulting from that outcome would be merely 

an armistice, in which each side would proceed to strengthen its forces 

for an even more destructive conflict later.

* It is our judgment that Japan could not have continued its

invasion this long if it had not secured from the United- States a large 

and increasing supply of essential war materials - airplanes and parts, 

automobiles and parts, oil and gasoline (particularly high-octane avi

ation gasoline), iron, copper, zinc, and machinery of various kinds. 

Since the outbreak of the European war, the percentage of these supplies 

coming from America has risen rapidly, as other possible sources of 

supply have been out off.

3. America’s Interest in the Sino-Japanese Conflict.

The American leaders of these Colleges believe that, in addition 

to humanitarian considerations, the United States has definite and vital 

interests which require an early and equitable settlement of the conflict 

in Eastern Asia:-

(a) Only through the maintenance of peace, and the independence 

of both China and Japan, can the vast potential markets of Eastern Asia 

be developed along lines favorable to American and to world commercial 

interests.

(b) The strength and independence of both China and Japan are

the best guarantees of peace and non-aggression in Eastern Asia
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(c) It is inimical to American economy end security to aid Japan 

in building up tremendous and aggressive military strength on the Asiatic 

mainland, against which America must develop costly protective armaments.

(d) America needs the cooperation of a strong and democratic China, 

and of a vigorous but non-militaristic Japan, in dealing with the present 

and future problems of the Pacific basin and of the world.

4. Bases for a Just and Enduring Peace in Eastern Asia.

The American leaders of these China Colleges believe that the 

following are essential bases for a just and enduring peace in Eastern Asia;- 

(a) China -

(1) China’s political and economic independence must be pre

served. Processes must be worked out whereby all foreign nations will 

unite in returning their foreign concessions to Chinese sovereignty, and 

in giving up their extraterritorial rights. China must be left free to 

deal with her own problems in her own way, with neither selfish nor benev

olent interference from the outside.

(2) On the other hand, China must prove her ability to main

tain peace and order within her borders, and to protect the lives and prop

erty of all other nationals living therein. She must allow proper oppor

tunities for trade and commerce, without discrimination against Japan.

(b) Zr£m—2?S£P£n_”

(1) Japan’s sovereignty and honor must be protected. She 

must not be cut off from access to trade and to raw materials pm the Asi- 

atic mainland!. She should be relieved of the constant fear of Soviet en- •4 
croachment on her lands and her ideology. She must have reasonable op

portunity for national growth and development, in harmony with the rights 

of her neighbors. The problem of emigration from Japan should be dealt 

with by Western nations in a manner that will not offend her national
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pride and dignity.

(2) Japan must, however, abandon her attempted military conquest 

of China, must give up her efforts to dominate China through puppet govern

ments, «nd must allow China to administer her own affairs in her own way.

( c ) standpoint _of_the^United States^ _

We believe that, whether it desires it or not, the United States 

has the power to terminate the 3ino-Japanese conflict end to aid in bring

ing about a just and enduring peace. The task is difficult and delicate, 

but the future of Eastern Asia, and perhaps of America, depends upon how 

successfully we meet the situation.

(1) The United States must first seek to convince Japan of its 

desire to deal with her on a basis of friendship, understanding, and good 

will. To that end it should express its willingness to negotiate a new 

trade treaty, to deal sympathetically with problems of Oriental immigra

tion, and to use its good offices with other nations in securing fair and 

friendly treatment for Japan.

(2)^ These actions by the United States must, however, be con

tingent upon Japan’s return to policies in line with the Nine-Power Treaty 

and the Open Door in China. She must terminate the "China Incident" by 

withdrawing her troops from China and by abandoning the puppet govern

ments she has created.

(3) Pending the adoption by Japan of these positive measures, 

the government and people of the United States should withhold further 

military aid to Japan. We must cease to supply the war .materials which 

make possible her învpsîon of China. To the extent that a moral embargo

will accomplish these ends, it should be used. A second step might well 

be for the President of the United States, proceeding under Section 338
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of the Tariff Act of 1930, to proclaim additional duties on Japanese 

goods because of Japan’s discrimination against American commerce. 

But where these measures alone are insufficient the government should, 

by withholding a new trade agreement, and if necessary by an embargo 

on essential war materials, terminate its participation in Japan’s 

campaign of aggression in China.

(4) Meantime, the people of America should make generous 

provision for the relief of widespread war-caused suffering in China, 

and for the maintenance of the constructive program of education and 

rehabilitation now being carried on throughout China.

5. Support of Efforts to Attain these Objectives.

The American friends and sunnorters of the Christian Col

leges in China solemnly pledge their endorsement and support of all 

constructive measures by the United States government looking toward 

the solution of these critical problems in Eastern Asia. They believe 

that the immediate adoption of such measures is essential to the best 

interests alike of China, of Janan, and of the United States.

* * *
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JthTua.Tj 33, 1940.

My dear Mr. Garside;

I have your letter of February 22, 1940, In which 

you state that the Associated Boards for Christian Col» 

leges in China has formulated a statement, copies of 

which you enclose, of the views of its officers, mem

bers, and constituents on the conflict in Eastern Asia 

and the attitude which you as American citizens should 

take toward that conflict. You state that you and 

Dr. Decker have been directed to seek an opportunity to 

discuss this statement with representatives of the 

Department.
Mr. Hamilton and I shall be glad to see Dr. Decker 

and you on the date which you suggest, namely, Friday, 

March 8. We are setting the hour of 10:00 a.», for 

your

Mr. B. A. Garside, Executive Secretary,
Associated Boards for Christian Colleges in China, 

150 Fifth Avenue, 
Mew York, New York.

793.94/15760
 

F/FG
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your call and shall expect — barring unforeseen 

contingencies — to see you at that time unless you 

inform us that that hour will not be convenient.

Sincerely yours,

Stanley K, Hornbeck 
Adviser on Political Relations

FE:MMH:HES 
2-33
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HornbeckDr. Stanley K 
Department of State 
Washington, De C. STK^s

Dear Dre Hornbeck

Thank you for your letter of February 23. 
We are grateful to you and Mr. Hamilton for your wil
lingness to see Dr. Decker and me at 10 A. M. on Friday, 
March 8.

We will plan to be at the State Department 
at that time, unless some unforeseen contingency should 
make it necessary for you and Mr. Hamilton to ask for a 
change in the arrangements, or unless some unexpected 
emergency should arise here which would necessitate our 
asking for some modification of this plan. It is probable 
that in addition to Dr. Decker and myself, Olin D. 
Wannamaker, who is one of the officers of our group and a 
member of the special committee appointed to formulate a 
statement of our views in the Far Eastern situation, will 
be able to join us in this conference.

We look forward to seeing you again next week.

BAG sms

Very sincerely yours
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* Embassy’s telegram no. 694, December 20, 2 p.m.
**Dospotch no, 4342, December 18, 1939,
***Despatch no. 4344, December 18, 1939.
****Prepored v'ith the assistance of the office of the 

Military Attaché.

(b) China.

1. Military operations.****

Military operations during the month under review 

were characterized by defensive engagements and counter

offensive
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offensive attacks against the so-called Chinese "win

ter offensive". By the encl of the month the Japanese 

reports claimed that this offensive hod been a com

plete failure for reasons which were described prin

cipally to be the poor training, bad equipment and lack 

of communication facilities of the Chinese.

Chinese offensive operations occurred on practically 

all fronts, but the most Important reportedly centered 

around Tatting on the Yangtze River and in Kwangtung. In 

regard to the former, campaign Japanese sources claimed to 

have successfully beaten back Chinese assaults made in 

central Anhwei near Tsingyang. In regard to the latter, 

after continuous attacks by the Chinese on the northern 

segment of the Japanese cordon about Canton, the Japanese 

forces* in what were considered to be fairly large num

bers^ launched a strong counter-attack in two drives be

ginning on December 20. Tho first was made north along 

the Canton-Hankow Railway and the Pch River which, by the 

end of the month, had reached Yingtak. The other, pro

ceeding to the north, c^st of Canton, resulted in tho fall 

of Lungmoon on December 26 and then, in the occupation of 

Sinfong, and on the last day of the month in the capture 

of Sanwachen and Yungyuen in the northern part of the 

province. The latter town had been the headquarters of 

the Chinese Kwangtung provincial forces. It was intimated 

in the press that Shiu-chow, an important point on the rail

way in the northern tip of Kwangtung Piovinee, was to be 

the final objective of this campaign»

Further
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Further fighting was reported to hove occurred in 

Shansi without any definite results having been attained. 

Fighting also occurred close to Nanchang in Kiangsi Prov

ince, near Kaifeng in Honan Province, in Hopeh, Hupeh and 

Kiangsu-Chekiang areas, while a large-scale engagement 

took place at Paotow, Suiyuan Province. In this latter 

campaign Chinese troops were reported to have penetrated 

Paotow and a struggle was said to have ensued before re

enforced Japanese troops were able to drive off the attack

ers. In Kwangsi Province Japanese troops made a sortie 

from Nanning to the French Indochina border.

Incessant and large-scale aerial activity was con

ducted by Japanese air forces, principally in connection 

with combatting the offensives of the Chinese but also in 

making various concentrated bombing raids on interior cities 

and communication centers.

2. General Relations.

There were no significant developments during Decem

ber as regards Japan’s political relations with China. The 

Prime Minister, on December 14, stated that the projected 

establishment of the new central regime in China would be 

somewhat delayed ’’but not because of any major difficulty”. 

Nothing further in the matter was made known.
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8. Japan.
a. Military-guerrilla activities.

There is no doubt that u part of the large nuàber of 

Japanese troops vdiiah passed through Taingtao In Dooexsber 

were destined for the Tsinan consular district. Regard

less of the original j>urpose for tdiioh these new contin

genta wore detailed, however, it Is bellowed that It was 

necessary during January to utilize the bulk of the frosh 

troops to reinforce Japanese defensive garrisons, rather 

than in any offensive operations.
t/hile
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r.'hlle the Japanese announced uoru than the unuul 

numbar of BucoesafUl attacks on various Chinese unite 

at widely separated place» In the district, notably 

against former 57th and Slat ijnsy troopa in the chulisi.cn, 

Ishui and Jlhohao districts in the south (in vdiloh planes 

are said to have participated], against followers of Shen 

Hung-lieh in the vicinity of Showchaiy; in the wot, against 

Chang inj-yun’s Japtinese-aqulpped troops in unnmed areas 

south of the Kiaotsl Railway, against wcomunistM troops 

(presumably 8th Route Amy units) in the yonchowfu and 

Tenghsien areas on the Tslnpu line and against ”hih Yu- 

oan’s troops3- in th® hudieng district in th© northwest, 

there is good reason to believe that the Chinese took 

in tho initiative in forcing most of these encounters. 

In other words, it is believed that the so-called Chinese 

winter offensive in this dietriot had been and continues 

to be a reality and not just u catch phrase invented in 

Chungking, as Japanese ooramontutora would have ti.« world 

believe. That tho Japanoue military in this part of 

Shantung are nervous «nd ill at miso is obvious to the 

moat casual observer, and that they probably have good 

reasons to be is indicated by the frequency with vdiich 

Japanese dead and wounded arrived in Tsinan by rail 

during the month. The Jupuneao garrisons in tho holing 

district of northeastern Shantung, for instance, are 

reported by an American observer to have recently been 

harassed to the point of desperation by ox-29th Route 

Aray troops, formerly under Bung ahoh-yuun.2

Aside from military actlvitieo, us such, guerrilla 

interference with railway camuni cut Ion, revived in

December
1. This discrédita previous Jupundab reporW of t»on'eraX'' , T* 
Shih’s defection (cf. Consulate’s despatch to Hubaasy no. 
162 of September 25, 1939, file BOO, copies to nopurtfsmt). 
2. Cf. Consulate’s despatch no. 197 to ’îtibassy of January 
11, 1940, file 360/800, copies to Department.

chulisi.cn
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December, wns unabated. Trains on the southern section 

of the Tslnpu line continued to be regularly delayed or 

wrecked by «sabotage.* a freight train of 20 cura laden 

with coal and tobacco was derailed Juot went of Kuomi 

on the Klaotsl line during the first week of January, 

interrupting the train servi co to Tiilngtuo for a day. 

Also considerable difficulties Imvo lately been ex

perienced by the Japanese in operating trains on the 

Ch&ngtien-Poshnn spur of the Klaotal Railway which con

nects the main line with Important coal nines from which 

unprecedentedly large shipments of coal ware made to 

Tslngtao for export to Japan in 1939. Along this branch 

line, some 18 miles in length, a reliable traveler alleges 

that he recently observed tliree derailed locomotives, not 

to mention numerous wrecked frel.^ht care.

It appears definite that the Japanese and their 

civil and military puppets «ire not ranking us much prog

ress In consolidating the authority of the new regime 

in this district as might have been expected. An jjaerl- 

c©n resident of TsinIng, Shantung, reports that the Japan

ese exercise even less control over Wat urea tlian they 

did a year ago and Wat conditions appear to be growing 

steadily worse. Similar reports have been received 

from other ’•occupied* regions of the district.

Japanese reporta of dlsuension between the 8th 

Route Army and other a med Chinese in nhantung con

tinued to ba given prominent publicity in the local 

vernacular press, but such clashes as have recently been 

confirmed involved 8th Route Array detachments and groups 

which could more properly be termed bandits than troops 

or guerrillas.
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The Japanese Army la «aid to be constructing large 

military barracks at Yucheng, 20 miles north of Tsinan 

on the Talnpu Railway.

b. Ruthless Japanese taotlca paid crystallizing Chinese 
determination to r'esiat'.'i1 ' ' " '1 11 " ' ' ..... -■

Zin Aaerleon talaaionary reporta that no leap than

400 villages and hamlets In YihBien and contiguous dis

tricts have bean burned by Jupnnosa troops since the 

Japanese •’occupation*, and that 20 different fires were 

visible from the city of Yihsien one night during the 

first week of January. An American ^dio, upon observing 

this general conflagration, expressed his sympathy to n 

Chinese friend, was assured by the latter that the ruth

less tactics of the Japanese were serving to crystallise 

the determination of the people to resist, and that, while 

nuny helpless v.oiaen and children wre being made to suffer 

as a result thereof, such tactics on the part of the Japan

ese would redound to China's ultimate benefit.

o. Friction between Japanese civil end military 
<WMMe><MepMMMB»MiMiBMMMcmMVMi»MMMMMMB*M ■■ '*1,1 iwiw —immmwmmmwb>bi wi m neww—mmmi mm mwiumwmwmimmwmixewe authorities.

A high Japanese official connected with the civil 

administration of shantung has admitted In recant con

versations with the writer timt cansideruble friction 

exists between the Japanese military and civil author

ities In North china, particularly as areas under one 

military command often Include all or part of several 

civil administrative areas, suoh as Helen, provinces, 

at cetera, and Wat the questions of policy œd of Juris

diction are often ut Issue. yurthermore, It is u matter 

of eorxaon knowledge that the military authorities are 

constantly at loggerheads with the Japanese consular
_______ reprenantatlvea

1. Sf.1 "d'onaulat'^’s despatch to no. ititi to tînbussy (copies 
to Department), file 310/800.
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representatives.

In this connection, It I3 of interest to record 

that a responsible foreij^ner who has «pent many years 

In Japan recently expressed the opinion, after a pro

longed visit to Morth cliina In the Interests of his 

firm, that there is sone likelihood that the senior 

Japanese military of floors In Horth china, sone of 

whom, ho contends, already consider themselves us serai- 

autonomous war lords, iiuy eventually embarrass Tokyo by 

failing to carry out orders from that quarter which are 

incompatible with their own ideas or interests. Thus 

North China would return to the days of the Tuchun with 

the difference that the war lords would be Japanese in

stead of Chinese.

It is inconceivable that any such state of affairs 

could be long maintained, and the Japanese Government 

and people would doubtlessly oppose any trends in that 

direction, thereby breaking the unity of Japanese efforts 

toward China's subjection and the realization of the long- 

heralded ’Now Order in East \sla.”
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(b) Chinas

le Military Operations.*

Japanese military operations during the month under 

review were involved with continued fightinc over most 

of the fronts in China, but were featured by three out

standing developments: the Suiyuan campaign; the Nan- 

ning-Pinyang-Wunuing operations; and the "strategic 

withdrawal” from northern Kwangtung. Following the 

Chinese attack on Paotow, Suiyuan, in the so-called 

"winter offensive" last December, the Japanese are re

ported to have assembled large forces, much of which were 

mechanized, at that city, and, on January 24, to have 

launched a campaign westward along the south and north 

banks of the Yellow River. By the end of the month the 

Japanese claimed to have taken a number of Chinese posi

tions, and to have advanced many miles westward, direct

ing the advance upon Wuyuan and Linho. The reasons for 

this apparently large-scale offensive were considered 

to be fourfold: to crush tho Chinese military strength 

in tho plains around Wuyuan which had been used for 

some time as a base of Chinese operations against the 

westernmost rail-head of the Kwantung Army at Paotow; 

to gain control of the fertile plains which were a pro

ductive source of wool, hides, skins, and cattle; to 

attain a possible base of attack against the Chinese 

supply route from Soviet Russia by way of Finliang to 

Sian; end lastly, to occupy in advance the possible route 

for a Soviet attack on Manchuria or North China through 

the district. It is understood that possession of the 
_____________________________________________ ____________ oil 

^Prepared with the assistance of the office of the Mili- 
tary Attaché.
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resources of this area was one of the Japanese objects 

ivos.

It was reported that the Chinese had assembled 

some 200,000 troops in the neighborhood of Nanning for 

the purpose of recapturing that city. To meet this 

expected attack the Japanese were understood to have 

heavily reenforced their garrison at Nanning and, on 

January 28, to have launched a. campaign on their own 

part with the view to thwarting the Chinese attack.

Heavy fighting, it was reported, was under way 

at the end of January in this campaign directed against 

Pinyang.

In the; earlier part of the month the Japanese had 

also launched a cleaning-up campaign along the Yamchow- 

Nanning highway which was being assaulted by Chinese 

troops*

Of the ether operations carried on during the month 

it is noted that fighting continued in Shansi, near Nan

king, in Hupeh, - involving the lines of communication 

out from Hankow, the railway leading south from Hankow 

to Yochow and the highway running northwest from Hankow 

to Icheng, - along the Hupeh-Hunan border in the Tahung 

mountain region, in the Huchow-Hangchow-Kashing area west 

of Shanghai and in a drive across the Tsientang River 

south of Hangchow, Chekiang Province*

The Japanese air force conducted large-scale air 

operations during January, particularly in connection 

with the two military campaigns at Nanning and Suiyuan. 

It is reported that the Japanese, i the recent operations 

in
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in the Nanning area,had used as many as 1,500 planes

Politically tho most importent of the bombing raids

cc.nducted during the month were those raids upon th

Eaiphong-funnan Railway. It was reported that during

the scries of attacks several bridges were damaged and

the line cut in several places, seriously disrupting

traffic on tho railway

Following the offensive madeduring December by

the Japanese forces into tho northern part of Kwang-

tung Province, Japanese troops in the first part

of January "withdrew" to approximately

before the offensive began, evacuating

Yungyuen, Sanhwachon and Yingtak. The

ports claimed that the

purposes, but there is

the assertions made in

the line held

the towns of

Japanese re-

withdrawal was for

ason to believe,

December, that the

strategic

in view of

campaign

held as its final objective tho capture of Shiuchow in

the northern tip of Kwangtung. Tho Japanese had appar-

ently overextended themselves

defeat by the Chinese forces

2. General Relations

It was reported in Japan

agreement had been reached at

or were driven back in

that, on December 3JL, an

Shanghai between a Japan-

ese delegation hooded by Lieutenant-General

gawa, Director-General of the China Affairs

Mr. "Fang Ching-wei, regarding the terms for

Heisuke Yana-

Bo ard, and

the estab-

lishment cf the new central regime in China. After var-

ious official conferences were held in Tokyo, it was

r sported

■ 8^' ’ '<<
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reported that, on January 8, the Cabinet had reached 

a decision according approval to the agreement and, as 

amounted by the Cabinet spokesman, had formulated "a 

basic policy" which provided for the rendering of pow

erful and positive support for the formation and ex

pansion of the new Government. The contents of the 

agreement and the full purport of the "basic policy" 

were not revealed but it was suggested that the arrange

ments for the establi slime nt of the ”ang Ching-wei re

gime had been definitely decided upon.*

The press in Japan affected to see in the proposed 

establishment of the now regime "a political vehicle" 

by which the disposal of tho China "incident" could be 

furthered. Editorial comment in some of the more con

servative newspapers was in the nature of a warning 

that the setting up of a new central government in China 

would not bring the China Affair to an end, and that it 

had become apparent that the China campaign had now de

veloped into a war of endurance. In this latter connect

ion there was manifest a realization that the Chinese were 

showing strong determination of resistance to Japan and 

much greater military strength than theijapanesshad ever 

expected. Articles in the press went so fur as to state 

that the country must make a re-estimate of the ability 

and the determination of the Chinese to oppose Japan. 

It was said in explanation of this thesis that before the 

fighting in China began it vias felt that, with a few divi

sions, Japan could shortly overrun China, but it was now 
_____ ___________________________ considered 
’•'Embassy's telegram no. 31, January 19, 5 p.m. 
Peiping's telegram no. 13, January 9, 4 p.m. 
Shanghai’s telegram no. 51, January 17, 7 p.m. 
Peiping’s telegram no. 39, January 29, 6 p.m.
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considered that the Japanese had erred, not as regards 

the Japanese military might, but in misjudging the task 

•Deluxe it. Note was also token that the Chinese Nat

ional Government had . neither collapsed nor disinte

grated os had been expected, but, instead, was still 

very strong and powerful politically.*

There also appeared during the month under review 

an undertone of doubt concerning the purpose and mean

ing of the China Affair and what the continuation of tho 

hostilities was to lead to. It was asked how far Japan 

was going to go in protecting its rights in China. It 

was stated that it was all very well to protect those

rights but questioned whether the interests of tho en

tire Japanese nation in the enormous• costs to it should 

bo relegated to those rights*
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attached relate to the appearance before 
the Senate subcommittee dealing with 
Senator Gillette’s resolution to which
Senator George asked you to send someone. 
As Judge Moore was not able to go and 
Mr. Hackworth asked to be excused because 
of urgent work at the moment, I asked 
Mr. Hamilton to go with me.

During the conversation, which lasted 
more than an hour, the first two-thirds 
of the time was taken up with questions 
raised by Senator Gillette and members of 
the subcommittee in regard to the subject 
of an alleged or possible British-Japanese 
secret agreement. Finally, the subject of 
the Gillette resolution was raised.

You will find in the first eight pages 
of Mr. Hamilton’s memorandum hereunder an 
account of what was said on the first of 
those subjects, and on pages 9-11 an account 
of what was said on the second subject.

Mr. Hamilton and I came away with a 
definite impression that the subcommittee 
was not favorably inclined toward the 
Gillette resolution and that Senator 
Gillette himself would probably not be 
insistent in his support of it.

FA/H:SKH:ZMK
Stanley J£<iiornbeck
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Ü 7 x 194D
Pursuant to a request made of the Secretary by^ vot'"”

Senator George that the Department send representatives

to appear before a subcommittee of the Senate Committee

on Foreign Relations of which Senator George is Chairman 

to consider S. Con. Res. 36 declaring a state of war to

exist between Japan and China, introduced by Senator

O

Gillette, Mr. Hornbeck and Mr. Hamilton this morning at- 

tended the meeting of the subcommittee. (Judge Moore 

•^rould have attended, but he had a previous commitment

Ijhich prevented his doing so.) The subcommittee was 

Composed of Senator George (Chairman), Senator Van Nuys 
A?/

a/of Indiana, and Senator Johnson of California. The sub- 

committee delayed opening its meeting until Senator

Gillette, the author of the proposed resolution, had

arrived.

Upon Senator Gillette’s arrival, Senator George re

ferred to the fact that Senator Gillette had communicated

to the subcommittee certain information in regard to an 

alleged secret treaty or agreement between Great Britai^g 

and Japan. Senator George stated that he understood r* p ’ 

thatœ ■ i

793.94/15765
 

F/FG
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that Senator Gillette had called on Mr. Hamilton in re

gard to this alleged treaty or agreement. Senator 

George then asked that the representatives from the 

State Department be so good as to inform the subcommit

tee of what they properly could in regard to such 

treaty or agreement.

Mr. Hamilton first read to the subcommittee that 

portion of the memorandum of the Secretary’s press con

ference of January 20, 1940, relating to a reported 

treaty between Japan and Great Britain, as follows:

"At the press conference this morning a cor
respondent referred to a news story in the Washing
ton Times-Herald of today to the effect that the 
attention of the members of the Senate Foreign Re
lations Committee had been drawn to a memorandum 
setting forth the terms of a reported secret treaty 
between Great Britain and Japan made early in 1939, 
in which Japan was said to have agreed not to mo
lest the British Crown colony of Hong Kong, the 
British naval base at Singapore, the British and 
Dutch possessions in the East Indies, Australia, 

. and New Zealand, in return for which Great Britain 
was said to have agreed to recognize Japan's claim 
to absolute political and economic domination of 
China and to remain neutral in any war in the 
Pacific between Japan and the United States. 
Asked whether he knew anything about the reported 
secret treaty, the Secretary said that he had never 
heard of it before. A correspondent said that 
there was one line in the story to the effect that 
the State Department had been furnished with in
formation similar to that contained in the story. 
The Secretary said that he had nothing whatever on 
the subject. Asked whether he believed such a 
treaty existed,.’the Secretary replied that he was 
telling all that he knew about it, and would prefer 
to rest on what he knçw rather than to discuss 
other speculative phases of it."

Mr.
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Mr. Hamilton then said that,when Senator Gillette had 

called on him yesterday in regard to this matter, Sena

tor Gillette had referred to the fact that Senator 

Gillette had information to the effect that a letter 

had been addressed to Mr. Hamilton under date May 4, 

1939, in which letter there was set forth the substance 

of the purported secret agreement between Great Britain 

and Japan. Mr. Hamilton said that when Senator Gillette 

made this statement he had no recollection of the letter 

to which Senator Gillette referred; that he had inquired 

of Senator Gillette as to the name of the writer of the 

letter; that Senator Gillette had stated that the writer 

was one Kilsoo Haan of the Sino-Korean Peoples League; 

that Mr. Hamilton had thereupon endeavored to obtain 

from the Department’s files the letter in question; that 

he had been unable to obtain the letter promptly; that 

Senator Gillette had thereafter departed; and that sub

sequently the letter in question had been obtained.

Mr. Hamilton said that he had the letter and copies with 

him, and Mr. Hamilton thereupon distributed to members 

of the committee copies of the text of the letter (file 

894.20211A/46). Mr. Hamilton said that he would call 

the attention of the members of the subcommittee to cer

tain aspects of Mr. Haan's letter; namely, that the 

letter
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letter contained the statement that "certain quarters 

from Great Britain have urged the Japanese Foreign Of

fice to approach Chamberlin"; that on "February 16, 

1939, Japan made a friendly gesture to Great Britain", 

suggesting for consideration inter alia that Great 

Britain remain neutral in case of conflict with Soviet 

Russia (Mr. Hornbeck pointed out that this statement 

differed from the statement in the newspaper report that 

Great Britain had agreed to remain neutral in any war in 

the Pacific between Japan and the United States); and 

that the writer of the letter himself stated that he did 

not "vouch for the authenticity of this information". 

Mr. Hamilton said that Mr. Haan’s letter had been read 

by four officers of the Division of Far Eastern Affairs 

and by Mr. Hornbeck and that it had thereupon been filed. 

Mr. Hamilton said that he did not regard the information 

contained in Mr. Haan's letter as constituting informa

tion to the effect that Great Britain and Japan had con

cluded a secret treaty or agreement. Mr. Hamilton said 

that in his opinion the statement made by the Secretary 

on January 20 was wholly accurate.

Senator Gillette at first was inclined to be some

what critical of the fact that representatives of the 

State Department, having had the information given in
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Mr. Haan’s letter, had stated that the Department had no 

knowledge of the alleged secret treaty or understanding. 

Mr. Hornbeck pointed out that the statements contained 

in Mr. Haan’s letter were merely report of rumors of 

suggestions or proposals; that Mr. Haan’s own statements 

as set forth in the letter of May 4, 1939, constituted 

in his opinion no ground for an assumption or an allega

tion that there was in existence a secret agreement or 

understanding between Great Britain and Japan; and that 

the State Department more or less constantly receives 

communications containing information regarding rumors and 

conjectures.

In reply to a question by Senator Gillette, Mr. 

Hornbeck and Mr. Hamilton stated that they had not con

sidered and did not consider that the statements con

tained in Mr. Haan's letter of May 4, 1939, warranted 

the making by the State Department of any special in

vestigation. Mr. Hamilton pointed out that one month 

after the date of Mr. Haan's letter of May 4, 1939, the 

Japanese military took rather drastic action against the 

British at Tientsin — which would seem to cast doubt on 

any supposition that there was in existence at that time 

a secret treaty or agreement between Great Britain and 

Japan in regard to the Par East. Mr. Hamilton said that

when
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when we received information such as that contained in 

Mr. Haan’s letter we made a practice of checking it 

against the information which we constantly receive from 

American diplomatic and consular offices abroad and 

other sources.

Senator Van Nuys asked who Mr. Kilsoo Haan is. In 

reply Mr. Hornbeck and Mr. Hamilton gave a brief account 

of what they knew of Kilsoo Haan. They explained that 

he is a Korean, a subject of Japan, interested in inter

national political matters, usually antipathetic to the 

Japanese Government and its policies. They said that 

the Department had over a period of several years re

ceived a good many communications from Mr. Haan and that 

it was our general practice not to acknowledge such com

munications, in as much as they have come from an alien 

and have related to controversial political matters. 

They said that Mr. Haan is known to officers of the War 

and Navy Departments and has sent various items of in

formation to those Departments. They indicated that the 

bulk of the information communicated by Mr. Haan had not 

been found to be of significance, although at times some 

of the items of information had been of definite interest

Senator Johnson asked a number of questions, the 

most important of which are indicated as follows:

Senator
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Senator Johnson referred to the Manchuria situation 

and asked whether, due to Sir John Simon's unwillingness 

to go along with Mr. Stimson in Mr. Stimson's policy, 

Mr. Stimson had not later "found himself out on a limb". 

Mr. Hornbeck commented briefly in regard to the course 

of American policy in the Far East and the course of 

British policy in the Far East in 1931-32 and said that 

he would like at some time to take an hour or two to 

talk with Senator Johnson on matters relating to the 

question which Senator Johnson had asked. Mr. Hornbeck 

pointed out that there was no simple and brief answer 

to many of the aspects of the situation.

Senator Johnson asked whether Mr. Hornbeck and Mr. 

Hamilton believed that there was now in existence a 

secret agreement in regard to the Far East between Japan 

and Great Britain. Mr. Hornbeck replied that for his 

part he did not believe that there was in existence any 

such agreement or under negotiation at the present time 

any such agreement. He said that he realized, always, 

that he might be mistaken and that he agreed with Sena

tor Johnson that the situation should be closely watched. 

Mr. Hornbeck referred to the fact that just as there are 

in this country people who advocate this country's "mak

ing friends" with Japan and doing nothing which would

antagonize
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antagonize Japan, so there are in Great Britain certain 
persons in ’’Tory" circles, not so numerous now as at 
some times in the past, who constantly advocate a rap
prochement between Japan and Great Britain. In reply to 
a further question by Senator Johnson whether we had 
knowledge of any present disposition on the part of the 
British to take action directed toward effecting a rap
prochement between Great Britain and Japan, Mr. Hornbeck 
said that we from time to time see published statements 
by private individuals advocating such a course. Sena
tor Johnson asked whether we had any knowledge of an 
agreement in reference to the Pacific relating to the 
use of American and British navies in that area. Mr. 
Hornbeck and Mr. Hamilton replied, in the negative. 
Senator Johnson asked whether it was possible that cer
tain officials in the State Department might have in
formation and this information be not made available to 
or be not known to Mr. Hornbeck and Mr. Hamilton. Mr. 
Hornbeck replied that such a situation is possible, but 
that he knew that Secretary Hull wished that Mr. Hamilton 
and he be thoroughly informed in regard to Far Eastern 
matters and that we know of no instance in which any 
telegram, no matter how confidential, relating to Far 
Eastern matters, has for any length of time been kept 
from Mr. Hornbeck and Mr. Hamilton. Mr. Hornbeck added

that
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that he was confident that had any information come to 

the Secretary of State that a secret agreement was actu

ally in effect between Great Britain and Japan, the 

Secretary would promptly have communicated that informa

tion to Mr. Hamilton and to him.

Senator George then referred to S. Con. Res. 36 and 

asked whether Mr. Hornbeck and Mr. Hamilton had any 

statement which they felt they might properly make in 

supplement to the statements contained in the Secretary’ 

letter of February 2, 1940, to Senator Pittman.

Mr. Hornbeck recapitulated the statement made in 

the Secretary’s letter and said that he thought that the 

members of the subcommittee might be interested in a 

memorandum prepared by the Division of Controls under 

date February 20 on the subject ’’Some Effects of the 

Application of the Neutrality Act to the Far Eastern 

Conflict”. Mr. Hornbeck thereupon read aloud the memo

randum (attached). Mr. Hornbeck added a brief statement 

to the effect that from the outset of hostilities in the 

Far East it had been the view of the Department that ap

plication to the hostilities in the Far East of current 

neutrality acts would complicate and render more diffi

cult the problem of extending protection to American 

citizens and the interests of the United States. Mr. 

Hornbeck said that that continued to be the view of the

Department
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Department of State. He said that, neither Japan nor 

China having declared war, a declaration by the United 

States that there exists between Japan and China a state 

of war would have the effect of causing this country to 

accord to Japan and China the rights of belligerents 

without there being imposed on Japan and China any cor

responding obligation to accord the United States the 

rights of a neutral.

Senator Johnson asked several questions relating 

to whether the export of scrap iron from the United 

States to Japan could be prohibited by application of 

the present neutrality act to the hostilities in the 

Far East. He also asked a number of questions relating 

to moral embargoes. Mr. Hornbeck and Mr. Hamilton 

answered those questions.

In further discussion of one of the questions 

asked by Senator Johnson in regard to the possibility 

that Japan and Great Britain might have concluded an 

agreement relating to the Far East, mention was made of 

the agreement concluded between the British Ambassador 

at Tokyo and the Japanese Foreign Minister in reference 

to the Tientsin situation. It was pointed out that this 

agreement was couched in very general terms and that it 

was open to the interpretation that Great Britain had 

recognized in those parts of China occupied by Japanese 

military
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military forces the rights in Japan's favor pertaining

under international law to military occupancy

Johnson was informed

public knowledge and

lished in the press

1939.)

Senator

that this agreement was a

that the text thereof had

matter of

been pub-

(See New York Times, July 25

The members of the subcommittee and Senator Gillette

offered

thanked

and Mr

no further questions; the Senators present

Mr. Hornbeck and Mr. Hamilton for their testimony;

Hornbeck and Mr. Hamilton departed

Enclosures:
1. Letter of May 4, 1939 

from Mr. Kilsoo Haan.
2. 00 memorandum of 

February 20, 1940.

FE:MMH:HES
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To the American Ambassador, 

Tokyo.

z' The Secretary of State encloses for the confidential 

\ p Information of the American Ambassador a copy of a memo- 

nH randum of February 21, 1940, in regard to the appearance
) I

of two representatives from the Department before a sub
committee of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relatione to 

consider S. Con. Res. 36 declaring a state of war to 

exist between Japan and China. Copies of the enclosures 

to the memorandum are also enclosed.

Enclosure:
Memorandum of February 21, 
1940, and enclosures.

Field distribution: Tokyo, Peiping (Chungking), London.

CR \/ à
MAR 1®^® /

FEfEdC:HJN 
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To the American Ambassador,

Peiping.

The Secretary of State encloses for the confidential 

information of the American Ambassador a copy of a memo

randum of February 21, 1940, in regard to the appearance 

of two representatives from the Department before a sub

committee of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations to 

consider S. Con. Res. 36 declaring a state of war to 

exist between Japan and China. Copies of the enclosures 

to the memorandum are also enclosed.

Enclosure:

Memorandum of February 21, 
1940, and enclosures.

Field distribution: Peiping (Chungking), Tokyo* London.

Copy to Chungking.
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To the

American Charge d'Affaires ad Interim, 

London.

The Secretary of State encloses for the confidential 

Information of the American Charge d'Affalres a copy of a 

memorandum of February 21, 1940, In regard to the appear- -J 

ance of two representatives from the Department before a 

subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations 

to consider S. Con. Res. 36 declaring a state of war to 

exist between Japan and China. Copies of the enclosures 

to the memorandum are also enclosed.

94/15765

Enclosure:

Memorandum of February 21, 
1940, and enclosures.

Field distribution: London, Peiping (Chungking), Tokyo.

MAR
OH / 
2 1940

3/2
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081 DIVISION OF CONTROLS^ Ct’-

MEMORANDUM

7 February 20

Fb 2 0

1940

DivlsioiSOME EFFECTS OF THE APPLICATION OF !TÉfc* /u.nmÆ? 
NEUTRALITY ACT TO THE FAR EASTERNhëb^ÏTCT ' » T

--------------------- ,,/-TB2Û 1940
3<^artenent af Ste U ,Section 2

The provisions of section 2 prohibiting American 

vessels from carrying passengers or cargo to belligerent "H 

ports and requiring the transfer of title on all goods 

shipped to such ports could not have any great effect in 

this instance since paragraphs (g), (h) and (1) of this 

section exempt shipments (except arms, ammunition, and

implements of war) on American or neutral vessels "to any 

port on the Pacific or Indian Oceans". Shipments of arms 

to China are already subjected to these restrictions at 

the present time since they are necessarily shipped via 

793.94/15765

such belligerent ports as Rangoon, Haiphong, and Hong Kong.

As the result of the moral embargo, no shipments are being 

made to Japan at the present time. American commerce with 

the Far East would therefore not be hampered to any signifi-

cant extent by the application of the provisions of sec^», M 
CH !*■-*

2 of the Act.
o

Section 5
A . TV The provisions of section 5 which orohibit travel by

TT
American citizens on belligerent vessels would, if applied C
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to the Far Eastern conflict, have no effect on travel in 

that area since'the regulations issued on November 6, 1939, 

under this section of the Act, permit American citizens to 

travel on belligerent vessels in all parts of the world 

except the North Atlantic and other waters adjacent to 

Europe.

Section 7

Jr Section 7 prohibits loans or credits to a belligerent

government or any person acting on behalf of such govern- 

'J- ment. The application of this section of the Act to the 
o

Far Eastern conflict would be of the greatest importance 

v since it would presumably prevent the extension by the

Export-Import Bank of further credits to the Universal 

Trading Corporation or any other agent of the Chinese Govern

ment and would, in addition, prevent any American manufac

turer from selling any goods on credit to the Chinese Govern- 

ment or any of its agents.

c Section 8£
® If the Neutrality Act were applied to the Far Eastern
ft

. conflict, it would be unlawful under the provisions of this 

section for any person in the United States to solicit or 
t ■ X*. receive any contribution for the Chinese Government or any

•’ of its agents. Tnis would presumably prevent the collection

of funds from Chinese resident in the United States for the

use
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use of the Chinese Government. Furthermore, all of the 

persons and organizations engaged in the collection of 

funds and contributions for relief work in China would 

be required to register with the Secretary of State and 

submit monthly reports of their operations.

The other sections of the Neutrality Act would not 

appear, if the Act were invoked, to have any significant 

effect on our relations with the Far Eastern nations.

Co:CWY:VIC
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It is very clear from the terms 'b'f' Blé'é'tïon 1 of the

present neutrality statute that the mere existence of a state 

of war between foreign nations does not compel the issuance of 

a proclamation which would put into effect the provisions of the 

statute. Action is not to be taken unless "it is necessary 

to promote the security or preserve the peace of the United * 

States or to protect the lives of citizens of the United States'’.*

It is difficult to believe that any such necessity now exists.

Should some question be raised as to why the President 

did not issue a proclamation under the former neutrality statute, 

the answer is that it was construed as vesting in him discretion

to find that a state of war existed and that in his opinion to 

make the Act effective by such a finding would be detrimental 

to Americans and American interests in China. At that time 

and since, the Japanese Government has refused to admit that 

It is making war.

Should the President or Congress after such a lapse of 

time since the hostilities began,now proclaim a state of war 

the JapafiSS© Government might or might not formally declare war 

against China. Should it declare war, our status in Chi^îa naâ 

mi$t

793.94/15765
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might easily be more seriously difficult than it now is. In 

that event Japan might exercise authority as a real belligerent 

that would materially and injuriously modify the situation as 

it now is. For example, it might bring about a complete blockade 

of the Chinese coast; it might forbid, so far as Chinese ports 

are concerned, the ingress or egress of neutral vessels; it might 

even require the departure of any neutral vessels from the area 

it occupies in China and perhaps the departure therefrom of the 

citizens of a neutral country. There can be no doubt that Amer

ican interests in China might become very much worse than they 

now are.

It can not be assumed that the purpose of the proposed 

enactment is to assist Japan and hurt China. Nevertheless, that 

would be the result. Japan would continue to make and pay for 

its purchases in this market and its ability to carry on hos

tilities would not be curtailed. On the other hand, there would 

be at least doubts raised as to the right of this as a neutral 

country to extend possible'assistance to China in conducting the 

struggle. There can be no misgiving that the psychological 

effect on the Chinese would be injurious.

The question to be determined is not theoretical, but highly 

practical and the answer would seem to depend upon whether the 

enactment of the Resolution would do more harm than good to us, 

and whether it would do more harm than good to Japan or to China.

C RW:AEM
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT S in o-Japanese conflict:

Report concerning -, for month of December, 1939, 
in Swatow Consular District.

For the original paper from which reference is taken

(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated........ Jan.*-6.-lSA0.--------- ?o°m| - 8®fc«U^»s)

File No 893.00 P«R«_ Swatow/145_#_______

u. ». GOVERNMENT HUNTING OFFICf 1—1M0
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Japanese Military operations were aero active (hurla* 

boecMber than at any tins since the yune (1938; occupation 

of tho ÊiwaWw area Hl the Japanese ware net ausocaaful in 

extending their military control in thia district.

At the end si November « Mixed force of fro» g,WU 

to 3,000 Japanese ana puppet Chinese troops (including 
about tôO Japauoso) bad act forth from uhlnghal ’■% ), 

about tan silos northeast of ùwatow, in the direction of 

uagteung (0i !-■] ) near tbs fukien border. They eat with 
no resistance in pasaln* through ibkMyang (4/ : -f ), iang 

x.eua îtï, )» f«»« 14* ) a*d finally reached

Lngxung. according to a Missionary, who trowelled along

thia
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thia route a few days later, tna above named towns wore 

left ungorrisonsd by the Japanese and wore again occu

pied by Chinese troop» who had fled on the advance of 

the nixed force a few day» previously, this same source 

reported that the Chinese puppet troops (so-called ".ang 

uhlns-wol recruit»") were „Lantung men, well-behaved and 

did no looting curing the mxoh. on or about uecaaber 

bad the Mixed force proceeded iron uagkung towards the 

Fukien border and encountered at chacun ('t^ "'£?), zukicn, 

a superior nuaber of Jhl&ese aatlcnal troupe, fhe bat

tle, ok December ô-7, ended in a couplets rout of the 

Japanese-Chinese puppet array* ft was reported that 7Q0 

of this force were killed and wounded, may dispersed 

into the countryside while others went ovex to the 

Chinese regulars, rhe leader of the puppet Chinese 

forces, on® Huang i’a-wei, and some followers toox to a 

ship and returned to awr-tow while the,remnants ox the 

ill-fated expedition returned along the original line 

of mrch. These latter were encountered by the regular 

Chinese troops, who hud r®occupied the area, and suf

fered further losses particularly during a day’» fight

ing at fang geng ou peewber b. Japanese source at 

.^watew admitted this reversal and stated that the local 

japcnc»e military were Imenscly surpris sa to witness 

the re tun» of huang fa-wel who, incidentally, was reported 

to have been the first to arrive st ^watow. This in

formant stated that the expedition had bean greatly out

numbered but had not anticipated such resistance and 

that it was unlikely that another expedition would be

scat
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•ent until after greater préparatiens had been onde. 

It 1» believed that a* a result of this brief sampalgn 

the Japanese military bas lost whatever coui'ldence it 

jaajr have placed in ths utility of puppet Chinese troops 

for aaaouevers of this nature.

£• Japanese Boabing.

vn December 9th three Japanese planes bombed vil

lages to the north, northeast and northwest of hityang 

and, according to a missionary's report, a number of 

civilians wars killed and wounded. 'fhs planes also 

visited hityang (see November political Ravie*) and 

one bomb which fall about twenty-five feat fro® the 

tiym*ic«ua baptist mission hospital exploded and pitched 

several large lumps of earth about forty feet into the 

sir, three of which broke through ths roof or the 

hospital leaving two holes in the i-oof and attic floor 

about eighteen inches square. ihs hospital was marked 

by a flag painted on ths roof and a flag also flew 

from a pole, according to the mission it was thought 

that the objective of ths bomber might have been a 

large compound opposite the hospital belonging to a 

wealthy Chinese which occasionally, but not for the 

past two months, had housed sone -whinese soldiers.

3. ilocallanoous military operations. The Japanese 

military continued the cumpaigt against the Chinese 

troops and guerrillas in the vicinity of uupo j,

about seven miles north of i»watow, and in the regions 

northwsst of ^watow, particularly in the uhia lou ^hnn 

) hills where, because of the rugged country,

the
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ths Japanese have aaporienaad dlfliaulties ever ulues 

they invaded tais «rsa» ihelr ''topping up» efforts 

were intoholflod after peoosibar loth and artillery 

and mobine gun fire woe audible alaost daily la jwato* 

It was reported that la various engagements dux lag this 

period la the daim i.ou ^han more than SOO japaaosa 

ùrovpa baa been allied or woundsd without any Indloa- 

tioa that the uhiaeae had been dislodged froa their 

positions. ïhe two Japanese hospitals la ^watow are ra 

ported to be boutIng a large nuiubei of wounded soldiers 

rlghtihg eontiauoa in the violait/ of ubaoohowfu 

) and iangkoi but reports that tho

„hluat>'- fiuu oaptured and hold the fwmx city for one 

day were not substantiated. Aooordlag to a Japanese 

souroe the jhln«to troops are only ©as allo from uhao> 

oaowfu and the attira strip of territory between that 

oity and jwatow, ibout 30 alios long, is loosely held 

by small Japanese pvr leone alon;. the highway.
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TELEGRAM REC^Eft PlAIB

TOKYO VIA SHANGHAI AND N.R

Fr°m Dated March 15, 1940

RecM 9:07 p.m» March 16»

<,vA 179, March, 15

Washington

Secretary of State

artment of

8 F.m<-

Division o
FAR EASTERN AFFAlfc

AR 18 1940

Department's 92, ?.Iarch 1,6 p.m.

cor:v-3 .
O.N.I, AND SLID. J

The following is translation hy the Foreign Office

of the Prime minister’s statement:

"To free the world from contentions and conflicts

and to make peace and good will prevail among mankind is 

an aim consonant with the great ideal upon which our 

Empire was founded. It is to that end that a new order in 

east Asia is contemplated. Every country should be enabled 

to find its proper place of peace and contentment; there

793.94/15767

should be amity and harmony among neighbors and there

should be mutual respect for one another’s natural endow

ments and common prosperity and progress for all4

In the performance of the sacred task of reconstruc-

tioning east Asia, the first step to be taken is to create

and insure a new international relationship between Japan,

Manchukuo and China, Needless to s^y, this new relationship

should of necessity conform to the deal underlying thç

construction

o
0

«fcS f 9 s. À •
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PAP -2- 179. March 15. 8 p.m. from Tokyo via Shanghai
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construction of the new order in east Asia. That is why 

neighborly amity and good will, common defense against 

the Comintern and economic cooperation were advocated in 

the statement of Premier KonoyE. Our goal is plain as 

day. The concretE program for the construction of the new 

order which the Japanese Government proposes to accomplish 

in concert with the new central government of China is 

formulated on that very statement. It is devoted to no 

other purpose than that the nations concerned shall 

respect one another’s racial and national endowments and 

shall cultivate friendly relations of natural aid and 

good fellowship, stand guard against the menace of com

munism so as to insure the peace of east Asia, and prac

tice the principal of ministering to one another’s needs 

by setting up a reciprocal economic system. That Japan 

will respect China’s independence and freedom has been 

made clear in the successive statements issued by our 

Government, and it will be proved in fact as the present 

disturbances subside.

Although Japan and China are now Engaged in hostili

ties, the two peoples retain in their hearts the spoils 

of mutual sympathy and tolerance. The longer the hostili

ties last, the greater will be the sacrifice imposed upon
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East Asia. But cErtainly the great timeless mission of 

our Empire cannot be abandoned simply because of the 

sacrifices of this conflict. The determination of our 

Government and people is firm as ever, and the strength 

of our nation has been replenished according to plan, so 

that we arc allready to carry on our campaign, no matter 

how long, until the eyes of Chinais anti-Japanese and 

pro-communist regime are finally opened.

Farsighted men are not lacking among the four hundred 

million people of China. Some enlightened leaders have 

long advocated peace and national salvation.. In order to 

rescue their nation from suffering and distress, they 

are fearlessly standing for right and dedicating their 

lives to their cause. These men who share in the same 

solicitudes toward the general welfare of east Asia are 

our comrades. We cannot but admire them for their high 

purpose and their unselfish enterprise.

Mr,. Wang Ching Wei is an outstanding figure of this 

group. He could not endure to see the actual state of 

affairs by which his people are needlessly plunged into 

the depth of misery owing to the mistaken policy of the 

Chungking regime, which in the last analysis only hastened 

the Sovietization of his country-. He came out for national 

salvation through opposition to Communism and conclusion
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of peace with Japan. In the face of all manners of pressurer 

and persecution by Chungking, he pursued the path of his 

conviction, bringing light to his people lost in darkness. 

Thus has he won the confidence and the following of his 

nation. His peace and national salvation movement as well

as the preparation for a new central government have made 

rapid headway since the sixth Kuomintang national con

gress which was held in Shanghai in August of last year.
V

For the sake of the peace of east Asia, we are truly 

gratified to know that the Central political council is 

to meet soon and a new central government will be brought 

to being with the united support and cooperation of both 

regimes at Peiping and Nanking and also of many lenders 

representing the various political groups and the various 

sections of society. Japan will, of course, render whole

hearted assistance toward the formation of the new govern

ment and is prepared speedily to extend recognition follow

ing its establishment.

In this connection I should add that I am deeply im

pressed by the fact that in full accord with Mr. Wang 

those leading statesmen in the.Peiping and Nanking Govern

ment who have for the past two and a half years devoted 

every ounce of their energy to the reconstruction and re- 

habilitation

it*
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habilitation of their respective areas, are now going for

ward with the work of restoring peace and building up a 

new China*

On the eve of the establishment of a nEw central 

government of China, I express my ardent hope that Mr* 

Wang and all those other men of vision and leadership, 

united in purpose and resolute in action, will proceed with 

the great task for the regeneration of Asia, I am con

vinced that their Ernest Endeavors will meet with approval 

and support, both in and out of China, and that the mis

fortune brought on by the present Sino-Japanese conflict 

will be turned into an eternal blessing*"

Repeated to Peiping and Chungking*.

GREW

EMB
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From pated I.îarch 16, 1940 

tU 4e c1 d 5:05 p.m.
Division of 

Secretary of State, f FAR EASTERN AFFAIR

Washingtone 1^1940^,’
\Bepartmjrd «fSW«O< &

216, Earch 16, 2 p.m. ./ ,70.^y7$7»3
Department’s 112, I.îarch 14, 7 p.m.

In statement March 12 (15th anniversary death 

Sun Yat Sen) Wang Cheng Wei referred to previous 

statements by Dr. Sun advocating joint action by China 

and Japan in Far East and, observing that Konoye in 

statement of November 3, 1938 expressed hope that China 

would assume its share of responsibility for establishment 

of new order in East .isia and said that Japan did not 

(repeat not) desire China’s extinction and subjugation 

but rather its prosperity and cooperation, stated that- 

Konoye’s subsequent statement of December 22 seme year, 

with its promise Japan would consider return of the 

concessions and abolition of extra territoriality, 

caused the Chinese people to realize that it was 

unnecessary to continue the war of resistance and fight 

to restore peace. ’’They further realized that the two 

countries, China and Japan, not only ought to extirpate 

the present calamity of warfare but should advance and

!.. Ag>211940

expel
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ExpEl thE ca.us es of prEvious complications and lay the 

foundations for futurE friEndly rElations-.n ThE slogan, 

national construction through v/ar of rEsistancE, should 

bE altErEd to national construction through pEacE, 

hE continuEd, and substitution of constitutional 

govErnmEnt for thE pErsonal dictatorship which obstructs 

thE affairs of thE ChinESE statE cannot (rEpEat not) 

longEr bE dElayEd: that thErE should bE rEadjustmEnt of 

forEign rElations, and said that publication of thE 

various concrEtE formula for such rEadjustmEnt naturally 

must wait awhilE; nHowEVEr, I darE to assumE tesponsibllity 

in guaranteeing to thE pEoplE that thosE fomulaE 

dEfinitEly do not (rEpEat not) ExcEEd thE boundariEs of 

KonoyE’s statEmEnt and morEOVEr do not (rEpEat not) 

conflict with its basic principlEs; thErE is no (rEpEat 

no) injury to China’s indEpEndEncE and ExistEncE, and as 

rEgards thE lEgitimatE rights of third countriEs in 

China not only is thErE no (rEpEat no) injury but 

advantagE will follow as consEquEncE of protEctlon 

obtainEd through thE rEstoration of pEacE, bEsidEs 

EffEcting Economic coopEration with Japan, thErE will 

naturally bE admission of thE skill and capital of all 

countriEs on thE basis of thE industrial plans of thE 

national construction policy,, for thE accor.iplishmEnt of 

China’s construction to thE End that East Asia shall bE 

prospErous. 11

Wang
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Nang rEferrEu to China’s Iosses of tErritory and 

livEs during hostilitiEs, said that no (repEat no) 

stratEgic point had bEEn rEcovErEd, and assErtEd that 

ChinESE pEoplE arE bEing drivEn to a disastEr for which 

thE National GovErnmEnt and thE Kuomintang must bEar 

hEavy rEsponsibility. :,If thErE is still somEthing to 

bE savEd from dangEr and death, thEn it is surEly thE 

propEr rEsponsibility of thE National GovErnmEnt and 

fellow members of thE Chinese Kuomintang to accEpt 

bravely rEsponsibility for blame, cEasE warfare with 

Japan and discuss peace, and accEpt thosE conditions 

(of peace) is which can bE borne, in ordEr to preserve 

thE national strEngth as yEt unwasted and cl Ear away 

thE dEbris and plan again rehabilitation.n Advocacy 

of final victory through continuEd rEsistancE hE tErmEd 

chEating thE pEoplE and prEdictEd that continuancE of 

thE strugglE would rEsult in furthEr shrinkage of national 

tErritory, furthEr wasting of strEngth, to thE point where 

thErE would be no saving thE situation» Nang held that 

China and Japan arE thE pillars of East Asia, and that 

peace bEtwEEn thEm mEans not only peace for thE East 

Asia but a basis for world peace, and that thErEforE 

thE peace movEm Ent must go forward. He said in conclusion 

that thErE Exists no (repeat no) doubt that thE pEoplE of
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the country want pEacE but only doubt whEthcr it can bE 

achiEVEd, statEd that he and his collEagues would 

work to thE End that the pEoplEas hopES for pEacE would 

bE brought to fruition; "and, it is hopEd thafthE 

Chungking sidE will abandon its prEjudicEs, at oncE 

CEasE fighting, and jointly discuss thE matErialization 

of thE pEacE formula, whErEupon (pEacE) can bE more 

ExtEnsivE and can come morE quickly. Salvation and 

rEvival surEly dEpEnd upon this."

Full translation by dEspatch#*

REpEatEd to Peiping, Chungking, Nanking.- Air mail to 

Tokyo•

GAUSS

EMB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
HSM Chungking via N. R,
This telegram must bE 
clos Ely paraphrased From Dated March 19, 1940
before bein^ communi- 
catEd to anyone. (Br.) REc’d 9:30 p. m.

SEcrEtary of State, 

Washington •

137, March 19,

Je Leighton Stq^t told thE CounsElor in rEply to 

quEstions yEstErday that aftEr a week of conversations 

with various ChinESE leaders hE found them uniformly 

in favor of continuEd and doggEd rEsistancE to Japan.

ThEy havE not seemed optimistic of an early victory but 

bEliEve that any tErms of compromisE Japan would now 

accEpt would bE far worse for China than continuation

793.94/15769
 

F/FG

of hostilities. Moreover, thEy f eeI that China is 

building up in WEst China an Economic structurE that 

can ultimately be self-sustaining. Chiang Kai-shek 

Especially is determined to go on with resistance and 

to refuse all offers of negotiations for compromise with 

Japan. He asserta^China is already at thE point where 

it can manufacturE l^ich arms and munitions as are used 

in current types of warfare in China and he is facing 

without misgiving the prospect of continuing the presentj 
/H 

hostilities for five years more. Cj -O
\

Repeated to Peiping, Peiping please aif mail to Tokyo^ 

JOHNSON 
RR 

-
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 4, 1940.

Tokyo’s 4533, February 27, 1940, 
transmitting article from the Japan 
Times reporting text of radio broadcast 
to America by Mr. Toshi Go.

In a propaganda broadcast from 
Japan to the United States on February 
20, Mr. Toshi Go, new managing director 
and editor of the Japan Times and form
erly representative of Japan at the New 
York World’s Fair, presented the usual 
argument su (but in English more under- 
standabléPio Americans than that ordinar
ily used byVapanese) to the effect that 
Japan’s action in China is for self
defense and that American policy is not 
support of China as a whole but of one 
political party in China.

793.94/15770

FE; Coville :JPS
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY
Tokyo, February 27, 1940.

No. 4533.

SUBJECT: TRANSMITTING ARTICLE FROM TLE JAPAN TIMES 
REPORTING TEXT OF RADIO BROADCAST TO AMERICA 
BY MR. TOSHI GO.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to transmit herewith for the in

formation of the Department a copy of an article from 

the Japan Times of February 20, 1940, giving the text 

of a radio broadcast to America by Mr. Toshi Go, the 

new managing director and editor of the Japan Time^ 
and

793.94/15770
 

F/FG
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and formerly representative of Japan at the New York

World’s Fair.

Mr. Go’s radio address, which continues a series 

of radio messages to the United States presenting to the 

American public certain aspects of Japan’s case in re

gard to its involvement in China, emphasizes the view 

that the United States, in order to normalize Japanese- 

American relations, should make a new approach by con

sidering the problem in the Far East as it is today.

Mr. Go asserts that both Japan and America are victims 

of misunderstanding and that each nation should be more 

tolerant of the other. He denies that Japan is a war

like nation and asserts that it is really fighting in 

China in self defense in order "to subdue dangerous ele

ments in China which threatened our existence", and that 

the American espousal of China is mistaken chivalry, as 

the United States is supporting a political party in Chi

na rather than China as a whole, thereby "taking sides in 

Chinese politics".

In conclusion, after stating that Japan is in China 

"with everything we have" and alleging that Japan must 

logically have as its objectives the independence of China, 

equal opportunity, and cooperative action in the Far East 

in settling its own affairs, he strikes a note of warning 

regarding the danger of continued irritation in relations 

between the United States and Japan.

Respectfully yours,

Enclosure :
1/ as stated

Joseph C. Grew

710
SEGîWg
Original and 4 copies to Department

«Ba
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Enclosure No» 1 » to despatch 
No. 4533 , dated Feb. 27 ,1940
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Japan Times.
Tokyo, Tuesday, February 20,1940.

There are some things about both 
our policies towards each other that 
need debunking. I like to think, 
also, that there are many features 

1 about Japan which we can share 
with America—generosity, kindness 
and gentlemanliness amongst them.

What is the matter between 
Japan and America? We are the 

! victims of misunderstanding. Both 
I countries arethe-victhns of a wave 
of wickedness which has engulfed 
the world. There is too much ir
ritation, and in many cases, too 
much hate. How can we get on 

j to a better plane?
; I say good feeling between our 
' peoples is not a matter of treaties.
We can be tolerant of each other, 
friendly toward each other, we can j 
do business together, and visit with 
each other, without the aid of a 

“ diplomatic document. Now there is 
no piece of paper to say that we 
are permitted to get along, because 
the Treaty of Commerce and Navi
gation of 1911 has been discarded. 
Never mind. Perhaps we can reach 
better terms without writing the 
terms in notes or agreements.
IN BAD WAY

It is plain to see we are in a bad 
| way amongst Americans. And we 
« Japanese are indignant for two ; 

। reasons. The first reason is that 
I we like Americans—we have shaped i 
the Western features of our lives 

I largely after the American pattern. 
I The second reason is because we/ 
| feel we have been misrepresented? 
| Aa I read many of your papers and 
ima^zines, as I listen to your radio 
s descriptions, and as I read between 

the lines of statements by your 
diplomats, I gather, the impression 
that Machiavelli was a Little Lord 
Fauntleroy compared with Japan. 
Then I look at my own country—I 
see the sufferings our people have 
gone through, I consider the sacri
fices and the dangers, and I believe 
you haven’t been fair to us. For, if 
you had been open-minded, you 
would have taken our side of the 
case into consideration.

When I say you are not fair, I 
myself am not fair in accusing you 
of being unsportsmanlike. How can 
you be expected to judge if you have 

'^not been given the fullest evidence. 
This war in China was not the case of 
a war-hungry nation deliberately tak
ing on the terrifically risky job of 
beating the one country in the world 
that has never been beaten by an 
outside nation. China may have 
been overrun by Mongol and Man- 
chu, but they were neighboring and 
related races. Japan is not of the 
China Continent, yet had to try and 
subdue dangerous elements in China 
which threatened her existence.

GO MAKES PLEA 
FOR NEW START 
BY AMERICANS

Times Managing Director 
.Mopes for Consideration

Of Far East of Today
The hope that Americans will make 

a new start by considering the pro- 
z blem in the Far East as it is today 

and not of the past with the view 
to normalizing Japanese-American 
relations was expressed by Toshi 
Go, Managing Director and Editor of 
The Japan Times and Mail, in a radio 
speech broadcast to America this 
afternoon.

The text of Mr. Go’s speech 
follows:
My friends in America:

T have just been prevailed on to 
take a new job which will keep me 
in touch with live-wire America, and 
I hope there won’t be too many 
shocks for either side.

My job is to keep going a big 
English language newspaper here, 
and as we hâve many subscribers in 
the United States, I think the oc
casion permits a few casual con
fidences.
KNOWS AMERICA WELL

Because I know America well, 
। having seen you with your hair 

down and in your best clothes, I 
believe I am well equipped to give 
a sympathetic presentation here of 
life in your country. My last trip 
over there was as representative of 
Japan at the New York World’s 
Fair, an experience I shall always 
cherish.

Knowing both countries I can see 
we are both in great need of No 
Men. Too often do we hear from 
ourselves that there is nothing 
wrong with us, and too often do we 
say Yes. A little self-criticism will 
do no harm to either "of us. It 
might Kelp us to be more sympathe
tic towards each other in our diffi
culties. Whenever we tell ourselves 
in Japan that we are .altogetherr 
right, I am going to say No, if I 
think that way. And if I read that 
^America claims to be 100 per cent in 
the right in her treatment of con
ditions over here, take it from me 
I shall say No too. .
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JAPAN MISREPRESENTED
This is not the time to go into 

the history of the war, nor to' show 
you how badly we have been mis
represented by . adverse publicity. 
Or how the accident of sensational I 
newspaperwork has favored the 
elements of the Chinese against 
whom we are fighting. It always 
has been a better story, an easier 

। one to write and to feature, which 
i puts u& in the villain’s role. Vindi- 
’ cation of Japan is complicated. ;

You say ‘Japan Invades China”— 
“Japan Bombs Open Cities.” And 
if we give the honest answer, the 
explanation makes good sense but 
poor headlines. Now, admit there 
is a lot in what I say!

There is a great depth of kind- ■ 
ness in America. That is why you 
have espoused what you call the 
cause of China. Because it seems 
to be chivalric. Really, it is not 
China you are being asked to sup
port and protect. It is a political 
party in China. America is actual - 
ly“ fkkîTïg~sides in Chinese politics.

What I ask of you is to give your 
1 kindly and chivalric help to the 
; consideration of the problem in the 
• Far East as it is Now. Not as it j 
- was yesterday. Not as it might be. ( 
i It is useless to talk about a new ; 

start which would mean turning the j 
clock back to July of 1937. We arp 

f in China—in It with everything we ! 
• have. We shall win because we arc 
Ü right! Chiang Kai-shek is where he 

is in%the distant and remote south
west. America is where she is as 
regards her trade and her diplomacy 

tions. Your policy is to Keep out 
of foreign wars and entanglements.
You are strong. So aré we, stronger 
than you think. We are both 
strong enough to behave like men. 
with reason.
MUCH PRESSURE

The Japanese have been asked to 
submit to a lot of pressure and pro
vocation. They are continually mis
represented, maligned and ridiculed. 
Actually we are not much different 
from Americans in our hearts and । 
our minds. It is bad that we should 
permit men and conditions to make 
things bad for us.

Both nations can play big parts 
in helping the world back to peace. 
Can we not make a fresh start to
day? Cannot Americans ask their 
government for leadership toward 
a more peaceful state? You will 
find the Japanese leaders abreast of 
you in getting back to normal.

Good night and good luck.

towards us and towards the two 
parts of China, the occupied part 
under Wang Ching- wei’s govern
ment and the unoccupied part under 
Chiang.
SHOULD CONSIDER TODAY

We should start figuring from the 
way the pieces are set. Now, 
TODAY. That is the only practical 
method. And you will ' see, from 

( the way our pieces are disposed, 
that our King_pleece is the inde
pendence ofChina, And our next 
most valuable chess piece is the 
Queen, meaning equal opportunity 
ioj^alX. And the rest of our game 
is open for you to see, the. coopera
tion of the, Far Jgast in settling its 
own affairs and in mutual effort for 
peace and development. This is the 
logical conclusion.

Give yourselves time to believe 
this. Remember we are out to pro
tect in China the^things you stand 
for. We are against Communism. 
We are for religious freedom as 
you see it practiced in Japan today.

The wçrld is in a dangerous state. 
America can do a lot to keep it 
from getting into a worse condi
tion. I ask you to consider most 
gravely the implications of danger 

■to both of us if certain elements, 
whether political or otherfwise, 
continue to irritate both of our na-
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

D,V,S,ON °F Far Eastern Affairs

April 4, 1940.

Tokyo's 4534, transmitting article from 
the Japan Times reporting radio broadcast to 
America of TO& speech by Mr. Saiko Tsurumi.

The Embassy herein reports another 
propaganda broadcast from Japan to the United 
States, this time by Mr. Saiko Tsurumi, 
President of an organization called the 
Federation of Commercial Cooperation. The 
arguments are the usua.l ones (that Japanese 
fighting in China is in defense, etc.) with 
special emphasis on economic factors. 
Mr. Tsurumi states that the Japanese must 
have an economic environment in which 
100,000,000 people may live with no fear 
for the future. He states that the new 
order in East Asia means progress in 
civilization and increase of purchasing 
power in the Far East which will benefit 
all nations.

793.94/15771

FE:CovFlle:EA3
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY
Tokyo, February 27, 1940.

No. 4534

SUBJECT:

I
Ù

TRANSMITTING ARTICLE FROM THE JAPAN Tima* 
REPORTING RADIO BROADCAST TO AMÈRIcaT® A 
SPEECH BY MR. SAIKO TSURÛMI.

«

/W \ Ml J)

i COPIES SENT TO
J.N.I. AND M-lfe.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Sir:

A
PR 

S 1940With reference to despatch no. 4533, February 27, 

1940 and to previous despatches reporting Japanese radio 

broadcasts to the United States dealing with the relation 

to the United States of the present Sino-Japanese situa

tion, I have the honor to transmit for the Department’s 

information
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information a copy of an article from the Japan Times of 

February 23, 1940, giving the text of a radio broadcast 

to the United States on February 22 last by Mr. Saiko 

Tsurumi, vice-president of the Imperial Invention Asso

ciation and president of the Federation of Commercial Co

operation.

Mr. Tsurumi is quoted as stating that, although they 

are not a warlike people, he regrets that "unfortunately 

the Japanese are sometimes spoken of as being intolerant 

and warlike", — possibly because "they are poor propa

gandists". Mr. Tsurumi’s main thesis appears to be that 

Japan is now an adult nation requiring "a new suit of 

clothes", by which somewhat clumsy metaphor he apparent

ly intends to describe Japanese efforts for "the renova

tion and rationalization of its industry and for the ex

pansion of its foreign trade". The Manchurian incident 

and the present "China affair" are traced by Mr. Tsurumi 

to an accumulation of "such flagrant and extreme actions 

directed against Japan" as Chinese boycotts which forced 

Japan "to take up arms in self defense". He continued by 

defining Japan’s aims and needs in the following manner: 

"We must have an economic environment in which one hundred 

million of our people may live with no fear for the future. 

And that is all what (sic) we want. Other powers as well 

as China have mistaken a merely grown-up Japan for an im

perialistic, rapacious and aggressive nation".

Mr. Tsurumi’s definition of the "true motives and 

aims" of Japan is "Sino-Japanese cooperation and mutual 

economic interdependence for the common prosperity and

well-being of the two countries". He concludes with the 

assertion 
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assertion that, ”when the actual facts and conditions be

fore our eyes are recognized, and the new order in East 

Asia is firmly established, there will come peace and 

prosperity to all the peoples of the Orient. The prog

ress in civilization and the increase of purchasing pow

er in this quarter of the world will redound to the bene

fit of the West, and contribute to the peace and happiness 

of all mankind”.

Enclosure :

1/ as stated.

710
SEG:wg

Original and 4 copies to Department
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Enclosure No. 1, to despatch 
No. 4534 , dated Feb. 27 ,1940
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Japan Times.
Tokyo, Friday, February 23,1940.

TSURUMI SAYS 
JAPAN IS NOW 
ADULT NATION

Peaceful Aims of Japan 
In Orient Outlined
By Invention Body Official

"Japan today is a full grown 
youth and requires a new suit of 
clothes.”

In this way Saiko Tsurumi sum
marized the new situation in the 
Far East to the American listeners 
over the overseas system of the 
Japan Broadcasting Corporation 
Thursday afternoon. Mt. Tsurumi 
is vice-president of the Imperial 
Invention Association and president 
of the Federation of Commercial 
Cooperation.

His speech follows:
"The Japanese are not by any 

means fond of fighting. That they 
are gentle and kindly to foreigners 
must be apparent to all those who 
have ever traveled our country. 
That our people have a great capaci
ty for tolerance of alien races and 
assimilation of alien cultures has 
also been amply demonstrated by 
the historical record of our nation 
who early embraced* the Buddhism 
of India and the Confucianism of 
China, and more recently, has adopt
ed and adapted Occidental culture 
and even Christianity. It is a gross 
mistake to regard the Japanese as 
a stubbornly nationalistic people in
capable of getting along well with 
other nationals.

"Again the Japanese are a sober- 
minded and hard-working race. It 
is entirely due to their diligence and 
industry that they have made such 
brilliant progress, economic and ’ 
cultural, and that the nation stands 
today as one of the major Powers 
of the world.
NOT WARLIKE

"I regret that nevertheless the 
Japanese are sometimes spoken of 
as being intolérant and Warlike. *It 
may be because of their natural re
ticence or that they are poor proi 
pagandists. Éffit thé fundamental 
cause? lies in the lack Of compre
hension on the part of other coum 
tries of Japan’s position. 2— 
____ __ ______ _ _ ____ ___ , We must have an economic envi- 
tries of Japan’s position. As the 1 ronment in Which one hundred mil
hermit nation of the Fast, Japan hon of our people may live with 
had long dwelt in peaceful seclu- no fear for the future, And that 
sion until 1856 when Commodore 1 is all what We. want. Other powers 
Perry’s arrival brought about her j as well as Chin# have mistaken a 
introduction into the comity of na-1 mfirelygrown-upj Japan for an ini
tions.______________________________ ? perialistic^rapacipus and *aggres-

"Durifig the eventful years that siye nation. The true motives and 
followed, Japan, in the spirit of in- i nirniT PF Japan Will become clear, I 
ternational amity and cooperation,! believe* in the hear future.
steadfastly pursued a policy of the j "Sind-Japanëse cooperation and 
open door and progress. Eager to ' mutual# economic interdependence

lift herself to the level of' other 
powers in all spheres of human 
activities, she worked indefatigably, 

; absorbing all that was good in 
other nations. Special emphasis 
was laid upon the’difficulties of edu
cation and promotion ol industry 

] and commerce. As a result, the 
country grew quickly in wealth 

’and power. The population which 
« was estimated at 30,000,000 at the 
time of the opening of the coun
try, increased to Well over 80,000,000. 
With this phenomenal development, 
Japan became a first-class modern 
state in everÿ respect.

। "Metaphorically speaking, Japan, 
as a modern power, was a child . 
iseveral decades ago, Whereas the 
Japan of today is a ffill-grown youth. 
As such the nation needs a new suit 
of clothes, the oM one of its child
hood days being no longer fit for its 
age and stature. It Is in order to 
prepare this outfit—namely, to .
create a new economic milifew to 
live in, that the nation has concert- • 
trated its efforts!, on the ^novation | 
and rationalization of its industry | 
and on the expansion of its foreign 1 
trade. *

"However, our advance into for
eign markets perforce encountered 
competition and friction. Moreover, 
our path was deliberately blocked 

I by those Powers who f ailed to realize 
or recognize the needs of an adult 
Japan, and movements against 
Japanese merchandise were set on 
foot in all parts of the globe.

"Especially violent was the anti- 
! Japanese boycott that was launched 
;in China and Manchuria, where 
every oragnization by every possible 
(means worked for the severance of 
economic relations with Japan. The 
movement was pushed to the extent 
of inoculating even thé young gen
eration with anti-Japanese senti
ments through the text books used 
in the public schools.

“The Manchurian Incident and 
the present China* Affair are in the 
last analysis traceable to an accumu
lation of such flagrant and extreme i 
actions directed against Japan, who 
was forced to take up arms in self
defense. If China had really under
stood and appreciated the position 
and requirements of the present-day 
Japan and extended to her the will
ing hand of economic co-operation 
and neighborly friendship, both of 
the bloody and costly conflicts would 
never have occurred.
NEEDS CLOTHES

"Japan, I said, having come of 
age requires a new suit of clothes. '
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for the common prosperity and / 
well-being of the two countries is ' 
what is wanted. That will provide 
Japan with the suit she requires. 
With that alone will Japan be con
tent, And its absolute necessity for 
Japan should be, I believe, readily 
admitted, if Ohly from the stand- ! 
point of humanity. When this 
point is understood, appreciated and 
accepted} the China Affair will be 
brought to an end and a new order 
established in East Asia.

“If on the other hand, the world 
should insist on keeping Japan 
clothed in its old garment, the con
flict ^vitl never cease and unhappy 
problems will continue to multiply 
in the future. For the proposition 
is utterly unnatural as it is impos
sible. Neither our government nor 
our people will ever submit to such 
unreasonableness.

“Should not the Powers be at this । 
moment broad-minded enough to 
?onsider calmlÿ the requirements of 
a modern Japan that has come of . I 

ge. When the actual facts and ? 
•onditions before our eyes are re- J 
ognized, and the new order in East 
\sia is firmly established, there will 
ome peace and prosperity to ah the 
peoples of the Orient. The progress ! 
n civilization and the increase of { 
'urchasing power in this quarter of

*he world will redound to the benefit • 
)f the West, and contribute to the 
peace and happiness of all mankind.” :
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SUBJECT:

THE FOREIGN SERVICE /Divisionof\
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American Consulate General

Tientsin, China, February 14, 1940

Tranemlesjon of an Editorial Regarding 
thebietSpeeoh of ^r. Takao üaito' ana 
theSeitlement of the China Incident,

The Honorable

Nelson 1‘rvsler Jo

American /cabas sa dor

Peiping

sir:

I have the honor to enclose herewith, as of

possible interest to the Embassy, an editorial from

the PEKING Al© TIENTSIN TIMES of February 7, 1940

discussing the reaction in Japan to the Diet speech

of Mr. Takao saito on February 2, 1940 in which he

criticized the nonoye statement of policy

The editor expresses the opinion that acceptance

carrying out of prince Konoye’s basic principles

793.94/
i 5772

essential for the solution of the Sino-Japanese 

^dispute, and. makes an interesting reference to the 
ICO I 
~pifferonoo between Mr. Salto’s speech of February 

^/\,940 and his “speech in May 1936, when he attacked

Aihay and the extreme rightists in connection with

g 2 pre

ii 4Æ z

the

the '

February 26 1936 uprising in Tokyo

Looking into the future the editor sees the as» «

tablishirient of a new order in Europe, the British

Empire, America and the Far East, "based on much the
ff

same
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<) same principles as Britain, in her wisaom, founded the 

new order several years after the Boer ®ar in South 

Afrloa", and asserts that in the j’ar East the new order 

depends upon the complete acceptance and fulfilment by 

Japan of the basic principles laid down by irince Konoye 

and upon concrete contributions by China to the develop

ment of East Asia, based upon “friendship, equality and 

magnanimity", as a result of which in the end both China 

and Japan will be found to be victors - the former with 

its independence and nationhood maintained, and the letter 

with its desire for closer and more intimate relations 

with China fulfilled.

Kespec tidily yours,

J. K. Caldwell, 
American Consul General.

Enclosure :
1. Copy of an editorial appearing 

in the February 7, 1940 issue 
Of the KælND A|© TIENTSIN TIMES.

800
«ETjsfa

Original to the embassy, lei plug.
Five copies to the Department (without 

covering despatch).
Copy to Embassy, Chungking.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 981 dated 

February 14, 1940, from the American 
Consulate General, Tientsin, China, on 
the subject of "Tranamisalon of an 
Editorial Regarding the Diet Speech of 
Mr. Takao Saito and the Settlement of 
the China Incident".

PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES, 
Tientsin, China, February 7, 1940

THE GREAT CROSS-ROADS

The uproar caused by the vehement speech of Mr.
Takao Saito, a leader of the Minselto and a former Vice- 
Minister, shows how indiscreet and untimely it is to play 
politics with Japan's difficulties in China. For every
thing there is a season, but the time for inquests into 
the conduct of Japanese policy in China, past and present, 
is manifestly not yet. Public opinion in Japan will 
react to any attempt to take partisan advantage of the 
nation's greatest and most difficult problem in much the 
same way as it has reacted in Britain over and over again 
in the past decade to the wily tactics of the "Welsh 
Wizard." In his previous sensational outburst, in May, 
1936, Mr. Saito lashed both the army and the extreme 
Rightists, basing his attack on the murders and uprising 
of the previous February in Tokio. In this speech he 
said that if radical leftist thought was harmful to the 
nation, so, too, was extreme rightist thought. He sharply 
denounced the attitude of certain sections of the Army, 
their interference in politics, and the ban they had 
imposed on Party members being admitted to the Cabinet. 
His speech then was so popular that it aroused thunderous 
applause from all quarters of the House. Indeed, the 
War Minister himself (Count Terauchi) said he was 
completely in accord with the views of the veteran 
Minseito leader.

On this occasion, though his outspoken speech 
electrified the House, the outcome was very different. 
The Speaker ordered that Mr. Saito be committed to the 
Disciplinary Committee, while the offender resigned from 
his Party in order to protect it from becoming involved 
in the case. The text of Mr. Saito's speech is not 
available, but such data as we have received indicates 
that, while in 1936 Mr. Saito was, so to speak, "on the 
side of the angels," this time he appeared as the devil's 
advocate - to put into harsher English the familiar 
Latin expression.

Apparently Mr. Saito severely attacked the famous 
Statement of Polley issued by Prince Konoye, then Premier 
at the end of December, on the settlement of the China

Incident
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Incident. This declaration, it may be recalled, has 
ever since been regarded, and accepted by the Cabinet 
and the nation at large, as the guiding principle for 
the readjustment of relations between Japan and China. 
Mr. Saito's argument was that if this declaration 
remained the basis of national policy, Japan would get 
nothing out of the war in China. Undoubtedly this 
feeling exists, but how largely is a matter not so easy 
to determine. In various quarters there have been 
mutterings about "another Hideyoshi episode," referring 
to the ill-fated expedition conducted by that famous 
warrior on the mainland over three centuries ago, when 
Korea was invaded and occupied for some years, until a 
successful naval action cut the Japanese communications 
between the island and the mainland, and changes at 
Home led to the withdrawal of the expedition and the 
adoption of a policy of seclusion which was maintained 
for two and a half centuries.

Other times, other methods. The old fonn of conquest 
is obsolete. It is impracticable in the present age. 
The policy of liquidating the China conflict, which is 
draining the resources of Japan as well as of China - 
and in many ways is affecting the highly-organised 
industrial Japan much more than it is China - is the 
only conceivable policy to-day, and the principles 
set forth by Prince Konoye form the only basis so far 
set forth on which a settlement is possible. Even in 
this case the difficulties are by no means surmounted. 
In our opinion Prince Konoye is the one outstanding 
statesman in Japan to-day. He is the only man who can, 
in the end, pull his country out of the great crisis 
of these terrible times. Even his policy has to 
overcome immense difficulties, of which misconception 
and out-right suspicion on the one hand, and efforts 
to use the principles in quite a different way, on the 
other, are not the least.

Indeed, the fact that he rejected the repeated 
requests made to him to take the helm again during the 
last Cabinet crisis, and stood steadfast against quite 
unprecedented pressure, was a clear indication that the 
difficulties in the way were still too great. Just as 
the anti-British fanatics made the most of the Asama 
Laru affair and were out to make things as hard as 
possible for the moderates, so are the extremists in 
China likely to take advantage of Mr. Saito's outburst. 
Judging by Mr. Saito's attitude in 1936, and the gen
eral alignment of his Party, it is starring indeed to 
find him on the side of the annexationists. One wonders 
whether or not it was not intended to serve as a tortuous 
and oblique attack on the whole forward policy in China 
in the guise of a championship of the extremists.

Be that as it may, there is undoubtedly a tendency 
among the latter to employ the ultimate Korean device as 
the solvent in China, and to follow in the footape je of

Genghiz
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Genghiz Khan and the Manchu conquerors. It is a policy 
of despair, and arises as much from sheer exasperation 
as from any set convictions baaed on a rationalisation 
of the problem. In some ways, therefore, it is just as 
well that the matter has had such a spectacular ventilation. 
Moreover, it has produced two notable declarations from 
the 'Aar and Navy Ministers confirming their adherence to 
the Konoye Declaration. General Hata, after insisting 
that Japan’s military action was "fundamentally different 
from a socalled aggressive war," declared his firm belief 
that "the blessings and benefits to be derived from the 
new order in East Asia will more than make up for the 
sacrifices, both material and moral, paid by Japan."

A new order is coming in Europe as a result of the 
travail of our time. The Great War was the destructive 
revolution; the present struggle will turn out to be the 
constructive revolution. That is a faith and a conviction 
we deeply cherish. A new order, too, is coming in the 
British Empire; in the Americas, where the foundations 
are being laid for much close association in all matters 
between North and South America; and in East Asia. But it 
will not be a one-sided or exclusionist order. It will be 
based on much the same principles as Britain, in her wisdom, 
founded the new order several years after the Boer War in 
South Africa.

There can be no new order unless it be based on friend
ship, equality and magnanimity, and that is seen by states
men like Prince Konoye, however hard it may be to com
municate these ideals to the rank and file. We have no 
hesitation whatsoever in asserting that it depends, in 
the first place, on the loyal acceptance of the basis 
principles laid down by Prince Konoye by the Japanese 
nation; and in the second place, on the steady fulfilment 
in concrete practice of the letter and spirit of those 
principles. China herself must make her own contribution 
to this development. It takes two to make peace, as it 
takes two to make war. The difficulties which have 
resulted in the existing stalemate are not wholly of 
Japan’s making. But we do not despair of a gradual change 
for the better, though it may be slow at first before it 
breaks clear into the open for all to see.

There is everywhere a steady groping for closer unity 
amidst all the controversy and bitterness of the world 
struggle. If it were not so one might well despair of 
mankind and of civilisation. We believe that when destiny 
shows its face to ua in all its lineaments it will be 
found that both sides in East Asia will gain the victory: 
that China's independence and nationhood will be vindicated 
as was Turkey’s under Kemal, and that Japan’s desire for 
closer and more intimate relations with China will like
wise be vindicat^L This will, however, and must, be 
complemented by the^armonization of the policy of the 
good neighbour in East Asia with the world of which it is 
an indivisible part. There is a part for all to play, and 
all must play it if the greatest good is to triumph over 
unimaginable disaster, and the anarchy so graphically 
depicted by H. G. Wells in "The Shape of Things to Come" 
be defeated in its challenge to civilized order and progress

------------0------------

Copied by: CPL
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

i940 MAR 20 AM 1125
AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, February 27, 1940

No. 4538
SUBJECT: MEMORANDUM SENT TO THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS BY THE BRITISH EMBASSY CONCERNING 
TOR RECENT BOMBING OF THE YUNNAN RAIUfAY.

/ Division of
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The Honorable <
The Secretary of State,

Washington
f

Sir:

t

1/

In confirmation of our telegram no. 138, February

23, 7 p.m., I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy 

of a memorandum addressed on February 21, 1940, by my 

British colleague to the Japanese Foreign Office relating 

to the recent bombing of the Yunnan Railway, and expressing 
the 

T|

0
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the hope that the Japanese Government will give serious 

consideration to the danger to British lives and inter

ests involved by further bombing of the railway.

Joseph C. Grew

Enclosure:

1/ as stated.

350
ESC:wg
Original and 1 copy to Department
Copy to Embassy, Peiping
Copy to Embassy, Chungking
Copy to Consulate Ganeral, Shangiiai
Copy to Consulate, Yunnanfu
Copy to Saigon for transmission to Hanoi
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Enclosure no, 1 to despatch 
no. 4538 dated Feb. 27, 1940 
from the Embassy at Tokyo

(With the compliments of the British Embassy to the 
American Embassy).

Copy of Memorandum from the British Embassy to the Japa
nese Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
No. 41.
(21/72V(l)/40)

Memorandum

His Majesty's Government are reliably informed 

that that section of the French-owned railway between 

Hanoi and Yunnanfu which is situated in Chinese terri

tory has recently been bombed repeatedly by Japanese 

military aircraft. In this connexion His Majesty’s Gov

ernment wish to draw the attention of the Japanese Gov

ernment to the fact that the railway in question carries 

an important share of legitimate British trade with 

China, for it is clear that British trade must be seri

ously injured and the lives of British subjects engaged 

in that trade endangered, if the above-mentioned bomb

ings continue.

Regarding the bombing which took place on 1st Feb

ruary, His Majesty's Government would point out that only 

by a fortunate chance did the British Naval party travel

ling on a south-bound train from Chungking escape injury. 

The fact that a very serious incident between the two 

countries was only averted by a delay of a few minutes 

amply demonstrates the risks inherent in such attacks.

His Majesty’s Government have no doubt that the 

Japanese Government will give serious consideration to 

the danger to British lives and interests which would be 

involved by further bombing of this railway.

British Embassy, 
Tokyo.
21st February 1940.
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ACCESS RESTRICTED

The item identified below has been withdrawn» from this file:

File Designation ^//s-r-ry

Date

From 

To

In the review of this file this item 

restricted. Restrictions on records 

in general and specific record group 

available for examination. The item

was removed because access to it is 

in the National Archives are stated 

restriction statements which are 

identified above has been withdrawn

because it contains:

Pfl Security-classified Information

I I Otherwise Restricted Information

Authority Date

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION GSA FORM 7117 ( 2-72)

GSA DC 72.10421
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese relations

Report concerning -, for month of 
January, 1940.

aa

For the original paper from which reference is taken

# 978 to Embassy.
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Feb. 12, 1940 From! Tientsin (Caldwell)
Dated_____________________ To |-------------------

893e00 P.R. Tientsin/141.
File No____ __________________________

u. S. SOVeUNMSNT MINTING OPTICS 1—1540
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i. Japan.

(a) Proposed. new "Central Goveriunant". 

The local prase davotad auoh space to the conference 

which began at Teingtao on January 25rd, when Wang 

Ghing-wei, loader of tho Orthodox KuocdLntang, U'ang 

Kah-min, Chairman of the Icking Provisional Gcnrernment, 

Liang Rung-ohlh, Chairman of the banking Provisional 

Government, and Li Shou-sin, President of the Advisory 

Council of the federated Autonowus Govemsiant of 

Mongolia, met with their Japanese Jiilitury advisors 

to discuss plans for the formation of a new "Central 

Government of China". Press reports of the prooeeding* 

indicated that Inner Mongolia end Forth China will have 

a special political status under Japanese domination. 

 __ ________________________ üü.
(1) Despatch to Embassy, Ko. 963, Jan. 39, 1940
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(b) Japanese ; ilitary Operations. The 

Japanese military authorities claimed to have repulsed 

and inflicted heavy losses on Chinese forces which 

were attempting to re-capture Kaifeng and Tainyang, 

Hopeh Province. They also reported extensive» and 

successful nopping-up operations in North r.hansl and 

hiiyuan. There were fewer reports of guerrilla 

activities in Hopeh.

(°) Pahlng Provisional Government Budget. 

The P.ltinG CTIOJJICLE, January 9, reported that the 

Irovisional Government of ya’cing Budget for th® next 

fiscal year had been set at Yuan 111,000,000, of which 

mount 20,000,000 will be spent on development enter

prises; 10,000,000 on peace preservation services; and 

70,000,000 on other administrative purposes.

(d) North China and Inner /.Qïfeiolla» The 

Japanese-sponsored YUNG fAC, January 10, reported that 

the North Chins and Inner Mongolian Governments will 

continue to have autonomous status after the establish

ment of the new central government regime; that texes 

will be collected and retained by them; that administra

tive areas will be retained as now organised and admin

istered; that the Japanese-sponsored Hsln Fin Hui will 

be retained as a political party; and that financial 

matters will remain In the hnnds of the Federal Reserve 

Hank.

(®) Japanese Jhops in Peiping. According 

to the I’WTQ CHRÛNIOLE, January 4, there are «bout
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1500 Japanese stores and shops registered in Peiping, 

and the number 1® growing steadily, siiailarly, the 

number in other North China cities, such as Tientsin, 

Tsinan, Chihkiachwang, and Kalgan, is increasing.

(f) Japanese Consular Conference. D0K8I, 

January 26, announced that all Japanese Consuls 

General and Consuls in North China would meet at 

Jeiplng on February 5, 1940, to discuss measures to 

be taken after th® establishment of the naw Central 

Government of China.

(g) Japanese Embassy to remin la helping, 

quoting an Embassy spokesman, DOWSI, January 26, 

announced that the Japanese Embassy will rosalu in 

ieiping, in consideration of the special Importance 

of Nox'th China, after th® establishment of the new 

Central Government of China.
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HSM GRAY
TELEGRAM RECEIVED C81

Dated March 22, 1940

From Rec'd 7:10 a. m.

Secretary of State, ________ (U. ■. ! " ' —’ ‘
/ Division of \ ;

Washington . / m EAm*RSÀ -

\| Mj\RÏm940,J
191, March 22, 6 p.

According to thE ASAHI, tn e Minist Er of War made 

thE following reply to an interpellation in thE Budget 

Committee of the Lower House this morning rEgarding thE 

attitude of thE fighting services toward the Nine Power 

Pact :

"With respect to the Nine Power Pact the army will 

of course conform to the Government’s policy» As for 

my private opinion^ however, the present China incident 

was brought about by the anti-Japanese policy of the 

Chiang regime, and is literally a holy war for the purpos 

of correcting this mistaken policy and of ensuring the 

lasting peace of East Asia. Consequently, th’e present 

incident in my opinion transcends the Nine Power Pact» 

While the said instrument still exists^ Japan will not 

be restricted by it in its military operations. It goes 

without saying that the present situation in East Asia 

generally is far different from the time when the Nine 

Power Pact was concluded"*

Air mail to Shanghai and Chungking*

DDM GREW

37
61

 L Z
 W

-l
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Memorandum of Conversation

DATE: March 2, 1940.

subject: Situation in the Far Fast

PARTICIPANTS:

.0»

iC

The French Ambassador

Mr. Hornbeck.
ion of 
RN AFFAIRS 
- 194Œ

ere 1—1403

Q l| The Ambassador called by appointment at his request.
zi ft ■}' He read to me a document containing the text of a note

I 4jl
•r’ fl . given by the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs to the

i '
(i C^7' - French Ambassador at Tokyo, dated February 19, 1940, in 
b h\

which the Japanese Government expressed regret that the 

bombardment of the Yunnan Railway had killed and wounded 

French subjects and stated that the Japanese Government

' was willing to give to French subjects a solatium. (Copies

of the French text and translation thereof are here attached.) 

The Ambassador further indicated that the Japanese had sug

793.94/ 15777

gested negotiations for the improving of French-Japanese

relations and said that the French Ambassador (at Tokyo) 
x> -n

had replied that he would be glad to enter into conversations q

for that purpose. £p

The Ambassador
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The Ambassador read bits from telegrams which he 

had relating to Far Eastern matters, none of which bits 

were of particular importance or significance.

At an opportune moment in the conversation, I in

quired whether the Ambassador had seen in the press 

dispatches from Paris of date February 29 giving an account 

of an alleged interview between Premier Daladier and a 

representative of the Osaka Mainichi. The Ambassador re

plied that he had seen those accounts. I inquired whether 

the Ambassador had any direct information on the subject. 

The Ambassador replied that he had not. He said that he 

supposed that the interview must have been with Mr. Suzuki. 

I said that we doubted that, for the reason that Mr. 

Suzuki represents the Asahi, which has no connection with 

the Mainichi. I then said that it would be interesting to 

us to know whether there had been such an interview, and 

if so who had been the Japanese interviewer and what the 

Premier really had said. The Ambassador said that he also 

would like to know. I inquired whether he might not wish to 

make an inquiry. He replied that he would do so. I said 

that we would appreciate being informed of whatever he 

learned.

The Aiabassador then made an observation to the effect 

that France is apprehensive regarding the possibility of 

Soviet-Japanese collaboration in some form. I said that we

had
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had given that question much consideration, had studied 

it from various angles, and do not find ground for being 

alarmed over that possibility. The Ambassador said that 

he was familiar with our views to that effect. He then 

abruptly put this question: "What real ground is there for 

not recognizing ’Manchukuo’?" I replied with a somewhat 

extended exposition of the subject, in reverse: What real 

ground would there be for recognizing "Manchukuo"? I 

developed the thesis that "Manchukuo" is not a sovereign 

state, it is a dependency of Japan; recognition of "Manchu

kuo", while desired by the Japanese, would not confer upon 

Japan any material advantage, and therefore would not cause 

Japan to feel any debt of obligation to the countries which 

recognized; that so far as the United States is concerned, 

principles and precedent are involved and there is no type 

of bargaining on the basis of quid pro quo upon which we 

could enter; that other countries, if they had the idea of 

making the subject a matter of bargaining, should take into 

account the fact that Japan’s program in regard to eastern 

Asia is being based on a procedure of expansion by force 

and Japan’s action will not be limited by processes of 

bargaining the essence of which is a procedure of appease

ment; therefore, the practical question for the powers other 

than China is: What good reason would there be for recogni

tion? I said that so far as the Chinese are concerned, the

great
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great issue at the present moment is ’'wêéî.her China is 

to remain independent or is to come completely under the 

sway of Japan; and that so long as the Chinese choose 

and feel able to resist Japan, and vrhile Japanese armies 

remain in China, there would seem to be ample reason for 

the Chinese to refrain from recognizing ”Manchukuo”

The Ambassador then gave me a lengthy account of the

Ethiopian problem, going back many years and concluding 

with observations on French-Italian relations during recent 

years. The logical inference from what he said is that he 

feels that a policy of concession and sweet agreeableness 

on France’s part tov.rard Italy would have been better than 

the course which the French Government followed

My inference from the whole of the latter part of this

conversation was that the Ambassador leans toward a policy 

of compromise and ’’appeasement” toward Japan and that there 

may be something in last week’s press account of the alleged

Daladier-Mainichi Interview

Stanley K. Hornbeck

Papers attached.

PA/H:SKH:ZMK
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[TRANSLATION]

NOTE DELIVERED BY THE JAPANESE 
AFFAIRS TO THE AMBASSADOR OF

MINISTER OF FOREIGN 
FRANCE

OSS

The Ambassador of France having, on the 5th day of this 

month, informed Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs Tani that 

on the occasion of a bombardment of the Yunnan Railroad by 

Japanese airplanes, a bomb had fallen on a train and had 

killed or wounded therein French nationals (ressortissants), 

the Japanese Government immediately made an investigation into 

the circumstances under which this affair had occurred.

The bombardment of February 1 had as its objective par

ticularly the 7th iron bridge (the 7th iron bridge after leaving 

the boundary of French Indo-China). But the Japanese air

planes never had from the beginning the purpose of bombarding 

but of combatting the enemy and the fire of the- anti
aircraft artillery. At that moment,the train in question, 

which had stopped on the said bridge, could not be seen by the 

personnel of the airplane because of the bridge and of other 

structures so that the bomb thrown by the Japanese airplane 

only fell on the train because of an entirely fortuitous 

accident.

Profoundly regretting that that bombardment should have 

had the result of killing and wounding French and Annamite 

persons, the Imperial Government is disposed to pay to the

French
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French nationale (ressortissants) as consolation and con

dolence a reasonable sum as soon as it shall have determined 
the extent of the damage.

February 19, 1940.
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f , DEPARTMENT OF STATE

f Adviser on Political Relations

Tr.
Mr. Christie:

Please be so good as to 

have a translation made of the 

attached paper, with seven 

flimsy carbons.

Thank you.

• \
Stanley K. Hornbeck
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NOTE REMISE PAR LE MINISTRE DES AFFAIRES 
ETRANGERES JAPONAIS A L’AMBASSADEUR 

DE FRANCE

la date du 5 de ce mois 1’Ambassadeur de France à Tokyo 

ayant fait savoir au Vice-Ministre des Affaires Etrangères Tani 

qu’à l’occasion d’un bombardement du chemin de fer du Yunnan 

par des avions japonais une bombe était tombée sur un train et 

y avait tué ou blessé des ressortissants français, le Gouverne

ment japonais avait aussitôt effectué une enquête sur les cir

constances dans lesquelles cette affaire s’était produite.

Le bombardement du 1er février avait pour objectif en 

particulier le septième pont de fer (le septième pont de fer à 

partir de la frontière de l’Indochine française). Mais les 

avions japonais n’ont jamais eu dès l’origine le dessein de 

bombarder mais de combattre l’ennemi et le feu des batteries 

d’artillerie anti-aérienne. A ce moment, le train dont il s’a

git, arrêté sur le dit pont n’avait pu être aperçu par l’équi

page de notre avion à cause du pont et des autres constructions, 

de sorte que la bombe lancée par l’avion japonais n’est tombée 

sur le train que par suite d’un accident entièrement fortuit.

En regrettant profondément que ce bombardement ait eu 

pour résultat de tuer et de blesser des Français et Annamites le 

Gouvernement Impérial est disposé à verser aux ressortissants 

français comme consolation et condoléances une somme raisonnable 

dès qu’il aura déterminé l’état des dommages.

Le 19 février 1940.
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Daladier Sees
Massive Nazi 
Drive in Spring

French Premier Tells
Japanese Paper of Hope 
For Closer Relations

By the United Ptw

Paris. Feb. 29.—Premier Edouard 
Daladier, in an exclusive interview , 
with the Osaka Maihichi tonight, ( 
revealed that French military prep
arations envisage a ‘‘massive Ger
man attack with all forces,** this 
spring.

Daladier also said France and 
Japan are preparing to open nego
tiations for French recognition of 
Manchukuo and- that the French 
government views Russian bolshe
vism and German naziism as essen- 
jjally the same thing, comparable 
^cholera or the plague.
.t ‘*It was' the first full dress inter
view the premier, foreign minister 
end minister of national defense 
has granted since the start of the 
war arid he expounded his views 
on the world* situation at length, 
making these points:
Russian Attitude “Contemptible**

1. France is determined to con
tinue the war “until we have rid 
Europe of a situation under which, 
every 25 years, France finds her
self obliged to go to war.’’

2. France expects a German of
fensive this spring, but is not pre
pared to speculate on the possibil
ity of an Allied drive if the Ger
mans fail to attack. The premier 
did not deny that an Allied attack 
is possible.

3. No negotiations are taking 
place so far between France and 
Italy with regard to Italian aspira
tions in Tunisia, the Suez Canal 
zone, and Djibouti. Technically, 
French-Italian relations are 
“good.”

4. Russia’s attitude toward the 
European war is “contemptible.” 
Moscow hopes the war will spread 
and bolshevism with it. France 
Considers bolshevism and naziism 
equally hateful —as hateful as 
cholera or the plague.
, 5. Following a discussion of 
general policy, it is hoped that 
negotiations can be started “very 
soon” envisaging French recogni
tion of Manchukuo. Conversa
tions will be held simultaneously 
in Paris and Tokyo, and the out
look is “excellent.” (The United 
states has refused to recognize 1 
Manchukuo, composed of China's 
former northeastern provinces, on 
the grounds that the Manchu state 
was brought into being by 
“force.”)
General Atmosphere Conciliatory
I 6. France agrees that the French 
Yunnan Railway, in south China, 
which has been bombed by Japa
nese planes, should not be used 
for transporting war supplies" to 
China, but is not yet ready to ac
cept Japan’s broad definition of 
what shall be considered “contra- 
band.”

7. France is “much less pre- 
^eccupied” with the situation which 
will be created imChina follow
ing establishments of the new 
Japan-sponsored “national” gov
ernment, to be proclaimed soon in 
Nanking, than with that in Eu
rope.
The premier’s attitude throughout 

teward. Japan was conciliatory. He 
beneved that a Russo-Japanese ac
eord would be against Japan’s best 
interests.
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CONFIDENTIAL - STAFF USB ONLY Jfefch 19 1940

The Honorable

Joseph C. Grew,

American Ambassador, 

Tokyo.

Sir:

There are enclosed for your confidential information 

copies of memoranda, as listed below, of conversations 

ÿÿdwlth the French Ambassador in regard to the situation in 

the Far East with special reference to the matter of 

recognition of "Uanohukuo*. A copy of the translation 

of the note of February 19 given by the Japanese Minister 

for Foreign Affairs to the French Ambassador (mentioned 

in Mr. Hornbeck's memorandum of March 2) is also enclosed.

Very truly yours,

Cordon Hull

Enclosures:

1. Memorandum of conversation, 
March 2, 1940, between 
Count de Saint-Quentin and 
Mr. Hornbeak.

2. Translation of note of 
February 19.

3. Memorandum of conversation, 
March 7, 1940, between 
Count de Saint-Quentin and 
the Secretary of State.

4. Memorandum of conversation, 
March 11, 1940, between

; Count de Saint-Quentin and 
Mr. Hornbeck.

Field distribution: Tokyo, Paris, 
(Chungking).

London, Peip!
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March is I94o

CONFIDENTIAL - STAFF USE ONLY

The Honorable

Nelson T. Johnson.

American Ambassador.

Peipingc.
There are enclosed for your confidential information

copies of memoranda, as listed below, of conversations 

with the French Ambassador in regard to the situation in

the Far East with special reference to the matter of

recognition of "Manohukuo". A copy of the translation

of the note of February 19 given by the Japanese Minister

for Foreign Affairs to the French Ambassador (mentioned

In Mr* Hornbeck*s memorandum of March 2) is also enclosed

Very truly yours

Enclosures:

3.

4.

Memorandum of conversation, 
March 2, 1940, between 
Count de Saint-Quentin and 
Mr. Hornbeck.
Translation of note of 
February 19, 1940. 
Memorandum of conversation, 
March 7, 1940, between 
Count de Saint-Quentin and 
the Secretary of State. 
Memorandum of conversation, 
March 11, 1940, between 
Count de Saint-Quentin and 
Mr. Hornbeck.

Copy to Chungking

0®rd»lx Hull

1

2

Field distribution Tokyo, Paris, London, Peiping 
(Chungking).

FE;ECfc: JPS

3-14
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CONFIDENTIAL - STAFF USE ONLY

Robert D. Murphy, Eaquire,

American Chargé d’Affairea ad interim,

Paris.

There are enclosed for your confidential information 

copies of memoranda, as listed below, of conversations 

with the French Ambassador in regard to the situation in 

the Far East with special reference to the matter of 

recognition of "Manchukuo’’. A copy of the translation 

of the note of February 19 given by the Japanese Minister 

for Foreign Affairs to the French Ambassador (mentioned 

in Mr, Hornbeck’s memorandum of March 2) is also enclosed*

8

£

01

Very truly yours,

Enclosures:
1, Memorandum of conversation, 

March 2, 1940, between 
Count de Saint-Quentin and 
Mr. Hornbeak.

2. Translation of note of 
February 19, 1940,

3. Memorandum of conversation, 
March 7, 1940, between 
Count de Saint-Quentin and 
the Secretary of State.

4. Memorandum of conversation, 
March 11, 1940, between 
Count de Saint-Quentin and 
Mr. Hornbeck.

MAS 16 Field distribution: Tokyo, Paris, London, Peiping 
(Chungking).

3-14

F/FG
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CONFIDENTIAL - STAFF USE ONLY March 19 19^-0 

"’•/zt

The Honorable

Joseph 1’. Kennedy,

Amerioan Ambassador, 

London.

Sir:
There are enclosed for your confidential information 

copies of memoranda, as listed below, of conversations 

with the French Ambassador in regard to the situation in 

the Far East with special reference to the matter of 

recognition of "Manohukuo". A copy of the translation 

of the note of February 19 given by the Japanese Minister 

for Foreign Affairs to tho French Ambassador (mentioned 

in Mr. Hornbeck's memorandum of March 2) is also enclosed 

Very truly yours,

Gorden

Enclosures:

1. Memorandum of conversation, 
March 2, 1940, between 
Count de Saint-Quentin and 
Mr. Hornbeck.

2. Translation of note of 
February 19, 1940.

3. Memorandum of conversation, 
March 7, 1940, between 
Count de Saint-Quentin and 
the Secretary of State.

4. Memorandum of conversation, 
March 11, 1940, between 
Count de Saint-Quentin and 
Mr. Hornbeck.

Field distribution: Tokyo, Faris, London, Peiping 
(Chungking).
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese relations*

Report concerning -, for month of January, 1940, 
in Foochow consular district.

aa

793.94 / 1577 8

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See_____________________ £177_____
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dnt.d ^b. 6, 1940 From I Foochow(Ward)
To [-------------------

File No 893.00 P.R. Foochow/144

U. s. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1—1540
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*A brief review of Fukienese views on the abrogation 
of the treaty betwean the United States and Japan 
will be submitted by separate despatch.

'♦see this Consulate’s telegram of January 17, 5 p.m., 
to the Embassy, repeated to the Department end 
the Embassy at Chungking.

MUfe*  h NAKS, Date

1. Japan*

a • Hald s on fishing v ill aras of the 

port. ♦♦ In what Is regarded as the moat serious air

raid on any point in this district since the Sino- 

Japanese hostilities began, seventeen Japanese planes - 

of which ai^ht were stated to be of the reoonnai ssance

type
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typo, and alas woru tnc lar have 

yjt been slanted locally - a >pcaro~ on the morniijg of

January 14 over the mouth oi' the win aiver, the recon-

fl evj over *ïcgt

Ell '. t

naissance olanes proceeding inland ..hxl~ tla bombers 
si a nd (7^^!’ 1!

began systematically to attack u group ur undefended 

V7here shortly they

fishing v 1.1 luges. .‘ha villa..;e^ -..are uii.ho.it urms or

armaments of any kind, and tied been unmolested up to

th a t L1 although th tire had been planes overhead

almost daily for months Tl® villa -ers had, therefore

nade no attempt to ©scapa or to go into hidin -, and

the resulting casualties wra very high, the cost con

servative estimates available being fifty-seven

killed and s<xty injured fi . fcaok ; d no n .)parent

*

The rollo.-.’in.; da the

Ch’ Kirmcn xrti oanbad, but evidently

without effect; they wîre again nttaoxed on tie loth 

«nd the 19th, while Kuant’ou ( > 1) and rfoga Creek 

were bombed on the 17th

uii.ho.it
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese relations• 
Military situation report»

aa

For the original paper from which reference is taken

# 126 to Embassy»
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated Feb* 6’ 1940 ^.rom| Chefoo (Taylor)

File No 893.00 P.B. Chefoo/154.

0. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1—1540
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1. Japan:
(1) Military Situation.

The nilitaxy situation in the interior of th® Ghcfco 
Consular Elstriet la reported to bo virtually unchanged 
since nid-Deombor. The oold weather «nA hoary snowfall 
are expected to so haaper Japanese attespts to clear 
Chinese forces in ths country between Obafoo and Talagtao 
and üalhaisn that no groat changea should occur la the 
Military situation until spring. At the present tiae 
the larger cities of the interior are held by the Japanese, 
but the rest of the area ronalM under Chiasse control. 
The sea-coast in the 3hih Tao area south of Woihaiwci is
reportedly still under Chinese control. 4
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’^-a—_ __ _____________________________________________________________

CROSS-REFERENCE FILE 
'V

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese conflict; developments in consequence thereof: 
January, 1940#

8
994/ 15780

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See_____ &_____________________ __ ___
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated Feb 14, 1940 From) Canton (Myera)

File No. 893.00 P.R. Canton/144

U. s. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFF I CI 1—1540

FRG.

A
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B. halations with Other Countries:
1. Japan.

(a) Hostilities in Kwangs!:

Chinese national and provincial forces in Kwangs! were 

engaged during the greater part of January in an offensive 

the apparent objective of which was the recapture of banning- 

They succeeded. in driving the Japanese from Kunlunkuan (^-^M]) > 

strategic pass on the highway which leads northeast from that 

city, end recaptured fuming ( £5 miles north of Nanning.

To the south, Chinese mobile units were reported to have made 

frequent attacks on the Japanese communications lines between 

Yamchow and Nanning. The Japanese, in order to meet Chinese 

pressure, brought in substantial reinforcements from the Canton 

area.

The largest concentration of Japanese troops which has 

thus far occurred in Couth Chine, on January 28, under the 

personal direction of General Ando, supreme Comander of the 

Japanese forces in Couth China, began a counter-offensive 

reportedly designed to surround between 20 and 30 Chinese 

divisions massed in the mountainous regions northeast of Nanning. 

<*hile the Japanese center engaged the Chinese along the Nanning- 

ainyang ( ) highway, other forces began to encircle the

Chinese wings. The Japanese claim that during the first days 

of February they completed this operation, destroying numerous 

Chinese troops and capturing Kunlun i-ass and ilnyang. i. Jap

anese report admits thst their casualties included two major 

generals.*

(b) Hostilities in the Canton area:

Japanese forces which at the end of December had penetrated 

northern Kwangtung and appeared to be attempting the capture 

of 

"Telegram to Department, leiping and Chungking no. 14 of Feb. '
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of ^hiuchow, on January 1 began a general withdrawal. Yingtck 
® 'fttt) and Yungyuen ( ) were evacuated, and by the end

of January the Japanese had abandoned advanced positions which 

they had occupied during December.* On the Canton-Hankow line 

they were reported to be entrenched at ^unkai ( , 20 wiles

north of Canton. To the northeast they had retired to ;hen- 

kang ( , south of Tsungfa ( ) and east of Canton

they were defending Tsengshing

It is believed that the Japanese withdrawal was occasioned 

by the urgent need for sending additional Japanese troops to 

Kwangs!, where the Japanese position was gravely threatened by 

increased Chinese pressure. The withdrawal was, it is under

stood, attended by a considerable number of Japanese casualties. 

It is reported that the retreating Japanese troops seized ell 

available foodstuffs in the area from which they withdrew end 

that a large part of that area is now devastated.

(c) Japanese ferial Activities:

ccording to reports Japanese planes actively participated 

in military operations in Kwangtung and twangsi, bombed the 

Canton-Hankow railway in northern nwangtung, and raided the 

airfields at xluchow ( ')t] ) and Kweilin ). It was

claimed that on January 11, during e raid on xweilin, fourteen 

Chinese planes were shot down and nine were destroyed on the 

ground.

(d) Construction of Japanese t.ir Base on Hainan Island:

It is learned from a reliable source that the airfield 

constructed by the Japanese at Hoihow is approximately four 

square tiles in area, and that it contains three completed 

hangars

^Telegram to Department, eiping and CnungAing no. 3 of Jan. 5, 
10 p.E?.
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hangars and two others under construction. at least fifty 

planes are known to be based on this field ( >ee Political 

Report for may, 1939).

(e) Japanese Civilians in Canton:

It is reported that there were 10,760 Japanese nationals 

in Canton at the end of January, an increase of about 1,750 

in three months. There were about 350 Japanese residing in 

Canton prior to the outbreak of 3ino-Japanese hostilities in 

1937.
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Alfred Kohlberg inc*
I WEST 37™ STREET

Chinese Textiles FOREIGN OFFICES 
• WATOW 

SHANGHAI 
CHEFOO

JUST OFF FIFTH AVE. CASUS ADDRESS 
"AUKOHU’NEW YORK 

ALL COOES

WI.COH.IN 71 g.r.NEW YORK.U.S.A.

Mr. Maxwell Hamilton, Chief, 
Division offAr Eastern Affairs, 
Department of state, 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

TELEPHONE»

The enclosed letter and statement were sent by me y*
to each member of the Senate and later to each member of the
House of Representatives. Though I know you are not espe- ®
daily interested in all the propaganda that floods the Con-\ 
gress, I am, nevertheless, taking the liberty of enclosing ■ 
a copy for your information at the suggestion of Mr. Bruce ’ 
Barton.

While in bwatow last year I met Mrs. Hashim, whom ®
I had known in Canton a great many years ago, and she advised 
me that a Miss Fisher, with whom Mrs. Kohlberg and I had the 
pleasure of traveling to China in 1922, was now Mrs. Hamilton.
May I take this opportunity to extend our greetings and kindest 
regards to Mrs. Hamilton and hope to have an opportunity at 
some time in the future of again renewing an old acquaintance.

AK:AM 
Encl.
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HAND MADE
HANDKERCHIEFS. Ltd.

LONDON,ENGLAND

Alfred Kohlberg INC.

Chinese Textiles
I WEST 37™ STREET JUST OFF FIFTH AVE. CABLE ADDRESS 

"ALKOHL'NIW YORK 
ALL CODES

FOREIGN OFFICES 
8WATOW 

SHANGHAI 
CHEFOO

NEW YORK,U.S.A.

February 6, 1940

My dear Senator:

Having had twenty five years’ business dealings with 
both Japan and China (almost entirely with China, only, for the 
past five years due to changes in our business), I take the liberty 
of submitting the enclosed statement, thinking.you may find it of 
interest «

No doubt you are deluged with Pro-Chinese propaganda, 
possibly also with isolationist propaganda. The enclosed state
ment being neither, but based on personal knowledge of the Orient, 
may in some slight way help to clarify your conclusions on this 
subject.

P.S. I enclose reprint of an interview with me in the New York Times 
something over a year ago, as an indication of the bona fides of my 
information.

AK:AM

1940-Our Silver Anniversary—25 years importing Chinese Textiles
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THE NEW YORK TIMES, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1938.

SOVIET AIDTOCHINA 
IS REPORTED ENDED
Alfred Kohlberg, Importer, 

Says That Russia, Japan 
and Germany Are in Pact

Guerrillas Are Active
The Japanese expect the collapse 

of the Chinese Government’s re
sistance, but to outsiders, Mr. Kohl- 
berg said, there were no visible 
signs of any such collapse. While 
the Chinese resistance may end offi
cially, he added, the activities of 
guerrillas behind Japanese lines are 
increasing, and Japanese attempts, 
by measures of “frightfulness,” to 
beat the Chinese are apparently 
having an opposite effect. Attacks 
on Japanese garrisons throughout 
North China are becoming more 
frequent, he said, and are audible 
at night on the outskirts of the 
large cities, including Shanghai.

The Japanese have been retaliat
ing for such attacks by sending out 
garrison forces to villages where 
guerrillas are suspected of having 
been harbored. They fire the vil
lages and execute any inhabitants 
who have not run away.

Mr. Kohlberg’s interest in China 
results from his business of ship
ping linen to be hand-sewn by vil
lage women into handkerchiefsand 
other products, that are later sold 
here. The hostilities in China have 
seriously curbed shipments of some 
types of goods, he said yesterday.

An agreement giving a free hand 
to Japan in China has been reached 
by Russia, Japan and Germany, ac
cording to information given by 
sources within the Chinese Gov
ernment to Alfred Kohlberg, presi
dent of the Art Embroidery Linen 
Importers Association. He returned 
yesterday from a seven weeks’ tour 
of Chinese territory on both sides 
of the battle lines there.

Although Mr. Kohlberg was un
willing to identify his source, he 
asserted that the information had 
been given to him by men within 
the Chiang Kai-shek Government. 
He added that on other occasions, 
information obtained from the 
same source had been confirmed 
after periods of from six months 
to a year.

Mr. Kohlberg’s understanding 
was that during the Summer, Rus
sia, Japan and Germany had ar
rived at an agreement by which 
Russia either joined the German- 
Japanese alliance, or, if she did not 
go so far, made peace with Japan 
and Germany. The arrangement, 
he understands, calls for coopera
tion with Russia by Japari and Ger
many rather than antagonism, and 
provides for withdrawal of Russian 
support of Chinese forces.

Says Supplies Have Stopped
Asserting that he had been un

able to find any official confirma
tion of the reported agreement, Mr. 
Kohlberg said that he had found 
circumstantial evidence to support 
it. He learned definitely, he said, 
that all supplies from Russia had 
ceased to flow to the* Chinese arm
ies during the Summer and the 
shipments of planes, tanks, guns 
and munitions from Russia to 
China that started last Winter had 
been suddenly halted.

Mr. Kahlberg was unable to ob
tain information as to Germany’s 
contribution to the agreement, 
other than to discontinue hostile 
propaganda. Asked whether the 
reported arrangement by Russia 
with Germany and Japan might 
have influenced the Munich accord 
which closed the Czechoslovakian 
crisis, ^Ir. Kohlberg said he had no 
way of knowing. He suggested, 
however, that if antagonism be
tween Russia and Germany were 
ended, Great Britain and France 
might have capitulated because of 
lack of support from Russia.
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New York City 
February 6, 1940

Last September the Japanese Consul at Swatow, China, called 

on me there to apologize on behalf of His Imperial Japanese Majesty’s 

Government for an incident which occurred up river from Swatow a 

couple of days before, in which a Japanese sentry had shot me. After 

the apology and mutual expressions of good will had been properly ack

nowledged, I had an opportunity to enter into a very frank discus

sion with the Consul.

First telling him of my 25 years of business dealings 

with Japan, my many visits to that country and my many friends 

there, then of my 25 years of business dealings with China, my 

many visits to that country and my many friends there, I told him 

I was greatly upset by the undeclared war, with its horrible destruc

tion and the hate developing between my Japanese and Chinese friends, 

which would likely lead to generations of turmoil in East Asia.

I then proceeded to tell him that even more alarming and 

disturbing to me was the developing prospect of war between his 

country and mine, due to a large number of aggravating incidents of 

mistreatment of American business men and missionaries, and invasion 

of American rights by the Japanese army in China. I stated that 

the high handed actions of the Japanese Army to Americans in matters 

that should properly be left to the Japanese diplomatic service to 

handle, plus the growing American dislike of Japan’s policy and 

actions in China, made a situation in which an accident, - intentional 

or otherwise - such as the blowing up of the Maine in 1898, would 

cause a situation diplomacy could not adjust.

The Consul agreed that he was much worried by the possibil

ities of the situation and that he had advised the Army that they 

should to some extent alter their attitude. He asked that I accompany
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him to the head of the political bureau of the Army and tell him my 

attitude, which I did, and on other occasions I had the opportunity 

of going over the same matter with other Japanese business men and 

officials^

How avoid the possibility of War with Japan?

The only sure way to avoid the possibility of involvement 

in the Sino-Japanese War, of course, is to end that undeclared waro 

How to do that?

It is now 31 months since the start of the war in Chinao 

The rank and file and a vast number, at least, of the junior offi

cers of the Japanese Army are thoroughly war weary, as is part of 

the Japanese population The Japanese Army and Government are now 

pretty thoroughly convinced that under present conditions the 

Chinese Army cannot be destroyed and the Chinese conquest cannot 

be completed with the forces availableo

On the other hand, the Chinese government realizes it 

can never drive the Armies of Japan off Chinese soil under present 

conditionso

Yet, the Chinese Government feels itself growing stronger 

and hopes for eventual victory as a result of some possible combina

tion of forces with the victors of the European War, hence will not 

seek mediation at this timeo Japan, likewise, hopes for some devel

opment in the European situation to China’s disadvantage and hence 

eventual collapse of Chiarg Kai-Shek’s governmento Nevertheless, Japan 

would welcome peace moves, if on the basis of the status quo, partic

ularly as the Russo-German-Japanese deal of 1938 seems in danger of 

being torpedoed now by Russia, which is in process of negotiating a 

new deal with Chinao Neither Japan nor China is in position to openly 

welcome peace negotiations at this time for reasons of prestige0 I 

believe, however, both would secretly welcome an imposed peace confer
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ence, if based on conditions which both could regard as satisfactory 

for a few years at leasto

Such a basis might be something along the following lines:- 

lo Japan to recognize the authority of the Chiang Kai-Shek 
government in China and the complete independence of China as defined 
by the peace treaty to be negotiated in accordance with the war aims 
statement of Prince Konoye, when Premier<

2o China recognizes the government or governments set up by 
Japan in the areas to be given to Japan by the peace treaties, as 
will the Uo So A

3 China agrees to extend to Japan most favored nation treat
ment and to discourage anti-Japanese agitation in China; and Japan 
agrees to the same in reverse

4o No indemnitieso All properties to be returned to their 
owners as of July 7, 1937 «

5o Japan to withdraw its naval and military establishments 
to north of the Great Wallo

6< China agrees to engage Japanese expert advisers, as well 
as expert advisers from other nations, parties to the Nine Power 
Pact, as China may think advisable; the Japanese advisers to be 
not less in number than one-ninth of the whole number of advisers 
so engaged from nations signatory to the Nine Power Pacto

If the Uo S. Ao were to propose a peace conference based 

on a settlement such as outlined above, points on which the confer

ees could not agree could be left to arbitration If either Japan 

or China refused such a conference, the Uo So A, in the interests 

of humanity, should embargo all further supplies to such country 

and further extend unlimited help to the othero Under this compul

sion, peace would seem likelyo If such a conference were successful, 

millions of lives of both combatants and non combatants would be 

saved and the danger of Uo So involvement removed

ALFRED KOHLBERG 
1 West 37th Street 
New York City
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March 15, 1940.

Dear Mr. Kohlberg:

Tour thoughtfulness in making available to us 

with your letter of March 12 copies of a letter and 

of a statement which you have sent to each member of 

the Senate and of the House of Representatives In 

regard to the situation in the Far East is appreciated.

I shall be glad to bring to the attention of 

Mrs. Hamilton the last paragraph of your letter under 

acknowledgment•

Sincerely yours,

Maxwell M. Hamilton
Chief

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

793.94/
I 578 

I

Mr. Alfred Kohlberg, 

1 West 37th Street, 

New York, New York.

MMH/REK
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TELEGRAM RECEIVEDJ1Ï 
This telegram must be---------------
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated - 
to anyone. (br) Dated

Tsingtao via N.

arch 15 1940

A

ylte c! d

Secretary of State

7ashington

6:16 p.m 16 th .
a;

?

40, ilarch 15, 4 p.m

One. most significant development in Japanese 

policy has taken place in the abolition of the Japanese 

military special mission in Tsingtao

reliably infomed that the naval special mission will

also be abolished in the not distant future» It was

stated privately in official Japanese quarters that the

J apane s e Go vernine nt talcing this step in order to

Eliminate excessive organs of which not only foreigners

but also Japanese complained

793.94/ 
I 5782

Two. This Consulate was also infomed that it is

likely that Central China and South China offices of the

China Affairs Board will be abolished after Central

Political Council at Nanking is established, although

not immediately. The China affairs Board, in North

China will however, continue to function, and while

nene may be changed, in substance it will carry on (?)

Three The abolition of military special mission

here is of special interest in view of the fact that

the leaf tobacco purchasing agreements of the unusual

and

*

0
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and Yee Tsoong conpaniEs wefe nadE with that mission.

ThE China affairs Board nay EXErcisE authority in rEspEct 

to tobacco nattErs; conpaniEs1 ExpEriEncE with thE 

board has net bEEn satisfactory.

iiEpEated to PEiping, Chungking. CodE text by 

air mail to Tokyo and Shanghai •

SOKOBIN

EI.ÎB: NK
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese relations during the month
of January, 1940. 

aa 
3. 

v A
Th® principal activity of th® south was th® 

ft **conference held in Tsingtao January 22 to 27 to pro- 

par® for a new Chinese Govemraent (see under ITTXriFAL 

OIJTICAL -1CTIVITISS}. extraordinary precautions 

wore taken daily by the Japanese loilitary and naval 

authorities during th® week to guard the lives of the 

principals attending the conference; no incidents 

occurred.

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See______________ £ 478_____________________ __ ____ _
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated Feb* 6? 1940 _____ £romI______________  Tsisgtao
To J (Sokobin)

File No. 893®00 P.R. Tsingtao/139®

793. 94 / 15783

«. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OPFICB 1—1540
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The past few weeks have been spent in the chief region 
of Free China - the war-time capital province of Szechuan. This 
letter is from Chungking, the capital.

63.71/ Chungking reminds one of New York City because it is

1' built on hills of rock. lZSince the frightful air-raids of last
year hundreds of tunnels and caves have been blasted to make shel
ters from bombs. There is excellent protection in them. There 
is well disciplined control when alarms are sounded.

This pre-war city of perhaps six hundred thousand has 
at least twice that population today. Last year’s raids dev
astated acres of the most densely populated and retail districts. 
Rebuilding on these sights has been strictly prohibited for the 
present. Modern streets are being opened as a result of the de
struction.

The area of the city has been extended for miles. Vi
tal institutions have been distributed throughout the countryside. 
Population and offices have been re-established along new and old 
roads to a distance of twenty-five miles, even back among the 
hills and mountains. There are hundreds of smaller and larger 
new factories, from industrial co-operatives to cotton mills and 
steel and iron factories. More machinery than many of us real
ized had been evacuated to China’s Great West from the coastal 
cities ahead of the military invasion, and now has been re-assem
bled and put to work. Every available carpenter and mason seems 
to be employed full time in the feverish construction. Millions 
of migrated capital have been re-invested. There is more than a 
war-time boom in China’s Great West. It is an early stage of vast 
future development of one of Asia’s power reservoirs.

Chungking is a city of optimism - more than that, a city7 
of certain assurance that China’s Great West will remain Free China 
and that one day all of China will again be governed by Chinese fbr । 
Chinese. The confidence is amazing. i

An able correspondent of one of the most reliable Ameri-^ 
can publications carefully surveyed the military situation recent
ly and states that China now has ahnnt jgeven million men_.under arms 
and that, all told, the Chinese armies are stronger than at any 
time since the Sino~Japanese war bee’an.v'No competent observer here, 
Chinese or foreign, seems to find the end of the war in si^ht. It

793.94/15784
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is generally assumed that it will not come until the war in Europe 
is over, despite all the publicity which frequently is given to 
proposed ’’recognition0 of de facto governments by Japan.

It is common for cabinets of governments to fall and new 
ones to rise in other countries when at war. They have changed re
peatedly in Japan since the Sino-Japanese war began in 1937. But 
the Nationalist Government of China has been remarkably stable. 
Most of the Chinese statesmen who were in leadership at the out
break of the war continue to lead today. Chief of them, both in 
power and the increasing popular confidence, is Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai Shek. And definite plans are progressing to establish 
a constitutional government before the end of the present calendar 
year. In personal conversations with them I found the Generalissi
mo and Madame Chiang Kai Shek in remarkable vigor of mind with 
steady confidence despite their wide range of responsibilities and 
long strain. The war has made them even stronger in essential 
leadership.

American relief funds are being well used. The Advisory 
Committee through which they are distributed is composed of exper
ienced and able Americans in China. There is a substantial start 
in the actual functioning of industrial co-operatives. I saw some 
of them at work. The National Government as well as individual 
Chinese are making unprecedented contributions to the relief of 
those who have suffered from the war. There are grants for fun
erals of air-raid victims. Other small grants are made to those 
who are wounded or whose humble homes are destroyed, and much 
assistance for re-establishment.

’’Spiritual mobilization” is much more than a warcry. It 
calls to the future. To the Chinese this is no war or conquest. It 
is a struggle for finer human values. And even the static masses 
of China’s yesterdays have some measure of personal concern for its 
outcome. No modern war is merely on battle fields with guns and 
airplanes and slaughtered soldiers. Surely not in China. Morale, 
daily food for the neonle, the continuing processes of social 
growth, finances - such things are inescapably vital. And in them 
the Chinese ’’carry on”. Some day the war will be over. But the 
vast new momentum of these war years will rush onward. — Whither?

In all of this lives the Christian Church in China. I 
say ’’lives.” It is no mere organization. It is no longer a mere 
foreign mission. Both in ’’Free China” and ’’Penetrated China” I 
have talked with many Chinese - Christians and non-Christians, peo
ple high in the government and neonle outside of it - about the 
place of the Christian Church in China during these years. In 
other years I found criticisms, some times even vitrolic criti
cisms. Not so now. The Church is approved because of its ser
vice to those who suffer, because its devotion to human rights 
does not transgress national spirit in a great struggle for self-
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government and because the Church has a recognized ministry to 
spiritual needs at a time when men with perception see that China 
needs a regeneration which is organic and spiritual even more than 
it needs reconstruction which is mechanical.

Nearly a year ago the successful Chinese principal of one 
of our Methodist High Schools resigned his comfortable job in "Pene
trated China” and asked for an appointment in relief work. He said 
that he wanted no salary, only to be known as a representative of 
the Church to help the sick and wounded. A Chinese friend "loaned” 
him enough money for his living expenses and to give away. I ’’ap
pointed” him. Time and again he was offered government positions 
with good salaries. He refused them all and sought out camps of 
the wounded and dying. Chinese and a few foreign friends gave money 
for his work - first a thousand dollars, - then five - then fifty 
thousand - then more. Farly this month the National Minister of 
Finance and Madame Chiang Kai Shek launched a campaign for two hun
dred thousand for his ’’Friends of the Wounded”.

Last month I invited him to speak at our Methodist Annual 
Conference held in a small town in the West. About a hundred 
preachers, Bible women, and other Christian workers composed the 
meeting. Perhaps a fourth were foreign missionaries. Every person 
responded with deep feeling. I thought they might contribute a 
thousand dollars. To the amazement of all of us they gave ten thou
sand dollars, the larger part of it given by the Chinese Christians 
themselves. One Chinese woman in Church work gave a whole month’s 
salary. Our Chinese friend who asked for a non-salaried "appoint
ment” last year has literally followed in the steps of Florence 
Nightingale. And in his work the Church can co-operate as ’’Friend 
of the Wounded.”

Our present journey in China nears its end. We are due to 
sail from Shanghai February 26 on the "President Pierce”, scheduled 
to arrive in San Francisco March 14th. Our address there will be 
in care of Mr. John Tunnicliffe, 83 McAllister Street. After two 
weeks on the Pacific Coast and some brief stops crossing the con
tinent we are to attend the Methodist General Conference in Atlan
tic City, New Jersey beginning April 24th. During the time before 
we return to China our address will^gain be 150 Fifth Ave., New 
York City.

Let me take this occasion to thank our many friends who 
have written us since we left America last September and for the 
help which they have given by their interest and prayers and fi
nancial co-operation.

Sincerely yours,

Ralph A. Ward
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE ,Au=n
______________ RLOtivtU

>< uiUTMFNr OF S ! A • r.
Alemoranc/um of ConversaHon

iyipATÉ: 'Febtfûairy^ bs, 1940.

subject: Situation in the Far East.

PARTICIPANTS:

oso 1—1408

The French Ambassador called by appointment at his 

request. He said that he wished to bring me up to date 

regarding his "information”. He read from two documents 
3E of which he left me copies, here attached. He also gaveg; j, 

account of messages which he had in his hand containing “ 1 

comments by the French Ambassador in Tokyo on the curreng 1 

situation.

I. The two documents are: (1) text of a note handed 

by Mr. Tani of the Japanese Foreign Office to the French 

Ambassador in Tokyo on February 5 and (2) a statement made 

in reply and comment by the French Foreign Office to the 

Japanese Ambassador in Paris on February 10. Both of these 

documents should be read. [The translations have been made 

in the Department.]

793.94/15785
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H. Having given me his ’’information", the Ambassador 

inquired what information we had. I replied that we 

had not much that was new or highly significant. I said 

that we had not had the account which the Ambassador had 

given as from the French Ambassador in Tokyo regarding 

interdictions placed upon the Japan Advertiser by the 

Japanese Foreign Office. I said that most of what we have 

had recently has related to handling of routine matters 

and settlement of claims by the Japanese. I said that 

we had evidence that the Japanese are considerably worried 

over various factors in the situation, especially the 

discontent in Japan. The Ambassador at that point raised 

the question of the agitation in this country for an 

embargo on exports. He said that the anxiety which had 

been expressed in various quarters before January 26 lest 

there be drastic action in regard to trade, with possible 

adverse political repercussions, had apparently died down. 

He said that it was difficult to estimate what may become 

of Senator Pittman’s resolution, and what Senator Pittman’s 

attitude is toward that resolution and to what extent 

Senator Pittman and the Department of State are in accord. 

I stated that in my opinion Senator Pittman feels that it 

is not in the best interest of the United States or of the 

world that the Japanese Army succeed in its present effort 

in China, and that he shares the views of many Americans

that
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that it is unfortunate that Japan’s chief source of 

materials for the carrying on of hostilities in China 

is the United States. The Ambassador said that the 

French and the British are apprehensive lest materials 

which go from the United States to Japan may pass on 

into the hands of the Russians and thence into the hands 

of the Germans. I inquired whether by that the Ambassador 

meant that his people would be inclined to look with 

favor upon a decrease in the export of such materials 

from the United States to Japan. The Ambassador replied 

that it was not for his Government to express a wish or 

a desire in regard to such a matter. I said that I had 

not meant to inquire regarding a wish or a desire but was 

merely seeking to understand what was implied or should 

correctly be inferred from the Ambassador’s statement 

regarding present French and British apprehensions. I 

said that I had understood that the Ambassador had stated 

to Mr. Welles a few weeks ago that his Government was 

apprehensive lest pressures which might be exerted by the 

United States would cause the Japanese to move "into the 

arms of Russia" or to push southward toward and into the 

Dutch East Indies. The Ambassador said that his Govern

ment had entertained and expressed that apprehension, but 

that that was some two months ago; that in the interval

his
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his Government had had a change of view, and that now 

their apprehension was that if and as American exports 

of material to Japan ’'increased", such exports might be 

passed on by the Japanese to Russia and be of assistance 

to the Russians and the Germans. The Ambassador made 

special mention of "aviation gasoline". He said that the 

Japanese do not absolutely need highest test gasoline for 

their operations in China but the Germans and the Russians 

need it for operations on the Western and the Finnish fronts.; 

[This brought to my mind, but I did not mention, the tre

mendously increased export from the United States to Japan 

of aviation gasoline in January 1940.]

Stanley K. Hornbeck

PA/H:SKH:ZMK
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EMBASSY OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC
IN THE UNITED STATES "~<JWt.hll

Washington, February 23, l§ào. J;
J~ £ rf 

CONFIDENTIAL. / '£™c,.

g; § 3S
When the Ambassador of Japan came to the Minisfcry of’

<n
Foreign Affairs, on February 10, he was told that the note 

transmitted by Mr. Tani to Arsène Henry created the most 

unfortunate impression at Paris.

This document, indeed, renewed, in spite of the official 

and public denials repeatedly made by the French Government, 

the affirmation that the Yunnan railway "continued to trans

port war materiel". It likewise rejected the verification 

proposed by the French Government. The latter was confirmed 

in its feeling that the Japanese Government, in its desire 

to cover up, after the fact, an initiative of which the 

military authorities had not informed it, was renewing allega

tions of the incorrectness of which it was not unaware: trans

portation of arms by the railway and alleged stocks of war 

mate'riel denounced by the Nomura aide-memoire of January 13.

Mr. Tani's note moreover amounted to giving to the French 

Government the choice between the continuation of the bombard

ments and a secret agreement between France and Japan which 

would give France, in consideration of the closing of the Indo- 

Chinese frontier, the support of the Japanese authorities
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for the development of her economic Interests in the New

China. The French Government could not enter into any such

dishonest arrangement. It observes, moreover, that in thus

appealing to the French Government for its cooperation to

reduce Tchang King, the Japanese Government contradicts

itself in its efforts to convince us that Chiang Kai Shek 

knows about and tacitly approves the Wang-Ching-Wei affair, 

for in that case the Chinese war would be virtually at an end.

In a more general way, the attention of the Ambassador 

was called to the fact that the present course of the Japa

nese authority, following upon the Hainan, Spratly and 

Paracels affairs, has tried severely the confidence of the 

French Government.

In conclusion, the hope was expressed that the Japanese 

Government would not maintain in its official reply the posi

tion taken in the Tani aide-memoire.

TR: :DMZ:SS
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;<enu le 10L’Ambassadeur

été dit que la note remise par M. Tani à Arsène Henry

créait à Paris la plus fâcheuse impression.

Ce document en effet renouvelait, malgré

les démentis officiels et publics donnés à plusieurs

vérification proposée par le Gouvernement français.

Celui-ci se trouvait confirmé dans le sentiment que

désir de couvrirle Gouvernement japonais dans son

après coup une initiative autorités militairesdont les

ter du matériel de guerre”. Il écartait également la

du Japon

février au Ministère des Affaires Etrangères, il lui

reprises par le Gouvernement français, l’affirmation 

que le chemin de fer du Yunnam ’’continuait à transpor-

ne l’avaient pas informé renouvelait des allégations

dont il n’ignorait pas l’inexactitude: transport 

d’armes par le chemin de fer et prétendus stocks de 

matériel de guerre dénoncés par l’aide-mémoire Nomura 

du 13 janvier.

La note de M. Tani >avto«t d’ailleurs à

donner au Gouvernement français le choix entre la

$

: ; J' '
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continuation des bombardements et un accord occulte 

franco-japonais qui vaudrait à la France, moyennant 

fermeture de la frontière d’Indochine, l’appui des 

autorités japonaises pour le développement de ses 

intérêts économiques dans la Chine nouvelle. Le 

Gouvernement français ne saurait entrer dans une com

binaison aussi déloyale. Il observe d’ailleurs qu’en 

faisant ainsi appel au concours du Gouvernement fran
çais pour réduire7châng King, le Gouvernement japo

nais se contredit lui-même dans ses efforts pour 

faire croire que Chang Kai Shek connaît et approuve 

tacitement l’affaire Wang-Ching-Wei, car dans ce cas 

la guerre de Chine serait virtuellement terminée.

L’une manière plus générale, l’attention 

de 1’Ambassadeur a été appelée sur le fait que les 

procédés actuels de l’autorité japonaise, venant 

après les affaires de Hainan, des Spratly et des 

Paracels, mettaient à rude épreuve la confiance du 

Gouvernement français.

En conclusion, l’espoir a été exprimé que 

le Gouvernement japonais ne maintiendrait pas dans sa 

réponse officielle la position prise dans l’aide- 

mémoire Tani.
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*Sio in the French. Presumably "self defense" was meant.—Tr.

Text of the/note delivered by the Japanese Government the 
fifth of February to the Ambassador of France at Tokyo.

1940 r.-Mk 19 AM IJ 50

1. An investigation is now being made on the.real aspect 
•u ■ j'bv-..

of the affair of the bombardment of the tï«ain^C«We Imperial 

Government intends to take equitable and appropriate measures 

as soon as it is informed of the detailed circumstances con

cerning the affair. The official letter from the Ambassador 

of France will be taken into consideration as a reference 

in connection with the investigation carried out by us. Never

theless, it appears that the said train was used for a military 

purpose according to reports which we have received.

2. As regards the bombardment itself of the Yunnan rail

road if it continues to transport war and other matériel the 

result of which is to strengthen the resistance of Chiang 

Kai Shek the Empire cannot for its part undertake, under the 

present circumstances, to stop the bombardments, since the 

necessary measures taken for preventing such transportation 

are natural and inevitable both from a strategic point of 

view and from that of our personal  defense.*

3. Although on the French side the position is strictly 

maintained that Japan has not made a declaration of war

against
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against China the fact that in reality combats of great 

scope have taken place between Japan and. China cannot be 

denied, by anyone and the Embassy knows well that recently 

England has expressed her intention to recognize this situa

tion officially.

So we insist on inviting France to take as a basis the 

knowledge of this reality in order to conduct herself in 

accordance therewith.

4. Although the French, on their part, say that they have 

observed an attitude of neutrality as between Japan and China 

the words and the official conduct of the French authorities 

before the League of Nations and in other places, the credits 

granted to the political power of Chiang Kai Shek, the aid 

furnished for the establishment of railroads, the transporta

tion of war matériel and other materials for Chiang Kai Shek: 

all these facts bring it about that our people, even if it 

did not wish to do so, cannot but believe that France has 

yielded to the political solicitations [to give] aid to 

Chiang Kai Shek.

Consequently, the preliminary question to be settled for 

the purpose of the adjustment of Franco-Japanese diplomatic 

relations is, above all, that France modify this attitude 

and we hope that she will sincerely take the step of suspen

sion.

Although we hope that all shipment of mate'riel be

suspended,
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suspended, as that is difficult to do, we would like that 

at least shipment be stopped of the following articles which 

France herself considers prohibited in time of war:

1) Arms and ammunition

2) Airplanes and parts thereof

3) Trucks and all other automobiles and parts 

thereof

4) Gasoline and any other oil

5) Metals and machines and other manufactured arti

cles of metal

6) Locomotives, freight cars, and railroad matériel 

7) Chemical medicaments.

5. Although the bombardment of the railroad was an ex

tremely unhappy affair it has become necessary in the state 

of things now prevailing to change that misfortune into good 

fortune. If France, in fact, should take all efficacious 

and appropriate measures for the purpose of stopping the 

shipments to Chiang Kai Shek of the matériel mentioned above 

we could, on our side, after consultation with the military 

authorities, express our attitude concerning the cessation 

of the bombardment of the railroad and we would, further, be 

prepared to welcome constructive conversations for the 

purpose of adjusting Franco-Japanese relations on a general 

plan.

Although at present we are not in a position to express 

ourselves
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ourselves exactly on the subject of peace conditions with 

the political power of Wang Ching Wei we can nevertheless 

declare that they are not at all like those which have been 

published at Hongkong, the Empire is in any case firmly and 

immovably decided to hold firmly to them and to carry them 

out.

That is why if France should cease any action capable 

of having as its result help for Chiang Kai Shek we would 

like to emphasize here that it would give us reason to take 

broadly into view the maintenance—that goes without say

ing—of the rights and interests of France in the New 

China in the future and also their former obligations.

6. Unless  circumstances should render it difficult for 

France to make public the step of cessation of its shipments 

of matériel to Chiang Kai Shek either out of regard for 

third parties or for any other reason of a domestic character; 

but as we would be satisfied to see any help for Chiang Kai 

Shek cease in fact, we do not ask her to make this step 

public. For example, as an indication of negative measures, 

we suggest leaving the railroad unrepaired for the present 

and saying, for the public, that it has become incapable of 

repair.

*

*Sic.—Tr.

As
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As for the Franco-Japanese relations of today, this Is 

not the moment to see time pass in the discussion of special 

questions; what is of serious importance is to consider 

whether it will be proper fundamentally to give them a new 

orientation by bringing them out of the present Impasse. We 

believe, for example, that a collective Investigation on the 

war booty seized by the Japanese Army in Kwangs! would not 

at all contribute to a radical amelioration from the point 

of view of the general situation.
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TEXTE LE LA NOJJEWJ.IISE PAR IE GOUVERMùlgNT 
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0 A 'U11 - Une enquete s’effectue actuellement 3ur I'1’aspect

réel de l’affaire du bombardement du traîne Le Gouvernement

Impérial se propose de prendre des mesures équitables et 

appropriées dès qu’il sera au fait des circonstances détail

lées concernant l’affaire. La lettre officielle de 1’Ambas

sadeur de France sera prise en considération à titre de 

référence, à l’occasion de l’enquête menée de notre part. 

Cependant, il apparaît que ledit train aurait été utilisé 

dans un but militaire d’après des informations qui sont entre 

nos mains.

2° - Pour ce qui est du bombardement même du chemin de 

fer du Yunnan s’il continue à transporter du matériel de 

guerre et autre, ce qui a pour résultat de renforcer la ré

sistance de Chang Kai-Chek, 1’Empire ne peut, pour sa part, 

prendre l’engagement de faire cesser les bombardements dans 

les circonstances actuelles vu que les mesures nécessaires 

prises pour empêcher ces transports sont naturelles et iné

vitables tant du point de vue stratégique qu’à celui de 

notre défense personnelle.

3° - Bien que du côté français on s’attache stricte

ment au fait que le Japon n’ait pas fait de déclaration de 

guerre à la Chine, le fait, qu’en réalité, des combats de 

grande envergure se sont livrés entre le Japon et la Chine, 

ne peut être nié par personne et 1’Ambassade sait bien que, 

dernièrement,
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dernièrement, l’Angleterre a exprimé son intention de !
4 

reconnaître officiellement cette situation.

Aussij insistons-nous pour engager la Prance à se 

fonder sur la connaissance de cette réalité pour s’en 

inspirer dans ses actes.
„o A ,
4 - Bien que du cote français on dise avoir observe

une attitude de neutralité entre le Japon et la Chine, les 

paroles et la conduite officielle des autorités françaises 

à la Société des Nations et autres lieux, les crédits 

consentis au pouvoir politique de Chang Kai-Chek, l’aide 

fournie pour l’établissement de chemins de fer, le transport 

de matériel de guerre et autres matériaux pour Chang Kai- 

Shek: tous ces faits font que notre peuple ne peut pas ne 

pas croire, même s’il s’en défendait, que la Prance a suivi 

les sollicitations politiques d’aide à Chang Kai-Shek.

En conséquence, la question préalable à régler en 7ue 

de l’ajustement des rapports diplomatiques franco-japonais 

est, avant tout, que la Prance modifie cette attitude et 

nous souhaitons qu’avec sincérité elle prenne la mesure de 

la suspension.

Bien que nous souhaitions que fût suspendu tout envoi 

de matériel, comme cela est difficilement faisable, nous 

voudrions que, pour le moins, fussent arretés les envois 

des articles suivants que la Prance elle-même considère 

comme prohibés en temps de guerre:

1) les armes et les munitions

2) les avions et leurs pièces

3) les camions'et tout autre automobile 
et leurs pièces

4) la gasoline et toute autre huile

5) les • •.
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5) les métaux et machines et autres 
articles métalliques manufactures

6) les locomotives, les wagons pour 
marchandises et le matériel de 
chemin de fer

7) les médicaments chimiques

5° - Bien que le bombardement du chemin de fer soit 

. une affaire extrêmement malheureuse, il est devenu néces

saire au point où les choses en sont actuellement, de

f changer ce malheur en bonheur. Si la Prance prenait, en

I effet, toutes mesures efficaces et appropriées en vue de

faire cesser les envois à Chang Kai-Shek du matériel ci-

g dessus mentionné, nous pourrions de notre côté, après

È consultation avec les autorités militaires, exprimer notre

g attitude concernant la cessation du bombardement du chemin

I de fer et nous serions prêts, au surplus, à accueillir des

| conversations constructives en vue de l’ajustement sur un

I plan général des rapports franco-japonais•

ÎBien que présentement nous ne soyons pas en position 

de nous exprimer d’une façon fidèle au sujet des conditions 
£ k de paix avec le pouvoir politique de Wang-Chmg-Wei, nous
| pouvons cependant déclarer qu’elles ne sont aucunement sem

blables à celles qui ont été publiées à Hong-Kong, 1’Empire 

est, quoiqu’il en soit, fermement et inébranlablement décidé 

t à s’y tenir et à les mener à bien.

C’est pourquoi, si la France cessait toute action sus- 

ceptible d’avoir pour résultat une aide à Chang Kai-Shek, 

nous voudrions bien marquer ici qu’il y aurait pour nous 

lieu à prendre amplement en vue le maintien, cela va sans

; dire, des droits et intérêts de la France dans la Chine

nouvelle dans l’avenir, mais aussi leurs antérieures obliga-

v tions.
* * A

i‘ 6 - A moins
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6° - A moins que les circonstances rendent difficile 

pour la France de rendre publique la mesure de cessation 

de ses envois de matériel à Chang Kai-Shek, soit par égard 

pour des tiers pays, soit pour toute autre raison d’ordre 

intérieur; mais comme nous serions satisfaits de voir effec

tivement cesser toute aide à Chang Kai-Shek, nous ne lui 

demandons pas de publier cette mesure. Par exemple, à titre 

d’indication de mesures négatives, nous suggérons de laisser 

pour le présent, le chemin de fer sans le réparer et de 

dire pour le public qu’il est devenu irréparable.

Pour les relations franco-japonaises d’aujourd’hui, 

ce n’est pas le moment de voir passer le temps à la discus

sion de questions particulières; ce qui est de grave impor

tance est de se préoccuper s’il conviendra, fondamentalement 

de leur donner une nouvelle orientation en les faisant sor

tir de leur impasse. Nous estimons, par exemple, qu’une 

enquête collective, sur lebut in de guerre saisi par l’armée 

japonaise dans le Kouang-si, ne contribuerait en rien à une 

amélioration radicale en se plaçant du point de vue de la 

situation générale./•
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To the American Chargé d'Affaires ad Interim, 
Parle.

The Secretary of State encloses for the confidential 
Information of the American Chargé d*Affaires a copy of 

a memorandum of a conversation of February 23, 1940, 
between the French Ambassador and an officer of the Depart
ment In regard to the situation In the Far East. Copies 

of the two documents mentioned In the memorandum which 

the French Ambassador left at the Department are also 

enolosed.

793. 94/ 
I 5785

Enclosures:
1. Memorandum of conversa

tion between the French 
Ambassador and Mr. Horn
beck, February 23.

2. Text of note from Japanese 
Foreign Offloo to French 
Ambassador In Tokyo, 
February 5.

3. Statement and comment by 
Frendh Foreign Offloe to 
Japanese Ambassador in 
Paris, February 10.

Field distribution: Paris, Tokyo, 
(Chungking).

Oft
2

London, Peloing
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*£a the American jusbassador,

Peiping.

The Secretary of State encloses for the confidential 
information of the American Ambassador a cony of a 
memorandun of a conversation of February 23, 1940, between 
the French Ambassador and an officer of the Department in 
regard to the situation in the Far East. Copies of the 
two documents mentioned in the memorandum which the French 
Ambassador left at the Department are also enclosed.

Enclosures:
1. Menorandun of conversa

tion between the French 
Ambassador and ar. Horn
beck, February 23.

2. Text of note from Japanese 
Foreign Office to French 
Ambassader in Tokyo, 
February 5.

3. Statement and comment by 
French Foreign Office to 
Japanese Ambassador in 
Paris, February io.

793.94/15785

Copy to Chungking.

Field distribution» London, Tokyo, Paris, Peiping (Chungking).

3/1/40
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To the American Ambassador, 

Tokyo.

March 21940

The Secretary of State encloses for the confidential 

information of the American Ambassador a cony of a 

memorandum of * conversation of February 23, 1940, between 
the French Ambassador and an offloor of the Department in 

regard to the situation in the Far East. Copies of the 

two documents mentioned In the memorandum which the French 
Ambassador left at the Department are also enclosed.

Enclosures:
1. Memorandum of conversa

tion between the French 
Ambassador and Nr. Horn
beck, February 23, 1940.

2. Text of note from Japanese 
Foreign Office to French 
Ambassador In Tokyo, 
February S.

3. Statement and comment by 
French Foreign Office to 
Japanese Ambassador in 
Paris, Februaiy 10.

Field distribution: Tokyo, Paris, London, Peining 
(Chungking).

94/ 1578
 5 

F/FG

FE;mC:MHP 
2/29/40

CH
MAR 2
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To the American Chargé d’Affaires ad interim, 

London.

The Secretary of State encloses for the confidential 
information of the American Chargé d*Affaires a copy of 

a memorandum of a conversation of February 23, 1940, 
between the French Ambassador and an officer of the Depart

ment in regard to the situation in the Far East. Copies 

of the two documenta mentioned in the memorandum which 

the French Ambassador left at the Department are also 

enclosed.

Enclosures;

1. memorandum of conversa
tion between the French 
Ambassador and Mr. Horn
beck, February 23.

2. Text of note from Japanese 
Foreign Office to French 
Ambassador in Tokyo, 
February 5.

3. Statement and comment by 
French Foreign Offioe to 
Japanese Ambassador in 
Paris, February 10.

Field distribution: London, Tokyo, Paris, .Pelolng (Chungking)

793.94/15785
 

. 
F/FG

OR
MAR 2

FEjQDC; MHP 
2/29/40

1940
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This telegram must be
clos Ely paraphrased From 
before being communi- 
catEd to anyone. (Br.)

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

March 28, 11 a. m.

Hankow via N. Re.

Dated March 28, 1940

Rec*d 12:30 p> m*.

LiEutEnant GEnEral Okamura, Commander-ln-ChiEf 

of Japanese forcEs in thE middle Yangtze Valley with 

headquarters at Hankow, has bEEn succeeded by LiEutEnant 

GEnEral Sonobe. Okamura lEft on March 15.

With rEferEncE to my tElEgram of March 8, 10 a. m., 

it is now rEportEd from SEVEral sources that LiEutEnant 

GEnEral Isogai arrived here about one week ago and will 

command five divisions in the rumored forthcoming 

offensive. Troops continue to arrive in small numbers, 

but the increase in strength which they represent being 

somewhat offset by transfers down-river.

As matters now stand politically-and militarily this 

Consulate General discounts the likelihood of a Japanese 

offensive in the near future unless provoked by Chinese 

attacks following the establishment of the new regime 

at Nanking.

Sent to Chungking, repeated to Peiping, Shanghai.

SPIKER

APR 
5 1940

KLP
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese relatione: developments of month of Dec., 1939.

<0 
01

(0
•h

01
*4 
co
*4

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See____ ^2473__________________________________
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated Jan 23» ^roml Ohina (Lockhart)To j

File No. 893-°° ?‘R-/165

0. •- GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1—1540 

FRG
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*• 2a vassal aUUas: M&ata»

"'hosx* •...•us oonoldernble military activity duxinc 

tho ■ vonth. :’wy occurred ln dwanyM ravlnoe,

particularly alonrt the two ;rda highways lea?inn north 

nort’:ea~t *»•. “annin^, vdthout rcaul-tlnr: in -.’.ooh 

ohunyo in tho relative position of the tv« forces. ?ho 

Tupanoaa drive northward alonr the ->:nton~ ;nkw ?..Ulwny 

In •.vBWf’tunr ’ rnvinoe -®t t/lUi •'■-uoh :tor<a roaistonoo thon 

lukî boon antlolpated and the Japmoco oas'ualtles wro 

severe. Chinese attack on aotoi;, nlyi-rv'., reached 

the oity but was then driven o£T. ’h’neoo undertook 

military operations in dontrul dhlno U.ich httvaofsod the 

•.^panose but failed to toSse any l:'.poj<t«uxt pooltions, 

i.’htlnr in !u;asl vms Inoonoluoive, '■’norrilles mm 

aotivo 1-. - sny regions.

Tho 'hlnôD© failure to reeapture cnnln- loft the 

2iU2^aa

' 'ranch oan to lilnooe for the 'onslr notion of
■ '-lltmva...".

30. ih’rv'iln-p’s 654, ^oo...43ber ">7.
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Japanese in control of the inportant .-:otor highway to 
'T^noh, zndoobina, as well no the Yu Ivor, alonr which 
routoa the :hino»e hail brought approxl-~»tely 30 percent 
of their Importa and "siilitary suppl lea and exported 
lar:*» quantities of wood oil end other produce. '* urther— 
.-iore, Lt enabled the Jarmnos© to establish air bases In 
the Vanninc «.iroa fyaa which air raids could bo on 
the Indochina-'.'unnan railway; the cirat banbin.* of the 

31
railway was reported ©ember JO. The .irruption of the 
rniltany would have the serious effect of cutting off 
supplies of gasoline for trucks on .>hioh the '.hiaoso .'.ray 
depend» ir lares part for it» transport. The Chinese 
wro reported, to be expediting work on the construction 
of new roads frou .’aoban^, IMoohina, thrwh western
'wn^si, but, oven if built, traffic on .^uch reals would 

be impeded, by Japanese air ha .bln-:, so lon.~ as Japanese 
troopa remained in control of the tannine sroa,

'The Japansae prose in îhina :^vc prominence durlw? 
tîio rsonth to what they temod. th© failure of the shlnase 
•’winter offeaslTe**, but, as a well-inforraed '.xaerioan 

32
obaervor pointed out, although the .Stfneoe operations did 
not seriously affect th© Japanese alHtnry position in 
:;hlna, they did, neverthelooo, servo the useful ixilitory 
purpose of harassin.z the Japanese over a wide urea and 
infliotir^ on then heavier than usual casualties, and the 
useful political purpose of -.i raonGtratins: that Chinese 
resistance continued active and chine-je chorale regained 
ulrh. .'nothor effect of the Chinese operations w to 
prevent the return to Japan of several divisions of

'Taiiueiiy "Ï’, Ï " '" "
32. ".ankow’s '.ooenber 31, 12 noon, to • eipin<? (repeated 

to thn Hviartsent ).
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troops who w©ro Wily in need of root.
b. ' rorstlono In wagai : 33

'’ollc./la.” their capture at . ■jinini .'ov unbar 24, 
the Japanese forces pushed north along the road, to 
w.in.g and northeast along the hlyhmy to ' inyan-**. 'The 

first coluan arrived in the vicinity of trying :zoo«xïbor 5 
but tJion retired to s noun tala pass just --outh of “Takuo- 
fone» about half way between Thinning and u dn<*i the 
second ooltttn &ivanned to tho important sustain pass 
of .■WîltfâidiiB, 35 £»iles frat banning. n 'aoanbor 17 
the ;bloess launched a counterattack fm . inynng and, 
although the ;hlnes?e clalswd Shat considerable ground 
had been gained, they adrdttod (January Ji that the 
'.’ipfino-o .t‘,111 hold a ’^srt of Chu unlun’.uun; the 
firhtln-’ around Jmlunhuan was exceptionally severe 
unu both ... ides sustained heavy eamialtlos. ’’hose opera
tion® featured several aerial ongopor.cnto, I?, hloh both 
sides clairjod victories.

Japanese noblle eolum, reportedly about 1,000 
cavalry, .noro<i southwest along the hl-’hmy froia «unnin,g 
and on jooersber 21 entered 'ihennaa&’jan and ' uanohow on 
the "ronoh Indochina border. ..coordIng to Japanese 
reports, the Japanese foroea oot fire to Chinese .military 
supplies in those cities, retiring fr<xa the border within 
the next ûay or two; a difforeut vorolou of the affair 
vms advanced by other sources.

°* ■ "orations In .Ar.i.pgtuagî 34
'Three divisions of .’ap/wiesc troops oo^ocnood a 

irlvo
TT." ‘ lTit,arÿll,'l‘ttaoT'è*v011'' '.ItiiatTon Report /o.’1 ^’ë^ÏJ1, January 11, 

1940, and Chinese and Japanese press reports during 
.'xsccdbor.

34. 'ano as reference ^o. 33.
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driva .leecaber 20 north of laaton, the objective probably 
being "biuchow on the Canton-:"nilwsy. fho Japa
nese sttaok w.o .made by three .main colmns. The loft 
flank oolum, based on Vlnoîiannao, siivonood. north in 
two groups, one along th® railway and one west of th© 
river। by January 1 thece two groups bad converged at 
a point near 1'iWTtak {£*5 Mloa north of 'Jonton .and 50 
miles south of .-'hiuobow) just west of the railway, fho 
center attacking column, consisting of a division of 
Imperial Suards fresh from Japan, rjoved north from 
.•'ahsion rind fsungfa, took ; ianrjtow ' Hsooober 26 and, 
after heavy fighting, reashad : ution January 2. ‘.’he 
right flank oolaun, based on gsongoh^ng, captured rune- 
moon and "olkonc xseenber 25 and, despite heavy losses, 
succeeded in arriving at '"uantu .‘occKabor 31. The Japa
nese drive .tot with ;uoh rsoro resistance than bad been 
anticipated and the attacking columns suffered severe 
casualties.

(The Chinese counter-attacked during the first 
few day» of January and by January 4 the .Tapaneao had 
been driven baok or had retired to the positions held 
by thm before the Irlvo cu.ricncod. j

d. ' isooligneous odorations: WliniF f II» iWiWWliM»
'boro v?«3 considerable military activity in 

southern :hansl during tho month* Th© Japanese made 
another attempt to clear Chinese troops and guerrillas 
from, the Ihungtiao .fountains} a Japanese division, with 
strong air support, attacked eastward jee«ber 2 from 
bases st ensi, on the Tunfjpu .'ailw&y, and Hsiahsisn, 

lU3t
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Just east of We railway and 15 south of cnsi. 
Thineso and Japanese report» conflicted, but it appeared 
that Uie Tupaneee advanced cone 25 nlloc eastward and 
ware then driven back or retreated after heavy flrhtin-*, 
Trip-.Jwaa olal;^a that the Chinese troops had bean '‘cruohM" 
and forced to retreat wore cofitradioted by a <>nal 
(Japanese) report .eoeubor 31 which stated that fl’Mini* 
was taking place only elx nll®« north of ’talohaien. sev
eral clashes occurred In the “lian;,jtae- uan area in south
eastern ‘..ui-d, and was also reported in the
utaichan region northwest of fniyurja, shleh area, tt 

?dll bo recalled, had been ’’pacified" at least four 
35 

tines previously since the no-nonaersont o* hostllltieo.
', :hineso at trop t to capture - *.otw, '•>.-> ."tom 

ttininua of th® . elpl"t ■« ‘ityian llwy, vas unaucoosaf'j.l. 
■'1ha attack was nade by aa infantry force of 6,000’ :^en 
under 'onoral :\t ’.'30-7* -'ho advanced .-outhnast •««euber 15 
frai their taw at ’uyuon, and by a cavalry force of 
3,000 nei -.ho novod ao?th frosi bones In liansl. fbe 
cavalry colim out the railrmy nesir ’’aratsl, a fw Mloa 
oast of • aotow, but woo then drive© back by Japanese 
troops and retreated couth of th® bellow Ivor. Advance 
ruarda of 'îenoral i?u ",‘so«yl*a troopa entered .sotow 
ooanber 20, but the arrival of Japanese reinforceKacnts 

compelled tli«a to retire to the north, 'fhe Japanese 
a-lultted that their <xai casualties ware over J00, in- 
0lu’inn one colonel and several other officer® killed, 
but .-'loined that the -rhiaoee ooraalties wore 5,000 
•-rilled I 'uh® actual fl -pures are not known, but an 

••wricsn

TTT " lïï'tary .VtaoW^s ' ItuaÜon '<djK>ft'••o,'
•Tenuary 11, 1940» and Chinese and Japanea® procs 
reports during ’ee-smber.
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•••^erloan correspondent who vlsited ■'-.otow a fw days 
a.ftar the attach reported that the Japanese claims ia 
regard to Chinese casualties were, a» usual, -rossly 
exaj,t*o rated.

In Central :hina th® Chinese initiated military 
operations in Cupeh, îlunan ami lan-si which harosaad 
th© Japanese but failed to uioloA.-e th»n fro-, any 1 '

37 
portant positions. -1 ch tin- owawei north of -inyaac,
on the • Glpinc-';ankow «ailtay» nlon,* the Can Ivor, and 
around ^anahanc» *«wîsin and !'aoan in : iom^si,

"ho .noriaon :onaul at "watow reported that there 
had bean noi-e nilitary activity during '/acenber than at 
any time sines the Japanese ooaupled -switow in June 1939 
but that Japanese attempts to extend their control in 
the area were unauaoeaefol. rieeesber 2 a -..'Axed force 
of 6,500*3,000 Japanese troops and Ohlnnoo snero«iarioe 
’••aared north frm tMjkuas towards the Xukien border, 
bavins net with no resiatrnio© after leaving Chln^hed, 
ton ni les northwat of iwatow, at the ©nd of hovotaber. 
.\t Ghaoan, /‘uklen, îiowvar, the advancing ooXuma wore 
r^ot end routed by a l&r^a fore© of chinos® national 
troops and ooapolled to retreat, beiivt unable to hold 36 
the territory -ainod duriwr the brief campaign.

©. •■©rial ao tlYi tioo :
"'lh® Japanese air force woss very active aurins 

-‘Oo©?3b©r, oarryinj out raids on .tiineso bases, supply JJ 
rout's® and cl ties, 'jcoordlnr to reports,

l-gortmt

"ir’l"1IT"r"•"'""'T.rïtô, ‘.■s'sool'sV^'''y.'rasA, . oi'pi'fuT'» , 37, ?:anfcowr’0 January <2, 4 p« ■i», to /©Ïpïhj only tnooithAy 
M. '‘iS^i'rnn.wry 1, 9 «•».. » ' «Wln~ 

awxuiry). a a37» ; n '-d press rde-asos Aurinr* . noo.-. ■•■'O* •
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important raids were made on * anshow, nn#a (,-oootaber 1, 
26, 27 and 28); wellin, 'warvnsi (!;ec'«aber 1); 'hineno 
positions In wangai and Jwangtunc ( throughout th© ï.iouth) 
■■-uerrlllaa in Anhwei (early in .‘•eoanber) ; iangtan, 
: unan C comber 6); pointa In the ?o-loh ’ountains, 
':upeh (.-ooeabar 10); innnahtm, ’naohwan ('-e comber 18 
and 19} ; I pin and h’:uiohwen, 'soohmn ( ..«eeombar 195;
Ian, hens! (:eonabor 20); ’ongyang, ".unan (.aoosber 

22 and 27); . .iyonr; ncotor, hscitsax^ ( eo-^.bar 21-25); 
Tehang, dupoh ("wceeabor 30); and .;©ngt3©, Yunnan, and 
tiw IMochirux-^annanfu ■•.•ilwny (Member 30).

.'.ho inpunose nl,r rnlla on ‘ ’.nahow yacnbOT 26-28 
were reported to have been made by about 100 planas. 
*apanoae claims that 13 ihlnoso plcwm w>ro shot 
and 22 noro loatropod on th© ground we contradicted 

40
by un aerloun -.llitary obaerwr who was in rmohow dur
ing th© raids. This observer stated that, aooarûtoT to 
local reporta, one Chinese plan© was loot end seven 
*apanese bombera shot down; he added that no Chinese 
planes wre on the field -.&ero the ^apanouo clalrsed to 
have destroyed 22 planes on the ground, ii® reported 
that considerable da-iare was done to property, but that 
tho raids v#ero -enerally futile and that, despite «he 
lar’-a number of planes taking part, not one hit was 
•rasd© on the Yellow :• iver iron bridge, by far the ?3oat 
important military objective in ;®ahau.

■fho Chinese air force ws« active for the first 
tins in .-tany non ths and ..'hinosa reporta claim-? tliat, 
in addition to the Japanese bombers shot dœm over

~ onohow
7/0'7"“"aJot "'v0™'7 Jl o U. '.M \' V foW ‘'‘aval XWacKSPo 

report '-o. 1, January 9, 1940 - ’’I^sund of th® 
/oliticol and ilitary ituation in Jhlnn, '"ovem- 
her 28, 1939 to January 9, 1940”).
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ar.ob.w, a -"T -.fere .hot town

î'îrln ■ tho operations In o-ith ‘him, 1.’* r* ht
-,h«rs -lutin - on •.rrt over . -J. ctor, ■ in -al, on 

41
oce.-.bor JO. ."t sueas probable that the Lrans"»1-? of a 

n\A '.hor of '’'.Ineos 'd-v-.oo rrors -. anohow for -on ’/ -nth
-Ina eneourved tl>« irspanaso to ’indortah-? tnc raids or. 

-
neorCin ' to pro ..r r.ports fro;. ‘ han.t-V. , l?<« 

■ -^.io -ornna’iLi ml ./fairs ..‘a: >” lad or. ■/or.cod early
i- oou ;Mr t.’.ut *** .vioeo -."r jni.s in ■• /-.vrinooo 
..'ar In the n-r/en non ths Taimary to lily 1939, reunited 
Il 43, , '.. l:.,:} >a rl' 11 lri’. .’StnaLh», .* . „ Inr “’,430
1.1X1 -1; ths hoavl®-'t .-.in.rlo lay’.-- earoaltles wore stated 
to no-rirra-.: -.t Oh-ri'hlnr 4 4,'*7-

42 
were and 3,637 '-«sre vo’inded.

”• 12
.22- 2S224À2J1

aportr. rrm variais points In the '•■er roao 
In3! oat nd Uiot • 'inr.-lllas *-.sro anti va •‘•arin- tho .ionLl.

43 .
'■.I.* jaarioan '‘ieo Jmsul nt TAlnon r”''ertoù a 

rscrade;sonnoo o? 'unrrilln natl'xitlac tho ’-.?rooklnr 
nf r train “*n Lh-r '--'-'itoin- uh-?» line .tn Vow r.osr 
pl/ hr.ntun ’ border ooonbnr 30. 'n /.-'.or’Infor -.ont 
■.ho roeentl/ vU-.ltod ■’snoh-yj, Ian tsu, and '/en't.nlon, 

'.. ' , • oth on I.'.'’ ■’ ’r/d:> -;-'ow lh..-r*y, ronortod
t.-.-:-.t 'Xln«;o nativities had '-rratly increased
•*-i in- -ooanbor in the '’«•nrd-talon- ‘r.indan area, «est oi

2h2

40. outer, inwi./Xlnr, cooraber 6.
43. 'sinon*a : aoeaber 19» 5 P» ••» -osa^or 27, 10 s. -.

nnd .Tanu&ry 2, 5 ?.'••, to .-alpine (second telcrrnn 
repeated to the '•.opartnont by ;'al pine).

44. ■■-overead -John : . ^.ayas, ' rosbytarlon "isaion, 
. --, ’pinp.
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the railway, and in northern landau Just south of th® 
Jifint’in •■ border} bo states’. that he had soon th® wrecks 

of four trains between ‘’rwhw and "en^halen, and that, 
duo to the .’hina.-a act* r/ltifia, ths Japan©#© hod been 
oornpalied to Increase thalr .garrisons at ?en>yi3i©n and 
olse-diere -<lan. the railway. win* th© .nonth the Tapa-
reae carried on operations au-ainat 7bineso troops and 
•’uerrillas nor tlx -of .■•howtsun, on Uio dslnan- 'niajttao 
■a llway.

’.'hâ ■aorlostn loo 'onoal ut »h©foo xtsportod con- 
.:4dsrtjble rapunoae military activity and air bmblnc 
during ..©3<r-.bor, particularly in the : nlyan;*, 'Jhihsla 
and uæyann arena, and stated that rjore vigorous efforts 

45 
to ora leste •■••.lorj-lllas were «spected.

;n -.‘opal, the .T.apanoso cadged in operations 
afloat Chines© troops in the H»lnohen;:>’’uan-'Hautain 
areo, : :orthoset of " aotln-yfu and 35 rilles south of 
alplng, a re.‘,-ioa :-'hich on several occasions had pre-

46 
vlously boon reported ’’pacified’* by the >Tapaae.!>o.

: ©us -activity by .’hinose regulars and irra-pilaro 
won reported in the Iwer ’’«m ’.tao '.'alley, except In the 

47 
vicinity of ’.nklnc, 'nhwl. ulla frora :hsnçhal to 
"■■in-ïin," ’.ver© delayed, throe tlws .hirin'* the s»nth, re- 

4^ 
portodly owin’ to guerrilla attacks on the railroad.

the accubiod aro&a;
.’o doflr.lt© d«velopi»nta arere reported durinc the 

..»nth in regard to the colabltshannt o" a now central

cowrRmn,t
73 a"' ’r^oÿoo*T^ïnu&y "47 ' 4 TSaæly

lïuœary) •
4é. ■ illtary '.ttuchê’a Ituutlon Report -'o. 9342, 

January 11, 1940.
47. hmurhal’s ..eocrïber 29, 4 -■•■%, to ' eiplnp only 

(monthly jwmry).
48. .'ankln^s ’anuary 2, 9 a.n., to oeîpin,’ only (monthly 

ourmryî.
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/•overawit under anc ohla^-wol. an’ issued t-?o state- 
■ -ents in -hic.h ho stressed, on she one hand, that the 
*,w .-hlnn'' -cat to a sovoroim and in-iopen :‘ont .’state 
and, on the other, that the ascistance of -Jcpan was 
essential !•’. cctabliahinrr the "now '-hina” ur.-l the W 
order In aot 'sia"*, st was th-ourht by :-o-;c Informed 
observers in hon'-bai that the -Taj’onece vers M-îotîIjjj’ 

dJa'.otisfîou -..'th .'to’ and war<» ‘-c tc fe<l s'ut

he --><*«3 visionary, iapraotieal and incapable of brin 'ln:r 
49 

about t’..s ©sta. il.vh.~ont of a now lovermont.
:t continued to be evl'.voat that a difference of 

opinion e.doted ^on:’ Ta7.nn.03e ..ill tai-/ onù otbor 
Isadora In .-hina in Toward to the proposed new ^ovom- 
•■:ent, particularly In relation to its bearin'* on th© 
cuoution of poaoo. .‘.coor-lns to usually wll informa 
ihineso courses elose to the -Japanese controlled 
’’.■rovloion&l ?overnnent'' In ' ■•ipin', the -Japanese mili
tary loaders in china desira n-easo, but do not a^ree on 
the nc.thada by ./hlch pease oan be aeoo'splishod. no 
fnotion, reportedly headed by cnerala :*iahio and 
Ttarjaicl, fools that pa.toe negotiations direct rd th 
'h:in.":;ln • woul; be an a-’nisaion by the Jnpanooo of 
the failure of their military cœapaiœ in -Jhlna; thia 
faction, «therefore, wichas to onta’-'lioh -?. governvent- 
under arv* fh-Uv-wal vhioh couli ao--*otiate -.-ith Chuny- 
flny jmd then, own if :hun "ifiny de-^saded and obtained 
1 -portant conoas"ions, the ■’npanose ars/*-: face would 
bo saved. ".”h© other faction, lod by -k«oral ita in 
' cljda,-* ’sad supported by a author of important Japanese 

business
Wô?--

-January 6, 1940 - "j-olltlaal Keport for .«««ibor, 
1939" (copies direct to the -opartesontI.
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business and finitncial leaders, feels Wist tho proposed 
central ^ovenr-iont would not brin- about peace and 
would, on the 'jontrary, delay it; thio roup reportedly 
b»liww that -’irect no/otiationa with Jhu...kin# would
be rioro effective and it ha», lr. fact, boon aecrotlr 

50 
negotiating with dhun ’±1 »*• for aeœ time.

..no tflMt of the x-.lverponeo oi’ viewy a-ionp ’spa- 
nos© loaders Jmw boon, reportedly, to enable ’an# 
•ihln’-wi to harrain more effectively • ith tho ’upxuooe, 
and. It seated ::l-*.nirloant to observera W V4 ~12 X«P*^ W.l© 
month ho was perr.’ttod to publish in the ’ap-'nese oar- 
troilol pre®3 In ' cipl'v ani oluouhera etatenento in 
racurd to ''mutual •conooasions'’ by Jhlna und Japan whioh 
would not have been tolerated previously, îsa death of 
'arehal .u .ci-fu (sou pa<?© 26} possibly oahtaood an,.: 
ihin^-'.ioi’s importance with the Japanese; until the 
last, the Japanese continued to entertain hopes that 
they sd.-’ht be able, by constant pressure, to enlist tho 
arshaVs cooperation, hut his death left then with no 

sufficiently impressive fl-'uro, other than ans, for 
the headship of the proposed nw central -overresont.

w . eh- .in, titular head of tho n'.' rovittionai 
lovamment'’, was inntullod conc-orrently president of 
the ”?.sln ‘ In "ul", :.eooaber 2 at a meotinr in : wiping 
attended by Japanese military, diplomatic and ctraerolal 

51 
loaders and Jbinoee connected with tho local rc.-’l’.ae.
■"he publicity ■“‘Ivon by tho Japanese to the activities 
of tho ’’:3.tn ' in îTul'’ (which is organized and oporatod 
;îlon: the linos of tho Concordia ’ociety in ’dmohuria) 

gad 
T^'TœüSy -------—------—

51. olpin*:’s 616, eopnbcr 4, 12 noon.
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nnd their refusal io peralt anr -hirx orthodox

•.wUntancr to function In -orth 'bina wore curther 
Indication;-', if any were nooosoary, that, r^ardlecs
r,r whether a new control <ovcrni:ient is o t?.Mi-:;hed, the
T^panese Intend "orth thina to remis ce l-.^utono- -ouc

un.i definitely -indor direct control.
!,sc ion,; postponed seventh /wetl-n.'? of the W!$xlWl 

council” of the Jnpnxtciws controlled ■ olpiiv? -nd enkinc 
ro.-:ixiO3 waa held in ntpln^ - *>cwiber 15 16 and

accomplished nothing of importance* ?h© question ol
52

new central •■,ovem*wnt was not openly olacussed.
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Establishment, March 30, 1940, at Nanking of Japanese puppet 
government; proposed extension to Tientsin and Peiping.

Commenting on-, In reply to Inquiry of French Ambassador as 
to present Far Eastern situation, the Secretary stated that 
U.S. government has been, and will continue to oppose every 
Inch of Japanese Invasion.

793.94/ 
15788

For the original paper from which reference is taken

_ Memorandum
See_________________________________ ____ ________

(Despatch, telegram, Instruction, letter, etc.) .State Department 
Secretary (Hull)

March 22, 1940 From!
Dated--------------------------------- «j«o r---------- ----------

893.01/694 
File No----------------------------------

0. «. GOVERNMENT MINTING OFF’CE 1—1540

FRO.
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BENJAMIN AXLEROAD
612 American Bank a Trust Building

MIAMI, FLORIDA

TELEPHONE 2-8580

/ Divisi'O
Ç FAR EA

Hon.Cordell Hull, 
Secretary of State, 
State War and Navy Building 
Washington, D. C.

RS i
March 25, 1940

Dear Mr. Secretary:

About two yeaps ago it was my privilege 
to dine with Mr. Shingoro Takaishi of Japan, at the Miami 
Biltmore. Mr. Takaishi is the Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of the Osaka Mainichi Publishing Company, pub
lishers of the largest Japanese newspaper and also many 
periodicals which tend to mold public opinion in Japan, 
viz: The Tokyo Niehl Nichi and The Osaka Mainichi.

I am this day in receipt of a letter 
from Mr. Takaishi. A letter of this nature, and coming 
from such an influential man is usually to be treated 
with the greatest of confidence, but at the same time 
I feel that as a patriotic American I should disclose 
its contents to you, hence the enclosure.

If there is any comment that you care 
to make to me, in confidence, I shall be happy to receive 
it. However, you may keep this letter and make such use 
of it as you care to.

BA: AG 
encl.

793.94/15789
 

F/FG
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THE OSAKA MAINICHI PUBLISHING CO.. LTD.
OSAKA & TOKYO. JAPAN

DOJIMA. OSAKA 
CABLE ADDRESS! MAINICHI OSAKA

The Osaka Mainichi
Japanese Daily Edition

The Children’s Mainichi
Japanese Daily Edition

The Osaka Mainichi 
Chinese Edition 

(Twice a Month)
‘Dai Nippon Seinen’ 

(Twice a Month)

The Osaka Mainichi & 
Tokyo Nichi Nichi 

English Daily Edition

Sunday Mainichi 
(Weekly) 

The Braille Mainichi 
(WeeKly)

Home Life (Monthly)

The Tokyo Nichi Nichi 
Japanese Daily Edition

The Children’s
Nichi Nichi 

Japanese Daily Edition

The Economist 
(Thrice a Month)

Osaka, February 27, Ly40.

Mr. benjamine Axleroad
012 American Bank and Trust Building 
Miamit Florida
U. 8. A.

Dear ur. Axleroad;

I was very nappy to receive your friendly 
letter 01 January 2nd in whicn you frankly set forth 
your view of tne bino-Japanese controversy.

1 near tnat in tne united states popular senti
ment toward japan is very unfavoraole. inis must oe 
due in part to energetic Chinese propaganda and 
poor Japanese effort to present tneir case properly.

As far as we are concerned it has never 
occurred to us tnat we were waging a war of conquest. 
unliKe the United States Japan is an island empire and 
accordingly her welfare is directly connected with 
conditions in the Asiatic continent. This is similar 
to England’s concern with European affairs. Just as 
England is fighting Germany to destroy unfriendly 
regime of Hitler and to set up a more peaceful and 
conciliatory government, so Japan is engaged in the 
task of eliminating the regime which allied itself 
with Bolshevism and endeavors to drive out our legitimate 
interest. Fundamentally Japan’s task is to build up 
conditions that will assure permanent peace and 
prosperity in the Far East.

Apart from this Japan has no territorial or 
political ambition in China such as America seems to suspect. 
We think your people are greatly misinformed as to 
Japan’s intentions. Otherwise there is no reason why 
America should take such unkind measures as abrogation 
of the time-honored treaty of commerce. Needless to say 
that Japan remains unchanged in her sincere desire to 
maintain cordial relations with the United States.

With kindest personal regards,

Yours sincerely,

Chairman, Board of Directors
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In reply refer to 
Fl 793.94/15789

April 9 )94C

My dear Major Axleroad:
Secretary Hull has asked me to acknowledge with 

thanks the receipt of your letter of March 85, 1940, 
with whloh you enclose a letter of February 87 received 

by you from Mr. Shingoro Takaishi, Chairman of the 

Board of Directors of the Osaka Mainichi Publishing 

Company, Ltd., in regard to matters relating to the 

situation in the Far East.

Mr. Takaishi’s letter has been read with interest 

and your courtesy in making the contents of the letter 

available to the Department is very much appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

94/ 
I 5789

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief 

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Major Benjamin Axleroad,
J. A. G. D. Reserve, United States Army, 

< 418 American Bank A Trust Building,
Afh 2 1940 Miami, Florida.

'» û C 
FE-ÉGC;JPS 
4-2

T]

T1 
0
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HONG KONG STUDENTS* RELIEF ASSOCIATION
32, DES VOEUX ROAD C„ HONG KONG.

' J c

NO. 4. November, 1939.

Since their utter defeat in the battle of Changsha the 
Japanese aggressors have been at a loss to conduct their 
military operations. They are completly tied down in 
Shansi, incurring heavy casualties which run into more than 
thousands each month. In Hupeh, despite heavy sacrifices 
they can scarcely push a step forward, while witnessing the 
Chinese army recapture important cities in quick succession. 
Being in such a desperate predicament, the Japanese 
aggressors turned to launch an offensive in South China. 
This move signifies nothing more than the fact that the 
Japanese warlords have lost their head in their own strategy. 
They have no confidence in the so called “Imperial Army” 
to wind up the “China Incident,” and much more they 
are aware of the deterioration of their morale and fighting 
strength. While they realize that they have no chance 
elsewhere, they therefore seek to strike their coup de grâce 
at South China—a vulnerable point in their eyes. Un
fortunately they have taken a wrong course—they simply 
hoist with their own petard, for they turn to Kwangsi, the 
most impregnable bulwark in South China.

Such a foolish move can only be expected from a 
military staff when they are so confounded with their 
quandary that they do not know where they are. But to 
prevent the general breakdown of their invasion, the 
Japanese warlords have to keep their troops on spur by 
committing them to one battle after another at all 
costs. Another reason for their taking to such a
desperate move is the unstable conditions in Japan.
Revolts are in the making—only they are ruthlessly
suppressed by the Japanese government at home.
Hence Japan’s aim to launch sporadic offensives in China 
is twofold: to keep up the morale of the Japanese 
troops in China and to distract the Japanese people at home. 
The latter policy has been well corroborated by the constant 
appeal of the Japanese government to the masses for nation
wide efforts and mobilisation. Considering these circum
stances, the hit—and—run strategy is the only feasible 
measure for the Japanese aggressors to go on with their 
invasion in China. But how far is it successful then? 
Actually since the outbreak of the hostilities, it is far less 
fruitful than they expected. Though it proved quite 
effective in Shanghai and Nanking wars, it has turned out 
to be an utter failure when the Chinese army have already 
made sufficient improvements and are able to take initiatives 
from time to time. On the strength of these factors it is

Conn m o nto

not exaggerated to predict that the present Japanese offen
sive in Kwangsi will result in greater losses to them than 
they have yet suffered.

On November 22nd Mr. Caldwell, American Consul 
General in Tientsin, reported growing difficulties in deliver
ing American goods through Japanese blockade. On 
November 29th it was revealed that the Japanese had 
launched anti-American drive at Chenliu district in Honan 
Province. Against this back^gjjound it is learned that the 
renewal of the commercial treaty between the U.S. and 
Japan is unlikly. The reason for this is not far to seek. 
If the export to Japan is of any importance to the foreign 
trade of the U.S. it is because Japan has to entirely count 
on America; and should she once have her own way by 
setting up hegemony in Asia, the American factories not 
only have no chance to trade with Japan but also their 
precarious commercial interests in China would be no more. 
What Japan has in her mind is self-evident. Even when she 
is very keen on renewing the commercial treaties with the 
U.S. at present,—for this purpose a more friendly attitude 
is necessary, she cannot help betraying her malignity as 
shown by her blockade of American goods in Tientsin and 
calculated anti-American campaigns everywhere in China. 
Intrigues of this sort can hardly be taken for threats to 
bring Americans to terms. They are the genuine anti- 
American actions. However, the Americans—are too wise 
to be duped and bullied. They know how to take their 
own place, while they are ready to deal with the aggressors. 
The public opinion to urge adoption of drastic measures is 
unequivocally expressed in some of the numerious instances 
as follows: on November 3rd the American Chamber of 
Commerce in Tientsin cabled the U.S. State Department 
opposing new pact with Japan, and on Nov. 5th the 
American Committee for Non-Participation in Japanese 
Aggression urged effective aid to China, while Dr. Roger 
Ward Babson, American Statistician, told Shanghai press 
that America should immediately withhold all aid to Japan. 
And there is no more just and sincere attitude of the 
Americans towards the Japanese aggression in China than 
that of Bishop Henry W. Hobson, when he in his message 
to Southern Ohio Episcopal Churches deprecated the sale 
of war materials to Japan as the “Blackest page in American 
History.” This brings home to the Americans the fact how 
important a part they are now playing in the present Sino- 
Japanese hostilities.
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Japanese Foreign Trade
It has been pointed out by keen observers that, in 

consequence of the present European war, the Oriental 
aggressor, Japan, will suffer seriously in her economic 
system in two chief ways: firstly, she will find it very hard 
to strike a favourable balance for her foreign trade; and 
secondly, she will suffer a narrower limitation of foreign 
ammunition supplies and of foreign arms resources. In 
other words, despite the chance of the present European 
war, Japan cannot expect a prosperous turn in her foreign 
trade (as she had in 1914-18) so that she may repair the 
serious economic losses suffered as a result of the Sino- 
Japanese war; but, on the contrary, as the foundation of 
her national economy has been shaken and weakened by 
the prolonged hostilities in China, Japan will expect a 
quicker collapse of her entire national economic system. 
Therefore if Japan should suffer a break-down of her 
national economy, she would not be able to make up a 
decent war-budget; and that means that Japan’s war-time 
economic power is approaching the end.

This can be verified by facts; for in the month of 
September, just after the outbreak of the present European 
war, Japanese export and import trades with European 
countries had an astonishing fall. In August her exports 
to England are worth 20,007,000 yens, while in September 
they fall to 8,150,000 yens, showing a decrease of 59.26%. 
As compared with the 10,147,000 yens in September, 1938, 
the decrease is 19.66%. Her exports to France in August 
are worth 3,779,000 yens, while in September, they are 
only worth 597,000 yens, showing a decrease of 74.68% and, 
as compared with the 2,722,000 yens of September, 1938, 
the decrease is 64.84%. To Germany, once her ally, Japan’s 
exports in August are 2,631,000 yens’ worth, but in 
September, they come down to 385,000 yens, which means 
a decrease of 95.37%; and compared with the 2,359,000 
yens in September 1938, the decrease is 93.68%. Now

Japan’s exports to the different European countries are 
chiefly a means for obtaining ammunitions from those 
countries; in other words, Japan’s native products and 
manufactured goods are transported to the different 
European countries in exchange for their money, and 
with the money thus obtained, she can buy their ammuni
tions. Such is the aim of Japan’s war-time trade because 
her ammunition resources cannot be self-supplied. Obviously 
then, the striking fall of Japan’s exports to European 
countries means that she will get less supplies of ammuni
tions from Europe. And it is needless to say that a 
decrease in the supplies of ammunitions to Japan means 
that her aggressive force against China will be weakened.

Again the same conclusion can be drawn from the 
figures of imports to Japan from different European 
countries since the outbreak of the present war. In August, 
before the war, the imports from England to Japan are 
worth 3,474,000 yens; but in September, they fall to 
1,703,000 yens, showing a decrease of 50.94%; and as 
compared with the 3,618,000 yens in September, 1938, the 
decrease is 53.10%. Imports from France in August are 
1,570,000 yens’ worth; in September, they fall to 776,000 
yens, showing a decrease of 50.57%; and compared with 
the 1,910,000 yens in September 1938, the decrease is 
59.37%. From Germany, the imports in August are worth 
15,960,000 yens, while in September, they fall to 9,056,000 
yens, showing a decrease of 43.26%; compared with the 
11,142,000 yens in September, 1938, the decrease is 18.72%. 
These are really astounding statistical figures—they are 
epoch-making. Even in normal economic conditions, the 
appearance of such figures means a critical and dangeious 
stage of economic difficulty; but now, when Japan’s war
time economy has been brought to an unsafe state by the 
prolonged Sino-Japanese war, the appearance of these figures 
will foretell the collapse of Japan’s entire economic system.

News Here
If the Japanese people could have any say in the 

policy of the Japanese Government, the war might have 
been stopped long ago. In the army as well as in the 
masses, a large number of Japanese are strongly opposed 
to the present war. The reason for this is not far to seek: 
the invasion has brought the people not paradise as 
promised by the militarists, but poverty, misery, death and 
sufferings of the worst kind instead.

A report from Tientspr stated^ that on November 8th 
this year, 27 Japanese officers in Tèeng-chow, Hopeh, were 
arrested and found guilty of anti-wak Rather alarmed by 
this incident the Japanese commander-in-chief in Tientsin 
sent out large numbers of gendarmes to search all the 
garrisons in North CHina and “to eandicate the anti-war 
elements” as they called it. The reluit of the search 

Jd pervaded a great 
ian 50 officers and 
were secretly shot

to death, while the remainder were seift to a Loochoo island 
to be imprisoned. X.

Another report stated that on November 14th several 
Japanese officers in Shansi attempted to commit suicide as 
they could not bear with an unending and profitless war. 
Two died, and five were seriously injured.

The Japanese invasion has as its goal not only the 
conquest of China, but also the expulsion of all foreigners

revealed that the anti-war propaganda h 
part of the Japanese army. No less t] 
soldiers were arrestedX most of whom/

and There
from the Far East. Besides the bombing of the British 
ambassador’s car and the sinking of the American gun
boat “Panay”, we find that the Japanese even extend their 
hostility to the innocent missionaries. The Roman Catholic 
Mission has lately announced that during the two years of 
the Sino-Japanese War, 30 Catholic missionaries, including 
7 sisters, were killed by the Japanese. To mention one of 
the many cases, on October 27th, Brother Edgar Gauvin, 
a Canadian Jesuit missionary, was stabbed by a Japanese 
sentry at Yaolu, and died shortly afterwards.

It was said that the proposed puppet Government to 
be headed by Wang Ching-wai would come into existence 
on October 10, but such thing did not happen; and, wh© 
knows, it may never happen at all. Referring to the “China 
incident,” the Japanese War Minister General Hata recently 
declared that difficulties “as high as mountains” had still 
to be met with before a settlement of the China conflict 
could be reached. This explains that Japan has realized 
that China’s resistance is not so weak as she thought, and 
that the war is still far from the end.

The Sixth Plenary Session of the Central Committee of 
the Kuomintang Party has passed the "^Solution that the 
National Assembly will be held next year. This would 
bring China one step nearer to democracy. China has 
thus proved to the world that though she is engaged in a 
life and death struggle, her progress to the road of 
democracy is not impeded by the war.
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Current Comments
Peace Rumours and Fight to the End

Of late there have been persistent rumours that a 
peaceful settlement of the war in China is imminent. On 
looking into the matter closely, we find that the reports of 
these “peace moves” come mostly from Shanghai and Tokyo 
and a careful observer therefore can easily tell who the 
makers of these rumours really are. The rumours all play 
on one note, which is that China is unable to continue the 
war any longer. She is now anxious for peace and is 
longing to see a third Power coming forward to act as 
mediator. The reason, as stated here, is so very “simple” 
that we don’t think any refutation is necessary. Is China 
really unable to carry on the war any longer? What about 
the recent great Chinese success in Northern Hunan then? 
If the Chinese Army were so weak as the Japanese made it 
in their propaganda, it would certainly have collapsed before 
the great Japanese offensive which the Japanese had 
prepared for a long time. In spite of this and in spite of 
the “great success” claimed by the Japanese in their own 
newspapers, the Chinese army not only maintained itself 
against the onslaught of the enemy but with able general
ship even put the enemy to an utter rout. As a result, 
Changsha is safe and what is more, the Chinese in hot 
--------- r^trpjitinQ- enemv, are now knocking at the 
its part very well; for in the form of two raids in the middle 
of October, it destroyed such a large number of Japanese 
planes in Hankow that no raider has visited Chungking 
ever since. In short, the Chinese have disintegrated the 
enemy both on land and in the air.

The Japanese allegation of China’s inability to carry 
on the war is chiefly based on what they consider as the 
possible effect of the current European war on China. Thus 
soon after the outbreak of the European war, the Japanese 
gave out that as Britain and France were too much taken 
up with the war in Europe, they had notified China that 
they would discontinue their support of China. And, as 
we learn from the papers, the Japanese even went so far 
as to allege that Britain and France had given advice to 
China to cease resistance to Japan! Such reports were of 
course promptly denied by Britain and France who know 
very well that China is really fighting their war in the 
East. For after all, what is China fighting for, if not 
democracy and freedom—the very thing which Britain and 
France are now defending in the West? It is natural that 
they will do their best to give whatever assistance in their 

power to China. Indeed China will obtain, if not more, at 
least as much war materials from abroad as she was able to 
get before. This is only the right of a victim of aggression 
and as we firmly believe, no country of honour will grudge 
China this right.

Perhaps as they pointed out China’s difficulties, the 
Japanese were thinking too much of their own predica
ment. Looking over the map of the world, we find that 
there is really no country in the world from which Japan 
can now buy war materials to continue her murder in China. 
The United States especially has given her a fatal blow 
by the abrogation of the commercial treaty—a just measure 
which shows most clearly the intention of the United States 
to condemn the aggressor. Ever since the outbreak of the 
war on July 7, 1937, the American people have been 
watching China’s struggle with great interest and sympathy 
and as government action was yet forthcoming, they had 
very early taken upon themselves the duty of enforcing 
a boycott against Japan. The recent move by the American 
Government represented therefore a further step in the 
denunciation of the aggressor in the Far East, and if ever 
there was any doubt among the Japanese of the firmness of 
the United States, it was at once dissipated by Mr. Grew’s

The isolation of Japan as a result of the world’s 
censure of her aggression on China represents however only 
one aspect of Japan’s numerous difficulties. Among other 
things which she has to reckon with, there is the imminent 
danger of a rebellion at home. As can be easily imagined, 
the war of aggression on China is never popular among the 
Japanese people, so that early at the beginning of the war 
we had learnt of the outbreak of an anti-war movement in 
Japan. This movement is fast coming to a head. For as 
Japan’s export trade as well as her gold reserve is daily 
diminishing, she has been compelled to restrict her import 
to avoid an excessive burden on herself — a burden which 
has already proved too heavy owing to Japan’s dependence 
on foreign countries for the supply of war materials. The 
restriction of imports leads to soaring prices: this gives a 
great blow to the Japanese people in general. At first they 
tried to put up with it in the hope that the restriction would 
soon be lifted, but after waiting in vain for two years and 
a half, they have now become very impatient. Recently 
the Japanese Government resorted to an Imperial decree 
to enforce price control but we wonder whether such a
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measure — the last that can be taken — can really lower 
the price of those goods which by government order can 
be imported only in small quantities, too small to satisfy 
the demand of the Japanese people.

And now, what about the people in China? Can there 
be any doubt that the Chinese people are all in for the 
war? Excepting the traitors — Wang Ching Wei etc. who 
are really born slaves and should never be considered as 
citizens of the Republic of China — there is no one in 
China who will not go through any hardship and suffer any 
sacrifice in order to achieve the liberation and independ
ence of the nation. This is why the longer we fight, the 
stronger we become. At present our Army has a force 
about three times as big as it was at the beginning of the 
war, and everyday new volunteers are pouring in, applying 
for entry into the Army. The cheerfulness and enthusiasm 
with which the Chinese soldiers set off to the front presents 
such a contrast to the dejection of the recruits of the

Japanese Imperial army that one who has seen both of 
them cannot but be convinced of the ultimate victory of 
China. In the present struggle, the Chinese people have 
really nothing to lose but their chains if ever they should 
meet with ill success, while if they come out victorious 
they will gain their independence and restore peace in the 
world. With this object in mind, the people of all classes 
in China are devoting themselves heart and soul to their 
great struggle and whatever may be said in the rumours, 
they will not cease their effort until they have won their 
victory. Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek has said very well: 
“We will not talk of peace until we have driven the enemy 
to the far bank of the River Yalu.” This is really the 
common view of the whole Chinese people. There can be 
no doubt about it and any other arrangements such as the 
creation of puppet regimes, which will help only to establish 
Japan’s hegemony in the Far East, will never be recognized 
either by the people and government of China or by the 
people and government of other countries.

Present Conditions is^ Manchuria

The so-called Emperor Kang Teh is only in name the 
head of the bogus state “Manchukuo,” for all power rests 
in the hands of his Japanese advisers and Kang Teh is 
nothing but a puppet. The Japanese call such a government 
“Wang Tao Government,” that is one based on humanity, 
justice and righteousness, and try to impress the world that 
they have turned Manchuria into a paradise on earth. But 
facts and facts alone will speak for themselves.

The police force in Manchukuo numbers about 45,000. 
Of these, about 2,500 are Japanese and the rest are drawn 
from among the bad lots of the place. The police force is 
big enough, but good order never reigns in “Manchukuo” 
Squeesing and receiving bribes are publicly practised: this 
is partly because the police officers are never given their 
salary (for the government is too poor to pay them) and so 
they are free to get what they can from the people. 
Gangsters and racketeers are everywhere and robbery and 
kidnapping are of daily occurence in most towns.

The secret service is extremely active. Its work is to 
attention is chiefly directed to the educated w’fi'd1
considered the most dangerous elements in “Manchukuo”. 
New discoveries must be made everyday, by hook or by 
crook. The result is that there is a perpetual reign of 
terror in “Manchukuo”. Education may be regarded as a 
blessing in other places in the world but, in “Manchukuo”, 
to be educated constitutes a good reason why a man should 
be suddenly taken away and made to disappear for ever.

In the early years of the’" Japanese occupation of 
Manchuria, one-third of the / government officials were 
Japanese, but in recent yearss4heir number have increased 
considerably, especially, in /the “Central Government.” 
Since 1936, Japanese has * been used in the “official 
documents” and this results in the curious fact that many 
important “decrees” are unknown td the puppets. Without 
a single exception, the power of every government 
department rests in the hands of the Japanese. The 
magistrate of a district may be a Chinese, but by his side 
there is always a Japanese who has complete control over 
him and is the real head of the district. With regard to 
salary, a Japanese receives eight times as much as a puppet.

The study of Japanese is greatly encouraged in 
Manchuria. All magazines and newspapers from China are 
banned. News are censored, and the people know nothing 
of the world outside. False news of victory, and articles 
attacking the Chinese Government (occasionally the British, 
the American and the Soviet Governments too) appear in 
nearly everyday’s paper. No books other than those 
written by the Japanese imperialists and pro-Japanese 
writers are seen in the book-stores. Assembly and meeting 
of all kinds are strictly prohibited.

To poison the Chinese people, the Japanese bring in 
large amounts of heroin pills, opium and other narcotic 
drugs and shops selling these “goods” are found everywhere 
in “Manchukuo”.

Poverty prevails in every corner of the puppet state. 
Before the Japanese invasion, the Chinsee in the North
eastern Provinces were among the most well-to-do people in 
China. But since the Japanese came and brought with 
them. modern machinery, the native handicraft industry QVùèkiy died away. Large numoers oi people ha»c 
been deprived of their means of livelihood and forced to 
become paupers. Agriculture is the backbone of Manchuria, 
as it is of the whole China; but, owing to heavy taxes and 
squeezing, the farmers in Manchuria can hardly keep their 
body and soul together now. The Japanese also compel 
the people to build military roads. Every village has to 
send a certain quota of men, who will work but receive no 
pay. Finally there is the illegal conscription, by which 
thousands of Chinese youths in Manchuria have been forced 
to go to the battlefront to become cannon fodder.

Under these circumstances, the people in Manchuria 
suffer beyond endurance. Revolts are frequent in the 
bogus army, and there is general unrest in “Manchukuo”. 
The Chinese Volunteer Army in Manchuria have been giving 
the Japanese endless trouble. Railway tracks are often 
destroyed and the Japanese garrisons besieged and attacked. 
The Chinese EightlT Route Army has extended its activity 
to Jehol and Liaoning; and in its ranks there are now large 
numbers of people from Manchuria.
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Report of the First Service Corps of the H. K. S. R. A.
We are glad to be able to publish in this issue the 

report submitted by the First Service Corps of the Hongkong 
Students’ Relief Association, on its nine months’ work in 
the south-eastern part of the province of Kwangtung. It is 
the field report of a group of young workers who have 
rendered unselfish and indeed important service to the 
country. The kind of work they do is not that for which 
one gets decorations and special mention in official records. 
Nevertheless, it is with the help of workers like these that 
China can carry on her struggle against the Japanese 
aggressor.

The main purpose of the service corps is to form a 
liaison between the Government and the people so as to 
render the prosecution of the war against the Japanese 
invaders more efficient. For this reason, it is necessary for 
the workers in the service corps to study their special area 
and the people among whom they work and then try to 
make their work meet the requirements of the specific 
situation.

The area assigned to the First Service Corps of the 
Hongkong Students’ Relief Association was South-western 
Kwangtung, where the Japanese were attempting to land 
troops and then push northward and westward. Their 
warships had gathered at Haikow and their war planes daily 
bombed the routes leading to Kwangsi. The principal task 
of the First Corps was therefore to mobilize and train the 
people in that region in preparation for the impending attack.

The first step was to establish contact with the people. 
A conscription order had been issued by the Government, 
but as the attention of the people was not sufficiently drawn 
to it, their response to it was poor. The First Corps at once 
set to work. By means of posters, wall pictures and news
papers, cartoons, handbills, public speeches, mass meetings 
and dramatic performances, it patiently explained to the 
people the purpose of conscription and how it was to be 
carried out. At the same time, suggestions were made to 
the Government about the method of securing the people’s 
co-operation. These suggestions were accepted by the 
Government and the people readily responded to subsequent 
calls.

Under the threat of a Japanese invasion, war prepara
tions had to be made. Military plans had to be carried out 

and the people’s co-operation was badly needed. The First 
Corps taught the people defence tactics, led them to dig 
trenches and build defence works, organized a force to police 
the district and hound out spies, told the people to lay up 
food and salt and get ready fire-arms for immediate use, 
and instructed them to destroy roads and pull down buildings 
for strategic purposes.

But before they could fight, the people had to organize 
themselves. The First Corps therefore set up centres where 
the village people could be organized and trained. At first, 
progress was slow. The people had no idea of what was 
intended to be done. So the members of the First Corps 
went among them, lived with them, worked with them and 
tried to solve some of their problems for them. There was 
a shortage of rice supply. The First Corps applied to the 
Government for a regulation of the price of rice. Gradually, 
the people took the member of the Service Corps to be one 
among themselves. They gladly came to get organized and 
trained. They were given not only military, but also 
political and technical training. Members of the First 
Corps became training officers in the Village Self-Defence 
Corps. At one time, a batch of two hundred able-bodied 
men were given training by the First Corps.

But the work of the First Corps was not confined to 
war preparations. “People’s Schools” were established for 
adults as well as fÿt children, for men as well as for 
women, who were taught to learfy characters and read books 
and newspapers. Ip towns, wall newspapers were put up 
to give the people ' the latest ne^vs available. In villages, 
there are “cultural stations”, whpre people could go to see 
exhibitions of cartoons and pictures about the war. There 
were books and magazines for-loan and for sale.

/
Another part of the work of the First Corps was to 

set up medical centres in the villages. There were always 
large crowds waiting for medical treatment at these centres. 
During and after air-raids, the Service Corps did first-aid 
work. It also took a very active part in the anti-plague 
movement. Again, the Service Corps rendered various 
forms of social service. In time of harvest, a harvesting 
party was organized to help the farmers to gather in their 
crop. In other productive activities of the people, the First 
Corps also lent its assistance.
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

American Foreign Service, Hanoi, Indochina, 
March 15, 1940.

1403 Hallway causes Comment.
Subject: Continued Hon-bombing of ïunnan

vzay by the Japanese, the last bombing having taken place,

so far as I am informed, on February 17, 1940. The

complete absence of Japanese activity that de,to

ly conjectural
It is perhaps
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hns caused considerable comment in Indochina, some of
^ich may be of interest to

;.rcles, is to the

the Department
not surprising that the bulk of this
comment, particularly in non-French
effect that Prance and Japan have

ome to an understanding as to the railway, one version
that France has agreed to recognise :,Llanchukuon

7,93.94/ 
I 579 I

in return for the railway’s immunity, another being 
that the railway •./ill delay the restoration of traffic 

on the same scale as during December, 1959, and still

another being that France will agree to the definition 

of gasoline as :k.iunitions11 and bar its transit via 

Indochina. The latter version is not widely accredited, 

as the railway continues to transport gasoline in ap- 
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prectable quantities•
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’lore conservative comment stresses the fact that 

Prance and Japan are in the midst of negotiating a now 

commercial treaty and that Japan will hesitate to trdubli 

the smooth progress of the negotiations by new attacks 

on French property» Other commentators remark that 

the weather in Kwangsi and Yunnan has not been exactly 

propitious to aerial activities - mentioning, inter alia 

the fact that the Japanese are too occupied in and 

around Panning and in other parts of China to bother 

about the railway at this time.

The Director of the Political Section of the gov

ernment General- recently mentioned this same subject. 

He spoke of the cumulative effect of the nrotests bv 

France, Great Britain and the United States, of the fact 

that every assurance had been given Japan that no arms 

and munitions (in the strict sense of the words) were 

being carried bp the railway, and of his belief that the 

Japanese forces had over-extended themselves and might 

be expected to curtail far-flung aerial activities which 

served only to exacerbate foreign feelings. Te added th 

the cord usion of the Finnish-Russian conflict would, 

seemingly further weaken Japan’s position.

The majority of observers believe that the Chinese 

defense measures along the railway are no better than 

before and that the Japanese can © ntinuo to bomb the 

railway with comna.rative imwunitv.

Respectfully yours,

For tun Consul at Saigon, 

y f 0^11'4^0^ II,
C f American Consul.

■T

In duplicate to the Department (Original by air mail) 
Copies to the Embassy, Chungking and Peiping 
Copies to Consulates General, Hongkong and Shanghai 
Copies to Consulates, Kunming and Saigon
315.4/300 CSF.jcsr
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Cheese Government and people have no fear of 
™ PU£P?t regime established under Wang 
Ching Wei,and are determined to fight to 
î„ ag?XnSt Japan’ F°regoing according 
to press release by the Central News Agency6 
in hong Kong. y
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For the original paper from which reference is taken

See tel # 92» 10 a-m.
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated ■■■A.P5.i.1. 2* 1940 From I Hong Kong. (Southard)
To |

File No______8f501/T1°

. 94/15792

«• S GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1—1640
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HSM GRAY à PLAIN

Hong Kong via N. R. 

Dated April 2, 1940 

Rec fd 8 a. m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

92, April 2, 10 a. m.

This office has not so far observed any special 

comment in the Hong Kong English papers on the inaugura

tion of the Wang Ching-wei Government at Nanking. The 

Hong Kong Chinese papers have prominently commented along 

the ’lines indicated in the following press release by the 

Central News Agency in Hong Kong.

The Influential TAKUNG PAO asserts that the new 

puppet regime will have no Effect upon China's resistance. 

Its establishment only exposes Japan's military exhaustion 

political failure, economic stringency and her diplomatic 

helplessness.

Purported primarily to dispose of the "China incident 

the new regime will only defeat its own purpose. With 

arms to resist, determination to sacrifice and confidence 

in the final victory the Chinese have no fear of the 

aggressor and far less the puppets. They are determined 

to fight to a finish and are ready to repel any military 

and political offensive.

The

Vi
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hsm -2- No. 92, April 2, 10 a.m., from Hong Kong

The paper describes the Wang government as Japan’s 

last card played to induce the powers with interests in 

China to come to terms with her, thereby breaking through 

her present diplomatic isolation.

The SING TWO JIH PAO maintains that the establish

ment of the Wang regime will only help to further streng

then China’s unityandher determination for resistance.

The NATIONAL TIIÆS believes that the new bogus regim 

will collapse sooner or later as the people are all solid 

ly behind the National Government. The blunting of the 

Japanese bayonet which supports the puppet regime by 

thirty three months of heroic Chinese resistance, the 

lack of competent men and real power in the puppet govern 

ment and the weakening of the Wang Ching-wei group by 

defections are other factors that will spell the doom 

of the puppet regime.

Repeated to Chungking and to Peiping for Tokyo.

SOUTHARD
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Enclosure to despatch no. 619 
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DECIASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department, of State letter. August 10, 1972

r £

No. 619

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

Hong Kong, March 7, 1940

Subject: Forwarding Copy of Pamphlet Entitled 
"Japanese Economic Monopoly in Lower 
Yangtze"•

i''5: m

, «-J * .^The of State

DIVISJON Of ^WASHINGTON.

Sir:

I have the honor to enclose herewith a pamphlet
in Chinese of which a translation of the title is
"Japanese Economic Monopoly in Lower Yangtze”

This pamphlet purports to be a collection of
secret economic agreements and contracts concluded
between the Japanese authorities and the Nanking 
puppet regime which is headed by Liang Hung-chi. 
I have been told that a number of the agreements
and contracts contained in this pamphlet have not
previously been revealed to the 

The pamphlet is understood
general public
to have been com-

piled by Tao Hsi-sheng, an ex-follower of Wang Ching*»
’J

iwei, who with Kao Chung-wu exposed Wang’s agreements- -4 
j <=>
|with the Japanese. x>
I Two copies of this pamphlet have been received
■by the Consulate General from the office of the local
'Chinese newspaper called TA KUNG PAO. One of the
copies received has been sent to the American Ambassador 

at

94/15793
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at Chungking. The other copy Is herewith enclosed. 
This office has not so far been able to procure 
additional copies, and it does not have facilities 
for making within reasonable time a proper transla
tion into English.

American Consul General

Enclosure}

- 2 -

Pamphlet entitled "Japanese 
Economic Monopoly in Lower 
Yangtze".

In quintuplicate to the Department
800 t AES/nb
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

oTTDTfrvn Sino-Japanese situation: developments of month of January 
SUdJILGI 1940*

For the original paper from which reference is taken

#9
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, eta.)

Dated’•»’•>«« From! Swatow (Yearns)To J-------------------------

File No 893.00 P.R. Swatow/146

Q. S. «OVERMMKNT MINTING OFF1CI 1—1540

irg
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(b) slno-japaneee go*tilltlos« The ««nerol Mili
tary situation was unehanged «®<» *lto *«**ption of 
occasional gunfire indleating that "Bopping up* oanpaigns 
were far from being completed, the month was quiet in the 
vicinity of swatow. on January 30th there was sore activity 

and artillery was audible froa early looming throughout the 
afternoon.

in juurloan missionary who travelled to ungkung (< 
^) end returned the latter part of the month reported 

that conditions wore quiet In contrast to th« operations 
of December. (5)

Traveller* from chaoohowfu reported that almost con
tinual fighting oecure near that city whore Chinese regu
lars or guerrillas raid «nail Japanese garrisons and, al
though no definite gain* are made by either side, it is 
necessary for the Japanese to send supplies and reenforce- 
ments frequently.

During th* first week of the month the Japanese under
took a brief but unsuccessful campaign with the important 
city of Kityang |^) as the objeetive. This move was 
not unexpected as the occupation of Kityang would complété 
the triangle of the territory under nominal Japanese con
trol, swatow and chaoohowfu being at th* other two points 
of the triangle, a Japanese source informed me sone time

ago,

(6) December 1P3» political Review, page 4-5
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7

ago, follewlag the reversal whoa aa attempt was made 
to advance to the ruklon border, (&) that aa attack oa 
Kityang ms possible since the capture of that plane 
would strengthen Japanese control over the Chaoohowfu 
area and the nouth of the Kltyuag giver. Accurate In- 
foxmation is not available concerning the operations 
bat It m> reported that approximately 8,600 Japanese 
troops advanced from near throe places, Ti-pi ( ,
Pang-koi ( , and the ohla «ou shan ( a»),

but, due to the difficult terrain, wore unable to make 
say substantial progress. There were reports that 700 

Japanese soldiers were killed and 400 wounded during 
this campaign and, although it is impossible to verify 
many reports concerning sino-japaneae hostilities In 
the district, the number of trucks carrying wounded sol
dier o which arrived at the Japanese hospital In swatow 
would partially confirm then.

A press report regarding the sinking of 70 Chinese 
junks off the swatow eoast by a Japanese naval vessel 
with the loss of 1,000 lives could not be confirmed.

Approximately 1,800 Japanese roenforcementa landed 
at swatow during January according to reports.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
HSM ----- ----------- Hankow via N* R;
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased Dated April 6, 1940
before being communi- From 
cated to anyone. (Br.) Rec’d 6:55 a. m.

Secretary of State

Washington

COPIES IN PARAPHRASE 
SENT TO O.N.I. AND
M.I.D. in CONFID^gg

April 6, 9 a

/ Division of 
n! nniOjjfei! 
' 6 - 1943/

^3'iartrrcni of ?*!

My March 28 m

It is now learned that Li Tsung-Jen's troops 6n the

Slnyang-Suihsien-Chungsiang front have been more active 
generally

than was/recognlzed. The Japanese have apparently been

provoked into what appears to be preparations for an 

offensive based on Sulhsien and Hsiho. Large numbers 

of trucks, tanks, field pieces and a great volume of 

supplies have during the past three weeks been arriving 

in these two towns. Heavy reinforcements of men have 

not yet arrived. Lieutenant General Yamawaki, commander 

of Japanese forces in northwestern Hupeh has advâncËd 

his headquarters from Yingshan to Hsiho. 5 E
Japanese sources are confidentially quoted as stafcingl 

cP *■* 
that the drive will be directed at Li’s headquarters 1£* 

the Slangyang Fancheng area and that they intend to hold 

these points after capturing them. They expect the campaign

to

793.94/15795
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ham -2- April 6, 9 a. m., from Hankow

to begin in about two weeks when the spring crops are 

up, thus obviating necessity of carrying fodder for 

the cavalry.

Sent to Chungking, repeated to Peiping,

SPIKER

CSB
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MLtfcwx 0/NARS, Daté

CONFIDENTIAL
UM.y..o,..o

A telegram of April 6, 1940, from the American Con
sul General at Hankow reads substantially as followst

Nora activity than was realized generally has been 
carried on on the Sinyang-Sulhslen-Chungsiang front by 

the troops of Li Tsung-Jen, according to information now 
received. It seems that the Japanese have been irritated 

to the point of making what seem to be arrangements for 
an offenolvo having Hsiho and Suiheien as its bases. 
Since the middle of March there have been arriving in 
Hsiho and Suiheien a very large amount of supplies and a 

great number of field pieces, tanks and trucks. The 

commander of the Japanese troops in northwestern Hupeh 
Province (Lieutenant General Yamawaki) has advanced hie 

headquarters to Hsiho from Xingshan. As yet no large 
reenforoemonte of mon have arrived. The offensive is 
to be directed against the headquarters of Li Tsung-Jen 

in the Siangyang-Fanoheng area and after taking these 

places the Japanese intend to keep then, according to 

confidentially quoted statements of Japanese who look 
for the campaign to start about the fourth week in April 
after the spring crops are up, which will render un
necessary the transport of fodder for horses of the 

cavalry units.

793.94/15795
FE:(;âc:ÈJN 4/8
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sh

Adviser on Political Relations

I8194
Mr. Secretary

I think thafc^» 
to read the memora on-
versation and the tag (which 
relates to the contents of 
messages exchanged between Japa
nese and French authorities in 
connection with the dispute 
over the use and the bombing 
of the Yunnan Railway).

ley K? Hot

NOTED

PA/H:SKH:ZMK

1 ! 194(7*
Divisio

13 EA3ÏE.iil
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_Mutfru". 0. WARS. Date U-/8*75

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DIVISION «BF jnÊRVfcÂSTERN AFFAIRS 

j'eo’ruary 28, 1940

Summary9j0rM4fW99documents left with 
Mr. Hornbeck by the French -Ambassador, Febru
ary 23, 1940.

A. Note of'February 5 handed by the 
Japanese Vice Foreign Affairs to
the French Ambassador at*Tokyo. Japan asserts: 
(1) Pending further investigation of the bom
bardment of the Yunnan Railway train, it 
appears that the train was used for a military 
purpose. (2) Japan cannot undertake to stop 
the bombardments if the railway continues to 
transport war and other materiel strengthening 
to Chiang Kai-shek's resistance. (3) Although 
war has not been declared, the fact of exten
sive combat between Japan and China should be 
recognized. (4) There remain various indica
tions that France is aiding Chiang Kai-shek 
and a modification of this attitude is a nec
essary preliminary to adjustment of Franco- 
Japanese relations;, £for thio purpsoe/ Japan 
hopes that all materiel-shipments be suspended, 
at least of goods the shipment of which is 
considered by France herself as prohibited in 
time of war (including arms, planes, automotive 
vehicles, oil and gasoline, metals, machines, 
rolling stock). (5) The bombardment incident 
can be utilized toward a solution of the rights 
and interests of France in the new China. (6) 
Japan does not insist that a French decision to 
cease aid to Chiang Kai-shek be publicly

stated;
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department of state

division of Far Eastern Affairs

-2- 

stated; Japan suggests simply leaving the 
railroad Hnrepâiredf or the present. A 
joint investigation of war bboty seized by 
the Japanese army in Kwangsi would not con
tribute to amelioration of relations.

B. Statement in reply and comment by 
the French Foreign Office to the Japanese 
Ambassador at Paris, February 10, 1940. 
France asserts: The note given to the French 
Ambassador in Tokyo by the Vice Minister 
created a most unfortunate impression at 
Paris. The impression is confirmed that the 
Japanese Government was repeating allegations 
of transportation by the Yunnan Railway of 
war matériel which it knew to be falae. The 
note amounted to giving France the choice 
between continued bombardments and a secret 
agreement with Japan whereunder France would 
be accorded economic interests in the new 
China in return for the closing of the Indo
chinese frontier. Uja^Ersnch. Government 
could not enter into any such dishonest ar- 

hoped that the Japanese 
Government will not maintain in its official 
reply the position taken in the Vice Minis
ter’s aide-memoire.

FE:Coville:HJN
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—ElUfen P, JUfiS, Date

American Consulate General

Canton, China, February 27,

U<OSubject: Japanese Activities in Hainan Islang^\

cu

T§e Honorable

Tf-ig Secretary of State, 

o'4 Washington.

Tsarp^^SjÇZZÎ5SS-ad .. si {-$-- 1
co 
g 

Si§i
COPIES SENT TO

M.l.

I have the honor to refer to my despatch no. 35

of March 20, 1939 in regard to the Japanese occupation 

of Hainan Island and to various monthly political 

reports touching upon current conditions in Hainan and 

to report upon certain aspects of the situation there.

It will be recalled that the Japanese military 

anfl naval forces occupied and closed the port of Hoihow 

on February 10, 1939; that the Japanese reopened the 

port on June 20; that on July 17 a provisional govern

ment for the island of Hainan was inaugurated at 

Kiungchow. It will also be recalled that at the time 

of the landing of Japanese forces at Hoihow the Japanese 

announced that their occupation of the island would not 

go beyond immediate military necessity (reported in my 

despatch under reference.

As has been briefly mentioned in reports from this 

office, the Japanese gradually extended their occupation 

to towns in the northern part of the Island and along

793.94/15796
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the coast but their occupation has to date never been 

extended beyond a relatively small part of the interior. 

As in other parts of China, Japanese control has been 

confined to towns garrisoned by Japanese troops and their 

immediate vicinity, and even in contiguous areas Chinese 

guerrillas and bandits have continued to operate and 

harrass the garrisons and their lines of communication. 

Late in October and early in November most of the interior 

garrisons were withdrawn andothers were reduced in 

strength for the purpose of reinforcing the expeditionary 

force which in November was despatched into Kwangsi 

province. Following the withdrawal of Japanese troops, 

guerrillas occupied and partly or totally destroyed by 

fire many of the evacuated towns as in the case of Nodoa 

where an American mission is located.

At Hoihow and Kiungchow (these places are only a 

few miles apart) where the Japanese military headquarters 

are located, Japanese control has never been menaced and 

as far as known this statement is equally applicable to 

other coast towns. The Japanese have initiated at the 

above mentioned places a number of developments which, 

taken in conjunction with other developments, would seem 

to indicate Japanese intentions with regard to the 

island. The old Chinese air field at Kiungchow, which 

was enlarged immediately following the Japanese occupation, 

has been still further enlarged, necessitating among other 

things the removal of the foreign cemetery, and a number 

of large hangars has been erected thereon. Telephone 

wires have been replaced by cables. The electric light

plant
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plant has been enlarged, a large ioe plant has been 

erected and the construction of seven thousand houses 

for occupation by Japanese civilians has, according to a 

reliable informant, been undertaken by the Taiwan Develop

ment Company. In this connection it may be pointed out 

that as housing facilities were very largely confined to 

primitive native buildings this housing program was 

apparently considered necessary in order to take care of 
influx 

the expected/of Japanese residents. Facilities for 

landing cargo from steamers (and also for loading cargo 

on steamers) which must lie in an open bay some distance 

from the city of Hoihow have been improved.

According to information obtained locally, which is 

believed to be reliable, the Taiwan Development Company 

has been given a monopoly for certain agricultural 

development on the island, including the right to estab

lish a number of plantations. It is claimed that the 

company plans to expand the cultivation of sugar cane, 

cotton, coffee, pineapples, papayas, jute, et cetera.

At Yulinkong ( ) in the southern end of

the island there exists a well protected harbor, which 

is being developed as a naval base, presumably, according 

to press and other reports, for submarines. The harbor 

which is well protected, it is claimed, can accommodate 

large ships and is about four miles distant from the 

open sea, with which it is connected by a winding 

channel about a mile wide but much narrower at some 

points. On both sides of the channel are high hills 

which, it is believed, are being fortified. According

to
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to my informant ships must proceed very slowly through 

the channel.

As further indication of Japanese intentions in 

regard to the island it may be mentioned that the puppet 

provisional government which was set up by the Japanese 

last summer has no connection whatever with the puppet 

provincial administration at Canton, and there is reason 

to believe that the Japanese do not intend that the 

island shall again be an integral part of Kwangtung 

province. In fact, several persons who have visited the 

island since the occupation and have had a relatively 

good opportunity to observe conditions and developments 

in that area have expressed the opinion that the Japanese 

intend that Hainan Island shall eventually occupy a 

position in the Japanese Empire similar to that of 

Formosa. In the light of all known developments and 

other factors in the situation, I am inclined to agree 

with this view.

Of interest in this connection is information obtained 

from a reliable source to the effect that the Japanese 

navy plays the dominant role in Hainan and that there is 

a naval command for that area independent of naval head

quarters at Canton. The army forces on the island, it 

was also learned, are for general purposes under the 

direction of the Japanese Commander-in-Chief for South 

China whose headquarters are at Canton but with regard to 

local matters the army command in Hainan has full 

discretion.

In
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In summary, the Japanese have, according to available 

information, set up a separate puppet administration for 

the island, and have undertaken various works such as the 

construction of a large air field, the creation of a 

naval base, and the erection of a large number of houses 

for occupation by Japanese. Too, the Japanese have 

allegedly granted monopolistic rights to the Taiwan 

Development Company for the development of agricultural 

resources in that area. Notwithstanding statements of 

the Japanese government to the contrary, that governments 

policy would seem to be directed toward the eventual 

establishment of extremely close relations between the 

island and the Japanese Empire, or possibly its 

incorporation within the Empire.

Respectfully yours,

In quintuplicate to the Department
Copy for Embassy, Peiping
Copy for Embassy, Chungking
Copy for Embassy, Tokyo (via Peiping)

800
MSM/dd
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE ’ !

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

’ o -

AND RECORDS

AMERICAN EMBASSY
Tokyo, March 14, 1940

No. 4587.
SUBJECT: TRANSMITTAL OF TRANSLATION OF STATEMENT OF 

March 13, 1940 BY PRIME MINISTER Yotjat tnt 
REGARD TO JAPAN’S POLICY TOWARD CHINA.

ïj^norablee

COPIES SENT TO
O.N.I. AND M.I
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%.e Se&gtary of State, 
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Washington.
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I For |

793.94/15797

co /g §
Referring to my telegram no. 176, March 13, 8 p.m.,

recordI have the honor to transmit for the purposes of 

a translation by the Foreign Office reprinted in 

Advertiser of March 14 of a statement made on March JL3, 

1940, by the Japanese Prime Minister, Admiral Mitsuma^à 

Yonai, in regard to Japan’s policy toward China and toward 
the projected Wang Ching-wei regime.

ectfully yours,

Joseph. C. Grew
Enclosure:

1/ as stated.

710
FAS:wg
Original and 3 copies to Department
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Enclosure No. 1, to despatch 
No. 4587 , dated March 14 ,1940
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Japan Advertiser
Tokyo, Thursday, March 14, 1940

Y0NA1 PLEDGES AID.
| EARLY RECOGNITION 

TO WANG’S REGIME-
Responds With, Cabinet-Ap-p 

proved Statement to Chinese 
Organizer's Declaration

tupon. which ôür Emplrewas founded, 
fit is to that end that a new order in 
'East Asia is contemplated. Every) 
country should be enabled to find its ) 

1 ‘ proper place of peace and content- ’
ment; there should be amity and har- ' 

* mony among neighbors, and there : 
. should be mutual respect for one an-j 

other’s natural endowments and com-1 
j mon prosperity and progress for all. 
r “In the performance of the sacred 
| task of reconstructing East Asia, the, 
P first-step to be taken is to create und ; 
|l insure a new international relationship ■

between Japan, Mancthukuo and China. ’ 
Needless to say, this new relationship, 
should of necessity conform to the ideal ( 
underlying the construction of the new 
order in East Asia. That is why neigh
borly amity and good will, common de
fense against the Comintern and eco
nomic co-operation were advocated in 
the statement of Premier Konoe. Our 
goal is plain as day, The concrete 

’ program for the construction of the 
; new order which the Japanese Gov- 
: ernment proposes to accomplish in con- 
; cert with the new central government 
J of China is formulated on that very.

statement. It is deVoted to no other 
purpose than that the nations concern- 

: ed shall respect one another’s racial s 
and national endow menu and shall!

• cultivate friendly relations of mutual 
• • aid and good fellowship, stand guard !

; against the menace of Communism so, 
; as to insure the peace of East Asia, and i 
; practise the principle of ministering to 
! one another’s needs by setting up a

reciprocal economic system. That Ja
pan will respect China’s independence 
and freedom has been made clear in 
the successive statements issued by our 
Government, and it will be proved in 
fact as the present disturbances sub
side.

Peoples Still Sympathetic

>1

KONOE PRINCIPLES CITED;

Premier Convinced Incident 
Misfortune Will Be Turned 

Into Eternal Blessing

WANTS PEACE, GOODWILL

s gratified that Mr. Wang 
> Ching-wei and his associates will meet 
I soon to bring into ï>eing a new central 

government for China and will assist 
whole-heartedly toward its formation 
and recognize it speedily, Premier Yo- 
nai yesterday declared in a formal 
statement which the Cabinet had ap
proved.

He reaffirmed the intention of Japan | 
to respect the independence of China 
and said the concrete program fop the 
construction of a new order in T 
Asia is based on the Konoe declaration 
of December, 1938, which calls for ’ 
“neighborly amity and goodwill, com
mon defense against the Comintern and 
economic co-operation.”

The Premier gave out the statement 
yesterday morning. Members of the j 
Cabinet Advisory Council later heard 

I him explain it following the group’s 
hateekly luncheon meeting in his official 
^W^nce. r
i The Asahi regards the statement as I 
Japan’s response to the statement issued I 
by Mr. Wang in Shanghai on Tuesday | 

tand believes it comes after only the 
! first and second Konoe declarations in ’ 
| importance as an explanation of the ■ 
poMey for disposal of the China inci- ■ 

, dent; for itl “makes clear and definite
j policy of the Government toward 

; new regime.”
Full Translation Given

Premier’s statement follows in a 
tion made available by the For 

ce: 
j^the world frpm contentions 

t^fend to 

ant Sfe 'a

| Japan is

the » J ^Although Japan and China are now ; 
East h engaged in hostilities, the two peo-i

pies retain in their hearts the spirit 
of mutual sympathy and tolerance. The 
longer the hostilities last, the greater 

> will be the sacrifice imposed upon East 
Asia. But certainly th© great time
less mission of our Empire cannot be 
abandoned simply because of the sacri
fices of this -conflict. The determina
tion of our Government and people 
is firm as ever, and the strength of 
our nation has been replenished ac
cording to plan, so that we are ready 
to carry on our campaign, no matter 
how long, until the eyes of China’s 
anti-Japanese and pro-Commun-st re
gime are finally opened.
^^Far-sighted men are not lacking 

amSng the 400,000,000 people of China. 
Some enlightened leaders have long 
advocated peace and national salva
tion. In order to rescue their nation 
from suffering and distress, they 
ape fearlessly standing for righthand 
dedicating their lives to their cause. 
These men who share in the same 
Solicitudes toward the general wel
fare East Asia comrades.
We <jannot but admire them for their 
high purpose and their unselfish enter-
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F “Mr. Wang".Oüng-weL is an ’out-1 
«tending figure of this group. He could ] 
’not endure to see the actual state <rf-j 
1 affairs by which, his people are, need
lessly plunged, into the depth of misery 
owing to the mistaken policy of the 
Chungking regime, which» In the last 
rivals only hastened the aoyietiza- 
tion of his country; Became out for/ 
national salvation through opposition 
to Communism and conclus, on of peace 
with' Japan. In the face of all man
ners of pressure and persecution by 
Chungking, he pursued the path of his 
conviction, bringing light to his peo
ple lost in darkness. Thus has he 
won the confidence and the following; 
'Si^ination- His peace and national 
salvation movement as well as the 
preparation for a new central govern
ment have made rapid headway since* 
the sixth Kuomintang national con-1 
grass which was held, in Shanghai in j 
August of last ’
* Japan Will Assist j

£ake of the peace <4 East I 
gratified to know 

I $hat the Central Political Council is to 
meet soon, and a new central govern- 

, Kent u11! be brouSht into being with 
| united support and co-operation of ; 
; both regimes at Peking and Napking 
; ana also of many leaders representing 
i the various political groups and the va

rious sections of society. Japan will, ; 
of course, render whole-hearted assis
tance toward the formation of the new Î 
government and is prepared speedily I 
to extend recognition following its | 
establishment, {

“lathis connection, I should like to J 
add that I am deeply impressed by the $ 
fact that, in full accord with Mr. Wang, t 
çhose leading statesmen in ..the Peking} 
And Nanking governments who havc । 
ifor the past two and a half years de- 
IVoted every ounce of their energy to 
fth* reconstruction and rehabilitation of 
/their respective areas, are now going 
(forward with the work of restoring 
peace and building up a new China. | 

’‘On the eve of the establishment of!
a new central government of China, 
express my ardent hope that Mr. Wang 
and all those other men of vision and 
leadership, united in purpose and ré
solu^ in action, will proceed with the 
great task for the regeneration of 
Asia. I am convinced that their ear
nest endeavors will meet with popular 
approval and support, both in and out 
of China, and that the misfortune , 
brought on by the present Sino-Japah- t 
ese conflict will be turned into an eter
nal blearing.** • (

4

1

1
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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' O' AMERICAN EMBASSY
c .

C. Tokyo, March 11, 1940

No. 4570

SUBJECT: REPLY OF THE JAPANESE FOREIGN OFFICE TO 
REPRESENTATIONS CONCERNING THE BOMBING OF THE 
YUNNAN RAILWAY AND AMERICAN REJOINDER.

of 
FFAIR! 
940

''M
?

(DCN
For Di.^rhuvon-Cb**^

For | In U.S.A, J
(0
Ü1(D

The Honorable 00
The Secretary of State,

Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to the Embassy’s telegram t

1/ no. 155, March 6, 7 p.m., and to enclose herewith a copy

of the pro memoria delivered to the Embassy on March 6 by >

the Foreign Office in reply to representations made by e
o IP> 

this Embassy with regard to the bombing of the Yunnan s ls~ -P»» 
CD 

Railway.

2/ There is also enclosed a copy of an informal document

handed today to the Foreign Office as a rejoinder to the

reply above-mentioned of the Foreign Office. Reference is

made 0

t
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sapa

made In this connection to the Department’s telegram

no. 85, March 9, 2 p.m.
Respectfully yours,

Joseph 0. Grew.

Enclosures: 
1/2 As stated.

Copy to Embassy, Peiping;
« « « Chungking;
* « Consulate General, Shanghai;

Original and 2 copies to Department.
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Enclosure no, I to despatch 
no.i^iio dated March i| , 1940, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Copy of pro memoria handed to Mr. Eugene H. Dooman, 
Counselor of Embassy, by Mr. Seijiro Yoshizawa, Director 
of the American Bureau, March 6, 1940.

The exclusion of the Hanoi Yunnan Railway from any 

claim to neutrality in the event of war between China 

and any other power was established in 1903 when an agree

ment was concluded between France and China with regard 

to the laying and operation of that railway. At the present 

time the Chiang régime is employing the railway as an im

portant route for the supply of arms, ammunition and other 

military commodities, and, therefore, the Imperial forces 

may properly take such military measures against the rail

way as they deem necessary.

The American Government refers in the pro memoria dated 

January 31 to injury to American trading rights in China 

and to the danger to the lives of American citizens engaged 

in American commerce with China which will be caused by 

bombing of the railway, and observes that, if such bombing 

continues, it will be obliged to add the dangers to which 

American citizens are exposed and the injury which may be 

done to American rights as a result of the actions of the 

Japanese forces in China. As a part of the military opera

tions which are developing on a large scale in China, the 

Imperial forces are taking proper military measures against 

the transportation of military supplies over the Hanoi Yunnan 

Railway; consequently, although it is regretted that the 

lives of American nationals and American commerce are ex

posed
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posed to flanger, the circumstances are unavoidable. In 

view of the legal position above stated, it is believed 

that the American Government will appreciate the view of 

the Japanese Government that the question of assumption of 

responsibility by the latter Government does not arise.

Reference is made in the above-mentioned pro memoria 

to the assurances of the Japanese Government that it will 

respect the interests of third parties in China. It is to be 

added that although there is no change in the policy of the 

Japanese Government to respect such interests, such as

surances are not to be interpreted as limiting in any way 

proper military action on the part of the Imperial forces.

Copy to British Embassy, Tokyo 
Copy to French Embassy, Tokyo
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Enclosure no. 2 to despatch 
no. 4570 dated March 11, 1940 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Yoshizawa, Director of the 
1940.

Pro memoria handed by Mr. Eugene H. Dooman, Counselor 
of Embassy, to Mr. Seijiro 
American Bureau, March 11,

The Government of the United States has taken due note
■î

of the reply of the Japanese Foreign Office to the pro 
-

4

memoria left with the Japanese Foreign Office by the American

Embassy on January 31, 1940, in regard to the bombing of the

Haiphong Yunnan Railway.

In the circumstances under which the Japanese authorities

are conducting military operations in China, the Government 

of the United States does not admit the relevancy to the 
•J
-Ï

question under consideration of the reference made by the

Japanese Foreign Office to the Chinese-French Railway

Construction Agreement of 1903, nor does it admit lack of 1
responsibility on the part of the Japanese Government for 

any loss of American life, or damage to American property 

that may be caused by the current Japanese military opera

tions in China. The Government of the United States hereby 

makes full reservations of its rights and of the rights of 

its citizens in the matter

Tokyo, March 11, 1940
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No. 114

AMERICAN *&ÈNSPIjAfl^ ,:G 

;ow, China, February 127~1940. 
’ ™ 3 04

r ■ " ' 'Or
Subject: American Ambassador’s Visit to 

Hankow and Other Yangtze Ports.

-------- !------------ - -----------
I have the honor to enclose for the Department’s 

information a copy of my communication (No. 55) of 

February 6, 1940, to the American Embassy at Chungking 
in regard to Ambassador Johnson^s^ecent visit to 

Hankow and other Yangtze ports.

w g ê ° 1. Despatch No. 55 of February 6, 1940, 
£ m to the Embassy, Chungking.

In quintuplicate

030

CJS/MYH

793.94/15799
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' WO. 55.

AMERICAN CONSULATS GENERAL

Benko*, China, February 6, 1940.

Subject» American Ambassador*a visit to 
Bankov and Other Yangtze Forts.

The Honorable Nelson Trusler Johnson,
American Ambassador, 

Chungking.

Sir i

I have the honor to submit the following 
Information concerning the recent visit to Hankow 

of Ambassador Nelson T. Johnson and his staff who 
arrived in the port on January 29th and departed on 
January list. They made the trip from Shanghai on 
the U.S.3. LUZON, as guests of Boar Admiral Glassford, 
Commander of tho Yangtze Patrol, and visited the 
following Yangtze portât Chinklang, Nanking, Whu, 
Asking, Kiukiang, Huangahlhkong, Sanklangkow and 

Hankow in order to visit and talk with American 

nationals in such ports. At the same time, packages 
and mail were delivered by the American naval author
ities.

The Ambassador's observations on his trip / 

been sot forth in his radiogram of February^J^zô p.m.*, 
to the Department, such message having been repeated 
to this office for its Informatisa. 

te'LWJAMl WJ
The Ambassador's visit to Hankow and other 

Tangtse ports occasioned much interest and apparently 
a certain degree of anxiety on tho part of the local 

Japanese
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Japanese who related the journey to the recent 
termination of th* American-Japanese Oomercial 
Treaty and th* proposed "re-opening” of the Yangtze 
to foreign trade.

The local Japanese controlled pre** pointed out 
that th* visit of the Ambassador might be considered 

a* an entirely friendly and normal procedure and in 
the interest* of hl* Government. He was, however, 
then editorially admonished "to observe International 
law and not prolong disorder in the Orient" by 
"extending assistance to the Kuomintang Government 
in Chungking",*

A* an instance of the interest shown by the local 
Japanese authorities, Major General Shibayama, Chief 
of the Special Service Section of the Imperial Japanese 
Army at Hankow, during a call on lay British colleague 

on the afternoon of the American Ambassador** arrival, 
sought information as to the object of the Ambassador** 
visit and as to whether or not he would see local 
British official*.

It will be remembered that the Japanese military 
authorities in Shanghai disclosed an alleged Chinese 

plot to assassinat* the Ambassador while travelling up 
the Yangtze in Japanese occupied territory, thereby 
seriously involving the American and Japanese Governments 
Special precautions were taken by the Japanese author
ities at a number of place* along the route to insure 
the Ambassador»s "protection". Such precaution* were, 

however,

♦sxtract* from editorial appearing in th* W HAH PAO 
of January 30, 1940.
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however, of a very perfunctory nature at Hankow.
Humor was unoonolously provided by the local 

Japanese authorities when the one protective 
measure suggested by them wai that g Japanese 
gendarme should ride in the American Consul General’# 

oar while it was being used by the Ambassador, "in 
order that the latter might be spared any unpleasant 
encounter with a Japanese sentry.*’ Since local 
sentries appear to hare been on particularly good 
behaviour for a number of weeks past and since the 
Japanese have betrayed sensitivity when their 
sentries have been charged with ill mannere^droatment 
of foreigners, the suggested reasonfor oidarmo 

escort for the Ambassador was r the Japanese
point of view, a happy one. The proffered "protection*’ 
was politely declined and the matter was dropped by 
the military who appear to have taken no special 
measures to protect the Ambassador. 
Contacta Afforded bx Visit t

During their stay in Hankow, the Ambassador and 

Hear Admiral were entertained at a number of functions 
which enabled them directly to discuss matters with 
American missionary and business leaders and to make 
contact with other leading members of the foreign 
official and civil ocamunity in Hankow. The official 
functions at the Consulate General included a dinner 
attended by Ambassador Johnson, Hear Admiral Glassford, 
their respective staffs, and leading members of the 
American business and missionary groups. There was 
also an official reception for the entire American 
coMunlty, the consular Body, those Chungking Government 

officials
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officials resaining in Hauko^i*

ployed by the Oust oris, Postal^

and leading Japanese army and M^g&yepresentatives 
jf

with whoa the Consulate General

respective "Special Service Sotf
On January 30th, the Aisb

Hear Admiral Olassford for the

foreigners sa- 

Salt Administrations)

Shanghai on th® flagship IXJ3ON.

Conclusions:

The American nationals in W and at various

ated and war®

^relations in the 

in Hankow.

left Hankow with 

journey to

porte along the river greatly i 

encouraged by the visits of ths À

Admiral Glassford. The

contact and an exchange of vi<

esador and Hear

for personal 
particularly 

welcomed, while there was a tf^Hef that such
visits by high American officiais» ^*^U&parly at a 

time when so many restriction* wars ,|pnpo8®d upon 

Americans
were most

and other foreign naWNtsls byS^;^BMnese 
timely and calculated to have a

I am confident that the viclfsalutary effect, 
served to strengthen the hands of this office in 

with the Japanese authorities.dealings

Respectfully yours,

0. J. Spiker 
American Consul General

Original 
5 copias 
Copy to 3

. to Embassy, Chungking; 
i to th® Department; 
Esbassy, Peiping.

030

CJB/toH

| of tirt ttg;
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

z April 19, 1940.
y 

V Reference Hankow’s despatch no. 57 
of February 16, 1940 to the Embassy at 
Chungking entitled "Situation in Central 
China Early in 1940".

In this despatch Vice Consul Davies 
presents a valuable and interesting picture 
of conditions in an important region, infor
mation in regard to which is exceptionally 
difficult to obtain. The factual information 
set forth is based on diverse sources of in
formation and is presented with exceptional 
clarity and preciseness.

FE suggests that the despatch under 
reference be given a rating of "Excellent".

^7

FE:Penfield:EAS
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4 DEPARTMENT OF STATEs.’ ■, fc
5, Division of far Eastern Affairsr

; Hankow’s despatch no. 57, February 16,
£ to Chungking.

; This despatch presents a very interest-
| ing picture of conditions in central China
V early in 1940, based on information obtained 
• from such diverse sources as a Franciscan

priest and Miss Agnes Smedley. The majority 
of Japanese outposts have been held, some 
against overwhelming odds, and communications 
have been maintained even if irregular at 
times because of Chinese attacks. Japanese 
army strength in central China is little more 
than sufficient to hold the points now occu
pied. Japanese morale has recently shown no 
signs of being seriously impaired although 

xthe continued hostilities are undoubtedly 
unpopular with the average Japanese soldier. 
Many Japanese staff officers, on the other 
hand, live lives of unaccustomed luxury and J 
probably find the hostilities not at all 
unpleasant. In garrison towns Japanese 
troops, though arrogant, are comparatively

’ well
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well behaved. In the field Japanese soldiers 
still indulge in excesses. Although many 
Japanese officials sincerely desire friendly 
cooperation with the Chinese, conciliatory 
measures often play into the hands of guerril 
las. Chinese mercenaries in Japanese employ 
in the central China district are said to be 
poorly armed and equipped and are said to 
total not more than 60,000. There has been 
an improvement in guerrilla organization, but 
it is still true that the military efficacy 
of partisan activities is generally exagger
ated. During the past winter offensive, 
guerrillas were unsuccessful, even with the 
support of Chinese regulars, in cutting con
clusively Japanese communication lines. The 
New Fourth Army Vanguard Detachment (Chinese 
"Communist** group operating in central China) 
is reported to be awakening a political con
sciousness in the people by its program of 
political education.

The entire despatch and marked portions 
of the enclosures are worth reading if you 
have t ime.

793.94/]^apo 
FE:Penfield;HES
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No. 115

Subject:

The Honorable

Sir:

AMERICAN CONSTOWNh
Hankow ,~China, February"!^/ 1940

B40APR ° PM 3 29 L.tX
blVIS’JN OF

Situation in ^tftWàlz CJWB& Early iivl940 *£•
____________ AND RLOPHbS ^*^*1 kQ
COPIES SENT TO 
O.N.I. AND

The Secretary of State,

Division of

Washington
—-j—j------ -Z~~ i To fi.-M ]_______ |

For I In U.S.A.

I have the honor to enclose, in quintuplicate, 

of the Consulate General’s despatch No. 57,^ajsopy

^darted February 16, 1940, to the Embassy at Chungking, 
a. w ,
cob; the above-entitled subject.

0=4

a 
a? 
a Respectfully yours,
C3

C. T. Spiker 
American Consul General

.closure:

Despatch No. 57, dated February 16, 1940, 
to the Embassy at Chungking.

In quintuplicate 

800

MRE/MYH

793.94/15800
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No. 57

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL 

Hankow, China, February 16, 1940.

CONFIDENTIAL.

Subject: Situation in Central China Barly in 1940.*

* This despatch is not a dilation of Hankow’s telegraphic 
summery of January 9, 4 p.m. but is concerned with 
comment on and addition to material contained in the 
enclosures.

The Honorable Nelson T. Johnson, 
American Ambassador, 

Chungking.

Sir:

I have the honor to submit herewith a series of 
memoranda of recent conversations, copies of letters 

and one newspaper article not yet published, all con
cerning the military, political and economic situation 

in this area.

Summary:

The Japanese continue to hold what they have 
captured, but cannot hope to expand their control with
out reinforcements. Japanese morale is not high but 
is adequate to meet the present situation. A large 
body of Chinese mercenaries of no great utility is 
maintained by the Japanese Army, some Chinese Army 
units have penetrated the "occupied" areas. Chinese 
guerrillas are of limited military value, but New Fourth 
Army organizers are launching a significant mass movement 
in "occupied*  territory. While the present disturbance 
of normal economic life impoverishes the native popula
tion it also hinders Japanese economic development of 
this district.

The Information contained in the enclosures to this 

despatch is typical of the reports which are regularly 

received by this office in that It requires reappraisal 
of emphasis and interpretation of apparent contradictions.

The
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The varying emphases of a Franciscan priest and Miss 

Agnes Smedley, as oases in point, need adjustment for a 

balanced presentation of conditions as they are. Most 

contradictions in the enclosures are, it is maintained, 

only apparent because each is a substantially true but 

incomplete statement of fact. There are, of course, 

certain divergencies in statements made, for example 

Miss Smedley and a Chinese Student write that New Fourth 

Army organizers have been working in Central Hupeh for 

more than a year while another source connected with the 

New Fourth Army declares that they first arrived in 

July 1939* While such contradictions exist, this office 

feels that they do not detract from the generally 

authentic intelligence presented*

There follows a condensation and interpretation 

of the information contained in the enclosures. The 

areas covered are primarily those between the Peiping- 

Hankow railway and the Yangtze River in Central Hupeh 

and the south bank of the Yangtze between Wuchang and 

Xlukiang.

Japanese Military Position:

The Japanese have lost none of their important 

fortified positions to the Chinese. A few of their 

outposts have been reduced by the Chinese or evacuated 

under pressure, but the majority have been hold, some 

against overwhelming odds. Japanese communications have 

been maintained, even if irregularly at times because of 

Chinese attacks. Conditions along the south bank of the 

Yangtze, ahioh would seem to bo the most securely hold 

Japanese lino at present, are discussed in Enclosure No. 1 

The
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The numerical strength of the Japanese Army in 

Central China is little more than sufficient to hold the 

points it now occupies. Any major extension of the 

Japanese linos can be accomplished only with the aid of 

reinforcements or through a shift of manpower involving 

a compensatory relinquishment of control over points 

now held.

Mention should be made of the advantage the Japanese 

possess through command of the air. They are thus able 

to anticipate the approach of any large body of Chinese 

troops and attack Chinese base concentrations.

Japanese Morale:

The morale of the Japanese troops in Central China 

may be lower than it was at the time of the capture of 

Wuhan, but it has not recently shown signs of being 

seriously impaired. There is little doubt that the con

tinued hostilities are unpopular with the average 

Japanese soldier, but he still lacks the initiative to 

revolt.
For the staff officers, who with their colleagues 

in Japan are principally responsible for the continuance 

of the war, the prolongation of hostilities is quite 

another thing. A Chinese with extensive Japanese 

connections declared to a member of my staff, "This 

war is not at all unpleasant for the high Japanese 

officers. As young intelligence agents they visited 

China years ago, observed the luxury and ease in which 

the Chinese warlords lived and now they are doing quite 

as well as the warlords.” In Japan these military men 

would ride in street cars; here they have automobiles.
In
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In Japan their homes would be very modest establishments; 

here they have the most palatial residences in the oity 

and in abundance the basic indulgences which go with 

high living. Two Japanese on separate occasions con

fided that, coming from Japan where self-denial and 

economy were enjoined out of consideration for the men 

at the "front", they were shocked by the corruption and 

extravagance which they encountered here. For the high 

Japanese officer the congeniality of his present status 

is due, of course, not only to the perquisites of rank 

accruing from conquest but also to the fulfillment of 

his function as a military leader and the satisfaction 

of his ego.

Relations Between Japanese Troops and Native Population:

In Japanese garrison towns Japanese troops are 

comparatively well behaved, even though arrogant, 

truculent and sadistically vengeful. In the field and 

when on campaign the conduct of Japanese soldiers towards 

the native population is still characterized by the 

excesses which have polluted the reputation of the 

Japanese Army.

There are, of course, many Japanese officials who 

sincerely desire friendly cooperation with the Chinese 

under their control. Conciliatory measures, however, 

often play into the hands of guerrillas and other anti

Japanese elements. Consequent Japanese retaliation, 

usually wreaked with severity, almost invariably Injures 

amenable Chinese along with the irreconcilables. Many 

hard-headed Japanese therefore have no patience with any 

policy of gratuitous Japanese conciliation.

Chinese
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1939, Purge of Guerrillas; Death of Generals Liao lei 
and Kao Ching-ting, page 2.
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Chinese Mercenaries Maintained by the Japanese;

Along the periphery of Japanese control, Including 

territory within the so-called occupied areas, there 

operate bands of native mercenaries employed by the 

Japanese. At least one of these foroes, as Indicated 

in Enclosure No. 2, Is equal In numerical strength to 

a Chinese Army division. The mercenaries in this 

district are believed to total not more than 60,000.
/ 

They are said to be poorly armed and equipped.

The mercenaries are made up of local bandits and 

unemployed.*  They are of uncertain allegiance and the 

Japanese cannot rely upon them. Several bands are said 

to carry two flags with them, the Chinese national ensign 

and the puppet five-barred flag; they unfurl whichever 

one is appropriate to the company in which they find 

themselves. The New Fourth Army Vanguard Detachment 

claims to have won over several detachments of mercen

aries.

(Puppet governments and puppet officials in this 

district will be discussed in a separate despatch now 

under preparation).

Chinese Army:

Although there are persistent reports of units of 

the regular Chinese Army having penetrated the so-called 

occupied areas and placing themselves in close proximity 

to such major Japanese communications lines as the 

Yangtze River and the Peiping-Hankow and Canton-Hankow 

railways, it is believed that their total number is 

oonparatlvely
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comparatively small. Operations behind the Japanese 

lines is the assignment primarily of the guerrillas.
The heaviest oonoentrations of Chinese troops 

facing the Japanese "front” would seem to be in the 

Suihsien-Sinyang sector and southeast of
Yoyang (4g- $ ) * There is reason to believe that the 

best Chinese troops are not placed in forward positions 

next to the Japanese (Enclosure No. 2).

Guerrillast

There has been an improvement in guerrilla organi

zation. The partisans have caused increasing damage 

and losses to the Japanese Army.* It is nevertheless 

still true *♦ that the military efficacy of partisan 

activities is generally exaggerated.
Protagonists of the guerrillas will maintain that 

the partisans are neither equipped nor organized to 

engage in pitched battles or besiege fortified positions 

and that the function of guerrillas is to collect mili
tary intelligence and to harass the enemy. While fully 

appreciating the limitations under which the partisans 

must operate, it would still seem that they have not 
thus far used their overwhelming numerical superiority 

over the Japanese to any definite advantage. Within 

their own sphere of action they were unsuccessful during 

the past winter offensive, oven with the support of 

Chinese regulars, in cutting conclusively Japanese 

communication lines.
In the case of the New fourth Army Vanguard Detach

ment, quite as Important as their armed resistanoe to 

the Japanese is their program of political education 
__________________________________ among 
* Hankow*s telegram December 31, 12 noon.

** Hankow’s despatch No. 600 to the Embassy, April 22, 
1939, Conditions in Eastern Hupeh and Southern Honan.
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among the massas and their raising of the people’s morale. 

The organization of the rural population by the New 

Fourth Army, discussed in Enclosures Nos. 4-7, is a 

development of possibly considerable political signifi

cance for China's future. The people are developing, 
it is claimed, a political consciousness, they are given 

a program of action, they therefore are beginning to 

feel that they may to some degree direct their own 

destinies.

Economic:

As indicated in Enclosures Nos. 1-3, there has been 

little improvement in economic conditions in this dis

trict during the past year. Economic life is disrupted 

by the continuance of fighting, by bandit activities, 
by Japanese military restrictions, by a partially 

successful Chinese commercial blockade of the "occupied" 

areas, and by the return of certain militarists to the 

system of likin and extortion.
The economic turmoil existing in most of the 

"occupied" areas works a serious hardship on the native 

population, but it likewise adversely affects not only 

the sale of Japanese goods in conquered territory but 

also Japanese exploitation of the hinterland.

Respectfully yours,

C. J. Spiker 
American Consul General

Enclosures:
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Knolosures:
1. Conditions on the South Bank of the 

Yangtze to the Bast of Wuhan.
2. Condition» West of Hanyang Between 

Yangtze and Ban Rivera.
3. Conditions at Sinyang, Honan.
4. Hew fourth Army Organization in 

Central Hupeh.
5. Letter fro» Misa Agnes Smedley to 

International Red Cross Society of 
Central China, Hankow, dated 
January 27, 1940.

6. Excerpts from two personal letters from 
Miss Agnes Smedley and exoerpts from a 
personal letter from a Chinese University 
Student now working with the guerrillas.

7. Hews Despatch from Miss Agnes Smedley 
to Manchester Guardian.

Original to Chungking;
5 ooples to the Department (despatch 

Ho. 115, February 16, 1940);
Copies to Embassy, Peiping;

Embassy, Tokyo;
Consulate General, Shanghai; 
Commander, Yangtze Patrol.

800
JD/mre
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 5% February 16, 1940, 
from Consul General C. J. Spiker, Hankow, China, to 
the American Embassy, Chungking, on the subject;
"Situation in Central China early in 1940."

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

Hankow, China, January 19, 1940.

MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT; Conditions on the South Bank of the 
Yangtze to the East of Wuhan.

The Japanese Army has control over the highway 
running from Wuchang to Ocheng. There are small 
garrisons at all of the villages along the route and 
at practically all of the bridges. This area is so 
completely under Japanese control that one or two 
Japanese soldiers are at times to be seen alone along 
or off the road. There is no evidence of military 
activity on the part of the guerrilla.

This was not the case last autumn when the drive 
on Changsha was under way. The garrison troops were 
then moved south and the towns along this line were 
attacked by guerrillas. After the Changsha debacle, 
Japanese soldiers passed through the area in question 
in a bedraggled and weary condition committing excesses 
on the native population. The population fled to the 
hills. New garrisons thereafter arrived from Wuchang, 
men whose discipline is fairly good and who have not 
overly molested the people. They do not manifest 
pronounced signs of war-weariness.

My informant described a certain technique employed 
by the Japanese in dealing with Chinese who are subjects 
of their displeasure. A Chinese Christian had been made 
head of a village Peace Maintenance Association. The 
villagers had celebrated some festival which aroused 
the suspicion of the Japanese. Japanese soldiers 
secretly took up positions on two hillocks overlooking 
the village and opened up machine-gun fire on the 
settlement. They then entered the village and arrested 
the Peace Maintenance head and several others. The 
arrested men were taken to a Japanese garrison head
quarters where they were questioned and then, on the 
false charge of anti-Japanese activities, the head of 
the Peace Maintenance Association was compelled to dig 
his own grave in which he was buried alive.

Some Japanese, on the other hand, apparently feel 
that a conciliatory technique is the more profitable 
course. For example, a Japanese garrison learned that 
a nearby guerrilla chieftain was to celebrate the 
wedding of his son with great festivities. They 
secretly surrounded the chief and his guests on the 
day of the festival and captured the whole party.

Instead
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Instead of executing the prisoners they are said to 
have treated them with consideration, releasing most 
of them and detaining the guerrilla chief in more 
or less durance pleasant. The Japanese intent, it 
was generally believed, was to win over the partisan 
by friendly treatment.

Guerrilla revenue is obtained through taxation of 
the Chinese population. Levies are exacted according 
to ability to pay and are apparently not felt to be 
excessive. At Shihhweiyao the partisans have even 
collected assessments of $1000 per head on many of 
the Peace Maintenance Association leaders. Shops in 
Japanese garrison towns are also said to pay taxes to 
the guerrillas. Goods in transit, if they are allowed 
to pass the partisan blockade, usually pay a 10$ ad 
valorem tax. Rice is taxed 80 cents per picul.

Ordinarily a blockade is maintained by the 
guerrillas which prevents the passage of goods 
between the Japanese controlled area and free China. 
This blockade is relaxed, it would seem, whenever the 
partisans feel in need of revenue from taxation on 
goods passing into occupied areas. It is not relaxed 
to permit Japanese products to enter free territory.

Along the Yangtze the guerrillas maintain stations 
at three points between Shihhweiyao and Hankow where 
taxes are levied on passing native junks. Chinese 
river traffic is aware of these toll stations and 
spontaneously stops for examination and payment of 
10% duties. Occasionally a vessel tries to slip by 
without paying. My informant was in one such boat. 
The guerrillas fired warning shots and came out in a 
small sampan for inspection, but allowed the junk to 
proceed after my informant had shouted identification 
to them. They apologized profusely for interrupting 
his journey.

The partisans are reported to be laying mines at 
night in the Yangtze between Hankow and Kiukiang. 
These mines, like supplies of ammunition and arms, 
are said to have been left in caches by the Chinese 
Army when it withdrew one year and one half ago. /

Gangs of local ruffians operate in the no-man’s-land 
between areas under Japanese control and Chinese administer 
ed territory. They oppress the native population, but 
it would seem that their activities are not so extreme 
nor their numbers so great as in the Han River and 
pi n g-Hwn railroad areas• When asked what the attitude 
of the people was towards these bandits, my Informant 
replied that they were naturally viewed with fear and 
hatred but that the blame for their existence was laid 
on the Japanese.

There is less talk among the Chinese than last 
summer about a general counter-offensive. Nevertheless, 
they still speak hopefully of the departure of the 
Japanese. As in Manchuria some three years ago, the 
Japanese are regarded as some sort of natural calamity, ,
like locusts or floods or an extortionate magistrate, / 
which eventually must pass away.

John Davies. 
800 
JD/CFS
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BmIomu* Mo« 2 t* AMrpfttob M*« ^7, 16. 1940.
fro* Consul Chmeral a. J. Spiker, Hankow, China, to 
th* Amerlean Embassy, Chungking, on the aubjeet: 
«Situât!** 1» Central China early i* 1940.«

File No. 800

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL 

Hankow, China, January 29, 1940

MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: Conditions West of Hanyang Between 
Yangtze and Han Rivers.

The person who supplied me with the following 
information traveled from a place about 80 kilometers 
from Hanyang, in Chinese controlled territory, to 
Hankow without encountering a Japanese sentry until 
he was in the city of Hankow.

Military:

The Japanese have garrisons along the Han River, 
which waterway fKey effectively control, as far as 
Chungsiang. My informant stated that between Hankow 
and Yokiakow (beyond which place his information is 
sketchy) there are Japanese troops stationed at most 
of the small towns along the Han. Sofar as he knows, 
their hold on these towns has not been seriously 
challenged by the Chinese, save possibly for a 
Chinese plain-clothes attack on Sientaochen about 
six weeks ago. The raid is said to have been partially 
successful, but the Japanese retain the town. No 
non-Japanese have since been allowed to leave or enter 
Sientaochen, so the missionary there has not been 
heard from since the attack. As my informant resides 
in an area not held by the Japanese, he had little to 
impart concerning their military strength in the Han 
River sector.

He did, however, mention the Japanese drive into 
the Mi enyang area in October-November 1939. One Japanese 
column passed close to the place in which he lives. 
A «fierce battle", he was told, was fought near Mienyang. 
He was unable to give an estimate of the casualties. 
The campaign was apparently a fast-moving one which was 
soon over. Mienyang is now back in Chinese hands, the 
Japanese having stayed in the town only a few hours.

The 128th Division of the Chinese Army has its 
headquarters at Fengkow ( , some 15 kilometers
south of Mienyang* The commander is Wang Ching-tsal 
( X ^ ), a native of Honan. The 128th Division 
was originally a northern unit, made up of Honan and 
Shantung conscripts. Having suffered heavily in fighting 

along
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along the Tsin-pu in 1937-38, it was before the fall 
of Hankow assigned to Mienyang district for a rest. 
It has since conscripted many local youths and 
incorporated local bandits as replacements of earlier 
losses. At first, only fourth sons of families were 
conscripted, now the third sons of Mienyang families 
are being impressed.

General Wang is a high-handed soldier of the 
old war-lord type, executing a tailor contractor and 
his family because the hapless man had delivered to 
one of Wang's units bandoliers which had been rejected 
as being too small by another group of the 128th 
Division. While General Wang affords the population 
a fair degree of security from bandits, he is not 
loved for the heavy likin which his organization 
levies on goods in transit (see below, Economic). 
To the credit of the 128th Division is the imposition 
of the death penalty on smugglers of opium*

The 128th Division, my informant declared, is not i 
prosecuting hostilities against the Japanese. General 
Wang and his subordinates are quite busy enough enrich-i 
ing themselves at the expense of the populace. Aside { 
from their battle with the Japanese at Mienyang last 
autumn, the only other major engagement in which the 
128th Division is said to have recently participated 
was a not very bloody battle last summer for Chu Yu 
Shan. Wang and his men were dislodged from this place, 
then their headquarters, by the guerrilla force of 
Wang Pu-ching ( ).

Like certain other third-rate provincial troops, 
the 128th Division is probably placed in a foreward 
position because its decimation would mean no particular 
loss to the central government. If this is so, the 
reluctance of Wang Ching-tsai's troops to press 
hostilities is readily understandable.

Wang Pu-ching( îl $ ), a Hanyanghsien man,
commands the 82nd Division of Japanese puppet troops. 
He was once a captain in the Chinese Army, but 
recognizing an opportunity for making good money, 
he sold out to the Japanese. His business and political 
acumen is further endorsed by rumors to the effect that 
he is also in the pay of Chungking.

Like the 128th Division, this Japanese-paid train- 
band is more engrossed in exacting revenue than in 
fighting.

The territory controlled by Wang Pu-ohing's forces 
lies, roughly, west and south of Chuankow (Jib a ) 
along the Yangtze north bank as far as Sinti. He is 
variously said to have five or six thousand and fourteen 
or fifteen thousand men under his command. Information 
which I have from perhaps a better connected source is 
that he has 10,000 men with 6,000 rifles.

Fang
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Fang Pu-tsou ( 2) $ ) is the third contender
for control of the area back of Hanyang between the 
Han and Yangtze Rivers. Little is known of him beyond 
reports that he ousted Wang Pu-chingfrom Chu Yu Shan. 
My informant was of the opinion that Fang is in the 
pay of the Central Government. If this is true, it 
does not, of course, preclude the possibility that 
he also receives subsidies from the Japanese.

Fang is rumored to be a native of Hanyanghsien. 
His domain lies to the north of Wang Pu-ching's.

Economic :

Likin is exacted on goods entering and passing 
through the territories of the above-mentioned Chinese 
military leaders. The 128th Division charges 25% at 
Shahu ( ) duty on goods entering its territory,
Wang Pu-ching’s 82nd Division collects 15% at Huang- 
lingchi ( >^‘), another 15% at Shayangtou
( S ), and a final 20% at Chintou ( ).

Blockade. The 128th Division prevents rice from 
leaving its territory. The grain may be shipped further 
back country, but not into Japanese occupied area. The 
same is true of cotton. Japanese merchandise - cloth, 
thread, cigarettes, canned fruit and beer - are sold in 
the section of Free China in which my informant lives. 
The Japanese also maintain a restricted blockade. At 
Chuankow the Japanese station ship dumps into the 
Yangtze all salt, which is contraband, destined for 
the hinterland. There is therefore a shortage of salt 
where my informant resides.

Currency is something of a problem as there is 
an acute shortage of one dollar bills and small change. 
New Chinese five and ten dollar notes, however, are in 
circulation in profusion.

General economic conditions are bad despite an 
excellent crop last autumn. The high cost of living 
resulting from the exactions of the military forces in 
this particular area of Free China, bordering Japanese 
occupied territory, makes the economic position of the 
people most unenviable. Their lot has been reduced to 
that of the peasantry under the more unscrupulous of 
the old warlords.

Attitude of Populace Toward Japanese;

Being thus oppressed, do not the common people, 
I asked, feel that perhaps the Japanese might not be 
better masters. The reply was a definite negative. 
The peasants and villagers know that the Japanese are 
as extortionate as their own irregulars. But what is 
more, the Japanese reputation for maltreatment of women 
has gone far ahead of them and has aroused deep Chinese 
fear and resentment. It is perhaps that Japanese trait 
more than any other which has so alienated the Chinese 
mind. The native population is now quite ready to 
credit almost any atrocity story told about the Japanese. 
Even though the invaders committed few excesses against 

women
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<omen lu the Wuhan cities, the country folk scarcely 
50 miles from this center believe that at Wuhan the 
Japanese indulged In rape to the same extent that they 
did at Nanking,

John Davies, Jr.
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Enclosure Ko. 3 to dosp&teh So. 57, February 16, 1940. 
fro» Consul General c. J. Spiker, Hankow, China, to 
4M Amarlo&n Embassy, on the wubj«eti
"Situation in Central China early in IMO.*

Hankow, China, February 13, 1940.

MEMORANDUM

CONFIDENTIAL AS TO PLACE NAMES.

Subject: Conditions at Sinyang, Honan.

Military:

The so-called Chinese winter offensive apparently I 
seriously threatened the Japanese hold on Sinyang, ’ 
Honan, during late December. The railroad was at that 
time, according to Information said to have originated \ 
from Japanese sources, cut as often as three times a \ 
day, principally between Sinyang and Kwangshul. Fight- I 
ing, the sound of which had been audible almost dally 
since mid-December, shortly before Christmas drew so 
near Sinyang that the Chinese shelled an area close to 
the Sinyang railroad station. Chinese positions were 
still not far from Sinyang even during the first half 
of January when, my informant declared, the concussion 
of Japanese aerial bombardments caused the windows of 
his house to rattle. Chinese aircraft attempted to 
attack Sinyang about the middle of December, but bombed 
only the nearby open countryside.

At one time the situation was so tense for the 
Japanese that, according to a statement attributed to a 
Japanese source, the Japanese were prepared on a certain 1 
night in late December (the exact date of which my 
informant does not remember) to evacuate the town if 
the Chinese attack increased in intensity. The Chinese 
assault slackened.

Japanese reinforcements arrived at Sinyang during 
the latter half of December and they essayed counter
attacks to the north of Changtaikuan (^ £ M ) • soao 
15 miles north of Sinyang and the northernmost Japanese 
position in this area. This counter-attack was repulsed, 
as were sallies east and west.

The situation along the Peiping-Hankow line south 
of Sinyang continues to be tense. Chinese and Occidentals 
(with only two known exceptions) are still not permitted 
to travel on the railroad, which is reserved exclusively 
for military use. Military trains, however, operate 
without visible impediment and small Japanese garrisons 
along the line appear to hold their positions successfully.

As illustrating the passive attitude of the Chinese 
and the tenacity of the Japanese, my informant mentioned 
the garrison at Wulitien (^ £ w ), the Japanese outpost 
east of Sinyang. Fifteen Japanese soldiers, ho declared, 
have held that position for more than a year despite the 
immediate proximity of several Chinese divisions.

In
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In summing up the military situation at and near 
SInyang my informant stated that there is no doubt that 
the Chinese foroes seriously discomfort the Japanese, 
exacerbate their nerves and cause them steady small 
losses. The Japanese, however, hare established them
selves in strongly fortified positions which the Chinese 
cannot hope to invest without artillery preparation and 
support. Most of the Chinese activity is of the guerrilla 
type which can hardly be expected to reduce even Japanese 
pillboxes. Another ponderable Japanese advantage, it 
might be added, is control of the air. This means that 
large-scale Chinese operations must cease at daybreak if 
they wish to avoid detection and being attacked.

Economic:

Business, excepting for trade in daily necessities, 
is at a standstill. Small shops are stocked with 
Japanese goods, the supply of which is running low due 
to interruptions in commercial traffic on the railroad. 
When pressure increased on Sinyang with the prosecution 
of the Chinese winter offensive, the Japanese military 
authorities caused the city gates to be closed and entry 
to or exit from the city was forbidden to Chinese, 
excepting for those bearing foodstuffs and fuel in from 
the countryside. This restriction is reported to have 
been lifted during the first week of February.

The disruption of economic life by the Chinese armed 
forces is probably as great a factor in Chinese resis
tance as direct military action against the Japanese. 
As indicating the degree of uncertainty which the Japanese 
feel is the closing by the Japanese of the country market 
and fair at Liulinchen ( ) because on two market
days Japanese were kidnapped by guerrillas from the 
market place. The Chinese civilian population suffers, 
of course, as a result of this measure; but so do the 
Japanese merchants.

Sociological and Political:

The population of Sinyang is estimated to be now 
about 25% of normal.

"Are the Japanese now treating the native population 
better than formerly?", I asked. The reply was in the 
affirmative, but with qualifications. Cases of robbery 
by Japanese soldiers are still reported. Chinese sus
pected of being actively anti-Japanese are, my informant 
believes, sometimes buried alive.

American missionaries received a letter signed by 
the hsien (country) magistrate, a Chinese, instructing 
them to close a girl’s school which the mission had

recently
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recently opened. When approached by the missionaries 
to reconsider hie decision, the magistrate told them 
with evident embarrassment and confusion that the letter 
had been drafted under Instructions from the Japanese 
authorities and ho had boon ordered to sign it. In 
explaining his position ho said "when ’they* tell me to 
open my mouth, I open it; when ’they’ toll ma to elose 
my mouth, I close it."

John Davies, Jr.

JD/mre
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Enclosure No. 4- to despatch No. 57, February 16, 1940, 
from Consul General C. J. Spiker, Hankow, China, to the 
American Embassy, Chungking, on the subject: "Situation 
in Central China early in 1940".

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

Hankow, China, February 15, 1940.

MEMORANDUM

Subject: New Fourth Army Organization in 
Central Hupeh.

(The following information was obtained from a 
well-educated Chinese connected with the New Fourth 
Army. He is a man, I should judge, of high character 
and determined spirit.)

Formation of New Fourth Units in Central Hupeh:

The Honan-Hupeh Border Vanguard Detachment of the 

New Fourth Army Apt arrived in

north central Hupeh from Honan in July 1939. It was a 

small band of organizers among whom were many students 

and teachers. This group possessed a total of twenty- 

four rifles.

The detachment immediately began the political 

education and organization of the common people. They 

worked in the rural areas near Chungsiang (Ü 4^-) and 

Anlu (^ ?£) and have gradually during the autumn and

winter extended their influence southward in the 

triangular area between the Peiping-Hankow railroad and 

the Han River.

A large proportion of the rural population of the 

following counties are now said to have been organized: 

Yingshan (M- *^), Anlu, Chungsiang, Kingshan ***),

Yunmeng (’M » Yincheng (M -^), Tsaoshih (j«L ‘^7 )

Tienmen
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Tienmen (Æ <*1), Hanchuan (/M >'| ). Agents of this

New Fourth Army Vanguard, it was estimated, are also in 

the Wuhan cities. Mÿ informant was unable to give me 

information of New Fourth Army organizations east of the 

Peiping-Hankow railway.

Organizational Structure:

The basic unit of the Vanguard Detachment is known 

as a Resist the Enemy Ten Men Corps (45t> 1^- )

composed, as the name states, of ten men. Three of 

these corps make one Group ( O. ). Three Groups form 

one Branch Corps JÊ)), while three of these larger 

units compese one Regional Corps. My informant was 

unable to estimate the numerical strength of the New 

Fourth Army partisans in central Hupeh because the organ

ization is a mass movement. He did say that the Vanguard 

Detachment now possesses over 20,000 rifles.

It is principally young peasants who form the 

personnel of the Vanguards. I was told that nearly every 

able-bodied young man in the districts organized by the 

New Fourth Army belongs to the Vanguard Detachment. Many 

irregulars formerly in the pay of the Japanese have been 

persuaded by political workers of the New Fourth Van

guards to desert their employers and join the partisans.

The third element in the Vanguard Detachment is, 

of course, the trained organizers. Most of them are 

so-called communists who by American definition would be 

termed moderate liberals advocating agrarian reform. A 

large proportion of the organizers are students, school 

teachers and college professors. My informant stated that

there
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there are "several tens" of college students working 

among the Vanguards. There are, naturally, he declared, 

more high school students in the Detachment. He was, 

quite understandably, unable to give definite statistics, 

as the organization is not only necessarily a compara

tively decentralized one but is also constantly expanding

Revenue and Military Supplies:

The Vanguards, being a mass organization, as will 

later be explained, are largely self-supporting as to 

finances. They exact tribute, however, from traitors and 

puppets whom they can approach. Their supplies are 

derived from puppet troops who join them and from raids 

on Japanese transport columns and outposts.

Tactics:

The Vanguard Detachment is a guerrilla force. Its 

tactics are therefore those of mobile warfare behind the 

enemy’s lines designed to harass enemy communications 

and lightly-held positions. The New Fourth guerrillas 

are not equipped nor trained to lay siege to Japanese 

strongholds or to engage large Japanese forces. This 

latter type of warfare remains the task of the regular 

Chinese Army.

From the end of July 1939, until the first of 

February, 1940, the Vanguards fought 136 engagements with 

the Japanese. One battle lasted 18 hours, which is 

exceptional in guerrilla warfare. It is estimated that 

the partisans killed approximately 1000 Japanese and 

wounded 2000 during these six months.

Relations

o
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Relations with the Populace:

The New Fourth Army guerrilla organization is based 

on the common people, it is the populace organized and 

armed to defend itself. Therefore, my informant explained, 

the combatants and non-combatants work together and have 

confidence in one another, for they are kinfolk and neigh

bors cooperating in a mutually agreed-upon program.

The students and teachers working with the Vanguard 

Detachment share the life of the people. Otherwise, they 

feel, their political message would have no validity. 

They live, my informant declared, like the peasants, on 

18 cents Chinese currency a day for food with $1.50 or 

$2.00 each month for other personal purchases. "It is 

a bitter existence," he said, "but we are part of a mass 

movement."

The populace of the regions now organized by the 

Vanguards was, when the New Fourth Army representatives 

first arrived, permeated with the defeatist philosophy 

of "mei yu fa tze" (ZsL % & ) — "there is no solution,

nothing can be done". It was the same atmosphere, my 

informant stated, which is still found in Hankow and 

other occupied towns. By presenting a program of 

organized group action the Vanguards have given the 

people a feeling of hope and a sense of some control over 

their own destiny. The anti-Japanese activities directed 

by the New Fourth Army organizers are important, but 

perhaps equally significant are the stiffening of mass 

morale and the development of political consciousness 

among the people.

John Davies, Jr. 

JD/mre
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Snoloaure No. 5 to despatch No. 57, February 16, 1940. 
from Consul General 0. J. Spiker, Kankow, China, to ths 
American Embassy, Chungking, on the subject: «Situation 
in Central China early la i940”.

International Ked Cross society of Central China 
Hankow.
Gentlemen:

This letter is an appeal made in great sincerity.
If any amongst you resent my ideas in any respeet, I bog 
you to know that I am asking for nothing for myself but 
for the helpless of China only.

This region on both sides of the Pinghan line, for 
e distance of 200 or more li on each side, from Honan 
down to near Hankow, as also other regions around Japanese 
fortified regions, wore formerly dominated by the Japanese. 
During that period the suffering was great, for people 
were slaughtered, their homes looted and burned, women 
raped and killed. I have passed through countless 
villages and towns in which all or most of the buildings 
nave been burned to ashes. It was not a matter of 
destruction caused by artillery fighting or even airplanes; 
the homes of the people wore set on fire from within and 
in many places the house furniture still stands in part 
for it did net entirely bum on the pile made of It. 
stacks of hay for the cattle and for roofs were burned and 
the old charred stacks, now email heaps of ashes, may be 
seen. Everywhere people will tell tales of Japanese killing 
of the people. During that time, them were village self 
defense corps, but they were armed only with spears and 
two~pronged forks, la some hsien big hales self Defense 
Corps of 1-2 regiments arose, but came under the direct 
or indirect control of the Japanese, hot all were so, 
however.

About on© year ago the new fourth Army fro® Anhwei 
sent organisers into this region. They made contact with some of the hsien self defense corps (regiment) leaders. They worked in villages end towns. And one by one the self defense corps under Japanese domination mutinied and became independent of the Japanese. With all weapons, they went over to new Fourth Aray control, large masses of civilians were organized and armed wherever possible, until today, X see large numbers of men in the new Fourth, units who wear only their civilian clothing, some are still busy with their farm affairs much of the time. The army is not an army but a detachment for self defense; all its men are local civilians. A few days ago X saw one whole regiment come over to it. They are all a self defense unit from one hsien in this region. The Japanese are now to be found only in strongly fortified points and along the ringhan railway up to sinyang. There are none In the villages or towns. X have travelled through a big region, with only one armed guard going before us to show the way and protect us. But everywhere hundreds of civilians coxae out and welt to welcome us; they carry big knives, sneers, forks, end a few rifles. They are all village a.n and boys. Yesterday they called a locating In oae place and villages for tens of 11 around emptied themselves and came in long lines along the rice paths to attend the 

meeting.
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meeting, so Chinese again control Chinese soil in the 
Japanese rear. Wo hear the roar of guns from Japanese 
fortified points to the west of us, for the regular 
Chinese armies are on the offensive. Here in the rear 
I see peasant sentries guarding all paths and I see 
units of self defense corps marching in from some front 
and a fresh unit going out to attack their enemy in the 
rear. In the meantime, the first democratic elections of 
the people have been hold In some regions and I aa on ay 
way to two Helen to watch elections there. All lower 
officials are being elected by the people. Last night 
I attended the first session of newly elected officials 
in thia town - 12 man and one woman. The civilians are 
organized generally Into one basic self defense force 
called the "Ton Person Group." Every village everywhere 
has this unit for defense, Intelligence against the enemy 
and puppets, mutual aid, etc. It is an organisation one 
year old. Recently I saw an old bearded gentry brought 
in. He waa brought In by two peasants of the "Ten Person 
Group." He was a puppet chu official in a Japanese town 
and two peasants wont in "end captured him. He was tried 
and condemned to be a mafoo in one of the armed defense 
units.

What I came here for originally was to study the 
condition of the sick and wounded, refugees and homeless 
children. There are no refugees or homeless children 
here for this Is a defense region. When civilians come 
here from a fighting sone, they come temporarily and are 
put up In many hones of the people. But there are many 
sick and wounded. The new Fourth Guerrilla Detachment 
hospitals never have less than 1,000 sick and wounded 
persons, civilians as well as armed aen. This week I 
visited one field hospital of this detachment. It has 
about 100 men In it now, scattered in a number of villages, 
but its general average is 150 to 200 men. Such hospitals 
are different from any other region in China that I have 
seen. Each civilian house that can afford it volunteers 
to take so jaany patients and care for them. I saw one 
village of 10 houses and each house had taken two wounded 
men. In another, much the same. In another group of 
villages I found about 50 sick and wounded, chiefly 
wounded. I talked with the®; all are local civilians, 
some in uniform but many not. When I would say; "You 
wear civilian clothing) are you a civilian?" they replied; 
"Wo are all civilians." For all the able bodied men of 
this entire region fight or straggle In soae capacity. 
The sick and wounded are generally given the best room in 
a civilian room. That is poor Indeed, at best, on the 
packed earth floor rice straw is strewn in a bod and held 
in place by tree trunks or by mud bricks. Pillows are 
mud bricks unadorned by pillow cases. Covers are everything 
on earth - the man’s own clothing, pieces of doth, or 
their padded covers recently made by the hospital. The new 
covers are too thin to protect any person from the cold, 
but there is not enough money to buy cotton and doth or to 
buy enough even to make thin covers for all. There are no 
hospital garments at all - men lie in the same clothing 
they always wear - uniforms or padded Jackets, trousers, 
or long gowns. They cannot even afford a face towel each,

while
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while soap is impossible to think of. A drinking oup each 
or a rice bowl each is also impossible to think of. Food 
is rise and turnips 3 times dally.

This field hospital of 100 men has 17 medical workers 
who care for the patients. Only two are qualified. One 
is Dr. Sun Kwang-tsu a Blang-ya graduate, who same here 
only one month ago. The other is Miss Li Shin-chan, 
trained for four years as a nurse In a missionary hospital 
at Welhwoi, Honan, then one year as a midwife, then six 
months in a publia health course in hanking. She was a 
nurse in the Chinese Hod Cross Hospital in banking until 
that oity fell, then went to Hankow and worked In the 
Union Hospital for four months. After Hankow fell she 
went to Yungohow which had a self defense corps, she took 
charge of their patients and had no other person to help 
her. ï/hen that corps went away over to the new Fourth 
Army, she went with it. Two girls trained for weeks in 
Madame Chiang*s first-aid school helped her and some 
educated youth in the region went to help her. hiss Li 
told me that she is not a doctor and doos not pretend to be. 
But the self defense units of this region had absolutely no 
person but her to help them. So she did everything. I’ve 
even seen two cases she has amputated! They are recovering. 
Conditions for such surgical work can well bo imagined - 
yet mortality is low in the hospital. At least ür. Sun and 
ziss Li enforce rigidly the sterilization of Instruments, 
cotton and gauze. Hut it takes a long time before many 
patients can bo transferred to them from local regions. I 
talked with one wounded man of the "Ten Person Group". He 
had been wounded while helping destroy a road. Th® Japanese 
came to repair the road and that man lay for one week in a 
village 2 11 away, while the Japs worked on the road, before 
he could cross and be taken to the hospital, curing that 
time his wound could not be cared for by any qualified 
workers, but only by the peasants. He was badly infected 
but he la now hobbling about and will soon be well. The 
two amputations came to the hospital 20 days after their 
legs wore shot to pieces. They had lain in the mobile 
"hospital* of a local defease unit, cared for by a "nurse" 
who, I hear, sometimes weeps because he does not know how 
to car® for the wounded properly. Another man was brought 
In one month after being wounded, lie had a double fracture 
of the thigh and is crippled for life now because there 
are no qualified medical workers in the local forces- and 
they do not know the rudiments of splinting limbs* In the 
some ten local mobile "hospitals" there are always around 
ICO wounded and sick. In summer there wore more sick than 
wounded, now in winter more wounded. In one such "hospital" 
not far from Hankow there are 80 wounded and 43 slsk. In 
that unit, an epidemic has broken out and men die every day. 
"from fever" the "nurse" wrote, and sent a man to headquarters 
asking for help. "I do not know what this epidemic Is" he 
wrote, from all he wrote It sems to be relapsing fever 
caused hy lice - one of the terrible problems of the Fifth 
y,ar "one.

Last summer cholera decimated groat regions àere. I I 
was in one village where 40 people out of 75 died of cholera^ 
This was typical of the region. At that time, isx* Tu Shih- \ 
kung, one of th® loaders in this region (ho is a Christian) >

went
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went to Tsaoshih to the foreign (British) hospital, which 
gave him about 1000 bottles of anti-cholera vaccine. so 
this new fourth Detachment began to vaccinate the armed 
forces and the civilians wherever they were and wherever 
they hah hypodermic syringes. They used up the entire 
thousand bottles of vaccine but they were too late to eave 
thousands of people. Dome small villages were totally 
wiped out, some have 3 or 4 people only remaining.

The problem here is gigantic and urgent. The problems 
are three; 1. medical supplies; 2. medical personnel; 
3. money for padded covers and hospital garments for the 
sick and wounded. I have just given the field hospital 
1300 - which means I keep only I30 to reach Chungking fro® 
here. The >300 will bo used for padded covers. But cotton 
is 31.20 a pound here and a padded cover should have five 
lbs at least. So one padded cover will cost at least 3® 
or 39» I a® trying to borrow #2,000 from a spinning mill 
director near Fanoheng but that will take two weeks and the 
$2,000 does not touch the heart of th® need for the sick and 
wounded here. So I am sending Dr. Sun to come secretly to 
Hankow to deliver this appeal to you for medical supplies 
and money. I beg you to help this region here at once with 
medical supplies and money and to introduce Dr. Sun to 
qualified doctors and nurses who may be willing to leave 
Hankow. Their life will be hard here, but there is no other 
way for China to be free and surely they will not shrink 
from physical discomfort. There must be some there who 
would be willing to ooa« here. With Hiss 11 and Jr. Sun 
I have made out a list of urgently needed supplies and I 
plead for these from you.

I plead with you for #10,000 at least for hospital 
garments and padded covers for the wounded of this region. 
Dr. Bun is chosen by us as an absolutely reliable man. He 
can arrange for the transport of all supplies without 
difficulty or for medical workers to eone here.

I ask you for as much quinine as you can give. Malaria 
is rampant here in summer and many chronic oases now die in 
the hospitals; they cannot even walk. We cannot dream of 
an X-ray here now but it is badly needed.

In humanity*a nene I appeal for the above.

(SIGNED) AGO3 SMEDLKT
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Enclosure bo. 6 to despatch Wo. 57, February 16, 1940, 
from Consul General o. J. Spiker, Hankow, china, to the 
American Eabassy, Chungking, on the subjects "Situation 
In Central China early in 1940".

Werpts from two perapaal ^ettoj^ fro» Asneo amodier.

January 27, 1940.

"I came into thia region*  three weeks ago with a 
unit of these neo who had brought aix Japanese captires 
(two of them women) to one of the regular army headquarters 
on the Chunchang front. I hare come a long way) from south 
Anhwei I crossed the fangtse on September J at aidnight 
with a unit of nan and made a study trip through Anhwei, 
Honan, into Hupeh, down to the Shulhslen front, then down 
to chunohang front. My trip end life here is a revelation 
and a great inspiration.••.

* central 3upeh front.

"There are great regions here that are totally safe - 
far safer than Hankow. I’ve been over meh territory and 
am not dead yet) but I fear slightly worn. I’ve got a few 
ailments due to bad food, walking in the rein, walking or 
riding long distances over a long period of tins. Hero I 
live off captured Japanese milk (its rotten) and other 
things."

January 29, 1940.

"I’m 60 11 from the Pinghan lino (west) and will be 
100 11 from Hankow in two more days. Then I aose north 
again for a distance, go through the lines to a regular 
army and on to Ichang and Chungking. This is a big 
guerrilla region. Today I earns with a battalion of a 
Helf Defense Corps men clad about half in uniform and half 
as civilians, many entirely civilian. The uniformed chaps 
wear little round civilian caps or foreign style hats and 
are hung with hand grenades, rifles, swords, etc. and many 
wear captured Japanese overcoats. They are a picturesque 
outfit. I’m now in one of their regimental headquarters. 
I can travel safely over a vast region and can almost knock 
on the doors of Hankow....

"My trip Is a Journey of triumph. Maas mootings 
galore. Village self Defense corps stand along paths 
waiting for me. They have spears and a few rifles and 
always havo an "orchestra" of brass gongs, so wo march 
along tiie narrow rice paths preceded by brass gongs «d 
men shouting "Kai swell Kai Swell". Thon the villages 
empty and people come in long lines over the hills and 
through the valleys, waving paper banners of welcome. ho 
tiger could attract larger audiences. X wish you could road 
some of the letters of welcome I receive. Of the sick Mi 
wounded my other letter will toll you."
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January 30, 1940.

"I am determined to remain hare (Central WeJ 
rrw»). 8-llT 1» U •
Sort. CMaa. FStUration. not ret CQWMKlag* Therefore in our ngim
—cue puppot regime or troop remain aliwo. Jape try puptji w-, Mtuwa kMCMM BO Jsjps kwp to WMIlAto to#®*n.ïîr&&îîoS*»î wry, Si /.i u»«2K., UüTir s.4*?~ >x rphi:.T.£ gg-ss e4 SSSl?extent to Aojneh *ork at the

m» «trlatly jiffitarfe*âa» . Our Chinese student
Mon io not eo aetlro in Chungking, but noet of us are 
now working in guerrilla regions.
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gnolosurc Wo. 7 to despatch No. ^7, jfebruary 16, 1940, 
from Consul General G. J. Splicer. Hankow, China, to the 
tawricar. Itabassy, ChuugKia^., on the subjects "Situation 
in Central China early in 1940.*

Hongkong* Central Hupeh Front, China 
January 14, 1940.

Leaving the northern Hupeh front. Central China, I 
rode on a dense cloud of dust to the central part of the 
province where Chinese armies are trying to wear the 
Japanese out in this nation-wile offensive. For one-half 
day I rode in a contraption called a truck, it seamed 
made of and held together by scissors and nails and puppy 
dog tails. We yelled and shouted in vain to clear the 
road of endless lines of dust laden aulas, horses, donkeys 
and wheelbarrows carrying ammunition to the front and wo 
passed the latest kind of artillery pieces drawn ty teams 
of oxen. Japanese planes sometimes machine-gunned this 
road but on our truck rattled and groaned and sighed so 
continuously that we could not hoar a dozen planes. So 
we left our lives in the hands of various gods, each 
according to his superstition, and called it a day. It 
was dark as I abandoned the truck and turned to the east 
to move for two days to the field headquarters of General 
Chang Tzo-chung, a northern genoral who commands this 
front. His own Group Army is the main force here but new 
divisions were coming in. General Chang Tzo-chung once 
wavered between the Japanese and his own country. That 
was in Peiping when the war began. Since then ho has 
tried to wipe out that reputation and has never left the 
front. His own array has been totally replaced since the 
war began, some divisions two or three times. None of 
the original men are in its ranks. In the present offen
sive, from the middle of December down to the present, 
his own army has suffered ovex* 6,000 casualties, fighting 
Is fierce end both sides have had serious losses.

One of the most intelligent, exact and concrete- 
minded military men I have met in China is Chang Keh-hsia, 
Chief-of-3taff in General Chang Tzc-chung’s field 
headquarters. He is brother-in-law of the "Christian 
General", Feng fu-hsiang. He tells none of the fairy 
tales one so often hears in China about Japanese weak
nesses and practices. Ho knows Japanese weakness but he 
also knows their strength - and he realizes fully the 
strength, and weaknesses of his own country. On this front, 
he says, there are some now Japanese recruits who have had 
but little training. Japanese marksmanship is inferior 
to the past because they have had heavy losses. Political 
education amongst the Japanese troops is almost non
existent. This does not matter much, militarily, so long 
as they had victories. But when defeated or when they meet 
strong Chinese resistance as in the present Chinese offen
sive, their morale is low. And at all times they continue 
their atrocities. There has been less of this in big 
cities, but not In outlying regions, on the other hand, 
they have had longer training than the Chinese, their 
discipline within the army is very strong and their forces 
are adequately equipped with various kinds of weapons 
according to their strength,- air forces, tanks, artillery, 
etc. They make complete preparations before every drive 
and have equipment for crossing rivers, etc. in all such

things
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things the Chinese ere still inferior. Japanese soldiere 
are all educated and, Insofar as their mental powers go 
they are in good condition. On this front the Japanese 
are not weak. Their positions are strongly fortified and 
equipped with field pieces and it is very difficult for 
the Chinese to take them. Even when the Chinese have 
artillery, still it is very difficult to get ammunition 
up to the front. Roads have been destroyed and gasoline 
is worth its weight in gold, one mle can carry two shells 
or two men can carry one. So Chinese tactics, now mainly 
mobile, is to draw the Japanese out of their defense 
positions and fight them in the open. In such fighting 
Chinese morale and power is higher than their enemy. The 
Chinese use cavalry and guerrilla forces to destroy roads 
end halt reinforcements. while here, one regiment of 
northern Chinese cavalry got in the rear of the Japanese 
to attack reinforcements. The Japanese discovered them 
and opened fire with field guns from three sides, for one 
whole afternoon. But their marksmanship was so poor that 
the Chinese suffered only sixty casualties.

While here a guerrilla fores of a new Fourth Army 
detachment oporeting In the Japanese rear, brought in six 
Japanese captives. That guerrila army supplies Itself 
with captured Japanese cigarettes, coats, sugar, con
siderable cloth, some guns and much ammunition. I have 
seen a letter from a Japanese colonel to a regiment of 
that guerrilla army near Hankow, trying to induce them to 
turn traitor and Join the Japanese. The letter paints the 
easy and beautiful life of Wang Ching-wei and puppet armies 
"I am a military man and you are military men, and we 
both are men of East Asia" the letter reads. Believing 
these guerrillas are ignorant, the letter paints a black 
picture of western countries who cannot help China but 
only fight amongst themselves. Bo the Chinese should 
abandon hop© and join the Japanese. The letter is inter
larded with threats. "You are like rats in the night", 
It reads. "If you will fight in the daytime, come and 
meet us and we will fight you. You are low people, 
servants, who know nothing of the world situation. Send 
your messenger to meet me and I will tell you of the 
world situation. I will not kill your messenger." The 
guerrillas sent no messenger but continued to fight 
"like rats" at night.

That letter is a part of the Japanese "peace 
offensive" in China. At the front, no military man wants 
peace until the Japanese are driven out. Soldiers and 
officers are one on this issue. Everywhere I ask that 
one question. To them it is an insulting question. The 
Japanese are face to face with a deadlock in China and 
cannot see any future for thesiselves unless they can make 
peace. Rumors of peace Intrigues from the rear reach us 
at the front, just as wo hear of widespread efforts of 
the Wang ching-wel clique to split unity. Peace, and a 
split between the Kuomintang and the Communist Party, 
ere the two sides of one medal. And both would lead to 
civil war. Many of the regular armies would not accept 
peace nor will they fight the Communist-led armies. In 
this respect, ay experience on many fronts proves that many 
military commanders, both lower and higher, are firmer

and
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and much more advanced than taost of the political workers — 
all intellectuals — sent to the regular armies from the 
Political Department of the Central Military Council in 
Chungking. Many of such political workers use their 
position to make social connections. Their main concern 
seams to be to prevent the political education of the 
soldiers lest these men realize that they are citizens of 
China with the rights of men. They do not even teach the 
soldiers to reed and write, which is one of the daily 
tasks of political workers in the Communist-lad armies, 
the Eighth Route and new Fourth, or the local guerrillas 
led by them. I often ask political directors in regular 
armies about literacy in their armies and they reply *9Q$ 
of our mon are literate.* They tell of the daily political 
lectures in the companies. After thia I go from company to 
company talking with the soldiers in their barracks and find 
that 90$ are illiterate and that practically no political 
lessons are given. The ones who teach them reading and 
writing or give political lectures are not the political 
workers, but the lower officers. The political directors 
sent out from Chungking are under orders, not of the armies, 
but of the Political Department of the Central Military 
Council. So commanders have no control over them at all. 
They can send any secret reports they wish to Chungking but 
the commanders cannot protect themselves.

My respect for the soldiers and officers at the front 
has almost no limit. Their lives are primitive and bitter, 
devoid of any comfort. We hero are so near the fighting 
lines that we always hear mchino gun end rifle firing. We 
see troops moving up to the front, grim, fearless, vigilant. 
Airplanes are over ua daily and artillery shakes the earth. 
The wounded come in long lines - inadequately oarod for. 
But th® fighting continues with no sign of wavering.
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May 6 1940

Clarence J. Spiker, Esquire, ’
American Consul General,

Hankow, Hupeh, China.
Sirs

In acknowledging the receipt of ^tho Consulate 
General's despatch No. 115 dated February 16, 1940 
transmitting a copy of the Consulate General's des
patch No. 57 of the came date to the Embassy at 
Chungking, relating to the situation In Central 
China early In 1940, which was prepared by Mr. John 

i X D"1"’1‘u • P1<’MU” “lnro”you thrtu 
, I view of the valuable and Interesting clôture of 
V '

■?'h ,y}l conditions in an Important region, information 
4^ w 

with respect to which io difficult to obtain, and
5 H

। À \x' the exceptional clarity and preciseness with which 
< V data obtained from diverse sources are presented, 

the Department has accorded to the latter despatch 
a rating of EXCELLENT.

The contents of this instruction should be 
brought to the notice of Mr. Daries.

Very truly yours,
®«*w»ta»y of State:

#o BRECKINRIDGE LONG

94/15800
 

F/FG

DCAxGHKtMEK 
4/30/40

G&
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S£î?3!®^ receive 
fore being communi oented---------
to anyone» (br) Dated.

Secretary of State, 

Washington»

240, April 10,

April 10^ 1940

We are informed by the French Embassy that, although

there have been no recent bombings of the Yunnan Railway,

on account of certain critical articles appearing

in the Hong Kong press, such as preceded previous bombings, <q 
the French Embassy had been apprehensive of a new Japanese 

attempt on the railway# The Counselor accordingly recently 580 Ivisited the Foreign Office in an Endeavor to forestall 

such action. The Chief of the Division of Europe and 

Western Asia, with whom he discussed the matter, repeated 

the Japanese contention that Japan has a right to prevent 

war materials from reaching Chiang Kai Shek to which 

the Counselor took exception and observed that any (#) of 

bombings would prevent the establishment of a friendly 
atmosphere for the inauguration of commercial tal^^èj

T| 
according to the French Embassy here also, the German

> Embassy in Tokyo is bringing pressure to bear upon theZ 

Japanese Foreign Office to allow Germany to arrange some 

sort of a deal between Japan and Russia and is asserting 
that Japan will get much more from such an arrangement 

than by ’’playing with" the French and British.

KLP GREW
(*) Apparent omission.
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SUBJECT
Significant military, political and economic development a of 

1939,
Review of-, Submitting -, enclose* chronological list of 

events»

793.94/ 
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For the original paper from which reference is taken

J2524________________________
(Deipatnh. telegram, instruction, letter, eta.)

Feb 17, 1940 - > China (Lockhart)
r rom I

Dated Jo |----------------------

File No aW»P0Z14532___________________________
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Suppression of-, by the Japanese home offiee because of 
article dealing with China incident* written by Mr Traneo 
▼z>rof foreign Office. Translation of article en
closed.

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See *48®6
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, eta.)

March 15, 1940 From) Japan (Grew)------------- To f------------

File No..... .........

0. s. OOVCRNMCNT HUNTIMS OFFICt ' 1—1540 raGe
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DIVISION Of 
ANO

H. H. KUHG.CHUHGKIHG

Translation from Chinese ry 19, 194

TELEGRAM RECEIVED FROM DR

TO MR. K. P. CHEH, HEW YORK

Your telegram of February 17 received

ivisionxjf

R 2 9 1940
ntofS

Regarding your inqu

J' 1 concerning the Japanese 12th Division being sent from Manchuria to

Kwangsi, General Ho Ying-chin just informed me that it is the usual

practice of the Japanese army to shift constantly its fighting units

at different places so as to increase the fighting experience of the

whole force. When this division went to Kwangsi, another division came

in to replace it; but now the original division has returned to

Manchuria. We have received no report that part of the Russian Far

Eastern Army has been sent to fight in Finland

Since February 9 enemy forces in Kwangsi Province have started

withdrawing toward Hanning, and beginning February 14 and 15 about

200 trucks fully loaded with soldiers and supplies have been moving

toward the coastal region of Chinchow. It appears that a general

withdrawal has taken place Although the enemy has declared to hold

93.94/15804

Hanning at any cost, our forces are now closing in from all sides and

recapture of that city is believed imminent. To the south of Hwa

Hsien and Chung Wha districts in Kwangtung Province our enemy has been

lately engaged in re-organizing transportation lines, indicating that 
?

some reenforcements are being rushed in to create other disturbances!.
QO K

But we have already made adequate preparations against such eventualities

Regarding diplomatic developments, Wang Ching-Wei, the puppet, had

some telegraphic correspondence last month with Count Ciano, Foreign

Minister of Italy, and claimed that both Italy and Germany would be

among the first to accord recognition to the puppet government when
T]

established. xWe have, however, learned that because of the U. S
"H 
0

Government’s Far Eastern Policy, Italy has already changed her
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attitude. Recently the British Ambassador at Rome asked Count Ciano 

about his correspondence with Wang and was told in reply that all such 

correspondence was personal in character and had no more significance 
than that.^The German Government has also made clear her attitude 

by stating that so long as Generalissimo Chiang carries on resistance 

and so long as Wang fails to obtain support from the majority of Chinese 

people, she will refuse to recognize Wang’s puppet government.
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"I
Dear

Thank you for your letters giving us some idea of the situation, and atti
tude of mind, in Great Britain» We appreciate the good-will of the people of 
the British Isles.

As I have said very often: the fact that we know that Democratic peoples do 
sympathise with us consoles us in great measure for the failure of the Democratic 
Governments to render the help which should be forthcoming to a victim of aggres
sion such as we are.

I have just returned from an inspection trip with the Generalissimo to the 
Hunan front0 It was there that the recent major push made by the Japanese to 
capture Chungsha was so signally defeated® Probably this was the greatest set
back that the Japanese army has suffered in its history.

You will, perhaps, remember that just after they started they announced to 
the world that they had SO divisions of Chinese troops in pellmell retreat. A 
little later they declared that they had half a million Chinese troops surrounded 
and ’’facing surrender or annihilation.” The Japanese were then being lured on at 
a rapid pace toward the city they were confident of capturing. But, unlike Lot’s 
wife (a simile I have previously used) they did not look back. So they did not 
sed the Chinese farmers destroying the highways behind them. When virtually in 
sight of Changsha, the order was given for our troops to counter-attack — and the 
Japanese were caught.

793.94/15805

A French officer, who was thyfe,\stated that he never saw troops who could 
retreat for days and then, as our/broop\ did, turn around on an order and attack 
like new men who had just come iyto the lanes® He said the assault by the Chinese 
troops was appalling to the Japaneseo TheV turned and fired in panic, leaving 
12,000 dead upon the field. In k few days\ time they had reached the places from 
which they had started, and theyVre still feeing harried by our forces.

Ever since we withdrew from Hankow the Japanese have been defeated in all 
their efforts to reach new objectives in the provinces of Shansi, Hupeh, Honan and 
Hunan. That is because we gave up positional operations and are using our armies m 
for mobile fighting — a glorified form of guerilla warfare. What is significant 
is that our rank and file in these provinces are confident that all other thr^ts *T1 
made by the Japanese will be crushed as convincingly as was the one they laurjQied ' 
against Changsha. "J£D

We do not expect that we suddenly can have success completely on our side.
Vie know that the Japanese can at any time break through to objectives if they con
centrate their heavy artillery, mechanized units and thousands of bombing planes 
which they have at their disposal. They did just that at Nanning, in Kwangsi, a 
short while ago. Ch
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Their landing near Pakhoi was done under the heavy guns of a great array of 
men-o'-war. Their advance to Nanning was conducted under the protection of squad
rons of bombing planes» But before the advance of their troops the country was 
laid bare by the Kwangsi people, who withdrew with all their foodstuffs to the 
mountains .

At the time of this landing General Pai Chung-hsi, who was in Chungking, 
seemed not to be disturbed, and expressed the conviction that the Japanese would 
be trapped just as they were when they endeavored to take Changsha»

Military observers in Kweilin, stated on November 28, that:

"Although hostilities on the Southern Route have spread to the Yukiang Val
ley, near Nanning, the deep penetration of the enemy force is tantamount to giving 
the Chinese a further chance to score another Changsha victory," and added that 
"the loss or gain of one point has no decisive influence on the situation as a 
whole »

"While the invaders have suffered considerable losses in their advance from 
the coastline of Yamchow Bay to the south bank of Yukiang, their future adverses 
will be ten times heavier on account of the fact that the region occupied by them 
resembles a narrow path extending more than 100 kilometers long through which the 
entire area lias been stripped clear of labor and food supplies.

"Passing through two mountain systems, the Chulou and the Shihwantashan, the 
Japanese line of communication is also traversed by the Yukiang, which will make 
the question of bringing up supplies from the rear an extremely hazardous job for 
the enemy. With fighting extended to the northern bank of the Yukiang, the Japan
ese frontline is now exposed to Chinese attacks from three sides and the invaders 
also have to fight with their backs to the river."

We knew the seriousness of this captureof^Nanning. Not only does it involve 
the cutting of the line of communication frbm the Lhdo-China border, but it also 
gives the Japanese a chance to use air fields in the! vicinity of Nanning for the 
bombardment of Yunnan cities as well as places in Kideichow and elsewhere. Of 
course the clouds that cover the mountains throughout the winter in this region 
will protect us, for a time, from Japanese indiscriminate bombing. We hope that 
the next few months will see the Japanese drfee again cut to pieces by our troops.

So far this is the only success the Japanese have had in 1939. Apart from 
that the year will go down in Japanese history as one of great disaster. They 
have been defeated by the scorned Chinese forces in Shansi, Honan, Hupeh, Hunan 
and Kiangsi provinces, to say nothing of costly set-backs throughout the rest of 
the country where their soldiers are operating.

In addition to these defeats in the field the Japanese suffered a disaster 
in materials destroyed by the floods which inundated Tientsin. One estimate puts 
down the actual losses of equipment and commissariat supplies at Yen 400,000,000. 
All the surrounding country is still under water. So what the Japanese continue 
to suffer is in terms of failure to gather the potential crops of cotton, etc., 
which they expected to harvest.

They thought, and based decisions upon the certainty, that this year would 
bring them their first real profits from the exploitation of our soil. They have 
found that nature has intervened as an ally of China,
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Then on top of their losses in China, there are their defeats by the Soviet 
forces on the Mongolia-Manchurian border.

Worse disaster than these, probably, is the curt abandonment of them by 
Germany.

Also, there is the .American set-back in the announcement of the abrogation 
of the Commercial Treaty, followed by the downright exposure of American view by 
the American Ambassador to Tokyo.

In addition, Japan has been plunged into isolation such as she has not ex
perienced since her emergence as a world power. She is almost like a pariah.

But what no doubt hurts her most is the fact that the bubble of vaunted in
vincibility has been pricked by the contemptible Chinese army.” It may be said 
that Japan could never have inflicted such losses upon China, and upon the inter
ests of those Democratic Powers concerned in China, had she not been permitted to 
violate treaties with impunity.

The failure of the Democracies to stop Japan when she invaded Manchuria has 
produced war in Europe. All this horror and- waste could surely have been avoided 
had the Democracies refused to assist Japan in her aggression. Their fear of 
Japan, their willingness to help her with supplies, set a precedent for the aggres
sors in Europe.

Our visit to Hunan revealed quite a remarkable atmosphere. We found the 
peoples and the troops in harmony, and closely co-operating. V/e heard no complaint 
from anyone about the behavior of the soldiery. We found rank and file convinced 
that they would be able to defeat any future Japanese thrust. All were confident 
that ultimate victory would be certain. The people and soldiers alike were unwaver
ing in their determination to continue resisting until the Japanese were driven 
from our land.

Japanese propaganda has been busy spreading all manner of statements about 
China wanting peace and being a victim of Russian pressure.

There is no truth in any of the Japanese statements. China has not talked 
of peace, and she will not consider peace while Japanese soldiers and their puppets 
are on our soil.

Throughout this western region the foundations are being laid economically 
and otherwise upon which will be built a new China. If, by reason of superior ar
maments, and the ability to pay cash for war materials and carry them away from 
America and elsewhere, Japan can continue belaboring us with bombs and other ex
plosives Until this generation passes away, then the next one will take up the 
fight. If that one cannot overcame the invaders then the following generation 
will. As you know, the population of China is some 470,000,000, and I doubt if 
the Japanese could kill 70,000,000. Even if they could, there would still be 
400,000,000 left, and reproduction will go on continuously.

Had China not fought as she has been doing during the past 29 months, then 
all Democratic territory south of China, including Australasia would now be in 
process of absorption, or, in course of time, would certainly be assailed by the 
Japanese. That must be obvious even to the most callous person who is ready to 
profit from the blood and ruin that are marking China.

i LA "> (.4 ‘ft, r„ '
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Vie have fought all this time the battle which other Democracies are just 
now beginning* We are only wondering how far those Democracies are concerned about 
what is going on in Asia,

We hear much talk of readjustment of relations between Japan and Great 
Britain, and between Japan and Russia* Rumors are circulating everywhere. Fore
casting events with any kind of accuracy has become impossible because expedicncey, 
and not honor, now seem to dictate political policies*

Mentioning ’’forecasting” reminds me that from the beginning of the Japanese 
aggression we have kept sounding warnings of its objectives and its possible in
ternational repercussions.

You have the collection of my broadcasts, etc. In a broadcast to America 
two years ago (September 12, 1937) you can read how I emphasized the necessity for 
the exertion of the wisdom and the sense of justice of the nations ”to save the 
world from the consequences of the calculated falsehoods daily emanating from Japan’.’ 
I spoke, too, of the Japanese aims ”to sweep Occidental prestige clean from the 
boards of the Orientj” pointed out that the Japanese ’’were bent upon wrecking or 
eradicating all foreign influences- cultural as well as commercial,” and said that 
’’the sooner that fact is understood abroad the better.”

In course of subsequent time I said many other things* And, I must explain 
that what I am now saying in this respect is not in any way on the ”1 told you so” 
order, but merely to draw attention to the terrible consequences that have followed 
the failure of the nations to understand events and their tendencies in this part 
of the world.

I was not writing two years ago as a self-appointed prophet, I was merely ex
plaining what we who have already been menaced by Japanese ambitions knew and un
derstood those ambitions to be. Time has, of course, proved that all that we of' 
China said was true* In fact Japanese activities, barbarities, and duplicities 
have far exceeded our calculationso

Although only a fraction of inhumanities, such as those the Japanese inflict 
upon us, has so far been visited by th£ Germahs upon the people in Europe, we now 
see Mr. Chamberlain (in his speech in fyie HoUse of Commons on November 26) using 
words to describe what the Germans are cioing, similar to those which we have been 
using for the past 29 months, to describe the Japanese atrocities. In denunciation 
of Germany’s actions, the Prime Minister uses such expressions as "they hope with 
these barbarous 'weapons to cut off supplies from overseas and squeeze or starve us 
into submission.” He talks of the Germans blowing up neutral ships and thereby 
’’drowning and mutilating citizens of countries with which they are not at war.” He 
says that Britain’s aim is to defeat the enemy’s military organ ’’which has sought 
continually to dominate their peoples by force, which has found a brutal satisfac
tion in the persecution and torture of inoffensive citizens and which in the name 
and interests of State has justified the repudiation of its own pledged words when
ever found convenient.”

Do not such expressions, now falling from the lips of the British Premier, 
sound pitifully like those that have continually been coming from China, where 
millions of our people have been blasted out of their homes and hundreds of thous
ands have been slain in cold blood? "When we used them, they simply bored the 
statesmen of the Democracies* But so far the Democracies have not tasted even a
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fraction of the slaughter that has come so continuously and so relentlessly upon 
our undefended people*

We have appealed to the Democratic statesmen to help stop the Japanese bar
barity, but in vain.

Also we have appealed to the understanding of the Democratic Powers to sup
port China materially and financially to defeat Japan, as a certain means of crip
pling potential enemies in Europe. They refused. Not only did they refuse, they 
went out of their way to show Japan that they were not interested in practically 
applying any brake to the Japanese juggernaut engagea in crushing the life out of 
China. Indeed,.their attitude has helped Japan, and has brought about a war to 
win which they are now expending life and treasure on a colossal scale* 

«•
Now, if they are wise, they will immediately see the writing on the wall, 

and will actively assist us to cripple the aggressor who began this type of hostil
ity. If the menace that is still embodied in Japan is not eliminated forthwith, it 
will bring ruin to Europe, if not to Civilization. We have crippled it, but it must 
be obliterated. The lesson of Germany’s recovery of fighting strength may be re
peated again. If, as proclaimed now by British statesmen, the Allies are fighting 
this war to ensure the harmonious relationships of peoples, free to use opened-up 
markets and world-wide natural resources, then they must help to crush Japan. 
Japan’s effort to desolate and conquer China, or at least secure dominance in East 
Asia, is solely to secure monopolistic rights over the market and the natural re
sources of this great region. Japan has proclaimed that, and has gone so far as to 
tell the Democracies that they will not be permitted to trade or enjoy interests 
here unless they comply with Japan’s policies.

Whatever happens, we in China will go on fighting - until the end,. So far 
we have endured unparalleled human suffering for 29 months, and we can go on ’’taking 
it.” One thing we will not take is peace on Japan’s terms, or any peace impairing 
our complete sovereignty.

We are doing our best to reorganize to meet the new times. The Generalissimo, 
to override personal rivalries for the governorship of Szechuan pro rince, assuemd 
the post himself. To facilitate administrative reforms he also took over the pres
idency of the Executive Yuan. This allows Dr. Kung to give considerably more time 
to the duties of Finance Minister.

There was some talk (and of course, many rumors) of Cabinet reorganization. 
This has not been effected yet because of various considerations.

So far as the military side of affairs is concerned, there is every confi
dence in ultimate victory. We have learned a lot since the beginning of this ag
gression. The most important lesson was that we must depend upon ourselves. To • 
that end we have been struggling in the heat of battle to build up the means of 
continued resistance. While circumstances prevent us from achieving all that we 
would wish, in the manner that we would like, we are making great strides toward 
success®

The Japanese are now finding it increasingly difficult to maintain themselves 
in China. They are endeavoring to escape responsibility for the future by placing 
it upon the shoulders of the puppet regime under Vang Ching-wei. They also wish 
to plant the costs of their misguided adventure upon the so-called ’’New Government.”
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Even Wang Ching-wei will find it impossible to create anything like the semblance 
of a "government" under the dominance of the Japanese» As for creating a puppet 
army to fight the National Army, no knowledge of China is necessary to find the 
answer to the question which the Generalissimo posed a few days ago: "If the Japan
ese ’invincible’ army cannot defeat the National Army of China, how can any puppet 
organization do so?" Of course it is obvious that if the Japanese are so foolish ; 
as to help arm the puppet forces, the majority of the units will, in time, desert 
and join our forces. So there does not seem to be much hope for successful outcome 
of this plan of the Japanese to escape the disaster which they are facing.

We have now over a million new men, trained and equipped, ready for the 
field, and an equal number is being drilled so that we may, when we judge the time 
to be propitious for a counter-offensive on a large scale, launch it with the cer
tainty of victory being won by us.

So far the war in Europe is not yet/fiavin^\marked effects out here. It is 
bound to, of course, in time. But we feefl. more convinced than ever that if the 
Allies are to win quickly, they must supply us witk the means to eject the Japanese 
from our soil, if for nothing else than /to place ovy resources and industrious peo
ple in a position to assist in producing certain needs of the Allies that can chief- 
ly come from China. The sooner the Allies realize what this means to them, and how 
China’s labor can help them, the betterx^t will be /or their peoples.

Whether or not the Allies do help us, we shall continue fighting. If our 
country is desolated in our attempts to save it, then that will be so much the 
worse for the Allies in particular and the world in general. The way to prevent 
the latter is for the Democracies to cease supplying Japan with the means to bring 
eventual chaos to Asiac That they should do, in any case, as a measure of justice 
to China, who placed her faith in the League of Nations, and in treaties, and — 
lost.

Yours sincerely,

Mayling Soong Chiang.

An interesting description of wartime conditions in the Chinese interior is given 
in a letter written to H. J. Timperley by MrVw. H. Donald, Confidential" Ad^sêr 
to Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, shortly after his return to Chungking from a 
lengthy sea voyage undertaken for the sake of his health. Mf. Donald writes;

"I expected to see some change in the landscape when I returned after an ab
sence of four months. I did see a change, though not the one I expected. I saw 
hundreds and hundreds of new houses and an air of solidity and activity that was 
surprising. The atmosphere here was one of indifference to Japanese raids and pur
poseful in the drive to keep not only the machinery of Government but the economic 
establishments running full tilt.

Japanese bombing during my absence had, in reality, done no apparent damage. 
At least it did nothing at all to slow down the work of the Government and those 
who are pushing the development of industries.
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The spirit that prevails here may be judged by the optimism shown at the 
recent conference of the Chungking Provisional People’s Political Council. It 
wound up a 15-day session on October 16, and, among the decisions were the opening 
up of new settlements on the outskirts to be supplied with city water and to have 
a park available to the residents^ to develop transportation facilities for commut
ers between the suburbs and the city, and to build a steel bridge over the Yangtze 

the city tramway or an underground railway service to con- 
new railway now being

River, as well as around 
nect the terminus of the 
with the city proper.

laid between Chengtu and Chungking

?
This program would

%'

seem to indicate that 
of resistance ■was quite^easy, 
ry on for 5,000 years in spite 
with

peace prevailed and the prosecution 
stuff that has enabled China to car-

Î

the barbarians

But that is the 
of all manner of natural calamities and conflicts

which sThe slump in the dollar
to have had much influence upon : 
it can purchase, though there ia 
prices of local products parailel\tithzthe rise of foreign imported goods

tfbtnsly effects purchases abroad, does not 
‘e he^e. The dollar is still a dollar in 
tendency on the part of the merchants to

seem 
what 
push 
The latter are scarce owing to transport costs and difficulties so it is rather 
hard to get all one needs from abroad. However, people are adjusting themselves to 
the new conditions, and are becoming content to go without their coffee or their 
butter and lots of other things that they thought they would never be able to do 
without.

Quite a lot of things are being produced here. The demands for hardware and 
glass for new buildings caused hinges, locks, and window panes to be made locally. 
But even had that not been possible, the new buildings would have gone back to the 
Peking styles where, as you know, the Chinese houses were not blessed with hinges 

will appearor metal latches. Nor was glass used in the windows. Paper windows 
here if anything happens to the glass producers.

Gasoline is high in price^ but there see; 
of motor cars that 
drawn vehicles are 
greater loads at a 
is doing a lot for 
and developing its

be no diminution 
are rolling about the streets a|id highways. Most 
now wearing old motor tires) 
much higher rate of speed wlti/much greater ease. So the war 
this western country, apart from opening up its spacious lands 
raw materials.”

£

in the number 
of the hand- 

anfa the coolies are hauling much 
Jr much greater ease

t
4̂
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4. Jasant
a. ^«naral Mlitary sltuationt

There wan a fair mount of inoonolusive fighting 
during the month. Japanese air bombing of the Indochina 

Yunnan Hallway saused a temporary auapension of normal 

traffic on that route.
Foreign

1$. sl'anol^a deapaioK 'io the 'iJepariaent S6'.'r"W of Ténu- 
ary 10, IMO • "Bmblng of Yunnan Hallway*.

16. Reuter, ^oaoow, January >0.17. Shanghai Evening poet and leroury, January 31.
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Foreign military observers *atl»ated Japanese 

easualtles from the comencemnt of hostilities to the 

end of ; tecsaber 1939 a* approximately 800,000, includ

ing 250,000 or mor* who ware killed in notion or died 

of wounds and disease| Chinese casualties were estimated 

to be in the neighborhood of 1,500,000. The s&tse 

observera believed that on z;©c«aber 31, 1939, there 

were about 800,000 Japanese troops in China south of 

th* Great .all and 250,000 in lanchuria; Chinese troops 

or military forces were estimated to number around 

3,000,000, but not all of these were arced.
19

b. 2£2£âllea lâ £W.laA C&12S’
Following the unsuoeessful Chinese attack on 

Faotov in Deeeaber, the Japanese brought up additional 

reinforcements and in January co^saeneed operations de

signed to eliMnate any further mnaoe to the security 

of that city. Japanese troops advanced west from Fa©tow 

in three column* and by the end of the south were ap

proaching uyuan, a Chinese base 145 miles frcs Paotow. 

Mo serious fighting occurred as the Chinese apparently 

withdrew before th© advancing Japanese columns. Foreign 

military observers considered that the Japanese forces 

engaged were not sufficient to permit a continuation of 

the drive to Nln&hsl*.

■’pasmodio and inconclusive flatting took place In 

’banal Province.

Considerable fighting occurred in northern Hupeh 

and southern Honan where the Chines* increased their 

pressure on Japanese positions in the sulhsl*n-3inyeng

IS. "Àaerïoan "®BÏ'W*n*S' alilisry attaekU*. "' ""","' 
19. Military Attaehi's Situation Report Mo. 9849 of 

February J, 1940.
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area. Karly In the month th® Chinese aad® some advances 

in this region but were driven back when the Japanese 

brought up reinforcements. some fighting also took 

place in the Han Hiver area in western Hupeh, and in 

the Hupeh-Hunan border region.
20 

a. Operation^ in Chekiang?

The Japanese engaged in operations during the 

month Intended to rid northern Chekiang of Chinese 

troops who had been harassing the Japanese in the Hang

chow area, and also, probably* to out Chinese cornualca

tions between Kingpo and the interior. After preliminary 

operations In the Fuchow-Hangohow-naahing area* a Japa

nese force of some 5,000 men crossed the Chlentang Hiver 

January 21 and occupied "laoshan, a strategie point on 

the ‘Tlngpo-Klangel Railway, and Llnpu* six miles fur

ther along th® railway. Chinese reporte that the Japa

nese advance was then checked, by Chinese counterattacks 

wore denied by the Japanese, but In any event the Japa

nese halted their drive, perhaps because of the des

patch of heavy Chinese reinforoeaonts to that area. 

Although the Japanese advance out the railway, it was 

reported that the highway frm Mlngpo to the interior 
21 

via Kinhwa regained open. Foreign military observers 

criticized the Chinese for not having made adequate 

preparations to meet this Japanese attack although they 

had long been in occupation of that region and must have 

known that a Japanese attack would eventually be made 

in that area.

a-
20. Shanghai's February X. 9 a.a„ to Peiping' “only 

(monthly summary), and military Attaché’s Situation 
Report Wo. 9849 of February J, 1940.

21. American military Attaché.
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d. Operation» in Oouth Ohlnat

The Chin»»» counteroffensive in Kwangsi, which be

gan in December, continued and by the end of the first 

week in January Chines» troops were in possession of the 

Kunlun Fans and Jhiutang, a few ailes south, where their 

advance ended} at the aara® tiae, Chinese forces east and 

west of th» Hannlng-Tsuachow highway wore harassing Japa

nese eotmunications, although they did not out theta. 

These Chinese operations compelled the Japanese to bring 

in two divisions of reinforcements. The Chinese attack 

slowed down in the middle of January, and, after a brief 

lull, the Japanese commenced January 23 larg»-eoale 

operations deaimed to secure their positions in the 

Hanning area} one column advanced on Chiutang and 

another strong foree crossed the Yu River east of Han

ning and struck northeast In an encircling movement 

toward Pinyang, north of the Kunlun Pass. (The Japa
nese claimed the capture of ïinysag February 2.)

Japanese forces in Kwangtung, which at the end of 

December Tied penetrated as far north as Yingtak and 

’'iingyun and appeared to be attempting to capture Rhlu- 

chow, began a general retreat January 1, closely fol

lowed by Chinese troops. Sy the end of the month the 

Japanese had abandoned practically all of their gains 

and were back on a line north of Kuanyao (20 miles north

west of Ponton) - south of ahuntlen - north of Kaotseng- 

hsu - north of Rhenkang - and north of Tsengah«ng. 

Heavy fighting occurred at soas points during the retreat 

particularly in the vicinity of '^henkang January 19

jM
S'ï.’dantoj?» 'ietruary J, b p.m., 'to ^«Ipïng'only'^î^tÀly 

eumary) and Military Attaché*s Situation Report 
No. 9849 of February 3, 1940.
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and 20, and at Tsengcheng January 19. The Japanese 

suffered fairly heavy casualties during these opera* 

tiens and the number of Japanese troops in this area 

wee further reduced by the transfer of several units 

elsewhere. It appeared that in this drive the Japanese 

employed an inadequate fores, encountered unexpectedly 

vigorous resistance and wore compelled to retreat.

«• uuiiazz As&xi&M i&.the occupied area»!

ihlnaco guerrillas continued their activities in 

Hopei, particularly along the Peipin^Hankosr Railway 

in southern Hopei where a Japanese expedition was re

quired to clear away a force of guerrillas along both 

sides of th® railway; engagements were also reported 

east of Tlngheien. Th® American Vice Consul at Tsinan 

reported that guerrilla interference with railway com* 

nualcations continued, with no little success, and that 

Chinese detex^inatlon to resist was said to be increas

ing. He added that, while the Japanese announced mre 

than the usual nuabcr of successful attacks on various 

Chinese military units in the district, there was good 

reason to believe that the Chinese took the initiative 
2J 

in most of the encounters.
The military situation in ths 9watow area remained 

unchanged, but almost continuous fighting took place 

between Japanese forces and Chinese regulars and guer

rillas in the vicinity of Chaochowfu, making it necessary 

for the Japanese to send frequent relnforoeaents in troops 

and supplies. The Japanese .wade an uncucoeesftil attempt 
to

ÿ J.‘ A’claan’s yanuasÿ M, S' p.». »r"io;’ helping only 
(monthly summary).
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24 
to capture Kityang, 

f. \arial aotlvitlas;

The Japanese air force was fairly satire during 

January. Doabing of the Indochina-Yunnan Railway, which 

otxmenced Doosaber JO, was continued, raids being made 

on January 1, 2, 4, 5 and 7; an Important bridge was 

partially damaged and It was expected that normal traf

fic on thia important line of comunlaationa would be 
25 

Interrupted for several weeks. Japanese planes were 

active in the sulyuan area in support of their ground 

operations, and in eastern ‘liaatung. Raids were also 

made during the month on Pinysng and other places in 

Kwangsi Province, Kweilin and ulyang in Kweichow, 

Changsha, ‘Hangtan and Packing In Hunan, and Kian in 
26 

Kiangsl. The American Oonsul at Foochow reported that 

eight raids were mad® in the Foochcm district, six being 

directed st the south of the Nia Riverj one of these 

raids was stated to have been the worst In that area 
2? 

since the commencement of hostilities.

The Chinese air force was a^arently not particular

ly active, although Chinese reports claimed that Chinese 

planes shot down eight Japanese planes In the course of 

several aerial embata over lluchow, Kwangsi, on January 2.

saw
Frees reports from Tokyo January 8 stated that 

Japan’s "fundamental policy* In regard to the proposed 

new 
H." ^aicw'*8 W^ruary i, 11 a»o»’1,r'£h’’Wiping only liaon^hly 

sumary).
25. Hanoi’s despatch to the Department No. 44 of January 17 

1940 » "Ttambing of Yunnan Hallway...".
26. Oomei reports during January.
27. Foochow’s February 5, 11 a,m«, to Peiping only (monthly 

cuwaary).
28. Ileuter, Chungking, January J.
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new central government for China had been approved by 
29

the Japanese cabinet. On January 16 rang Ching-wei 

telegraphed General Chiang '’ai-uhok, urging hi» to 

abandon bls policy of resistance and to join with 

ang in the negotiation of peace with Japan on the 

basis of Frlnce Konoye’c declaration. Sotie observera 

believed thia to be an indirect Japanese peace over

ture to Chungking while others considered it as an 
30 

indication of the weakness of ang*s position.

ün January 22 Kao Tsung-wu and Tao Hsl-shan, 

two of ang Chlng-wei's principal supporters, published 

in Hong Kong wliat purported to bo the terms of an agree

ment reached between <ang and the Japanese in December 

1939» This alleged agreement went far beyond irinoe 

Konoye’s proposals and gave the Japanese such extensive 

political, military and economic control over China as 

to reduce China to the status of a Japanese dependency. 

The alleged agreement was bitterly denounced by the 

Chinese press in Chungking and Shanghai and was also 

criticised. In most of the foreign press in China. The 

Japanese controlled press and ^«aig,s own publications 

in turn denounced ths two sen who had made the sensa

tional revelation, and variously asserted that the 

purported agreement contained sorely the terms origin

ally proposed by the Japanese, that the terms finally 

agreed upon were isueh milder, and, finally, that no 

agreement had bean signed. It was considered significant 

however, that neither ang nor the Japanese gave out 

the

£7» ’ bmeï,''"ïokyo,' January 'I.1
30» ‘shanghai*s despatch to the Embassy Ho. 2179 °f 

February 10, 1940 « "Political Report for January, 
1940". (Copies direct to the Department.)
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the tanna of any agreement which bad. been reached. 

Reliable sources la Hong Kong believed that the agree» 
31 

sent as published was genuine; observers in Shanghai 

felt that the purported agrément at least Indicated 

in general the measure of control which Japan desired 

to exercise over China» and considered that the dis

closures would still further diminish Wang Chin«-wei*s 

prestige and might possibly affect the plans for the 
32 

establishment of the proposed now government.

Respite the defootion of two important followers 

and the revelation of the far-reaching terms or demands 

of the Japanese» there ms held at fsingtao froa Janu

ary 23 to 26 a conference between J'ang Ching-wei, Japa

nese officials and representatives of the Peiping and 

^Tanking regimes, which it was believed would make 

definite plans for the early establishment of the new 

central government. The Japanese controlled press 

reported that the conference made satisfactory progress, 

but reliable sources at Peiping indicated that the con

ference was not as harmonious or successful as the Japa

nese reports claimed, and that lang Keh-mln held out 

against the merging of the •’Provisional Government" with 

the proposed new central government. It was believed 

that, under great pressure, Wang Keh-min receded from 

a categorical refusal to have anything to do with the 

new government to a tacit approval of its establishaent, 

provided that 'forth Shine would remain autonomous or 

aoml-autonoaous under a regime soncwh&t similar to the

Î2SSS&.
51. ^ong 'Kong»s 33, January 3 p'.m.
32. Shanghai’s despatch to the SMbasoy ho. 2179 ®f 

February 10, 1940 - "Politisai Report for January, 
1940". (Copies direct to the Department.)
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33 
former "Kopel-Chahar Political Council"} this belief 

34 
appeared to be confirmed by « Japanese press report 

January 25 which stated that the status quo la Korth 

Chin* would be maintained. At the conclusion of the 

conference it was announced that a further conference 

would be held at Shanghai in February for the purpose 

of forming a "Contrai Political Council” which in turn 

would establish the new government.
35

According to press reports, Count Clano, Italian 

Foreign Minister, telegraphed to ’’ ang Ching-wei during 

the month, congratulating him on the "impending” estab

lishment of a new central government! this action was 

denounced in the Chinese press, but the Japanese con

trolled press expressed gratification and predicted 

that Italy and Germany would recognize the new govern
ment when established.

It was announced at Kaifeng January 23 that the
36 

"Central Pacification Comission” had been dissolved.

This "commission", which was established by the Japanese 

in February 1939, in the hope that it would be headed 

by Marshal u Pel-fu, proved a ei.mal failure.
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For the original paper from which reference is taken
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/»/fe7
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3. Japan
The Japanese Consul General in Tsingtao mb 

prmpt in notifying his consular colleagues of a 

blockade of the coast of shantung between welhaiwei 
and Tsingtao, not including those two porte»* Thia 
blockade of the coact was instituted in connection 
with a very energetic campaign launched by the Jap
anese military, naval and air forces against Chinese 
(Tierrillafl in the extreme eastern sootion of the 
Shantung promontory. The actual hostilities occurred 
in the Chefoo consular district, although considerable 
aerial activity was observed in Tslngtao*

On February 24 the Japanese Consulate General 
informed this consulate (and also other consulates 

in Tringtno) that the lifting of the blockade between 
eihaiwei and Tsingtao «mans in effect the restora

tion of the closed naval situation as existed before 

February 15, 1940 and after "e; tomber 5. 1937”. It 
will be recalled that on 'apterber 5, 1937 the Jap
anese Foreign Office issued the following etatcraentj** 

"The Japanese Government, with a view 
to speedily settling the present affair and 
restarting the stability of the situation, 
have previously closed a part of the Central 
and south China Coast to the traffic of Chi
nese vecsels. They have now decided to ex
tend this area and to close to Chinese ves
sels, as from noon of September 5, 1937, the 
rest of the Chinese coast, namely from 40 

-
* See Tslngtao’s Telegram no. 27 of Feb. 17. 10 A.M. 
♦♦See Tslngtao’s Telegram of Sep. 6. 1937. o P.M.
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degree* north latitude enA 119 degree* 
54 Blnute* east longitude* to 21 degree* 
33 ninute* north latitude end KM degrees 
3 Mantes east loogitud»* «nlnAlng 
too and the leased terrltorie* of ihird 
Poser** As this ranurar* 1* solely désigna 
to bring about a yronpt reoonsldsretioa on 
the pert of the Chinese Goveranent» th* 
Japanese Gcrrarment will pay <»• respect to 
the peaceful ooraneree of third Power» with 
which they have no intention of interfer
ing.*

Actually, the eoast is not closed to ordinary Chi» 
nese junka, although the transportation of kerosene, 
Pjasolino, etc. is prohibited*

am
The Japanese oommlty generally appeared to 

be optimistic with regard to the early establishment 
of a new Chinese Government or a Central Political
Council with its seat at banking. >-hlie there Is 
no illusion ebout a speedy restoration of peace and 
order in China* there appeared to be an air of great 
confidence that ths first step* the cetabHehnent of 
a new Chinese Government, would be speedily achieved* 
end the en& of Wreh was comonly referred to as the 
date when the new council at Hanking would be es* 
tabliahed*

notifications were received by the consulate 
for the benefit of American shipping interests with 
regard to development wort in the Tsingtao harbor. 
v»ork was actually in progress on a very large devel
opment ochatae which without question will make th* 
port of Tslngtao eaa. outstanding oomercial and indus»

trial
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trial area in tba Far East. «hatsvor doubts nay 
exist anong Chinese, Ancrloans ana Kuropoans aa to 
the ultinate suocefls er failure of the Japanese 
hostilities and the attack on the Chiang Khl-ehsfc 
GovernEaant, there can bo no doubt that the Japanese 
in this region hero the utaoat oonfldenoe that their 
domination of the Talngtao harbor Is of a pomaiwnt 
character.
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For the original paper from which reference is taken

795.94/ 
15808

See —......... Js&Sl_____________ ____ _________
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated----- Mar.ch.-_7,19.40------ To°mJ ®lJ,®apfflpa-fcBatton)

File No-------__________________________________

V. «. OOVnNHSNT PU1MT1MG OPTICS 1—1540
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aa

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See_____________ JL2559___________________________
(DMpatch, toUgram, instruction, latter, etc.)

Dated .._fer.....9j..l.94Q.--------- J______ Chlua...(_Lookhart ).

File No------------.a23jûû..PjR.../lfi7j___________________

0. «• «OTMNMENT MINTING OFFICE 1—1040

793.94/15809
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. A*

noting oaowrreO la a awabar of araas âuriag the 
aonth but the general «111 tar/ situation ramiael un- 
changed* the aoet lisportaat operations were Jaw**» 
’•li^îxtniAg* empale ia sulyuan and waagel» apparently 
intended to soeur» Japan»»» positions in those region». 
Frietion and. «ose clash»» ware reported botwen «antral 
’Wamsent anâ Chinese •*e<»«iniatw força» la hanai aM

f
ÎS&WW WiW» rarla, ^abruary Zl.

10. chuft^&iM*» 06, February 20, 1 p.«u
11. 'Jewei, Tokyo, February 17.
12. sauter, laris, yobruary lo«
11. Tokyo*» 67, Jaauary 31» 6 p.a.

4
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Hopei*

fc* £2££&M@£ M Msm A 3MS&«
Japanese troops, stated by tAe Japanese to number 

only about 10,000 ?&en, whl-’h awved w«t fr<m Faotow 

late Ln January, occupied ‘'uyuan, a raine»» base 14,5 

ailes fro® oa February 3, ■rn-npa on February 5

and Linho cm February 6» The Jspaneee forces advanced 

in several colotma which were composed chiefly of 

aeohonlzod and notarised units* Seithar the fJhlaeee 

r:or the Japanese suffered a«y casualties in these 

operations as th® Jhiaese withdrew before the advancing 

Japanese oolusma. tn February 15 the Japmece comenced 

to ,4tMraw wet of their troops fn» uyuan to Taotov 

and announced that the objective of their '‘’ll.^tain®’* 

ompalgn, to •’annihilate* snesy concentrations Ln the 

area, had been achieved* The Chinese, however, 

did -;ot raaain in any place long enough to be annihilated 

and, when th® Japanese withdrew, they returned and at 

the end of tile oonth were reported to be harassing the
U 

Japanese for©»» still remininf in ^uyuan* .

There were no Inportant «llltary operations in 

Zhens!, as friotion and clashes «wa« Chinese élégants 

brought fJhlnem activity against the Japanese practically 

to a standstill* The Japanese theaselvea undertook no 
15 

large «cale operations*

In central Shiaa no Importent ailitary developments 

took place. The Japanese remised on the defensive and 

had no eorioue difficulty in holding their positions, 

while 

1X*' Military Attachi’a ïàtuatioa liepofb’ no.' of ""
March 6, 1940*

14* Osmo as no. 14.

MMt
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while Chinese asLion did not develop beyond guerrilla 

warfare. Two Chinese battalions arproeekod to within 
-?5 Alles of uhan and on February 16 sttasked chuyuehmt 
the Assort ean Consul leneral at Hankow stated that aaob 
minor enga/waants, doplioated in nay parte of the 
occupied areas in that dietriot, exacted a not ln.».‘gnifi- 

16 
oast toll frosa the Japanese and their Chinese mereanarioa

o. prorations» in "outh Chinas

In Kwngel, a® in uiyuan, ths Japansas attempted 
a ■’lightning" omapalr-n. The Japan®»® drive, wMah eoa> 
;«need January 28, was a*S« in several solums frees 
-'xniiv: and th® Japanese plan »®s believed tn include 

a wide envelopment east, northeast and \orthwwot with 
Fiayeng aa principal objective, and holding attae’ca to 
the northeast a -ainss Csulmg and SMiutang and to the 
.north against -using, Foreign military observers be
lieved that .’;ot isor© than 50,000 Japanese troops were 

engaged, v/ith perhaps three or four times that number 
of Chinese troops opposing th«, The Japan»»» oeeopied 
t inyang -’ebru&ry 2 and a leered the W«a»in<*s*Inyang 
highway within the next few day», after considerable 
fifth tin#? in the f union Fess where the J&pwaeee slaiaed 
to have annihilated aore than a division of Chinese 
troops, aain?!! wee captured February 3, but by this time 
the Japanese drive saoaed to have spent itself and the 
■China»© rallied and aojweneod to counterattack| the 
J.vpane:>e he,'tan a general withdrawal and by the nlddle ef 
February had returned to their original position» near 
: fuming. The Japanese than as.-iouaoed that they had

16,.,'ll''TSw,,s'r'raroS’lT,’'' ’ïÿ'"a7M,T,' "W Wlplag Wly '(s^nüd? 
susttary).
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withdraws voluntarily, bavin.® aoeojspllshed Weir objuetlve 

of eliainating any Shin»»» Wraat to "analog, The Aaerl- 
om i’liltary Attach! stated that during these oporatl®»» 

the Japan»®» inf Ho ted •evore losses upon th* Chin»»» 

in a®» and material and dlsruptaA Chinas» organisation 

and pl tin» I on the other hand, he added, the Japonow 

themelv»» auatalaed heavy lassas and achieved no 

daelalve vlatory, for, vfcen they began to retira, th» 

chinas» reaurged. life® a flood behind thm* About th» 
nld»tl« of the sionth the Jspan»a» Mrao to withdraw aom 

of their troop® rm ’’•sanlsg to Tsmhow whar® they war® 

Mbarhad for &n uatoom destination, Toward the end of 

the srnth th© Japanese mgagad la aewral sinor opera
tion®, sanding saall detaoh^mts north md northeast 
fro» Sonalng to repel Chinas» foroaa •who were pressing

17 
too strongly, and aootiwsrd toward changasa.

There wa little military activity in th® Canton 

area and the relative Mlitary positions of th» opposing 
fora»» war» not mt^rlelly altered, Jstp«nftw relnforea* 

’Wito, believed to ha.v® e»® fr®s Japan, were reported 

to have arrived at canton during th® latter part of th» 
U 

mnth,
a. MHtary activities in 

tw oocurl W areas « 
Th® Japan»»» press reported oomlderabl» Mlitary 

nativity spinet cuorrilla» in Hopei provim». The 4swrl* 
•3an Tie® Consul at ; ha too stated that intensive Japamw 
military operation» betmm elhalwral end foingteo dur- 
iry* ^bruary led to the asptura of several district

e Maltais

'■.‘aroh 6, 1940,
18» Canton*» isareh 3, 9 P»a», to relying only (mnthly 

swmar/h
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capitals} he «Med that «11 five district capitale la 

the Chefoo area ware now under Japanese occupation but 

that the cotmtryolde over the greater part of the area 
1?

still remained under guerrilla control. The American 

71 oe .''oncul at Tainan reported that widespread guer

rilla activities continued during the flrat week of 
20 

February. The American Consul General at Shanghai 

reported that only Mnor military operations took plane 
21 

during the month in his district.

The American icmeul at W reported increased 

military activity around uacy. Sarly in the ssonth 

,'Mnese troops raided the Island of ;ueaoy and captured 

a nwsber of Japanese controlled Chinese officials, on 

February IS the Japanese landed ses» 3,900 Chinese twr- 

cenary troops && the xalaland near waoy, but these were 

decisively defeated by the Chlaeeo forces} several 
hundred .‘mercenaries were killed or wounded and about 

22 
1,900 were acid to have surrendered to the Chinese.

The American consul at Jim tow reported that 2,500 

Chinese ««roenaries, who had been in training at Ching- 

hal, ton ailes northeast of swetow, were transferred 

February 11 by Japanese transport to the A®oy area, and 

that on February 27 cliineae ruarrillaa attacked Chinghai 

and drove out the garrison of Chinese mroenarlea and 

a few Japanese} th© town was reoccupied by the Japanese 

by the end of the .month. cn February 29 Chinese pm» 

rilles out the 'mtowJheochow highway at several points 
sad 

X'^.’^iw^oo^s'ISiroh1 1, ô p.».','"to ïwlplng only (sjoa'iHïÿ 

20. Tsinan’s February 29, 5 p*®., to Tolling only (mathly 

21. Shenghal’s :.«roh 1, 5 p.m., w lelpind «sly (monthly 
ffumnsyyy} t

22. ‘unoy’s February 29» U noon» to mplns only (monthly 
swsskary).
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and Interrupted Japon»»» eoœMmioabion»*

^har® ma a notloeablo decrease in Japan»»» aerial 
activity during February, olthowÀ Japanese airplane» 

made five raid» an the Indo®hina-Tun««i 'hallway (Febru
ary 1, 3» 13» 16 afUÎ 18 > *®* »«Pport®<5 ?roun4 operation» 
in wlyum and jwon®»i. .part from th»»» aatlvltl®», 

24
Japan»»» report» mod» mention only of raids on liahoi 
and chuehow, :;h®klang (February 9), fuahon, Mian and 
Faaobw, -.langoi (February ?), the vloinity of Unohow, 
•:wan.«5»i (February 23), and point» alon# the ^hekiaxw 
Klengoi «fdlway (February 26). Th® raid ©a February 23 
w dlreoted at dhlnos® military £usadquartera located in 
th© foothills n»ar Lluehow «her® General 3hian< Kai-shek 
w*« visiting, a ad, alahouah ba waa aot named, one or 
too of bi# staff ®ffi®»r» ware killed or wouadod. 
foot that the Japanese were aware or th® ilenerallsaiao*® 
whereabout» at a particular time was an indication of 

23 the effietoaoy of the Japan»»» iatelligeno» aerrio».
The .wiriem Jonsml at Feoeaow reported that 19 JapaneB» 
air raid» were aad» in northern Adrien fro® .robruary 1> 
bo 19, the woosh of the nin :<ir»r bein« repeatedly 26 
attacked.

The dhlnese air aerviee waa not particularly »»tiv« 
Th® OMn»»» olaiaed, and the Japan»»» admitted, that one 
Tapanese plan® was «hot d,wn by -Shin»»» pianos febru- 
<^*y 1) a. jr&14 tiw îo4<>^hlja<*Tuntissi ïMllwj&y*

..il a*®.» to relying oaïr "Fataakhiw 

mom during February.
25* «Ü»haïT ÎJîo?*** MfeaaUon no. 6910 Of 
“• fS£»wi"^wT **• ’ ,”a•• w °"17 

27‘ ^îîwuîs“JMt' !’,bru“T U, AM :«wl. ifcwflUU,
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and the ’hinose also «laimd that two l&panese planas 

were brou’bt ‘Sown by anti-aircraft fir® February J in 

Kwaagei,

s&âft&L east
29 JO

Reports fro® hftn.'Thol and banking stated that 

negotiations between on$ iMng-wol and interested Japa> 

nose and Chinese tat the eetabllahmnt of a new “oontral 

'wanrnnt for China progressed during th« .-sooth. It 

vai believed that the *eentral politisai couaoil of th® 

“orthodox KuoMntan®* would met in banking early in 

? aroh, foilwing which a preliminary announeercent of 

the eatabliahnent of the nw government would be mide. 

It was aald that the actual establishment of the new 

roveraaent at M&nklng would take plaee on April 1,

Information from reliable aeurees in Peiping continued 

to indlaat® that ' orth China would remain s«l- 

eutonoaaouB, although nominally under the mw central 

^overment.

Th» “Hairs in !P4’ wee rwrganlted during the month 

and 0<Mblne>5 with the oivil Separtwoub of the Japanese 

-ray in Morth Ihlnss. it wa announced that *ng teh-aln 

would regain no president, with numroua Japanese ad- 
JI 

visera in important posts.

on February 17 a newepopsr at ^hansjhai eon trolled 

by aa.-i Caln--w®i «©moated adversely oa th® far Eastern 

policy of th® %itad 'bates and oritloixM in particular 

tha reported proposal for th® «tension of additional
32 

.Wrioan credits to the Chinese «overnaant.

£»

29. hssrhai’a Harsh 1, 5 p*a«, to >’®lpiag only (monthly 
fôwa^xyj»

30. HnnkiM*» ï'areh 1, 5 p.n. , to Peiping only (monthly eweary 
31, Folpiog*» 68. Kerch 2, 12 noon, 
32. han^hai^a 133, February 17, J p.a«
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Dear Mr Hamilton:

I enclose herewith copy 
of a letter which I have Just received 
from Professor Tuan-Sheng Chien, dated 
March 16th, containing some observations 
on the state of affairs in southwestern 
China, which may contain points of interest to you.
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NATIONAL PEKING UNIVERSITY 
School of Lav Kunming, Yunnan

China
Office of the Dean March 16 1940

Mr Roger S Greene
Washington 
D C

Dear Mr Greene»

I have been back for a fortnight already. Everybody here is well 
though hardship is immense................................................

The University has become a huge affair of some 3050 students, all 
congested in dingy quarters of course. Yet it may comfort you to 
hear that the majority of them seem to be working quite seriously.

The war is at standstill again, with the Japanese still in control of 
Nanning. We did make several brave attempts to recapture the city and 
skirmishes are still raging around, but I think it would cost too much 
to attack it, the Japanese having constructed some very good pieces of 
defense work there. Both sides lost heavily during the months of 
December, January and February, when there were many serious encounters 
in both Kwangsi and Kwangtung. As it now stands, we are none too 
anxious to retake Nanning, and the enemy to advance further ahead. 
Hence the standstill again.

At one time our transit lines to the outside were seriously menaced. 
With the Japanese advance held up, with communication on the Indo-China 
railway restored and with two auxiliary lines completed or about to be 

1 completed, contact with the outside is more or less secure. The Indo
China railway is operated by the Frencjh, who are slow in repair works 
or works of improvement. But lately, the French agreed to let 
experienced Chinese engineers and repair gangs take care of the repairs 
and other necessary improvements. It is nowadays repaired almost as 
soon as it is damaged. Furthermore, the Chinese engineers have been 
versatile enough to install all the necessary equipment for night driv
ing on a line which the French had hitherto insisted as unfit for night 
trains. There are now also two not very good highways leading from 
Indo-China to China, one being a loop line opened after the loss of 
Nanning and the other parallel with the railway, soon to be opened to 
traffic.

I find the morale of the people is also high and construction work of 
various kinds are going on. Inspite of all the conceivable hardships 
and difficulties there remains a quiet confidence and a firm belief 
that final victory will be ours. This is all the more important, for 
I do find that after an absence of five months many things are shotng 
signs of deterioration.

First, I think we are reaping the inevitable fruits of inflation. All 
war governments like to have their people think that they are not re
sorting to Inflation. But in fact most of them do. Ours is no 
exception. I cannot say how many times our note issue has been 
Increased. Anyway the result is obvious. Partly due to the difficulty
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of transportation, p rtly due to war profiteering, but more largely 
to inflation I think, prices are jumping high—about five times or 
more of prewar level. The high cost of living is causing increasing 
hardship on all of us. While I have no doubt that the hardiness and 
fortitude of our people will enable us to stand such hardship for a 
considerable length of time yet, I do not like to see them burdened 
to the breaking point.

Another bad sign is more political in nature. I refer to the in
creasing friction between the Communists and the rest. The 
Communists have been quite consistently aggressive, both in propaganda 
and in sticking to what they can hold. With Soviet Russia preaching 
world peace and continuing to extend us credits, the rest of the 
population aould hardly take too serious an offense to the misbehavior 
of the Communists. But with Soviet Russia exposing her real self, the 
situation became different. There is a deep suspicion of both Russia 
and the Chinese Communists. So long as no pact harmful to China is 
concluded between Russia and Japan, I think we will continue to be 
correct to Russia and to tolerate the excesses of the Communists. What 
I myself feel rather uncomfortable about is the fact that the negative 
attitude taken by our delegates at Geneva last December in regard to 
the Russo-Finnish dispute rather offended the Russians and I understand 
they have since withheld supplies which should have, according to the 
previous arrangement, been sent to us.

The year 1940» owing to the rather adverse International situation, 
may yet turn out to be more critical for us thab ever before. I have 
been thinking of the possible sid and comfort that America can render 
us. I fully realize that anything that may rouse the ire of the 
Isolationists and the suspicion of the public is out of the question. 
Yet America must do something more than she has done in order to 
ensure that the "new order” of Japan shall never succeed. To my 
mind, if the conventions of both parties should include in their 
respective programmes, a plank re-emphasizing the doctrine of non- 
recognitlon and denying any power to establish a hegemony in Eastern 
Asia contrary to international agreement, America may yet exercise a 
rude awakening effect on the Japanese, most of whom are still thinking 
that their adventures in China are turning to be a success.

About Wang Ching-Wei I wish to say nothing. The whole thing is too 
nauseating. It is even more of a puppet show than the Manchukuo 
business. It is part and parcel of the manoeuvres of the Japanese 
cliques in China. It is one of the rarest collection of shamless 
renegades in history, both Chinese and world. I am ashamed of my own 
people that a man of his character could have been allowed to reach 
such high political eminence as he did.

I am leaving for Chungking on the 23rd and will be there until about 
the 11th of April. In case you have anything to communicate to me or 
through me there, I can be reached through the Peoples* Political 
Counfil.

With highest regards and best wishes, I remain

Very sincerely yours 

iuaOiUng Chien
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Dear Ur. Greene:
I hare received your letter of April 12, 1940, 

with which you enclose a oopy of a letter of March 14 
received by you from Professor Tuan-sheng Chien, in 
regard to the situation in China.

Professor Chien*s letter has boon read with inter
est and your courtesy in making it available to us is 
very much appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Maxwell M. Hamilton
Chief

Division of far lantern Affairs

7

■84O.-tf

Mr. Roger S. Greene, 
Chairman. The American Committee for 

Non-rartloipation in Japanese Aggression.
1420 Mew York Avenue. M.W< 

Washington, D. 0
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FOREIGN MISSIONS CONFERENCE OF NORTH AMERICA

Chairman, Rev. Charles T. Leber, D.D. 
Vice-Chairman, Miss Sue E. Weddell 
Recording SecretaryMiss Bettie S. Brittingham

Treasurer, M. P. MOller, Jr.
Assistant Treasurer, Wm. G. Schram
Treasurer Emeritus, James M. Speers

Secretaries : Rev. Leslie B. Moss, D.D. 
Miss Florence G. Tyler 
Rev. A. L. Warnshuis, D.D.

Missionary Research Library 
Charles H. Fahs, Curator Miss Hollis W. Hering, Librarian

Dear Dr»

Reference and Counsel 
" BBOBÎW/&r ue, New York City

CHelsea 2-3230A; •12 1940 
49dress “FORMISCON NEW YORK 

,?lv,SiW 
r,v.j.h.à*ÆàHOuS 

Miss Bettie S. Brittingham 
Rev. A. V. Casselman, D.D. 
Merle L. Davis 
Mrs. Dorr Diefendorf 
Prof. D. J. Fleming, Ph.D. 
Rev. F. A. Goetsch, D.D. 
Rev. E. K. Higdon 
The Rt. Rev. Henry S. Hobson, D.D. 
Mrs. S. S. Hough 
Rev. J. H. jACKSoif

P^2le Code "MlSS^OJfS"

Ifiss Sallie Lou MacKinnon 
Miss Bessie MacMurchy 
Miss Janie W. McGaughey 
M. P. Moller, Jr.
John R. Mott, LL.D.
Mrs. Charles H. Sears
Rev. William E. Shaw, D.D. 
Frank V. Slack
Rev. A, W. Wasson, Ph.D., LL.D. Miss Sue E. Weddell

Ex-Officio Mèm
Miss Edna B. Beardsley W’*- 
Rev. J. W. Decker, D.D.
Rev. R. E. Diffendorfer, D.D. 
Edward M. Dodd, M.D. Miss Mabel E. Emerson 
Rev. Wynn C. Fairfield, D.D. 
Rev. Charles T. Leber, D.D. P. H. J. Lerrigo, M.D., D.D. 
Rev. Leslie B. Moss, D.D. F. M. Potter, L.H.D.Miss Florence G. Tyler

You may recall our conference on the situation in East 

Asia* The memorandum which we discussed at that time has now 

been printed, and I am sending you six copies for any use which 

you may wish to make of them» If you have need for further copies, 

we shall be very glad to furnish them»

Again I want to express to you our appreciation for the 

valuable advice which you and your colleagues gave us in the pre

paration of this memorandum»

793.94/15811

Yours sincerely,

representative and cooperating committees
CHRISTIAN MEDICAL COUNCIL FOR OVERSEAS WORK COMMITTEE ON COOPERATION IN LATIN AMERICA INDIA COMMITTEE
ASSOCIATED MISSION MEDICAL OFFICE EAST COMMITTEE RURAL MISSIONS COOPERATING COMMITTEE
AFRICA COMMITTEE COMMITTEE ON WOMEN’S WORK PHILIPPINE COMMITTEE COMMITTER ON PROMOTION OF INTEREST
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A STATEMENT FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF THE 
PEOPLE OF OUR CHURCHES WITH REGARD 

TO THE SITUATION IN EAST ASIA

INTRODUCTION

This memorandum was prepared for the National Study 
Conference at Philadelphia by a group which met for a 
number of times during the fall and winter of 1939-1940.

Consultations were also had with several well-informed 
people associated with related organizations or in public 
office. It was then discussed in the section on American 
Policy of the National Study Conference on the Churches 
and the International Situation held at Philadelphia at the 
end of February. This section proposed that the Confer
ence recommend the memorandum to the Churches for 
study. This the Conference did.

In addition, the Conference took certain actions based on 
the memorandum which are included in the Message of the 
Conference.* These actions and changes in the text made 
at Philadelphia are given in italics in the body of this 
memorandum.

Those whose names are given below participated in the 
preparation of this paper. The group was unanimous in 
presenting the report in this form. Where there was a 
failure to agree, that fact is indicated in the text. (See 
pages 9 and 10 and pages 11 and 12.)

Eugene E. Barnett 
Frank T. Cartwright 
J. W. Decker 
B. A. Garside 
Arthur Jorgensen

Kenneth Scott Latourette 
W. Plumer Mills 
Luman J. Shafer 
Walter W. Van Kirk 
A. L. Warnshuis

* This may he secured from the Department of International 
Justice and Goodwill of The Federal Council of the Churches of 
Christ in America, 297 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

A. The Conflict at a Virtual Stalemate
The conflict in East Asia is nearly three years old. Chinese unity has held 

to a surprising degree and shows little signs of yielding. The Japanese have 
not been successful in their efforts to pacify or to exploit the territory pene
trated. On the other hand, China has not been able to drive the Japanese out. 
The result is a virtual stalemate, here and there taking on the aspect of a 
blockade.

B. Disastrous Effects of a Continuation of the Conflict
The conflict has cost China a vast toll of suffering and disastrous losses. 

Military casualties alone have been estimated at 2,000,000. On the Japanese 
side corresponding losses have been put at 800,000. Whether these figures 
are high or low for one country or the other, a total of about 3,000,000 mili
tary casualties for both sides is probably not far from the truth. Civilian 
losses in China have been beyond comprehension. In Japan war costs are 
mounting and there are unmistakable signs of a growing discontent with inter
nal conditions on the part of the masses of the people.

Further armed action will so weaken both nations that they may easily 
become the victims of predatory forces let loose by world strife. There is 
desperate danger that the fires now burning on two continents may coalesce 
in a conflagration which will engulf the entire world.

C. The Concern of the American People
All through the conflict the people of America have been deeply con

cerned. The losses, insults and indignities which Americans have suffered by 
reason of it have been important. Reparations and indemnities might repair 
this damage but these measures alone will not satisfy. The primary concern 
of Americans generally, and Christians in particular, is for a just settlement 
in East Asia. They will not be satisfied until justice has been done to China, 
for they believe that only thus can stable peace be secured. They are, there
fore, becoming increasingly restive because of the support which American 
supplies are giving to the Japanese in the war. They do not wish to have any 
part in the invasion of China.

D. Attention Focussed on America's Responsibility by the Abrogation 
of the Commercial Treaty

The abrogation of the Commercial Treaty with Japan, which became, 
effective on January 26, 1940, has served to intensify the concern of the
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American people, and has resulted in more active discussion of proposals for 
action. The abrogation of this Treaty gives the American Government free- * 
dom of action in the matter of economic sanctions, and thus creates a greater 
degree of uncertainty and tension in American-Japanese relations. At the 
same time, it leads naturally to an exploration, on the part of the American and 
Japanese governments, of an adjustment of the relations among the nations 
bordering on the Pacific. The question of America’s relation to the conflict 
in East Asia and its responsibilities in the matter are thus brought more sharply 
into focus than at any previous time during the conflict.

It is imperative from every point of view that an early and just settle
ment of the conflict be brought about. The time may not be favorable for 
actual negotiation to that end, but it is desirable that an attempt be made to 
formulate the general terms of such a settlement so that every proposal for 
concrete action, advocated by Christian people to be taken either by people or 
government, may be carefully scrutinized from the standpoint of its effect upon 
such a settlement.

E. Proposals for Action
There are various actions which have been proposed or which are possible. 

These fall into three main classes:
I. Voluntary action by citizens

II. Action by administrative agencies of the Government
III. Legislative action

Briefly outlined the most important of these are as follows:
I. Voluntary Action by Citizens

(a) Refusal to make or accept any profits arising from the trade in - 
war material.

(b) Refusal to purchase such goods from Japan as would tend to 
strengthen her financial resources for the prosecution of the war.

II. Action by Administrative Agencies of the Government
(a) The further extension of credit to China.
(b) The strengthening of Chinese currency through the use of the 

Exchange Stabilization Fund.
(c) The extension of the ’’moral embargo” to include octane gasoline, 

crude oil, motor trucks, scrap iron, etc.
(d) The imposition by the President of additional or new duties on 

Japanese imports under Section 338 of the Tariff Act of 1930 in 
response to discriminations against American commerce carried 
on by Japan.

(e) The cutting off of all imports from Japan under Section 337 of the 
Tariff Act of 1930.

III. Legislative Action
(a) A Discretionary Embargo. The resolution introduced by Key 

Pittman (Dem.), Nevada, July 11, 1939, summarized as follows:
Until May 1, 1940, whenever the President shall find that any 

foreign state which is a party to the Nine Power Pact, is endanger
ing the lives of citizens of the United States, or depriving such 
citizens of their legal rights and privileges in violation of the ex
press provisions and guaranties in said Treaty, the President is 
authorized to restrict or prohibit the export to such foreign state 
of arms, ammunition, implements of war, iron, steel, oil, gasoline, 
scrap-steel, and scrap-metal. The authority granted to the Presi
dent shall be exercised only to the extent necessary for the protec
tion of the lives of citizens of the United States and the rights 
and privileges guaranteed to them under the Nine Power Pact.

(b) A Mandatory Embargo. Resolutions introduced in the Senate by 
Lewis B. Schwellenbach (Dem.), Washington, June 1, 1939, and
in the House by Monrad C. Wallgren (Dem.), Washington, June 
7, 1939, summarized as follows:

There shall be denied export to all merchandise, munitions, etc., 
(except agricultural products) which there is reason to believe 
will be used in violation of the sovereignty, independence, etc., of 
any nation the United States is obligated by treaty to respect. The 
President shall issue proclamations specifying the article and ma
terials to be denied export whereupon it shall become unlawful to
export or attempt to export such articles or materials. Congress 
may disapprove proclamations by concurrent resolutions.

F. A Broad Understanding Necessary
It is of the utmost importance that the Christian people of our churches 

should form opinions with regard to these lines of action. For in a democra
tic country foreign policy must depend in large measure on the attitudes 
which are taken by the people and the actions which they will. The responsi
bility of the churches at this point is an educational one. They must attempt 
to furnish their members with accurate information, and arm them with the 
moral and spiritual qualities which are essential to right decisions.

But if information is to be accurate it must include a broad understand 
ing of the whole situation. It is not only necessary that Christian people be 
informed as to specific actions which their own government might take, but 
the knowledge on which these actions should be based is incomplete unless 
proposals for action by the United States Government should form a part of 
the total picture including actions by other countries. Furthermore, every 
proposal for action must be scrutinized not only in the light of the exigencies

4
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of the immediate situation but also with a view to a long term solution 
grounded on Christian principles. While our emphasis must be upon the 
responsibility of our own Government and people, we must also constantly 
bear in mind that the world is one, that isolation is impossible and that right 
decisions by our government are inextricably intertwined with right decisions 
by other governments. Again, actions taken on a short range basis or too 
narrowly conceived from the standpoint of our own people and our own 
government, may hinder rather than help in the long term adjustment re
quired for a more just and a more Christian order in East Asia. It is, there
fore, important that an attempt be made to state the broad lines of a construc
tive settlement of the issues in East Asia.

G. Two Basic Principles in any Proposals for a Settlement
\Note: What follows down through No. 4, under "I” was adopted by 

the Philadelphia Conference without substantial change.'}
We recognize that the United States must accept its share 
of responsibility for the crisis in East Asia.

There are two basic principles to which any proposals looking toward a 
settlement of the conflict in East Asia must conform:

(1) They must call for a strong and independent China, sovereign in 
her recognized territory and strong enough to control her own affairs and 
destiny. Even assuming that China could be induced to suspend her resist
ance, a peace which did not respect her sovereignty would only be the pre
lude to a continuing struggle. An irredentist movement would be inevitable, 
and at some date in the not distant future would break out again in an open 
conflict which would destroy the peace of East Asia and threaten that of the . 
world. A truly independent and strong China is essential if she is to avoid 
encroachments of Rusia, of the Western imperialisms and of Japan. No 
indemnity for American losses in China, or renewal of rights of a strictly - 
commercial character, must be allowed to divert attention from this essential 
point.

The Japanese Government has itself announced that it desires no terri
tory in China, thus recognizing the principle underlying agreements hitherto 
entered into by nations concerned in the Pacific area. A further consequence 
of this principle is seen at once to be the abolition of extra-territoriality and 
of foreign concessions in China.

(2) They must also provide for a strong Japan, no less in control of 
her own destiny. A prostrated Japan would inevitably invite encroachments 
from Russia and possibly retaliation from China. Japan’s pressing economic 
problems and needs must be recognized and adequate provision made to meet 
them. Probably most important is that Japan be given reasonable assurance 
that she will not be denied access to her natural market in China, whose 

economy so well supplements her own, either by Chinese boycott or discrimin
atory measures, or by interference from outside powers. She should be 
guaranteed equal terms with other nations in supplying China’s needs and in 
securing from that country raw materials she can use in her industries. With 
her propinquity and the character of her manufactures she will still have a 
real advantage over her competitors. Any proposals for a settlement in East 
Asia must seek to furnish Japan full economic opportunity and provide for 
her a sense of political and economic security.

H. Outline of Proposals Looking Toward a Settlement in East Asia
There are certain essential features of a durable settlement in East Asia 

which apply particularly to Japan and China, and which must ultimately be 
decided by them. These are indicated here only as a part of the total situa
tion, which vitally affects America as well as China and Japan. These fea
tures are stated in summary form below.

I. features affecting China
1. The cessation of "anti-Japanese” agitation. This assumes, of 

course, that Japan will take reciprocal measures.
2. Negotiation of a general commercial treaty with Japan, giving her 

the utmost consideration consistent with China’s own interests and 
with her commitments to other powers.

3. The furnishing to Japan of fair and equal access, through quotas, 
to certain stipulated raw materials (for example, cotton, minerals, 
salt), where this can be done without injury to China’s own 
economy, Japan to pay for the same through the ordinary pro
cesses of trade and commerce. No arrangement is contemplated 
here which does not fully safeguard China’s sovereignty and free
dom.

4. Negotiation of a modus vivendi in regard to Manchuria, looking 
toward a permanent settlement of this question.

5. The facilitation of travel and communication arrangements of all 
kinds between China, Japan, Manchuria, and Korea, provided, of 
course, that these arrangements are in no way an embarrassment 
to China or an infringement of her sovereignty.

II . features affecting Japan
1. The lifting of the naval blockade.
2. Withdrawal of her troops from China. (The details of with

drawal and subsequent reoccupation by Chinese troops should be 
worked out by a joint Commission specially designated for the 
purpose. If desired, neutrals might be requested to act as observ
ers under such a Commission. In regard to this section see also 
III, 3, below.)
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3. The return of all properties, both public and private, expropriated 
during the war.

II I. America9! possible contribution
If America could see her way clear to take some or all of the following 

steps, she would undoubtedly thus do much to facilitate a settlement of the 
situation in East Asia.

1. Revise the so-called "Exclusion Act” and place both Japan and 
China on the quota basis in regard to immigration.

2. Relinquish extra-territoriality, withdraw our naval and military 
forces, and surrender our inland navigation rights in China, 
within a very early period, say, within three to five years from 
the conclusion of the Sino-Japanese war.

3. Endeavor to obtain the consent of the other powers now enjoying 
special privileges in China also to relinquish them, and likewise 
to withdraw their naval and military forces, within the same 
period. (Confer also II, 2, above.)

4. Seek further to secure the consent of all interested powers for the 
return of the concessions and foreign settlements to China. Should 
a three to five-year limit here seem too short, for example, in the 
case of Shanghai, a "special administrative” status after the analogy 
of Hankow might be arranged for a somewhat longer period if 
desired.

5. Facilitate the opening of the American capital market to loans 
both to China and Japan, when peace is reestablished.

6. Government credits to both China and Japan might also be con
sidered in this connection if there are no legal or other difficulties - 
in the way.

7. In addition, America might offer reciprocal trade agreements to 
both Japan and China, or at least some arrangement whereby ad- ' 
justments in tariff schedules could be accomplished and whereby 
the exchange of central commodities from both countries could 
be assured.

IV . Further steps
The following measures are worthy of consideration by all parties con

cerned, should they seek together a general settlement of the situation.
1. The making of a regional agreement among the nations bordering 

on, or vitally interested in, the Pacific area, designed to contribute 
to mutual security and lasting peace.

2. Consideration of a joint program of naval limitation and of pos
sible non-fortifying of outlying possessions which would further 
promote general confidence. s

3. The negotiation of mutual trade-pacts which would foster and 
develop international trade and commerce. (See III, 7.)

4. The establishment of a Board of Reference, such as that originally 
contemplated by the Washington Conference resolution dated 
February 4th, 1922, with provisions for regular stated meetings 
to consider questions which may arise.

5. In all new treaties that may be made between China, Japan, and 
America, or between these and other nations bordering on the 
Pacific, the following principles should be borne in mind: 
(1) A provision for consultation in disputes.
(2) A provision for altering the treaty in the light of changing 

conditions. The Board of Reference, referred to in the pre
ceding section, or some such agency, might well be of help 
in this connection.

6. Co-operation in the regulation and eventual suppression of the 
traffic in narcotics.

I. Specific Recommendations for Immediate Action by Christians

1. Urge the United States Government
(a) to make use of every opportunity to explore the possibility of a 

settlement in East Asia along the lines of the proposals made in 
the previous section, and

(b) to give primary consideration as far as practicable to the settle
ment of the whole situation in East Asia in all negotiations 
looking to the making of a new commercial treaty with Japan.

2. Seek, to develop a public opinion favorable to the contribution to be 
made by America in facilitating a settlement in East Asia as outlined in Sec
tion III of the Proposals for a Settlement above.

3. Urge the extension of generous credit to China, both by government 
and by private capital. All will agree that China needs help in her effort to 
cope with the staggering problem of relief, in the organization and improve
ment of her economic life by the establishment of cooperatives, in the rehabili
tation and advancement of education, and in the development of industry in 
all parts of unoccupied China.

4. Give more active support to relief work in China. In this connection 
we would especially commend the work of the Church Committee for China 
Relief, which is the officially recognized agency of the churches.

N.B. A basic assumption throughout this memorandum is the friendly 
feeling which the American people entertain towards Japan.

9
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However combined with this feeling of friendliness is also the 
conviction that it is America’s duty to see to it that her wealth 
and resources are not used by Japan for the injury of China. 
America’s friendship is toward both nations alike, and we can
not be a partner to the injury of either one by the other. As to 
how this fundamental conviction can best be implemented in 
action, opinions differ. Therefore in separate documents at- 
atched herewith various proposals are presented from different 
points of view in order that all aspects of the subject may be 
fully presented and receive due consideration. (See section on 
Proposals Regarding Trade with Japan, page 11.)

J. Urge the extension of the "moral embargo” to include 
octane gas, crude oil, trucks, scrap iron, et cetera.

[Note: Number 5 below was not adopted at Philadelphia.'}
5. Urge Christians to take such voluntary action as will dissociate them 

from participation in Japan’s program in China. This implies a refusal to 
make or accept any profits arising out of the trade in war materials, and also 
a refusal to purchase such goods from Japan as would tend to strengthen her 
financial resources for the prosecution of the war.

6. In the event the above steps including the moral embargo prove 
ineffective we urge the American Government to make plain to 
Japan our desire to remain on friendly terms with her, but also to 
say to her that we cannot longer be a party to supplying her with 
the raw or finished products which she uses in her military campaign 
in China. As a practical measure for carrying this attitude into 
effect, we would suggest that the Government offer to renew our 
trade treaty with Japan, but at the same time put her on a reduced 
basis so far as the sale of supplies to her is concerned. Such a basis 
might well be, in our judgment, an average quota for the period 
1921-1931. We believe that this basis would effectively dissociate 
the United States from participation in Japan’s attack on China, while 
it would at the same time show Japan that our attitude towards her is 
friendly, and that our action is intended only to avoid injury to 
China with whom also we desire to be friendly.

[No/e: The following section, "J”, was adopted.}

J. Long Range Program
1. The World Mission of the Church

The most significant contribution which the churches can make toward 
a solution of tensions in East Asia is the vigorous prosecution of the mis
sionary program of the churches. Christian groups have come into being in
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the countries of East Asia as in the rest of the world, and the potential influ- 
I 1 ence of these groups for international goodwill is a fact of major importance, 
i The Madras Conference gave undoubted evidence of this. The World Chris

tian Movement is the one which of all others offers the most hope of inter
national integration in a world which has disintegrated into areas of suspicion, 
hate and fear. It is imperative that every effort be put forth to strengthen 

’ the Christian movement in all its varied aspects in the countries of East Asia

1 *See N. B. on page 9.

and throughout the world.

2. World Political Organization
All through our discussion of this complicated problem we have been 

aware of the fact of world anarchy. We recognize that so long as each nation 
remains the sole judge of its own cause and so long as there are no instru
ments available which function in the no man’s land of common interest, 
which lies between the states, situations such as that which now obtains in 
East Asia must recur again and again. We have suggested some sort of a 
regional agreement among the nations around the Pacific, and some provi
sion for revising treaties which may be made in the Pacific area lest the status 
quo become frozen and no allowance be made for the basic human fact of 
change. We recognize, however, that the ultimate solution of such prob
lems as these calls for an organized world government to which certain func
tions of national sovereignty shall be delegated, and which shall function in 
the area of common interest between the states, which is now left unorganized 
and in a state of anarchy. We would, therefore, urge that Christian people 
in all lands study this aspect of the problem of peace and make every possible 
effort to bring about a world political organization.

PROPOSALS REGARDING TRADE WITH JAPAN*

Five possible lines of action are as follows:

1. The imposition by the President of additional or new duties on 
imports from Japan under Section 338 of the Tariff Act of 1930 
in response to discriminations against American commerce carried 
on by Japan.

2. The extension of the "moral embargo” to include high octane gas, 
crude oil, trucks, scrap iron, etc.

- 3. The passage of legislation for a discretionary embargo on exports
I used in the war.
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4. The passage of legislation for a mandatory embargo on exports 
used in the war.

5. The cutting off of all imports by executive action.

There are those of us who look upon all of these actions as varying forms 
of a unilateral sanction and to this they are opposed. Others are in favor of 
the gradual implementation of these actions, reserving the more drastic until 
the less so have proven ineffective. Still others favor comprehensive action 
immediately.

With regard to the legislative embargo, in particular, there is a more 
marked difference of opinion. Three separate documents are therefore pre
sented in connection with this proposal:

(a) An argument in favor of the embargo. (See Appendix A, page 13.)

(b) An argument against the embargo. (See Appendix B, page 17.)

(c) A discussion of the Limitation of Government Action as an Ex
pression of the "Moral Indignation” of Citizens. (See Appendix 
C, page 21.)

We are divided on the question of the application of an embargo, but 
we are agreed that the form of the embargo embodied in the. statement given 
below is least objectionable. Even those of us who favor an embargo prefer 
this suggestion:

America should make plain to Japan her desire to remain on friendly 
terms with both herself and China, but should also say to her that she can
not longer be a party to supplying her with the raw or finished products which 
she uses in her military campaign in China. As a practical measure for carry
ing our attitude into effect, we might offer to renew our trade treaty with 
Japan, but at the same time put her on a reduced basis so far as the sale of 
supplies to her is concerned. A suggested basis is an average quota for the 
period of 1921-31. It is believed that this basis would effectively dissociate 
the United States from participation in Japan’s attack on China, while it 
would at the same time show Japan that our attitude towards her is friendly, 
and that our action is intended only to avoid injury to China with whom also 
we desire to be friendly. It is perhaps not too much to hope that this policy 
might make clear to all concerned the attitude of the American Govern
ment and people, namely to be friendly to both China and Japan, but not to 
continue longer to be a party, however indirectly, to the injury of the one 
by the other.*

♦The substance of the proposal contained in this paragraph was adopted by the 
Philadelphia Conference. See page 10.

APPENDIX A

MEMORANDUM ON THE EMBARGO ISSUE PREPARED BY 
MR. ROGER GREENE THROUGH THE COURTESY OF THE 

AMERICAN COMMITTEE FOR NON-PARTICIPATION 
IN JAPANESE AGGRESSION

। What should be the attitude of the American churches and individual
Christians to the proposal that Congress enact an embargo upon the export

' < of munitions and essential war materials to Japan ?
In the first place, it will be well to consider the pertinent facts, in so 

far as we can, to determine their bearing upon the problem, and so far as 
possible to assign to each its proper weight.

1. Japan is obviously engaged upon a war of invasion in China in viola
tion of her obligations under the Pact of Paris and the Nine-Power Treaty. 
No matter what provocation may be alleged by Japan, it is clear that those 
treaties barred the use of war as a means of obtaining satisfaction. That 
Japan had no substantial ground for complaint is clear to all impartial stu
dents of the situation. As evidence may be cited the report of Mr. Seiji 
Yoshida, Chairman of the Japanese Chamber of Commerce and Industry in 
Shanghai as published in Tokyo, March 1, 1937, and quoted by Mr. Julean 
Arnold, American Commercial Attache in China (Amerasia, June 1939, 
page 165). Mr. Yoshida expressed satisfaction with the progress that the 
Chinese Government had been making and called upon the Japanese Govern- 

. ment and people to correct their erroneous China policy.
2. The Government of the United States is bound like that of Japan to 

respect the sovereignty and territorial integrity of China, under the terms of 
’ the Nine-Power Treaty.

3. In these days of totalitarian warfare it is known to all that common 
economic resources, the raw materials of the munitions industry, transporta
tion equipment and fuels, play a part no less important than actual imple
ments of war and explosives in military operations. The recent agreements 
between Grmany and Russia, under which Germany hopes to obtain such 
materials from Russia, have been generally regarded, by the parties thereto 
and by the rest of the world, as evidence that Russia was deliberately trying 
to increase German armed power against France and Britain.

4. It is known that those states which proclaim their belief in the right 
I of the strong to impose their will upon their weaker neighbors maintain large 

munitions industries capable of manufacturing ample quantities of arms and 
munitions provided the necessary raw materials can be obtained. To coun-
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tries like Japan, organized for war and actually engaged in war, the steady 
supply of essential raw materials and equipment capable of being used for 
peaceful as well as warlike purposes is the one indispensable element neces
sary for the prosecution of war.

5. Japan is deliberately restricting her imports of foreign goods to the 
minimum necessary for the conduct of the war and for the maintenance of 
the country on a war basis. This is evidenced by the prohibition of all 
imports except upon presentation of licenses granted only when such necessity 
can be proved, except in the case of raw materials for export manufacturing 
industries from which Japan hopes to gain foreign exchange for actual war 
purchases. The decline of our normal cotton exports caused by the prohibi
tion of the use of cotton goods for ordinary clothing and domestic purposes 
illustrates this situation. Abundant confirmation can be obtained from any 
firm engaged in exporting American goods to Japan, and from our own 
statistics of exports to Japan, since the war began in 1937.

6. Japan is made independent of outside sources of food supplies by 
her own agriculture and fisheries, and by the resources of Korea and Man
churia which she controls. There is no question nor any possibility of the 
starvation of the Japanese people at large being involved in any restriction 
of our trade with Japan.

7. In 1938, Japan purchased from the United States 56 per cent of the 
essential materials and equipment required from abroad to supplement her 
own resources in such articles, but the percentage was far higher in respect 
to the most important articles, as follows:

Scrap iron and steel................................90.39 per cent
Petroleum and products....................... 65.57 per cent
Ferro-alloys ......................................... 82.71 per cent
Copper ..................................................90.89 per cent
Automobiles and parts..........................64.67 per cent
Aircraft and parts..................................76.92 per cent

8. In iron and steel, petroleum products, and motor equipment, Japan 
is almost entirely dependent upon foreign sources. With the outbreak of the 
European war, Japan can no longer purchase most of these supplies in mar
kets other than the United States. Our contribution of these articles is, there
fore, of vital importance to her. Without them she would be largely deprived 
of her superiority to China in mechanical equipment, and the war would be 
reduced to nineteenth century terms, with little use of aeroplanes, tanks and 
motor trucks, to say nothing of heavy artillery. It is, therefore, no exaggera
tion to say that if Japan should succeed in crushing the present Chinese Gov
ernment, that result would be largely due to the help that the American

people have been giving her, partly out of ignorance and partly for the sake 
of a few hundred millions of trade.

9. If the argument thus far has been sound, our moral obligations under 
the treaties and regard for our long-term interest in discouraging the settle
ment of controversies by force should be the paramount consideration, rather 
than any questions of immediate gain or loss, and should lead us to stop the 
aid that we have been giving to Japan. There is reason to believe that if the 
war can be brought to an end with China still independent, the peaceful 
development of both China and Japan will bring profits to our trade and 
industry far outweighing any temporary loss due to the restriction of certain 
exports to Japan. On the other hand, if the Chinese Government is de
stroyed, we may expect a long period of disorder in which peaceful trade 
cannot develop.

10. It must be remembered that this is not merely a war between Japan 
and China, but also a struggle between warlike and peaceful elements in 
Japan, the latter temporarily submerged by terrorism and by the psychology 
of a nationalist war. The internal war in Japan has also had its victims. In 
the past two decades five Japanese premiers and ex-premiers have been assasi- 
nated as well as a large number of other important civilian leaders, and many 
liberal Japanese have been imprisoned or forced into seclusion. Every bit
of assistance that we give to the Japanese military machine helps also to keep 
the Japanese liberals in subjection. The more success the Japanese army 
seems to be gaining, the more difficult it is for the liberal elements to emerge 
from hiding. We cannot strengthen the liberals by attempting to placate 
Japan through concessions helpful to the military party.

11. The stronger the Japanese military machine becomes, the stronger 
becomes the urge toward military and naval preparation in our own country, 
and the heavier becomes our expenditures for such preparations, involving 
not only financial waste but also the diversion of some of our best human 
resources to the morally destructive pursuit of militarism.

12. If we should ever become involved in war ourselves, it is certain 
that we should regard as an unfriendly act the sale to our invaders of articles 
needed by the enemy for the prosecution of the war. We should strive to 
build up the precedents that would be useful to us if we should ever be in 
a situation similar to that in which China finds herself today, rather than 
precedents harmful to us as a peaceful nation.

13. Would an embargo on the export of war materials to Japan involve 
us in war? There is little ground for believing that this need be the result. 
War would have to start at the initiative of either the United States or Japan. 
Japan would have nothing to gain by making war upon us and much to lose. 
The first result would be the complete interruption of our trade with Japan,
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which is of vital importance to her. War would stop the sale to us of silk 
and other Japanese products upon which the Japanese finances are almost 
completely dependent. It would stop the sale of those of our goods which 
were not already included in the embargo. Japan might attack our interests 
in the Far East. Theoretically Japan could invade the Philippine Islands, but 
a campaign there would be far more difficult now than was our campaign 
for the suppression of the Philippine insurrection, since the Filipino forces 
are now much better prepared, and our naval defensive elements in sub
marines and destroyers would make the landing of a large Japanese army 
very perilous, as well as an intolerable additional burden while the war in 
China was still in progress. The Japanese army, long eager to fight Russia 
and remove the menace which Vladivostok is deemed to constitute, with its 
submarines and air forces so near the Japanese coast, has endured what to 
the Japanese military mind has been almost intolerable provocation rather 
than engage in open warfare. This policy has been pursued in spite of the 
fact that a war with Russia would not interrupt any trade of vital importance 
to Japan, and would on the other hand enable Japan to seize the remainder 
of Saghalien and Kamchatka and other points on the Siberian coast, con
trolling fisheries which are of the greatest interest to Japan. Japan might 
attack our interests in China. No irreparable loss would be caused if our 
missionary and educational interests in the Japanese-occupied parts of China 
had to close down temporarily or remove to the southwest and northwest 
under the protection of the Chinese government. Our business in North 
China, Canton, and in the Yangtze ports has already come to a practically 
complete standstill. Our Shanghai interests might suffer seriously, and there 
might be some outrages against American citizens, but these need not bring 
about war if the American Government and the American people show the 
patience and restraint which they showed at the time of the Panay incident. 
There is, therefore, little need to fear that the United States, with its passion
ate devotion to peace, would be stampeded into taking the initiative in war 
with Japan.

14. If the risk of war resulting from an embargo on the export of war 
material to Japan cannot be entirely eliminated, it should be borne in mind 
that no course that we adopt can entirely remove all chance of war except a 
decision to submit to any demands that warlike countries may make upon us. 
The danger of having to face such an intolerable choice cannot be entirely 
excluded and may be made more likely by the present policy of aiding an 
aggressor. A weak nation or individual may be pardoned, though perhaps not 
wholly justified, for yielding to threats. A nation, or an individual stronger 
on the whole than the outlaw, cannot so easily escape condemnation by pur
suing a course known to be wrong, for the sake of avoiding immediate em
barrassments, losses, or risks.
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APPENDIX B

MEMORANDUM ON THE EMBARGO ISSUE PREPARED 
FOR THE NATIONAL STUDY CONFERENCE

I assume that one may accept as a premise that the United States should 
not go to war with Japan. If this is not accepted, I see no reason why an 
embargo should not be applied as soon as possible in order to begin weaken
ing the combatant power of Japan. I assume the premise will be accepted, 
in part because it seems to be clear that the dominant American sentiment is 
opposed to our participation in actual war either in Europe or Asia. I am 
not inclined to share the view that the American people would not object to 
war with Japan if that war could be fought only by the professional armed 
forces of the United States and not by volunteers or drafts. Once war has 
begun, it is impossible to draw the line, provided the enemy offers greater 
resistance than at first anticipated or provided some other country adds its 
military power through an alliance with the enemy.

I assume also that one may take as a premise the assumption that the 
chief long range objective of American Far Eastern’policy is the stabilization 
of that area. If one assumes that the United States desires to become the 
dominant power in the Far East as it is now the dominant power in the West
ern Hemisphere, then the instruments of that policy would necessarily be 
different from what I envisage.

In deciding whether to apply an embargo on shipments of raw materials 
to Japan, several points must be considered:

I. Will an embargo work ?
By this I mean will it have the effect of defeating present Japanese policy 

on the Asiatic mainland and compelling Japan to negotiate a peace?
The answer to this question is mainly guess-work. I doubt if we have 

accurate information concerning the amount of reserves of essential materials 
which Japan has built up. It is difficult to appraise the extent to which by 
supreme effort they could continue to supply war industry by ersatz ma
terials and by sacrificing temporarily the general welfare of industry. We 
ought to know by this time that prophesies of national collapse based upon 
traditional economic analyses are of little value when applied to a totalitarian 
state which Japan either is or could readily become. My own guess is that 
sooner or later an American embargo would spell defeat for Japan. The 
length of time involved depends on whether the Netherlands would dare to 
cooperate (assuming that England and France did), whether Italy would 
cooperate, and what will be the orientation of Soviet policy, e.g., would the 
U. S. S. R. prefer to sell its exportable surplus to Japan or to Germany?
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The fact that the United States is now the chief supplier of Japan may mean 
that it is the most convenient market in which to buy and not that it is the 
only possible one.

II. If the embargo will work, what will be the consequences from the 
standpoint of the United States?

By definition, the immediate consequence will be the negotiation of a 
peace between China and Japan. It seems certain that the United States 
would in some way take part in the negotiation of the peace. Whether we 
did so directly or not, we would be associated with it in Japanese eyes, which 
means that they would develop a tradition of blaming us for their defeat. 
This would lay a groundwork of underlying hostility which might be set at 
rest by unusually broad-minded statesmanship leading to a fair balance be
tween Japan and China and some outlets for Japan in the markets of the west. 
I am not confident that such an attitude would dominate American policy. 
If it did not, we would be faced by an inherently hostile Japan. In my 
opinion, an intelligent foreign policy of the United States involves a basically 
friendly relationship with the great powers in various parts of the world. 
We tried for a time in the Caribbean area a policy of keeping hostile elements 
under by force; we have wisely decided that our ends are better served by 
the existence in strategic areas of genuinely friendly nations. In the Far 
East I do not believe it is enough that we should have the warm friendship 
of China which would be secured probably by an effective embargo and 
might not be spoiled by refusing to allow all of the Chinese demands in the 
negotiated peace. As I see the future of the Far East, there will be two 
Great Powers, China and Japan. American policy should be designed to 
maintain friendly relations with both. I don’t believe such a result can be 
achieved if the United States Government takes the affirmative step of apply
ing an embargo which in the light of the existing situation and public dis
cussion is clearly designed to bring about Japan’s defeat. The alternative to 
a policy of friendliness with both China and Japan is a frank alliance with 
one or the other to maintain the supremacy of that one,—in other words, a 
Versailles peace. I believe that both China and Japan contain those elements 
of national vigor and vitality which make the permanent subordination of 
either an impossibility.

III. If the embargo will not work, what will be the consequence ?
By definition, the embargo will not work if it leads to war between 

Japan and the United States. If war results, the consequences described 
above under II would be intensified.

By definition also the embargo will not work if it fails to defeat Japan 
because Japan succeeds in getting supplies through one of the means indicated 
above. Nevertheless, the failure of the embargo for this reason would scarcely 
diminish the hostility of the Japanese which the imposition of the embargo 
would arouse.
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Tied up with the above two points is the possibility that the embargo 
might drive the Japanese to the southward—Philippines or Dutch Indies— 
perhaps as a result of the Navy replacing the Army as the dominant group 
in Japan. The United States should be prepared to face such an eventuality 
by force (that is war) if necessary. In this connection I consider apposite 
the remarks of Elihu Root in denouncing Wilson’s World War Policy of re
peated ultimata! "No man should draw a pistol who dare not shoot. The 
government that shakes its fist first and its finger afterward falls into con
tempt.” The imposition of an embargo is, in diplomatic practice, both the 
drawing of a pistol and the shaking of a fist.

IV. What is the relation of the Japanese embargo question to other 
foreign policies of the United States?

At the moment American sympathies are strongly aroused in favor of 
Finland. Sympathy in this case is not so closely connected with self-interest 
as in the case of China, but if an embargo is to be based on sympathy for the 
victim of aggression, we should also take sides with Finland against Russia. 
Similarly, sympathy with the Allied cause against Nazi Germany would sug
gest an embargo against Germany. Again it is urged that we can not soundly 
take affirmatively hostile action against any country unless we are prepared to 
go further if that country takes up the challenge and retaliates against Ameri
can property and lives. If the State which is the object of the embargo re
taliates by sinking American vessels at sea, would the United States be able to 
avoid war? Despite our great strength, are we prepared to declare war on 
Japan, Russia and Germany at the same time? My own view is that we are 
not—from the point of view of public opinion—prepared to declare war 
against any one of them.

Mention should also be made of the theory of preventive wars. This is 
based either on the notion of "traditional enemies” or on the theory that if 
an aggressor wins one war across the ocean, he will then attack the United 
States. It is said that some American naval officers believe in the traditional 
enemy theory, think we are bound to fight Japan some day and had better 
pick our own time. I consider such a theory wholly false. I also wholly 
disagree with the bogey theory that either Germany or Japan, if victorious 
in the present wars, would come over and attack the United States. There 
is not space to develop that point here.

V. Would the imposition of an embargo be a merely negative act?
It is argued that we do not intend to take affirmative action against 

Japan; that we merely wish to put an end to our present "participation in 
Japanese aggression.” With due respect to those holding this view, I believe 
it reveals a total ignorance of the way in which international relations are 
carried on. Governments, like individuals, are to a large extent governed by 
conventions. You can decline to propose a man for membership in a club
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while you endorse some one he dislikes ; you can decline to accept his invita
tions to dinner and still remain on speaking terms. But if you slap him in 
the face when you meet him on the street, the social consequences are quite 
different. Similarly in international affairs, we can make a loan to China, we 
can protest against damage to American property ; we can denounce the bom
bardment of civilians; and we can give notice of an intention to terminate a 
trade treaty without bringing about a rupture. But the imposition of an em
bargo is equivalent to the slap in the face. A weak fellow may not slap back 
but his feeling of hatred may be even more intense than if it found immedi
ate physical expression. In a situation like that now existing in the Far East, 
the continuance of normal trade is the usual practice of diplomacy. The 
cutting off of that trade by the adoption of an embargo sponsored as it is by 
Senator Pittman who has ardently declared his desire to injure Japan, is 
distinctly an act of affirmative hostility.

Because of the conventions and habits of international diplomatic inter
course, we can reveal our displeasure and even give assistance to China with
out causing a definite breach and a wound which will not heal. We can not 
go to the extent of an embargo without definitely taking sides and being pre
pared to follow up.

VI. Is an embargo required to protect our interests in the Far East?
I do not believe that many people advocate an embargo on the ground 

that it will pay in terms of dollars and cents through the protection of Amer
ican investments and the maintenance of the Open Door. In fact to argue 
for an embargo on those grounds would be to deprive it of much of its 
popular support. The American people are not of a mind to go to war or to 
threaten war for the protection of foreign investments, even when they are 
partly philanthropic and cultural as they are in China. Nor has it ever been 
the policy of the United States to keep the door open by force of arms.

From what I have heard and read, I am forced to the conclusion that 
the movement for an embargo is largely supported by the feeling of sympathy 
and friendliness for the Chinese; in other words, it has a sentimental base 
so far as public opinion is concerned. I fully share the sympathy but I can 
not agree that sentiment is a safe foundation on which to build foreign policy. 
This statement runs counter perhaps to the widely held view that the United 
States should assert its power by standing for right and justice throughout 
the world. To a large extent I agree but with two qualifications:

First: Don Quixote should not be our model.
Second: It is false and dangerous to induce the country on sentimental 

grounds to take particular steps before the country is prepared for a genuine 
policy of international cooperation. If it were possible to say that the Ameri
can people today are prepared to accept full membership in the League of 
Nations as the Covenant is now drawn, I should be in favor of our taking that 
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step and playing a full part in an international collective system. It is obvious 
to me that public opinion is not ready for that step. Even England and 
France were not prepared to honor their obligations under the Covenant when 
the hard test came. We are therefore deprived of the advantage of common 
consultation and action in staving off crises and in righting wrongs before 
they breed war ; we are deprived of the advantage of even that type of com
mon front which the League members achieved in applying sanctions against 
Italy in 1935. We would be following a lone trail, afraid to align our
selves with all the other States who share our general point of view and setting 
up an essentially false front for the course we were following.

That is not a sound basis for foreign policy.

APPENDIX C

THE LIMITATION OF GOVERNMENT ACTION AS AN EX- 
PRESSION OF THE “MORAL INDIGNATION" OF CITIZENS

One of the basic problems faced by Christians is how to register the 
"moral indignation” felt as the result of the invasion of China and the ruth
less type of warfare which has been carried on. It is urged that in a demo
cracy the normal way for the opinion of citizens to be registered is through 
the expression of a majority opinion in government action. If, therefore, 
the majority of the people are outraged by the Japanese invasion of China, 
the government should make clear to Japan in some overt way that that is 
the opinion of the majority of the citizens. The fact remains, however, that 
in the international field there is no democratic procedure, and that when a 
nation registers the opinion of its citizens, moral or otherwise, it must be 
registered through the international framework which is essentially anarchical. 
Consequently, moral indignation when crystalized into government action 
ceases to he of significant moral value. For back of all the operations of 
modern nations is the system of independent national sovereignties and the 
resulting war system. So long as each nation is responsible to itself alone 
and is concerned alone for its own self-preservation and its own self-interest, 
any action which any Government pursues today is based on the independent 
sovereignty idea and the well recognized system of defending and protecting 
national interests by the use of force. Actions which may be proposed in the 
interests of righteousness when converted into government action must fit 
into the total framework of national self-interest and thus may become some
thing quite different from the original intent of those favoring the action. 
Furthermore however well intentioned the action of any nation may be, in
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the existing system, it can only be construed by other nations as an extension 
of national self-interest.

This is particularly true of the United States, for the United States has 
carefully refrained from assuming responsibility for concerted action with 
other nations, and has adopted a strictly independent position reserving for 
herself the right to be her own judge in all matters affecting her own vital 
interest. She has not entered the League of Nations. She has not entered 
the World Court. The United States Government would be bound to under
take any policies of coercion in the East Asia situation in her own interests, 
since the whole policy of the United States has been based on one of non
interference except where self-interest is concerned. It is impossible for the 
United States now, apart from an organized concert of powers, to act unila
terally in an effort to coerce any other power by any measure whatsoever 
apart from distinct self-interest. This must be taken into consideration in 
any advocacy of government action on the part of churches or Christians in 
the United States.
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1 THE CHRISTIAN ALTERNATIVE TO WORLD CHAOS, by Luman J.
I Shafer, Round Table Press, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City.
1 Recent issues of ASIA and AMERASIA.

Additional copies of this memorandum may be secured 
from The Committee on East Asia, Foreign Missions Con
ference of North America, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York 
City. Single copies 10 cents; in quantities 5 cents a copy.

22 23
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* Dat®

April 12 194©

dear Mr. Shaferi
I have yow letter of April 8, 1940* with which 

yoe wh to kind as to send mo six copie* of a 
memorandum entitled ’The Conf Hot ia Eaeit Asia*.

T«rar ooarteey in making theme oopiee available to 
the Department is very such appreciated. X look forward 
with interest to reading the memorandum at aa early date.

Xcurs sincerely,

\ Oy
Ak Xv>'Mr. L. J. Shafer, /\>v

Secretary of the Committee on Bast Asia, 
Foreign Missions Conference of Morth America, 

1B6 Fifth Avenue;
Mew Xork, Mew Tort.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MP
From

GRAY

Tsinanfu via Peiping & N. R.

COPIES SENT TO 
O.N.L AND A^Ç),

Secretary of State, 

Washington

April 11, 11 a. m.

- Dated April 11, 1940

One. While no unusual military, activities have '

recently been reported all passenger trains bound for

Tsinanfu during past several days have included an <0
CM 

average of three hospital coaches, usually full.

Unless disease in epidemic form is responsible, it can 

only be concluded that casualties among Japanese troops ~ 

in this region are on the increase. 05

Two. Reliably informed that Japanese contingent W

comprising six truck loads of troops ambushed near

Tsinanfu on April 7tha OnE truck managed to Escape and

to return to Tsinanfu with several casualties among its

occupants, but the other five trucks were destroyed

their occupants killed or captured
Co

Three. CONFIDENTIAL: An example of the corruption

in Japanese military circles is afforded by a recent °

deal between the representative of a high Japanese army

officer and the local office of a foreign oil company.

The Company was asked to quote prices in United States

|A dollars
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MP -2- April 11, 11 a. m., from Tsinanfu

dollars for a large quantity of gasoline to be paid for 

by Yokohama Specie Bank currency New York, the receipt 

voucher to be issued in local currency. Thus it is 

obvious that the army officer concerned intends to pocket 

the difference between the open market rate for United 

States dollars of about 17 and the official rate of about 

4.25 which, on this transaction, will amount to several 

thousand local dollars.

Sent to Peiping by mail. Repeated to Chungking, 

code text by air mail to Tokyo.

HAWTHORNE 

CSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

'MP
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (Br)

From Hankow via N. R

Dated Ap ril 15, 1940

Rcc’d 11:05 a. m.

Continuing Chinese activity in Central Hupeh and on

t the Nanchang and Yoyarrg fronts indicates that the Chinese 

3< « ' may be taking the initiative away from the Japanese.

Possibly as many as one thousand Japanese wounded 

have arrived here during the past week from South Hupeh 

including, it is reported, Major General Igawa on April

7« No details are available concerning Japanese report of

Chinese air raid on Toyang April 12. On the same day 

air raid alarms are said to have been sounded twice at

the Japanese air base here but no Chinesejplanes WEre; Jâ 

sighted here. Chinese pressure is said to have increased fa 

on the Peiping Hankow railway zone and felt near Kwang^ 

dhui, rail base of communications line to Suihsien.

Sent to Chungking, Peiping. I

RR
SPIKER

793.94/158 13 
F/ N

u
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
American Foreign Service, Hanoi, Indochina 

March 30, 1940.

I have the honor to refer to my despatch no. 53/

of February 8, 1940, and to previous despatches in

regard ta. the progress of the Sino-Japanese conflict 

in Kwangsi, and to report that various sources of 

information indicate that the Japanese are ag^n driv

ing westward toward Lungchow. It is understood that 

the French are watching this movement with more than 

ordinary interest, as continued pressure to the west

may place the Japanese on the Indochina frontier.

Some days ago, the Japanese bombed Lungchow rather 

severely, according to well-informed sources, who sug

gest that the bombing may have been in reprisal for 

the recent Chinese capture of two Japanese planes that 

made a forced landing a short distance northeast of 

Lungchow. The Chinese dismantled the planes and tran^- 

ported the parts to Lungchow. As a matter of fact, I 

have learned that a number of the parts are now in 

Indochina. The general damage to Lungchow is said to 

have been insignificant, although certain stocks of 

gasoline and petroleum products were destroyed, as
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■ air mail - 2 -
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♦
the previous Japanese occupation of the town left little 

of importance to be destroyed. (Despatch no. 37 of Jan- 

? uary 6, 1940)

The French military intelligence estimate that 

there are about 60 thousand Japanese troops in Kwangsi 

and southern Kwangtung. They do not have any confirm

ation that the Japanese are preparing to abandon Kwangsi 

as has been widely rumored. They do believe that the 

Chinese have been making things difficult for the Jap

anese in Kwangsi. They mention, in this connection, 

that friction between the Japanese army and navy forces 

at Nanning, which is rumored to have resulted in the 

destruction of planes and gasoline reserves, as well as 

trouble with Manchukuoan troops, have not made the Jap

anese task the easier.

During a recent conversation the Director of the 

Political Affairs Bureau of the Government General, Mr. 

Mantovani, suggested that the recent Japanese activity 

might be more of a "face1’ operation than a serious end

eavor to extend the hostilities , timed to coincide with 

the establishment of the latest puppet regime at Nanking

Respectfully yours,

For the Consul at Saigon, 
Charles S. Reed II, 

American Consul;

In duplicate to the Department (Original by air mail) 
Copies to the Embassy, Chungking and Peiping 
Copies to Consulates General, Hongkong and Shanghai 
Copies to Consulates, Kunming and Saigon

800

CSRxcsr
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JAPANESE EMBASSY 
WASHINGTON

March 14, 1940

Divisible of
FAR EA#$&p

AR 15 1940
apartment of State

Mr. Maxwell M. Hamilton, Chief 
Division of Far Eastern Affairs 
Department of State 
Washington, D. C.

0F

.5 A«0

My dear Mr. Hamilton:

(D 
01

I transmit to you herewith informa
(0

tion pertaining to recent military opera

tions on Hainan Island which this Embassy
01 
CO

has just received by telegraph from the 01

Foreign Office in Tokyo

As you will note, it has some bear-

ing on American residents of the Island

and for that reason it was thought that the

information would be of interest to you

Yours very truly

‘'ty/f.

Morito Morishima, 
Counselor.

Enclosure
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March 14, 1940

On March 6th, the Japanese forces commenced operations 

against the remaining Chinese troops in all areas of Hainan 

Island.

In order to preclude the possibility of foreign resi

dents of the Island being affected by the hostilities, the 

leading members of the foreign colony, including Mr. Smith, 

the Collector of Customs, and the superintendent of the 

Gospel Hospital, both of whom are American citizens, were 

told of the impending operations, and were advised to seek 

refuge in a specified safety zone which was established for 

the benefit of foreigners. The notice was given three days 

before commencement of the operation, despite serious stra

tegical disadvantage caused to the Japanese troops.

Prior to the attack on Nodoa (Nata), which is an import

ant Chinese base, arrangements were made whereby an automo

bile was furnished by the Japanese Naval Unit to an Ameri

can in order that he might go into the city to bring to 

safety three members of the American Mission and 18 Chinese 

members of its staff, its teachers and their families, and 

students. The party was safely evacuated from Nodoa (Nata) 

on March 5th. As a consequence, the Japanese Naval Unit 

was obliged to withhold its attack against Nodoa (Nata) un

til the completion of the evacuation of the Americans, 

thereby altering its plan of operations.
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mercial affairs Bureau of

the Vice President of the

Director of the Political

Japanese

DECLASSIFIED» E.o. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (E) 
Department of - 
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Division of
FAIRS

1940

eChina and the settlement of the Chin incident

Finance

■

Rec’dFrom

the Director of the Com-

Development Board

organs

April 17125 , 5 p

CcpisB hereai tn »?

10, 1972

LEGRAM RECæüKfîR.ïtu..N..ip.1

Secretary of Stc COPIES SENT TO
O-N.l. AND

Considerable significance is being attached to an 

economic planning conference which opened in Peiping 

f\T>
on April 10 under the auspices of the three North China 

liaison offices of the Asia Development Board for the 

‘à‘i
announced purpose of adopting new measures for closer 

cooperation between Japanese civil and militar 

in discharging their joint-responsibility in connection 

with the economic and cultural development of North

Attending the conference are one hundred and twenty

rominent Japanese including Parliamentary Vice Ministers

Commerce and Industry, Agriculture and

estry, and Overseas Affairs

the Department of Commerce

Cabinet’s Planning Board, the

Affairs Department of the Asia

the supreme commander of Japanese

military forces in North China representative of the
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Itaartnent of State latter, August 10, 1972 „ _ 

______ .IHiZftn Data

MP -2- 125, April 17, 5 p. m., from Peiping

Japanese Embassy in Peiping, the directors of the Tsingtao, 

Peiping and Kalgan offices of the Asia Development Board 

and the President of the semiofficial North China Develop

ment Company.

While no detailed information in regard to the subjects 

being discussed has thus far been disclosed it is reported 

that they include such board questions as preservation 

of peaceful conditions in occupied areas, functions of the 

political regimes in Peiping and Kalgan, development of 

North China’s economic resources, the future of Federal 

Reserve Bank currency, protection of Japanese investments 

and commercial interests and cultural cooperation between 

Japan, Manchukuo and China.

So far as known no Chinese is in attendence at the 

conference. The conference is scheduled to adjourn 

finally within the next day or two.

Repeated to Chungking and Shanghai. By airmail 

to Tokyo, by mail to Tientsin.

LOCKHART

KLP
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese Conflict.
Japanese request for ton additional Formosan police to the 
police force of the International Settlement at Kulangsu.

793. 94/ 15817

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See 'U‘......... .............................. .
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Datedlbf- «• lM0 From! Amoy (IfacVltty)To j-------------------

FileNo......898,00 P.R. Amoy/149

N
0. «• 6OVCRNMKNT PRINTINC OFFICK 1—1640
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(b)
1» Kulangsu Situation.

The Japanese request for the appointment 
of tan additional Formosan police to the polios 
force of the International Settlement at Kulangsu 
(see this report for January) was referred by the 

Municipal

- 4 -

Municipal Council to a rate-payers committee con
sisting of one .American, one British, one Dutch and 
two Japanese members. The committee hold a nunber 
of sessions during February and finally disagreed 

as to the Council’s financial ability to incur the 
additional expense. The Third Power nsnbers of 
the ocmnittee submitted a report stating that at 
present the Council's financial situation does not 
justify this expenditure} the Japanese members 
submitted a minority report to the effect that in 
their opinion the Council would receive, during 
the year, sufficient funds to cover the additional 
expenditure.

At the end of the month Mr. Uchida, the 
Japanese Consul General, in a conversation with the 

Chaiman of the Municipal Council, used veiled 
threats as to what might happen If the Municipal 
Council did not agree to engage the ten Formosan 
police. The salaries doaoxdod by the Japanese 
Consul General for Formosan policemen are three 
times as much as those being paid to Chinese police 

who have been in service for ten years.*
At the end of the month the situation

was uncertain, with a possibility of a repetition 
of the incidents of last suMser, when landing parties
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
0-Date ^-Xfr/^ ..

NO. 289

CONFIDENTIAL

■ÿi

| No

is ion &£?.V
FAR tn

PiTlT

SENT TO TREASURY 
IN CÔNFIDSNCB V\|

'AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
Rangoon, Burma, March 19, 1940.

Subject: Possibility of Japanese air raids on aij*- 
1—1403 (-------------** * ‘ * —craft factory at Loiwing, China, considered 

and some protective measures taken; thirty- 
nine Americans now at Loiwing, and numbar 
will be increased

HoncSaple ;

TMe* Secretary of State,

WASHINGTON;

COPIES SENT TO ( >*wle | 
For I

>1

i J/V/-AW
the honor to repurL that the bombing by

Japanese airmen of the airplane factory of the Central

Aircraft Manufacturing Company at Loiwing, China, just 

across the Burma border in Yunnan Province, is con

sidered a possibility as long as the Japanese forces 

maintain a base at Nanning, north of the Gulf of Ton-

793. 94,

kin. The distance in a direct line is said to be
Ü1 
00

about 600 miles.
co

æ 
w

w

c£

w 
M

According to the statements of Americans employ

ed at the factory, some air-raid shelters have already 

been provided in the hills overlooking the factory 

site, and others are to be built; anti-aircraft guns 

have been placed at three points, and a Condor trans

port plane has been acquired, which could be used if 

needed in evacuating women and children and others in 

the event of air raids.

There are now thirty-nine American citizens at 

Loiwing, of whom twenty are men, ten, women, and nine, 

children. Several additional Americans are expected 

to join the factory force within a short time.

Pursuit
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Pursuit planes for Protection Favored»

It appears to be the opinion of the Americans at 

Loiwing, as expressed by sane of them, that the mainte

nance at the factory of a number of pursuit planes would 

constitute the best protective measure against Japanese 

air raids, provided the planes were manned by thorough

ly competent fliers. No steps to provide pursuit planes 

at Loiwing have yet been taken, it is said.

When the site of the present aircraft factory was 

selected, late in 1938, it was considered to offer the 

maximum of possible security from Japanese air raids to 

an industry which depended on overseas supplies and 

which consequently had to be within reach of transport 

connections with tidewater. It is at the lower end of 

a narrow strip of Chinese territory extending for 25 or 

30 miles between the frontiers of the Northern Shan 

States and Burma proper, about 70 miles from the Irra

waddy River port of Bhamo, and about 140 miles from the 

railway terminus at Lashio. The invasion by the Japan

ese of the territory north of the Gulf of Tonkin and 

the subsequent taking of Nanning have had the effect of 

bringing the factory within flying distance of a Japan

ese base. The factory has its own radio station, and 

it might receive warnings from other stations if Japan

ese planes headed in that direction. The situation of 

the factory is such that planes would have to enter from 

one direction only, provided it was sought to avoid fly

ing over Burmese territory. 

Condor Airplane for General Use.
The Condor airplane recently acquired by the Cen

tral
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tral Ail'craft Manufacturing Company was shipped, from 

the united States to Hong Kong, to be assembled there 

and flown to Loiwing. It is expected to reach the 

factory within a very short time. The plane is intend

ed for use in transporting emergency supplies, and in 

providing a rapid means of communication between the 

factory and Kunming and Chungking, in China, and Ran

goon and Lashio, in Burma. The passenger-carrying 

capacity of the plane is said to be twelve to fourteen 

persons. Application for permission to fly over Burma 

is being made.

Growing Importance of Factory Community.

There is now at Loiwing a community of 2,500 or 

more persons, consisting chiefly of Chinese workmen, 

skilled and unskilled, and their families, and as the 

factory is far distant from any important centers of 

population, an effort has to be made to give the settle 

ment all the essential supplies, facilities, and ser

vices of a town. Water and drainage systems have been 

provided, and an electric plant, equipped with diesel

oil engines, furnishes current for lighting as well as 

for power. A hospital with accommodations for eighty 

patients has been constructed, and Dr. Gordon S. Sea

grave, an Ameri nan Baptist medical missionary, who has 

a hospital at Namkham, several miles away on the Burma 

side of the border, visits Loiwing two to three times 

weekly to supervise the medical work, which is carried 

on by Chinese physicians. Malaria is prevalent in the 

Loiwing area, and an attempt is now being made to stamp 

it out by means of the mosquito-control measures re-
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cently inaugurated in southwestern China by united 

States public Health officers. An electric refriger 

ating plant, for perishable food products, is to be 

built, gardening, fruit-growing, and poultry-farming 

have been started, and the purchase of a dairy herd 

is contemplated. Several shops providing a variety 

of supplies and services have been established. For 

transport work the company has a fleet of 38 motor 

trucks in operation.

Respectfully yours,

Austin C. Brady 
American Consul

#^rbon Copies

received

Distribution:
1. m quintuplicate to Department.
2. Copy to Bribassy, London.
3. Copy to Babassy, Chungking.
4. Copy to Consulate, YUnnanfu.

800
ACB/cp

srue œpy -.it
- vs**
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MP

division of

a PR ? 4 ,fM0

IWK» 
APR 251940

DEPARTMENT OF STA From

copy su pAP.Ariiru11^* 
SENT TO TREASURY 
IN CONFIDENCE

COMMERCIAL AFFAIRS

Department of StatE,

Washington

GRAY

Peiping via N. R

DàtEd

REc'd

COPIES SENT TO
O.N.I. AND M.I.D.......   g &K

128, April 19,

Embassy’s 125 A'pril 17,' 5 p. m.

Cfajtfos Reroot to be sent tof

RECEIVED 
____WHA .........

Aoril 19, 1940 ■

1:30 p. m.

Division of
FME^jltolRS

I Up20194
^^Départirent of S

The economic planning conference ended yesterday 

afternoon with a session featured by the attendance of 

Japanese businessmen who are reported to have given from 

their own exp^rirnae frank opinions on the monetary, 

food and coal situations.

Information obtained from various sources is to the 

793.94/15819
 

F/N

effect that the conference was of an exploratory nature 

designed primarily to give representatives of the Tokyo 

Government first hand information concerning conditions 

in order that new steps may be taken to alleviate the 

currency and price situation which if aggravated might M 

rEtard the rEstoration of peqce and ordEr in occupiEd cn> •,& 

areas and weaken the economic structure of the yen bloo 

countriEs. JapanESE VIce MinistEr for FinancE who was in 

attEndanjzE is rEportEd to havE dEclarEd that thE JapanESE'. 

GovErnmEnt intEnds to maintain the currenciES of thE yen

bloc
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MP-2- 128, April 19, 2 p. m*, from Peiping

bloc countries at par.

Repeated to Chungking and Shanghai. By air mail 

to Tokyo and by mail to Tientsin.

LOCKHART

DDM.
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Ch^z/jrL Gentry Association, 

34/ Motze Kai, Chengtu
April 4, 1940.

* x Division of

The Honorable Cordell Hull ' r ;
State Department off.afe ,
Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
My dear Mr. Hull: 7^5/

The Association of the Chengtu Gentry was pleased to 

receive, a few days ago, your reply to our former letter. 4&ansmitted 

through Ambassador Johnson.

Sze.Chïkç.

Your recent statement that the United Abates will not 

recognize the bogus regime set up by Wang Ching-wel in Nanking is 

receiving wide attention in the Far East. The results of this statemen 

may be incalculable. It is proving one more indication to Japan that her 

efforts in China are abortive. Thus you have rendered, not only to China 

but to American interests in the Far East, a signal service.
04 

The following information, which is confidential, •
<D reenforces the strong position which the American State Department has 

been taking. Dr.Houghton, head of the Peking Union Medical College, wry£ 

recently in Chengtu. He stated that the financial collapse of the Japai^g 

ese excursion in China is a certainty. Two and a half years ago the q 
Japanese arrived in China with abundant funds - money sufficient to buy 

land, purchase shops, set up businesses and monopolies. During the last 

two and a half years some fifty to sixty thousand of these people have 

been exported to North China alone. Today their funds are gone. No more 

money comes from Japan. They are not even allowed to return to their 

home country, though penniless destitution is the increasing lot of large 

numbers of them. In the Peking area bankruptcy among the Japanese 

business men is a dally event. Pawnshops are springing up everywhere, 
"H organized by the Japanese for the Japanese. The only Japanese who^em^ 

to be making money are a small minority who still seem able to^”sel^| q 
commodities to the Japanese Army. ÿ;

These and other facts have led Dr.Houghton, a man of
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solid and mature judgment, to the conclusion that nothing can save the 

Japanese enterprise in China. He believes that what is true of the Japan

ese in North China characterize» Japanese enterprises elsewhere in this
3 1 4 T p 3f) T»* Ujw AG • 

country. He looks for the final debacle perhaps within twelve months, 

though the period may b^QsÇig^tl^

Dr,Leighton Stuart of Yenching University, Peking, has just been 
U' HüîSiVlû here. He puts the final -Japan at about a year and a half to two

oha 4years from the present. He states that even now the majority opinion among 

the Japanese is the urgent necessity to conclude the "Incident" with all 

haste. But they violently disagree among themselves rs to how to bring 

this about. He says that many of them would be pleased if they could con

clude the affair, saving to Japan only Hainan Island and North China, or 

even a few garrison posts in North China. W#en asked if the Chinese would 

be able to regain North China, Dr.Stuart replied, "Absolutely." He feels 

that, as the struggle draws toward its end, in order to save the occupied 

cities from looting and burning, the Japanese should withdraw under 

negotiations rather than as completely defeated military units.

We have learned on high authority a fact which is not generally 

known, that the Japanese in their present desperate situation are now 

willing to deal directly with Chiang Kai-shek. The latter, however, will 

have none of this; he insists on a third power in the final negotiations - 

the United States. The Generalissimo informed this authority thrt he has 

now within his hands adequate resources for carrying on the war another 

five years, and that he will brook no equivocation whatever regarding the 

absolute sovereignty of China and of her territory, /

China is in a strong position, *nd she knows it. This position 

has been immeasurably strengthened by your recent statement.To you, and 

to the United States Government, the Chengtu Gentry Association extends 

its deepest appreciation.

Sincerely yours,
D.K. Chou, President

O K
S.C. Liao7~"Vice President.
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! April 801940

8°-^M
To the American Ambassador,

Chungking.

The Secretary of State refers to his instruction 

no. 188 of January 8, 1940, concerning a letter of 

December 8, 1939, signed by Marshal Chou Tao-kang and 

Mr. Liao Hsfleh-chang, in regard to matters relating to 

the situation in the Far East.
The Secretary of State has now received a further 

letter dated April 4 on this subject signed by 

Marshal Chou and Mr. Liao as President and Vice Presi

dent, respectively, of the Chengtu Gentry Association, 

34, Motze Kai, Chengtu, Szechuan, China. The Secretary 

of State requests that the American Ambassador, unless 

he perceives objection thereto, make appropriate 

acknowledgment of this further letter of April 4 from 

Marshal Chou and Mr. Liao, informing them that the 

statements contained in their letter have been carefully 

noted. A copy of the letter of April 4 is enclosed 

herewith.

94/15820
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Enclosures 
From Marshal Chou and Mr. Liao, 
April 4, 1940.

S& 10 / 793.94/15820
*0'

4/27 FE
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Memorandum of Conversation

DATE: April 19, 1940

SUBJECT: CHINESE-JAPANESE WAR

PARTICIPANTS: SECRETARY OF STATE HULL AND THE CHINESE AMBASSADOR 
DR. HU SHIH.

COPIES TO:

/j ^3'7 V
CD 
04•
CD

1-14»

Ul 
00 

The Chinese Ambassador came in with Mr. K. P. Chen, ft) 

who is returning to China and who called to say goodby.

They had no other business to take up with me.

I made inquiries about the probable future course 

of military affairs in China. The Ambassador replied 

that there were one million Chinese troops in North 
China commandoa ty a very good general, «ho under.tande® [g 

the proper method of fighting in the present situation; B 

that the fact that one million troops could be in this 

northern area was significant. He then said that there 

were two million troops at least in the South and other 

portions of China; that all of the troops were in 
better
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better spirit from month to month and. improving in 

their methods of fighting; that he saw no reason why 

the Chinese should not hold out for an indefinite 

length of time in their military operations. He further 

added that the Japanese were not expanding their mili

tary activities, and that if they withdrew to the prin

cipal cities they would leave themselves open to in

creasing and more effective attacks on the part of the 

Chinese.
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Tsingta

Dated April 21, 1940

Secretary of State

Washington

I am inform Ed by a reliable foreigner who has

just moved from a residence which is the only one

which "tens ofconstruction of a military nature in to
thousands of bags of cement and several hundred tons

Bismark Hill which can be identified by referring to

"KiaachanNavy Department Hydrographic Office map

are at present occupied by Japanese naval landing

party headquarters

sffle hever, the Department can accept my statement that

important construction involving heavy reenforced con
0

site

(0

U1co
to

to

agaged innow e:

This telegram must be

near the site that the Japanese are

1929 No 2480

Those barracksthat map under the word Mundpyman

59, April 20 5 p.m

of steel" The site is part of theare being used

It is impossible for me to approach close enough

residence

&
Division of

FAIRS
1940

REc’d 7:20 a.m.
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Bay and approaches" fifth addition May 

and is immediately to the east of "barracks” shown on

to observe the (*) and I cannot now gain access to the

which has been acquired by a Japanese

crete is now under way for the Japanese Navy, at the
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site indicated..

When, our naval vessels arrive here next month I 

shall inform-senior American naval officer.

Repeated to Peiping. Peiping repeat to Tokyo in 

your discretion by the safest means.

SOKOBIN

PEG
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

division of Far Eastern Affairs 
May 1, 1940

To note page 2 which gives the concluslone 
reached by the author of the report which con
stitutes the enclosure.

It Is suggested that, If you have time, 
you may find It worthwhile to read the 
enclosure In Its entirety. Assumably this 
report Is the result of investigations by 
Dr. M. S. Bates or one of his colleagues and, 
so far as I know, it represents the results 
of the only comprehensive and Intensive study 
of the processes of attempted Japanizatlon of 
a large city in occupied China.

793.94/15823
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Honorable or

The Secretary of State ID
Washington, D

Sir MAÏ *

question completed, another report on February 1940

entitled. "Answers to the American Information Committee ’s

China"Questionnaire on Japan’s Cultural Invasion of

which has recently been received. a copy of whicn is

a fairly clear and. comprehensive picture of some of the

ments

I have the honor to refer to this office’s des-

E.0# 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (B) 
10f 1972 

• Date /à-
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The

COPIES SENT TO
O.N.I

iofi-l.

THE FOREIGN SERVICE
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY
ChinaNankins

1940March 6
61No

50 of February 9patch no

transmitted herewitn

da"

Answers to American Information Committee’s 
Questionnaire on Japan Hi Cultural Invasion 

of China

SUBJECT

lu U.S.A.

i

1940, transmitting a copy of

a report entitled "Chinese Reactions to Japanese Propa-

and to state that the author of the report in

It is believed that the report

will be of interest to the Department because it gives 

most significant aspects of the "New Order in East Asia" 

as demonstrated in actual operation in Nanking

It is asserted by the author of the report mentioned

who has been a close and analytical observer of develop-
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ments in the Nanking area:

(1) That the Japanese sponsored "Reformed Govern
ment" is not seriously concerned with the public welfare 
or the social and economic well-being of the people.

(2) That the feeling of the majority of Chinese in 

Nanking continues to be anti-Japanese•

(3) That there is widespread distrust of the Jap

anese propaganda appearing in the Japanese controlled 

Chinese press, and that various Japanese military organ

izations and Japanese sponsored Chinese organizations 

continue to exercise surveillance over the Chinese popu

lation,which is designed to suppress "dangerous thoughts" 

and to eradicate anti-Japanese elements.

(4) That the educational effort is limited, inade

quate and closely supervised by Japanese "advisers” con

nected with the"Ministry of Education” of the "Reformed 

Government"•

(5) That there exists a half-hearted attempt to 

spread Buddhism and the ancient Oriental ethics at the 

expense of Christianity.

(6) That the former interest shown in athletic and 

recreational activities is almost non-existent.

(7) That the parades and "spontaneous" demonstrations 

of the Chinese people, given so much publicity by the 

Japanese, are under complete control by the latter; and 

that secret societies, such as the Ch’ing Pang, which the 

Japanese apparently hope to bring under their control, 

operate more openly than before and are said to indulge, 

with impunity, in intimidation, extortion and other question 

able practices.

Copies
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Copies of the other papers referred to in the 
enclosure will be transmitted to the Department as 

they are received.

Respectfully yours, 
For the Consul General 

at Shanghai:

E. F. Stanton 
American Consul

Enclosures
1/ - "Answers to American Information Committee’ 

Questionnaire on Japan’s Cultural Invasion 
of China."

800
JHP/ha

2 Carbon Copi^
-■ 'Cived

In triplicate to the Department
Copy to the Embassy, Peiping
Copy to the Embassy, Chungking
Copy to the Embassy, Tokyo
Copy to the Consulate General, Shanghai
Copy to the Consulate General, Hankow
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ANSWERS TO AMERICAN INFORMATION COMMITTEE’S QUESTION

NAIRE ON JAPAN’S CULTURAL INVASION OF CHINA

1. ”What are the most visible evidences (things that strike 
the eye) of the Japanese and what they stand for?
Examples: Billboards, shops, beer halls, Japanese people#

The ubiquitous sign of Japanese culture is the patent
medicine advertisement, painted on walls and buildings, 
public and private (without the consent of the owner,who 
dares not cause difficulty, lest he be put on the books 
as ’’anti-Japanese” ) The most common item is the familiar 
’’Jintan” (Chinese, Jen-tan) or ’’Benevolent Pill”# The 
most common type or group, considered collectively, are 
the eye-drops. ’’University Eye-Wash”, for example, is 
flooding the landscape#

Another change is the multiplication of Japanese shops 
and Japanese people. A count made in 1938 showed just 
over 400 Japanese commercial establishments in Nanking 
(the number in 1940 is probably larger, but the casual 
eye cannot trust the use of Chinese-appearing signs by 
Japanese, and the use of Japanese language signs by 
Chinese who desire to bid for soldiers’trade)• Before 
the war there were hardly five such enterprises (i.e., 
Japanese), and onlyabput 100 Japanese residents includ
ing the Embassy staff, shipping men, and journalists. 
Now there are more than 7,000 members of the Japanese 
Residents’ Association (which has some of the minor 
functions of a municipal government in itself), and Jap
anese friends speak of 10,000 civilians in Nanking# Be
sides, there are soldiers to be counted in thousands, 
though their number is a forbidden subject#

A change frequently remarked by the Chinese popula
tion is the open advertising of brothels and the develop
ment of a sort of cafe with a low type of girls as 
attendants# Moreover, many of the regular restaurants 
advertise that they have hostesses to serve their 
customers. Another worsening of the mores, more actively 
destructive in character, is th^open use and distribution 
of opium in more than 200 licensed agencies of the govern
ment monopoly, supplemented by a great deal of clandes
tine trade both in opium and in heroin#

The wretched condition of the roads and streets, the 
trifling attention given to the parks and public build
ings, the inferior street lighting and the decline in 
public transportation services of all sorts, the large 
percentage of children on the streets, the innumerable 
beggars, all represent too plainly a governmental regime 
not seriously concerned with public welfare and improve
ment •

2# ’’What is done to suppress ’dangerous thoughts » ? Examples: 
Various restrictions and forms of censorship and intimida
tion, the spy system, the pao-chia system.”

There is no locally published newspaper or periodical 
of any sort except the propagandist organs of the regime.

No
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independent newspaper from outside is received by post, 
save a few in English for Japanese and for westerners. 
Possession of a radio set with more than 4 tubes is a 
crime for Chinese, and no new sets of such a type are 
supposed to come in for any one. Repeating items of 
news supposed to have come from Chungking broadcasts is 
a serious offence in the view of the genhrmerie (military 
police). Schools and bookshops and homes have been care
fully searched for books, pamphlets, and even old news
papers considered to be unfriendly to the present masters 
or to support the National Government of China. Japanese 
censors in the Post Office help themselves to Chinese- 
language material, and at times to that in the English 
language addressed to westerners.

The gendarmerie, the Special Service Section, the con
sular police, and the municipal police are all turned 
loose upon the population, with many extra antennae in 
the way of paid informers. There is not a little robbsery 
and extortion by these organizations, often connected with 
the reporting (genuine or manufactured) of evil (i.e., 
patriotic or anti-Japanese) tendencies.

The pao-chia system forms an elaborate machine for list
ing the residence and movements of every Individual, with 
a complete hierarchy of responsibility from the individual 
citizen to the government authority. In principle it is 
supposed to provide security of homes and property. In 
practice it is generally recognized as a means of control, 
mainly political. Extensive reports have been secured on 
this subject, which emphasize the following points: (1) 
The pao-chia personnel is composed almost wholly of low- 
grade persons, who deal in petty graft and oppression. 
(2) The system provides servants for the police adminis
tration, of use in listing and in Inquiry for wanted 
individuals; but generally it is weak and ineffective. 
(3) Overmuch formal attention is paid to searching for 
anti-Japanese elements, and under-little effort is put 
into aid for constructive administration, such as sanita
tion, poor relief, and the like.

Specific reports: A man within the system declared — 
”0f course we don’t report on men who cooperate with the 
Central Government; we only send people out to guerrilla 
territory.” A joke is current to this effect; Giving 
information to the Japanese about those elements which are 
unfavorable to them is a task which has no meaning at all. 
Every Chinese is anti-Japanese, and some day there will be 
events really unfavorable•

What is the newspaper saying about current issues? If 
possible, quote he alline s, slogans and subjects or extracts 
from editorials. What do people generally think of this 
paper?”

Please see special paper on this subject.

There are only two Chinese-language papers enjoying 
considerable influence in Nanking, the locally printed 
’’Nanking Hsin Pao” and the Shanghai-printed organ of Wang 
Ching-wei, the ”Chung Hwa J$h Pao”. The former is 
despised and largely ignored by the educated, and owes 
its circulation mainly to two things: the interest of 
officials and their families and hangers-on in what they

themselves
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themselves are doing, as reported in this officially 
maintained journal; market reports and other local news 
of practical bearing on daily living conditions. The 
latter pap er will be reported elsewhere in a companion 
study to this one. In Nanking its circulation is aaid 
to be 5,000 copies daily, received in an interesting 
mixture of curiosity and distrust. The efforts of Wang 
and his associates to pose as representing Chinese inter
ests against mere exploitation by Japan, gave them a good 
start, aided by relatively good writing and somewhat 
freer news reporting than other papers in the occupied 
areas can or wish to provide. But criticism of this one 
exception to the disfavor in which puppet papers are held, 
is not markedly increasing. Of the local journal, a land
owner remarked, "The headlines are all that I can stand.”

4. "in what ways are the Japanese controlling education and 
using it as a tool for their purposes? Note : Organization, 
visits of inspection, Japanese language, speeches, textbooks. 
How does the number and quality of schools compare with that 
before the war?"

There are Japanese advisers not only in the Ministry 
of Education of the Reformed Government, where they are 
very active in such matters as textbooks and are now put
ting over a five-year middle school program as against the 
six-year system desired even by puppet Chinese, but also 
in the municipal Bureau of Education. Japanese visit 
public schools frequently for all sorts of purposes, and 
private schools in the aim of inspection, particularly 
of textbooks and materials. Some of the inspection is 
done by the gendarmerie. Japanese language is in principle 
to be taught to all students from the fourth or fifth 
grade, continuing in middle schools. In present practice, 
there are not enough teachers to go around in Nanking. 
Japanese is taught, in elementary form using mimeographed 
copies of the standard primers in Japan, from the fourth 
grade. Private schools have not yet been compelled to 
introduce Japanese, though there are inquiries and sug
gestions in that direction; some of them have Japanese 
as an elective for middle school students.

The number of schools approaches half that before the 
war. Taking into account the shrinkage in population and 
the incomplete character of the present schools, it is 
perhaps better to use the ratios of children in school to 
the total population as the basis of comparison. On that 
standard, school provision is now about 40 per cent of 
what it was before the war. Outside the city the decline 
in provision is much sharper. Quality is pitifully reduced. 
Many teachers are not middle school graduates and have 
had no normal training; but they do have good personal 
connections with those who appoint and pay. There is an 
effort at normal training and at buying the services of 
abler persons who have held out for independence as long 
as the economic strain on their families would permit.

See special paper on textbooks.

5. "What has been done about religion and philosophy? Note: 
Opposition, control, revival or reinterpretation with 
respect to Christianity, Buddhism and the traditional 
philosophies."

There are signs of suspicion and disfavor toward 
Christianity, but it is not formulated in a declared 
policy and appears in police acts and in the conversation 
of Japanese military officers and others.

T. y—- :
Certain
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Certain Japanese officers have from the first given 

special protection and favor to Buddhism. Much is made 
• fn the newspapers of cooperation between Japanese and 
11/4Chinese Buddhists# But in practice this seems to amount 

to very little, partly because of the inherent lack of 
organization in Chinese Buddhism. There is a nominal 
Institute of Sino* Japanese Buddhism, but its only activ
ities, found by considerable inquiry, are occasional 
meetings for the sake of publicity, and classes in the 
Japanese language taught by Japanese for Chinese' nuns• 
Shows are put on for visitors from Japan. Inquiry from 
Chinese of varying classes has brought little information 
save that Japanese monks and nuns are to be found in 
ones and twos at certain temples and nunneries, but 
are considered by Chinese to be tools and spies of the 
military.

The old official sacrifices in the Confucian manner 
have been revived by the Reform Government. Much is said 
about the old virtues, in the form of printed advice to 
others to practice them. The ethics of East Asia are 
adequate for East Asia: is a formula in varying words 
designed to refer disparagingly to the harmful thoughts 
that have come from the west, especially communism.

(A reliable report by a friend who recently visited 
Hangchow is to the effect that Japanese interest in 
Buddhism is more plainly shown in that famous center of 
Chinese Buddhism. At least one of the chief temples 
is now in charge of a Japanese abbot.)

"What effect have the Japanese had upon the recreation of 
the people?"

See Question 1 for some points of deterioration.
The active athletic organizations maintained by the 

former government people and by the many schools formerly 
in Nanking have practically disappeared. The public 
swimming places have not been used for nearly three years; 
some gymnasiums were destroyed and others are unused. 
Tennis has almost passed out from Chinese interest, partly 
because it is economically impossible for the present 
population. The only slight revivals from total cessa
tion are in a little soccer and basket ball among a very few schools. Japanese contributions are seen in a little 
effort to introduce jiu-jitsu, mostly by demonstration. 
Japanese also play baseball and golf, although numbers 
engaged in sports are so small as to be little noticed 
in the city population.

The large cinema business formerly maintained in Nan
king has now shrunk to one important Japanese movie-house 
primarily for the military and seldom attended by Chinese, 
and to a few Chinese places which irregularly show old 
or low-grade Chinese films. Total attendance is a small 
fraction of that before the war. There is said to be 
little or no propaganda through films except for the 
Japanese newsreels, which are highly tendentious. One 
informant complains of immoral films that are not allowed 
to be shown in the foreign areas of Shanghai.

Old-style

CONFIDENTS
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Old-style Chinese plays have carried on with little 
break, and appear, at least relatively, more prominent 
than before the war. Some complain of their quality. 
One good reporter says there is a tendency to regard 
certain of the old plays as maintaining a patriotic spirit 
such as plays regarding ancient national heroes, dramas 
of the driving out of robbers and the defeat of bandits, 
and so on.

One cannot see that there is any great change in 
gambling, except that it is publicly freed from the re
strictions imposed by the New Life Movement and other 
reforming tendencies of the pre-war era.

"Please describe any significant occurrences or develop
ments in any of the following lines: meetings, parades, 
demonstrations, ceremonies, posters, leaflets, radio broad
casts, youth movements, secret societies."

Meetings, demonstrations, and the like, have been 
concerned mainly with the inaugurations and anniversaries 
of the new regime, and with an attempt to take over 
October 10th and a few other great days of the old regime 
as continuing "national" days. Peculiarly stupid have 
been the attempts to use the dates of the start of the 
present war, and also the anniversary of the Mukden Incident, as indicative of "The New China" and "The New 
Order in East Asia". The police, the pao-chia selections9 
and outright payment have been the main sources of attend
ance. However, free use of color, music, and fireworks 
have made some real gains among children and the uneducated.

Posters and leaflets will be reported in a separate 
paper.

The radio is little used in comparison with former times, 
partly because of the loss of the more prosperous elements 
in the population, and the direct and indirect losses in 
the destruction and looting of so much of the city, plus 
the deprivation of electric current from most of the 
Chinese people for more than a year. Moreover, its erup
tions are generally disliked, with the exception of cer
tain musical items. Very few radios are found in homes. 
Those in shops are largely for the purpose of attracting 
visitors by amplifying music; they are often turned off, 
"to save current", when news broadcasts arrive. "Not 
one person considers the news reports really reliable". 
Other merchants desire reports of prices and exchange 
quotations, nothing else.

Although a fair amount of noise has been made about 
the Young Men’s Association, both by the organizers and 
the propagandizers on the one side, and by fearsome parents 
on the other side, its program is now so irregular and 
intangible that many reports bring little enlightenment 
or assurance of knowledge. People feared it was a step 
toward conscription, since drill, physical fitness, 
"systematic" selection through the pao-chia organization, 
and slogans of "self-protection" were put forward as 
characteristic of the new attempt. A few neighborhood 
units have done some real physical drill; a few have done 
some "political education": a few have done perfunctory 
watchmen’s service. Certain neighborhoods have done 
nothing at all. Some youths are paid by the fang-chang

(officers
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(officers in charge of ten pao, or something like a 
thouSBnd families) from assessments that the latter 
levy as best they can from reluctant and bargaining 
shopkeepers; some have received uniforms; others have no 

terial basis whatever. There is now a training school 
gfhe Young Men’s Association units, and 

seems to be largely one of future

J "The^notoriœS^An Ch’ing Hwei (dr Ch’ing Pan) flourishes 
more openly than under the former regime, and is said to 
play closely with some of the less creditable elements 
of the Japanese. This secret society controls certain 
government offices and certain occupations in Nanking 
and other centers. It engages freely in extortion, the 
more readily practiced because the police are heavily 
involved in the discipline of the Secret Society itself. 
As one substantial citizen declares: ”The power of the 
Ch1ing Pan is now great, because no real law or protec- 
tlon Is available against local rascals who enjoy the 
favor of the Japanese and the police.” A member of the 
gentry called the secret group ”a menace to all law-abid
ing citizens, mere tools of the Japanese.” Another 
common opinion is that of a woman who said: ”The Ta Min 
Hwei (Great People’s Society, the propagandist organ- 
’’ ~ of which more here-

.. They are 
like EEiem because they can

ization of the Reformed Government, ox * 
after) is the same thing as the An Ch ’ing Pan 
all rascals. The Japanese ‘ J 
use them.”

(Note: This subject of 
as to merit further study. 

secret societies is so complex 
Generalization is perilous.)

February 1, 1940

Copied by HA
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR FROM gray

Hankow via Nw Rt

Dated April 22, 1940 

Rec1d 7:25 a<m.

Secretary of State,------------------- ———------
COPIES SENT TO

Washington-, AND
------------- —_____ itfeK

April 22, 2 p*m. 
( 

My April 15<J4 p.m.

There has been an acceleration during the past few 

days in the movement of Japanese troops and ma‘seriale 

The activity is difficult to analyze as volume of traffic 

bound down river approximates that arriving* The 

Eastward movement is possibly a reaction to the diversions 

created jjt th*? Chinese between here and Kiukiang, in 

southeast Hupeh and the Nanchang area, and is believed 

to be composed largely of forces from the Yoyang sector who 

withdrawal, can be ill-spared*

Sent to Chungking* Repeated to Department, Peiping,

Shanghai »

SPIKZR

HPL:DDM
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 22, 1940 kJ
Tsingtao’s 59, April 20, 5 p.m. 
ONI has located this site 

on the map referred to. The site 
is between two and three miles due 
east of the center of the city 
of Tsingtao, and perhaps a mile 
inland from the coast.
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NOTE

aTrnnrr’T Bombing of Che fang; difficulties experienced by agents or bUnjB^zl u>8> pubn,, Health.

Report on-, embodied in quoted message front Dr. Bush for 
transmission to Dr. Williams; latter en route to San 
Francisco. Consulate has no details of bombing; oomnents 
on location of Ohefang in relation to Loiwing, site of the 
airplane factory.

8

94/15825

For the original paper from which reference is taken

Tel #114;Noon
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, eta.)

April 18, IMO From! Hong Kong (Southard)
Dated--------------------------- --- - to [-----------------

Tel #114; Noon
File No------89S .18/17S----------------------------------------

o. S. eOVnNSKNT MINTING OFFICC 1—1M0

FRO.
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Hong Kong via N. R.

Dated April 18, 1940

Rec’d 8 :50 a. m.

Secretary of State,

Washington

114, April 18, noon»
Doctor TElfEr of this office has just received the 

following message from Dr, H. J. Bush of the malaria 

control work at Chefang near the Burma frontier:

"Radio Williams, Chefang bombed operatic building, 

wrecked laboratory, Sweet, Yaochen (repeat Sweet Yaochen) 

not back, standing by uninjured, continuing control 

Chefang and Wanting started last week, starting Mangshis 

tomorrow, requesting authority remain Extra fortnight".

The above message was sent on April 17th from 

Namkham in Burma. Dr. Williams is now on the steamship 

PRESIDENT CLEVELAND en route to San Francisco and Dr.. 

Teller requests office of Surgeon General to communicate 

message of Dr. Bush to him.

We have received no details here as to bombing at 

Chefang and as to who did it. Chefang is on the Burma 

highway about SO miles this side of the Burma frontier. 

It is said to be distant about 100 miles by road frcm

Loiwing)
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MP-2- 114, April k8, noon, from Hong Kong

Loiwing) which is site of the new airplane factory
Repeated to Chungking and Kunming.

SOUTHARD
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My dear Dr. Grady:-
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' i
Dr. Henry 
Department of State 
Washington, D. C.

All agreements contingent upon strikes, accidents or other causes or delay beyond our control.

April 20

F. Grady Assistant Secretary

(0 
04

Assistant Secretary i 
of State ?

■ APRyp |940 j

GRADY

I quote the following from a letter received 
from Mr. Stanley Bishoprick of Shanghai, who is a young man 
we sent out to the Orient a few years ago and who is employed 
by our connections there.

week by Japanese train 
To show you just how 
•open door’ in China, 
saw. It took a little 
pass to make the trip.

" I made a trip to Nanking last 
which was quite interesting, 
the Japanese mean to keep the 
I will try to tell you what I 
over three months to secure a 
Then the pass was not issued for business purposes 
The train was filled with Japanese business

U1 00
W 
0)

men

I do not know if this was the regular thing । 
but there were four machine guns mounted in < 
each car to ward off guerilla attacks. The • 
also carried an armed guard of about 100 men 
tween Wusih and Chinkiang, a distance of about 100 
miles, there were sentries every 100 yards, and about 
every three-quarters of a mile there were huge con
crete ’pill boxes’ with a couple of squads. On each 
bridge were two ’pill boxes'. We saw two trains lying 
on their sides due to running into mines. One of the 
trains had apparently been wrecked for several months, 
while the other was recently wrecked. On both sides 
of the track all trees and brush were removed for a 
distance of about 100 yards to eliminate any chance 
of close ambush. All of this is hundreds of miles 
back of the front lines where everything is under 
’Japanese control*. There is absolutely no business 
done in Nanking by anyone. Everyone is just waiting.

or not, 
ends of 
train 
i. Be-

■x>
"H 1

“H 
0
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DANT & RUSSELL, Inc.

Dr. Henry F. Grady - 2 - April 20, 1940.

No reconstruction and future planning. If a Chinese buys 
anything from anybody but a Jap, he runs into difficulty in 
one way or another. Nice polite people these Japs, and I 
only hope someone really talks to them in the only language 
they understand — Force. "

With kindest regards, I am,

CEDsRA
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April 25 1940

In reply refer to 
FS 793.94/15326 .

My dear Mr. Danti

I hare received your letter of April 20, 1940, in 

which you quote from a letter received from Mr. Stanley 
Bishoprlok of Shanghai In regard to a trip which he made 
from Shanghai to Nanking.

Mr. Blshoprick’s statement has been read with 

interest and your courtesy In making it available to 

the Department is very much appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

793. 94/ 15826

24 1940pm

Henry F. Grady 
Assistant Secretary

J4T. C. E. Dant,
Dant and Russell, Incorporated,

Porter Building,
Portland, Oregon.

FE:EGC:HJN 
4/24 FE ,

*v'i Im.//
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT A Miscellany of slogans and similar items 
from official propaganda, giving a cross 
section of the type of propaganda which 
the Japanese are disseminating in 
connection with efforts being made to 
establish a "New Orler in East Asia".

Encloses copy of report on -, prepared Feb. 3.

aa

793.94 /
I 5827

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See ___________________________________________
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dafed Mar. 7, 1940 From I china (Nanking)

File No________893.01^739.

U. 8. GOVCRNMCNT HUNTING OFFICI 1—1540
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Slno-Japanese ebhflict.
Proposed new ■Central Government". Heport concerning

For the original paper from which reference is taken

(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated ^r* 7> 1940____ ___- To°mJ Tlent81n C0*1**»11 J

File No. 893«00 P>R» Tlentsin/148
N

u. •• «ovniNarrr hiintimo offick 1—IMO
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». MMÜWtW CTW WBM*»-

i* »

to the allege ”P«««a'Central

TO. 1«U »«.* ■••’-‘•d -«* " ”• -* CblM'

„v. -p.«». »™-| “ “■» »»>•"< 
of . IMU-I «•»» “»‘”1 °'

tMSte®eopat«h teMety»
’jeeçeteh to s®ba»»y*

«■• •*'• S’ 52
ao. >0®» S®» IM**'

-3»

treaty* elgaM fey w. CMsuS-w»i ©m Ja^aaoeo 
authorltl»#! to th© jwpeeea oreetiou c-f the "ceatral 
relitieel c©eaell*| aM to plea» to reorgjeaiea the 
H»ln ria *«ttl end raelfleation Corps <Mer the eoatxoi 
of the jTapeaeee SpeeiaX si»*i<m,
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Wp;^rt‘ laboratory used by «aliénant Malaria Survey, at

directed toward keeping incident secret. C™. 
questing further details from Dr. Bush of D.S. 
Foregoing is substance of telegram of Anrll 10 quoted herewith. r *prxx *’
auestinm fiwth.. -___ _ waouiaw is re

Public Health, 
from YUnnanfu,

For the original paper from which reference is taken

793.94/15829

Tel #-See________2_.________ _________ ________________
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated . XrirU80’ 19*° £rom| Hong Kong (Southard) 
To j

893.12/174
File No---- ----------------------- ------

u. S. GOVERNMKNT MINTING OFFICK J—1540 ERG
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MP

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

GRAY

via N. RPeiping

Dated April 25, 1940

Rec’d 6 :09 a. m

Secretary of State, —------------------------------
..... . COPIES SENT TO
Washington . , ,x

O.N.l. AND
133, April 25, 1p.m.

Local press reports severe fighting at Kaifeng on 

April 23 v/hen Chinese troops are stated to have penetrated 

some distance into the city and were only repulsed after 

ten hours of bitter street fighting.

Embassy has requested American missionary resident in 

Kaifeng to report by telegraph regarding welfare of 

American community there. Japanese Embassy has promised 

to make similar inquirys of Japanese authorities at Kaifeng

Repeated to Chungking and Hankow. By air mail to 

Tokyo.

LOCKHART

RR
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese conflict: developments of month of Jan., 1940.

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See...,U°________ _______ ______________ _______
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, Utter, etc.)

_ ± fob 7, 1940 From! Hankow (Spiker)Dated.______________________ r-------------

„„ „ 893.00 P.R. Hankow/151File No__ ________________________________________

0. •• OOVCWNMSNT MINTING OTFICK 1—1640 FRGe
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3. Japan.

a. Idlitary operations.
The Chinese continued to harass end ecbamM 

ths Japanese without, however, forcing them from esy 
important positions. Pressure was ineroased on 
Japanese forces In southern Honan, In Bupsh east and 
west of the Peiping-Hankow Railway and south of tbs 
Yangtze, and in northwestern Zlangsl. At Sinyang 
(té <^), an important Japanese base on the railway in 

southern Honan, the Japanese wore prepared to evacuate 
but the Chinese did not push their thrust homo. The 
Chinese were also active behind the Japanese positions 
in areas nominally under Japanese control. Between 
the Han River and the Peiping-Hankow Railway Chinese 

regular
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By ....D*te _Jj./8*75 _

Political report 
January 1940 -5-
Hankow, China

regular units and provincial troop®, serving through 
th® Ta Hung Mountain®, Interrupted oomunloa-
tlons and eaueed the Japanese considerable trouble in 
th® Kingshan <^) area. Other Chines® unit® baaed 
on the Ta Pleh (J*%] A) fountains engaged the Jupsnes® 

east of th® Railway north of Hwangpol not 60
zdLles fron Hankow, and severe fighting took place in 
the Lo Shut Valley between Chungyung (^ f£) and 

Tungcheng 4^) in southern Hupeh*
These operation®, without achieving any spaotacular 

success, gave evidence of th® eontlnuad vitality of 
Chinese resistance.^

3&1US&L £2ilsU12a«
There wr® no developments of importance, events 

in this area waiting on dovalopmente elsewhere. The 
"provincial* and "municipal" puppets remained at 
loggerheads.
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT conflict: situation report for month of Feb

793.94/ 
15832

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See *12_________ _____ _............................. ........... ........
(Despatch, telegram, instruction, letter, eta.)

Dated g> 1940______ From | Swatow (Yearns)jo ।

File No. 893»°° Swatow/147

0. *- OOVERNMKNT PRINTING OFFIC1 1—1640 FRG.



B. Kalaticaa with other cowafcrlaa.
1. IMS».

•• ******* a»lT* «ay waa «alabratcA by tba 
Jayaaaaa acmunitey aa /«ternary 11.

te. AetelTltlaa <tf teha "national neeoneterwtltm 
Agar; la early /«ternary «,600 aaraaaarlaa arrived ate 
swateow asd vara «aapateahaâ tey the ia>aaaaa teo ohlnghal

PH uwàWa uiagyét fro.’S >a*Wr ig^.WW
WUtaMt, repaatead teo paljlag» _(te) yaaaary l«40 yallteleal r«1ow yaga 4| grtawqr*» 
tealagrm at rabruary IS» « yja. S’»***
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fofttuqafaM ....

for training. on February 11th Wo troop» suddenly depart* 

»d by Japanese transport and were reported to have landed 

the following day on Tungshan island, off the southern 

Fukien ooast, "with the co-operation of the Japanese arny 

and navy”. The troops afterwards crossed to the mainland 

but the subsequent fortunes of the Rational Recons true tian 

mmy*’, a» it was called, ware not known in owntow. mean
while, Chinese reports of defeats suffered by We arny in 

southern Fukien vied with japans»® aooounts of important 
victories. The army was eemtaanded by General Huang 1»- 
wei ) who, it will ba recalled, eomanded a si&llar
force which had bean routed on tho.jgsangtung-yuldea border 

in lecsaber following angagonents with chines» regular 

troops.(o) It was ths report in gwatow that the local 
Japanese Military was dissatisfied with General tmng and 

his Men and for that reason had sent then away.
«• Military Activity near gwatew.tT) (8) The 

withdrawal of the National Reconstruction aw” froa 

Chlnghai, an Important town 10 alloc northeast of swatow, 
left that place garrisoned by about 300 Chinese naroonarlss 
and a tow Japanese, The garrison was driven frou the town 

following an attack Made by Chinese guerrillas on February 

87. (Reports first reaching Gwatow indicated that Chinese 

regular troops bad occupied ahinghai and were within a few 

nlles of awatow.) the guerrillas withdrew from chinghal

cm
(61 December 193d lolltloal itevlew page .... 'irT
(7) Rwatow's telogran ko. T, yebruary «8, < b.m. to the 

Department, repeated to relying, Chungking, goagkang*
(8) iiwatow’s telegram go, 8, Marsh1, s p»a. to the 

Department, repeated to yelping, Chungking, Hongkong.
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on February 89th and it was reoccupied by the original 
garrison and additional Japanese reenforoenenta. The 

Inhabitants of the town are reported to have fared 

badly during the period of occupation by the guerrilla 

forças and, again, after it had been reoccupied by the 
garrison.

On February 29th reliable reports reached awatow of 
the oonoontration of Chinese regular troops and guerrillas 

on both sides of the «watow-CbaodiowiV highway* threatening 

Japanese c<®a©l oat ions between the two cities. on 
February 2Sth a Japanese military convoy was unable to 

roach dhaoohowfu and returned to 3watow« (convoyé of 
about 20 military trucks usually travel on this road 
daily transporting supplias and fresh troops.) <ja. yaroh 1st 
a convoy was successful in making the round trip and on 
.user io an oltlssn who traveled with the convoy reported 

that fighting could be heard throughout the Journey and 

that at uhaochowfu, where hostilities ore almost continu» 
ous, the Japanese appeared to be very nervous.

During the first five days in harsh it was estimated 

that 4,500 Japanese roonforoenents had arrived in gwatow 

with additional trucks, horses and equipaantj it was be
lieved that action would bo taken against the increased 

activity recently shown by Chinese regulars and guerrillas 
in this vicinity, earlier in February it wan stated by 

the Japanese consul that half a division of Japanese 
troops (10,000 sen) was stationed in the swatow area. 
This atatenant was undoubtedly on exaggeration at the 

tins it was node but with the arrival of additional troops

the
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watiwjara T*-* -
• -'XLJ.--

too hiImU givoa w bo accurate.

<• mors to swatcw. km» of Mo eeogpattoa 
•f Obtogbai and Me of obtoeso breoyo on
Mo àwatow-ahaoehasfu hlgbwey gava riaa ta snay runers 

to swatow «a February B7tb| abtooso obeys oloesd to Mo 

aftaraoon and to mm pissas yootoro abowtog a picture 

ef waag obtog-wel between Mo fapanoso nag and Ms five- 

barred flag wcra reaovod. son» of Ma ruioors, to aaatloa 

only a few, stated Mat obtooae troops were advancing 

frm several dlrootiens) Mat tbcy would occupy &>watcw 
troops

wlMto a weekf aai Mat tbs abtoaee//were la Me eataklrta 

ot Gaatea, sbe loe&l abtoeee versaeular aamMMr re- 
pertei Me fellowlag day Mat persoas re spews ibis far 

spreadlag false mers weald be pwaiabad eat prealana- 
lleas wrgtog Me pcpalaae to renain eala w«r» Issued by 

Me yoltoe, 
e. MlaeellaaMM, japaaaea plaaos were active 

tbreagbcut Me watt to asalsttog Mo military to tbelr 

"»epptog~«P* oaavalgas along tbs barber and rlv« obérés 
and to Me billy sections bat Mese oaagpaigna were not 
eenetosivw sad the guerrilla beads were net dispersed.
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese relations»

Report concerning -, for month of February, 1940

aa

For the original paper from which reference is taken

# 135 to Embassy.
(Despatch, telegram. Instruction, letter, eta.)

Dated M&r* 7* 1940 From J Chefoo (Taylor)

p.j 893.00 P.R. Chefoo/ 155.

U. S. GOVClNNKMT PRINTING OPTICS 1—1540
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-1UKS, Date 

2. J*P*»i 
(1) MâAIsct, 

Japaaese «ray fores* oaatpslgEsd in tbs three hsiens 
farming the tip <md of ths Shantung Promontory and sus» 
eesefUl in capturing* for the first tints sins* th* ooa- 
xamcenmt of the present Sino-Japaaese hostilities* th* 
hslen capitals (county seats) of Eaiyeng, Wenteng and 
Jwsg~oh,«gg on Fehrufjry 10th* 19th and Plat reapsetively. 
Th® euuntryside in those hsiens rwmlns under guerrilla 
control. Japanese naval forces were busy on the coast 
between Tstngtao and @*ihai«*l during the nonth. a 

blockade was declared February 13th but was lifted first 
as regards the coast between Tsingtao and Haiyang on 
February 17th, and later (February 80th) for the coast 
between Seiyang and wihaiwel. Shiixtao was occupied 
about February 19th. Otherwhere* in this district the 
Japanese ow were mat active in attempting to ©radicate 
guerrillas in Lalyang and Ch*l»hsia hsiens (counties) 

during the south, but reportedly their effort* there 
mt with little success.

the capital* (county seats) of the eleven hsiens 
which are in the Obefoo Consular District are now occupied 

Japanese forces* but the ccmntryside rtwatlne outside 

their control.
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CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese relations.

Report canoe ruing -, for month of February, 1940

For the original paper from which reference is taken

« # 225
See_________________________ _____------- --------------------

(Despatch, telegram, infraction, letter, eta.)

_ Mare 7, 1940 From] Tsinan (Hawthorne)
Dated-------- ---- ----------------------- ।----------------------

y.jje j|o 893.00 P.R. Tsinan/126.

0. «■ OOVeSNeKNT PRINTING OFFICK 1—1040



*• <**>•*»
»• Military-guerrilla activities.

Widespread guerrilla activities continued through 
\ the first week of February, during which the Japanese, 

who were probably cm the defensive, claimed a mmber of 
minor military sueceosos. with the advent of the Chinese 
New Tear, however, the no-called Chinese Vinter offensive 
in this area was apparently terminated. But while no 
clashes were reported after February 7th, the guerrilla 
«blockade* of occupied towns, including Tainan, appeared 
to have become more effective than ever before। Japanese 
shopkeepers openly admitted that the growing shortage of 
foodstuffs and other agricultural products was not due 
entirely to the poor harvests, but that the guerrillas 
were preventing the transportation of such products to 
Tsinan.

The large nuaber of new central Bank of china notes 
which have recently aside their appearance in the interior 
Is considered in some quartern to corroborate reports that
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fonda, munitions and medical supplies aro being dis
tributed to guerrilla units by airplane. The consulate 
considers this unlikely. Thia office believes that the 
only Chinese source of supply is probably ns reported in 
paragraph 2 of its confidential telegrun to the Kabassy 
dated September IB (1939), 4 p.n.

An unconfirmed report from Japanese sources states 
that 3,000 “bandit troops” under Jen yeng-kuei ( M "ft 

Commander of the 1st Regiment of the 3rd peace preservation 
Brigade, went over to the Japanese at Chanhwa ( XL ), 
in northeastern Shantung, on February 29th. If the report 
is true, the defection was probably brought about by hunger 
rather than by Japanese military or political pressure, 
in as much as that district is understood to bo destitute.

The Japanese also allege that, because of the failure 
of the Winter Offensive, friction id.th the fith Route Army 
and the growing shortage of supplies, Admiral Chen Iiung- 
lieh, legitimate Governor of shantung, tendered hie resig
nation to General Chiang Kai-shek at the and of January. 
It is said that his resignation was not accepted but that 
General YU Hsueh-ohung was instructed by the Chungking 
authorities to endeavor to induce him to reconsider his 
decision. while it is claimed that General YU was ob
liged to radio his failure to persuade Admiral Shen to 
change his mind, Japanese press reports adult that Chen 
and his followers were responsible for a considerable 

share of their troubles in February.
b. Japanese substitute propaganda for force of azasA 

importing another idea from the west, the Japaneee 
appeared to have substituted propaganda for force of arms

r.'"'df. CansulaTerc'Tgaputoh'ea to KdeV’gUT mx<TCT;
file 820.03 and 800, respectively, copies of both of which 
were sent the Department.
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in their efforts to oonsolldato their position in 
Shantung, on February 11th the Japanese, through 
their puppets, launched an intensive propaganda ohm» 

palgn throughout the province which was designed to 
pave the way for pesos on taras which it is anticipated 
will bo acceptable to Wang Ohlng-wwi's "control Govern
ment" if and when established. At the sane tine, «ens
ures were instituted to catalogue all persans rated as 
even nediocre in education or intelligence, who will no 
doubt bo closely watched and "licpiidatod" upon the slight
est suspicion of nan-cooperation with the new regtoe.
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CRQSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japaneae conflict: developments of month of Fbb. 1940»

For the original paper from which reference is taken

793,94/ 
I5Q
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See ... ___________________________
(Despatch, telegram. Instruction, letter, eta.)

Dated.. J9S5L J9i .29*9. From | Foochow (Ward)
To J

File No........ _____________________________

U. 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1—1540 FRGe
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II • Porel&n Rolatloas. 
A. Relations witll the United states. 

Nothing to report.

B. Relatione with Japan. 

!• Air-££iM 2& SM BZS1& £1 là® Mï®£- 
The first air-raid alar» to be heard in Foochow during 

February sounded here shortly after noon on the 10th, 

one Japanese aeroplane appearing over Foochow.

Cn February 13, three slams were 

sounded - all long ones - two in the morning and one 

la the afternoon. No planes appeared over Foochow 

during the first alarm, but three Japanese planes 

appeared over Kucnt’ou (>|1 dropping eight boabs 

at that town. They then flew over Woga 

Island, dropping several bomba on the villages there. 

There wss no bombing during the second alarm. During 

the third, Ruant’ou was again attacked by three planes, 

which dropped ten boaba on it. A later report stated 
A- - - that two other points, Hu Chiang (^z. and Tung An 

J} ) *®r® 0180 twi®« bosjbed on February 13.

The following day, two Japanese planes 

conducted a long reconnaissance over FUtslng ,

and Lienkong but without

bombing.

At ô:£5 on the morning of February 15, 

a Japanese naval vessel (variously described in Foochow 

newspapers, but probably an aeroplane-earrler) arrived 

at the mouth of the Mln River carrying eight planes. 

Maultaneously three other planes were reported in

flight
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flight, presumably from the direction of rnoy, and the 

air-raid alarm we* sounded in Foochow, Those plana* 

dropped no bomba, however, and it waa not until leter 

in the morning that the plane* from the alrcreft-oarrier 

wont into action, fit of their number appearing over 

Foochow at one time. After apparently conducting a 

fairly thorough reconnaissance of thl* locality, they 

passed on without bombing the city,three of their number 
proceeding to heap*Ing (ih-r }> also for rrconn^issH»©®. 

'the other three returned to the mouth of the river and 

carried out a series if raid©, in the course of which 

they attacked ah'angaan I* 1 ). Xuant'ou (twice), 

Liu Ch'i J«À.) , Tel An ( ), Tian Kueng han
), and Chin ?*al (^»^).

r<urlng the third alara, which was sounded 

at 1:10 p.»., three planes fle< over the city, but again 

without bombing It, although, according to official 

reports, the same planes dropped three bondis on the 

Ch’engaea forts on their way out to the sea.

The following day (the 16th) there 

were only two sir-raid alarms in Foochow, no plane* 

appearing over the city during the first alarm, end 

the second alarm being sounded when eleven planes 

Appeared over the south of th® Min River. Five of 
these proceeded inland via Foochow to Kienow (j^- l1^), 

where they dropped six bomba and returned, again pass

ing over Foochow. The other six plena* of the squadron 

proceeded to attack h’angjnen, Huang A Pi ),

Yen uhlh «nd Liu Oh*i - all points close to

the south of the Mln River. Nineteen bombs In all

were
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were drop-ed on the four points.

According to Chinese press» reports, 

severe raids were also carried out on both the l&th 

and 10th on the villages of T*»ng Hale ) end

Hou oha (JZ in Lienkong Ms tri et, casualties 

having been reported as high in both places.

The alar:» sounded again the next morning 

(the 17th), end although no planes appeared in this 

lœedistfi area, reports subsequently received Indicated 

that C-i'sngsen had égala been bombed, at had the vil- 
la.e» of T*eng Hsia end Hsia Ch’l *>1^).

Cn the leth there were no aerial 

activities. Cn the 19th another raid wea carried out 

on Ch'angman, four bombe being dropped.

There was no further bombing for the 

rest of the month, although reconnaissance flights 

were carried out over the whole coastal area on both 

the 25th and 26th.

«• J&ss. M «a aUlmias* 7his 
sudden burst of aerial activity, taken together with 

the foot that the aeroplane-carrier which had appeared 

off the mouth of the Mn Hl ver on the morning of 

February 15, 1940, wa® Joined the same day by a 

Japanese transport and two other naval vessels, gave 

rise once more to the now familiar rumors of an impend

ing attack end to detailed stories of ultimata supposed 

to have been presented to officials of the Fukien 

Government.

One such story which was widely cir

culated was to the effect that the refusal of ths

north
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North-China regiae to accept amalgamation with the 

proposed new *national government’ to be net up by 

*sng Ching-wal had led fe'ang to seek the

assent of the Japanese to the incorporation of Fukien 

ix: the créa which he wee to control. The Japanese 

were reported to hare consented, end ^fung was alleged 

to have sent emissaries to Foochow to inform the 

authorities here sM in Yungan that the

province would be attacked If It did not turn over 

peacefully.

3. Reported ettwapt to attack sharp Peak. 

Another explanation offered locally Tor the sudden 

burst of Japanese aerial activity in this area was to 

the effect that two tines - once on the night of 

February 1-2, and again on the nl;iht of February 7-e - 

about six hundred Chinese troops of the BOth Division 

were despatched from Kuent’ou to attack Sharp Peek 

(>»| Zg). On neither occasion were they able, however, 

to land, neither attempt resulting even in a clash 

with the Japanese on the Island. Ths latter, accord

ing to Chinese intelligence reports, were stated at 

the time to number only about one hundred and fifty 

sea, and there were also believed to ba a large 

quantity of war supplies on the Island which the 

Chinese hoped to capture, even if they could not hold 

the island itself.

The dates on which the attacks were 

aade were respectively the Festival of th» Cod of the 

Furnace and the lunar New Year, and it was said among

politleal
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polltioal gossips in Foochow that both attempts were 

conceived at festival parties when the ranking officers 

of the @0th Division had all had 'one drop too much*. 

These attempts wars believed to have caused the 

Japanese to suspect the existence of large concen

trations of troops in th® coastal areas of northern 

Fukien, which would explain the subsequent bombings 

of coastal points end the fairly obvious effort to 

make « complet r®connsiSRsnee of thia area.

4. meetings denounce fee ng Ohing-wel. 

The sixth cnniversary of the founding of the New Life 

iîoveæent was celebrated in Foochow on February g© in 

two nass meetings, one on Nant’ai ( end the

other in Foochow city, in denunciation of Wang Ching- 

wei. The theme of these meetings was the necessity 

for widespread popular support of Generalissimo 

Chiang K’ai-ahcw and public cooperation with the 

police in reporting and assisting 1» the arrest of 

persons favorable to bang Ching-wei, who «ms characterised 

la one of the shouted slogans as a "shameless political 

prostitute”. It is interesting that several days before 

a similar meeting had been held in Lienkong, a district 

which is locally supposed to be well penetrated by 

agents of wang and of the Japanese.

5. .further j^hteSlSu 21 2“S12É2to 

enforcement of conscription regulations was further 

tightened during the month under review with the 

adoption of a system of police registration onder 

which every able-bodied man of conscription ege not

already
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already In the sray must procure a certificate from 

the local police station bearing his photo, age, et 

cetera, end th« basis of his axcoption. This certi

ficate must ba shown to pass any of the now numrous 

barriers throughout the city end the roads leading out 

of it, and after April 1, according to the promulgated 

law, anyone not posseselng each a certificate will be 

drafted immediately. Hor will persons suaaoned to drew 

lots for conscription who run away hereafter be given 

a second opportunity to draws they, too, will be forth

with conscripted.

6. Pirates surrender student captives. 

After the recapture by the Chinese of Pingt*an, three 
of Yu Ah-huang's (À'X.} lieutenants fled to a 

hide-out In lienkong with seme fifty followers and 

sixteen primary school students when they had kid

napped. There ealeearlee of the Provincial Government 

prevailed upon them to surrender, «nd the students were 

released.
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jQUMfta, The Japan®»® for®®» failed to advene® 
from tn® Slaoshan-Linp’u area on the south Dank of th® 
Gh*i®nt*ang River| they maintained only 4-S,000 troop® la 
th.t sector, and an advance could not safely have b®*n ef
fected with that strength. The Chinese of the 10th Group 
Amy launched an attack on th® Japanese position in th® 
period February 14-1B and inflicted some oasualti®® on th® 
enaay* Th® Japan®®® nevertheless held their position, and 
It wae claimed (without confirmation) that th® Chines® Com- 
mander-in-Chlef, General Liu Cliien-hstl, was killed in a 
Japanese air attack.

Th® Japanese th ease Ives on February IB launched a 

countar-offensive in southern ^rnhwei, driving southward 
from th® Yangtze River above vuhu and at two other unspe
cified points. Japanese reports claimed that those Japa
nese operations plunged the Chines® forces in southern 
Anhwei into confusion.

The Japanese naval spokesman at Shanghai announced th® 
disposal by the Japanese Navy of l,06S mines discovered in 
the Yangtze River in th® thirteen months from January 1939 
to January 1940 inclusive»** Twelve assail vessel® were 

reported to have been damaged in th® course of mini•iWSlife 
lag or^a®Minglnio"a<mtact>lth the mines while n&vlgat- 
Ing.
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(e) Japanese Military Operations In Ewangsi: 
Beginning January 28 Japanese forces based on Nanning 

(ï^J ^4, which had been reinforced by units withdrawn from 

the Canton area and which were said to number about 70,000, 
started a major counter-offensive against Chinese troops 
allegedly comprising about thirty-five divisions concentrated 
for the most part northeast of Nanning. The Japanese, under 
the personal direction of General ndo, Commander-ln-Chief of 
Japanese forces in South China, pushed northward, northeastward 
and eastward in an endeavor to encircle the main Chinese forces 
•fter occupying «ingshun, llnyeng and Wuialng respectively east, 
northeast and north of Nanning, on February 6 the Japanese 
began withdrawing end by February 12 they had retired to posi
tions in the immediate vicinity of Nanning. The Japanese 
counter-offensive apparently dealt ® severe blow to Chinese 
forces in hwengsl, causing disorganization and relieving the 
pressure which they had been exerting on Nanning. However, it 
would appear that the Japanese retired without accomplishing 
the destruction of the Chinese forces which the Japanese had 
claimed were surrounded and would be annihilated.

Late In February a relatively small Japanese detachment 
carried out operations in the vicinity of ihangsze ( ^)»

about

- 3 -

about sixty miles southwest of Nanning, where they claimed 
the encirclement of approximately 6,000 Chinese troops. It 

& is reported that Jhnngszc was occupied on February 25.

hostilities also occurred, late in the month, near Wumlng, 
north of Nanning, along the Nenning-Mnyang and N&nniag- 
Taachow highways.
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Dated April 26,1940

Rec’d 5:45

Secretary of Stata,_____ __ ______ . ......
‘ COPIES SEN! SO

O.N.I. AND M.I.DU------------ - ------ «-EhJ
Washington

126, April 26, 11 a.m

This morning I received a written message dated April

6th from American citizen Lowell Be Davis of the Church of

Christ at Macao which reads as follows:

"Last night the Japanese took the village of Wanchai 

just across the bay from Macao, and Chinese report some 

firing between Portuguese and Japanese with two killed and 

another wounded on the Portuguese side. However, people 

are apt to imagine things when excited.

In view of the developments I should like to know if 

you consider Macao in any danger and if so what measures 

should be taken by American residents here."

I am advising Mr. Davis that I have no information 

sufficiently reliable to justify me in saying that Macao 

is in any danger but that a center such as Hong Kong has 

superior facilities for evacuation should danger eventually 

arise and that they should always have arrangements jTo: 

coming here promptly.

According
co

793.94/15838
 

F/A
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According to information which I have from usually 

reliable sources the incident of which Mr» Davis writes 

was one of simple local irritation between Portuguese 

native police and Chinese police who claimed to be acting 

under the Chungshan Puppet Government and have at this 

time thought likely to bring repercussions. An important 

official of the Macao Government told me recently that 

they did not anticipate any serious difficulties in 

Macao.

Repeated to Canton, Chungking, Peiping.

DDM SOUTHARD
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF JAPANESE ACTIVITY ON HAINAN ISLAND

If the Japanese designs on Hainan Island are to be successful, the occupied 
areas must first be consolidated. The main force of the Chinese troops on ths 
island must be destroyed and those that eventually remain must be driven into the 
interior. This is an absolutely necessary preliminary step if the Japanese are to 
be successful in turning the island into a ladder for their southward expansion. 
Realising this, General Nishio, the Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese Expedition
ary Forces to China, flew to Haihow—the main city on the northern coast of the 
island and only separated from the mainland by the narrow Hainan Strait—on Feb
ruary 29th, to give personal directions for the campaign. Following his visit, 
Japanese troops launched a six route offensive which began on March 4th.

Topography

94/ 15 839

Hainan Island is the largest island that China now possesses. Being in area 
about 25,000 square miles, it is a little larger than the State of Oosta Rica in 
Central America, and about the same size as Formosa. Separated from French Indo
China by the Gulf of Tonking, it lies about 500 miles southwest of Hongkong on a 
parallel with the northernmost point of the Philippine Islands. It has long been 
recognised as a strategic point in the southern Pacific, and in 1897 & treaty wan 
concluded 
leased to

between China and France to the effect that Hainan Island should not be 
any third power.

Formosa, the central part of Hainan Island is mountainous. The Li MuLike
Range, otherwise known as the Wu Chih Shan, or Five Finger Mountains, as the name 
implies, spreads in ridges throughout the central part of the island from a main 
peak situated in the center of the southern half of Hainan. There is one great 
difference, however, between Hainan and Formosa. Whereas Formosa has only three 
rivers, Hainan Island has numerous ports and bays all round its seacoast. CO

Hainan Island is the native place of the Soong family and it was with the help 
Other- 

Before
of T.V. Soong that a highway was built along the seacoast five years ago. 
wise throughout the interior there are only the old, rough mountain roads 
the outbreak of the present Sino-Japanese war, Hainan Island was the base of the 
Red Armies who were surrounded there and attacked by Central Government troops in a 
campaign lasting for several years. These attacks, however, did not meet with any o
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success and in October, 19JÔ, after the fall of Canton, these Red Armies were 
reorganised as the self-defense corps under the command of the famous Red general, 
Feng Pai-chu, otherwise known as "White horse Feng."

Japanese occupation

Japanese troops landed on Hainan Island in February, I959. The Chinese 
garrisoned there at that time only consisted of two brigades, or about 5,000 men. 
All the other troops were local armed forces. With the cooperation of the navy, 
Japanese troops very quickly occupied the various cities all round the coast and 
Chinese troops withdrew into the villages or the mountains. More than a year has 
elapsed since then, but the Japanese troops are still compelled to be content with 
the occupation of cities on the sea coast, for the main part. The furthest point 
that they now hold from the coast is only 5^ miles inland.

There are only sixteen hsiens on Hainan Island, of which eleven are partly 
occupied by the Japanese. But these occupied areas are in seven separate unite 
between which the navy is the necessary means of communication. Though there 
were formerly very good highways on the island, they have already been destroyed 
by Chinese troops and the Chinese people. In the northern part of the island 
where Japanese troops occupy a comparatively large area, there are several very 
short highway lines which are under their control but these are frequently inter
cepted and destroyed by Chinese troops. For instance, Tanhsien, a city on the 
northwestern coast, was originally connected with Haihow, but this line of communi
cation was cut by Chinese troops last January. Communication between Tanhsien and 
Linkaohsien, midway between Haihow and Tanhsien, was interrupted by Chinese troops 
in the middle of February.

Japanese policy of expansion

The ambitious Japanese militarists have been arguing the case for southward 
and northward expansion for many years. In the past the majority of the Japanese 
militarists have been in favour of northward expansion, while the Navy has advocated 
southward expansion. Since the Japanese Army has suffered heavily during its two 
years of aggressive warfare in China, it is no longer so anxious for northward ex
pansion. (Such expansion of course would be directed against the Soviet Union.)

As there does not seem to be any hope of an early conclusion of the China In
cident, the political domination of the Army in domestic affairs has also been re
latively weakened. On the other hand that of the Navy has relatively increased. 
Moreover, since the new turn in the international situation, the Japanese militar
ists1 dreaming of a movement for southward expansion has become more active than 
in the past.

In recent weeks, with the lack of offensive action by Japanese troops on any 
of the fronts in China, the Japanese have been actively working on the building up 
of Hainan Island. The militarists are planning to make Hainan into a second For
mosa to be used as a base for operations in southward expansion. They are pre
paring to turn the port of Haihow in the north, the port of Yuling in the south, and 
the port of Sanya (west of Yuling but east of the Yachow bay) into military ports.

The Japanese March offensive

In the six-route offensive launched by the Japanese in Hainan on March 4th,
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there are two of outstanding importance—the northeastern and the northwestern.

The northeastern part of Hainan Island, which is a comparatively rich area, is 
garrisoned by Chinese regular troops under the command of General Vang Ti (brother of 
Wang Chun, vice-commander-in-chief of the 12th Army Corps of General Yu Han-mou). 
The Japanese concentrated a force of approximately ten thousand to launch an attack 
on this front from both the east and the north. The fighting took place all along 
the northern Li Mu mountain range and was continuing unabated up to the 20th March. 
In addition to the land forces, two squadrons of aeroplanes were used for continuous 
bombing. The Chinese, however, were able to make good use of the mountainous 
terrain and suffered practically no casualties whatsoever.

In the northwestern part of the island the ex-Hed troops with the guerilla 
forces under their command, sure very active. These troops are all experienced in 
guerilla tactics and constitute a great menace to the Japanese. There is a force 
of about 5,000 guerillas and to attack these the Japanese used six to seven thousand 
troops. The Japanese marched southward along the seacoast highway and at first made 
very rapid progress. But as they got farther from their base, units began to be 
frequently surrounded and intercepted. At Ho sheng, about thirty miles south of Tan- 
heien, one crack Japanese unit was surrounded and was forced to depend on the airforce 
for delivery of supplies and ammunition. When this unit finally forced its way out, 
there were only 200 survivors out of a total of more than five hundred.

Everywhere in the northwest the Japanese have met with similar experiences. 
Up to the 15th March all they had succeeded in doing was to break through thirty 
miles of the seacoast highway between Tanhsien and Linkao to the south. Other cities 
and villages left in the hands of small Japanese garrisons were retaken by the Chinese.

Of the other routes taken by Japanese troops, two were taken by less than 1,000 
men. These were in the southeastern and southern part of the island, and from both 
attempts the Japanese were compelled to withdraw to their original defensive positions.

The future of Hainan

After they landed on Hainan in February, 1959, the Japanese occupied all the 
comparatively large sea ports. By every endeavor they tried to isolate Chinese 
troops on the island and prevent them from having intercourse and receiving supplies 
from outside. Their object was to starve and eventually to annihilate them. But 
there are too many small ports on the island which can be used as bases for communi
cation with the outside world by means of sailing boats. Moreover the Chinese 
troops are in a good position to capture enemy arms and munitions with which to ara 
themsèlves.

In the future the Japanese will probably use Hainan Island as a place to station 
wounded or tired soldiers from the South China front• It will become a station for 
replacement and reorganisation. At the same time they are likely to intensity the 
blockade of all the sea ports of South China in a further attempt to cut off the is
land from the outside world. Later on they will again try to penetrate into the 
interior step by step.

In short, the Japanese do not intend to abandon their plan of making Hainan 
Island into a military hase.. The preliminary construction of the three military 
ports of Haihow, Yuling and Sanya has already begun.
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AN ANALYSIS OF WANG CHING-WEI’S PUPPET REGIME

The formal inauguration of Wang Ching-wei’0 Puppet Central Government took 
place in Nanking on March JOth.

Under the direction and supervision of their masters: General Nishio, Comman
der- in-Chief of the Japanese Expeditionary Forces to China; Itagaki, the Chief of 
Staff; and Okamori, head of the North China Office of the Japanese China Affairs 
Board; Wang Ching-wei» Chinese traitor No» 1, and his underlings such as Chow Fu-hai 
(formerly head of the Propaganda Department of the Chinese Kuomintang Party)» Chu 
Min-yi (brother-in-law of Wang Ching-wei)» together with Wang Keh-min, Chi Hsieh-yuan 
(formerly governor of Kiangsu Province before he was defeated by the National Revo
lutionary Army—Chiang Kai-shek’s troops)» representatives of the Peiping Provisional 
Government» and Liang Hung—chih, Wan Tsung-yao, etc*» representatives of the Reformed 
Government» held the so-called "Central Political Council" for three days in Nanking* 
It was at this "Council" that it was decided that the new puppet "Central Government" 
would be established on March JOth.

It scans that this new development has received more attention in international 
than in Chinese circles» and it is perhaps well to ask the reason for this* First» 
of course, it is due to the calculated and active propaganda of Japanese news agen
cies as well as some of the foreign news agencies» who have made a deliberate attonpt 
to work up international attention to this event* Second, it is true that Wang 
Ching-wei’s puppet regime being established» third powers will actually have some 
dealings with it* They are, therefore, obliged to prepare the necessary steps to 
cope with the situation*

As regards the Chinese, they have long been convinced that the appearance of 
the new puppet regime will have no effect upon the general situation of the war of 
resistance* Neither will it be able to play any role in the disintegration of the 
government from within* It is just as we pointed out in the first issue of the FAR 
EAST BULLETIN (15th January, l?40), namely, when "the puppet central regime eventually 
materialises, it perhaps means one thing only» and that is that Japan has failed in 
the last instance to conquer China through a peace offensive*"

Although foreign circles seem to be so interested in Wang Ching-wei’s puppet 
regime, there scans to be extraordinary confusion as to its nature and the processes 
that brought it into being.

The convocation of this "Central Political Council" was in accordance with the 
decision of the Tsingtao Conference held last January* The nature of this Council 
is only temporary and it will be dissolved immediately after it has performed its 
stipulated function. What then is this stipulated function?

This Council was called into being principally to "give the right and authorise 
the Chairman (i.e* Wang Ching-wei) to decide on the program for the readjustment of 
new Sino-Japanese relations and the general plan for the establishment of the ’Cen
tral Government'." ^he exposure, last January, of the Wang Ching-wei-Japanese 
secret treaties by Kao Tsung—wu and Tao Hsi-sheng, former members of Wang’s staff, 
must at this point be recalled. The validity of these treaties was denied by 
Chinese traitors of the Wang clique, firstly, because they were detrimental to the 
existence of China as a nâtioh and, secondly, because Wang Ching-wei does not
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possess any authority to conclude any treaty with foreign countries*

At the time, even some of the foreign news agencies came to the help of the 
traitors by supporting the denial. But now these same traitors make all these ad
missions without the slightest blush. The so-called ’authorising of the Chairman 
with the right to decide on the program for the readjustment of Sino-Japanese re
lations’ can only mean the investiture of full power , in Vang Ohing-wei to conclude 
treaties with the invaders to the detriment of the Chinese nation. It is to be 
used to legalise the ’secret treaties between Wang and the Japanese.’

The first resolution to be passed by the ’Central Political Council,’ there
fore, concerned the ’Program for Sino-Japanese Peace.’ What the contents of this 
’Program’ are is not to be disclosed by the ’Council.’ Delegates present at this 
Council did not dare to ask any questions. No doubt this ’Program’ is just the 
very ’General Outline for the Readjustment of Sino-Japanese Relations’ which has been 
cursed by all Chinese people. (Of. FAR EAST BULLETIN, No.2, 29th January, 1940.)

Internationally both the Japanese and Wang Ohing-wei are disseminating propaganda 
to the effect that the so-called new “cwntral regime’ is not the establishment of 
another new “Nationalist Government’, but merely the return to Nanking of the orig
inal “National Government’. The entire organisation and constitution, therefore, is 
exactly the same as the original ’Nationalist Government.’ There are absolutely no 
changes. Five yuans will be established within the ’Nationalist Government,’ i.e. 
the Legislative, Judicial, Administrative, Examination and Control Yuans» The flag 
of the “blue sky with the white sun’ will be flown, while ’Kuomintang’ will take con
trol of the government. The Chinese traitors are bluffing themselves that by these 
gestures and manoeuvers, the so-called “return to the capital’ by the so-called 
“Nationalist Government’ will be regarded as legal both domestically and internationally. 
And they think that this can be done by the mere promulgation of a ’declaration’J

The Chinese Kuomintang, as we understand it, is the political party now in con
trol of the Chinese government. The Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang 
is the organ possessing the greatest power of leadership in the whole country. This 
is emphasised by Article 15 of the Organisational Law of the Nationalist Government 
which stipulatesi “Before the promulgation of the Constitution, the Administrative, 
Legislative, Judicial, Examination and Supervisory Tuans are all held responsible be
fore the Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang. •

This stipulation is completely disregarded by Wang Ching-wei. The puppet 
“Central Political Council’ passed a resolution to establish a “Central Political 
Organisation’ to take the place of the Centml Executive Committee of the Kuomintang. 
This new Organisation is to be regarded aw hat$AK the highest powers of leadership in 
the whole country. But how is this “Central"WUtical Organisation" to be organised? 
It is to be organised by a mixture of Kuomintang party members, members of other pol
itical parties and other delegates without any party inclination. In other words,
Kuomintang is to be divested of its feins st dowlnriilt position either actually or 
nominally. This step, of course, has been ts^en-«imply to comply with Japanese 
demands.

After the establishment of the puppet “central regime", the Provisional Govern
ment and the Reformed Government are to be nominally abolished. Tne “North China 
Political Affairs Commission" will take the place of the Provisional Government which
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will control the three provinces of Hopei, Shantung and Shansi, and the three 
municipalities of Peiping, Tientsin and Tsingtaoe As to Ohahar and Inner Mongolia, 
they have long been regarded as the "Communist Prevention Area" of Japan. They will 
not, therefore, be controlled by the "North China Political Affairs Commission" and 
consequently will have nothing to do with the Wang Ching-wei regime.

According to the Organisational Regulation of the "North China Political Affairs 
Cormission", the said Commission will be given the right of "convenient disposal" 
with regard to "affairs in connection with anti—communiât measures and public order" 
and the "exploitation of North China resources." It will also be given the right 
to deal with "foreign affaira concerning local incidents."

What does this mean? It means that the "North China Political Affairs Com
mission" will have complete right to conduct all their military, political, economic 
and diplomatic affairs in North China without any interference whatsoever from the 
puppet regime of Wang Ching-wei. Wang Ching-wei’s sphere of influence will be con
fined to the "occupied areas" in Kiangsu, Chekiang and Anhwei. But even in this 
area he will not be allowed a monopoly. All the important people in the "Reformed 
Government," such as Liang Hung-chih, Wen Tsung-yao, Chen Chun, Jen Yuan-tao, etc., 
will be given important posts in Wang Ching-wei’s government. With regard to Han
kow and Canton, they will constitute two independent units and will not be considered 
as a part of Wang’s sphere of influence in any way.

As was pointed out in FAR EAST BULETIN No.l, the puppet regime will serve one 
purpose only: "it may be used to wipe out the interests of third powers in China— 
the foreign concessions and settlements, foreign shipping in inland rivers and along 
the coast, British heavy investments in Chinese railways, British domination of 
Chinese Customs, etc." Mr. Muto, head of the Military Affairs Bureau of the Jap
anese Ministry of War, as much as confirmed this view when, in replying to an inter
pellation in the House of Commons on 22nd, he said: "Japan will make other 
foreign countries abandon their concessions in China. In case these foreign powers 
are not willing to comply to our intentions, Japan will be compelled to resort to 
proper measures."

It is obvious what Mr. Muto meant by "proper measures." It is to instigate 
the puppet regimes to take over the foreign concessions and thus radically to rob 
the third powers of their bases for trade and investments which will be monopolised 

« by the Japanese exclusively.

To China, the effect of the new development in the puppet regimes will only be 
to consolidate the «determination of the Chinese Government and the Chinese people to 
continue to resist and fight to the end. Moreover, Wang Ching-wei’s puppet organi
sation will be able to do nothing to make conditions in China more favorable to the 
Japanese militarists.

COPYRIGHT RESERVED

æhe essential purpose of the FAR EAST BULLETIN is to present objective accounts of 
what actually is taking place in China today. The KUOSIN AGENCY here presents 
to English-speaking readers material showing how China is fighting for its existence 
as reported by the most responsible and best equipped Chinese correspondents on the 
various fronts.
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DECLASSIFIED: B.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) end 5(D) or (B) 
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
----------------PLAIN

Secretary of State, 

Washington

138, April 27, 

Peiping’■3.133,

From PEiPin8 via N* R*

Dated April 27, 1940

Rec’d 2:40 a. m,

11 a. n 
7 7 3-7^ 
April i

epart OEPAKTMENT Of

X ^t$ptCIAL
[z‘ DIVISION

MAY 1-1940
FAB EA

Divisio

3b
p, m. welfare of American

community at Kaifeng.

Following telegram has been received from Father

(LLgUghg^ty, Catholic Micaion. Kaifeng;

"Fortunately no American casualties. Your solicitude 

appreciated".

Repeated to Chungking and Hankow, By airmail to Tokyo.

LOCKHART

DDM

793.94/15840
 

F/FG
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MAKS, Date Jl-l8*75

MP
TELEGRAM

' O' -'"ION or x
I fiirohan aff/nks

IAY 1

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

JpOPlES SEN !10 
/Jo.N.l. AND M.LDk

Heng Kang via N, R.
From

April £7, 1940

Etnry of Str.te, 

Washington

129, April 27, 11 a. m.

Referring to my telegram Ho. 126,/April 26, 11 m^,

*• usually reliable sources of information indicate that the

Portuguese sponsored police have now returned from Wanchai 

to Macao this leaving Lappa entirely in control of the Wang 

Ching Wei authorities. Withdrawal is understood to have been

influenced by friendly negotiations with Japanese officers.

A first hand observer has informed me that the cable

line from Macao frontier to Shekki is now in regular operation 

for the benefit of Japanese interests and that travel is 

approaching normal.

The mass of the population in Chungshan is said to be 

resuming normal activities and to be little concerned with 

the puppet government control which is now generally estab

lished. Piracy is reported to be on the Increase in the 

delta waterways mainly under guise of opposition to the 

Japanese sponsored authorities in the district.

Repeated to Chungking, Canton, Peiping.

SOUTHARD

793.94/15841
 

F/FG

WWC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED 
coarcTEP coi^ I

JR
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone® (br)

From
rtefSi

Chungking via N< R.
Dated April 27, 1940
Rec’d 5:50 a.m., 28th,

Secretary of State, 
Washington..

Following from Yunnanfu:
"April 27, 10 a*m.
Bombing of Yunnan railway was resumed yesterday 

when an attack was made by Japanese planes on the bridge 

at kilometer 83» According to railway officials the 
bridge appears to be slightly damaged as the result of a 
hit, with the adjacent road bed badly torn up* Traffic 
is interrupted at this point, transfer of baggage and 

passengers again being necessary."

Repeated to Peiping.

JOHNSON
GOPEG

Above is corrected copy of message originally reading 
from "Yunnanfu via Chungking &N» R."

DIVISION OF COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDS



DECLASSIFIED» B.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (I)

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
MJD YUNANFU via CHUNGKING & N.R.

Thia telegram must be
closely paraphrased.
before being communicated Rec’d. 
to anyone. (BR)

From Dated. April 27, 1940.

Secretary of State
COPIES IN PARAPHRASE 
SENT TO O.N.I. AND

April 27, ibV.Æ 1,1

Washington.

6:50 a. m., 28th

Bombing of Yunnan railway was resumed yesterday when 
an attack was made by Japanese planes on the bridge at 
kilometer 83. According to railway officials the bridge 
appears to be slightly damaged as the result of a hit, 
with the adjacent road bed badly torn up. Traffic is in- 
terrupted at this point, transfer of baggage and passengers 
again being necessary.

793.94/I 5842 
F/N

MEYER
PEG
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
3jr 0, NAfe, Date n-Zfr/r

jSsaOJtBMal CONFIDENT'.6!

» » » a./.■» y * ° i

A telegram of April 27, 1940, from the American 
Consulate at Yunnanfu, reads substantially as follows:

Railway officials stats that the bridge at kilometer 
83 on the Xunnan Railway appears to have been damaged 
slightly and the road bed adjacent to the bridge very 
much torn up as ths result of a bomb when Japanese air* 
planes resumed bombing of the railway on April 26 and 
attacked the bridge. As there is an interruption in 

traffic at the point whore the damage occurred, It Is 
necessary to transfer passengers and baggage.

793.94/15842

FE:E®C:EAS
4-29-40



DECLASSIFIED» 8.0. U652, See. 3(8) and 5(D) or (E) 
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972

TELEGRAM RECEIVED IES ™ paraphrase” 
 SENT TO O.K.I. zkd

This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be- from Hankow via N, R.
fore being communicated
to anyone, (br) Dated April 27^ 1940

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

April 27, 10 a.m.

Referring to my telegram of April 22, 2 p.m., there 

has been marked military activity during the past five 

days with tightening of local defense measures and reports 

indico.ting increased Chinese pressure at various points.

Japanese are reported to have retreated from 1’acheng 

sector two days ago to point east of Sinchow where they 

are hard pressed by Chinese. Large number of tanks have 

*4 
<0 
04

<0

01 
00

04

been sent northward by railway and heavy fighting is 

reported northwest of Hwayuan to which city a number of 

wounded have been returned during the past few days. Tanks 

and infantry yesterday were reported to be moving westward 

from Hankow to meet Chinese pressure in Hanchwan area 

which heavy fighting was reported to be in progress to the 

east of Yoyang and northwest of Nanchang. Nev; barbed-- 

wire defenses are being erected between refugee zone d^d 

native city in Hankow while marked increase in trenches- an® CD 
barbed wire defenses on the outskirts of city where 0 

villages and isolated farm houses which might shelter (?)s 

are being systematically rated. Gendarmes have taken over T| 

certain



DECLASSIFIED» B.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) «nd 5(D) or (B)

-2- April 27, 10 a.m., from Hankow*

certain local garrison duties due to the withdrawal of 

troops• The local situation in general is quiet.

Sent to Chungking? repeated to Peiping, Shanghai.

SPIKER

HPD



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

CONFIDE N ! !Al
IWJJLU.H

A telegram of April 27, 1940, from the American 

Consul General at Hankow roads substantially as follows!

Sines April 21 there has boon noticeable activity of 

a military nature. Reports indicate that at different 
plaoes the Chinese have increased their pressure and 

defense measures in Hankow have been tightened. There 

are reporte of heavy fighting to the northwest of Hwayuan 

and during the last few days a number of wounded soldiers 

have boon returned to that city. A great many tanks have 

been sent by train toward the north. There are reports 

to the effect that on April 25 Japanese retreated frou 

the Maoheng sector to a place to the oast of Sinchow 
where the Chinese are pressing them hard. It was re
ported on April 26 that infantry and tanks from Hankow 

were going toward the west to cope with Chinese forces in 

the region of Hanohwan where to the northwest of Nanohang 

and east of Toyang heavy fighting was said to bo going on.

In general the situation in Hankow is quids. On 

account of the withdrawal of soldiers, certain garrison 

duties in Hankow have boon taken over by gendarmes. On 

the outskirts of Hankow barbed wire defenses and trenohos 

have increased noticeably and isolated farm houses and 

villages in these areas wheremight find shelter
are



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, See. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Departnent of State letter. August 10, 1972 ~ _
B, .nitCy, Wife, ttoe 11-lS-K

CONFIDENTIAL
w being systonatieallf destroyed. Between the native 
elty in Hankow and the refugee tone new barbed wire 
defenses are being set up.

793.94/15843

FE:EtfC:HJN 
4/29



DECLASSIFIED: 5.0. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (B)

MA

< OFFICE OF fflf « lii'l 
■flERNAHONAi. ElfflIC AFFAI8S

SM^: RECEIVED

COPIES IN PARAPHRASE 
SENT TO O.N.I. AND
M.I.D. IN CONFIDEIJgg

A portion of this telegramFROM 
must be closely paraphrased 
before being communicated 
to anyone. (Br)

Peiping via N,R..

Dated April 29,1940

Rec’d 9:50 a.m.

Secretary of Stat

Washington

COPY IN PARAPHRASE 
SENT TO TREASURY 
IN CONFIDENCE

■/HA*
143, April 29. 5 p.m. / -or

Peiping’s 125, April 17, 5 p,m.and 128/ April 19, 2 p.m.

North China Economic Planning Conference,
/ The high officials from Japan who attended the conference

are reported in the press as proceeding to Hsinklng for a

° ° A/* similar conference accompanied by representatives from
"S S lPeiping, It is stated that inter alia such questions
1 pl âK w 
C* T»
B o gjs the smooth transport of supplies between North China and 

r 2? Sanchuria and the relations between the currencies in the 
►*> S o 
rn <o wo areas will be discussed, 

£ S Details of the discussions are not being made public
CD

but the conferences are believed to be (EiiD'GRAY) 

important as of high financial and commercial experts in 

Tokyo are investigating the methods employed by the 

military and are seeking information to be used as the 

basis of Integrated plans on a sound basis for the develop

ment of the "yen bloc". ihS

(GRAY) The TOA SHIM PO (Peiping Japanese language l-'j 

daily) declared that any real financial and banking SS 
, collaboration

793.94/15844
 

F/A



DECLASSIFIED» B.0. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (B) /
DepartSitat of State letter, Auguat 10, 1972

—----- .tjïîa^juua*jj.v■ -. »»w»

MA -2- tfil # 143, April 29,5 pim» ftom Peiping via N,R.

collaboration with the Nanking regime was so far in 

the future that its possibility could, be ignored, for the 

time being.

Repeated to Chungking and Shanghai, by air mail 

to Tientsin.

LOCKHART

KLP



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State lettert August 10. 1972 „By 0, MRS. Date -

CONFIDENT
P A B..A P H R A 8t.

A telegram (no. 143) of April 29, 1940 fro® «*• 
American Embassy at Peiping reads substantially *• 

followst
Reference is made to telegrams no. 125 and 128 of 

April 1? and April 19, reepcotlvoly, fro. the Embassy 
in regard to the North China Economic Planning Conference.

The high officials from Japan who attended the con
ference are reported in the press as proceeding to Hslnking 

for a similar conference accompanied by ropresentatlvoe 

from Peiping. It is stated that inter alia such questions 
as the smooth transport of supplies between North China 
and Manchuria and the relatione between the currencies 
in the two areas will bo discussed. Details of the dis
cussions are not being made public. However, as high- 
ranking commercial and financial exports In Tokyo are 

looking for information for use as the basis of integrated 

plana on a trustworthy basis for the development of the 
•yen bloc* and are investigating the methods used by the 
military, it Is believed that the conferences are Important 

Xfift £ft (wiping Japanese language dally) 
declared that any real financial and banking collaboration 
with the Nanking regime was so far in ths future that its 
possibility could bo ignored for the time being. 
793.94/15844 f.lC, 
FE:E®C:EAS 

5-1-40



DECLASSIFIEDi 8.0. 11652, Sec. 3(1) and 5(D) or (g)
Department of State latter. August 10, 1972 „*T „ mifen P, 1U§S, Date /2-&7S

CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Sino-Japanese relations.

Restrict Iona on travel on the Yangtze river. Believed that same 
are due to Japanese anxiety over increased Chinese military 
activity along the Yangtze and preparation of Japanese 
offensive action.

793.94/ 
15845

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See Tel^34 J5??.___________________________________
(Despatch, telegram, inetractton, letter, etc.)

Dated April 30» 1940 From! Hankow (Spiker)

File No. _______________________
N

u. ». OOVEINMENT MINTIN a OFFICE 1—1M0



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sac. 3(1) and 5(D) cr (K)
Departy-nt of State latter, Aunât 10, 1972

-JEUfen P.MARS, Daté .

HSM GRAY

Hankow via N. R»

Dated April 30, 1940

Rec’d 10:33 a. m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

34, April 30, 3 p. m.

Japanese interference with American rights and 

interests.

During an interview this morning with the Japanese 

army liaison officer at Hankow a member of my staff was 

informed:

One. The Yangtze will be closed to third power 

travel until sometime in June. Third power nationals 

will not be allowed to travel by air between Shanghai 

or intermediary points and Hankow.

Two. Japanese civilians and Chinese civilians 

not on the ’’black list” may travel on the Yangtze.

Three. Regular passenger and (?) scheduled will 

be maintained.

The liaison officer first implied that the restric

tions were due to a fear of third power observation of 

military "secrets” then stated that they were imposed to 

protect third power nationals. The objection to travel 

^y



DECIASSlFIEDt B.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (B) 
Department of State latter, Auguat 10, 1972P. ffiÂSlhr , W, D«t* 

" *S-;, .. t "

ham -2- No. 34, April 30, 3 p. m., from Hankow

by air was that the route is partly prohibited areas.

This temporary denial of travel to all third power 

nationals was due, the liaison officer declared, to the 

Japanese authorities’ lack of power to discriminate, as 

they do with the Chinese, between those individuals 

cooperating with the Japanese and those not doing so.

This office believes that in part these restrictions 

indicate Japanese anxiety over increased Chinese military 

activity along the Yangtze and preparation of Japanese 

offensive action. It has not yet been possible to deter

mine whether actual risks of travel are so great as to 

extenuate the ’’protective” Americans and other third 

power nationals.

It is known that seven American citizens contemplate 

applying for steamer transportation to Shanghai during 

the month of Hay. Appropriate representations will be 

addressed by this office to local Japanese authorities.

Repeated to Chungking, Peiping and Shanghai.

SPIKER

RR
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—----------------^aar?-..... —---- -,-------- ------------

AV - CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT
Sino-Japanese conflict: military developments of month of 

February, IMO.

For the original paper from which reference is taken

#120
See_________________________________________________

(Despatch, telegram. Instruction, letter, etc.)

Dated.... Marsh ........ From! 
To |

Hankow (Spiker)

File No_____8?5.00 P,B, Hankpw/15?.-

U. s. GOVKRNMtNT PRINTING OFFICK 1—IMO ERGe

793.94/15846
 

y
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________ _

B. Relations with Japan»

1. Military Operations.

a. On the Ground.

With forces sufficient only for holding their 
principal positions, the Japanese remained on the 
defensive throughout February»* They made short sorties 
out from their bases, notably In the Suihsien )
area and in South Hupeh, but these operations were 
inspired by considerations of defense.

There were indications of considerable bodies of 
Chinese regulars moving south of Suihsien ** and 
threatening Japanese positions in the Suihsien-Anlu 
0^^’*^^) sector. Chungsiang (M* was similarly 

menaced by Chinese encircling maneuvers. None of these 
operations culminated in recapture of the towns 
threatened.

Guerrilla
* Hankow’s despatch No. 57 to the Embassy (No. 115 to 

the Department) February 16, 1940, Situation in 
Central China Early in 1940, page 2.

* * Hankow’s despatch No. 57, page 6.



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652," See. 3(B) and 5(D) or (B)

Political report 
February 1940 -4-
Hankow, China

Guerrilla activities continued to the annoyance 

of the Japanese.*  Inadequately armed and trained, the 

guerrillas were unable, despite their overwhelming 

numerical superiority over the Japanese, to inflict 

serious military damage on them. The boat they could 

do was to harrass small Japanese units and occasionally 

out temporarily Japanese lines of communications.

* Hankow*s despatch No. 57 to the Embassy (No. 115 to 
the Department), February 16, 1940, page 6.

** Hankow's despatch No. 57» Enclosure No* 4.

The New Fourth Army, which for nearly a year has 

boon reported as operating in sections of northern Hupeh 

has extended its influence as far south as Hanohuan 
( /'X J’l ) hsien.**  Two battalions of this "communist*  

force on February 16, attacked Chuyushan ( ^-{& «J*  ), 

to the west of Hanyang, less than 25 miles from the 

Whan cities.

b. In the Air.

Japanese air activity during February was normal 

for a winter month.

A short series of explosions at 6:40 p.m. on 

February 26, coming from the direction of Wuchang was 

some days later attributed by usually well-informed 

sources to a Chinese aerial attack. The American naval 

station ship observed three planes flying at about 

2500 feet immediately following the explosions but was 

unable to identify them. There was no anti-aircraft 

fire. Only minor damage was reported from non-Japanese 

sources to have been done the army airfield. There 

were no claims that Japanese aircraft wore hit but it 

was reported that a supplies dump at W Chien Ying 

(À << ), near the field was set on fire.
C.



DECLASSIFIED» B.O. 11652, See. 3(B) «nd 5(D) or (B)

CROSS-REFERENCE FILE

NOTE

SUBJECT Slno-Japaneae conf Hot.

Military-guerrilla activities.

793.94/ 
15 847

For the original paper from which reference is taken

See to SnibaMy_______________________________
(DeapatcA, telegram, instruction, letter, eta.)

Dated April 2, 1940 From! Tainan (Hawthorne)To । ..........

File No. Q33*00 P«R« Tainan/127

N
U. «. eOVe«M«NT PRIHTING OFFICK 1—1540



DECIASSIFIEDi S.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) end 5(D) or (£)
ig£ __

B. Relatione «1th other oountries.
1. Japan, 
a. Military-guerrilla apt1vitlea.

Clashes between Japunoae foroeB and Chung pu~yun*s 
sen In the chucheng area (south of weihsien) on March 
2nd «nd 4th were reported by Japanese aouroea. The 
Japanese also plained to have "routed" two different 
contingents of Chinese troops under Kho Hsu-hsun ( jtfc 
and Chu Ch* lan respectively numbering 1,800 and
3,000, in ths Tsaoohaw-Tingt*M01area (southwestern rium- 

tung) on Marsh 10th, and to have successfully conducted 
"clean-up operations" in the Ishul and Jlhchuo regions 
(southern shantung) as well as in the districts of Liny! 
(north of Tsinan) and Hwantui (north of chawtsun) between 
March 15th and 18th.

However, us during the preceding two months, the 
Initiative did not rest entirely with the Japt&oao during 
March. That the Japanese forces and their Chinese mer
cenary allies were at tinea (and probably more often than 
not) on the defensive, is admitted in the only oanRunique, 
dated March 16th, Issued by the Chief of the Spécial ser
vice section of the Japanese /.ray in r»hantung (who has 
been promoted from the rank of colonel to that of Major 
General), a translation of which is given below;

"About 1,200 troops of the 8th Route Array 
under Hsiao Hua invaded the northwestern part of 
Tsiysng8 end clashed with a combined force of 
Japanese and Chinese troops on March 10th. as a

Tr~'ïnQorf<GTIy sHcW on poatal tiap aV'^KgTiio.^’-----------
2. Twenty miles northeast of Tsinan.
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result of en «ngagenont lasting 8 hours the en«ny 
was forced to retire in a northern direction leav
ing 30 corpses on the field.

*At 9t30 p.H. March 10th about 800 bandits 
under Liu Bua-taln laid siege to chowohwang, in 
3iatslng district,* 1 but a oorablned force of Japan
ese and Chinese troops succeeded in raising the 
siege and dealing a crushing blow to the Invaders.

Japanese
1. Biatslng district is in wontam shantung.

*At 11;30 p.n. March 11th a oaüblned force 
of 700 Chinese bandits under Uang Kah~k*o, Mun 
Tou-hul and Hu Kung-hal entered Chang Kwan T’un, 
olatsing district, despite the resistance offered 
by 60 police and SO ambers of the self protection 
Corps. Upon receipt of infoneatlon regarding the 
attack an additional force of ISO amber*! of the 
Chinese precautionary Force o«ne to the assistance 
of the defenders and succeeded In driving the in
vaders out of the city. Wang KSh-k’o was fatally 
wounded and his followers suffered 30 casualties.* 
Though inposslble to confina and probably worthy of 

little credence, Japanese reports of continued internecine 
strife among Japan*s potential opponents in olumtung per
sisted. According to these reports, an attack by 2,000 
oomunlste on ruhclen (western shantung), garrisoned by 
Shih Yu-san»s troops, was repulsed tilth heavy losses.
On the other hand, the Japanese allege, 10,000 of 'Shih"a 
aen were badly defeated by otraaunlsta near ouyang, Hopeh, 
on March 10th, and forced to retreat in two columns to 
Tsaohslen district of southwestern nhentung, having boon 
hard pressed by the ocmunlsts during their withdrawal. 
Furthensore, a report attributed to the Japanese intel
ligence unit at Itu (Tslngohow) recorded e clash between 
Chungking Govsrraaent troops and ecmunists In the 3liow- 
kwong district In which 300 of the latter were killed.

An unconfirmed Japanese report also allegos that 700 
troops coEsaumded by Mo chong-uln ( LX. ) • Brigade 
Comander under "hih yu-aen, threw in their lot with the
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T»uoaha» district, .!hnntuu«»»PW1.«. at u»a«ah<m, 
on Marsh g th.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED 11C
EN
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be- From 
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (D)

Paris

Dated May 3, 1940

Rec’d 1:55 p.m. &
“RjÊ»|UUhTS> raw

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

573, May 3, 5 p.m
(L j

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

Chauvel show ed me this morning a number of telegrams

from the Far East controlling feature of which gave a

fairly clear idea of the French position.

He stated that about March 8 when transit over the

French railroad from Indo-China to China had been resumed

the Japanese Ambassador in Paris had called on him to say 

that if oil and trucks should be shipped over the rail

road .the railroad would again be bombarded by the 

Japanese•

He, Chauvel., had rEpliEd that oil and trucks wete .

already going forward over the railroad and that it seemed 

to him Extraordinary that the Japanese Government should 

consider bombarding the French railroad at a time when 

the Japanese Government was engaged in commercial negotia- 

tions with the French Government.

(END SECTION ONE).

793.94/15848

BULLITT J
hr I i- ; b ».
Q
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From 111
MA
This telegram must be Paris
closely paraphrased before
being communicated to Dated May 3, 1940
anyone. (D)

Re<Pd 2:15 p.m. 

Secretary of State 

Washington

573, May 3, 5 p.m. (SECTION TWO).

Fifty days had passed and the Japanese had not 

bombarded the railroad. Then about eight days ago the 

railroad again had been bombarded.

Chauvel showed me a telegram from the French 

Ambassador in Tokyo received yesterday giving the 

details of the protest he had made on instructions from 

his Government against this bombardment. The reply of 

the Japanese Foreign Minister was that he and the Government 

were opposed to bombardments of this railroad but that 

it was very difficult to restrain the Japanese military 

leaders. The Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs then 

indicated that he would make a further effort to 

persuade the Japanese military leaders not to bombard 

the railroad.

CSB BULLITT
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JT ----
This telEgram must be 
clos Ely paraphrased be
fore being communicatEd 
to anyone, (D)-

PARIS

FROM Dated May 3, 1940

Rec*d 2ç38 p.m.

SECtEtary of State, 

Washington,

573, May 3, 5 p,m. (SECTION THREE)

Chauvel showEd mE also a tElEgram from thE French 

represEntati-we at TiEntsin which indicates that the Japan

ese blockade of the French concession was now much more 

severe than the blockade of the British concession. This 

telegram also contained the statement that the Japanese in 

the Tientsin area were saying that France not England was 

now Japan’s chief enemy.

With regard to the Tientsin situation a telegram from 

the French Ambassador to Tokyo stated that he had said to 

the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs that the French

Government would he disposed to make a settlement of the 

question of the silver at Tientsin on all fours with the 

settlement the British had negotiated on condition that 

before this settlement should be agreed upon the blockade 

of the French concession should cease. The French Ambassa

dor added that this statement had pleased the Japanese

Foreign Minister greatly.

BULLITT
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From 113
JR
This telegram must bE 
clos Ely paraphrasEd bE- 
fore bEing communicatEd 
to anyone. (D)

Paris

Dated May 3, 1940

Rec’d 3 p.m.

SecrEtary of State,

Hashington.

573 5 p.m (SECTION FOUR)

hauvEl had little information about the present

status of thE Efforts of thE French and British to

prEVEnt shipments to GErmany from Japan via Vladivostok

He said that this matt Er wa bEing handled by thE British

and by thE joint committee in London. He expected to 

havE more information as soon as Rist should reach Paris.- 

He could as sur e we, however, that thE fears of thE ChinESE 

that FrEnch policy with regard to thE Far East would be 

altered in ordsr to obtain a cessation of Japanese shipmEnts 

to Vladivostok vje?e groundless.

Incidentally Paul Reynaud madE the some statement to 

me this morning and added that there had bEEn no change 

vzhatsoever in FrEnch policy vis a vis Japan and China.

BULLITT
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Re§<4 5|05 p.,m*'

Secretary of State,

Washington. I
573, “ay 3, 5 p.m. (SECTION FIVE)

lhe Chinese AmbassadorWellington Koo, called on 

me this morning and expressed the fears alluded to abovj:. 

I gave him as a personal impression exactly the reply which 

Reynaud and Chauvel later made to me.

The Chinese Ambassador also said to me that he had 

reason to believe that the Spanish Government was thinking 

of recognizing the Wang Ching Wei regime in China and 

would be obliged if I could obtain sone Information on 

this subject from our Embassy at Madrid.

Chauvel on the contrary expressed to me exactlythe 

opposite opinioni He said that the French Government had 

a private indication that the Spanish representative in 

China desired to go to Chungking.

BULLITT
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JT  J
This (JElegi'ata must be PARIS
closely paraphTased be- From
fore being communicated * Dated May 3, 1940 
to anyone. (D)

Rec’d 4:34 p.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

573, May 3, 5 p.m. (SECTION SIX)

Wellington Koo also said to me that he understood that 
there had been some discussion of a loan from France, 

England and the United States to China to be secured by 

Chinesp supplies of wolfram and antimony. He asked me 

if I knew anything about the latest developments with 

regard to this question.

I replied that I had no information on this subject^

I gathered that Wellington Koo, in his discreet manned 

was approaching a subject which Lee Yu Ying had taken up 

with me a few days ago,

Lee Yu Ying said that T, V. Soong had cabled him, 

urgently directing him to obtain my personal opinion as 

to the amicability of his making a trip to the United 

States at the present time in connection with negotiations 

for the sales of various Chinese metals and the dev'sJJ.op-'- 

ment of the production of these metals in China, I re

plied that I knew nothing about any such negotiations and I 

must decline to exprèssany opinion on the subj-gat.

BULLITT
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McC -----------------
(This message must bE 
closely paraphrased before 
being communicated to From 
anyone. D.)

PARIS

Dated May 3, 1940

Rec*d. 3:53 p.m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

573, May 3, 5 p. m. (SECTION SEVEN)

Lee Yu Ying who is usually more discreet insisted 

no less than four times on having an expression of my 

opinion about the advisability of a trip by T. V. Soong. 

Finally I was obliged to say that it was not my habit to 

express opinions on subjects about which I knew nothing 

and that I hoped he would telegraph just that to T. V. 

Soong.

Lee Yu Ying will return to Paris from Geneva in a 

few days and I should be obliged if you could give me 

some indication as to the reply you would wish me to make 

to him if he should again bring up the question of T. 

V. Soong visiting the United States in the near future. 

(END OF MESSAGE.

EMB
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Tokyo via-Shanghai & N. R»
From

T.Tnr ■ atrfi* May 4 1940

Rec’d May 4, 1940 

1:47 p«m» Division/) f
___________________ 4 FAR EAOEJH^’R;

Secretary of State, 

Washington» 
304 May 4 noon»

The following is the substance as reported in the

> press of remarks made by the Foreign Minister at an 

(L/'anniversary dinner of the Japan International Association 

vlast night.

,JIn our relations with third powers about the same

i phenomena were seen immediately after the outbreak of the 

China war as after the outbreak of the Mahatawian.’incidehi» 

Immediately after the Manchuria incident some people 

advocated ’taking China now that we’ve got Manchuria*. . 

Also irritated by the Stimson statement the same hotheads 

cried ’punish America*.• Now such utterances are sheer

stupid blustering that cannot be permitted to circulate for 

one second» The foreign policy at the time was centered 

oh the settlement of the Soviet Japanese issues and 

regulations of relations with Britain and the United Stated- 

Then came the China war. Despite the local settlement 

policy of Japan hostilities spread and friction with otî^r 

powers arose. The same sort of hotheads cried that war 

should be waged also with the Soviet Union or that Britain
G and
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and the Unit Ed States should bE punished. But such 

reckless proposals as pointing to war with third countries 

are utterly untenable as part of diplomatic policy. The 

primary object of Japan1s diplomatic policy is to settle 

the China war by avoiding friction with other powers as far 

as possible. This is only what is reasonable in the present 

circumstances but I regret to see that it is not thoroughly 

understood by the people. Japan is striving to expand 

productivity while carrying the holy war but this is no 

easy job-. But Japan must regulate its relations with 

other powers while pushing such policies at home. The 

Soviet Union while it was carrying out its expansion 

program advocate the doctrine of peace on the outside 

and concluded nonagression pacts with its neighbors. This 

is because it would not have been to its advantage to go 

to war before it became sufficiently strong. So it cried 

peace whenever it had any occasion to speak. At any rate 

our policy is to regulate relations with the Soviet 

Union and other powers. Especially important are American 

Japanese relations. Just now they are pretty bad. It will 

be my task not to aggravate them even if we lack a treaty 

of commerce and navigation by which to guarantee the amity. 

I think the American ïkmbassador to Tokyo is of the same 

mind. Japan must support the Wang Ching Wei regime to the

last
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last and crush, the Chungking regime by aimed force as 

quickly as possible thereby securing an early peace» Now 

there are not lacking those who are spreading the gloomy 

view that the Wang Ching Wei Government is incompetent» 

But it is dangerous merely^to look at its defects and 

pronounce it unworthy of Japan’s support. We have no 

better plan at present than to safeguard the Wang regime 

and push our settlement of the war. In the European war 

the position of the neutrals is being ignored» Japan 

because of its geographical position has hardly any 

experience of having been a neutral while neighbor 

powers fought around it. Thus the people are lacking in 

training as a neutral. They are for this reason apt to 

fly off the handle over an affair like the ASAMA MARU 

incident. In the present European war there have been 

many infringements of the rights of neutrals by belligerents» 

Japan will have a hard time protecting its right as a 

neutral» At this time it is essential that the people 

should, realize the exact nature of the situation and 

deal with difficulties calmly and with good judgment'1. 

Shanghai please repeat to Peiping and Chungking.

CSB GREW
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